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Foreword

I was given the opportunity to address the scholarly conference on "The Qur'an in Its Historical Context" at the University of Notre Dame as a guest speaker, and to contribute a rejoinder and a postscript to Dr Nasr Abu Zayd's opening speech. He spoke about the possibility of a Qur'anic worldview. I highlighted the fact that ambiguity is intrinsic to language, including the language of the Qur'an, and said that there is need for constantly riddling the Qur'anic worldview of its ambiguities.

Over the course of the three-day conference, the speakers, who were all senior researchers in their own fields, opened up before us the record of Qur'anic studies to date and placed the Qur'an "in its historical context." There was a discussion about the way in which "a" or "aleph" was written in the earliest manuscripts of the Qur'an (nearly 1,200 years ago) and the problems that this creates in reading some of the Verses (e.g., "la uqsimu ["I do not swear"] versus la-uqsimu ["I do swear"], and "la a'bad ["I do not worship"] versus la-a'bad ["I do worship"]). The Qur'an's similarities and dissimilarities with the Torah and the Gospel in terms of discourse, the narration of stories, and the way in which they chastise disbelievers were also discussed, as was the importance of diacritics, opening letters of some Stûras, and the dots above and below various letters that would lead to new readings (following Lüling, the German scholar).

Some of the conference participants were Muslims, like myself; such as Nasr Abu Zayd, Munther Younes, Suleiman Mourad, Hani Hayajneh, Waleed Ahmed, Emran Bedawi and Shawkat Toorawa. I thought to myself what a shame it is that conferences of this kind are not held in Islamic countries, and are unlikely to be for the foreseeable future, because they would not be welcomed by Muslims. I recalled a seminar that I attended many years ago in Istanbul, Turkey, which was convened to examine the ideas and works of Professor Fazlur Rahman, the Pakistani Islamologist who taught at the University of Chicago. The seminar's director highlighted a noteworthy point: that it would be impossible to hold a seminar of this kind in any Islamic country other than Turkey. And this is despite the fact that Fazlur Rahman had not said anything particularly "blasphemous" about the Qur'an. It occurred to me at the time that not even one of his books had been translated into Persian. But I did not lose hope, because some of Dr Nasr Abu Zayd's works have been translated and published in Persian. As I reflected on the causes (or reasons) for this, I
realized that political systems are less to blame than religious systems. Even if politicians authorized conferences of this kind, believers would not tolerate them, because they find it difficult to accept that discussions of this kind can benefit their creed. Regrettably, the level of intolerance is still very high in Islamic countries and their religious leaders are more to blame than their political leaders.

A few years ago, thanks to UNESCO’s efforts, a seminar on Al-Ghazâlî was held in Iran. At first, it was meant to be held in Khorsan, in north-east Iran, where Al-Ghazâlî was born and where he was laid to rest. But believers and religious leaders in Khorsan were outraged and did not allow the seminar to go ahead, because they considered Al-Ghazâlî, a Sunni, to be anti-Shî‘ite. In the end, the seminar had to be moved to Tehran.

The Qur’ân is more important than Fazlur Rahman, Al-Ghazâlî, and other scholars and thinkers of course. And it goes without saying that believers do not like to hear and are not prepared to allow any discussion of the Qur’ân’s whys and wherefores. It is not difficult to see the reason for this. Fred Donner, too, touched on this subject at the Notre Dame conference. He tried to explain the relationship between “the believer” and “the historian,” and to rid believers of any apprehensions they may have about historians of the Qur’ân and religion.

It is not that believers (and, here, I mean learned believers) consider Orientalists and non-Muslims who study the Qur’ân to be malicious or ignorant; but they think that Orientalists’ approach averts faith or, at least, is unacquainted with it. In order to remove all ambiguity, let us replace “approach” with “presuppositions,” which is effectively what it means. Believers are of the view that, because of the presuppositions that Orientalists have (or do not have), they ultimately arrive at conclusions that conflict with believers’ “beliefs.” Moreover, they think that this outcome was foreseen by the Qur’ân, which states that God guides a people with the Qur’ân and leads another people astray. (“Thereby He leads many astray, and thereby He guides many” al-Baqara [2] 26). And that the Qur’ân is healing for some and a loss to others. (“And We send down, of the Qur’ân, that which is healing and a mercy to the believers; and the unbelievers it increases not, except in loss” al-Isrâ’ [17] 82). The Orientalists are — in the eyes of believers — the people who go astray, who lose out, and who have not been apportioned anything but a repudiation of the Qur’ân. (“What, do you hold this discourse in disdain, and do you make it your living to cry lies?” al-Wâqi’a [56] 81–82).

Jalaleddin Rumi conveys this same notion in a beautiful, poetic form by likening the Qur’ân to a rope (an analogy derived from the Qur’ân itself): “Many are they who have been misled by the Qur’ân / Many are they who followed this rope to the bottom of the well / But the rope is not to blame, O misguided one! / It is you who lacked the aspiration to ascend” (Mathnawî, Book III).

Rumi argued that the “aspiration to ascend” precedes and is superior to exegesis, and that the exegete’s understanding follows from his intention and purpose. Rumi asks, what can the Book possibly do for an exegete who does not have the intention and the aspiration to be guided and to emerge from the well?

Of course non-Muslims who study the Qur’ân believe that their work is objective, impartial and scientific, and they do not accept any of the charges that are leveled at them. They can even appeal to modern epistemology’s findings, which hold that knowledge is fundamentally a collective and ongoing affair that cannot be summed up in this or that individual’s opinion, and that although any researcher may have his or her own particular predispositions and myopias, the convoy of learning, as a whole, is led by rational argumentation; so, the strongest arguments always win the day. All the same, this defensive statement does not convince Muslim believers. They argue, for their part, that objectiveness and impartiality are little more than myths and that no researcher is immune to interference by non-epistemic factors. Researchers are not angels who are totally devoid of desires and dogmas and abide unwaveringly by rational argumentation and abstract reasoning. In other words, the adherence to dogma, of which believers stand accused, also exists in different ways among non-Muslim scholars who boast of impartiality. And this is precisely why the goods that the “Orientalists” have to offer seem so suspect (and even abhorrent) to believers.

In short — the argument goes — what we have here is one set of dogmas versus another set of dogmas, and one faith versus another faith; not dogma versus objectivity, not attachment versus detachment, not obscurantism versus science. And this being the case, why should we abide by non-believers’ dogmas and undervalue and abandon our own religious attachments and dogmas?

Simply saying that “the Qur’ân is far too important to be left to lovers alone” will not lead us to the conclusion that the analysis should be left to non-lovers (with their claims of impartiality), since, although these “non-lovers” are not in love with the Qur’ân, they are in love with other ideas and schools of thought. And this is enough to undermine their robustness and impartiality.

Thomas Kuhn, through his theory of paradigms, and Michel Foucault, through his idea of Epistememes, have shown that “empirical science” is itself an ideology, with all the dimensions and corollaries that this entails. So, what grounds can there be for any claims of impartiality, especially in areas, such as Qur’ânic studies, where it is not at all a question of the mathematical precision of the natural sciences, but a question of tentative historical conjectures?

Bear in mind, too, that Orientalists — like biologists who dissect a dead corpse — seek to unravel the genesis of the Qur’ân, its relationship with pre-Islamic times and the Arabian environment, and the means whereby it was compiled, and to study the different manuscripts, examine in excruciating detail some of its unusual terms, expose any contradictions, compare it with other holy books, discover what it derived from earlier sources and authorities, and so on and so forth. Meanwhile believers — who are more like the guests of a friend who is very much alive — seek to discover the meaning of the Friend’s talk and to enjoy it, to act on the Friend’s prescriptions and proscriptions, to delve deep into the secrets and beauties of His discourse, to read it, to share in the Prophet’s transcendental experience, and so on and so forth. Does this not make it clear that these two sets of people, with their two differing approaches, are seeking two different goals? Does it not make it clear that not viewing the Qur’ân as revelation opens the way to conclusions that viewing it as revelation forecloses, and vice versa? And if the first approach bars the way to the second, why should we not sacrifice the second?
If we were to leave things here, we could conclude that Muslim researchers’ disregard for Orientalists’ achievements is justified and thus feel no urge to esteem Orientalists’ endeavors. But the truth of the matter is that the stand-off between the two sides’ arguments hides something from view which we must now bring to light and explain.

The tale of the impact of presuppositions on understanding and interpreting empirical findings is a well-known and well-supported one. And, of course, there is no disputing it. But the thing that remains hidden and unsaid in all this is the tale of the impact that empirical findings can have on presuppositions. The dialectic between facts and presuppositions is what we should bear in mind and heed here. We must not remain endlessly confident and complacent that, thanks to our empirical findings is a well-known and well-supported one. And, of course, there is no disputing it. But the thing that remains hidden and unsaid in all this is the tale of the impact that empirical findings can have on presuppositions. The dialectic between facts and presuppositions is what we should bear in mind and heed here. We must not remain endlessly confident and complacent that, thanks to our empirical findings.

Assess our presuppositions? Are they immune to criticism and change? This is undoubtedly not the case. Presuppositions (which are generally non-empirical) can be subjected to critical assessment by two means: first, with other presuppositions and, secondly, with findings and facts. And this is exactly how the achievements of the two groups of scholars – believers and non-believers – can come to one another’s assistance. A critically-assessed active understanding is much more mature than a simple, passive understanding. And a critically-assessed understanding becomes possible in the light of a critical assessment of presuppositions.

We must value the critical assessment of presuppositions and borrow things from “the others.” If we accept this, then, we must amend the earlier phrase in the following way: “The Qur’an is far too important to leave its critical assessment to lovers alone,” because lovers do not criticize and revise; they worship. The lovers must be told that the beloved Book may well appear more beautiful and authentic to them after being revised. But let it also be added that the Qur’an is not a book that can be understood via critical assessments alone. The eyes of believers can see beauty and perfection therein that are invisible to non-believers’ eyes. And this is a ruling that holds true for all the classical works of religion, mysticism and literature. The two different ways of looking at them are complementary.

What I have proposed esteems both the work of non-Muslim researchers and their fair-minded, “non-believing” explorations, and the work of Muslim exegetes who seek guidance in the Qur’an, see it as a gift from God that contains transcendental secrets, and turn to it in order to find felicity, not to dissect it.

Far from forcing each other off the road, these two approaches can open up new avenues for each other, as long as they do not fall into the trap of pious dogmatism or academic exclusivity and snobbery. Perhaps the following verses (al-Rahmān [53], 19–22) are the ideal words with which to conclude this foreword: “He let forth the two seas that meet together, between them a barrier they do not overpass . . . From them come forth the pearl and the coral.”

Abdolkarim Soroush

---
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Introduction

The golden age of Qur’anic studies?¹

Gabriel Said Reynolds

On the afternoon of Monday July 5, 2010, as I was working on a draft of the present introduction, I received the terrible news that Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd had died earlier that day in Cairo. Professor Abu Zayd, the keynote speaker of the 2009 Notre Dame Qur’an conference on which this book is based, was a revered teacher of Muslims and non-Muslims alike. His Arabic works on Islamic thought were translated into Turkish, Persian, Indonesian, and many European languages. His “humanistic hermeneutic” (see his contribution to the present volume), a method of Qur’an interpretation developed during his work in exile towards the end of his life, garnered significant interest in the West and in the Islamic world.² Accordingly Prof. Abu Zayd was often asked to give major speeches, and to him the keynote speech at our conference could hardly have been an extraordinary event. Yet to the community of students and scholars of the Qur’an who gathered at Notre Dame it certainly was. And so the present book is dedicated to his memory, in gratitude for his presence among us in April 2009, and in gratitude for the wisdom he has shared with many throughout the years.

The April 2009 Notre Dame Qur’an conference was preceded by a conference in 2005, the papers of which were published under the title The Qur’an in Its Historical Context (Routledge, 2008). In that book’s introduction, subtitled “Qur’anic Studies and Its Controversies,” I describe the mysteries surrounding the supposed destruction of the Qur’an manuscript films collected by Gotthelf Bergsträsser (d. 1933) and Otto Pretzl (d. 1941) and the early Qur’an manuscripts discovered in 1972 in the Great Mosque of San‘ã’, Yemen. I focus, however, on the works of those authors who have challenged traditional ideas about the Qur’an in recent decades. The works of these authors, I argue, have fomented methodological confusion in Qur’anic studies: “Their theories, besides their basic precept, actually have very little in common. This sub-culture, therefore, has not developed a methodology, much less a school, that poses an organized challenge to the current paradigm.”³

¹ In preparing the present introduction I benefited greatly from the process of reading and editing the works of the contributors to this volume. I would like to express my gratitude to them, and to Prof. Michael Pregill, who offered constructive observations on an earlier version of this introduction.
² To this end see the PhD dissertation of Yusuf Rahman (McGill University, 2001): The Hermeneutical Theory of Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd: An Analytical Study of His Method of Interpretation.
In the introduction to the present book I will focus not on particular controversies, but rather on the remarkable increase of work in Qur'anic studies generally. Indeed if such things were to be evaluated by the level of activity alone, then it would seem that the golden age of Qur'anic studies has arrived. In order to illustrate this scholarly activity I will present the state of Qur'anic studies today in the light of earlier assessments of the field. Thereafter I will ask whether this activity is indeed the sign of a golden age.

### Three assessments of Qur'anic studies

In the "Present Status of Qur'anic Studies," published in 1957, Arthur Jeffery emphasizes the failure of scholars to produce critical work on the text of the Qur'an. While noting numerous studies (including his own) on non-canonical (masba'ah) and canonical (qur'ān) variants to the Qur'an, Jeffery laments the failure of the project that he had begun with Bergsträsser and Pretzl to produce a critical edition of the Qur'an. He notes that the 1342/1924 edition of Cairo had increasingly become something approaching the textus receptus of the Qur'an, even among western scholars. Yet this edition, he adds, is an imperfect reproduction of the Ḥafs (d. 180/796) an Ḍā'im (d. 127/745) tradition and hardly a critical text. As for the ever increasing number of translations of the Qur'an in his day, Jeffery finds them largely redundant: "Translations, however, in both European and Oriental languages, continue to appear, but with few exceptions, they make no real contribution to Qur'anic studies."9

---

8 "As Bergsträsser pointed out in his 'Koranlesung in Kairo', in Der Islam 20, 1932 this edition does not succeed in giving an entirely satisfactory text of the Ḥafs tradition, largely because its editors relied on relatively modern writers instead of going back to the older and more reliable sources." Jeffery, "The present status of Qur'anic studies," 2.
9 Ibid., 3–4.

---

13 Ibid., 8.
14 After noting his wish that the articles of David Künßling were gathered together and republished, Jeffery adds that it would be "a still greater service if there could be issued in this country [i.e. the United States] Speyer's Die bibliischen Erzählungen im Koran (Breslau 1937) all but a few copies of which were destroyed during the anti-Jewish troubles in central Europe." Ibid., 9. Speyer's work was in fact later reprinted in Germany: Hildesheim: Olms, 1961.
16 Neuwirth, "Zum neueren Stand der Koranforschung," 183.
17 "with no particular consciousness of methodology." Ibid.
18 Ibid., 183–84.
Although in quite different (and indeed contradictory) ways, 19 Neuwith dedicates most of her survey to a refutation of their works. 20

Fred Donner’s 2008 assessment of Qur’anic studies in The Qur’an in Its Historical Context is notably different. 21 Donner is not concerned by a lack of scholarly work on the Qur’an, but rather by conflicts among scholars working on the Qur’an. Donner opens his article with the remark. “Qur’anic studies, as a field of academic research, appears today to be in a state of disarray.” 22 Thereafter he identifies five questions regarding the Qur’an on which no scholarly consensus exists:

1. The existence of an “Ur-Qur’an.”
2. The character of the “Ur-Qur’an” (among those who accept its existence).
3. The original language and script of the Qur’an.
4. The transmission of the “Ur-Qur’an”.
5. The codification and canonization of the Qur’an.

Donner illustrates how recent critical studies of the Qur’an have addressed these matters, but in such different ways that no clear picture of the Qur’an’s origins has emerged. Lüling, for example, argues that behind the Qur’an lies the hymnal of an Arabic Christian community, while Wansbrough proposes that the Qur’an is the product of scattered “prophetic logia.” In a more recent publication Christoph Luxenberg contends that the original language of the Qur’an was heavily influenced by the vocabulary and syntax of Syriac (a language that the Muslim scholars who later established the scriptio plena of the Qur’an did not understand). 23 On the question of the transmission of the Qur’an, Donner notes the conventional view that an ancient oral tradition accompanied the transmission of the scriptio defectiva text, and recent research that seems to contradict this view. On the problem of the codification of the Qur’an, he comments: “The available evidence on the Qur’an’s codification, similarly, seems to provide support for both the early-codification and the late-codification hypotheses.” 24

By the end of Donner’s article readers might expect a gloomy assessment of Qur’anic studies. Instead, Donner finds the field to be markedly improved: “I do not want to imply, however, that this current disarray is necessarily a bad thing. Quite the contrary, it is far preferable to the earlier stage of ‘false consensus,’ which really concealed a failure or refusal to address some burning questions in a critical way (perhaps for fear of antagonizing believers).” 25

Current developments in Qur’anic studies

But the rise of interest in the critical questions of Islamic origins is not the only positive development in Qur’anic studies. Research on the Qur’an generally has continued to increase, and today many of the desiderata named by Jeffery and Neuwith have been achieved. The following brief survey of recent critical work in Qur’anic studies might illustrate this trend, although it hardly represents a comprehensive catalog of such work.

Perhaps the most significant development in Qur’anic studies is the appearance of new scholarly reference works. Two Arabic–English dictionaries of the Qur’an have recently been published: A Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic (2004) by Arno A. Ambros and Stephan Procházka (supplemented in 2006 by The Nouns of Koranic Arabic Arranged by Topics: A Companion Volume to the Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic), 26 and The Arabic–English Dictionary of Qur’anic Usage by Elsaid Badawi and Muhammad Abdel Haleem (2008). Moreover, another lexical resource can now be found in Martin Zimmermann’s A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’anic Arabic (2002), 28 a work that provides cognate terms in a number of Semitic languages (although not, unfortunately, Christian Palestinian Aramaic) for Qur’anic vocabulary.

The most significant new publication in terms of breadth is the Encyclopaedia of the Qur’an (2001–6), which covers a wide range of topics, including many of those which Jeffery felt were in need of scholarly treatment, such as the grammar, syntax, and theology of the Qur’an. The 2007 publication of the Dictionnaire du Coran (not a lexicon but a one-volume reference work), a dense volume with

25 Ibid., 43.
27 Leiden: Brill, 2008. However this work, it seems to me, does not substantially surpass the 1873 dictionary of John Penrice: A Dictionary and Grammar of the Kor-an with Copious Grammatical References and Explanation of the Text, London: King and Co., 1873. For a more detailed consideration of these and other dictionaries of the Qur’an see Andrew Rippin’s contribution to the present volume: “Studies in Qur’anic vocabulary: The problem of the dictionary.”
contributions from a wide range of francophone scholars, is likewise a noteworthy development in Qur'anic studies.29

Whereas Jeffery noted the absence of a critical edition of the Qur'an, this task has now been taken up by a research team at the Freie Universität in Berlin.30 The significance of this task, however, is still unclear. The defective script of the early Qur'an manuscripts renders the very definition of a critical edition problematic. If the goal of such an edition is to represent the earliest pronunciation of the Qur'an, the ancient manuscripts themselves will hardly be sufficient, since they represent only a shorthand of the consonantal text. Scholars might then turn to the reports found in later Islamic literature on the readings (qir'āt) of the Qur'an to infer the shape of the complete text. But in that case the task achieved would not be fundamentally different from the work of the committee, led by Muhammad b. 'Alī al-Ḥusaynī al-Ḥaddād, that established the Cairo version of the Qur'an on the basis of literary reports of the Ḥafṣ (d. 180/796) an 'Āsim (d. 127/745) reading.31 Of course, a critical edition could provide a wider range of qir'āt in some sort of apparatus — or perhaps with a digitalized hypertext — and scholars could attempt methodically to decide in each case which reading is more ancient. But then individual scholars can already use a work such as Mu'jam al-qir'āt al-qur'ānīyya (1983) to make their own decisions on these matters.32 In any case scholars might remember that Otto Pretzl himself apparently gave up the task of a critical edition of the Qur'an towards the end of his life, having grown convinced that the Islamic tradition of qir'āt was essentially exegetical.33 With similar logic Donner himself argues that, in light of our current state of knowledge, any project to establish a critical edition of the Qur'an will likely be flawed.34

Alternatively, of course, the goal of a critical edition could be to represent the most ancient orthography of the text. But in this case a critical edition of the Qur'an would be effectively illegible, since it would not include the diacritical marks that appear in later manuscripts to fill out the skeletal script of the early manuscripts. Such a critical edition would not be much more useful than the facsimile reproduction of the early manuscripts themselves. And indeed the most ancient manuscripts are increasingly available to scholars. Sergio Noja Noseda and François Déroche have in recent years published clear and large-scale facsimiles of Ms. arabie 328 from the Bibliothèque nationale de France (1998),35 and the first half of Ms. Or. 2165 of the British Library (2001).36 Moreover, an increasing number of hijāzī manuscripts are available through digital representations online, including Mingana-Islamic Arabic 1572,37 and twenty-seven of the Qur'an fragments discovered in 1972 in the Great Mosque of Ṣan'ā', Yemen.38

In general the increase in online resources for the study of the Qur'an is notable.39 Mehdi Azaiez manages an extremely useful website (<http://mehdi-azaiez.org>; in French) with information on conferences and publications in Qur'anic studies. Meanwhile, the number of websites that offer a variety of Qur'an translations for

---


34 "There can be no doubt that the most cherished dream of everyone who works with the Qur'an — whether academic specialist or believing Muslim (not, of course, exclusive categories) — would be the preparation of a truly critical edition of the text: that is, an edition that, working from the evidence provided by the earliest manuscript sources, comes as close as scientifically possible to the exact wording and vocalization of the original text — the Ur-Qur'an. But no sooner do we make this statement than, in light of what we have just discussed, we realize how problematic it is. For, the implication of many of the preceding reflections on recent scholarship on the Qur'an is that we face daunting problems of analysis and interpretation — orthographic, linguistic, and historical — that must be resolved before we could prepare such an 'Urtext' edition with any confidence. To attempt such an undertaking before we have attained greater clarity on at least the more pressing of these problems, it seems to me, would be to risk making many false starts and possibly calamitous failure of the enterprise, as laboriously-edited parts of the text were shown to be incorrect by new discoveries." Donner, "The Qur'an in recent scholarship: Challenges and desiderata," 43–44.
comparision continues to increase,\textsuperscript{46} while the site "Project Root List" (<http://www.studyquran.co.uk/PRLonline.htm>) allows students to search through a virtually complete list of Arabic consonantal roots in the Qur'an. Each entry includes a list of the various lexemes in the Qur'an from that root with an English translation, Qur'anic chapter/verse references, and relevant grammatical information, along with a link to a PDF of the corresponding entry in Lane's Lexicon. The site http://cl.la.haifa.ac.il/projects/qur'an/ allows users to search a transliterated text of the Qur'an on the level of morphemes. No less impressive among online resources is "The Qur'an Arabic Corpus" (<http://corpus.quran.com/>), a site based at the University of Leeds that provides students with a detailed word by word analysis of the Cairo Qur'an's vocabulary, morphology, and syntax, along with various syntactical charts (similar to those commonly used in grammars of New Testament Greek), and a detailed dictionary of the Qur'an.\textsuperscript{41}

In addition, a remarkable number of new critical scholarly studies of the Qur'an have appeared since the publication of The Qur'an in Its Historical Context. In 2010 the Qur'an research team centered at the Freie Universität Berlin (led by Angelika Neuwirth, Nicolai Sinai, and Michel Marx) published The Qur'an in Context: Historical and Literary Investigations in the Qur'anic Milieu,\textsuperscript{42} a diverse work with twenty-eight contributions that emerged from a 2004 symposium.\textsuperscript{43} A second center of critical Qur'anic Studies in Germany has also appeared in recent years with the title: Inarāh: Institut zur Erforschung der frühen Islamgeschichte und des Koran. Led by scholars at Die Universität des Saarlandes (including Karl-Heinz Ohlig and Gerd-R. Puin), the Inarāh Institute published four collected volumes of critical studies on the Qur'an and Islamic origins — volumes in part marked by radical historical revisionism — between 2005 and 2009 (and subsequently published two additional volumes).\textsuperscript{44}

523–81. Puin analyzes several folios of a palimpsest Qur'an manuscript found in the great mosque of San'a in 1972. In her analysis she details the orthographic variations between the rasm of the scriptio inferior and the scriptio superior and compares both texts to the standard ("King Fu'ād") 1924 Cairo edition. The implication, evidently, is that an appreciation of the San'a manuscript can help produce a more ancient Qur'anic rasm than that achieved through the griḏaʿī traditions that shape the textus receptus.

A telling comparison can be made between her article and that of Behnam Sadeghi (assisted by Uwe Bergmann): "The codex of the companion of the Prophet and the Qur'an of the Prophet," Arabic\textit{a} 57, 2010, 343–436. Sadeghi seems to have worked with a folio of the same manuscript. Whereas Puin identifies her manuscript as 01–27.1 of Dār al-Maḥkūṭīf in San'a, Sadeghi names the folio he examined only as "Stanford (2007)" and the manuscript to which it belongs only as "San'a 1." However, he reports (p. 355) that his folio, which was purchased at auction at Sotheby's in 1993, belongs to the same manuscript of a folio purchased on auction at Christie's in 2008. For her part Pun comments (p. 461, n. 1) that this latter folio seems to have been taken from the same manuscript with which she worked. Unfortunately Sadeghi seems to have been unaware of Puin's work and makes no mention of it.

In his article Sadeghi similarly analyzes the variants found between the scriptio inferior and the scriptio superior of the palimpsest. However, his principal concern is to compare both layers with medieval Islamic traditions on the masūḥīf. Ultimately he argues that the scriptio superior (which Sadeghi labels "Uthmānic") and argues is a reflection of the Prophet's own reading) of his manuscript is more ancient than the scriptio inferior, which he attributes to a "companion" (although it does not match the traditional descriptions of any one companion masūḥīf). Thus Sadeghi concludes that the traditional account of the Qur'an's codification is vindicated by his analysis. This conclusion, he explains, was predictable: "If anybody had the resources to ensure that a reliable version be chosen, it would have been the calliph; and if anybody had more to lose by botching up the task, again that would have been 'Uthmān." (Sadeghi, 414).


A different approach is taken by David Powers in *Muhammad is Not the Father of Any of Your Men: The Making of the Last Prophet* (2009). Powers, who presents physical evidence that the consonantal skeleton of Q. 4:12b was revised, argues that the stories of Muhammad’s biological son İbrahîm and his adopted son Zayd b. Hâriha are narrative tropes more than recorded history. In *Muhammad and the Believers* (2010) Fred Donner looks to the Qur’an in order better to understand early Islamic history (the reverse of how things are conventionally done in western scholarship). The Qur’an, Donner argues (in a manner much more subtle and sophisticated than can be summarized briefly), reflects an interconfessional movement of monotheistic believers; the definitive demarcation of Islam from Judaism and Christianity is a later development.

For his part Tilman Nagel, in his introduction to *Der Koran und sein religiöses und kulturelles Umfeld* (2010), notes the remarkably intimate correspondence between the Qur’an and Syriac literature of the time. In my own work, *The Qur’an and Its Biblical Subtext* (2010), I likewise emphasize this point, arguing that what seems to be idiosyncratic Biblical material in the Qur’an (often a cause for scholars to speculate that Muhammad was influenced by a heterodox Jewish or Christian sect) can be better understood when the Qur’an’s relationship with the tradition of Syriac homilies is appreciated. Furthermore I contend that Islamic exegetical literature (including accounts of asbab al-nuzûl) is best appreciated when read as the creative product of later Islamic intellectual culture, and not as an imperfect record of historical events.

These sorts of arguments are based on a reasoned analysis of the Qur’an’s relationship to earlier literature. In this they differ profoundly from the old tradition of Orientalism, by which research usually begins not with the Qur’an but rather with a reading (often polemical or hyperbolic) of the Prophet’s biography. In this regard it is noteworthy that Michel Cuyper’s work, in its English translation, won the 2009 “World Prize for Book of the Year,” awarded by the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance of the Republic of Iran. This award helps to undermine the fallacy that believing Muslims will neither welcome nor tolerate serious critical research on the Qur’an. Indeed it would be ironic if scholars in the West today would refrain from such research — concerned that they might offend Muslims thereby — when Muslims in the Islamic world are increasingly interested in it.

**Qur’anic studies and the translation of the Qur’an**

Yet the principal question at hand is not whether critical research in Qur’anic studies is increasingly prevalent, but whether this research is contributing to a more precise understanding of the Qur’an. In order to address this latter question we might look briefly at recent translations of the Qur’an. Translators, after all, must deal with what the Qur’an means, and their work might be thought of as the place where advances in our understanding of the Qur’an first become evident.

A growing number of translations of the Qur’an into European languages have appeared in recent years, no doubt due in part to the increased market for all things Islamic since September 11, 2001. Here I will examine briefly six recent translations of the Qur’an, four of them English: Abdel Haleem, Jones, Khalidi, and the Monotheist Group; one French: Abu-Sahlieh; and one German: Bobzin. With one exception (the Monotheist Group), all of these translations are meant to be grounded in sober academic principles and unaffected by religious commitments. Still, and as we will see, they form a diverse group.

In the introduction to his translation (published 2004), Abdel Haleem explains that in translating he always takes into account the occasion in the Prophet’s life when individual passages of the Qur’an were revealed. Tarif Khalidi (translation published 2008), on the contrary, contends that by emphasizing traditions on the “occasions of revelation” translators risk limiting the meaning of the text: “But the very allusiveness of the text, its impersonality, its-meta-historical tone, seem almost deliberately to de-emphasize context, and to address its audience or readers in a grammatical tense that I have elsewhere called ‘the eternal present tense.’”


56 *The Qur’an*, trans. M.A.S. Abdel Haleem, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004. xxx. Abdel Haleem introduces his translation with traditional accounts of the biography of Muhammad, the revelation of the Qur’an, and the compilation of the Qur’an. He continues with an account of the Qur’an’s structure (Sûras and verses), and of the traditional division of the Qur’an into Medinan and Medinan periods. Thereafter Abdel Haleem discusses the style of the Qur’an, Islamic interpretation (here he is concerned almost exclusively with a defense of the Qur’an’s material on war and the status of women), and the history of English translations of the Qur’an. Generally his account reflects a concern with religious apology: “By the end of the Prophet’s life (632 CE) the entire Qur’an was written down in the form of scattered pieces” (p. xxvi); “[the companions of the Prophet who collated the Qur’an] belonged to a cultural background that had a long-standing tradition of memorizing literature, history, and genealogy” (p. xvi).

For his part Jones (translation published 2007) contends that Islamic traditions on pre-Islamic Arabia might help the translator better understand the Qur'an's rhetoric, which he explains as an integration of "the clipped, gnomic style" of soothsayers, the "admonitory, exhortative and argumentative style" of scribes, the "narrative techniques" of the story-tellers and the "dramatic style" of some poetry.58 Different concerns are raised in the introduction to the translation (published 2008) of the Monotheist Group.59 The anonymous translators (affiliated with the site <http://free-minds.org>) are "Quranists" (Ar. qur'āniyāṭ) and focus therein on the importance of understanding the Qur'an independently from Islamic tradition and exegesis (which they contend is a sectarian distortion of the scripture) and structures of Islamic authority today.60

The French translation of Sami Awad Aldeeb Abu-Sahlieh (published 2008),61 which includes the Arabic text of the Qur'an in a separate column,62 is unusual even

divides his translation into paragraphs, in light of his conviction (which he shares with Suyūṭī) that the Qur'an is ordered according to "bursts" of revelation; he marks verse numbers only with a marginal note at the end of each paragraph. Khalidi also distinguishes between genres of Qur'ānic material in his formatting so that the reader might make better sense of the Qur'an as a literary work ("Where it is in a sense 'dramatic', I have arranged the lines in a vertical 'poetic' fashion." Ibid., xxi.). In his introduction Khalidi also emphasizes the challenges a translator of the Qur'an is faced with: "But here too I cannot claim to have done anything other than to highlight a problem of translation and offer a tentative solution to it." Ibid., xxi.

Alan Jones begins his translation with an introduction to the Prophet's life, including a brief introduction to the geography and demography of pre-Islamic Arabia, along with a traditional account of the religion and culture of pre-Islamic Arabs. When it comes to introducing the structure of the Qur'an, Jones warns the reader that traditions dating individual passages to certain moments in the Prophet's life are unreliable: "But while it is true that with some of the Medinan sūras there is quite a good case for relating material they contain to historical events, there is a large number of sūras whose dating remains highly doubtful." The Qur'an, trans. Alan Jones, Exeter: Gibb Memorial Trust, 2007, 11–12. It adds that the western chronology of the sūras established by Nöldeke is no less so: "Yet it must be said that it is no real advance on the traditional Muslim dating." Ibid., 11. Jones accordingly rejects the traditional notion that Qur'ānic material moved from "tense and abrupt" to "diffluse" during the career of the Prophet, maintaining that a proper evaluation of the text shows that "there is relatively little change of style during the period of the Qur'an's revelation." Ibid, 16.


To this end they include, in the introduction, images of early Qur'ān manuscripts meant to show that the basmalah should be understood as part of the revelation (whereas later Islamic tradition made it an introductory formula). So too on the basis of manuscript evidence they do not include any titles of the sūras in their translation. In the opinion of the translators their independence from Islamic tradition and authority has allowed them to achieve, as the subtitle of their volume puts it, "a pure and literal Translation of the Qur'an." However, in order to maintain a connection with the conventional chapter/verse numbering, they do not number the basmalah as a verse in their translation.

The translators conclude the introduction with the admonition: "You now should have the necessary tools to educate yourself to the Scripture's system and method for deriving meanings and laws. . . . Try to make it a habit of seeking the answers for yourself through the guidance of God . . . Do not be quick to ask 'others' what God says regarding this or that." The Message, xvi.


In the first edition of his translation (Le Coran, trans. R. Blachère, Paris: Maisonneuve, 1949), Régis Blachère similarly arranges the Qur'an according to a chronological ordering of its sūras. Whereas Blachère, however, develops his own chronology, Abu-Sahlieh relies on that established by al-Azhār.

in its form. Abu-Sahlieh arranges the Sūras according to a supposed chronological order, beginning with al-'Ālaq (Q 96) and ending with al-Nāṣr (Q 110).63 For his part Harmut Bobzin does not rearrange the Sūras in his German translation (published 2010), but he does include the traditional Islamic header which makes certain Sūras Meccan and others Medinan.64 Regarding the translation itself, Bobzin explains that he has attempted to preserve the abrupt quality, and even the rhyme, of terse material in the Qur'an, and something of the rhythmic nature of the entire text.

Evidently the translations presented here differ both in regard to the formal representation of the text and the usefulness of Islamic tradition in interpreting it. Our concern, however, is to what extent these translations have benefited from recent critical scholarship on the Qur'an. In order to address this question I turn now to their rendering of two passages which have presented difficulties to earlier interpreters. The first, Al 'Imrān (3) 3–4, is concerned with Biblical material:

Nazzala 'alayka al-kitāba bi-l-ḥaqiq musaddiqan li-mā bayna yadayhi wa-amzala l-tawrāt wa-injil * min gablu hudan li-l-nāsi wa-amzala l-furqāna inna lladhīna kafarī bi-ayāti Llahī lahum 'adhābun shadīdun wa-Llahū 'azzūn dhū intiqām

Abdel Haleem — Step by step, He has sent the Scripture down to you [Prophet] with the Truth, confirming what went before: He sent down the Torah and the Gospel * earlier as a guide for people and he has sent down the distinction [between right and wrong]. Those who deny God's revelations will suffer severe torment. God is almighty and capable of retribution.

Jones — He has sent down to you* [the superscript “s”=singular] the Scripture in truth, confirming what came before it. And He sent down the Torah and the Gospel * Previously, as a guidance for the people; and He sent down the Salvation. * [4a] Those who do not believe in the signs of God will have painful torment. God is Mighty and Able to take revenge.

Khalidi — He sent down to you the Book with the Truth, Confirming His previous Scriptures.

Abu-Sahlieh also includes extensive footnotes with indications of variants (qirāʾāt), relevant Biblical (or Talmudic/midrashic) references, notes on verses considered derogated by traditional Islamic jurisprudence, and citations of earlier French translations that differ from his own rendering.

Der Koran. Munich: Beck, 2010. At the end of the volume Bobzin includes 170 pages of comments, made up above all of brief explanations of the Arabic that underlies the words, syntax, and punctuation he has chosen in the translation. The comments are arranged with chapter/verse references, I.e they are not endnotes. In other words, readers will find no mark in the translation itself to indicate that a comment exists at the end of the volume. Thereby Bobzin no doubt meant to preserve something of the visual simplicity that is found in the standard Arabic Qur'ān. Yet the very length of his explanatory comments illustrates how much of the Qur'ān's meaning is uncertain, and the format of his text might give readers precisely the opposite impression.
And He sent down to you the Scripture with truth, authenticating what is present with it; and He sent down the Torah and the Injeel. * From before as a guidance for the people, and He sent down the Criterion. Those who rejected God’s revelations, they will have a painful retribution, and God is Almighty, Vengeful.

Monotheist Group – He sent down to you the Scripture with truth, authenticating what is present with it; and He sent down the Torah and the Injeel. * From before as a guidance for the people, and He sent down the Criterion. Those who rejected God’s revelations, they will have a painful retribution, and God is Almighty, Vengeful.

Bobzin – Herabgesandt hat er auf dich das Buch mit der Wahrheit, bestätigend, was vor ihm war. Herabgesandt hat er Tora und Evangelium * schon vorher – für die Menschen als Geleit. Und die Entscheidung hat er herabgesandt. Siehe denen die nicht an Gottes Zeichen glauben, ist strenge Strafe bestimmt. Gott ist mächtig, Herr der Vergeltung.

In analysing these translations one might first notice certain peculiar features. Abdel Haleem adds the phrase “step by step” to his description of revelation. This may reflect his notion of “occasions of revelation,” but it does not seem to correspond with any phrase in the verse. He also indicates between brackets that the pronoun (which in Arabic has no precedent) “you” (i.e. the recipient of revelation) is the Prophet. His translation “capable of retribution” seems to soften considerably the Arabic dhāl l-intiqaḏm; others translate: “Able to take revenge;” “Vengeful;” “extracting in Revenge” (I assume “exacting” is meant here); “vengeur” or “Herr der Vergeltung” (in a comment Bobzin suggests “Herr der Rache” as another rendering). Kafarū is rendered with different terms and different tenses but (with the exception of Khalidi, who translates “blaspheme”) all of the translators seem to agree that it means something like “deny” or “disbelieve.”

All of the translators likewise agree that the term kitāb in the opening line means “book” or “scripture.” They all capitalize their translation of kitāb – except for Abu-Sahlieh (in German, of course, nouns are anyway capitalized) – suggesting that they have a specific book in mind. They are less clear about the phrase li-mā baya yadayhi, which some translate as “that which is before him” (Abu-Sahlieh, Bobzin) or “before it” (Monotheist Group), and others as “what went before” (Abdel Haleem) or “what came before it” (Jones) or “beforehand” (Khalidi). These latter translators may mean thereby that the kitāb is the Qur’ān itself (which confirms earlier books), but then Bobzin at least suggests in a comment that the Qur’ān is intended instead by a term in the next verse: furqān (regarding which see below).65

All of the translators simply render tawrāt as Torah, but with injil confusion appears. The Monotheist Group transliterates the Arabic word into English letters (Injeel); Abdel Haleem, Jones, Abu-Sahlieh, and Bobzin translate the term as “Gospel” (Jones puts Gospel in italics). Khalidi uses “Evangile” (perhaps because it means “gospel” but sounds like injil). All of the translators capitalize this term, suggesting that the Qur’ān means a specific book. But none of them explains what injil refers to (The Christian New Testament? Only one of the Gospels? An oral message? A Muslim book?).

Perhaps the most salient difference between the translations is the rendering of furqān, a term understood in Islamic exegetical tradition in light of the Arabic root f.r.g. (cf.“to differ”), but which in western scholarship is often connected to the Aramaic root p.r.g. (cf.“to redeem”).66 Abdel Haleem follows tradition, translating, “the distinction [between right and wrong];” Jones translates “the Salvation”, but then adds in a footnote: “or ‘the Criterion’ “ Khalidi translates, “the Criterion,” as does the Monotheist Group. The capital “C” in these translations implies that the translators think the Criterion is nothing other than the Qur’ān. Abu-Sahlieh translates “la délivrance,” while Bobzin opts for the traditional meaning: “die Entscheidung” (although in a comment he adds, “oder: ‘die Rettung’ ”).

Similar confusion is found in the translations of al-την (95), a passage concerned in part with eschatology:

Wa-l-τηn wa-l-zaytān * wa-τfri ṣīnṭ * wa-hādhā l-baladi l-amīn * la-qad khalaga l-insāna fi ʿabṣan taqīn * thumna radadhāhu asfala sāfīlōn * illā ikhdīnā ṣāman wa-ʿamīli l-sīlīdi bi-lahum ajrun ghayru māmnīn * fa-mā yakhdhīhēba baʿdī bi-l-τηn * a-latīn Lālāh bi-ʿākami l-ḥākimin

Abdel Haleem – By the fig, by the olive, * by Mount Sinai, * by this safe town, * We create man in the finest state * then reduce him to the lowest of the low, * except those who believe and do good deeds – * they will have an unfalling reward. After this, what makes you [man] deny the Judgement? * Is not God the most discerning of judges?

Jones – By the figs and olives, * By Mount Sinai, * By this secure territory, * We have created man in the fairest stature; * When We have rendered him the lowest of the low, * Except for those who believe and do righteous deeds – * they will have an unbroken reward. * What will henceforth declare you false concerning the judgement? * Is not God the most discerning of judges?

65 Bobzin, 629, ad Q 3:4.
66 Thus Jeffery (FY [2007], 223–29); cf. the theory of F. Donner that in certain cases furqān corresponds instead to Syriac puqānā (“command” or “commandment”): “Qur’ānic furqān,” JJS 52, 2007, 279–300.
Khalidi – By the fig and the olive,
And by Mount Sinai,
And this city, secure!

We created man in fairest proportion,
Then reduced him to the lowest of the low,
Save them who believe and do righteous deeds –
To them belongs a wage, unstinted.

What then can lead you to deny the Judgement?
Is God not the fairest of judges?

Monotheist Group – By the fig and the olive. * And the mount of ages. * And this town of peace. * We have created mankind in the best form. * Then We returned him to the lowest of the low. * Except those who have believed and done good work, they will have a reward of thanks. * So what would make you deny the system after that? * Is God not the wisest of the wise?


Bobzin – Bei den Feigenbäumen! Bei den Olivenbäumen! * Beim Berge Sinai! * Bei diesem sichem Ort! * Wir erschufen den Menschen in vollendeter Gestalt, * als dann machten wir ihn zum Niedrigsten der Niedrigen – * außer denen, die glauben und gute Werke tun, denen wird Lohn zuteil, nicht unverdient – * was last dich also das Gericht noch leugnen? * Ist Gott dann nicht der weiseste der Richter?

The translators agree that the opening verse of this chapter is a type of oath on fig(s) and olive(s) (or fig and olive trees). They likewise agree that the second verse is an oath on sīnīn, which five of the translations render as Mount Sinai. The Monotheist Group, however, translates für sīnīn as “the mount of ages.” Now elsewhere (Q 23:20) the Qur’ān refers to Mount Sinai as für sāynā’ (although sīnā’ might better reflect the ancient pronunciation), but Islamic tradition generally (and with good reason) considers sīnīn to be a secondary form of the same term.48 The Monotheist Group rejects this tradition, understanding sīnīn as the plural of sāymūn, “year,” (although sīnūn is the typical Qur’ānic plural) and translating “mount of ages.”

The difference among the translations in the third verse is more subtle but still significant. Jones and Abu-Sahlieh understand balad to be a reference to a region (“territory,” “contrée”) but the other translations understand it to be a town or a city. Behind this lies the traditional idea (no doubt encouraged by the demonstrative article hādhā, “this”) that the Qur’ān intends here “Mecca.” Abdel Haleem says as much in a footnote; in his commentary Bobzin explains that by balad the Qur’ān means more specifically the Ka’ba, which even the pre-Islamic pagans considered an inviolable site.

Finally it is worth noting the differences to be found in the penultimate verse (fs-mā yuqadhdhibu bihā bi’dā yīn-dīn). Five of the translators understand mā to refer to a thing (e.g. Abdel Haleem: “what makes you [man] deny . . .”) but Abu-Sahlieh understands it over the meaning and object of yuqadhdhibu. Five of the translations suggest that God is here speaking to “man” (n.b. Abdel Haleem’s insertion) in a general sense, and asking what (or who) could make him (i.e. anyone) deny the dīn (which, according to the Monotheist Group, means “system,” but according to the others is short for yāwm al-dīn [n.b. Abu-Sahlieh’s insertion] and means “the Day of Judgement”). Jones, however, understands that God is speaking to Muhammad, and asking rhetorically how anyone could now reject his teaching on God’s power to judge all humans and send them to heaven or hell.69

Evidently, there is no little disagreement among translators over the meaning of these two passages, which are not among those (such as, say, al-Nisāʾ [4] 157–9 or al-Kawthar [108]) traditionally considered to be especially opaque. If critical scholarship had provided a convincing explanation of their meaning we would have found, presumably, less confusion among the translators.

Tellingly, all of the translators – even the Monotheist Group – turn frequently to traditional Islamic lexicography and exegesis for solutions. For this reason they all seem to believe that al-tawrāt and al-injīl were books; they understand (with two exceptions) furqān to mean something like Criterion; and they suggest (with two exceptions) that balad is a reference to Mecca. Now the Islamic lexicographical and exegetical tradition, of course, cannot be dismissed lightly. By relying on it the translators presumably do arrive quite often at the ancient meaning of the Qur’ān.

For other problems, however, help is found outside of this tradition. Only by turning to Syro-Aramaic, for example, do Jones and Abu Sahlieh arrive at the compelling translation of furqān as “salvation” or “la délivrance.”70 And for still other problems, such as the meaning and object of yuqadhdhibu, Syro-Aramaic is of no help. The problem for such cases is that the Qur’ān is short on proper

67 As Jeffery (FV [2007], 183–84) notes, the form sīnūn responds to the sūnīn rhyme of this Sūra.
68 Abu-Sahlieh in fact notes sāynā’ (and sīnā’) as a traditional variant reading for Q 95:2.
69 Abdel Haleem mentions this latter interpretation, acknowledging that it is found with Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī.
70 Muslim exegetes and lexicographers were of course extremely interested in the question of foreign words (al-kalimat al-dakhiliya) in the Qur’ān. Such interest, however, did not regularly lead to the study and application of foreign languages in their exegesis. On the idiomsyncretic nature of reports on non-Arabic languages in traditional Islamic exegesis see A. Jeffery, FV (2007), 1–42; A. Rippin, “Syriac in the Qur’ān,” QHC, 249–61.
names and details of context and long on allusions and references. And since translators have no contemporaneous or earlier Arabic literature to work with, they are the only place to find explicit explanations of these allusions and references is medieval Muslim literature. But this literature itself is filled with debates over the Qur’ān’s meaning (along with occasional confessions of complete uncertainty). Thus we arrive at the curious yet common phenomenon whereby the differences in modern translations of the Qur’ān are often distant — and yet evident — reflections of the very same differences to be found centuries earlier among traditional Islamic authorities.

In this light it would hardly seem correct to describe the current moment as a golden age of Qur’ānic studies. Scholars of the Qur’ān have not yet approached, let alone agreed upon, a basic understanding of the ancient meaning of the text. Thus the recent multiplication of translations of the Qur’ān seems more ironic than a propos.

Now the recourse of translators of the Qur’ān to medieval Islamic literature is understandable. Their task might be compared to the translation of the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible. For their part, translators of the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible do not look to traditional literature such as Philo, Origen, the Babylonian Talmud, the Midrash Rabbah, or Martin Luther to discover the ancient meaning of the text. Instead they look to the study of Akkadian and North-West Semitic languages and literature, of paleography, of archaeology/epigraphy, etc. to do so. But this is only possible because of the immense archeological, epigraphical, and philological work that has been done in the fields of Assyriology and Judaic Studies, work that allows translators to understand their text in the light of the historical context in which it was composed.

In comparison, scholars of the Qur’ān still have a lot of work to do, and it is to this work that the Notre Dame conferences on the Qur’ān are dedicated. The studies presented here are dedicated to furthering our understanding of the Qur’ān’s place in its historical context; in other words, they are meant to help students follow the Qur’ān’s own references to the religion, literature, and society of the Late Antique Near East. This work alone will hardly resolve all of the methodological problems that are evident in recent studies and translations of the Qur’ān. However, it offers further resources for students of the Qur’ān to discover the surprisingly profound ways in which the Qur’ān is in conversation with its context. Moreover, it offers an example of how Muslim and non-Muslim scholars alike can express their appreciation for the Qur’ān through the critical study of its contents.

Regarding the contributions to the present volume

*New Perspectives on the Qur’ān: The Qur’ān in Its Historical Context* is divided into five parts, the first of which is “Method in Qur’ānic studies.” Therein Fred Donner, in “The historian, the believer, and the Qur’ān,” argues that critical scholarship on the Qur’ān, properly understood, cannot prove nor disprove Islamic claims of faith. Accordingly he concludes that scholars have no need to shape their research according to Islamic apologetics, and no warrant to frame their research in polemical terms. Thereafter Andrew Rippin examines in detail the efforts of western scholars to develop a useful dictionary of the Qur’ān, and notes the importance of etymological research to that task. Finally, Nasr Abu Zayd introduces the reader to the principal methodologies for the interpretation of the Qur’ān associated with different Islamic sciences, and to the compelling story of his lifetime of engagement with the Qur’ān and Islamic studies. Ultimately he argues that critical studies of the Qur’ān’s ancient meaning can help Muslims contemplate the Qur’ān’s meaning (better, significance) today: “The contextual socio-cultural meaning, that which was addressed to the first Arab recipients, should not be ignored or simplified. This meaning is a vital indication of the direction of the Qur’ān’s message, i.e. its significance for the future generations of Muslims.”

The second part of the present book, “The Qur’ān and material evidence,” opens with Robert Hoyland’s examination of those early Arabic inscriptions in the Hijaz which seem to have been written by Jews, or which seem to refer to Jews or Judaism. Thereby he illustrates how an appreciation of epigraphy can play an important role in our study of the Qur’ān’s historical context. Hoyland’s chapter is complemented by that of Hani Hayajneh, who analyzes in detail Ancient South Arabian inscriptions that anticipate Qur’ānic vocabulary. Through this analysis Hayajneh develops compelling new interpretations of ten Qur’ānic passages. The final article in this section is that of Gerd Puin, who offers an exacting examination of the Qur’ānic *rasm* based on the evidence of the earliest manuscripts. Puin illustrates the substantial changes that have been made to Qur’ānic orthography in the medieval and modern period (including with the 1924 Cairo Qur’ān), and offers critical insights into the ancient shape of the Qur’ānic text.

The articles of the third part of the present volume, “Qur’ānic vocabulary,” are focused on the nature of the Qur’ān’s lexicography and the meaning of poorly understood Qur’ānic terms. Shawkat Toorawa offers an exhaustive presentation and careful categorization of Qur’ānic *hapax legomena*, and uses the results to caution scholars who hasten to emend such terms to match more common vocabulary. Manfred Kropp focuses in particular on *al-Ikhlaṣ* (Q 112). He both proposes an emendation of this Sūra and argues that a proper understanding of its development allows us to identify three phases in the development of the entire text of the Qur’ān. Munther Younes, for his part, makes a compelling argument for an emended reading of *al-Nāzi’īt* (Q 79), in his chapter, “Angels, stars, death, the soul, horses, bows — or women? The opening verses of Qur’ān 79.” Finally, Christoph Luxenberg, applying the insights of Syriac vocabulary and grammar, offers a profoundly new reading of *al-Najm* (Q 53).

---

71 On the troubles with using Jāhili poetry in this manner see Reynolds, *The Qur’ān and Its Biblical Subtext*, 30–33.

In the fourth part, "The Qur’ān and its religious context," the authors illustrate how a careful appreciation of the religious context of the Late Antique Near East can help us understand aspects of the Qur’ān that have long troubled interpreters. In the first chapter therein Sidney Griffith presents an exhaustive study of the Qur’ānic term *nasārā* in the light of the use of cognate Greek and Syriac terms in earlier Christian literature. Through this presentation the Qur’ān’s logic for using an unusual term for Christians becomes evident, and the idea that this term reflects the influence of a heterodox sect is refuted. Devin Stewart reviews both traditional Islamic and western scholarship on poorly understood Qur’ānic formulae (such as *mā adrāka, qul, and rabb* [+definite noun]) and the disconnected (or “mysterious”) letters that open twenty-nine Sūras. He then shows how an appreciation of earlier oracular texts, both Babylonian and Greek, can help us better to understand both features of the Qur’ān.

For his part Suleiman Mourad, by calling attention to various Qur’ānic passages that are often read in isolation, argues persuasively that the Qur’ān does not deny the death of Jesus. His chapter is followed by that of Clare Wilde, who examines quotations of the Qur’an in early Christian Arabic literature, and investigates whether these quotations (many of which date to the early ‘Abbasid period) might indicate something of a pre-orthodox Islamic approach to the Qur’ān, if not a pre-canonical form of the Qur’ān. Thereafter Gerald Hawting addresses the ambiguity between human and angelic messengers in the Qur’ān. Noting that later Islamic exegesis attempted to draw distinct boundaries between the two, Hawting argues that this ambiguity reflects earlier Judaico-Christian prophetology and angelology.

The fifth and final part of the present volume is “The Qur’ān and Biblical literature,” by which is meant the Qur’ān’s conversation not only with the canonical Bible, but also apocryphal and exegetical literature, including Talmudic, midrashic, and homiletic works. Therein Reuven Firestone first introduces the reader to the idea of the divine election of a people or a community in the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament. He then shows how the Qur’ān both insists that only individuals, not communities, merit election (usually in the context of anti-Jewish or Christian polemic), and also emphasizes that merit is to be won by obeying the Prophet and being included in God’s chosen community. Waleed Ahmed addresses the Qur’ānic passages (Q 11:78–79; 15:71) on Lot’s offer of his daughters to his hostile townspeople (cf. Genesis 19), illuminating both the intertextual nature of this material and its interpretation in traditional Islamic exegesis.

Joseph Witztum, in “Joseph among the Ishmaelites: Q 12 in light of Syriac sources,” provides a detailed analysis of the Qur’ān’s place in the larger exegetical tradition on the Joseph tale of Genesis. While western scholars have generally assumed that the Qur’ānic Joseph account is related to Jewish midrash, Witztum illustrates the Qur’ān’s close conversation on this point with a largely neglected corpus of Syriac literature. Emran El-Badawi also provides new insight on the Qur’ān in the light of Syriac, with a case study on the language of condemnation. Through this study he argues that the Qur’ān is better compared to the Syriac, and not the Greek, New Testament. Finally Adam Silverstein analyzes the term *ṣūrah,* the name given to the structure that the Qur’ānic Pharaoh orders to be constructed, and examines the distinctive characteristics of the Pharaoh of the Bible, the Qur’ān, and later Islamic tradition. Thereby he uncovers the close relationship of the Pharaoh of the Qur’ān and the Pharaoh of Islamic tradition with (different currents of) Mesopotamian traditions. Thus the Qur’ān’s intimate relationship with its Near Eastern religious context emerges.

The present volume, of course, is not the only work in Qur’ānic studies that explores this relationship. Indeed, much of this introduction is devoted to the general increase in scholarly activity on the Qur’ān. This introduction has also shown that recent scholarly activity has not succeeded in illuminating the ancient meaning of the Qur’ān. Still it seems to me that recent research in Qur’ānic studies is marked by two auspicious trends. First, an increasing number of Muslim scholars— in the West and the Islamic world— are becoming involved in critical research on the Qur’ān; many of these scholars have made a persuasive case that such research can play a positive role in religious reflection on the text. Second, and certain exceptions notwithstanding, recent critical scholarship on the Qur’ān has been largely shaped by a sympathetic response to the text of the Qur’ān itself. Instead of polemic, scholars involved in this movement are generally motivated by intellectual appreciation, even fascination, with the Qur’ān. If the present work might contribute positively to either of these trends, then— in my estimation at least— it might be judged a success.
Part I

Method in Qur’ānic studies
Can we understand the Qur'an without knowing its historical context? The answer is, probably, no — but we have to try, because so far there is no alternative: the Qur'an, at least from the perspective of Western historians, has yet be placed convincingly in a secure historical context. There is still no definite consensus on what the text originally was, what its original social setting and role may have been, how and when and where it came together, or even whether the Qur’an that has existed for at least twelve centuries originated as a unitary document or whether it is, rather, a compilation of once separate materials coming, perhaps, from different communities.

Given this grave uncertainty over the Qur’an’s context, scholars must reverse the usual procedure when studying a text: rather than using the context to illuminate the meaning of the text, we must start with the Qur’an text itself, and try to deduce from hints inside it what a plausible historical context (or several contexts, in case it is not a unitary text) might be.

The Qur’an, unfortunately, offers few decisive clues that suggest anything precise about its original context. The very fact that it is written in Arabic — or at least, mostly in Arabic — gives us only a general idea of where and when the text may have emerged. (When, because we know that Arabic was barely written before the sixth century CE and only emerged as a literary idiom in the seventh.) There may be a more meaningful set of clues to be found in the Qur’an’s frequent references to “Biblical” material — that is, to characters and stories well known from the older Judaeo-Christian literary traditions of the Near East. But, given this obvious fact, what historical setting could have produced such a text? The Qur’an’s “Biblical” materials have attracted the attention of scholars since the beginning of serious studies of the Qur’an in the West, and the hope remains strong that close study of these passages may help us to establish at least the Qur’an’s literary context, that is, its affiliation with other texts of the Judaeo-Christian tradition. We shall have more to say about this below, but for the moment we can note that efforts to pin down just which earlier literary materials may have the closest relationship to the Qur’an have so far been inconclusive. In any case, even if we were

---

1 I am grateful to Carel Bertram for helpful comments on the draft of this article.
able to determine more clearly the Qurʾān’s literary context, doing so would not necessarily tell us exactly what its historical context was.

Muslim tradition, of course, provides great detail on the presumed historical context in which the Qurʾān appeared: the now-familiar story of the prophet Muhammad, Meccan paganism, God’s revelations to the prophet, Muhammad’s founding of a community in Medina, his struggles with his opponents, and the codification of the Qurʾān during the era of conquests that followed Muhammad’s death. This traditional Islamic “origins story,” as I like to call it, has the virtue of a compelling plot-line, but it is deemed wanting by most Western scholars for at least two reasons. One is because it is a literary tradition of later – sometimes much later – date, and hence likely contains much anachronistic and idealizing material. This is a problem now familiar to almost everyone and I need not belabor it further here. The second reason the traditional origins story has been problematic for Western scholars is because of the way it presents Muhammad’s, and the Qurʾān’s, relationship to Judaism and Christianity. For, in the traditional origins narrative, Jews are presented as hostile to Muhammad, certainly not a source of inspiration to him, and Christians are entirely absent from the context in which Muhammad lived and worked. One gets the sense that the tradition is not presenting us with an accurate picture of Muhammad’s relations with the earlier monotheisms, a feeling that is very strong today, when numerous recent studies have brought convincing evidence that Syriac Christianity and the Syriac language were in some still undefined way an important part of the Qurʾān’s narrative, Jews are presented as hostile to Muhammad, certainly not a source of inspiration to him, and Christians are entirely absent from the context in which Muhammad lived and worked. One gets the sense that the tradition is not presenting us with an accurate picture of Muhammad’s relations with the earlier monotheisms, a feeling that is very strong today, when numerous recent studies have brought convincing evidence that Syriac Christianity and the Syriac language were in some still undefined way an important part of the Qurʾān’s Sitz im Leben and had a significant influence on the text, or at least on parts of it.

It is striking, then, that despite the manifest inadequacies of the traditional Islamic origins narrative as a contextualization for the Qurʾān, most Western scholars have nonetheless based their understanding of the Qurʾān’s context on that very origins narrative, accepting it with lesser or greater modifications the framework provided by the Sīra. In particular, they have generally followed the classification of the Qurʾān’s contents into Meccan and Medinan passages. This basic division, and the identification of three phases in the Meccan revelations, was a system first advanced in the West by Gustav Weil in 1844, and has been generally adopted by later scholars, albeit with many attempts to further refine the system (e.g. by Nöldeke and Schwally, Bell, Blachère, Nagel).

Perhaps most Western scholars adopted the basic framework provided by the Sīra simply because there is no real alternative: we lack almost entirely documents and contemporary sources for Islam’s origins. Whatever the reason, we find that much Western scholarship – even as it pours criticism on the reliability of the traditions it broadly designates as the Sīra literature – tacitly or explicitly accepts at least the basic outlines of the traditional origins narrative when attempting to analyze the Qurʾān. This includes those many scholars who were particularly interested in establishing the nature of the relationship between Muhammad and the Jews (and, possibly, Christians) of Arabia, such as Abraham Geiger, Charles C. Torrey, and Richard Bell. It includes also those who portrayed the life of the prophet Muhammad in a relatively conservative or traditional way, such as Aloys Sprenger, William Muir, Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes, William M. Watt, Maxime Rodinson, and, relatively recently, Francis E. Peters. It includes some who have attempted a more radical re-evaluation of the traditional material in some way, such as Günter Lüling and Jacqueline Chabbi. It also underlies some studies devoted to the form of the Qurʾān text, such as that of Angelika Neuwirth.

We might say, then, that the mainstream of Western scholarship has historically been much more willing to challenge or reject the Islamic tradition’s views on the nature of the Qurʾān itself, than it has been to criticize the tradition’s view of the Qurʾān’s historical context.

In recent years, several scholars have broken from this mould and have attempted to study the Qurʾān, or to depict the origins of Islam, in a manner that dispenses entirely with the contextual framework provided by the Sīra. John Wansbrough’s Qur’anic Studies (1977) and The Sectarian Milieu (1978) seem to have begun the process; in both works Wansbrough adopted a frankly agnostic attitude toward the origins period, refusing to speculate about the history of the prophet on the grounds that the reports about him in Muslim tradition tell us only about his later image, not about the historical Muhammad. Wansbrough further asserted that the Qurʾān actually came together not in Arabia but rather in a monotheistic “sectarian milieu” somewhere in Mesopotamia or Syria, although he remained vague on exactly where. He also argued that the Qurʾān text crystallized as scripture gradually and much later than Muslim tradition says, claiming that it did not attain the status of scriptural canon until as much as 200 years after the time of Muhammad. Wansbrough’s hypothesis that the Qurʾān originated in an extra-Arabian monotheistic environment was further developed by Gerald Hawting. Patricia Crone and Michael Cook had also proposed, at the same time Wansbrough was publishing his ideas (1977), that the Qurʾān may have been a product of a north-Arabian or southern Syrian environment rather than of Mecca.

Even more radical are those scholars who argue that the Prophet did not even exist, but is merely a literary construct assembled by Muslims of the eighth and later centuries CE in order to provide a heroic founder-figure for their new religion and state. The archaeologist Yehuda Nevo, inspired by Wansbrough’s work and his own archaeological findings in the Negev, argued that a Byzantine withdrawal from Syria in the seventh century resulted in the rise of local Arab chieftains who consolidated their power to form the Umayyad state. In Nevo’s view, both what is usually termed the “Islamic conquest” or “Arab conquest” and the figure of the Prophet Muhammad (as well as Muhammad’s supposedly pagan

environment in Mecca) were literary fictions.\(^5\) Volker Popp, in a long essay relying in part on numismatic evidence, also alleged that the Prophet never existed except as a literary fiction.\(^6\) In his view, the Byzantines were forced out of Syria by resurgent Nestorian Christian tribesmen from Iraq, formerly part of the Sassanian army, who made common cause with the Monophysites of Syria, Egypt, and elsewhere in the Near East to drive out the hated Orthodox. Having done so, these Iraqi Nestorians (according to Popp) established themselves as rulers in Syria—we know them as the Umayyads. Popp’s theory is supported by an essay by Christoph Luxenberg in the same volume, in which he analyzes ‘Abd al-Malik’s inscriptions in the Dome of the Rock, arguing that they represent a non-Trinitarian form of Christianity (the references to Muhammad rastil Allah, Luxenberg claims, are allusions to Jesus, “God’s highly-praised messenger”).\(^7\)

While independence of thought is certainly a virtue, I must admit that I find unconvincing these efforts to reconstruct Islam’s origins and to explain the historical context of the Qur’an in a manner that rejects completely the framework provided by Muslim tradition. To list quickly some of the obvious objections to the main skeptical hypotheses.

**Non-existence of Prophet theory** This willfully chooses to ignore early non-Muslim sources like the Doctrina Jacobi and the fragment from Matthew the Presbyter, as well as relatively early chronicles like those of Sebeos and John Bar Penkaye, all sources known for many years (and used by more responsible revisionist authors like Crone and Cook). And, to go a bit beyond the time of the Prophet, the assertion of Nevo and Popp, for example, that the early caliphs are also fictions, ignores the evidence of Chinese annals (which mention the murder of ‘Uthmân)\(^8\) and the recent discovery of an inscription/graffito that mentions ‘Umar.\(^9\) Nevo’s assertion that the Byzantines withdrew from Syria intentionally (and even, in his view, encouraged the emergence of sectarian forms of Christianity as they did so) strikes one as, shall we say, out of character for the emperors in Constantinople. Popp’s and Luxenberg’s assertion that the Umayyads was Christians is also hard to accept. Popp’s claim that the Nestorian tribesmen whom we later come to know as the Umayyads would have found such ready support among the Monophysites of Syria and elsewhere seems far-fetched, in view of the fact that Monophysites and Nestorians had spent the previous century or so pouring polemical vitriol on each other (and not only on the Chalcedonians) for heresy. One also does not understand how these supposedly Nestorian tribesmen, formerly of the Sassanian army, made the theological shift to a non-trinitarian outlook on their way to becoming the Umayyads, as Luxenberg suggests, since the Nestorians certainly did not reject the notion of the Trinity.

**Late crystallization theory** This is demonstrably wrong; for one thing, the Qur’an lacks the kinds of anachronisms that would have been inescapable had the text not stabilized before the first civil war (jīna) in 34/656 to 40/661.\(^10\) Moreover, recent work with some of the oldest extant Qur’an manuscripts seems to confirm that the text was already established as scripture no later than the end of the first century AH.\(^11\) On the other hand, the traditional view that the whole Qur’an was the subject of secure oral recitation from the time of the Prophet must also be wrong, because recent work has shown that some parts of the text, at least, could only have been transmitted in written form, without the benefit of a controlling tradition of recitation.\(^12\) So, while the basic rasm text must have been written down fairly early, its antecedents may have included both oral materials and written materials, some of which may go back to the Prophet or may even antedate the Prophet. And they may (or may not) be diverse in origin.

**Sectarian milieu theory** (That the Qur’an crystallized in an environment of monotheistic debate, not in a pagan environment) This seems to be true.\(^13\) But the location of this monotheistic sectarian milieu is still far from clear; which brings us to the:

**Extra-Arabian origins theory**

This seems unlikely; there are some hints in the Qur’an that the text, or parts of it, may indeed have coalesced in Arabia,\(^14\) and there is little, if any, positive evidence pointing to a likely venue outside Arabia.\(^15\) But we still don’t know exactly where in Arabia, and it would have to have been in a monotheistic setting in Arabia

---


\(^{8}\) This and several other of the early sources mentioned above are collected in R. Hoyland, Seeing Islam as Others Saw It: A Survey and Evaluation of Christian, Jewish, and Zoroastrian Writings on Early Islam, Princeton: Darwin Press, 1997.


\(^{12}\) Hawting, The Idea of Idolatry, has made a convincing case for this, although his insistence that the location of this sectarian milieu must be outside Arabia is not convincing.

\(^{13}\) Donner, Narratives, ch. 1.

\(^{14}\) Hawting’s failure to provide any evidence for an extra-Arabian venue for the Qurʾān in his The Idea of Idolatry is quite striking, since this assertion is one of the main points of his book; evidently the evidence does not exist.
about which the tradition is silent; here perhaps the views of Lüling, who argued that the Qur'ān contained reworked liturgical materials of a hypothesized Meccan or Hijāzī Christian community, may bear further consideration.\footnote{16} So even if Arabia does turn out to have been the historical context of the Qur'ān, as seems likely to this author, it may be an Arabian environment vastly different from anything with which we are familiar from the Sīra’s picture of Muhammad’s Mecca and Medina. As sheer speculation, for example, we might propose that different parts of the text hailed from different monotheistic communities in different parts of Arabia, and were pieced together in the early decades of the seventh century; but other possible speculative reconstructions might prove just as fruitful in explaining the limited evidence available.

Clearly, the Sīra’s vision, as a historical reconstruction of Islam’s origins, has grave weaknesses. Moreover, a recent study of the fall of the Sasanians by Parvaneh Pourshariati on the basis of coins, seals, and a re-analysis of the Arabic sources suggests that there may be serious problems with the chronology of the traditional Muslim conquest narratives and, consequently, of the prophetic biography that is usually placed immediately before the conquest.\footnote{17} But at this point, it seems likely that some aspects of the traditional Sīra framework may, in the end, emerge as historically sound. My own sense is that the tradition’s presentation of the period following the hijra is more credible than it is for the period before the hijra, reports about which seem overwhelmingly legendary in character. Furthermore, in the process of reworking and redaction, to which early reports may have been subjected, the elements that would most likely have been subjected to the greatest modification (in order to bring them in line with later realities and needs) would be matters relating to theological doctrines and communal orientations—precisely those dimensions of the historical record that would be most crucial to understanding the historical context of the Qur’ān.

The Qur’ān between historians and believers

There is another issue to be addressed, however, when considering revisionist work on Islam’s origins, besides its impact on the work of scholars who wish to understand the Qur’ān for scientific reasons. That other issue is, of course, the impact such work has on believing Muslims, and on the way they view the work of historians. Even the most heedless of historians among us must know that our investigations into Islam’s origins, in particular into the context, origins, and history of the Qur'ān text, will be of the greatest interest to believers. Many believers may turn to the work of historians in the hope of securing a better understanding of the Qur’ān and of the life of the Prophet who was, in their view, the vehicle of the Qur’ān’s delivery to humankind. Although revisionist theories may be unsettling to some historians—those who are loath to abandon the comfortable sense of mastery they long enjoyed over the traditional narrative material, or who have staked their reputations closely on a more traditional vision of Islam’s origins—they are sure to be even more disturbing to believers, for whom the Qur’ān is nothing less than God’s eternal word as revealed to His Prophet Muhammad, their wellspring of guidance in this life, and their roadmap to eternal salvation in the life to come.

It may seem inappropriate even to raise this issue in a piece addressed to historians and critically-minded students of the Qur’ān as text. My goal in doing so, however, is twofold. On the one hand, I want to make clear that as historians and scholars we must pursue our researches wherever they lead us, even if the results of our explorations seem unsettling to some—whether they be fellow scholars or believing Muslims. On the other hand, I hope to show that the apparent clash between historians and believers over fundamentals of Muslims’ faith is just that: apparent, and not real. Most of you, I am sure, have already noted my allusion to the title of the classic book by Van Harvey, The Historian and the Believer, published in 1966.\footnote{18} In this work Harvey, a historian of religion who before his retirement taught at Stanford University, made the point that a true believer in the doctrines of a revealed religion cannot also claim to be a historian of the crucial events of that religion, because the nature of the historian’s craft requires that he or she remain intellectually free to challenge, to doubt, and if necessary to reject, the validity of any historical source, without exception. Harvey was concerned particularly with those professing Christians who have attempted to write the history of the origins of Christianity, as the subtitle of his book makes clear: The Morality of Historical Knowledge and Christian Belief. He therefore focuses on showing that someone who is a sincere Christian, which involves a pre-commitment to certain gospel narratives as absolutely true, cannot also claim to be a historian studying those same gospel narratives, because his religious pre-committments prevent him or her from subjecting those sources to the critical scrutiny that is the first obligation of the historian. But Harvey’s analysis and his conclusions are just as relevant to those of us who wish to study Islam’s origins, or, for that matter, the sensitive foundation-stories of any revealed religion. The most obvious implications for us would be that no believing Muslim—that is, someone who accepts Muḥammad as Prophet and the Qur’ān as God’s revealed word—can also truly be a historian of Islam’s origins. We might rephrase Harvey’s insight in the following way: the believer in a revealed religion cannot also act as a historian of that religion’s origins because the discipline of history is itself a kind of faith-system—a rival faith-system, if you will—in that history also requires absolute fidelity to certain basic assumptions. The historian’s assumptions, however, are rooted in the use of reason rather than in reliance on received knowledge.
We could, with Harvey, stop here and simply acknowledge the stark reality of an unbridgeable gulf separating the historian and the believer. But I think there is some benefit in following this line of thought a step or two further. To do so, however, requires us to consider a bit more fully the nature of the science or craft of historical study.

As we just noted, the historian, no less than the believer in a revealed religion, operates within a kind of faith-system—a system of assumptions that he or she takes as binding and absolute. I see in particular three such assumptions on the part of historians. The first is a belief in the power of human reason and logical analysis, and a commitment to using logic and reasoning to solve intellectual problems—including the problems inherent in reconstructing and interpreting the past, which is what historians normally do. Historians base their explorations of the past on reasoned analysis, even when they recognize that there are limits to what reasoned analysis can achieve in the reconstruction of the past. If, for example, the evidence for a particular historical phenomenon is very limited, the historian may only be able to make educated guesses based on such parallels as exist from other historical phenomena that seem comparable. The result of such an operation is not historical certainty, but rather a kind of approximation of, better, a tentative hypothesis about what might have happened in this particular case. Indeed, the historian’s deductions about the past are always in some measure hypotheses, subject to amendment or even total rejection if new, contrary evidence comes to light. As a general rule, of course, deductions about historical phenomena for which very rich and diverse evidence exists are likely to be more “solid,” that is, more or less unassailable in their main lines and only subject to revision in matters of detail or nuance. But even in the best-documented eras of history, the historian encounters gaps in the evidence that leave him or her essentially unable to interpret it. We know, for example, a great deal about the events of the end of World War II and the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but historians are not agreed on why President Truman decided to bomb Japan with these weapons. Was it to make the cost of continued resistance clear to the Japanese and so to persuade them to surrender, thus saving thousands of lives (American and Japanese) that would have been lost had American forces needed to fight their way through the Japanese islands in pursuit of victory? Or was it to demonstrate that America already had the bomb and would use it if necessary, thus signaling to Josef Stalin not to advance his Soviet troops too far westward in Europe? Or were both considerations at play in Truman’s mind, along possibly with others? Despite all we know about this era in history, we do not have the decisive evidence that could provide the historian with an unequivocal conclusion on Truman’s motivations.

It is this fact—the almost inevitable contingency of all historical deductions—that makes the pursuit of history profoundly different from the “truths” embraced by a believer, even though both the historian and the believer might be said to be adherents of faith-systems. We now see that the faith-systems of believers and historians are of different kinds. Whereas the believer accepts without question a certain vision of the past, the historian accepts without question nothing about the past; his “faith” is an absolute faith in his methods, not in the results of his analysis, even though he may be able to defend his deductions with compelling logical argument, for he realizes that his results remain contingent pending the discovery of new relevant evidence, or the cogent re-evaluation of existing evidence.

The second tenet of faith of the historian is a belief in what we might call the essential humanness of humanity across time and space. In other words, the historian believes that people of other times, other places, and even other cultures share with those of us alive today essential human qualities—emotions, needs, desires; for if they did not, we could not hope to understand them and their motivations. In the faith-system of the historian, people of past times are not an alien breed; they are human like us and so can be understood by us. The historian must, of course, make great efforts to understand the different cultural systems in which people of the past lived, because cultures shape profoundly how people act or react in a given situation. But it is generally agreed that this is possible, so that the actions of people in the past can be understood and evaluated by a process akin to metaphor linking “us” with “them.” And, indeed, it is often this quasi-metaphorical connection between “us” and “them” that makes their past relevant and meaningful to us, the very reason we wish to study their past in the first place and make it part of our own history.

Historians also make a third assumption, or have a third article of faith, if you will, beyond their belief in reason and in the innate humanness of peoples of all eras: and that is a belief in the immutability of the laws of nature. It is not merely the people of earlier eras that resemble people today; the physical world in which those earlier people lived also operated according to the same principles we can see in operation around us. Since the historian explains events of the past by a kind of metaphor with the present, his efforts would be futile if the universe or physical environment did not always operate according to the same rules—for example, if the laws of gravity did not apply always and everywhere, or if a single physical object (or person) could be in two different places at the same time.

It is precisely here that the historian and the believer in a revealed religion come most acutely into the conflict described by Harvey. For revealed religions always involve the supernatural. That is, they describe events in which the divine, which transcends nature, interferes in some way with the normal processes of the natural world, whether it is God parting the Red Sea to save Moses and the Children of Israel, or God resurrecting the crucified Jesus from the dead, or God down- loading installments of His word into the prostate, perspiring person of the Prophet Muhammad. Such events are outside the realm of the natural, beyond the normal functioning of the physical world as we know it. That is, indeed, precisely why they are remembered and celebrated by believers: it is their supernatural character that makes them special, miraculous, and the focus of commemoration and faith.

The supernatural, however, is by definition beyond the competence of the historian. For the historian, as we have seen, can only evaluate reports on the assumption that the normal laws of nature apply at all times. Events of a supernatural kind exist on a different plane, so to speak, than historical events, a plane that the
historian cannot access. Confronted with a report that describes a supernatural event, the historian can evaluate the validity of the report only as far as what we might call the external trappings of that supernatural event. So, for instance, if he had sufficient other sources, he might be able to confirm that Moses and the Israelites marched from the Nile valley on a certain day, that Pharaoh’s army left in pursuit some time thereafter, and that somehow the Israelites show up at a later time in the Sinai, and that Pharaoh’s army never returns. He could say something like, “The story seems to be true to this extent, that it fits other known facts of who was where and when, etc.” But the parting of the waters—the actual supernatural event that, according to the story, was God’s act of salvation for the Israelites—this the historian simply cannot evaluate. He might be tempted to say that the parting of the waters is a pious legend, that is, a fabrication, inserted into an otherwise plausible scenario (“historicized” as I like to say),19 but as a historian, he simply cannot affirm that it is true. By the same token, however, the historian also cannot prove that the parting of the waters as reported in the narrative is false; as a secular-minded person, that is, as a historian, he can say that he doesn’t believe the story, but because it involves an event that is explicitly represented as supernatural, it is simply beyond his competence as a historian to evaluate its supernatural content.

The implications of this fact are, I think, far from trivial. Since the faith-claims of revealed religions reside above all in supernatural events, and since the historian and historical analysis are unable to evaluate these supernatural events, the work of the historian cannot threaten, or call into question, the faith-claims of such religions. By examining the traditional narratives that describe the circumstances in which the supernatural events occur, the historian may be able to debunk (or confirm) many aspects of those stories, but by doing so he does not, and cannot, discredit the faith-claims themselves. This fact should be of some comfort to believers in revealed religions who find the work of historians on their sacred traditions unsettling.

The fact that the work of historical analysis and the faith-claims of revealed religions exist on different planes that do not intersect has another important implication—in a sense, the inverse of the first just noted. Just as historical analysis is incapable of invalidating supernaturally-based faith-claims, we can say also that historical narratives cannot validate faith-claims, either. This realization will not bother the historian at all, but it may come as a surprise to many believers who have come to revere the origins narratives that revealed religions use to explain the supernatural events surrounding their beginnings—whether these stories be the gospel narratives of Jesus’s resurrection, or the Hebrew Bible’s account of Moses receiving the law, or the Sûra’s depiction of how Muhammad received the Qur’an. The basic fact, however, is that the purveyors of these stories were attempting to do that which cannot be done by implying, or asserting outright, that the narratives they related confirmed the validity of the supernatural events and the faith-claim rooted in them. They may well have believed that this was possible for them. But, as we have seen, the supernatural is simply beyond the capacity of historical discourse to engage. Believers must believe what they believe, in short, on faith (as we say), not because a story “proves” the truth of their religious beliefs—for no narrative that can be historically verified can actually do this. Those believers who are convinced of the truth of a religion’s faith-claims merely because of the cogency of its origins narratives—and they are many—are leaning on a weak reed indeed; and if their faith cannot survive without the crutch of such narratives, then we might say that they are not endowed with a very robust faith. But, by the same token, no historian can pretend to be able to disprove such faith-claims themselves.

Where, then, does all this leave us in relation to the study of the Qur’an and its historical context? Islamic tradition presents the revelation of the Qur’an as resembling what might be called a “nervous crisis” on the part of the Prophet: that is, when he was receiving the divine word, Muhammad is said to have fallen to the ground, oblivious to the world around him, trembling and perspiring heavily; then, after he recovered, he found that a new piece of revelation was burned indelibly into his memory so that he could recite it.20 There are also numerous reports about how the revelation assumed written form, and how it was edited together to form the muṣāfâr Qur’ânic vulgate, the uniformity of which is in any case unclear given the existence of numerous widely-accepted “canonical variants.”21 Let us suppose that serious historical research proves that these accounts about the manner of revelation cannot be true; does that prove that the Qur’an is not divine word? Or let us take matters a step further, and imagine, for the sake of our discussion, that somehow we discovered a videotape of Muhammad working privately in his study, composing passages of the Qur’an while referring to older religious texts from his personal library, such as the Hebrew Bible, various Syriac lectionaries, and other writings from the late antique Judaean-Christian tradition. Would this discovery prove that the Qur’an was not divine revelation, but merely Muhammad’s own creation? The answer, of course, even in this preposterous case, is no—for the simple reason that no one can claim with any certainty or authority to know how a transcendent God would choose to communicate with a prophet. Perhaps God’s chosen method, at least in this case, was to select a person to be His prophet, then to put in the path of that person a variety of suggestive

19 On “historicization” in this sense, see Donner, Narratives, 209–14.

20 A selection of reports on this is found in Ibn Sa’d, Tabaqât (ed. Sachau), II, 131–32.
texts, and finally to inspire the prophet to assemble the revelation from them. Such an assumption is no less plausible than the idea that prophecy takes the form of a “nervous crisis.” Even if the historian were to discover that the Qur’an, or some other “revealed” text, was actually a pastiche of phrases taken from earlier texts, that discovery would say nothing about the status of the text itself as divine word. The fact that long-standing tradition in the Near East viewed prophecy as a process that resembled a nervous crisis is really irrelevant to the question of the Qur’an’s status as divine word, which is a matter of faith for the believer to decide for himself or herself. A convincing story in this genre does not confirm the divine status of the text, nor does proving such a story disconfirm the divine status of the text.

I raise these points because, as I survey recent scholarly discussion about the Qur’an, I sometimes see evidence of two trends that threaten to interfere with the scientific pursuit of the historical truth, and therefore do not belong in our discourse.

The first trend is a tendency of some conservative and doctrinaire Muslims to criticize those historians who engage in critical scrutiny of the traditions of Islam’s origins on the grounds that, by doing so, they undermine the faith of Muslims. Such critics sometimes also imply or state explicitly, as a corollary, that the historians who are engaged in this nefarious work must be motivated by religious polemic or personal animus against Islam. As we have seen, however, the first part of this accusation is simply unfounded: historical research cannot touch the faith-claims of believers, which exist independent of the realm and tools of the historian. It is true that the historian’s discoveries may require believers to change their view of cherished origins narratives, requiring them to see them now as symbolic or allegorical stories used to articulate their faith-claims, rather than as literal records of the past, but the transcendent theological propositions attached to those narratives carry the same potency either way. The implication for those of us who wish to engage in such historical research is that we should go full speed ahead and not trim our sails to placate irate believers. We should, to be sure, try to explain to believers (and to everyone else) exactly why our work is not in any way a threat to their faith, perhaps along the lines suggested above, and make it clear to them that we do not dispute their right to believe as they wish; ideally, we should have believers as allies in our work, and not as adversaries. But since this cannot always be, we should not allow ourselves to be deterred from our work by the misguided ire of those who fail to understand the radical discontinuity that separates belief from history.

The second trend that seems to me sometimes manifest in studies of the Qur’an and its historical context is almost the direct opposite of the preceding one, but it is nonetheless relevant to the question of the historian and the believer. Many early Western studies of Islam’s origins were polemical, carried out by scholars who did, in fact, have a religious agenda. Even some highly learned works, such as C.C. Torrey’s *The Jewish Foundation of Islam* or R. Bell’s *The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment*, seem to me to fall in this category. Often such works used crass reductionism in an effort, or with the hope, to demonstrate that, in some way, Islam was derivative and therefore inauthentic. “false,” because some key components of it could be traced to another (usually their favored) tradition, notably Judaism or Christianity.

The reductionist strategem, however, although often satisfying as polemic, is superficial as a tool in the history of ideas. The bare fact that some story, concept, phrase, or concern was “borrowed” from another, older tradition does tell us something, maybe even something of interest, but such borrowing qualifies as a routine fact of history, not the foundation for a far-reaching value judgment. For the polemicist who engages in reductionist arguments usually fails to ask other questions that are equally important, or even more important, than the question of what was borrowed. One must also ask, for example, what was *not* borrowed from the older tradition. And why were some things borrowed and others not? What purpose did the thing borrowed serve in the original tradition, and what role did it play in the new one? Does the borrowed item undergo a transformation of meaning in its passage into the new tradition? These and other questions make it clear that an act of borrowing, far from merely showing the dependence of one tradition on another, actually qualifies as a creative act, for the setting in which the “borrowed” item appears is often entirely different from its old setting, and is sometimes imbued with completely new meaning.

I have made this little detour into earlier studies of the Qur’an and the problem of reductionism because I think that the problem persists even today. I am convinced that most of the scholars who work on the Qur’an and its historical context today are motivated by a desire to discover the historical truth about how the text came to be and how it assumed the form in which we now have it. But I sometimes get the uneasy feeling, as I read recent work on the Qur’an, that some of it is a little too enthusiastic about finding simplistic textual parallels, without bothering to ask about all the other dimensions of cultural transmission: the omissions, selectivity, transformations, etc. This satisfaction with superficial “borrowings” smacks of the kind of reductionist approach described above (now focused more on Christian parallels, rather than the Jewish parallels that were more popular in the early twentieth century), and the unseemly enthusiasm that is sometimes palpable in such writings suggests that these authors are motivated on some deep, personal level not so much by the historian’s desire to understand Islam and the Qur’an, as by the polemicist’s desire to diminish, discredit, or refute Islam. As historians, we must continue our critical work, all the while being careful to hold at arm’s length both Muslim apologists who would have us blunt our critical weapons, and scholars who would abuse those same critical weapons for polemical purposes. For the historian – including the historian who wishes to know the Qur’an’s historical context – must always strive to understand the past, an undertaking for which polemical critique, no less than apologetic advocacy, can only stand as an obstacle.


2 Studies in Qur’ānic vocabulary

The problem of the dictionary

Andrew Rippin

The beginning of the twenty-first century has seen a flurry of publications which have significantly enriched lexicographical resources for the study of the Qur’ān. These include The Arabic–English Dictionary of Qur’ānic Usage by Elsäid Badawi and Muhammad Abdel Haleem published in 2008, a book that emerged shortly after the publication of Amr A. Ambros and Stephan Procházk’a’s A Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic, which arrived in 2004, and their The Nouns of Koranic Arabic Arranged by Topics: A Companion Volume to the “Concise Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’ānic Arabic.” In 2002, Martin R. Zammit’s A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’ānic Arabic appeared. Over the years, a quantity of works has also appeared from India and Pakistan, and, more recently, from the Arab world; a Google search under “dictionary Holy Quran” reveals several impressive works available for immediate download as well as a significant number available for purchase. These works do not have the scholarly “cachet” of the newly produced works, are frequently directly derived from translations, and are commonly mediated through a number of languages (Arabic to Urdu to English being a common pattern). Overall, however, it would be accurate to say that it appears that we are enjoying an embarrassment of riches when it comes to the development of lexicographical resources on the Qur’ān. This exciting development of the availability of so many research tools, something I have long felt that the field needed, has, however, led me to reflect critically upon the nature of dictionaries and our goals in constructing them.

European-language dictionaries of Qur’ānic Arabic first appeared in the late nineteenth century with names of significant scholars attached to some early efforts


4 C.A. Nallino, Chrestomathia Qorani Arabica, Leipzig: Sumptibus W. Gerhard, 1893.

5 London: Henry S. King and Co, 1873. The work has been reprinted many times and is available at Google Books in full.


proposed meanings of the source words are used today, so the difference between these two goals is certainly not an absolute one and is probably more one of emphasis rather than absolutes. The historical dictionary may be felt to be more attuned to scholarly purposes but the functionality of basic dictionaries cannot be denied either.

There are many complexities that go into making a dictionary, which compilers must consider. By reflecting upon the choices that recent compilers have made, I hope to provide some insights into the merits of individual works, as well as thoughts about the direction of future work that will meet scholarly needs and goals.

It must be observed at the outset that Qur’anic vocabulary is quite limited in scope and a high proportion of words are used only occasionally.2 Robert Brunschvig’s 1956 article on the scope of common Arabic words that are not found in the Qur’an remains a significant reminder of this fact.3 In a similar manner, other resources such as word frequency lists and thematically organized analyses of vocabulary such as those compiled by Ambros4 and, before him, Allard5 can be helpful. Such semantic classifications allow insight into the character of the vocabulary that is employed (and not employed) in the Qur’an. The extent to which a dictionary can engage in such reflections is open to debate but it certainly can (and must) provide the basic source material for such investigations.

Dictionaries are conveyers of ideological information as well, and compilers as well as users need to be aware of such positioning.6 To illustrate this one may usefully look at the way a controversial word is treated. In Badawi and Abdel Haleem the entry under the root d-r-b, for example, cites the oft-disputed Q 4:34, dealing with discipline of wives, as an illustration of the meaning “to hit/strike” for ḍaraba. Another ten senses of the root are provided: to beat; to make a clanging sound, to stamp; to travel about, to hit the road; to cut through; to set forth (a parable); to describe or characterize allegorically – with attention paid to the way the verb is used with the word mathal, “parable.” This difference between the two dictionaries suggests some differentiation in goals: Badawi and Abdel Haleem’s emphasis falls on semantics, while Ambros combines that with grammatical analysis. Ambros’s approach has provoked the objection from a reviewer that it is “more like a philologist’s collection of words as curiosities than an attempt to explain their meaning or connect them together in any way” and “cryptic, condensed and difficult to read.”7 The lack of clarity of what any given dictionary is supposed to accomplish and how it should go about its task is thereby well illustrated.

The place of contemporary scholarly reflection is also of some interest, especially given the proliferation of works which emerge from outside scholarly circles. For example, in Badawi and Abdel Haleem’s work the word al-ṣamad, which has been considered extensively in scholarly literature,8 is simply glossed as the divine attribute “Eternal, Dependable.” Ambros provides the traditional gloss but adds “more prob. ‘compact, massive’, hence ‘undivided’ ” with reference to his own article on the topic.

How foreign words, proper names and other words that do not fit the root structure are to be treated is another critical question that every author of a dictionary must face. Badawi and Abdel Haleem make note of words that are considered to be foreign loans (it is hard for a lexicographer not to, given the problem of integrating some of the words into a root-based structure), but they quote approvingly9 C.H.M. Versteegh’s statement, “It is much more difficult to understand how the assumption of a foreign origin for obscure Qur’anic words can contribute to their understanding” (although Versteegh was referring to classical Arab treatments of the subject10 and not to the contemporary lexicographer’s task). Proper names always prove problematic in this respect. In Badawi and Abdel Haleem most names are placed alphabetically and not analysed by root, although ʿĪsā, for example, is found under the root -j-s, “canaans of good stock.” While that entry acknowledges that most philologists do understand Jesus’s name as a borrowing from “Hebrew or Syriac,” the authors also affirm that some wish to see it as derived from the meaning of the root. The criterion used to establish which words should be entertained as

9 See Shawkat Toorawa’s contribution to this volume.
13 Debates over the inclusion of “slang” or “swear” words illustrate the basic point.
15 H.B. Haleem, Review of A.A. Ambros, S. Prochżska, A Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic and The Nouns of Koranic Arabic Arranged by Topics: A Companion Volume to the “Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic,” in The Journal of Islamic Studies 19, 2008, 480-02. Haleem is thanked in the preface to Badawi and Abdel Haleem’s dictionary for assistance in “undertaking numerous revision” (along with several other people) as well as in Abdel Haleem, The Qur’an: A New Translation, xxxvi.
17 Badawi and Abdel Haleem, xxii.
18 The quote is from his Arabic Grammar and Qur’anic Exegesis in Early Islam, Leiden: Brill, 1993, 89.
foreign is not clear: no mention is made of a foreign influence on the meaning of the words *furqan* or *dīn*, for example. Ambros, it should be noted, solves the lexicographical problem of proper names by placing them in a separate section of the dictionary (as he also does with pronouns and particles—items which are given extensive treatment in their alphabetic position in Badawi and Abdel Haleem).

Such observations lead us immediately to consideration of the controversial role of etymology in establishing meaning. Walid Saleh has recently written very critically about the use of etymology by scholars dealing with the Qurʾān. At times Saleh seems to go so far as to wish to reject all notions of etymology, or at least those that are outside the realm of Arabic usage. However, if we understand etymology to be the history of a word’s usage and not the determination (and the implied limitation) of its meaning, it certainly is of some historical interest. Etymology cannot determine, dictate or limit meaning, but it is a tool. In this regard it must be commented that Zammit’s *A Comparative Lexical Study of Qurʾānic Arabic* is not a dictionary as such, nor even a resource for etymological investigation (although it may be useful that way) but an attempt to define the relationship of a defined corpus of Arabic in relationship to other Semitic languages and thus to determine the historical stability of cognate words. The results show that one-third of roots have no parallel across languages. Words are also analysed according to semantic category versus other languages, with the result that commonalities are found extending across the range of semantic categories. The final result indicates a close link between Arabic and both North-West and South Arabian Semitic languages while at the same time recognizing the extensive independence of Arabic itself (given the one-third of words that have no parallel).

While the above comments by no means cover all of the complexities that compilers of dictionaries face (and may indeed be thought to be a rather random collection of reflections), they do provide some ideas that may help refine what it is that dictionaries could helpfully accomplish in order to meet scholarly needs. In order to clarify this further, two sample instances of minor but problematic words from the Qurʾān will be of some assistance.

The first example deals with an instance in which contextual usage in the text of the Qurʾān does not provide sufficient data to determine a meaning beyond something extremely general. The question then becomes one of where else to turn for information. One place is in later usage of a word, often even in a modern context, because of an underlying suggestion that vocabulary in the Qurʾān preserves and maintains a deep sense of continuity and is not just a usage that is reflective of an isolated Qurʾānic usage. The exegetical tradition is also drawn upon as a reserve of medieval understandings.

**Talh** is commonly defined in dictionaries as either acacia or banana, two meanings that certainly have a common element (trees providing shade) but are clearly quite different.20 The debate between these two meanings is, on one level, clear. **Talh** today means a specific kind of Acacia tree found in Africa and Arabia. But to what extent can we extraplate backwards in this way? To what extent has the modern usage been affected by the tradition of lexicography connected to the Qurʾān?21 Would it ever be possible to determine so specifically what Muhammad and his compatriots might have meant by this word? While modern meanings cannot simply be declared to be irrelevant, the pitfalls must be acknowledged.

What can history tell us? The word *could* be bananas; that fruit was known and cultivated in the Mediterranean around the time of the rise of Islam. Even if one thought this a good meaning, it is worthy of note that Penrice says the meaning is “bananas or plantain” which draws attention to the fact that we still might wish to determine what kind of banana **talh** is.22

These meanings are deduced from the context of the Qurʾānic passage in which the word is used through a speculative method.

The companions of the right (O companions of the Right!), mid thornless lote-trees (sidr *makhḍūd*) and serried acacias (*talh mändīd* and spreading shade (*zill mändīd*). (Q 56:27–30, Arberry translation)

Heaven is the reward for the “companions of the right” and the surroundings are conceived to be appropriate. The word *mändīd* which comes after *talh* is understood as a description meaning “neatly stacked or piled on top of one another” (although that word itself is hardly transparent, given its only other usage is in Qurʾān 11:82, where it follows the much-discussed term *ṣīţīl*, often understood as a reference to clay tablets), taken to refer to the leaves of what is understood to be a tree in conjunction with the preceding *sidr*, lote-tree, that is described as being “without thorns,” *makhḍūd*. Heaven being a place with shade that is provided by trees seems to be confirmed by the final phrase *zill mändīd*, “spreading shade.” Here we face contextual meaning derived through an imaginative rendering combined with a notion of the historical usage of Arabic that is muddied with contemporary usage.

Some of these sorts of issues might be solved by drawing on a greater range of lexicographical resources. F. Quinstat23 has drawn attention to the need to draw


upon the inventory of poetry, inscriptions, papyri, coins (obviously a limited range of vocabulary but potentially still significant) and Epigraphical South Arabian in producing a true resource for the study of Qur'ānic vocabulary. Additionally, however, it could be that looking to a Jewish and/or Christian background for some words and images might be helpful.

The second example I wish to draw attention to suggests that even then such an approach does not answer all the questions by any means. The example is that of *abra*s, leprosy, used in Qur'ān 3:49 and 5:110.

And He will teach him the Book, the Wisdom, the Torah, the Gospel, to be a Messenger to the Children of Israel saying, “I have come to you with a sign from your Lord. I will create for you out of clay as the likeness of a bird; then I will breathe into it, and it will be a bird, by the leave of God. I will also heal the blind and the leper, and bring to life the dead, by the leave of God. I will inform you too of what things you eat, and what you treasure up in your houses. Surely in that is a sign for you, if you are believers.”

(Q 3:48–49, Arberry translation)

When God said, “Jesus Son of Mary, remember My blessing upon thee and upon thy mother, when I confirmed thee with the Holy Spirit, to speak to men in the cradle, and of age; and when I taught thee the Book, the Wisdom, the Torah, the Gospel; and when thou createst out of clay, by My leave, as the likeness of a bird, and thou breathes into it, and it is a bird, by My leave; and thou healest the blind and the leper by My leave, and thou bringest the dead forth by My leave; and when restrained from thee the Children of Israel when thou camest unto them with the clear signs, and the unbelievers among them said, “This is nothing but sorcery manifest.””

(Q 5:110, Arberry translation)

The English word “leprosy” is used to translate Hebrew *šārā‘at* in the Hebrew Bible (esp. Leviticus 13–14) and Greek *lepra* in the New Testament (Matthew 8:2–4; Luke 17:13–17), although those original words are generally thought not to correspond to what we call today “leprosy” in its technical sense, that is, Hansen’s disease caused by the bacillus *Mycobacterium leprae*.24 Certainly all the words refer to skin diseases of some sort. In the New Testament, the word that is translated as “leprosy” refers to what was understood to be a ritually unclean skin disease; contagion and isolation are associated with it. Such senses continue in Muslim texts. In *ḥadīth* literature, for example, Muhammad is quoted as saying, “A Muslim should flee from the leper as he would flee from the lion.”25 Usually


the word *judhām* is used in such passages, that word having a root sense of being cut off or mutilated. What that usage does suggest is that a notion of leprosy (understood as a curse resulting from immorality) did exist in pre-Islamic times (a fact verified by modern medical examination upon bodies found with evidence of it). It appears that both *abra*s and *judhām* are used to refer to same affliction,26 in the sense that the connotations are the same — contagion, isolation, disfigurement — and both are understood to be ritually impure skin diseases.

In Badawi and Abdel Haleem’s dictionary under *b-r-s* it is stated that the word means “one who is afflicted with vitiligo (disorder causing loss of skin pigmentation), the word is also taken, against good evidence to the contrary, to mean leper.” Now, both of the Qur’ānic instances occur in the context of Jesus’s healing. It is clear that previous translators have taken the New Testament context as their guide to how the word should be rendered in English, with “heal the sick, restore sight to the blind, cure lepers, raise the dead” being virtually an idiom in English with reference to Jesus. The root of the problem may well be that the underlying Greek word is rendered by the English cognate “leper” while the technical meaning of the word has shifted in English, because it is now thought that what is described in the Bible is not what we mean today by leprosy. We are faced here with a difficult situation for a translator or dictionary maker. However that may be, it is also clear that to translate the Arabic word as “vitiligo” is to lose the resonances of the English Bible translation tradition.

It would be reasonable in this situation to ask about how the word has been understood in post-Qur’ānic times and what word is used in post-Islamic times to refer to leprosy. This may clarify whether this is a particular issue of translation into English (and other European languages?) or if, in fact, the word in Arabic has come to mean leprosy in the technical sense. If the latter, then the issue becomes a historical one: did the word mean leprosy at the time of Muhammad or not? Or, is this an issue of the difficulty of translation: to what extent does the translator (or the bilingual dictionary maker — the two are clearly accomplishing the same goal) take into account the culture of the target language and its associations? Or should the source language drive all meaning? Intelligibility versus accuracy may be one way of framing this dilemma.

The example of *abra*s takes us back to the issue of the necessity of defining the goals of a dictionary. What does it mean for Badawi and Abdel Haleem to suggest a rejection of “leprosy” as a meaning? On one level, this may be thought to be a (misguided) attempt at “scientific” accuracy. As Michael Dols suggests, this is “a too rigorous application . . . of the modern medical and archaeological understandings of leprosy to the ancient and medieval literary evidence.”27 The fact is that the disease referred to in the New Testament by the words now rendered in English as “leper” is unclear in medical terms. Thus Badawi and Abdel Haleem’s

suggestion could also be taken to be an assertion of the Qur'an's independence from the New Testament tradition and thus those English resonances of Jesus healing the blind, deaf and the leprous are eliminated, once again likely in a "scientific" mode, reflecting popular currents of Muslim thinking regarding the value of "scientific" information in the Qur'an.

One might object that such very specific meanings of words do not really matter. That is, we may be setting ourselves an impossible goal if we wish to define words too closely on the basis of little evidence. But more importantly, it does seem, as illustrated by the case of talh, that we cannot escape from some sense of the Muslim tradition in determining meaning in some, if not many, instances. That then means that the role of scholarly investigation and etymology has to be a check on that heritage in order to understand where dogma or pure speculation comes into play. We may not be able to clarify every meaning on the basis of the resources available to us from outside the tradition of exegesis but we can become much clearer about which meanings are secure and which are not. To accomplish this goal would require a different dictionary than those we currently have. We would need specific studies of each word, considering the basis upon which the meaning is established.28 As both of the case studies suggest here, there can be complex structures behind some of the most innocent words, which remain buried within the tradition of interpretation. And it is certainly true that there would be no way, nor any reason, to escape from that storehouse of knowledge. What we would know, however, is the basis upon which such meanings were established. Of course, a dictionary such as that would not be the final word of Qur'anic studies: individual words have contextual connotations well beyond what a dictionary can reasonably record, but it would be a major resource that we do not currently have available, even given the current influx of lexicographical resources.

3 Towards understanding the Qur'an's worldview
An autobiographical reflection

Nasr Abu Zayd

Introduction

I have been wondering for some time now why the companions of Muḥammad, upon producing the official muṣḥaf known as the 'Uthmān codex, decided to have the muṣḥaf arranged by the chapter-length order rather than the historical chronological order, an order that would have saved Qur'ān scholars a lot of trouble. The question is still valid even when we accept the traditional claim that Gabriel authored this arrangement during Muḥammad's lifetime. Trying to figure out the impression which the chronological order would have created, I imagine that the Qur'ān would have been very much similar to the Old Testament narrative form of "history of salvation." The Qur'ān, however, presents itself as a continuation of earlier scripture, beginning with "the sheets" of Abraham and Moses (ṣuḥuf Ibrāhīm wa-Mūsā; Q 87:19). It distinguishes itself from earlier scriptures as the dominant (muḥaymin), and the most accurate (al-hāqq; Q 5:48). Such a distinction must have consequences for both form and content. If arranged according to its chronological order (tartīb al-nuzūl), the Qur'ān would have been a book of the history of Muḥammad's mission and of the early Muslim community; it might have appeared like a historical document rather than a divine message.

I suppose that the companions were aware of this possibility, so they emphasized the distinction by making such a choice. A similar distinction on which they insisted is that of naming the volume which contained the Qur'ān. Although it took the form of a book after being codified, the companions chose to call the Qur'ān a muṣḥaf instead of a "book" (kitāb), the name that the Qur'ān uses often to identify itself. It never refers to itself as muṣḥaf, which is, in fact, a borrowed word of

28 Shawkat Toorawa's list of hapax legomena in the present volume (he notes that there about 300, with a third of them in rhyme position) is a place to start with a series of "studies." Also see Orhan Elmaz, "Die Interpretationsgeschichte der koranischen Hapaxlegomena", PhD thesis, Vienna, 2008 (my thanks to S. Toorawa for drawing my attention to this work).

1 Editor's note: Dr Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd passed away on July 5, 2010, in his native Egypt. The present article thus represents one of the last products of his intellectual career. Dr Abu Zayd submitted it to me soon after his keynote lecture at the April 2009 Notre Dame Qur'an conference. I read the paper and consulted with him on revisions through the following year, and sent the latest version to him on June 5, 2010. Due to the illness that led to his tragic passing, Dr Abu Zayd was not able to review this version. Thus the present paper is shaped substantially by my own editing, and any errors therein are my responsibility.
Western scholars, Muslim scholars are concerned with the historical context for the purpose of situating the Qur’ān’s message within the context of its emergence, especially its connection to the Bible and the post-Biblical tradition. This approach has recently become broader and now includes the pre-Biblical tradition. But a modern context without undermining the importance of the chronological order. I mean the egalitarian investigation approaches, East and West.

The question is not the classical Western approach was to concentrate on the form, or structure. This does not mean that Muslim scholars disregard the issues of form and structure or that the non-Muslim scholars disregard the issue of meaning. Still, this latter group focuses more on content than on the meaning of the content, especially in their assessments of the chronological order of the Qur’ān’s chapters. As for Muslim scholars, meaning is the focal concern of scholarship. The ancient discipline was to concentrate on the “genesis” of the Qur’ān, especially its connection to the Bible and the post-Biblical tradition. This approach has recently become broader and now includes the pre-Biblical tradition. But a literary approach has triumphed over the philological approach, meaning that “intertextuality” has become an important analytical device. In contrast with Western scholars, Muslim scholars are concerned with the historical context for the purpose of situating the Qur’ān’s message within the context of its emergence in the seventh century, in order to facilitate the decoding of its meaning in the modern context.

The question of whether the Qur’ān contains a specific worldview – the topic of the present chapter – calls for research that navigates between the existing approaches, East and West. It must take the present order of the mushaf as a given fact without undermining the importance of the chronological order. I mean the question is not “either/or.” The present order of the Qur’ān has been realized through the history of exegesis. This history shows that the mushaf order, starting from Chapter 1 (al-Fāṭihah) and ending with Chapter 114 (al-Nas), was emphasized, but the chronological order was not neglected. Especially in the everyday life of Muslims the Qur’ān functions according to the mushaf order rather than the chronological order. It seems that the chronological order served only in the field of legal investigation (fiqh) in order to decide between conflicting legal rulings by identifying which one is earlier and which is later, and thus to apply the legal apparatus of abrogation (naskh).

In regard to issues of conflict, contradiction, and/or tension, it should be pointed out that such phenomena presented a real critical dilemma to classical scholars and still do to modern Muslim scholars. The dilemma is not limited to the domain of legal rules, but it encompasses almost all the constitutive elements of the Qur’ān’s worldview, such as the nature of God, His attributes, the nature of humans, their pitfalls and their positive possibilities, including issues like free will, predestination and determination, and eschatological issues, such as resurrection, reward and punishment, etc.

Such contradictions are caused by and reflected in the mushaf order. The chronological order might help explain them partially, if not solve them. It could explain, for example, the turn in the attitude of the Qur’ān concerning the “others,” namely the people of Mecca, the Jews of Medina, and the Christians. But it is not likely to explain and solve the more serious theological issues which the theologians of the classical era tried painfully to tackle.

The tremendous scholarly material offered in the Encyclopedia of the Qur’ān, which presents variable explanations and a diversity of approaches for almost every Qur’ānic topic, makes it evident that neither the historical approach based on the chronological order nor the holistic approach are able to provide a satisfactory explanation for this contradiction, conflict, or, better, “tension.”

This problem of conflict/contradiction was further complicated by the way each discipline of classical Islamic culture interpreted the Qur’ān’s worldview: the philosophers took over the ontological/epistemological or metaphysical dimension; the theologians took over the questions pertaining to God’s existence, His attributes, His actions, human duties and responsibilities, etc.; the jurists took over the legal dimension, while the mystics occupied themselves with the spiritual and ethical dimensions. The Qur’ānic worldview was thus fragmented and never fully articulated, despite the fact that all the above-mentioned dimensions are interwoven in every passage of the Qur’ān, regardless of the explicit theme of the passage.

So far, we have pointed out a certain degree of tension between the chronological order of the Qur’ān and that of the mushaf order, a tension which has long been the subject of scholarly attention. In the present chapter I will propose a middle way between the mushaf order and the chronological order, namely to deal with the Qur’ān as a collection of discourses, each with a certain degree of independence. Together collected in the mushaf, these discourses became interdependent, and through them the Qur’ān formulated its worldview. Is it possible to uncover the interwoven dimensions of this worldview by re-emphasizing the Qur’ān’s unity? This chapter does claim that this end is achievable, and I hope to make a contribution toward achieving this end in a future study. This chapter’s aim is to present the worlds of the Qur’ān as suggested by the classical disciplines: the legal, the theological, the philosophical and the mystical. This attempt is, however, presented through the academic-personal experience of the author, which entails different phases of encounter with the Qur’ān. I will try to follow the chronological development of my career, but every episode will be presented.
from the perspective of later developments. In other words, hermeneutics is working on what the memory grasps from the past. To start with, the early personal encounter with the Qur'ān is characterized as an encounter with ambiguity, uncertainty and questioning.

Life experience: ambiguity and uncertainty

As a child in the kuttab (the traditional elementary school) the curricula included, besides reading, writing and reckoning, training in Qur'ānic recitation with a professional recognized qārī. In order to help children attain a minimum understanding of what they recite, the simple theological dogma of tawḥīd was taught: Allah is not begotten, neither does He beget (Q 112); He does not sleep, neither does He eat; His Throne encompasses the heavens and the earth all together (Q 2:255).

As far as I can remember, this was puzzling not only for me but for some other children as well. When the inspector of the ministry of education visited the kuttab for evaluation, i.e. to decide whether the ministry would continue its financial subsidy to the kuttab, he asked this tricky question: What does Allah eat? Children answered without hesitation: He eats the best food (some specific kinds of food, considered the best from the villager’s perspective, were mentioned, such as kebab, chicken, rice and pasta in addition to baklava as dessert.)

Even more puzzling to me was the phrase “neither begots nor begotten.” Later on, as a scholar, the theological claim of God as al-‘illatu al-sāla (the First Cause) to avoid an endless series of reasoning was not convincing at all. My child-mind could not stop searching for the genesis (the father and the mother) of Allah.

Later I came to understand why the people of Mecca insisted on considering the angels as Allah’s daughters and further insisted on keeping Allah far away from their daily affairs; He is the creator of heaven and earth. He administers the daily affairs to the angels, His daughters. Although the Qur’ān rebukes the Meccans’ belief in angels as the daughters of Allah, it still teaches that the angels act as Allah’s agents who bring His commands, from heaven to earth (Q 16:2, 97:4). The Qur’ān’s protest over the idea of Allah’s daughters was because the Arabs considered female children inferior to male children, to the extent of committing female infanticide (Q 17:31). Thus the Qur’ān exhains, a-lakumu l-dhakaru wa-lahu al-ainā, tilka idhan qismatun dīzā (Q 53:21–22). Shall I infer now that the Qur’ānic worldview is, as Muslims think, absolutely independent of the pre-Qur’ānic worldview of the pagan Arab?

I was able to memorize the entire Qur’ān with the capacity of reciting it according to the norms of ṭajwīd. when I was eight years old, an event celebrated in the grand mosque of my village where I had to be tested by the well-known shaykhs of the village with the attendance of my family and relatives. It was a very harsh test: one shaykh would recite a verse of the Qur’ān and order me to continue; some minutes later, another shaykh would interrupt and recite another verse from another chapter and so on. Hours passed before I was addressed as shaykh qa’ir by my own kuttab, Shaykh Maḥmūd al-Naṣīf. My father was ready to present a gift of wool qufiān to each shaykh and my mother was ready at home preparing a big feast.

As the Qur’ān was easily memorized, it was easily forgotten when I was transferred from the kuttab to a secular school. But forgetting did not affect the intimate personal connection with the Qur’ān which became an essential component of my identity; my memory could easily recall a passage of the Qur’ān when evoked by a single word. Later on, as a scholar, this intimacy became problematic to the extent I had to consult an English translation of the Qur’ān in order to establish a space of ‘otherness’ and proceed with a scholarly analysis.

My father’s dream was that I would become an imām ‘alīm like Muḥammad ‘Abduh (d. 1905), but he realized later that this was a long path, so, because of his sickness and fear of early death – which happened shortly afterward – he decided that I would take the shortcut of secular-school education. My father’s dream never escaped my attention, although it went in another direction later on. This shortcut route allowed me to get a high school diploma as a technician which secured a job that allowed me to earn money and support my family after the death of my father. After eight years, I embarked for the university after attaining the high school certificate necessary for university admission. In the department of Arabic language and literature of the faculty of letters (Cairo University) there were two courses in Islamic Studies: ‘ulūm al-Qur’ān and tafsīr in the second year and ‘ulūm al-hadīth in the third year. I decided after graduation to continue my postgraduate study in Qur’ānic Studies, returning to my father’s dream, but my model example was not Muḥammad ‘Abduh, or Tāḥtā Hūsayn (d. 1973), but a combination of the two, Amin al-Khūlī (d. 1967), the champion of the literary approach to the Qur’ān.

I should mention here that during the years between graduation from technical school in 1960 and matriculation to university in 1968, I was able to read a lot; reading was my favorite, indeed my only, hobby. Driven by a dream to be a poet, a romance writer, a philosopher and a man of letters, I ended up in academia in Islamic Studies. My early readings turned out to be crucial in determining my destination. Among the many writers/thinkers who influenced my mode of thought, I only mention here the most influential names, the late well-known 1988 Nobel Laureate Najīb Maḥfīūz (d. 2006), Tāḥtā Hūsayn, Amin al-Khūlī, and Sayyid Qutb (executed 1966).

8 "Shaykh Nasr" became my epithet in the village. As I was so proud of myself, my father feared that this pride would lead to arrogance and decided to teach me by several direct and indirect means to be modest; he used to ask me every morning to recite for him Qur’ān 25:63–67, which describes the pious habits of the believers, in addition to the wise sage Luqmān’s admonition to his son in Qur’ān 31:17–19, which begins: yā bunayya aqīnī l-qalītā wa-amr bi-l-‘mrgī rīfī wa-anha ‘an al-munkari w-ṣābir ‘allā ma ẓūbabaka ("O my young son, establish what is right and forbid what is wrong. Be patient with the things that afflict you!).

9 An awareness of the distance between the text and interpreter is, among other requirements, a prerequisite for a hermeneutical approach. See, F. Kömer, Revisionist Koran Hermeneutics in Contemporary Turkish University Theology, Rethinking Islam, Würzburg: Ergon, 2005, 33.
Mahfūž’s writings introduced me to the world of literature very early in my life when he was not yet the well-known Mahfūž. Tābī Ḥusayn’s critical approach to the study of literature and history attracted my budding critical mind. It was, in fact, my father who first planted the seeds of criticism in my head. My relation was.

I was first attracted to the literary critic Sayyid Qutb, who was the first to discover Mahfūz and introduced his writings. His literary treatment of certain Qur’anic topics such as Mashāhid al-Qiyāma fascinated me, as well as his early writing about Social Justice in Islam. It should be mentioned here that my childhood was influenced by the mottoes of the Muslim Brothers; indeed every child in the village was. It was only in the late sixties when I started to realize the development of Qutb’s discourse into radicalism and began to dissociate myself from their discourse.

Learning about the crisis which surrounded the publication of Tābī Ḥusayn’s book, Fi al-shi’r al-jāhili (1926), and that of the PhD thesis of al-Khūlī’s student Khalifallah al-Fann al-qasasfī l-Qurʾān al-Karīm (1947), I became aware of the problems inherent in any historical-critical and literary study of the Qurʾān. This, however, did not discourage me from pursuing my scholarly objective.

My objective was to investigate how and why the Qurʾān’s worldview could dramatically differ according to the many different methods of interpretation applied to the Qurʾān. This objective was, in fact, motivated by the diversity of claims concerning Islam’s worldview in the public debate in Egypt, and elsewhere in the Arab and the Muslim world, since the abolishment of the Caliphate in the nineteen sixties and seventies. The claim of the traditional paradigm of al-islamī, which peacefully existed for decades in Egypt, turned into a violent clash in the nineteen sixties and seventies.

As a child of the 1952 military coup (called a revolution) and its claims of fighting corruption, of liberating Egypt from British occupation, and of establishing socioeconomic justice, it was not difficult for me to identify all of these objectives with the Islamic worldview. As I matured, however, this identification became difficult to sustain without further investigation and self-reflection. And so my scholarship began as self-reflection; it continued in this way and hopefully will always be so. There was no one particular question at stake. The issue was instead the larger question of Islam’s encounter with the entire worldview of modernity. The debate that started two centuries ago, and is still going on, is a question of worldview. I was attracted to Qur’anic studies, regardless of the problems I expected to encounter, because I was motivated by the puzzling question presented in the debate I have just mentioned. I believe academic scholarship ought to be the outcome of a genuine critical and dialectical communication with reality. Isolated from real life, academics could be isolated in an ivory tower of utopianism. Involvement in daily affairs, without critical insight, could pull academics into the other extreme of ideology. It has been my concern since I started my career to avoid being either a utopian or an ideologist. Real life provides us with the questions; academic scholarship teaches us how to examine these questions and seek answers.

The theologians’ approach to the Qurʾān

In 1972 I received my BA with excellence (imtiyāz) and was appointed lecturer’s assistant, muʿīd, in the department. During the four years of my undergraduate studies, I read the works of leading theologians. Unfortunately, I have not managed to comment on their works. Nonetheless, I can summarize their positions here.

1. a utopian or an ideologist. Real life provides us with the questions; academic scholarship teaches us how to examine these questions and seek answers.

10 For the details of both crises, see my “The dilemma of the literary approach to the Qurʾān,” Alif, Journal of Comparative Poetics, The American University in Cairo, 23, 2003, 8-47.

11 As in his Khaṣṣaṣ al-taṣawwur al-Islāmī ("The Characteristics of the Islamic Worldview"), first published in Cairo in 1962, where the Islamic taṣawwur ("worldview") is: 1. divine (rubūbī); 2. fixed (ṭabīḥ). Contrary to human conceptions, it is not subject to development but humanity is to be developed by adhering to it, because the founder of it is the same creator of humanity who knows what is best for its development by His omniscience. Although it is fixed (ṭabīḥ), it allows for movement around the fixed axis, which is not as the same as the human concept of evolution responsible for all the human pitfalls; 3. marked by comprehensiveness (al-shumūl), exclusiveness, i.e. it is a system that governs all aspects of human life; 4. marked by equilibrium (al-tawāṣṣ), meaning that Islam always adopts the middle position between any two extremes; 5. characterized by optimism secular ideologies, such as rationalism, nationalism and socialism. These two claims, which peacefully existed for decades in Egypt, turned into a violent clash in the nineteen sixties and seventies.

12 Ironically, Qutb could not help exclude himself from the heated debate in the Arab world about social justice in the 1940s. He contributed his al-ʻAdāla al-jāmi‘īyya li-l-Islām ("Social Justice in Islam"), Cairo: Maktabat Miṣr, 1949, in which he avoided using the term isḥārākīyya, socialism, in favour of ḍadda Islāmiyya. In doing so, however, he applied a certain non-immediate interpretation of the Qurʾānic passages. The word isḥārākīyya was later used by the Muslim Brothers’ leader in Syria, Muṣṭafā al-Sīḥā, in the title of his Isḥārākīyyat al-Islām ("The Socialism of Islam"), Cairo.

study (1968–72), Egypt went through difficult political, economic and social difficulties due to the consequences of the 1967 war with Israel. Such an unexpected defeat, with more Arab territories occupied by Israel – the Golan Heights of Syria, the West Bank from Jordan, Gaza and Sinai from Egypt) – created a cultural trauma which provoked all of Arab society into questioning and rethinking, especially the notion of the Arabic and Islamic heritage (al-turarīḥ). President Muhammad Anwar al-Sadat (1970–81), who followed Jamāl ‘Abd al-Nāṣir (1952–70), initiated in October 1970 what he claimed to be the corrective revolution, thawrat al-taṣbih. This revolution entailed releasing political prisoners, mainly Muslim Brothers, abolishing press censorship, abolishing the one-party political system and establishing a multi-party system. Along with this new era of liberty and democracy, an open-door economic policy was adopted, but at odds with it was an amendment to Article Two of the Constitution, which made the “principles of the sharī‘a the main source of legislation” instead of one of the sources. Such an amendment was interpreted as a signal for the beginning of a policy of Islamization demanded since the thirties by the Muslim Brothers. It is very significant that Sadat acted and behaved publicly in a way that presented him to the eyes of the Egyptian people as the true believing president, al-ra‘īs al-mu‘min. It was his usual way to start his public speeches by the first part of the basmala, bismi Llah, and end by reciting the last verse of chapter two of the Qur‘ān, asking God’s forgiveness for any fault or forgetfulness.

As every new ruler in the Third World tries at the beginning of his presidential career to create a different image of himself than that of his predecessor, Sadat was eager to combat Nāṣir’s charismatic image by claiming this new corrective revolution of liberty, democracy and free-market economy versus Nāṣir’s regime of socialism, a one-party political system and constraints on freedom of expression. The image of Sadat was, however, a contradictory image; on the one hand, he used to present himself to the Western media as the follower of the great pharaohs of Egypt, hardly a positive image from the Islamic perspective. As for the domestic media, he sought to present the image of a pious leader whose inspiration comes directly from Islam, very much like the stereotype image of the ‘Abbāsid caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd.

The proponents of Islamization supported this free-market policy, and the discourse of social justice in Islam, or ishtrākīyyat al-Islām, was replaced by a discourse critical of Nāṣir’s regime, which had introduced the laws of land reformation, al-islāh al-zirā‘ī, in 1954 and nationalization, al-ta‘mīm, beginning with the nationalization of the Suez Canal Company in 1956. Such laws were deemed to be against the sharī‘a, and there was a strong demand to abolish them.


In this context of political and economical change, of cultural questioning and rethinking, as well as increasing ritualistic religiosity in Egyptian society, I started my academic career. I was searching for answers to the existent debated issues regarding freedom, justice, equality, Islamic values, Arabic culture, and the meaning of religiosity in Islam. As the Qur‘ān and its meaning was always at the heart of debate about every issue, it was to my mind very important to carry these questions back to the roots, the history of Islamic culture and the history of Qur‘ānic exegesis. For my MA thesis, I decided to study the Mu‘azzālītes’ seemingly rational approach to the Qur‘ān, focusing on their concept of metaphor, which emerged as an instrumental linguistic tool of interpretation at the beginning of the ninth century.15 My choice was not free of bias; I was, and I think I still am, one of the Arab and Muslim adherents of “rationalism,” a “rationalism” which does not exclude or despise religion as a mere psychological phantom.

In addition to my rational tendency, it was also my aim to reconnect Qur‘ānic studies with literary studies, returning to Amin al-Khūlí’s method, which was abandoned after the university decided, in 1947, following the scandal of his student’s PhD thesis, that al-Khūlí should not be allowed to teach or supervise Qur‘ānic studies any more. “The decision was based on the reason that al-Khūlí was appointed to the chair of Egyptian Literature on October 6, 1946, and thus he was not supposed to teach or supervise Qur‘ānic studies.”16 Following this decision, Islamic studies in general, and Qur‘ānic studies in particular, was left to whomever was willing to teach it; teaching Islamic and Qur‘ānic studies became a source for attaining baraka, divine blessing, rather than an academic field of research. By choosing the concept of majāz, figurative expressions, as applied to Qur‘ānic exegesis by the Mu‘azzālītes, I took a step in the other direction, towards the literary study of the Qur‘ān.

The Mu‘azzallaštes are well known for their five principles, which are summarized in the two basic comprehensive pillars, namely Divine Justice and Divine Unity, al-adl wa-l-tawḥīd, to the extent that they call themselves ahl al-adl wa-l-tawḥīd, regardless of the different views each group holds concerning the details. My basic source was the writings of al-Qādī ‘Abd al-Jābīr al-Asadibādī (d. 415/1025), especially his magnum opus al-Mughnī fi ṣabā‘i wa-l-tawḥīd wa-l-adl.17 To summarize the Mu‘azzālit world-view constructed from the Qur‘ān, one has to present a brief account of their ontology, epistemology, and their theory of language, including their metaphorical interpretation. As for their ontology, the world is, for the Mu‘azzālītes, a compound constructed of bodies; the bodies in their turn are

small compounds constructed of atoms. The physical structure of the world presents for the human reason a series of signs, *a'emär*, which gradually lead to the conclusion that such a perfect, well-organized world should have been created by a wise artisan, *qāni' išāk*. This conclusion is based on investigating the physical evidence by intellectual procedure, syllogism or *qiyās* mantiqī, which runs as follows:

1. Every created action refers to an actor who created it, *ku'llu fi'l muhdat yadhu'llu 'alā wujūd fā'īl ahudhahulu.
2. The perfect action refers to a wise knowledgeable actor, *al-fi'l al-mukham yadhu'llu 'alā fā'īl 'ālim ḥakím.
3. The perfect structure of this seen physical world refers to a wise, knowledgeable creator.

Clearly this ontological theo-physics is not separate from the Qur'ānic presentation of the entire universe as a series of signs, *qāni*, which refer to the Creator and indicate His omniscience and omnipotence. Reaching the conclusion of the existence of the wise artisan who created this physical world, it is logically deduced that the Creator does not belong to this world. Neither does He resemble wise human creators. This deduction is reached by way of analogy between this physical world and the unseen world, *qiyās al-ghāb 'ib'āla al-shāhidā.

By this method of *qiyās*, the human reason is able to attain knowledge of the divine attributes of God's Essence such as life, power, knowledge and wisdom, as well as His attributes of action, such as hearing, seeing, speaking, etc. In order to establish the different intellectual methods to reach the basic two pillars of *wa-1-ikhtiyar*, well as His attributes of action, such as hearing, seeing, speaking, etc. (adilla; *muwāda*a, the socio-cultural convention (*ittīfāq*) which assigns certain significance to the vocabulary within the language; the relationship between the signifier and the signified (*a'dāl wa-l-madhil*) is not direct as in the intellectual evidence, *al-'aqīyyāt* versus *al-sam 'iyāt*. The second condition for the productivity of the linguistic evidence is the priority to know the intention (*qaḍ*) of the speech's producer (*al-mutahallim*). This second condition is to justify the Mu'tazilites' view of the priority of intellectual knowledge before revealed knowledge of God's attributes of justice and unity. In other words, the Qur'ān, the foundational source of *shāri'a*, is not independent; it does not automatically produce sound knowledge. It has to be, first and most of all, checked by human reason to verify its divine source; it has, secondly, to be analysed according to the linguistic norms of the Arabic language.

Responding to an imaginative opponent who claimed that the Qur'ān provides all the needed knowledge about God and His attributes, *'Abd al-Jabbār* would raise the rhetorical question, "Since linguistic expressions cannot verify the honesty or veracity of a speaker, how do we know that the speaker of the Qur'ān is the Almighty God, a God who does not trick or lie, unless we establish such knowledge by reason?" The notion that language is the domain of meaning-possibilities is a very important concept in Islamic hermeneutics— not only in Mu'tazilite hermeneutics. An essential distinction between intellectual rational evidence and linguistic evidence is that the latter contains figurative expressions (*mafaqā*) as well as direct expressions (*baqfa*) while the former is free of such features. 19

The issue of *mubkam* and *mutasha'ib*, the clear and the ambiguous, which is attested in the Qur'ān (3:7), plays the key element in the Mu'tazilites' hermeneutics. Besides dealing intensively with the issue in his *magnum opus*, *'Abd al-Jabbār* devotes a book of two volumes to analysing and explaining all the pertinent aspects of the issue. 20 Firstly, the Mu'tazilites naturally support the reading of the verse which does not make a stop after *wa-mā* ya'lamu ta'wilāta illā Allāh ("none knows 'the ambiguous' interpretation but God"); they make *al-rashkūf fi - 'ilm* ("those who are firmly grounded in knowledge") also know the interpretation of the ambiguous by considering the *wāw* after Allah a conjunction (*'atf*), not...
the commencement (isti’āf) of a new sentence. Second, to explain the very existence of ambiguous passages, ‘Abd al-Jabbar invokes the concept of God’s providing humans with their best welfare (al-aṣlah), explaining that the ambiguous is intended to stimulate human reason into action.

This declaration of the Qur’ān – that it contains clear verses (ayāt muḥkamāt) that form the backbone of the Book (umm al-kitāb), as well as ambiguous verses (ayāt mutashābihāt) – is taken by ‘Abd al-Jabbar to support the Mu’tazilites’ worldview briefly presented in this section. This worldview also has to be supported by the Qur’ānic discourse. To this end, ‘Abd al-Jabbar differentiates between three levels of the Qur’ānic discourse:

1. That which the discourse conveys by itself, independent from intellectual inference. These are the legal regulations, al-akhkam al-shar‘iyya, which reason alone cannot attain; they are known only through the Qur’ānic discourse, nafs al-khitab.
2. That which both the Qur’ānic discourse and the intellectual inference both equally convey. This is the level of signification related to the domain of promise and threat, al-wa‘d wa-l-wu‘id. ‘Abd al-Jabbar includes in this level the issue of seeing God (ru‘yāt Allah) in the afterlife with the human eye, which the opponents of the Mu’tazilites sustain as one of God’s promises to the pious believers. The Mu’tazilites maintain that both the Qur’ānic discourse and rational evidence reject their opponents’ claim.
3. The third level is the domain of the rational level where the Qur’ānic discourse alone cannot be properly understood. This is the domain of ‘adl and tawḥīd, in which rational inference alone reaches this knowledge.

So, dependent on rational inference and their explanation of the different aspects of the Qur’ānic declaration in 3:7, the Mu’tazilites are able to tackle any apparent contradiction in the Qur’ānic discourse. It suffices now to present their solution of two seemingly contradictory cases in the Qur’ān: one related to tawḥīd and the other related to ‘adl.

One, the presentation of God in the Qur’ān: some passages of the Qur’ān state that there is no resemblance between God and his creation/man, such as Chapter 112 called al-Ikhlaṣ (“The True Devotion”). This idea is also emphasized in Q 2:255, known as the “Chair Verse.” But there are other passages in which God is presented with corporal features such as hands (38:10) and eyes (20:39), and even human qualities like hatred (9:47), love (5:54) and deception (8:30).

Two, the issue of free will or, to be precise, the issue of khalq al-af‘āl, i.e. whether human actions are created by human power and free choice or by God.

21 For the different opinions on the two possible articulations of the verse and the different interpretations for each articulation, see al-Tabarzī, Abu Ja‘far Muḥammad b. Iṣār, Jami‘ al-bayān ‘an ta‘wil ʿāy al-Qur‘ān, ed. Mahmūd Muḥammad Shāhir, Beirut: Mu‘assasat al-Islām, 2000, 6:200–6.
22 For more details on the Mu’tazilite position, see al-Iṣṭiḥāṣ al-ʿaqīq fi-l-tafsīr, 190–215.
Hermeneutics of Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 638/1240). This was in 1977, the year of intifadat al-khubz (“the bread revolt”), or al-intifada al-sha’biyayu (“the people’s revolt”), in Egypt (January 18–19), the riot which shook the political regime and terrified its leaders. This was caused by the consequences of the open-door economic policy, which made life difficult for the majority of the Egyptians, especially government civil servants, including university professors. Corruption became obvious and expressions like al-qitaq al-simân (“fat cats”) formed the headlines of the daily press. This free-market economic policy, intifadat, was criticized as sadâh madâh intifâdah (“uncontrolled by any legal norms”). On the personal level, I suffered like the majority of the Egyptians from the consequences of this economic policy; I was unable to have a private place, and I lived with my family in a tiny apartment in Giza.

In 1978 I was fortunate to obtain a scholarship at the University of Pennsylvania, USA, at the Department of Folklore; my aim was to become trained in fieldwork and folkloric studies methodologies. This was a way to find time to read Ibn al-’Arabi’s books. I kept reading and rereading the maqaddimah of the Futuhat without being able to make any progress. In Philadelphia I found time to proceed in reading Ibn al-’Arabi besides my regular classes. I have to admit that the two years I spent in Pennsylvania were very productive. At that time structuralism was at its peak in sociology and anthropology, as well as in linguistics and literary theory.

More important for Qur’anic studies was learning hermeneutics, which I discovered to be the closest English word for Arabic ta’wil. It was through English translations that I was able to read Gadamer, Paul Ricoeur and others. It was Ibn al-’Arabi, however, who provided me with the fundamental questions that opened my mind to hermeneutics. This was a great debt that I expressed in the defense-ceremony of my thesis in 1981 in the auditorium of the Faculty of Letters in Cairo University. I wrote the first Arabic article about hermeneutics in which I Arabized hermeneutics as al-hirminyiyiqâ; it was published in 1981.


25 If someone, a university assistant teacher at the age of 34, is unable to afford a rented apartment, the question of establishing a family is meaningless. A movie named “Attention Garbage Collector” (ar-Raqib fel-Moayyad), Uganda won the family support and the lady’s heart because of his very high income compared to the professor’s fixed salary.

26 My mentor and professor Hasan Hanafi was the one who immediately gave me the term after having been confused by the diversity of suggestions provided by teachers in the department.

The second phenomenon is a similarity between the structure of his writings and the structure of the Qur'ān. First, as the Qur'ān includes muḥkamāt and mutashābihāt (3:7), Sufi writings in general, and his writings in particular, also play on the duality of veiling (al-satr wa-l-ikhfā') on the one hand, and unveiling (al-kashf), on the other. "God could have made explicit (tansīf) what the people of God have interpreted (ta'awwulahu); He did not do so, He inserted (adrawṣ) these divine words, revealed in the language of the common people (lisān al-ʾāmma) the kind of knowledge that is only accessible to His chosen servants by the capacity of understanding (ʿayn al-fāhmi) given to them by Him." But Ibn al-'Arabi does not reveal all that he has received; he follows the divine wisdom of unveiling what ought to be unveiled and veiling what ought to be veiled, as "Neither a book nor the universe as it exists now can contain this." Secondly, as the arrangement of the Qur'ānic verses, passages and chapters does not follow a thematic order, the arrangement of passages and chapters in Ibn al-'Arabi's books matches the Qur'ān's structure; they are divine revelation and Ibn al-'Arabi is only a transmitter.

Ibn al-'Arabi never fails to emphasize the parallelism between three manifestations of the divine kalām: 1. divine cosmological words (kalimāt Allāh) inscribed in the universe; 2. The word of God (kalām Allāh) in the muṣṣaf (i.e. the Qur'ān); and 3. The word of God inspired in the hearts of his chosen servants: "God dictates to hearts by inspiration (bi-l-illāh) all that is inscribed in the entire universe (al-ʾalam); the universe is a divine, inscribed book (kitāb maṣṭūr ilāhī)." Such a universe of wonders and allusions is a text, a cosmological text, the domain of God's words, which cannot be recorded even if all the oceans were ink and all the trees of the world pens (Q 18:109; 31:27).

Here Ibn al-'Arabi establishes a parallelism between the cosmological text (kalimāt Allāh al-maṣṣūr fi l-wujūd) and the speech of God, the Qur'ān, (kalām Allāh al-maṣṣūr fi l-kitāb) which, though limited in size, is unlimited in meaning. Only chosen servants of God can decipher the cosmological meaning of the Qur'ān; they can encode that meaning in their own discourse, which is nothing but a divine, inspired discourse parallel to the divine, inscribed discourse in both the world and the book. At the very beginning of the Futūḥāt, he explicitly, though poetically, claims that he is the "Qur'ān and al-sab' al-muṣaffāt, a claim which caused him trouble during his lifetime and his reputation trouble for centuries after his death. All of this makes the study of Ibn al-'Arabi's hermeneutics a difficult task. The greatest difficulty is not only his ambiguous language and circular style, of which all scholars of Ibn al-'Arabi complain, but rather the impossibility of distinguishing between Ibn al-'Arabi's thought and his ta'wil of the Qur'ān. It was not easy for me to distinguish his ta'wil from his ontology and his epistemology. In other words, Ibn al-'Arabi's system of thought is circular; in fact he is fond of constructing his thought in the form of "circles." After my thesis had been approved by the defense committee, I became aware of the problem of the intricate relationship between Qur'ānic ta'wil and Ibn al-'Arabi's philosophical worldview. I approached my supervisor suggesting I should rewrite the thesis, moving all the details of his philosophical worldview to the footnotes, keeping in the body of the text that which is related to his hermeneutics. My professor's comment was, "Ibn al-'Arabi is an ocean and I am very glad that you were able to swim back. No way, you have your life ahead of you; return to the ocean later but definitely not now." How far did I fulfill my early dream of discerning Ibn al-'Arabi's hermeneutics? I still think it is impossible due to the complication as well as the ambiguity of the Sufi worldview of Ibn al-'Arabi's wahdat al-wujūd, for which the term "pantheism" is not the appropriate translation.

Now, I find it reasonable to present Ibn al-'Arabi as the greatest defender of ambiguity or uncertainty as the true knowledge. In the Futūḥāt, he narrates three mysterious encounters with Ibn Rushd (or Averroes; d. 595/1198), the first of which occurred when Ibn al-'Arabi was a teenager while Ibn Rushd was at the top of his career and his fame. The second encounter seems to have happened in Ibn al-'Arabi's imagination, in a vision according to which the philosophers are busy with worldly affairs, i.e. with themselves and their own thought. The third encounter was not with the living philosopher but after Ibn Rushd's death. It was an encounter with his coffin when his remains were transferred from Morocco to Granada. It is within the first encounter, which is explained and interpreted in different ways by different scholars of Ibn al-'Arabi, that I would like to present Ibn al-'Arabi's view of uncertainty, in opposition to what he thought to be the philosophical certainty of Ibn Rushd.

This first meeting occurred when the philosopher heard that the young Ibn al- 'Arabi had attained the highest spiritual knowledge without training or education but through seclusion (khālwa), and expressed his desire to meet him. Through the mediation of Ibn al- 'Arabi's father, who was a friend of the philosopher, the meeting was arranged. When Ibn al-'Arabi arrived he was welcomed by the philosopher with a shining, joyful face. The philosopher said "Yes?" and Ibn al-'Arabi immediately answered "Yes." Realizing the joy on the face of the
philosopher, he continued, “and no.” The philosopher’s mode changed from joy to sadness to the extent that his body was trembling. Then Ibn Rushd raised the question, “How did you find the affair in divine unveiling and illumination? Is it (the same as) what we are given by reflection?” Ibn al-'Arabi elaborated, “It is ‘yes’ and ‘no’; and between ‘yes’ and ‘no’ heads are cut off their necks.”

Many efforts have been made to decrypt this enigmatic answer. For our interest it suffices to acknowledge the uncertainty expressed; it is not a definite, clear “yes;” neither is it a clear “no.” This is an in-between position of the mysterious ambiguity of Truth.

Ibn al-‘Arabi’s ontology

Ibn al-‘Arabi developed an Islamic pantheistic system of thought, according to which the existence of this world is an imaginative one, parallel to dream-images; this world does exist in the Divine Imagination (al-khayâl al-mutlaq; sometimes called al-khayâl al-nunfasil, al-barzakh al-ka‘îb, al-barzakh al-‘aqiqi or barzakh al-barazikh). Here we find an ontological interpretation of Q 55:19–20; the image of the two merged seas separated by a barzakh alludes to the impossibility of distinguishing between existence and non-existence as well as distinguishing between the absolute existence, al-wujûd al-mutlaq, and conditional existence, al-wujûd al-muqayyad. To our human perception the existence of the world is real. Only the Şûfi, the ‘arif, is aware of this ambiguous duality of haqiq (“real”) and khayâl (“unreal”).

Ibn al-‘Arabi thus aims to bypass both the theological concept of khalq min ‘adam (creation ex nihilo) and the Neo-Platonic philosophical concept of fayd or şûdîr (“emanation”); he applies the Qur’anic concept of ta’alî (“theophany”; Q 7:143), by which he tries to solve the theological conflict between the transcendental and the immanent image of God. He also bypasses the three stages of existence propagated by the philosophers (excepting Ibn Rushd), namely: wâjib, “necessary”, munkin al-wujûd (“the possible”) and muhîl al-wujûd (“the impossible”). Ibn al-‘Arabi explains the process of ta’alî as a process of unveiling the veiled divine existence in a process of theophanies (ta’alîyyât). These theophanies are not subject to space or time, nor do they have any causal relationship.

In explaining this very ambiguous process, Ibn al-‘Arabi employs symbols such as the lightning flash and a mirror’s reflection. Ibn al-‘Arabi frequently quotes a divine (qudsi) hadith, not to be found in any of the canonical collections, to support his claim of theophanies: “I was a hidden treasure and I wanted [or desired], to be known. I therefore created humans so they knew Me through Me.” According to this divine hadith (i.e. a hadith in the voice of God), the ontological process has an epistemological end; the divine hidden essence wanted, desired to be known by knowledge other than the hidden self-knowledge. This desire is explained by Ibn al-‘Arabi as an expression of the divine love, the divine passion, which brought created order into appearance. And because these theophanies are an ontological process, they have no end.

Human perplexity (labâs) is caused by the fact that the entire universe from top to bottom is a shadowy existence, a reflective appearance, of Reality. This makes “uncertainty” the true knowledge. Does the universe exist? The answer is “‘yes’ and ‘no’.” It is “yes” if reality is perceived through its outer images, but it is “no” if the optic of the viewer is the human heart, the human inner self-reflection. Again, the dream images exemplify the cosmological/ontological theophany; for the dreamer, the images he envisions are real; when awakened, they are images in need of translation, decoding, interpretation; or better, ta’wil. Both the visual dream-images and the visual world are in need of ta’wil.

With this ontology Ibn al-‘Arabi solves various theological and philosophical problems, such as the pre-eternity of the world versus its creation in time, the multiple divine attributes versus the unity of the divine essence, and causality versus the divine free-will. He also applies his worldview to the Qur’ûn. According to the theory of theophanies, the meaning of the Qur’ûnic verse, huwa al-‘awwal wa-l-‘akhir wa-l-zâhir wa-l-bâtin (57:3), becomes an expression of the divine breath: huwa is phonetically explained as hawâ, the divine passion to be known, from which all of the theophanies emanate. And since the theophanies have no beginning and no end, this passion is the beginning (al-‘awwal) and the end (al-‘akhir), the apparent (al-zâhir) and the hidden (al-bâtin).

Ibn al-‘Arabi’s epistemology

Does the above explanation of the process of unfolding the latent imagery of the cosmos have an objective? Yes: it is the human being in whose formation the entire universe from top to bottom is reflected and presented. Though man is the first being to be first, because the first divine manifestation is an expression of the Divine’s desire to be known by a knower other than itself, which is the very aim of theophany. Manifestations of different grades and levels

41 See Futuhisti 1, 3:34; 2:129, 311–12; 2:318.
43 See Futuhisti 1, 2:291.
44 Ibid, 1:703.
45 Ibid, 2:468; see also, Futuhisti, 49.
Muḥammad and mystical epistemology

An essential idea in the pantheistic system of Ibn al-'Arabī is al-ḥaqīqa al-muḥāmmadiyya (the “Muḥammadan Reality”) which is other than the historical Muḥammad born in Mecca around 570. The Muḥammadan Reality is the inward hidden reality which is manifested in all the prophets from Adam until its final and complete manifestation in the historical Muḥammad of Mecca. The Muḥammadan Reality is the ontological parallel of Godhead; it is the ontological agent between Pure Absoluteness and the world of multiplicity. This image of Muḥammad is the light from which creation emanates. Muḥammad is thus the light of God manifested in all existing things, as well as the light of knowledge revealed to the hearts of the believers. The Muḥammadan Reality is the logos, both ontologically and epistemologically.

Muḥammad is also a model of the mystical experience. His ascent to heaven (al-mi’rāf) became to the Šī‘ī the example of how cosmological elements are stripped away and the real divine image is apparent. Only the believer who successfully accomplishes the ascent is able to decode the real meaning of revelation through ta’wil. To uncover the meaning of the Qur’ān one must first uncover the meaning of the cosmological text.

This ambiguity/uncertainty in the cosmological text as well as in the Qur’ān does not lead to agnosticism; on the contrary, it leads to an open space of belief, a space which accommodates all forms of creed as valid; thus Ibn al-‘Arabī makes a clear distinction between “religion” (dīn) and “creeds” (‘aqā’il). Religion is one because the Truth is one; creeds are many because they are related to communities in histories. But in Ibn al-‘Arabī’s “waḥdat al-wujūd” worldview, unity and multiplicity are the two sides of the same coin. Hence, his spirit/heart is able to accommodate all ‘aqā’il with no conflict.

47 cf. Fuqā‘īya, 48-49.

Towards understanding the Qurʾān’s worldview

La qad kantu qa‘lba al-yawmī umkiro ṣabībī, idhā lam yakun dinī ilā diniḥī danī (“Before today, I used to disregard my companion, if my religion was not like his”)

Fa-qad sāra qa‘lbi qa‘liban kullā stūratīn fa-ma’un li-ghizān wa-dayrūn li-nuḥbānī (“My heart has become capable of every form: it is a pasture for gazelles and a monastery for monks”)

wa-baytun li-awthāhin wa-ka’batu ṣafīn wa-alwāḥu ta’wūrtīn wa-nuṣḥafu qurʾānī (“And a temple for idols and the pilgrim’s Ka’ba and the tables of Torah and the book of the Koran.”)

adīnu bi-dīni al-hubbī annā tawajjihat rakā’ibuhu fa-l-ḥubbū dinī wa-imānī (“I follow the religion of love: whatever way Love’s camels take, that is my religion and my faith.”)

One cannot but recall the twelfth-century Andalusian context of a multi-ethnic, multi-religious and multi-lingual society where adherents to all the above-mentioned systems of faith lived together. Ibn al-‘Arabī’s project presents an attempt to integrate into the Qurʾān all the knowledge that had occurred up to his time in order to formulate an Islamic open-ended worldview, one that can reconcile itself to, and at the same time contain, Christianity, Judaism and all other religions. It was to be “a religion of comprehensive love.” According to my view in 1980, this was a utopian project; Ibn al-‘Arabī himself could not survive the trauma of the Reconquista. He fled to the Eastern part of the Muslim world when he was 27 years old and never returned to Andalusia. Although parts of the East were in the control of the Crusaders, it seems that Ibn al-‘Arabī felt more at home there.

But in my book Hākadhā takallama Ibn ’Arabī, which was finished in June 2001, I present a less critical view of him. The context of writing this book was the debate about Huntington’s theory of a “clash of civilizations.” Ibn ’Arabī, I argue in this book, is a great witness, with Ibn Rushd and other Muslim thinkers, against this theory; they all present examples of intercultural and inter-civilization communication.

The critique of religious discourse

After returning to Egypt from the United States and obtaining the title of “Doctor” in July 1981, I become one of more than sixty university teachers and professors
transferred to non-teaching positions in different ministries, in my case in the ministry of Social Affairs. More than 1,500 others – intellectuals, writers, activists and politicians – were imprisoned with no legal indictment. The situation reversed the earlier policy of President Muhammad Anwar al-Sadat, and affected even his allies of the early seventies, the Muslim Brothers. One of the consequences of his decrees of arrest and imprisonment (well known as *qarârât September*) was his own assassination on October 6, 1981, by members of a Jihâdi group.

During this time I taught a course on *'ulûm al-Qur’ân wa-l-tafsîr* ("The Sciences of the Qur’ân and Its Exegesis"), in which I was engaged with students in weekly discussions. Because I was also teaching the course *al-balâgha al-‘Arabiyya* ("Arabic Rhetoric") I returned to the idea of the literary study of the Qur’ân in the al-Khâli tradition, which had been almost forgotten after the scandal of the PhD thesis of his student Khalafallah in 1947. Through the productive discussions in both classes in Cairo and in Khartoum, Sudan, the basic idea of my book *Maḥfûm al-naṣṣ* developed. The students, Egyptian as well as Sudanese, were generally influenced by the claim of the Islamists that the implantation of *shari‘a*, the divine law of God, would bring prosperity, justice and peace to Muslim societies. The slogan *al-İslâm huwa l-hal* ("Islam is the solution") was the conviction of the majority of the students. They reacted furiously to my critical approach to *'ulûm al-Qur’ân*, bringing to the class all the arguments propagated in the mosques and the Islamist media against mine. This gave me a golden opportunity to react and to engage in free discussion with the Islamist claims; and free discussion in the classroom in Arab universities, especially in matters religious, is not the norm. The students enjoyed this space of freedom, and this interaction enabled me to develop arguments against the spread of Islamist ideas.

Meanwhile, the official religious discourse combated the Islamist’s weapon of *takfîr* (charging Muslims with apostasy because their deeds violate Islamic norms) by *takfîr*. Soon *takfîr* became the weapon of the state against any opposition. Accordingly I became critical of the Muslim Brothers’ discourse, the discourse of the religious official institutions, and the discourse of the regime.

In 1985 I was invited to take up a position as visiting professor for a couple of years at Osaka University of Foreign Studies (Osaka Gaidai) in Japan. I accepted the offer with no hesitation. My colleagues counseled me to go instead to a Gulf country, but I felt it was time to learn about the Asian world. In fact, I stayed more than four years, during which time I made only one visit to Egypt. I was more at home in Japan than in the United States; Japanese culture in general has a lot of similarities with my countryside upbringing and never did I feel homesickness as I did in the United States.

During the midterms and summer vacations, I was able to make tourist visits to South Korea, Hong Kong, China, Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia. I was planning to go to the Soviet Union, India and Indonesia, but could not for lack of time. I confess that exposure to these cultures made me what I am, for better or for worse. I wonder what I would have been without such travel experiences.

Japanese religious tradition, which is a complex structure of Indian Buddhism, Chinese Confucianism and traditional Japanese Shinto, attracted my attention due to its tolerance, tranquility, spirituality, and its carnival rituality. I was tempted to contrast it with my native dry, formalistic, politicized and spiritually void dominant religiosity. In my introduction to the book *Bushido: the Spirit of Japan*, written in English by Inazo Nitobe (1862–1933), I compare the Japanese traditional culture and the dominant Arabic and Islamic Culture of Egypt and identify some reasons behind the failure of modernity and the dominance of the radical religious discourse in the Arab world in general and in Egypt in particular. Most of the insights expressed in this introduction have been elaborated in my later writing, especially in *Naqd al-khiṭâb al-dînî* and *Maḥfûm al-naṣṣ*. Both were written in Japan.


The first chapter of the book is a critical analytical study of the Islamic discourse in its three basic manifestations in Egypt: the extremist, the official considered as moderate, and the political discourse of absolutism. Applying discourse analysis, the

50 I also enjoyed teaching Japanese students and cooperating with Japanese colleagues of Arabic and Islamic Studies, including Professor Ogasawara, who was my classmate in Cairo University, and I had plenty of time to do research and publish, including three papers published in the *Journal of Osaka University for Foreign Studies: "Al-Sîra al-nabawiyya sîra shi biyya" ("The Prophet’s biography as a folk epic"), 71, 1986, 1–24; "Al-Ghazalî’s theory of interpretation," 72, 1986, 1–24; and "The perfect man in the Qur’ân: Textual analysis," 73, 1988,111–33.


chapter shows that the difference between these three discourses is in the language employed rather than in the content; the three adhere to certain essential convictions: 1. Islam as a comprehensive system that leaves nothing for human reason to add (human reason's function is to implement God's law); 2. Glorification of al-salaf al-ṣāliḥ ("pious ancestors"), who are above any criticism. The imāms, the mujassimūn, and the fiqahā' have explained everything. Ijtihād ("independent reasoning") is limited to finding the suitable solution already provided by al-salaf al-ṣāliḥ. As for the Qurʾān, no Ijtihād is allowed. The traditional statement là ijtihāda fi mā fihi māss -- which means properly "No independent reasoning is allowed when there is a very obvious clear statement" -- is applied to the entire Qurʾān.

The second chapter is focused on an analysis of the writings of ʿAbd al-Rahmān al-Iṣāṣī and his five volumes of Min al-ʾaqāda ilā l-thawra: Iʿādat bināʾ il-ʾilm al-ʾaqāʾid ("From Creed to Revolution: A Reconstruction of the Science of Creeds"). he main representative of the Islamic left; in fact, he is the only one. He always connects himself to the reformist Islamic movement, starting from Jamāl al-Dīn al-Afghānī through Muhammad ʿAbduh, and surprisingly it includes among the reformists Hasan al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb (always with the epithet al-shahīd, "the martyr"). He positions his thought between the two extremes, the radical Muslims and the radical secularists, a position which makes him a target of attack by both. The radical Islamists condemn him as an apostate, muntaq; the radical secularists consider him an Islamic intellectual. I critique his approach to phenomenological hermeneutics, by which the reader is king. The ideology of the reader overshadows critical historical analysis, and taʾwīl turns to ideology (talwīn, lit. "coloring"). When I was his student, ʿAbd al-Rahmān, in a 1969–70 "Islamic Philosophy" course, encouraged me to be critical, not to take ideas for granted just because they are the ideas of the teachers. In fact, my critique of ʿAbd al-Rahmān's ideas did not adversely affect our friendship. This was a great lesson I always try to transmit to my students.

The third chapter offers a hermeneutical approach that avoids "semantic manipulation," as presented in the first chapter, and the "ideological interpretation," as presented in the second chapter. It is based on three propositions on three semantic domains of meaning in the Qurʾān, as follows.

One, the distinction between religious thought and foundational religious texts is essential; religious thought is the outcome of the human endeavor to understand, explain and interpret the foundational text in accordance with socio-political and cultural horizons. The sacredness which the community of believers attaches to the foundational text should not be attached to the human endeavor, which is to be subjected to criticism in order to develop further understanding of the foundational text.

Two, the belief in the sacredness of the foundational texts should not prevent the believer from realizing the socio-political and cultural historical context in which this was realized and taken into consideration in classical Islamic culture, e.g. issues such as asbāb al-nuzūl and al-nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh, which clearly indicate the historicity of the religious texts, to be elaborated in light of our modern scholarship without fear for one's faith.

Three, the fact that the Qurʾān is in Arabic clearly situates its semantic domain in the cultural context of its emergence in the seventh century. At the same time it produces and reproduces multiple levels of meaning dependent on the questions raised by different generations of believers. Modern linguistics teaches us that every speech act, and definitely every unique text, though encoded in a certain language, develops its own parole, which is a sub-code within the language code, to communicate its own message. Such textual characteristics were realized by classical Muslim thinkers in the Qurʾān and by such an approach they developed the doctrine of iʿjāz, inimitability. Modern hermeneutics, on the other hand, explain that this new meaning generated by the new question addressed to the text is not entirely explicit in the text (otherwise the previous generations would have found it); neither does it entirely exist in the reader's mind; it is the outcome of the text–reader encounter. The term shūrā (Q 42:38), for example, could not be understood to allude to democracy before the nineteenth century.

According to the above three propositions, I suggested three domains of meanings to be investigated in the Qurʾān in our modern horizon.

One: the domain of meaning related to the existence of certain supernatural beings and their power in affecting human life, such as angels, Jinns and demons. This is the domain of historical meaning which has no significance in our modern life. In this domain the Qurʾān is addressing the Arab mentality of the seventh century. To take the Qurʾānic mention of these beings as actual physical beings that are really and actually able to affect and influence humans is to imprison the Qurʾān in the seventh-century cultural domain. To this historical domain of meaning belong the images of the divine kingdom, such as the divine throne (al-ʿarsh) and the divine chair (al-kursī).

Two: the domain of meaning subject to metaphorical understanding; this is the domain of anthropomorphic features ascribed to God's attributes, such as face, hand, eye and leg as well as human emotions such as love and hate. Metaphorical interpretation is justified, following the classical taʾwil theory of majāz but without adhering to the classical concept which opposes majāz to haqīqa categorically.

Three, the domain of meaning of ijtihād ("independent reasoning"), which should not be limited to the classical concept of qiyās ("analogical reasoning"). This domain is to be applied to legal stipulations addressed to the seventh-century context of the nascent Muslim community, which needed certain regulations after moving from Mecca, where Muslims were the minority group, to Medina, where they became the ruling group. Such contextualization goes far beyond the classical legal theory.

An illustrative case of these ideas is the female inheritance share in the Qurʾān. One of the objectives of Islam, deduced from the contextual reading, is "equality,"

---


which is alluded to as a goal to be pursued. Now the Qur’ān, in the middle of its detailed exposition of inheritance, states “your fathers and your sons; you are not aware of whom is closer to your benefit” (Q 4:11). Regarding this we might observe, first, that the inheritance system in the Qur’ān’s milieu is obviously based on blood kinship (‘asabiyah), a system the Qur’ān means to contradict. Second, we might note that the Qur’ānic system of giving a female half of a man’s inheritance was a great forward step in a context in which inheritance was for males who are able to fight; male children and females were excluded. Third, the early community did appreciate the possibility of having children and women share in the deceased’s wealth.58 In this light it seems that the Qur’ān here is pointing to an ultimate goal of replacing the blood-kinship inheritance system with a system sustained by the objective of equality in the Islamic worldview.

In this way an appreciation of the context of seventh-century Arabia leads to the unearthing of the Qur’ān’s original historical meaning, i.e. the meaning addressed to the early community. At this point we can discern the significance of the uncovered meaning in the context of our contemporary milieu, remembering that this significance might differ according to the particular socio-political and cultural context of various societies.

The jurists’ approach to the Qur’ān

So far, this chapter has presented the theological and the Sufi worldviews deduced from the Qur’ān through different modes of hermeneutics. I mean thereby to connect the classical worldviews with the present dispute about the Islamic meaning of life in the modern world. The question of whether or not the principles of sharī‘a should be the main source of legislation – an idea affirmed by most Muslim countries’ constitutions – is at the heart of the dispute between the Islamists and the modernists. Usually, however, it is only in the domain of family law that sharī‘a is applied. The Islamists seek to apply sharī‘a to the entire legal code. The use of other laws, according to the Pakistani Abū al-A’la al-Mawdūdī and the Egyptian Sayyid Quṭb, is tantamount to regression to jāhiliyya, the pre-Islamic pagan way of life.

There are three major issues through which the Qur’ānic worldview according to the jurists (fiqahā) can be scrutinized. The first is the theory of abrogation, according to which the Qur’ān’s legal regulations changed during the lifetime of Muhammad. The second issue is Islamic legal theory (wusūl al-fiqh) and the minor role that the Qur’ān plays therein. The third issue is the theory of the sharī‘a’s objectives (maqāṣid).

Abrogation

The fiqahā dealt with conflicting legal rules by applying the doctrine of abrogation (naskh), according to which the ruling revealed latest to Muhammad should be considered to replace earlier rulings. This doctrine reflects the idea that a divinely revealed text has no contradictions (cf. Q 4:82), and is based on two Qur’ānic passages, namely 2:106 and 16:101. Needless to say, the application of such a method means investigating the chronological order of the Qur’ānic passages – a dimension not considered in either theology or Sufism. It has been argued recently that the basic motivation behind producing the ‘Uthmanic codex, muṣḥaf, was the need to articulate the legal impetus of the Qur’ān. The theory of abrogation was, accordingly, the earliest Qur’ānic science to be developed.60 Such argumentation is reasonable since the early issues that emerged within the Muslim community, immediately after the death of the Prophet, were legalistic in nature. Theological issues emerged later.

According to the theory of abrogation, the Qur’ān is divided into four categories:

One, passages that are now entirely absent from the Qur’ān, i.e. what was caused to be forgotten (Q 87:6–7) or what has been omitted by God’s decree (Q 13:39; 17:68). According to this category, the muṣḥaf which Muslims have since the production of ‘Uthman’s codex does not contain all of what was revealed to Muhammad.

Two, passages that no longer have legal force, but that still exist in the Qur’ān to be recited (naskh al-ḥukm dāna l-ṭilāwā). This is the most prominent category of naskh.

Three, passages that still have legal force but do not appear in the present text (naskh al-ṭilawā dāna l-ḥukm). To this category belongs the stoning penalty for adultery, which is believed to have been in the recited Qur’ān during the Prophet’s lifetime but was not included in the muṣḥaf. This category means that the prophetic tradition (sunna) can act as evidence for the legal authority (ḥujja) of the Qur’ān when that authority is not in the text of the Qur’ān itself.

Four, passages not subject to abrogation.61

One might argue, and many Muslim thinkers now do, that if the legal rulings of the Qur’ān changed through the two decades of Muhammad’s mission, Muslims might now apply similar methods to update the rulings of sharī‘a in accordance with the changing socio-political and cultural context. The immediate response the traditional ‘ilm al-‘aql provides for such argument is that only God and His Prophet might update the sharī‘a. They further maintain, since Islam is the last religion and the only accepted one, and since both the Qur’ān and the sunna are the last revealed message, that any human interference is deviation from the path of Islam.

The legal theory of Islam

The process by which the fiqahā were able to build a legal system, sharī‘a, out of the limited legal issues addressed in the Qur’ān is known as wusūl al-fiqh.62 Early

58 For these two points, see al-Ṭābi‘ī’s Jāmi‘ al-bayān, 8:30–31.
60 For a more detailed explanation of the history, the development and the types of naskh, see J. Burton, “Naskh,” EF, 7:109–12; idem, “Abrogation,” EQ, 1:11–19.
61 According to al-Ghazālī only 500 verses have legal material; others count only 150. Al-Suyūṭī explains, “If they mean the explicit rules, the Qur’ānic verses are limited in number; however, many rules are deduced from the Qur’ānic narratives and parables.” Iḥān, genre 65. Wael Hallaq
Muslim jurists, *fuqahā*, tried their best to deduce the implicit out of the explicit in the Qur'ān by developing certain concepts, such as *maslahā* (pl. *masālih*, “the community interest”), *istihsān* and *istiṣlāḥ* (“preference” or “advantage”). But to build a legal theory they also turned to other legal sources, e.g. the prophetic tradition (*sunna*), *ijmāʿ* (consensus of the first Muslim generation, the *ṣaḥabā*, and the scholars of the following generations, the *ulamā*), as well as *ijtiḥād* (“independent reasoning”). The first construction of the Islamic legal theory was accomplished by al-Shāfi‘ī (d. 595/1198) in his *Risāla* and *Kitāb al-Umm*. Al-Shāfi‘ī is believed to be the first jurist who systematically established *qiyās* (“analogical reasoning”) as the only methodological means by which *ijtiḥād* is to be performed; thus he limited the scope of *ijtiḥād* by excluding *istihsān*, *istiṣlāḥ* and *ra‘y* (“sound opinion”).

Hence the sources of the legal theory are of two types: the Qur’ān and the sunna are the main textual sources, while *ijmāʿ* and *ijtiḥād* are auxiliary, explanatory sources. Being the main textual sources, the Qur’ān and the sunna are not immediately comprehended; linguistically, they are in need of explanation, elucidation and interpretation, which causes diverse conclusions (ikhtilāf). Ibn Rushd (d. 595/1198), with whose philosophical hermeneutics the next section deals, summarizes the structure of *sharī‘a* before indicating the cause of the legal diversity in his introduction to *Bidāyat al-mujtahid wa-nihayat al-muqtaṣid*. His summary, freely quoted and restructured, runs as follows:

The rules of *sharī‘a*, *ahkām*, are of five types in relation to the human subject, *al-mukallaf*: one, obligatory (*wājib*), wherein the command is decisive and an omission (to do the act) invokes punishment; two, recommended (*mandāb*), wherein there is reward (thawāb) for the act and no punishment for its omission; three, prohibited (*harām*), wherein the prohibition is decisive and the commission of the act invokes punishment; four, disapproved (*makrūh*), wherein there is a recommendation to abstain from the act and no punishment for its commission; and five, permitted (*mubah* or *muḥkam*), where a choice is given between commission and omission.

Sharī‘a has reached us through different channels: one, textual channels, the Qur’ān and the verbal *sunna*, the *ḥadīth*, or the reported sayings of the prophet; two, the practical *sunna* based on the Prophet’s actions and approvals/disapprovals (*al-aftāl wa-l-iqrārāt*); three, *ijnā* (“consensus”); and, four, *ijtiḥād* by applying *qiyās*.

As for the first channel, the textual sources, i.e. the Qur’ān and the verbal *sunna*, Ibn Rushd divides its linguistic structure as follows: one, the form of wording (*qiyās* at *al-aftāl*); two, the type of wording (*asnaf al-aftāl*); and three, the levels of meaning and their relative ruling (a ‘yān al-ahkām).

As for the second channel, the Prophet’s actions and approvals/disapprovals, some jurists maintain that the reports of the Prophet’s actions do not indicate *ahkām*, as they do not have linguistic forms. Ibn Rushd is of the opinion that if the actions occur as an explication of an obligatory Qur’ānic enjoinder (*muṣnī*), they indicate an obligation, and if they occur as an explication of a recommended enjoinder, they indicate recommendation. If they belong to the classification of permissible acts (*mubah*), they indicate permissibility. The approvals/disapprovals, however, can only indicate permissibility.

As for the third channel, *ijmāʿ*, it has no independent authority; its authority is derived from one or more of the textual sources. Its role is, therefore, limited to strengthening the type of a ruling from *zann* (“unclear” or “non-decisive”) to *qāl* (“definitive” and “decisive”).

Fourth, and last, is *ijtiḥād* by applying *qiyās*, the domain in which *sharī‘a* is silent. Legitimate *qiyās* involves assigning an existing ruling to a legal issue about which the sources are silent. As the incidents of life are unlimited while the sources, both textual and non-verbal (e.g. the Prophet’s acts and approvals/disapprovals) are limited, *ijtiḥād* by applying *qiyās* is the only legitimate method to address our unlimited legal questions. *Qiyās*, therefore, has to be based either on the resemblance between the issue waiting for a ruling and that for which the law has provided the ruling (i.e. *qiyās* *shabad*) or on the existence of explicit or implicit cause in both the *sharī‘a* ruling and the issue under consideration (i.e. *qiyās* *ilā*).

After providing this concise summary of the structure of *sharī‘a*, Ibn Rushd briefly but adequately explains that the reason behind difference (ikhtilāf) in legal matters is the linguistic structure of the textual sources. *Ikhtilāf* is even greater in *ḥadīth* because of the way they have been transmitted and the greater possibility of conflict (ata’rūd) between them. Moreover, conflict may also exist between reported acts (aftāl) or approvals/disapprovals (iqrārāt).

Lastly, conflict may occur between any one of the four channels of law and another.

**The objectives of *sharī‘a***

The third issue is the concept of the utmost objectives of *sharī‘a* (*al-maqāṣid al-kullīyya li-*sharī‘a*), proposed by Ghazālī in the fifth/eleventh century and later developed and sophisticated by al-Shāfi‘ī (d. 790/1388). It is rightfully stated that
The doctrine of makṣūd al-shari‘a has its roots in early Muslim attempts to rationalize both theology and law. In terms of theology, the ideas of the Mu‘tazila undoubtedly influenced the emergence of the makṣūd al-shari‘a doctrine. The Mu‘tazila doctrine that God’s decrees are subject to, rather than the origin of, the ideas of good and evil (al-taḥṣīn wa-l-taḥkīb) ultimately resulted in an assertion that God is compelled to act in the interests (perhaps the best interests) of humankind. His law must be of benefit to his creation, if it was not, his qualities of justice and goodness would be compromised.66

Al-Shāhībī declares, uncompromisingly, that the whole shari‘a exists to promote the welfare of the believers. The benefits which are promoted and preserved when the shari‘a is instituted are of three basic types: necessary (darūriyya‘a), needed (ḥajīyya‘a) and improvement (tasīniyya‘a).

The five necessary objectives (al-darūriyya‘a) are: one, the preservation of life; two, the preservation of property; three, the preservation of progeny; four, the preservation of sanity; and five, the preservation of religion. The needed objectives (ḥajīyya‘a) make obedience to the shari‘a less demanding, such as relieving the sick person from the obligatory fast if he provides one meal daily during the month of Ramadan for a poor person as compensation (Q 2:184). The improvement (tasīniyya‘a) objectives relate to benefits already enjoyed by the believers, such as granting compensation for many sins in return for the freeing of a slave (see Q 4:92; 5:89; and 58:3).

This legal worldview of shari‘a has been celebrated by modern reformers all over the Muslim world. Because it is based on maqāba (“advantage”) and preservation, it provides them with a traditional basis to reform classical shari‘a rules, especially in the domain of personal and family code, to be less discriminative, and to be closer to legal norms. But a deeper insight would reveal that these five objectives are deduced from the penal code of shari‘a, called hudud, without taking into consideration the moral, ethical and spiritual components of the Qur’an’s worldview. The first objective, preservation of life, is deduced from the penalty for illegal killing; retaliation (al-qasīd), according to the Qur’an, is done to maintain life itself (Q 2:178–79). The second objective, preservation of progeny, is based on the penalty for committing adultery, whether it is the 100 lashes mentioned in the Qur’an (24:2) (explained later to be applied only for the unmarried) or the stoning penalty, which has no Qur’anic ground.67 As for the third objective, preservation of property, it is obviously deduced from the theft penalty, cutting off the hands of a thief (Q 5:38). The fourth objective, preservation of sanity, is deduced from the prohibition on consuming alcohol, for which there is no penalty in the Qur’an (the penalty of 80 lashes was introduced by a companion – copying the penalty for false accusation of fornication, qadżf, Q 24:4). The fifth objective, preservation of religion, is the later developed death penalty for apostasy (ridda).68

To conclude, the legal worldview has concentrated on a very limited portion of the Qur’an, as has the theological worldview. In the modern Muslim world, where theology, philosophy and mysticism have been marginalized for centuries, the shari‘a paradigm has become the only representative of Islam. Thus two different terms, shari‘a and Islam, have become synonymous.

The philosopher’s approach to the Qur’an

Ibn Rushd (d. 595/1198) is well known as the Muslim philosopher who propagated the Aristotelian philosophical worldview against the Neo-Platonism that was imported and expounded by al-Farabi (d. 339/950) and Ibn Sinâ (370/980–428/1037). He is also well known as the strongest opponent of the Ash‘ari theology presented by al-Ghazâlî, who severely attacked the philosophers as infidels in his Incoherence of the Philosophers, to which Ibn Rushd responded with the Incoherence of the Incoherence. In the West he is known as the great commentator on Aristotle. Not much is known about Ibn Rushd’s hermeneutics of the Qur’an except his support of the metaphoric interpretation for any Qur’anic statement in which the literal meaning contradicts philosophical evidence, something that was suggested before him by the Mu‘tazilites.

Yet a closer reading of his trilogy Faṣl al-maqa‘il fi taqri‘ir ma‘nâ al-shari‘ati wa-al-ma‘futât min al-taṣâbî‘îh69 al-Kashf ‘an manâhîj al-adilla fi ‘aqâ‘îd al-milla, and the Dāmaina, in addition to his legal treatise on legal diversion, Fiṣḥ al-īkhṭilāf, Bidâyat al-mujtahid wa-nihâyat al-muṣ‘tâqid, reveals that Ibn Rushd has developed a more sophisticated detailed theory of interpretation than that introduced by the theologians, whether Mu‘tazilite or Ash‘ari. Within this hermeneutics, Ibn Rushd was able to indicate a direction towards a Qur’anic worldview.

In Faṣl al-maqa‘il, he starts by establishing through legal arguments that the study of philosophy is obligatory for those who are capable of attaining it and its prohibition is tantamount to disobedience of shari‘a.68 By this introduction, he paves the ground for his hermeneutics via a philosophical syllogism, burkân. The first premise is that the Islamic message is meant for all humans with no discrimination: “The Prophet, peace be on him, was sent with a special mission to ‘the white man and the black man’ alike.”71 The second premise is that humans are not on the same educational/intellectual level in attaining knowledge and reaching assent.

66 No worldly punishment is mentioned in the Qur’an for those who turn their back on Islam after accepting it. What is mentioned is a punishment in the afterlife (Q 3:90 and 4:137).
67 This is an example, perhaps the only one, of abrogating the text but keeping its rule enact. The supposedly abrogated verse is “wa-l-shaykhku wa-l-shaykhku tâdâ zanayâ’a fa-irjumûhûmû al-battata nîkâhan min Allâh.” The style does not seem to me Qur’anic.
69 Ibid., 45, 48.
70 Ibid., 49, 48.
For the natures of humans are on different levels with respect to [their paths to] assent. One comes to assent through demonstration; another comes to assent through dialectical arguments, just as firmly as the demonstrative man through demonstration, since his nature does not contain any greater capacity; while another comes to assent through rhetorical arguments, again just as firmly as the demonstrative man through demonstrative arguments.  

The conclusion is that the Qur’an provides every human with “the method of assent which his temperament and nature require.” The Qur’an itself, Ibn Rushd explains, supports this philosophical syllogism; it “embraces all the methods of summons to God the Exalted. This is clearly expressed in the saying of God most Exalted (Q 16:125), ‘Summon to the way of your Lord by wisdom (the philosophical demonstration) and by good preaching (rhetorical discourse) and debate (dialectical argumentative discourse) with them in the most effective manner’.”

Here, Ibn Rushd argues that the Qur’anic modes of discourse are the same as the Aristotelian modes of argument, namely demonstrative, dialectical and rhetorical. He even goes further, insisting that the Qur’an’s worldview by no means contradicts the universal rational worldview known to him through philosophy. In case of any apparent contradiction the Qur’anic discourse is to be interpreted beyond its immediate literal meaning with metaphorical/allegorical interpretation.

So we affirm definitely that whenever the conclusion of a demonstration is in conflict with the apparent meaning of Scripture, that apparent meaning admits of allegorical interpretation according to the rules for such interpretation in Arabic. This proposition is questioned by no Muslim and doubted by no believer. But its certainty is immensely increased for those who have had close dealings with this idea and put it to the test, and have made it their aim to reconcile the assertions of intellect and tradition.  

Ibn Rushd argues that philosophical demonstration leads to certainty. Legal syllogism (qiyās shar‘i) is based on opinion and leads to uncertainty. But this does not mean that those whose capacity is limited to apprehend either argumentatively or rhetorically are misled. The three modes of discourse, Ibn Rushd argues, complement and support each other. Therefore, metaphorical/allegorical interpretation, in Ibn Rushd’s view, is to be executed through careful consideration of the entire body of the scripture. In other words, contrary to the theological exegesis (where metaphor is applied only according to need), Ibn Rushd emphasizes a holistic approach. He sustains the validity of metaphorical interpretation of a certain statement by finding another statement whose immediate meaning supports the demonstrative (or rational) evidence:

Indeed we may say that whenever a statement in Scripture conflicts in its apparent meaning with a conclusion of demonstration, if Scripture is considered carefully, and the rest of its contents searched page by page, there will invariably be found among the expressions of Scripture something which in its apparent meaning bears witness to that allegorical interpretation or comes close to bearing witness.

The remarkable characteristics of Ibn Rushd’s application of his hermeneutics is that in every issue he embarks upon in discussing and debating, he quotes the Qur’an and the prophetic tradition, which corroborate demonstrative evidence by their immediate apparent meaning. He starts Faṣil al-maṣā’il, for example, by providing a wide range of Qur’anic quotations that encourage humans to observe, contemplate and think. He comments:

Since reflection is nothing more than inference and drawing out of the unknown from the known, and since this is reasoning or at any rate done by reasoning, therefore we are under an obligation to carry on our study of beings by intellectual reasoning. It is further evident that this manner of study, to which the Qur’an summons and urges, is the most perfect kind of study using the most perfect kind of reasoning; and this is the kind called demonstration.

Debating against al-Ghazālī’s charge that philosophers are apostates for holding that the world is pre-eternal, Ibn Rushd argues that the immediate meaning of the Qur’anic passages (zāhir) accommodates the philosophical view:

Thus the words of God the Exalted, “He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in six days, and His throne was on the water” (Q 11:7), taken in their apparent meaning imply that there was a being before this present being, namely the throne and the water, and a time before this time, i.e. the one which is joined to the form of this being, namely the number of the movement of the celestial sphere. And the words of the Exalted, “On the day when the earth shall be changed into other than earth, and the heavens as well” (Q 14:48), also in their apparent meaning imply that there will be a second being after this being. And the words of the Exalted, “Then He directed Himself towards the sky, and it was smoke” (Q 41:11), in their apparent meaning imply that the heavens were created from something. Thus the theologians
too in their statements about the world do not conform to the apparent meaning of Scripture but interpret it allegorically.79

Here Ibn Rushd defends the immediate, apparent meaning against the theologians’ *ta’wil*. By the theologian’s view the opinion of the lay people, the *’amma*, is false, even if it is Qur’anic. By Ibn Rushd’s view, the apparent meaning is valid, as long as it is does not contradict demonstrative evidence. When there is a contradiction, *ta’wil* by metaphorical or allegorical interpretation is not only permissible but obligatory. Of course, there are certain issues about which scripture is silent, a point that is accounted for in Ibn Rushd’s hermeneutics and which also distinguishes his approach from that of the theologians.

The Rushdian principles of hermeneutics thus transcend the limits of the textual-interpretation theory in which precepts that developed outside of the text dominate the text. His hermeneutics reflect the complex structure of the Qur’an discourse and they seem to approach the Qur’an’s explicit worldview, which, generally speaking, is in harmony with the philosophical worldview.

The principles of the Rushdian’s hermeneutics are to be summarized as follows: One, when scripture is silent concerning any element there is no problem whatsoever. This view sustains explicitly that scriptures are not inclusive; there are areas of knowledge which fall entirely under the authority of reason.

Two, when the explicit meaning of the scripture (*zahir*) is in harmony with the philosophical view neither metaphorical nor allegorical interpretation is allowed; *ta'wil* in such case is a grave error. This is the area of the fundamental elements of the creed,

knowledge of which is provided by all the different methods of indication, so that knowledge of the matter in question is in this way possible for everyone. Examples are acknowledgement of God, Blessed and Exalted, of the prophetic missions, and of happiness and misery in the next life; for these three principles are attainable by the three classes of indication, by which everyone without exception can come to assent to what he is obliged to know: I mean the rhetorical, dialectical and demonstrative.80

Here the immediate meaning of scripture is as true as the philosophical.

Three, when there is an apparent contradiction between the immediate meaning and philosophical understanding, *ta’wil* is unavoidable. This category has two subdivisions:

a Texts ascribing corporal attributes to God, for which *ta’wil* is only attainable through demonstration, and regarding which diverse meanings are possible. Such *ta’wil* is not to be available for the common people, who attain assent only through rhetorical evidences; “Of this class are the verse about God’s directing Himself and the Tradition about His descent. That is why the Prophet, peace on him, said in the case of the black woman, when she told him that God was in the sky, ‘Free her; for she is a believer.’ This was because she was not of the demonstrative class.”81

b Uncertain texts concerning resurrection, punishment and reward in the after-life, about which there is disagreement.82 For this class of texts, the apparent meaning is the only meaning to be taught to the common people. Philosophical interpretation of such texts has to be confined to books of philosophy accessible only to the learned.

It is possible to summarize Ibn Rushd’s hermeneutics by using the metaphor of colors. First, there is the white area of issues about which the Qur’ân is silent; these issues are left for rational investigation. It is obvious here that Ibn Rushd does not take the Qur’ân statement expressing the “inclusiveness” of the Qur’ân, *ma farrātūfi l-kitāb min shay’* (6:38; 16:89) to the letter, as the majority of Muslims do. Second, there is the green area, where the apparent meaning of the text accommodates the rationally demonstrative evidence; this is the area of the fundamental creeds. Third, there is the gray area, where there is a conflict either between the apparent and the demonstrative or a conflict within the Qur’ân itself. Fourth, there is the red area, involving issues pertinent to eschatology such as resurrection, reckoning, reward and punishment. Ibn Rushd distinguishes between the general belief of happiness and misery in the life after, which is part of the green area, and the detailed knowledge of whether or not resurrection is physical or only spiritual and whether or not reward and punishment are physical or spiritual. This latter discussion is to be carried out only by the philosophers and should not, by any means, be exposed to the public.

So the area where the Qur’ân is clearly explicit is very limited compared to the areas of uncertainty and ambiguity. The Qur’ân’s worldview, therefore, is to be explicated by philosophy and rational investigation; thus the uncertain becomes certain and the ambiguous is disambiguated.83

In conclusion, it could be inferred that Ibn Rushd considers the philosophical worldview, as presented by demonstrative evidence, as absolutely clear and

---

79 Ibid., 56-57.
80 Ibid., 58.
81 Ibid., 59-60.
82 Ibid., 60.
83 It might be mentioned here that Ibn Rushd devoted *Manâhiji al-adilla* to clarifying the essential issue of the Islamic creed against the Ash‘ites’ articulations as presented by al-Ghazâlî. He follows the same line of argumentation we referred to earlier by citing the Qur’ân and the prophetic tradition before debating with the theological interpretation. He concludes by indicating that he, against his conviction that *ta’wil* should not be publicized, confined himself to dealing with the issues made public by the theologian. *Manâhiji al-adilla* ‘aqâ’id al-milla, ed. Muhammad ‘Abîd al-Jâhrî, Beirut: Markaz Dirâsât al-Wahda al-‘Arabiyya, 1998, 142-44. He also expresses his intention to produce in the future a comprehensive *tafsîr* in which he hoped to be able to apply his hermeneutics. See ibid., 208.
certain, whereas the Qur'ān's worldview is loaded with uncertainty because it addresses all levels of understanding. There is, therefore, a certain tension between the philosophical worldview and the Qur'ānic worldview, a tension that can only be solved by *ta'wil*. But again, if *ta'wil* is not to be available for everyone, how can those who are deprived of such privilege attain appropriate knowledge of the Qur'ān's worldview? The solution for Ibn Rushd is that the conflict between the immediately apparent meaning and the demonstrative meaning is not intrinsic. When “scripture is considered carefully, and the rest of its contents searched page by page, there will invariably be found among the expressions of Scripture something which in its apparent meaning bears witness to that allegorical interpretation or comes close to bearing witness.”\(^{84}\) "Sharī'a and philosophy are, after all, breast-feeding sisters; there is no contradiction between the two modes of truth. Still, Ibn Rushd’s advice to search the content of Scripture page by page is waiting to be executed thoroughly.

### The Qur'ān as text

My first direct encounter with Qur'ānic studies, after my study of Mu'tazilite hermeneutics in my MA and Ibn al-'Arabi's hermeneutics in my PhD, is presented in *Masā'il al-naṣṣ: dirāsa fī 'ulūm al-Qur'ān* (“The Concept of the Text: A Study in the Sciences of the Qur'ān”), which I wrote while in Japan in 1987. At that time I was concerned about the ideological manipulative hermeneutics of the Qur'ān practiced by the classical theologians as well as by the contemporary 'ulamā', whether they belong to the official religious institutions or belong to the political Islamist movement. So, the question of the very concept of the Qur'ān - what is the Qur'ān? - directed me to investigate the classical *'ulūm al-Qur'ān*. It will suffice here to present a very brief account of the basic argument of the book.

The classical Qur'ānic sciences, when read in the light of modern theories about textual analysis, reveal that the Qur'ān, although recognized as a holy text, is a historically and culturally determined text. This historical text is the subject of understanding and interpretation, whereas God’s words exist in a sphere beyond any human knowledge. Therefore, socio-historical analysis is needed for its understanding and a modern linguistic methodology should be applied for its interpretation. The Qur'ān is a message revealed from God to man through the Prophet Muhammad, the Messenger of God and a human. The Qur'ān is very clear about that. A message represents a communicative link between a sender and a recipient through a code or a linguistic system. Because the sender in the case of the Qur'ān cannot be the object of scientific study, the scientific introduction to the analysis of the text of the Qur'ān can only take place through the study of the contextual reality and the cultural milieu of seventh-century Arabia.

\(^{84}\) *On the Harmony of Religion and Philosophy*, 50.

The contextual reality refers to the totality of the socio-political conditions that formed the background for the actions of those who were addressed by the text. The cultural milieu refers to the world of conceptions that is embodied in the language, the same language in which the Qur'ān is embodied. Therefore, the historicity of the Qur'ān must be the starting point of interpretation. The question of historicity makes it impossible to isolate the Qur'ānic message, i.e. its worldview, from pre-Qur'ānic cultures and traditions. Thus the Qur'ān is *nass tārikhī wa-muntaj thiqāfī* ("a historical text and a cultural product,"). But the Qur'ān is not only a *muntaj thiqāfī* ("cultural product"). It has become a *muntaj thiqāfī*, a producer of a new culture. In other words, the Qur'ān emerged as a text from within a specific socio-cultural reality embodied in a specific linguistic system, Arabic, and a new culture gradually emerged out of it.

Although embodied in the Arabic linguistic system, the text of the Qur'ān has its own peculiarities. Being a unique text, the Qur'ān employs special linguistic encoding dynamics in order to convey its specific message. The Arabic linguistic system is for the Qur'ān the language (al-lisan) while the Qur'ān is the speech. These peculiarities of Qur'ānic speech are connected to the development of the doctrine of *i'jāz* ("inimitability").

It will always be necessary, however, to analyze and to interpret the Qur'ān within the contextual background from which it originated. In other words: the message of the Qur'ān could not have had any effect if the people who received it first could not have understood it; they must have understood it within their socio-cultural context; and by their understanding and application of it their society changed. The understanding of the first Muslim generation and the generations that followed should not by any means be considered final or absolute. The particular linguistic encoding dynamics of Qur'ānic speech allow for an endless process of decoding.

It was later, in the third chapter of *Naqūd al-kitāb al-dinî*, presented earlier in this chapter, that I explained the difference between the originally intended meaning (al-ma'na) of the Qur'ān addressing the Arabs in the seventh century and the significance (al-maghfira) implied in the intended original meaning. This is comparable but not similar to the distinction made by the jurists between the *manṭīq*, the immediate explicit meaning, and the *ma'rifah*, the implicit meaning. It is also comparable to the distinction made between the explicit apparent meaning of the discourse (ma'na al-kitāb) and its significance (fahșā al-kitāb). The comparability between the concepts developed in modern hermeneutics and those produced in classical Qur'ānic hermeneutics is intended to show the Muslim reader that modern concepts have certain roots in the classical theory.

Modern hermeneutics, however, applies its concepts to the entire structure of the text; classical hermeneutics is satisfied with the sentence or the passage as an independent speech unit. Thus in applying the distinction between “meaning” and “significance” to modern Qur'ānic hermeneutics, the contextual socio-cultural meaning, that which was addressed to the first Arab recipients, should not be ignored or simplified. This meaning is a vital indication of the direction of the Qur'ān’s message, i.e. its significance for the future generations of Muslims. The
identification of the direction of the Qurʾān will enable the interpreter to extract
the historical or temporal aspects of the text that no longer carry any significance
in the present context.

Once the Qurʾān is decoded in the light of its original historical, cultural
and linguistic context, it has to be re-encoded into the code of the cultural and
linguistic context of the interpreter. In other words, the deeper structure of
the Qurʾān must be reconstructed from the surface structure. Subsequently, the
deep structure must be rewritten in another surface structure, which is that of
today. This entails an interpretative openness because the endless process of
interpretation and re-interpretation cannot but differ in time. If the interpreter does
not remain open, the Qurʾān will always remain — as it is now — subject to political
manipulation. Furthermore, if the message of the Qurʾān is believed by Muslims
to be valid for all mankind regardless of time and space, an open interpretation
is necessary.

To keep the resulting diversity of interpretations from developing into ideolo-
gical manipulations of the Qurʾān’s meaning, an awareness of the difference
between the original contextual “meaning,” which is almost fixed because of its
historicity, and the deduced “significance” of that meaning, which is changeable,
is a necessary methodological prerequisite. Secondly, the deduced significance
should be rationally connected to the meaning. It must be remembered that inter-
pretations are only valid as long as they do not violate the methodological rules
mentioned above. Otherwise interpretations may in fact be predetermined ideolo-
gical conclusions for which absolute claims are made. Because the text is histori-
cal, though originally divine, its interpretation is absolutely human.\footnote{85}

\textbf{From text to discourse(s)}

A few years ago, I started to realize that the tension surrounding many issues in
the text cannot be solved by dealing with the Qurʾān as only a text. The Qurʾān
maintains that, as a text authored by God, it has no contradictions (Q 4:82). Yet
the phenomenon of contradiction does exist; it was realized by the theologians
who tried painfully to solve it by adhering to the duality of clarity-ambiguity. It
was also realized by the jurists who tried to solve it by adhering to the doctrine of
abrogation. In modern Qurʾānic studies in the Muslim world, the phenomenon is
also realized and the solution proposed is to distinguish between two dimensions
in the Qurʾānic worldview, the “universal” and the “historical.” In all these efforts,
the phenomenon is realized but not fully acknowledged.\footnote{86} My assessment is that
the concept of textuality with its underlying assumption of the author is the cause
of this paradox between historicity and divinity, or between the chronological
order and the muṣḥaf order.

Realizing the fact that the Qurʾān was originally a series of discourses, each of
which has a certain historical context and a certain degree of independence, I
suggested a redefinition of the Qurʾān as discourse(s). These discourses reflect
polyphony rather than monophony and reflect not only different situations but
also different addressees. A humanistic hermeneutics, I suggest, is to consider
in every discourse-unit, first, who the speaker is and who the addressees are;
and second, the mode of discourse under investigation, whether argumentative,
persuasive, polemical, proscriptive, prescriptive, descriptive, inclusive or exclu-
se, etc. Thus I do not deal with the sura or with the ḥikmah as independent units;
the unit is the identified discourse according to the norms suggested. From such a
perspective, the chronological arrangement of Qurʾānic chapters presents only an
introductory step towards a chronological arrangement of discourse, a project that
needs to be accomplished in the future.

For now, I propose dividing the Qurʾān’s worlds — not exactly worldview — into
five interdependent domains, each of which reflects one level that has been taken
away and disconnected from the other levels in one of the Islamic disciplines,
namely ḥadīth, theology, philosophy and mysticism. These worlds could be
summarized as follows:

One, cosmology. Here the Qurʾānic view of the cosmos, the universe, nature,
creation and recreation, the creator, death, and resurrection are presented.

Two, the divine-human relationship. Here immanence and distinction are
both emphasized. Despite this emphasized immanence, mediation between
the divine and the human is presented; angels fill the space between heaven and earth
and bring down God’s command. The fact that God always sends guidance to
humans via the mediation of angels is a token of His care for them. Humans in
return are expected to be grateful. In the covenant narrative all human beings
acknowledge their obligation to obey God’s dictates because of His status as
their sovereign: “When your lord took from the children of Adam, from their
loins (kuṭūṭihim) their seed and called them to testify of themselves: ‘Am I not

\footnote{85} See the recently published paper by Sukidi Mulyadi, “Naṣr Hāmid Abū Zayd and the quest for a
humanistic hermeneutics of the Qurʾān,” \textit{Die Welt des Islams}, 49, 2009, 181–211, in which the
author depicts the “humanistic hermeneutics” in my early book \textit{Maṭhāni at-גרא}, although the first
time I specifically articulated a “humanistic hermeneutic” approach was in my inaugural lecture
after accepting the position of “Ibn Rushd Chair for Islam and Humanism” at the University of
Humanities in Utrecht. See, \textit{Rethinking the Qurʾān: Towards a Humanistic Hermeneutic of the

\footnote{86} Fazlur Rahman’s “double movement” is a representative example of this effort. First, the Qurʾān
is recognized as “the divine response through the Prophet’s mind to the moral-social situation
of the Prophet’s Arabia, particularly to the problems of the commercial Meccan society.” In order to
bring its meaning to our modern situation, the process of the “double movement” is suggested, first
to move “from the present situation to Qurʾānic times, then back to the present. . . . The first step
of the first movement, then, consists of understanding the meaning of the Qurʾān as a whole as well
as in terms of the specific tenets that constitute responses to specific answers. The second step is to
generalize those specific answers and enunciate them as statements of general moral-social objec-
tives that can be ‘distilled’ from specific texts. . . . The second movement is to be from the general
your lord?' They said, 'Indeed yes! We testify'; 'lest you should say on the day of resurrection, We were unaware of this!'” (Q 7:172) The last sentence of the verse makes it clear that what is at issue here is whether humans are innately morally responsible. The answer is yes, they have committed themselves primordially to obedience.

Three, the ethical and moral dimension. Here the Qur’ān maintains a certain tension between the possibility of human perfection and the reality of human moral deficiency. The complex divine image of God as merciful and mighty could be understood as a parallel or reflection of human nature. Thus, the human nature and the divine nature are not in tension; they are rather interwoven.

Four, society. Here the Qur’ān deals with specific societal practical issues like marriage, divorce and inheritance. On this level we find legal rulings interwoven with ethics, as with divorce: “Divorce twice, then take back with ma’rūf or release with ḥiṣān” (Q 2:229). Divorce as a dramatic event of separation between husband and wife should be conducted with ethical common sense (ma’rūf; an important ethical ingredient in Qur’ānic ethics), and with benevolence (ḥiṣān). It is also connected to matters of worship. For the ḥajj the blood and flesh of the sacrificed animal (i.e. the ritual in itself) is not as important as its inner intended significance of piety (taqwā; Q 22:37).

Five, punishment (ḥudūd). This level exists in the Qur’ān but it does not belong to the worldview of the Qur’ān. It does not even belong to the category of “rules” (level 4). Cutting off the hands of the thief, flogging an adulterer and those who falsely accuse others of adultery (qadhf) – not to mention stoning, rajm (which, as mentioned above, is not even found in the muṣḥaf) – are not genuine Qur’ānic rulings. These forms of punishment existed before the Qur’ān, and the Qur’ān borrowed them in order to protect society against crimes.

These levels – and there may be more – are all intrinsically interwoven in the Qur’ān and the Qur’ānic worldview could not be reconstructed without them.

Conclusion

It could be inferred that the Qur’ān either has no coherent worldview, or that the Qur’ān’s worldview includes an “uncertainty” that keeps it open to Muslim communities in different historical, socio-political and cultural contexts who are free to converse, communicate and interact with the text, developing a worldview that fits their reality. If the second choice is valid, as I have maintained, what keeps the developed worldview of different Muslim communities Qur’ānic? From this question emerges another: what is the role of the shared traditions of Muslims in determining such a worldview? As Islamic tradition is not monolithic, who decides what part of this tradition is to be adopted? Would this mission be confined to the ‘ulamā’? What kind of ‘ulamā’ or which class of intellectuals are to be identified in our modern world of pluralism, power-sharing, democracy, mass media and communication? These questions and many others reflect the complex of reality, a complex for which no scripture can alone provide a satisfactory and comprehensive worldview. Scriptures provide only certain constituents of a worldview. These constituents are constructed and reconstructed, resulting in contradictions, conflicts and tensions. But it could also be said that scriptures survive beyond their historical context only because of such contradictions, conflicts and tensions. If scriptures were as clear and certain as the majority of the believers consider them to be, their meaning would not carry any significance beyond the historical moment of their emergence. Wa-Allāhu a’lam!
Part II

The Qur’ān and material evidence
4 The Jews of the Hijaz in the Qur’an and in their inscriptions

Robert G. Hoyland

Jews are mentioned numerous times in the Qur’an, whether via the root hwād (23 times), as “Children of Israel” (43 times), or subsumed under the category of “People of the Book” (32 times). This ensured that their history and place in Muhammad’s Arabia would receive substantial attention in biographies of the Prophet and in commentaries on the Qur’an. And this in turn has filtered through into a steady stream of secondary scholarship on the subject of “Muhammad and the Jews.” Yet outside of the blazing limelight of the Prophet’s lifetime we know almost nothing about the Jewish communities of northwest Arabia. The question of how the Jews came to be in this region did interest early Muslim historians to some extent, and many of them took the time to sketch out some ideas on this subject. Usually they speak of waves of Jewish refugees coming from the Levant or the Persian realm in the wake of Babylonian, Roman and Iranian conquests or persecutions. Sometimes they even attribute a priestly pedigree to the Jews of the Hijaz, going back to Aaron, brother of Moses, though more often they are said to descend from ancient Arab clans who converted to Judaism a long time ago. However, one has a sense that they are mostly speculating and do not have any real information about the Jews of those distant times, and they are certainly not able to bridge the gap between the Hijazi Jews’ putative origins and their sudden rise to prominence in the early seventh century.

1 I am immensely grateful to Michael Macdonald, who, with characteristic generosity, allowed me the full use of his wonderful library and patiently answered my numerous queries. In the transliteration system of the present article sh and kh (which correspond to sh and kh elsewhere in this volume) are used for the sake of the precision necessary for discussing inscriptions.

Is there any evidence external to the Muslim tradition that we can use? The only classical reference we have, in Josephus’s *Jewish Antiquities* (15:3-7), mentions that Herod dispatched 500 chosen men from his personal bodyguard to go with Aelius Gallus on his march through western Arabia to conquer the Yemen in 26-24 BCE, but we know nothing of their fate or even if they were necessarily Jews (Herod had non-Jews among his bodyguard). The Palestinian and Babylonian Talmud make occasional allusions to Arabia. For example, there are a number of occasions when rabbis note that “in Arabia they call a lamb *yoblâ*” (Berakot 9:1), the saying of Rabbi Aqiba of Jerusalem is quoted, “when I went to Arabia, they were calling a lamb *yoblâ*” (Rosh ha-shanah 26a), one suspects that part of Arabia just across the Jordan from Jerusalem is meant rather than faraway Hijaz. Yet it cannot be doubted that occasionally the southernmost reaches of Nabataean/Roman Arabia are intended. For example, in the third century CE the Galilean rabbis Hiyya the Great and Simeon ben Halafta considered it worth their while making the journey to “Hegra of Arabia” (Mada’ in Salih) in order to “learn again” the meaning of some Aramaic words that they had forgotten.

There are also some scraps of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry composed by northwest Arabian Jews in the sixth and early seventh centuries. The most famous of these Jewish poets was Samuel b. ‘Ādiyyâ, a resident of the oasis of Tayma, to whom a whole corpus of poems is attributed and who helped the heroic Imam al-Qays (d. c. 550 CE), a prince of the ruling clan of Kinda, on his journey to Constantinople in pursuit of justice for his murdered father. But these, like those of more minor Jewish poets such as al-Rabî’ b. Abî l-Huwayq, Shurayh b. ’Irân, Shu’ba b. Gharîd, Abû Qays b. Rîf’a, Dirham b. Zayd and Abû l-Dhayyal, are comparable in sentiment and style to pre-Islamic Arabic poetry in general, and lack any specific historical detail or concrete religious expression.

Lastly there is the epigraphic record. This has produced quite rich and informative results for the land of South Arabia during the fourth to sixth centuries, as has been ably demonstrated by Christian Robin. Here I will try to do the same for the Jews of northwest Arabia. The inscriptions from this region have not received much attention. Only two are mentioned by Gordon Newby in his *History of the Jews of Arabia*, and only three are cited in J-B. Frey’s *Corpus Inscriptionum Judaicarum* (nos. 1421–23 = nos. 1–3 below). The record is somewhat meagre, it is true, but in a situation where any evidence at all is hard to come by, it seems worth making the best of what we have got. I will first review the texts themselves, and then consider at the end what conclusions we might draw from them. Only no. 1 is by a self-confessed Jew; the rest rely on indicators that are regarded to be typical of Jewish identity: Jewish names, Jewish expressions and the Hebrew script; these are valuable indicators, but it goes without saying that they are not infallible.

**Texts by self-confessed Jews**

**No. 1**

*Place:* Mada’ in Salih (= ancient Hegra / al-Ḥijr)

*Type:* Tomb inscription

*Date:* 42/43 CE

*Script/Lang.:* Nabataean Aramaic

*Bibl.:* Euting 1885, 64; CJS 2.219; JS Nab; Healey 1994, H4; Noja 1979, 1

*Text:* “This is the tomb which Shubaytu son of ‘Ali’u, the Jew (ʾyhwdy’), made for himself and for his children and for ‘Amirat, his wife. They may be buried in

---


4 Certainly Josephus uses the term “Arabians” when he is talking about Herod’s battles with his Nabataean neighbours, and it seems sure that St Paul had in mind the Nabataean kingdom when he wrote “I went off to Arabia and later I came back to Damascus” (Galatians 1:17).


8 Newby, *History*, 40.

9 For some useful general discussion on the problem of using names for historical reconstruction see M.C.A. Macdonald, “Some reflections on epigraphy and ethnicity in the Roman Near East,” *Mediterranean Archaeology* 11, 1998, 177–90. As regards script, what is today called the “Hebrew script” is in fact the Aramaic script, which replaced the old Hebrew script as the main script of the Jews, but since common usage identifies the script in which Hebrew has been written since the fourth/third century BCE as “Hebrew script” I will adhere to that for the sake of clarity.

10 Professor Christian Robin has suggested to me that this term may, at this time, have signified Judaean, i.e. native of Judaea, rather than member of a community sharing the same religious convictions.
by hereditary title. And no stranger has the right to be buried in it, and if any of the children of Shubaytu mentioned above or their legal heirs seek to write for this tomb a deed of gift or any document, he will have no share in this tomb. And this was on the first day of Ab, the third year of King Maliku, King of the Nabataeans. 'Abd 'Obodat son of Wahballahi made it" (dnh kfr' dy 'bd ...)

Possessors of two plausibly Jewish names

No. 2

Place: Mada'in Salih
Type: Construction, on the base of a sundial
Date: c. 1st century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: JS Nab172bis; Noja 1979, II

Text: "Manasse son of Natan, greetings/farewell" (mns' br ntn slm)

No. 3

Place: al-Ula (= ancient Dedan)
Type: Tomb inscription
Date: 307 CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: JS Nab386; Cantineau, Nabatéen, 2.41; Noja 1979, IV; Gruendler 1993, N18

Text: "This is the stele which Yahyā son of Simon has built for his father Simon who died in the month of Siwan of the year 201" (dnh npš' dy bn' yh'y' br şm 'wn 'l şm' wn 'byh dy myt b-yrh sywn şnt m'tyn w-'hdy).

No. 4

Place: Mada'in Salih
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 3rd to 5th century CE

11 Thus J. Healey, "A Nabataean sundial from Mada'in Salih," Syria 66, 1989, 333, though principally because this is the florent for Nabataean settlement at the site, which is of course not cogent (cf. text no. 6, dated 356 CE).

12 The root ntn is common in names from quite different pre-Islamic Arabian backgrounds, and certainly need not be Jewish, but Manasse is very rare, and the two together make it likely that this is the name of a Jew. Note that he is probably the owner or commissioner of the sundial rather than the designer, astronomer or stonemason.

Possessors of one plausibly Jewish name

This is perhaps the most uncertain category, since it is possible for names to circulate outside of their original community. At the beginning of his entry on the Jewish inscriptions of Palmyra, Frey observes that "it is important to note that, for a long time, there was an excessive propensity to regard as Jews all the Palmyrenes who bore the names of Simon, Zebedee and the like ... But these names were common at Palmyra and they were certainly borne by non-Jews." Having said that, we do not have any evidence that in northwest Arabia Biblical Jewish names had broken outside of the Jewish community, since, as can be seen from the small number of this corpus, they remained extremely rare in this region.

No. 6

Place: Mada'in Salih
Type: Tomb inscription
Date: 356/7 CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: Altheim and Stiehl 1968, 305–9; Stiehl 1970, 87–90; Noja 1979, III

13 Found in the course of the Saudi-French survey of Mada'in Salih (on which see L. Nehmé, "Mission archéologique de Mada'in Salih," Arabian Archaeology and Epigraphy 17, 2006, 41–124). The script is late Nabataean (hence the date given of third to fifth century CE).

14 This text was recently discovered during building work in the centre of the oasis of Tayma.

Text: “This is the stele and tomb, which 'Adyon son of Ḥaniy son of Samuel, the headman of Hegra, built for his wife Mawiyah, daughter of the headman of Tayma, 'Amr son of 'Adyon son of Samuel, who died in the month of Ab in the year 251, aged 38 years” (dnw [tns] w-qbr ḏy / 'bd [sn] br bn ṣmr w-ry[s] / lgṛ 'l mwyh ṣh-b rty / 'mrw br ḏynwr br ṣmrw / ḏy[s] tyn 'dy nyyt b-ṣn ṣy w-šmn / w- ṣdr ṣy ṣy tin / w-tmnw).

It would seem plausible to take the Samuel mentioned here to be a Jew, and even more so the Isaiah son of Joseph in no. 5. In this case, numbers 5 and 6 are very important texts for north Arabian Jewry, for they imply that some of them at least were members of the elite of this society. Since the texts are separated by more than 150 years, we can also assume some stability for this office. In their discussion of number 6, Altheim and Stiehl go further, linking the title of rys here with that found in a bilingual Aramaic/Greek inscription, dated 252 CE, designating the leader there as ṣš tdmwr / ḏynwr ṣn Palmyrēnūn. They conclude from this that the two inscriptions relate to the same phenomenon, part “of the same movement in Arab city states, which did not yet correspond to full independence from Rome, but advertised that intention.” However, it is perhaps more reasonable to equate the term rys here to ethnarch, meaning the head of a particular ethnic group under Roman authority, or simply to headman (primus), as appears in a recently discovered Latin inscription from Hegra. This latter suggestion would mean that the office did not necessarily relate to a specific ethnic group, but that Samuel was the headman and just happened to be a Jew. Nevertheless, the role of Jews in the government of these West Arabian communities is noteworthy, and they would seem to have continued to play an important role in this sphere into the sixth century CE if we are to believe the Islamic reports of Samuel b. 'Adiyā possessing a fortress (qasr al-ablaq) and of his relations with the ruling families of the powerful tribes of Kinda and Ghassān. Sadly, though, we have insufficient information about the intervening two centuries to postulate a direct link.

16 At a workshop in Paris (January 2005, including Michael Macdonald and Laila Nehme) on pre-Islamic Nabataean Aramaic/Arabic texts we reread the names 'Adnon ('Adnān) and Monsh as 'Adyon ('Adyān) and Mawiyah.

17 I translate this as “headman,” but it has quite a broad semantic range, comprising head, leader, chief, principal etc., though it might have a more specific sense in this particular case. Note that in no. 5 it is written in the normal Nabataean Aramaic form of r’s rather than the variant form of ṣy used here.

18 The inscription records (Dh. al-Talbi and M. al-Daire, “Roman presence in the desert: a new inscription from Hegra,” Chiron 35, 2005, 205–17) how “the community of the Hegrenorum” (civitas Hegrenorum) restored the Nabataean covered market in the time of the emperor Marcus Aurelius (so 170s CE) under the supervision of 'Amr son of Haian, “the headman of the community (primus civitatis).”


No. 7
Place: Mada'in Salih
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st to 3rd century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: JS 2.258; Noja 1979, VII
Text: “Daniel” (dy[s] l').

No. 8
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st to 3rd century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: JS Nab387; Noja 1979, VIII
Text: “Abīyu son of Salmu” (byw bn slm).

No. 9
Place: Mada'in Salih
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st to 3rd century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: JS Nab137; Noja 1997, IX
Text: “May 'Ezer be remembered well” (dkyr ṣr b-tb).

No. 10
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 3rd to 1st century BCE

20 It is difficult to give any narrow date range to these very short undated graffities, which constitute the majority of these alleged Jewish texts. If a date is given by modern scholars, it is usually based on the period when the script in question is known to have flourished; e.g. dated Nabataean Aramaic texts in this region mostly belong to the first to third century CE.

21 Michael Macdonald urges caution here as the name du'l occurs once each in Safaitic and Thamudic B and once, in the form dn b-th, in Hismaic, and in these scripts a ['i], corresponding to the 'y' in Aramaic dyay'l, would not be shown (personal communication).
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Script/Lang.: Lihyanite (Dedanitic)
Bibl.: JS Lih107; Noja 1979, XVI

Text: “Azaryah son of Asyah” (‘zryh br asyh)

No. 11
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 3rd to 1st century BCE
Script/Lang.: Lihyanite (Dedanitic)
Bibl.: JS Lih12; W. Caskel, Lihyan und Lihyanisch, Köln: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1954, 103 (no. 58); Noja 1979, XVII

Text: “By Al’ab son of Simak the one buried [here]” or “By/for Al’ab son of Simak is the tomb” (l- ‘l'b bn smk hmqbr / hmʃbr).

No. 12
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st to 3rd century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: JS Nab262; Altheim and Stiehl 1968, 308

Text: “Greetings/Farewell Joseph son of ’Awiyu” (§lm ywsf bn ’wyw).

No. 13
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st to 3rd century CE

An exact floruit for the kingdom of Libyan, whose name has traditionally been used to designate their script (a version of the South Arabian script), has not been determined, but they were influenced in their art by the Ptolemies of Egypt (305–31 BCE) and were ousted by the Nabataeans in the course of the first century BCE (see R.G. Hoyland, Arabia and the Arabs, London: Routledge, 2001, 66–68, for further discussion and references).

These are the different readings of JS Lih12 and Noja 1979, XVII (following Caskel) respectively. Caskel considers Al’ab a Jewish name, but one would of course expect it to be written with a b rather than a j. Smk and Smk’l are relatively common in Safaitic. All in all, then, the Jewish nature of this inscription is dubious.

Jaussen and Savignac note regarding no. 12 (JS Nab262): “It is possible that the use of bn, attested in many other graffiti of the region, is due to the influence of the Jewish colony installed there” (cf. JS Nab240 and Nab 261).

Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: Altheim and Stiehl 1968, p. 310; Noja 1979, XXII

Text: “Levi” (lwy)

No. 14
Place: Umm Judhayidh (near Tabuk)
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st century BCE to 1st century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: al-Theeb 2002, no. 159

Text: “May Ghanam son of Yehuda be remembered” (dkyr ghnmw br yhwd’ ...).

No. 15
Place: Umm Judhayidh
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 1st century BCE to 1st century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: al-Theeb 2002, no. 84

Text: “May Joseph son of Ghanam be remembered well. Peace” (dkyr ywsf br ghnmw b-tb w-§lm).

No. 16
Place: Mada’in Salih
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 3rd to 5th century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: unedited

Text: “Indeed, may Simon son of ’Adiyu be remembered” (bly dkyr sm’wn br ‘dyw).

No. 17
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito

Al-Theeb notes yhwd as an option, but favours njwd. However, the kink in the initial letter makes it pretty certain that it is a ‘y’ rather than an ‘n’. The final word in this text is uncertain.

Found in the course of the Saudi–French survey of Mada’in Salih (see n. 13 above).
Date: c. 3rd to 5th century CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: Nehme 2010, fig. 34. 27

Text: “May Laḥmu son of Yehūdā be remembered well” (dkyr lḥmw br yḥwd' b-tb).

No. 18
Place: al-Mabiyyat (= ancient Qurḩ/Wadi l-Qura)
Type: Tomb inscription
Date: 280 CE
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic
Bibl.: Nehme 2010, fig. 8.

Text: “... Peace on the tomb of R{mn}h his wife, daughter of Joseph, son of ‘Rr, who is from Qurayyā, who died on the twenty-sixth day of April, year one hundred and seventy-five” ( ... šlm 'l q[h]r f[rmn]h 'ntth ywsp br 'rr dy mn qry' dy mytt ywm 'šryn w-štḥ b'yṛ šnt m'h w-šb 'yn w-hmš).

The stone on which this inscription was incised was found reused in the course of the second season of excavations at the site of al-Mabiyyat, which is about 40 kilometres south of al-Ula. The exact provenance of the stone is unknown, but if it is originally from al-Mabiyyat, and was not brought there from another location, then al-Mabiyyat is not an early Islamic foundation as had been thought (e.g. D. Whitcomb, “Urbanism in Arabia,” Arabian Archaeology and Epigraphy 7, 1996, 40), but much older.

Texts in Hebrew script

No. 19
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/Aramaic (note br rather than bn for son of)
Bibl.: JS Nab223; Winnet and Reed ARNA, 163 (by J. Milik); Noja 1979, XIX

Text: “This is Abisalo(m?) son of Susannah” (dh 'bšlw[m?] br šwšnh).

27 As for previous note.
28 JS Nab223 (which only transcribes the second line) says the characters “are very close to the Hebrew square script and belongs to the Aramaic alphabet of the second century before our era,” but if we take it simply to be Hebrew script then it could be later than this.

No. 20
Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/Aramaic
Bibl.: Winnet and Reed ARNA, 163 (by J. Milik); Noja 1979, XVIII

Text: “Blessing to ‘Aṭūr son of Menāhem and rabbi Jeremiah” (brkh l-’pw br mnḥm w-rb yrmyḥ).

No. 21
Place: Wadi Haggag (E. Sinai)
Type: Graffito
Date: c. 2nd to 4th centuries CE
Script/Lang.: Hebrew

Text: “May Samuel son of Hillel be blessed and protected” (brk w-mnfr šmwl b'nyll)

Nos 22 and 23
Place: Jubbah (near Ha’il, north Arabia)
Type: Graffiti
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew
Bibl.: Euting 1885, “Gjobbeh 3–4”, 6; Noja 1979, XX–XXI 31

Text: “...” 32 and “Blessed be the name of my Lord ...” (mbrk h-šm ‘dwny ...)

30 Noja 1979, X–XIII, are drawings of candelabras from the same area of Sinai, site 387 of the map and list of Rothenberg 1970, 8, 28.
31 Noja 1979, XXXIII, is from much further north, namely eastern Jordan, and is in any case only three or four letters (br[b[?]]); see F.V. Winnett and G. Lankester Harding, Inscriptions from Fifty Safaitic Cairs, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1978, 542 and pl. 71.
32 This is just four letters, which Euting does not attempt to decipher and for which Noja 1979, 306, suggests ḫym/n “il giudice”; the final two letters could plausibly be ‘y’ and ‘n’, but the first two are unclear.
No. 24

Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/Arabic
Bibl.: JS Heb1; Noja 1979, XXVIII; Hopkins 2007/8

Text: “Na’im/Nu’aym son of Isaac trusts in God. He has written (this).” (n’ym bn ‘šq b ’ld/h ytq ktb).

This and the following five texts (nos 25–29) appear together in Jaussen and Savignac’s famous volumes on the archaeology of northwest Arabia in a short section on Hebrew inscriptions. In his review of these volumes Halper (“Recent Orientalia and Judaica”, Jewish Quarterly Review 15, 1924/5, 243) makes the very short, but very significant, observation that the inscriptions categorized as Hebrew by Jaussen and Savignac “are Hebrew only in script, the language being Arabic”. This explains why the name Isaac is written as it is (is(liiq) rather than in its usual Hebrew form (yitz(laq), and it allows us to give a reading of the graffito (the simple Arabic expression “he trusts in God”), whereas trying to read it as an Aramaic or Hebrew text yields no intelligible interpretation. The last letter of God either should be a ‘h’—Jaussen and Savignac may have missed a faint downward stroke (no photograph is provided)—or it is intentionally a ‘d’, a device to disguise the divine name.

Nos 25 and 26

Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/Arabic
Bibl.: JS Heb3 + 5; Noja 1979, XXIV–XXV; Hopkins 2007/8

Text: “This has written . . .” (hd mh ktb) and “this is what . . .” (hd mh)

Jaussen and Savignac wondered whether these texts might be an allusion to the Aramaean god of thunder Hadad, but, again using Halper’s insight that these graffiti are in Arabic, we can read, more simply, “this is what has written” and “this is what”. Since the two texts “are right next to each other and engraved in the same way”, A.F.L. Beeston reasoned, very sensibly, that they “are both unfinished experiments in Arabic by one and the same person”.

No. 27

Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/Arabic
Bibl.: JS Heb8; Noja 1979, XXVII; Hopkins 2007/8

Text: “And Isma’il son of Ṣdq has written” (w-kTB ’sm ’yl bn Ṣdq)

Again, it makes good sense to read this as Arabic, since the first name Isma’il follows the Arabic form rather than the Hebrew one (yš’m ’l). The second name might be Arabic too (i.e. Ṣādiq rather than Ṣādōq), but since the long vowel is not written we cannot tell.

No. 28

Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Date: uncertain
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/Arabic
Bibl.: JS Heb4; Noja 1979, XXIX; Hopkins 2007/8

This is a three-line inscription of which all parts are contested. Jaussen and Savignac only made an attempt at the first line, which they read as: “God is eternal, [Abi] Samuel”. Halper (“Recent”, 243) rejected this interpretation (’/lm), preferring again to read it as Arabic, namely “the scholar (’l-’lm) [Abū] Samuel”; the next two lines he understood as a prayer for a dead father: “his children hope that he went on high” (rjw’ bnyh ’n ‘lh ’ly). Noja, on the other hand, chose to keep Jaussen and Savignac’s first line, but then, like Halper, assumed the rest was Arabic, though he came up with a very different reading: “I have constructed a repulsive thing, it is my fault” (rjz’ bnyt ’n ’lh ’ly). Given the bad state of preservation of the graffito, no sure reading can be given.

No. 29

Place: al-Ula
Type: Graffito
Bibl.: ARNA, 163, says these are in Aramaic without explanation; Hopkins 2007/8 replies to this as follows: “Aramaic may be possible as far as the demonstrative pronoun is concerned, but the syntax of the text to my mind reads better as Arabic.”
Date: uncertain  
Script/Lang.: Hebrew/?  
Bibl.: JS Heb2; Noja 1979, XXVI; Hopkins 2007/8

Text: “God be blessed/Bless God” (brk ‘Hym)

One might read the verbal element in this text as either a passive participle (“blessed”) or an imperative (“bless!”). Hopkins has also suggested that we read it as a noun (“blessing”), to which would belong the aliph of the following word, representing Hebrew/Aramaic brk’ (and not Arabic brkh’); the letter after that, the ‘l’, would then be understood as the preposition “for” and the remaining part of the text as a personal name (Hym). The graffito would therefore be of the same structure as no. 20 above.

Texts containing allegedly Jewish expressions

It is striking that we have only two northwest Arabian texts in this category and in both cases the reading is extremely tenuous. This is in marked contrast to the epigraphic record of south Arabia, where we have a number of texts that use such overtly Jewish expressions as “lord of the Jews,” “tribe of Israel” and even a full prayer: “may bless and be blessed the name of Raḥmān who is in heaven, Israel and their god, the lord of the Jews, who has helped his servant.”  

No. 30

Place: al-Ula  
Type: Tomb inscription  
Date: fourth century CE?

Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic

Text: “This is the tomb which ‘Abday son of Tayma built for PN who [died?] on the twenty-seventh of [sabet]... two hundred years ten/twenty...” (dnḥ nps’d y bn’ bdy br tym’ l... dy... ’sryn w-šb’h š[bt]... m’tyn d-šynyn ’sr...).

37 See C. Robin, “Ḥimyar et Israël” for the texts. One could possibly put forward a couple more contenders in this category, but not with any degree of certainty; e.g. Wmnet and Reed ARNA, 145 (no. 17, a Nabataean Aramaic text from the region of al-Jawf, apparently dated to year 120 [of the era of Arabia = 225/6 CE]), calls for one “Ṣulaym son of ‘Awfidā the priest” to be remembered, and one might wonder whether “priest” (ḥbn) here could refer to a Levite, but the word is commonly used in pagan texts of this region to signify some sort of diviner (see Hoyland, Arabia, 159, for examples).

38 This date is based on the assumption that the 210/220 is part of the date and refers to the era of Arabia (beginning in 155/106 CE); certainly this would suit the script, which, as Laila Nehmé has recently confirmed to me, “looks late and a date in the fourth century would not be surprising” (personal communication, 5/12/06); Cantineau, Nabateen, 1.22, no. 6, says “this text is dated to 201 of the eparchy, 306 of our era”.

Noja 1979, 294 n. 31, reports the following personal communication from Abbé Starcky on the subject of this text: “Monsieur Milik, regarding CIS 2.333, specifies that at the end (lines 9 and 10) one should probably read... shlm f’sith mškh, which brings to mind the Jewish phrase ‘in peace and happiness (may be) his reposes.’ He has not published his reading.” Except for the šhm, this does not seem a particularly plausible reading, but unfortunately we have no photograph of this inscription, so we cannot be sure.

No. 31

Place: Tayma  
Type: commemorative in some way (note the clear line division, i.e. not a graffito)  
Date: uncertain  
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic/Jewish Aramaic (?)  
Bibl.: Altheim and Stiehl 1968, 310; Noja 1979, VI

Text: ... bn... bn ḥḥfr’... ypṭḥ y... klhw... w’n...

It is difficult to make any sense of this, but Altheim and Stiehl point to the use of bn instead of br twice as “speaking for a Jewish origin,” and they say that line 3 can plausibly be restored as bn hbr’, indicating a Jewish ḫḇr. This point is taken up by Noja 1979, p. 296, who comments: “as very faint evidence of it belonging to Judaism one can adduce the phrase ‘member of the community,’ maybe ‘rabbi’ or maybe not, because ḫbr is a very common word in the whole of that area.”

Texts misclassified (?) as Jewish

JS Heb 6

Place: al-Ula  
Type: Graffito  
Date: c. 1st to 3rd century CE  
Script/Lang.: Nabataean Aramaic (?)  
Bibl.: Noja 1979, n. 70; Hopkins 2007/8

Text: “By Arus son of Nagal” (l-’rs bn ngl)

39 Though they do not mention the language of the inscription in the discussion, Altheim and Stiehl 1968, 301 (abb. 56), label the plate of it as “jüdisch-aramäische Inschrift.” Assuming this to mean that the authors consider it to be in the Jewish Aramaic language, A. Livingstone et al., “Taima”: recent soundings and new inscribed material,” Atal 7, 1983, 111, and J. Teixidor, “Bulletin d’épigraphie sémitique,” Syria 48, 1971, 482, have refuted this, favouring Nabataean Aramaic. Teixidor says the second bn is really a br, which is possible.
Though classed among their Hebrew inscriptions, Jaussen and Savignac do observe that the words are “barely incised,” “difficult to read,” and “very badly formed,” so the reading is by no means sure. Hopkins, in his recent review, points to “a certain Nabataean appearance” of the letters, and joins Noja in arguing that there is no good reason to see this as a Jewish text.

_JS Heb 7_

**Place:** al-Ula  
**Type:** Graffito  
**Date:** c. 2nd century BC  
**Script/Lang:** Nabataean Aramaic/Aramaic or Arabic  
**Bibl.:** Euting 1885, p. 13; CIS 2.121; Hopkins 2007/8

**Text:** “Al-Nafiyu son of ʿAbdu” (‘lnpyw bn/br ‘bdw)

Jaussen and Savignac listed this among their Hebrew inscriptions, though they did note that only the initial aliph “belonged very clearly to the Hebrew alphabet,” and so mused that it might be better “to set this graffito among the Aramaic graffiti of which the script was quite close to the Hebrew square script,” and this view has generally been favoured by subsequent writers. As regards the language of the script, the al- at the beginning of the first word, assuming it is correctly read, inevitably recalls the definite article of Arabic, and on this and other grounds the person named has been designated as an “Aramaized Arab.” The form _bn_ for “son” would support this, though could also reflect Hebrew usage and may not be correctly read in any case. But of course, it is risky to infer too much just from a name.

_Noja 1979, XV_

**Place:** Wadi Hajjaj, E. Sinai  
**Type:** Graffito  
**Date:** c. 4th to 5th century CE  
**Script/Lang:** Greek  
**Bibl.:** Negev 1977, 62–67

_text: “Line 1” ‘Aṣimu son of Sa’adallahi [Line 2] p’y(?) Sa’adallahi son of Baṛ’u (ṣnm bn d’thy p’y s’d’thy br bry’w).  

B. Shapir (in Rothenberg, Tagliyot and God’s Wilderness) reads: “[Line 1] Akrabos son of Samuel [Line 2] of Maqna, of son-of-Sadia of Iotabe”). And he declares: “This inscription is the first objective proof of the existence of Jews, loyal to their tradition and their nationality, on the island of Iotabe, the Jewish ‘Gibraltar’ of the Red Sea” (only in Rothenberg, Tagliyot). This is followed by Axel Knauf (“The Nabataean Connection of the Benei Hezir,” in H. Cotton et al. (eds), From Hellenism to Islam: Cultural and Linguistic Change in the Roman Near East, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009, n. 12), who refers to...
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"Akrabos ben Samuel from Maqna" as an Arabian Jew. Neve (1977, 73–74) says that this reading is implausible, but does not offer an alternative.45 It is hard to see how the two letters between the 's' and the alif in the word read by Rothenberg/ Shapir as Samuel could be read as 'w' and 'w', and with this falls the whole case for this being a Jewish inscription.

Conclusions

Reviewing these texts, there are a number of things that strike one straight away:

1. They span quite a large period of time, at the very least the first century BCE to the fourth century CE.
2. They are relatively few in number (only around thirty even if we accepted all of them as Jewish).
3. They are written in different languages and scripts, though there is a predominance of Nabataean Aramaic.
4. They are mostly very brief and of very limited content; there is just one (possibly two) commemorative text (no. 2, on the sundial, and no. 31?), only six or seven tomb inscriptions (nos. 1, 3, 5–6, 11, 18 and 30; 31?); the rest are simple graffiti.
5. They are not geographically very widespread, principally hailing only from al-Ula and Mada'in Salih.

It is perhaps the limited nature of this epigraphic crop—in terms of number, quality and spread (points 2 and 4–5 above)—that most surprises, particularly in the light of the very frequent reference to Jews in the Qur'ān. This latter fact prompted Charles Torrey, in one of his well-known lectures on "The Jewish Foundations of Islam", to wax lyrical about our solid knowledge of the Jews of the Hijaz: "The Israelite tribes with their rabbis, their books, sacred and secular, their community of faith and action, and their living contact with the past, are there; they are no phantom. All through the Qur'ān there is evidence of a Jewish culture, which Muhammad greatly admired, and of Jewish learning, which he very imperfectly assimilated". In the view of Torrey, and those who would follow him, we can speak of "an ancient and extensive movement of colonization, a Hebrew migration southward into the Hijaz in the sixth century B.C., an ethnic transplanting which rooted deep and for many generations obeyed the injunction to be fruitful and multiply... It implies a genuine Hebrew stock, and an authentic religious and literary tradition always kept alive and in continuous connection with the learned centres in the greater world outside Arabia. While presenting no historical difficulty, it can fully account for the relatively high civilization in the Jewish communities of Mecca, Yathrib, Tayma, Khaybar, and other cities of that region."46 And yet not a single clearly Jewish inscription has yet been found at Mecca, Yathrib or Khaybar despite quite a number of epigraphic surveys conducted at all three sites.

What are we to make of this apparent discrepancy? Should we think in terms of, as Torrey puts it, "a genuine Hebrew stock"47 linked "with the learned centres in the greater world outside Arabia" and possessing a "relatively high civilization," or rather of a community mostly made up of Arab converts (with probably a number of Jews who migrated there for various reasons—trade, refuge, etc.—and stayed on) substantially integrated within Arabian society and barely in touch with non-Arabian Jewish communities, and possessing a relatively low level of Jewish education? The latter of these two models would patently better suit the epigraphic evidence that we have. It would also make it easier to account for the almost total dearth of information about these north Arabian Jewish communities in Jewish sources of the Levant and Iraq if we assume that they had little contact with the wider Jewish world and participated minimally in the Jewish religious debates of their age.48 If substantially integrated within Arabian society, the Jews of northwest Arabia (whether Arab converts to Judaism or heavily Arabized Jews) would have been more likely to sport Arabian names rather than classic Jewish/Hebrew ones, and so it is not surprising that such classic Jewish/Hebrew names are rare in the epigraphic record of the Hijaz (point no. 2 above). And it may well be that some of the thousands of graffiti found in that region, written in Ancient North Arabian dialects (often labelled "Thamudic"), could be by Jews, hidden from our view by their adoption of Arabian names and their decision not to deploy distinctively Jewish expressions.49 Moreover, as well-integrated members of

46 Cf. the discussion in A.J. Wensinck, Muhammad and the Jews of Arabia, trans. W. Behn, Freiburg: Schwarz, 1975, 30–32, where it is asserted that at least some of the Jews of Medina must have been of "a stock who originated in Palestine," and in H.Z. Hirschberg, Yisrael be-'Arav, Tel Aviv: Bialik Foundation, 1946, 192: "The documents and the sources testify that Arabian Jewry did not differ from that of all other lands... They lived in accordance with accepted Jewish tradition."
47 The only contender for a rabbi from the north Arabian Peninsula (as opposed to the Roman province of Arabia and Iranian province of Beth Arabaye) is a certain Simeon (Son of Yirmiyahu) (torreya, Jewish Foundation, "lecture 2"), though even this is unsure inasmuch as the adjective could refer to the Edomite city (or district) of Teman (Petra area).
48 Certainly, the vast majority of the Jews who are mentioned in the various Muslim biographies of the Prophet Muhammad bear names that are also held by pagan, Christian and Muslim Arabs. Moreover, the persons who feature in the Jewish inscriptions of south Arabia very rarely bear a Jewish name. Of course, it was very common for Jews in the Near East to follow local naming patterns, and also names and trends in names (e.g. Greek versus Biblical) went in and out of fashion, so names are by no means infallible indicators of cultural assimilation or identity.
Arabian society, one would expect the Jews resident there to employ whatever language wherever they lived, and indeed that would seem to be the practice of the authors of the above texts (point no. 3 above). The Nabataean Aramaic script and language predominate, as is fitting for the Hijaz, for a long time part of the Nabataean kingdom, the language and script of which exerted a very strong influence centuries after its kings had passed away.

This brings us to an intriguing problem: does the presence of Arabic inscriptions in the group above (nos 24–28 and possibly JS Heb 7), albeit in Hebrew script, mean that Arabic replaced Nabataean Aramaic in northwest Arabia, and if so when? The present consensus is that they are pre-Islamic, which makes them highly significant, for they would then antedate the presently earliest known Judaeo-Arabic material by at least a couple of centuries. Certainly, we have evidence that (Old) Arabic was beginning to be written down from the second century CE onwards: witness the inscriptions of Ayn Abada (c. second century CE), Hegra (267 CE), Nemara (328 AD), Jabal Says (528 CE) and Harran (568 CE), all located within the territory of the former Nabataean kingdom. In addition, a considerable number of late Nabataean graffiti (c. third to fifth century CE) have been discovered in northwest Arabia in recent years that seem to exhibit features of the later Arabic script and to contain some Arabic words, as shown in Figure 4.2:

Figure 4.2 Graffiti, Umm Jadhayidh (NW Arabia), ca. 455 CE.
Source: Bly dkyr Flaww br 'Ubaydw b-tb w-slm ent 2 × 100 100 20 20 10 idh jiw 'Amr al-mlk
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The only problem with a pre-Islamic dating for these Judeo-Arabic inscriptions is that it does give them a unique status: the earliest Judeo-Arabic texts by far (leaving us with a gap of two or three centuries to account for before the first dateable evidence for Judeo-Arabic) and the only Judeo-Arabic texts from the Hijaz. Before endorsing this, it seems to me that we should first explore better the less startling option of an Islamic date. The continuing presence of Jews in north Arabia in Islamic times is quite well attested. For example, Ibn Ḥazm (d. 456/1064) refers to Jews still living in Medina in his time and Ibn Kahlīr notes that in the tenth century (shortly after the year 300 AH), the Jews of Khaybar claimed that they had in their possession a document allegedly given them by the Prophet which exempted them from the poll tax. Moreover, JS Heb 1–3 and 5–8 are not necessarily by Jews; they do not contain overtly Jewish names or formulae. It is said that quite a number of Jews of Arabia converted to Islam in the early Islamic period and it could be that our texts are the work of some of these converts, who would plausibly have still known how to write Hebrew. It is difficult to analyse the texts, because they are so brief, but it is worth saying that the expression in JS Heb 1, “He trusts in God” (bi-llāh yathiq o yathiq bi-llāh), is a very popular Muslim expression, used in innumerable seals and graffiti, in the Abbasid period, but is not attested before this. In the end, though, no matter which option we go for, these Judeo-Arabic fragments will remain something of an oddity.

The significance of the small corpus of texts listed above depends on how one interprets them. It is very much in vogue in current studies of the origins of Islam to take absence of evidence as evidence of absence, and so one could take the diminutive size, spread and quality of the corpus above to write a revisionist history of Islam, arguing, for example, that we must relocate the rise of Islam to Iraq or Palestine, where Jews are more numerous, more widespread and more educated. However, one could also use it to tell a different story, of small communities of Jews who were very well integrated into the life of the Arab tribes of the Hijaz, who knew the principal Biblical tales and rabbinic legends and essentials of Jewish ritual (as featured in the Qur’an) but were minimally inducted in high Jewish culture and in limited contact with the wider Jewish world.

There is also perhaps another story being told by these texts, though very obliquely. As noted in point 5 above, it is the old oasis settlements of Hegra (Mada’in Salih) and Dedan (al-Ula) that yield the most Jewish texts. After them come the similarly ancient settlements of Tayma (nos. 5 and 31; and see no. 6), Qurṭ (al-Mabiyyat, no. 18) and Tabuk (nearby Umm Jadhayidh, nos. 14–15). These places have a very ancient history. Tayma hosted the Babylonian king Nabonidus in the sixth century BCE. Dedan is noted in the Bible for its “caravans” and merchandise of “saddlecloths” (Isaiah 21.13; Ezekiel 27.20) and its Minaean trading colony expedited cargos of incense from south Arabia to the markets of the Mediterranean. Hegra served as the southern capital of the Nabataean kingdom, based at Petra, and enjoyed the status of a civitas in the Roman province of Arabia (see n. 16 above). The last inscriptions from this region are dated 356 CE (no. 6 above) and 455 CE (the Umm Jadhayidh text above). Thereafter the epigraphic record falls silent (unless nos 24–28 are from the fifth and sixth centuries). Possibly this is connected with “the disruption of settlement over much of Arabia . . . by the fifth century AD” that has been identified by some archaeologists. This may itself be a result of economic decline due to the contortions suffered by the Roman Empire in the wake of the loss of its western provinces and/or sundry natural disasters. Or else it may be a consequence of the demise of paganism and ascendency of monotheism, which would have led to a collapse in the status and power of the pagans who were responsible for inscribing most of the inscriptions of Arabia up until this time, and perhaps also of the Jewish communities who lived in symbiosis with them. Did this then somehow advantage sites further south, such as Mecca, Medina and Ta’if, as the Islamic sources would have us believe? No epigraphic finds confirm this, but unfortunately the archaeological exploration that might tell us is not currently possible at these places.

I should perhaps conclude by remarking that it would also be possible to argue that this small group of texts does not constitute a meaningful group, but is rather just the writings of a few quirky Jewish characters who went against the norm and chose a Biblical rather than an Arabian name and/or who wrote in Hebrew script rather than in Nabataean Aramaic, Lihyanite or Arabic script. In this case, they would not be at all representative of the Jews of the Hijaz or give us any sort of realistic picture of the size or nature of their community. A solution to these questions will only come, however, once these texts have become better understood.

Abbreviations for collections of inscriptions
CIS = Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, Paris: e Reipubicae Typographeo, 1881–.


5 The usage of Ancient South Arabian and other Arabian languages as an etymological source for Qur'anic vocabulary

Hani Hayajneh

This contribution will shed light on the possibility of using Ancient South Arabian (hereafter ASA) lexical material to elucidate words and expressions occurring in the Qur'an. Although the words handled in the second part of this chapter are known to scholars from various studies (see below), in the present contribution I will attempt to establish guidelines and develop an explanatory methodology of interpreting Qur'anic words through Semitic languages in general, and the South Semitic branch in particular. The study will address Qur'anic words and expressions that have cognates and parallels attested in ASA and are derived from the same homonymic root morphemes. Although the root might have a different meaning from what is attested in the traditional Arabic lexica or suggested by Muslim exegetes and commentators, the meaning deduced from ASA could explain the Qur'anic word and offer it a new semantic sphere.

This chapter constitutes the first part of a project devoted to an etymological and lexical study of the Qur'anic lexicon based on the Semitic languages. The lexemes and expressions treated here are selected samples of a large word inventory with which I am currently working. It is not the intention of the present study to reconstruct an ASA reading of the the Qur'anic text.

Before proceeding to the core of the paper, I will present an overview of the attempts of medieval Arab philologists and modern scholars in this domain and offer some remarks on the Qur'anic exegetical methodologies and the problematic issues that hamper our understanding of the Qur'anic lexicon.

1. The abbreviation ASA stands for “Ancient South Arabian,” for both a linguistic and cultural designation. For the Epigraphic sigla of Ancient South Arabian inscriptions, and translations thereof, see the Corpus of South Arabian Inscriptions <http://csai.hurnnet.unipi.it/csai/html/all/sort.html>. Authorization is required to access the CSAI website. To obtain the password, and for information, questions, and comments about CSAI please see <http://csai.hurnnet.unipi.it/csai/html/contacts.html> or write to <csai@hurnnet.unipi.it>.

2. In this context, I would like to draw attention to a short notice published by M. al-Ghiil (= M. Ghul), “Makhatat nuqish al-yaman al-qadima fi tarah al-hugha al-arabiyya al-ulaih,” Al-Hilma 38, 1975, 34–49, who gives some hints with examples on the importance of the ASA dialects for elucidating Qur’anic words and expressions. Some of his arguments regarding certain Qur’anic words are included in the second part of this chapter.
Scattered hints are attest in the Arabic tradition of lexicographers from the
first centuries of Islam who used some Semitic languages, especially Hebrew
("ibriy", Syriac (suryanti), Nabataean (nabatifi) and Abyssinian (habashi), in order to
explain some lexical items occurring in Arabic. Among these are Zayd b. Thābit,
the companion of the Prophet Muhammad, who allegedly knew Syriac, and
'Abd Allah b. 'Abbās (d. 67/687), to whom some opinions on the origins of foreign vocabulary are ascribed. Among the statements associated with Ibn 'Abbas are those
attributed to him in his interpretations, with the Yemenite Hisham b. Makhzum, also seems to have had recourse to
'AbdAllah b. 'Abbas (d. 67/687), to whom two treatises on the language
were known to some
Gravestones and poetry in the dialect of the Yemenite town Zabid. The differences
between Classical Arabic in central Arabia and Himyarite in Southern Arabia,
according to the account of Ibn Sallām al-Jumāhiyy (d. 232/847), to whom the sentence
"nā līsān Himyar wa-aqāṣī al-yaman al-yawma bi-lisanina wa-lā 'arabīyyatuhum bi-'arabīyyatinā" is imputed. The famous Arab grammarian Al-Khalil b. Aḥmad Al-Dirāzī (d. 173/789), in his book Al-‘Ayn, provides an extensive study on their method: R.
6 Dvořák provides an extensive study on their method: R. Dvořák, “Über die Fremdwörter im Korān,”
7 See Jütz Al-Dīn Abī l-Faṣṣ Abū al-Raḥmān Al-Suyūṭī, Ṣadīr al-‘arabī bi-ikhtībār al-ḥubāsh. ed.
8 On the subject of foreign vocabulary in the Qur’an, see A. Rippin, “Foreign Vocabulary,” EQ, 2226–37.
9 L. Kopf, “The treatment of foreign words in Mediaeval Arabic lexicography,” in U. Heyd (ed.),
Studies in Islamic History and Civilization. Scripta Hierosolymitana: Publications of the
Hebrew University, Jerusalem. Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University, 1961,
191–205. He adds that Muslim scholars were aware that “loanwords may be, or may become,
entirely identical in form with native words and so increase the number of homonyms in the
language that absorbed them.” 192–93. Kopf also summarizes (pp. 197f.) the criteria followed
by Arab philologists in determining foreign words despite their lack of knowledge of foreign
languages. Anton Spitaler illustrates how foreign words are harmonized into Arabic and its
Semitic morphological system, and how the phonemes, and the syllabic structure, of the
loanwords constitute major factors that determined the circumstances of borrowing. A. Spitaler,
“Materialien zur Erklärung von Fremdwörtern im Arabischen durch retrograde Ableitung,” in
Mai 1955, dargebracht von Freunden, Schülern und Kollegen, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,

Scholarly interest in foreign words in Arabic in general and the Qur’ān in particular led to a genre of compilations under the rubrics, al-gharīb, dakhil al-Qur‘ān, or mu‘arab.6 This linguistic domain drew the attention of Arab philologists such as the Basran grammarian al-Mubarrad (d. 254/869), and the Basran Ibrahim b. al-Sariyy b. Sahil al-Zajjaj (d. 310/923), to whom some
opinions on the origins of foreign vocabulary are ascribed. Even in an earlier
period, some exegetical commentaries on the Qur’ān quote Sā‘id b. Jubayr (d.
95/714; of Abyssinian origin) and I‘rīkam Abī ‘Abd Allāh b. ‘Abd Allāh al-Barba‘ī al-Madani (d. 103/722) on Abyssinian words. Al-Suyūṭī (d. 911/1505) devotes some studies to the foreign vocabulary in the Qur’ān and ḥadīth.7 For
example, he lists words extracted from the Qur’ān and ḥadīth alleged to be of
Abyssinian origin.8 Such attempts evidently confirm the interest of philologists in reaching a better understanding of the etymology of words occurring in the Qur’ān and in Classical Arabic. Lother Kopf notes that classical Muslim scholars came to recognize,
not only foreign words which more or less preserved their morphological forms but also some loan words which either fitted perfectly into the morpho-
structural language of Arabic or were so well adapted to it that their foreign
group was recognizable at first sight. Arab philologists realized that such
words, on their adoption, are liable to assume new meanings and to become
employed in varying forms.9

3 For a comprehensive survey, see, R. Baalbaki, “Early Arab lexicographers and the use of Semitic
4 See D.M. Friede-reich, “The case of Islamic sources in Sadiah Gaon’s Tafsīr of the Torah,” The
5 For further details see Hāshim al-Ṭa‘ān, Musāhāmat al-‘arab fi dirāsāt al-thughhāt al-sāmiyya,
al-Junmūṭiya al-Ibrāqīyya: Mansūḥtāt Wizarat al-Thaqāfā, 1978 and A. Maman, Comparative
Semitic Philology in the Middle Ages from Sa‘idh Gaon to Ibn Barin (10th–12th C.), trans. David
Some general and introductory remarks on exegesis of the Qur’ān

The lexicon of the Qur’ān and hadīth have been a focal point for exegetes and commentators since the time of the Prophet Muḥammad. Medieval Muslim scholars generally understood that language is one of the main sciences that one should master before starting any endeavors of Qur’ānic exegesis, as it is deemed to be the repository of the collective memory of the community members through which interpretation takes place. Language, as a holistic experience of the predecessors who utilized it and made it productive morphologically and semantically, becomes the repository of the collective memory of the community members through which interpretation takes place. Language, as a holistic system, absorbs the experience of the predecessors who utilized it and made it productive morphologically and semantically.\(^\text{11}\)

Exegetes were of different social, cultural and linguistic backgrounds and dialectal spheres, a fact which sometimes influenced their methods of interpretation.\(^\text{12}\) Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/899) states that not all Arabs are equal in identifying foreign (gharīb) and ambiguous (mutashābih) passages. Certain exegetes have knowledge of languages or dialects that others lack.\(^\text{13}\) I believe that an increased knowledge of the Arabian and Semitic languages dialects can yield a better understanding of the etymology of certain words in the Qur’ān.

Qur’ānic science is an extremely specialized field of Islamic scholarship. It requires mastery and profound knowledge of multiple disciplines and tributary sciences, like exegesis, recitation, script, inimitability, circumstances of revelation, abrogation, Qur’ānic grammar, unusual terminology, religious rulings and Arabic language and literature. Scholars of Qur’ānic exegesis tried to define some general methodological approaches for explaining the verses of the Qur’ān. One of them is the exegesis (tafsīr) of the Qur’ān by the Qur’ān, followed by the sunna of the Prophet, reports of his companions, Arabic language and, finally, “opinion,” if this does not contradict the other four sources. Other exegetes have taken different approaches, like al-Ṭabarī for instance, who argued that the Qur’ān must first be interpreted according to hadīths of the Prophet. He takes a subtly different position on the reliability of the Prophet’s companions, disapproving of some of them and doubting their trustworthiness. In addition, he opposes the use of personal opinion; although he applies his own interpretation in his tafsīr, he would not call it “opinion.”\(^\text{14}\)

14 A kind remark by an anonymous reviewer of the present paper.

15 Scholars must also be aware of the question of qirā’āt (“readings”), which require us to consider the morphological word, and can lead us to different meanings of Qur’ānic terminology. On this see, Sa‘d al-Kurdi, “Budā‘ir al-dirāsāt al-dilāliyya al-ṣāli li-maṣṣ al-Qur’ān al-kārin,” Al-Turāsh al-‘arabī 66, 1997, 16–34.
18 S. Qīsim (“Tawādul al-muṣṣas,” 37) stresses the importance of the collective memory as a dynamic mechanism, which produced intertextuality, where one text is apt to generate an infinite number of texts that are variations on it. In her opinion, each added text is an accumulation to the culture and can change a view which preceded it.
and the situations it narrates) that must be interpreted to mean something for someone in the particular contexts in which it is interpreted.20

Some commentators on the Qurʾān understand the text from their own social and linguistic context. Certain scholars argue that these commentators have laden the Qurʾān with meanings that became part of a symbolic system of Islamic literature. This symbolic knowledge is restricted to the insiders of this culture; for alien interpreters it still needs explanation. Martin argues that by referring to exegetical literature in order to achieve an understanding of the Qurʾān, we have not yet transformed its symbolic language into a language of explanation.21 I think that the historical and cultural horizon of the interpreter’s understanding should not influence the meaning of the texts, especially if we are dealing with a sacred text such as the Qurʾān. A universal understanding of the Qurʾān means that it must be valid to scholars from different social and cultural backgrounds. This is especially important for a sacred text such as the Qurʾān.

Arabian and other Semitic languages and Qurʾānic lexicography

The lexical study conducted in the present chapter will show that some Qurʾānic words, if interpreted in the light of Arabian epigraphical languages, are seen to have a meaning that might better clarify the context of the respective Qurʾānic verse. My conclusions regarding the meaning of the words are the result of linguistic etymological analysis based on existing contemporary knowledge of Semitic languages in general and ASA in particular. Such an endeavor might yield results that are, sometimes, not harmonious with the exegetical tradition. Still the exegetical sources, including ʿasbāb al-maʿālīl literature, have value. Firstly, in light of their historical proximity to the period of the Qurʾān’s proclamation these sources can help us understand how the first people who heard the Qurʾān from the Prophet Muhammad understood the ideas spread in it.22 Consulting related commentaries that contain direct statements and comments of the Prophet, if available, as well as his companions on a particular verse or word, and not only relying upon what the commentators understand from the text, might help elucidate some passages of the Qurʾān. Secondly, citing and using the exegetical works while treating the respected Qurʾānic words will show that these reports preserved in those sources constitute an element of tradition. Furthermore, it is necessary to see the position of the explanations proposed as a result of linguistic analysis against the meanings suggested by the exegetes. Therefore, it should be understood that the results of my etymological analysis as demonstrated in the second part are not mainly dependent on the narratives that are maintained in the reports of ʿasbāb al-maʿāalīl. In other words, taking taafsir and sabab literature into account does not necessary mean that I wholly build on the arguments presented in these sources, as we cannot ascertain whether such reports are historically accurate records to be used as a basis for establishing a historical context.

For some time now scholars of epigraphy have sought to awaken scholars in the field of Qurʾānic studies to the importance of Ancient South Arabian epigraphy, including Himyariite and other Semitic languages. A number of critical studies that include this topic have been published, e.g. Dvořák’s “Über die Fremdwörter im Korān,”23 H. Grimme’s “Über einige Klassen südarabischer Lehnwörter im Korān”24 and A. Jeffery’s The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qurʾān.25 More recent works on this topic include A. Rippin’s “Epigraphical South Arabian and Qurʾānic exegesis”26 and C. Rabin’s “On the probability of South-Arabian influence on the Arabic vocabulary.”27 In his dissertation, “Early Southern Arabian Languages and Classical Arabic Sources,”28 the late Mahmud Ghul addresses certain Arabic words designated in the Arabic sources as Yemeni or Himyariite. In his article “Makānat nuqlash al-Yaman al-qadima fi turāth al-lughat al-ʿarabiyya al-faṣḥā,”29 he analyzes some Qurʾānic words in the light of Ancient South Arabian languages. R. Serjeant discusses the word miḥrāb in relation to ASA mihr.30 Christian Robin analyzes some loanwords with religious connotations in ASA and the Qurʾān.31 He shows that Arabic was one of the main sources of this category of words.

An extreme method toward studying the Qurʾānic text was presented by Christoph Luxenberg (pseudonym) in his book entitled Die syro-aramäische Lesart des Korans: Ein Beitrag zur Entschlüsselung der Koransprache.32 He argues that the Qurʾān has Syro-Aramaic origins. This argument has been widely discredited by the academic community.33 He tries to identify an underlying

20 Dvořák, op. cit.
Syriac reading of the Qur'ān and argues that the Qur'ānic text in its current form is originally based on Syriac Christian documents that reached the current textual form of the Qur'ān through editing. According to his assumption, Syriac words in the Qur'ān were arabicized through the development of the Arabic orthography. The proposed Syriac reading of the Qur'ān allows us, according to him, to reconsider the original meanings of the words. The Arab exegetes were not able to understand the original language of the Qur'ān and were forced to resort to the later developed Arabic etymology for their analysis.

Against Luxenberg, we have to bear in mind that oral transmission played an important role in preserving the integrity of the Qur'ān, a fact that he totally ignores. He tries to convince his readers that a hybrid language (Arabic and Syriac) existed in Mecca at that time. Yet there is no epigraphical or textual evidence from Mecca or its vicinity to support this argument. In addition, we have no Syriac works from Mecca from that time. He is constantly struggling to re-interpret single words by using corresponding Syriac cognates, without taking into consideration the context of the verse and its structure. His method, as Angelika Neuwirth states, "presupposes its very results: the facticity of a Syriac layer underlying the Arabic text." Neuwirth adds that "Much of his material relies on obvious circular argument. One has to keep in mind that principally Syriac, which is linguistically closely related to Arabic, will offer innumerable cases of etymological parallels for individual words or expressions of the Qur'ān; particularly since religious vocabulary is abounding in Syriac. These parallels in many cases are simply due to the close linguistic relation between the two Semitic languages and do not necessarily reflect a cultural contact."

Arabs in Arabia borrowed heavily from Aramaic and other surrounding languages, e.g. Old Ethiopian, Ancient South Arabian etc. Such lexical material became an integral part of the dialects that dominated in Arabia. Therefore, we cannot consider the process of borrowing from other languages and cultures as a major factor that makes Arabic a mixed language. It is the phonology, morphology and syntax that establish the basic elements of linguistic clustering and grouping and that lead, at the end, to a recognition of the affiliation of a certain language to other language(s). The lexicon comes at the end of this chain. It is clear from Luxenberg's method that he mixes the structural elements of two different languages, Syriac and Arabic, which leads him to the wrong results.

In his work "A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur'ānic Arabic" Martin R. Zammit intended to carry out a quantitative analysis of a substantial corpus of the Qur'ānic lexicon with a view to investigating the lexical relationship between Arabic and the major variants of Semitic. He tried to interpret the common lexical features, rather than pointing towards particular genetic affinities, as indicators of different levels of socio-cultural links in general and linguistic exchange in particular, which characterized the various areas of Semitic. As a result, he considered the distribution of lexical items in nine Semitic languages on the basis of a lexical corpus collated from Qur'ānic inventory. This study, however, lacks the contextual and critical study of the roots and their derivatives in both the Qur'ānic corpus as well as in the Semitic cognates. The study was restricted to listing the homonymic roots and derivatives without any discussion or analysis. They are not divided according to their semantic fields. For example, listing the Qur'ānic word maṣānīm in this work under the root s-r-n- "to do, make" is not helpful for a better understanding of the Qur'ānic word, as this root in Semitic languages has produced two basic meanings, the first "to do, make", and the second "to fortify, consolidate" (see discussion below under the entry maṣānī). The same is applicable to the Qur'ānic word ḥabd, which should be interpreted as "covenant" instead of "robe". Both meanings are attested in Semitic languages as derivatives from the same root-morphemes. A further example is the root sh-r-h, which is known in Semitic languages with two meanings, "to protect" and "to open; explain, expand". This semantic dichotomy should have been critically examined on the basis of the Qur'ānic passage in which the word occurs.

J. Tropper and Hani Hayajneh address the Ugaritic sentence ltp il d pid and its relationship to Qur'ānic vocabulary and translate it as "der scharfsinnige, der verständige Gott." This translation is based on the conformity of certain etymological thoughts, as both terms ltp and pid occur in Arabic and, in particular, the Qur'ānic text.

Manfred Kropp's various lexical contributions on the Qur'ānic texts in the light of Ethiopian represent milestones in this field, for example, in his study on the Old Ethiopian origins of the Arabic word shayta, and his attempts to trace Old Ethiopian loanwords in the Qur'ān. In the latter article Kropp discusses problems surrounding lexical borrowing from Old Ethiopian. He analyzes when such words entered into the Qur'ānic corpus, whether they were part of the spoken Arabic language before Islam, and thus whether they could be classified as innovations or neologisms. Such studies suggest that further research is needed to investigate a wide category of Qur'ānic words in the Ancient Semitic context, especially those that have not been labeled by Arab philologists as "foreign" or "loanwords" due to their assimilation into an Arabic morphology. So too the Qur'ān should be seen as a very important source of linguistic and cultural knowledge.

34 Neuwirth, "Qur'ān and History – A Disputed Relationship, 9.
The Arabian languages and dialects of Arabia before Islam

In the last five decades, the documentation of Ancient South Arabian language and culture has significantly improved. Pre-Islamic South Arabia is one of the oldest centers of civilization in the Near East, as it enjoyed a fertile soil and a wet climate, which was of great importance for the stability of the population. Archaeological work in this part of Arabia has shown that it witnessed a sophisticated civilization starting from the last centuries of the Late Bronze Age. The earliest epigraphical documentation can be roughly dated back to the tenth or eleventh century BC.

ASA consists of four dialects — Sabaic, Minaic, Qatabanic and Hadramitic — all of which are written in a distinctive script called al-musnad. ASA is affiliated with the western branch of the South Semitic linguistic group. The aforementioned linguistic designations refer to political entities. After the advent of Islam, the southern parts of Arabia (modern Yemen) became part of the Islamic realm. Arabic replaced Sabian, which was used in the later stages as a prestigious language, while Himyaritic seems to have been used colloquially (see below). We possess thousands of published ASA inscriptions of different lengths composed in the above dialects. The ASA texts cover a wide range of subjects that shed light on this civilization from different perspectives, i.e. religion, history, agriculture, death, trade, language, warfare, pacts and confessions. In addition, a new genre of ASA texts started to appear during the 1980s and began to change the classical views on the culture of Ancient South Arabia. A collection of this epigraphical type, which is written on wood in cursive script (zabūr), provided us for the first time in ASA studies with unprecedented information on the daily life of Ancient South Arabia, in addition to new lexemes and morphological forms. Moreover, the recent publication of dictionaries and glossaries of these epigraphically attested languages, especially of ASA, had made this source more accessible to contemporary philologists, even for non-specialists.

We should mention here that ASA lexical and linguistic traits remained in use among the Arabs in later periods; therefore, plenty of originally ASA lexical items had the chance to penetrate into the lexicon of the sister language, Arabic, and to remain an integral part of it for a long time. Accordingly we find some Muslim exegeses describing some Qur'ānic words as himyarī ("Himyaritic"); yamānī or yamānītī, "Yemenite" and bi-lughatī aḥli l-yamānī in the language of the people of Yemen" in origin. They use this same phrase to refer to all South Arabian dialects.

41 One might trace historical, religious or cultural aspects of the epigraphical sources of Pre-Islamic Arabia through the Qur'an. For example, the references in South Arabian epigraphical sources to "daughters of II" might be better understood in light of the Qur'an references to the pre-Islamic Arabian goddesses Allāt, Mīnā and al-'Uzza. Some temple decorations seem to offer a representation of the "Daughters of II," namely images of young women in a hieratic attitude, duplicated a great number of times. The Qur'an constantly denies that God ever begot daughters ("Daughters of God"), which shows that in Western Arabia, too, some people venerated deities similar to the South Arabian "Daughters of II." See C. Robis, "Les Filles de Dieu de Saba à la Mecque: Réflexions sur l'agencement des panthéons dans l'Arabie ancienne," Semitica 50, 2001, 104-92.

42 The identification of the linguistic affiliation of a certain language and its relationship to other adjacent or remote languages or dialects is morphologically based; i.e. it is the morphology which is taken as a basis for linguistic clustering. Due to the vowelless script of ASA and ANA and other known epigraphical groups in Arabia, our knowledge of the morphological situation of these branches is still restricted and vague. Therefore, it is for the meantime impossible to decide whether the ASA epigraphical groups (Sabaic, Qatabanic, Hadramitic and Minaic) are distinct languages to which the generic name ASA can be given. Although there are linguistic differences between them, i.e. with regard to the verbal system, e.g. the existence of the short and long prefix conjugation in Sabaic particularly, etc., the current situation as can be gleaned from the ASA inscriptions does not grant us the right to designate these epigraphical groups as discrete "languages". Therefore, I prefer here the designation "dialect" rather than "language". The same is also applicable to the ANA epigraphical variants. There, the situation is more complicated, not only because of the vowelless script used, but also because of the lack of sufficient morphological and syntactical evidence; the texts are very short which prevents us from drawing sufficient and reliable conclusions in this regard. The generic designations of ANA mentioned above are mainly based on geographical considerations. Other Arabian epigraphical groups, i.e. the texts discovered in Qaryat al-Faw written in ASA script, are difficult to classify, as they contain linguistic features that are familiar in both ASA as well as Arabic.

43 There are no strong distinctive linguistic features that lead us to consider these linguistic variants as different languages, as the morphological scope of these linguistic unities is not clear due to the vowelless script used.

that existed in South Arabia, without differentiation between Himyaritic proper and other dialects, i.e. Sabaic, Qatabanic, Minaic, Hadramaitic, and possibly other internal South Arabian dialectal variants.

Of these dialects only Himyaritic, which survived in the mountains of Yemen, continued as a distinct colloquial spoken dialect during the first centuries of Islam. Proper Himyaritic can be identified by a number of specific morphological and lexical features that distinguish it from the ASA epigraphical dialects (i.e. Sabaic, Qatabanic and Minaic) as well as from contemporary Arabic dialects of South Arabic (dating back to the period of al-Hamdânâ). The Himyarites probably used Sabaic as an official language while keeping Himyaritic as a vernacular.

Old Arabic, called also Pre-Classical Arabic, seems to have co-existed with the mentioned groups. Epigraphical evidence for it is attested in ASA, Nabataean and Dadanitic scripts. Evidence of Old Arabic is found in ASA inscriptions in the city of Hāram from an early date (the third century BC). Its inhabitants were evidently caravan traders who spoke a variant of Classical Arabic, as reflected in their usage of certain linguistic features widespread in Sabaic inscriptions of Hāram. Moreover, in the first century BC Arabs are listed in the service of South Arabian kings. In addition, Arabs in central Arabia and the inhabitants of Southern Arabia seem to have been involved in trading. Such evidence shows that there was constant contact between Central and Southern Arabia. It is to be assumed that such contacts would influence the lexic of both groups in earlier stages.

The Northern parts of the Arabian Peninsula witnessed a different epigraphical heritage, known among scholars as Ancient North Arabian (ANA), represented in thousands of graffiti and monumental inscriptions (Safaitic, Hismaic (= Thamudic)

---

52 See Macdonald, "Reflections on the linguistic map of pre-Islamic Arabia."
53 "Arabs in the mountainous country," are listed as subjects of certain kings. See C. Robin, "On the probability of South-Arabian influence on the Arabic vocabulary," 124ff.
55 Linguistic contacts, including lexical borrowing, were very common among Semitic languages of Arabia and the Levant, and are reflected in the lexic of the various languages. On this see Fränkel, Die aramäischen Fremdwörter im arabischen, and A. Beeston, "Foreign loanwords in Sabaic," in N. Nebes (ed.), Arabia Felix. Beiträge zur Sprache und Kultur des vorislamischen Arabien. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1994, 39-45. Beeston tries to isolate loanwords in Sabaic from languages such as Geez, Awdadian, Nabaitean, Palmyrene and Aramaic.

---


56 For the ASA dialects there are some lexical references that can be used, e.g. A. Beeston, M.A. Ohl, W.W. Müller, and J. Ryckmans, Sabaic Dictionary (English–French–Arabic), Louvain-la-Neuve: Peeters, 1982; S.D. Ricks, Lexicon of Inscriptional Qatabanian, Studia Pahlavi 14, Roma: Pontificio Instituto Biblico, 1989.; M. Arbach, Lexique masculin, comparé aux lexiques sabaïens, qatabanite et hadramawtique, Aix-en-Provence, PhD dissertation, 1993; and other dispersed lexical studies published in articles. On the other hand, such lexical works for Ancient North Arabian do not exist.

57 Scholars of ASA epigraphy have realized that plenty of lexical items occurring in ASA inscriptions are not encountered in any Semitic language but the Yemeni dialects. These dialects are therefore an important source for the establishment of the meaning of many ASA words. For example Muṣṭalḥār ha-liyâni, Muṣṭalḥār al-muṣṭalḥār wa-la-badî; the ummat al-salām (Arabic: 31) = Thamudic, Dumatitic, Hadramitic, and others.
preserved in the commentary literature are essentially taken as a fundamental component while establishing a historical context. Considering certain opinions of commentators is essential, not for the sake of demonstrating but to show how the commentators apprehended a certain word on the basis of their linguistic backgrounds. As mentioned previously, some of them have approached the meaning on the basis of the context of the Qur`anic verse; this, however, does not mean that our conclusions are altered by or drawn from their understanding of the respected verse. Our study is based on linguistic and etymological data.

It is true that commentators were so far removed from the time of the Qur`an that they did not record what the first commentators said about the verse and the meaning of the word contained in it, but we have to be aware that their explanations or definitions could have been trans-generational and reached later commentators. Therefore, I find it significant to be aware of this tradition while establishing the historical context. An attempt has been made to consult the asbāb al-muzūl literature, as I find this source of great importance because, although not always verifiable, it contains stories related to the respected verse and could illuminate some of its semantic aspects. For example, under the entry `amānāt below, I believe it is not possible to ignore the story of the Prophet entering the Ka`ba in light of the conclusion presented regarding the meaning of this word as a result of our linguistic analysis. The mentioned story can therefore be considered as a supportive evidence for our argument.

However, in certain cases it will still prove illuminating to examine the root of a Qur`anic word in ASA, especially when that root has productive nominal and verbal derivatives. ASA lexical counterparts or cognates of the same respected word or expression will be brought into comparison with the Qur`anic word. If the Qur`anic word has the same meaning in ASA and Arabic it will be excluded as the meaning is already established. I will also refer to Old Ethiopian and other Arabic dialects. The Ancient Ethiopian culture is adjacent to the ASA cultural area, and it is possible that homonyms in both linguistic areas go back to the same origins. Regarding the inscriptive evidence, only the respective passage from the inscription will be quoted. In many of the studies below I will offer a new English translation of the passage at hand, working from the basis of Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s translation.

1. amānāt

Qur`an 4:58: inna Allāhā ya`murukum an tu`addū l-amānātī illā ahihlā wa-idhā ḥakamītim bayna al-māsī an taḥkumū bi-l-`adlī inna Allāhā ni`immā ya`iṣukum bi-hi inna Allāhā kāna samī`an baṣṭa`ra.

The word `amānāt occurs in this verse, which asks the Prophet Muḥammad to restore rights to their original owners. In the asbāb al-muzūl tradition, this verse is connected to the story when the Prophet entered Mecca upon its conquest. `Uthmān b. Ṭalḥa al-Ḥajabī, from the b. `Abd al-Dār, was the caretaker of the Ka`ba and rushed to lock the door of the Sacred House and climbed up to its roof. When the Prophet asked for the key, he was told that `Uthmān had it. When he asked him for it, `Uthmān refused to give him the key, saying: “If I knew that he was the Messenger of Allāh, I would not refuse to give him the key.”” Ali b. Abī Ṭalāb then twisted the hand of `Uthmān and took the key from him and opened the door of the Ka`ba. The Prophet entered the House and performed inside it two units of prayers. When he came out, al-`Abbās asked for the key of the Ka`ba, so that he could combine the duty of giving water (ṣīstuq) to the pilgrims and that of caretaker of the Sacred House. But God revealed this verse, and the Prophet commanded `Ali to give the key back to `Uthmān and apologize to him, and so he did. `Uthmān said to him: “O `Ali, you assaulted me and hurt me, and now you come to apologize.”” Ali said to him: “Allāh, exalted is He, has revealed this verse about you,” and he recited it to him. Upon hearing this, `Uthmān said: “I bear witness that Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allāh.” Gabriel then came and said: “As long as this House stands, its key and the duty of taking care of it will stay in the progeny of `Uthman,” and so it is up to this day.

English translations of this verse, and this word in particular, do not exceed the conventional understanding known also in the Arabic exegetical works, namely that the word amānā means “trust, deposit, etc.” For example, Pickthall translates: “Lo! Allāh commandeth you that ye restore deposits to their owners . . .” Abdullah Yusuf Ali translates similarly: “God doth command you to render back your trusts to those to whom they are due . . .”

In Qur`an 8:27: yā ayyuhā alladhīn āmnātī lā takhūnū Allāhā wa-l-rasīlā wa-takhūnū amānātīkum wa-antum ta`lamīn. The word amānā here is generally translated in the same way. Abdullah Yusuf Ali translates: “O ye that believe! betray not the trust of God and the Apostle, nor misappropriate knowingly things entrusted to you.” Rudi Paret is not sure about the meaning of the word amānā. He suggests the translation “Güter” or “anvertraute Güter” in Qur`an 8:27 but does not exclude the interpretation “deposits.”

In the ASA inscriptions, we encounter the word `mnhn built in a nominal form `mnhnt, as a plural form suffixed with a definite article -n (= Arabic al-), i.e. in a legal inscription composed in the Minea dialect from the site al-Sawdā` (al-Sawdā` 37) in Yemen, which is stored in the British Museum (BM 125157) 1: ḥād w-b-b-m(·) `qin ṣwn n-w-ynt w-qdn-ī `y hl `mnhn w-s`d s`ī 2) rī m-s`mn bn `hl `mnh(t)tn . . . The passage has been translated as 1) [ . . . ] e in esecuzione del documento allora conseguito (le offerte) le donne e i due capi del gruppo dei servi del tempio e coloro 2) del gruppo dei servi del tempio.” The expression `hl `mnhn is translated as “servi del tempio” (“servants of the temple”), thus the holding of an administrative position, which in this particular inscription

is the administration of the sanctuary. In another ASA Minaic legal inscription from al-Sawdā’ (al-Sawdā’ 35/2) deposited in the British Museum (BM 125123) the expression ‘hl mnh’ is encountered in a similar context and understood as “servants of the temple.”63 Mahmud Ghul64 came across this passage while treating the ASA word ‘mn, and referred to the fact that holding the key was one of five or six public dignities associated with the leadership of the community and the cult.

Sidney Smith dedicated this root and its derivatives in Hadramitic a detailed study and connected it to Babylonian ummmānu and concluded that it denoted an “administrative official in the great temples, who was a subordinate of shatammu who dealt with all the temple’s business.”65 The word ‘mn is also attested in a Hadramitic inscription as a function related to the market s‘rm bn n’my ‘mn yhw’d “PN + PN the (market?) inspector.”66 In a Qatabanic construction inscription (MQ-HK 7) from Timna the word ‘mnt was preceded by the particle dhv as an equivalent application of the word ‘hl and has been translated as “those in charge of ...”: 1) ‘lsrhl bn ḏb m w-zyd’l bn hwkn bnh hbr 2) dhv ‘mnt ml ‘l m dh-ynmmn w-‘astmn bnh w-gn’ 3) hgm dh-s’lmnn 1) ‘lsrhl son of ḏb m and zyd’l son of hwkn both of the family hbr 2) those in charge of the property of ‘m dh-ynmmn and those of s’lmnn built and walled 3) the town dh-s’lmnn.67

In Arabic amānā means “trust, deposit,” but amānā in the Qur’ān should instead be interpreted as referring to the “administrative dignity or right given by (or sanctioned by) God” as noted by Ghul.68 Ghul suggests that ‘mn in the Minaic inscriptions and ASA in general means “administrator,” and ‘hl/mnhn should be understood as “the class (or group) of (public) administrators.” According to Ghul, this post in South Arabia was usually inherited by the Minaeans and included religious and civil responsibilities related to the public life of the people at that time. From the Minaic expression we know that ‘hl/mnhn had “two leaders or heads” (= Arabic ḫīdāba) who had the right of keeping the keys of the Ka‘ba. W.W. Müller69 translates this passage as “(Tempe)wächter,” by relating it to Hebrew ‘omn “Wärter.” The Qur’ānic ahl al-amānāt (4:58) should be understood in this direction as well, i.e. “God does command you to render back posts (i.e. ḫīdāba posts) to those to whom they are due, ...” In the other Sūras amānā (eg. in Qur’ān 23:8) could also be understood as “post, office, etc.” At any rate, the word is a designation for an office and the question of understanding its nature is defined by the work or position assigned. The occasion of revelation mentioned above could enhance the interpretation of the expression ahl + al-amānāt in the Qur’ān as “those who own the right of holding an office.”

2. ḫabl

Nominal derivatives of the root b-b-l in the Qur’ān are known in six passages in the form ḫabl. Two of them are attested in Qur’ān 3:103 and 112, passages that encourage the followers of the Islamic belief to be united: wa-‘laṣṣāni bi-bḥāl Allāhī jāmi‘ an wa-lā tafaarruqa (Q 3:103a). Abdullah Yusuf Ali translates “And hold fast, all together, by the rope which God (stretches out for you), and be not divided among yourselves,” while Rudi Paret gives the translation “... und halte allesamt fest an der Verbindung (?) mit Gott und teilt euch nicht (in verschiedenen Gruppen)!” Paret questions the meaning of the word ḫabl in the context of this Sūra.

In Qur’ān 3:112: ḥurubat ‘alayhim al-dḥillatu aynā mā thiqiṣṭu illā bi-bḥāl mina Allāhī wa-bḥālib min al-nāṣi wa-bā’ bi-ghaddābin min Allāhī. This is translated by Abdullah Yusuf Ali as “Shame is pitched over them (like a tent) wherever they are found, except when under a covenant (of protection) from God and from men; they draw on themselves wrath from God.” Most translators translate ḫabl from context as “covenant;” other translate the term as “rope, cable, bond.” In other verses (Q 20:66; 26:44; 50:16; 111:5), all of the translators understand ḫabl as “rope, cable,” and not as “covenant.”

Al-Qurṭbī, in Al-Jāmi’ li-ahkām al-Qur‘ān,70 arrives at the meaning “covenant, pact.” He concludes that ḫabl refers to “the Qur’ān,” by citing the ḫadīth of the Prophet inna ḫadāthu al-Qur ‘āna huwa ḫabl Allāh “This very Qur’ān is the ḫabl of Allāh.” Other commentators define the word as ‘ahd, which is known in Classical Arabic under the meaning of “covenant.” A survey of the Arabic lexical item shows that the most conventional meaning of the word ḫabl is “rope.” The idea that ḫabl could mean ṭābāt, “bond;” ‘ahd, “pact, covenant, promise;” dhimmā, “liability;” seems to be based on the context of the Qur’ānic verse. In fact etymological support for this latter definition is found in the root bbl in ASA, which produces verbal and nominal derivatives: ḫbl, “conclude a pact;” ḫbl “alliance, pact;” the word ḫabl in 3:103 and 112 underlies the concept of the covenant which is concluded between God and the Muslims. It could be understood as a formal alliance or agreement made by God with that religious community or with humanity in general.

66 Ibid.
72 Beeston et al., Sábi Dictionary, 65.
According to the Muslim exegesis, the believers (mu'minin) referred to in this verse were those persecuted by the Himyarite king Dhī Nuwās in 523 AD, as described in Syriac, Ethiopian and Greek sources. The persecution was a response to the refusal of Christians in South Arabia to convert to Judaism. The Christians of Najrān and the city itself seemed to have had a special position in South Arabia before and at the beginning of Islam; the city was home to an oligarchy of Christian merchants. In revenge for Dhī Nuwās’s attack on the Christians, and because they had good contacts with the Byzantine and Abyssinian ecclesiastical authorities, the Abyssinians waged an invasion in South Arabia and deposed Dhī Nuwās. For the next few decades, the area was under Abyssinian rule. However, there is no direct evidence in Qur’ān 85 that the Qur’ān is referring to this incident.

The word al-ukhdūd occurs in Qur’ān 85:4: qutila aṣḥābu al-ukhdūd. The verb qutila is passive and means “killed, slain; were killed, slain.” Asḥāb is understood as “the owners,” “companions,” or “men.” Most commentators understand ukhdūd as “ditch” (sometimes “trench” or “groove”). It is hard to decide here whether the verb with its subject (aṣḥāb al-ukhdūd) refers to those who were persecuted or those who were persecuted and the perpetrators are themselves divided on this point. Their division influences the English translations: “(Self-) destroyed were the owners of the ditch” (Pickthall); “Woe to the makers of the pit (of fire)” (Abdullah Yusuf Ali); “slain were the Men of the Pit” (Arberry); and “They destroy [but] themselves, they who would ready a pit” (Asad). Yet the independent pronoun hum, “they,” in the verse idh hum ‘alayhā quʿid, “When they sat by it,” seems to refer to the persecutors, not the persecuted. This is supported by the following verse, hum ‘alā mā yafʿalum bi-al-muʿminīna shuhūd (“And they witnessed what they are doing against the believers”).

One may mention here that some scholars doubt the identification of aṣḥāb al-ukhdūd with the incident of Najrān and understand the verses as a general description of hell. I agree with this position, but will argue that al-ukhdūd is still connected with the South Arabian cultural sphere.

Certain Muslim scholars (like al-Bakrī, Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Hamīd, ʿAbd al-Qādir as-Sulṭan) consider al-ukhdūd to be a place name, while others understand it to mean “ditch,” “trench,” “furrow,” etc. Al-ukhdūd is derived from the root kh-d-d, which produces verbal and nominal forms in Arabic: khadda al-ard, “he furrowed, or trenched or clave the ground;” ukhdūd, “a furrow, trench, or channel, in the ground.” The root with its semantic sphere can be compared with Akkadian khadābum, “tief einschneiden,” and khuddu, “tief eingeschnitten.” The etymological and semantic affinity between both roots in Arabic and Akkadian is evident and leaves no doubt that we are dealing here with an original Semitic root. Accordingly, the semantic field of the word as “ditch, pit” cannot be considered secondary, i.e. as if it developed on the basis of the Qur’ānic word al-ukhdūd.

The morphological form of the word al-ukhdūd is unusual and strange for Classical Arabic nominal morphology; nouns built after the form al-fil are barely known in Arabic, and not attested in any other passage of the Qur’ānic corpus. I would argue here that it is a morphological variant of the form at-il, which can be traced back to the South Arabian linguistic sphere. In Ancient South Arabian epigraphy, group and tribal designations are usually built after the plural form ‘il(n). Compare the following examples extracted from the ASA inscriptions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inscription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘lbs-n</td>
<td>“the Abyssinians”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘lrm</td>
<td>“the Himyarites”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’ks-n</td>
<td>“the Aksumites”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’yhd-n</td>
<td>“the Jews”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’sr-n</td>
<td>“the Asirī”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noteworthy that the suffix -n attached to these forms functions as a definite article, which is also applicable to all Arabic nominal forms. The tradition of forming such a nominal form continued through the history of South Arabia and reaches contemporary Yemen. We have plenty of examples in which the form al-of-il is used to denote tribes, place names, or a totality of people living in a region or area.82

Al-Ab 'ıs (tribal name from Yafī' al- 'Uliā)
Al-Abqīr (tribal name descendant of Khawlān)
Al-Adjir (Name of a village at al- 'Ukjariyya)
Al-Aḥtāb (tribal and place name in the region of ẓabra)
Al-A 'dān (tribal name and village name)
Al-A' rash (tribal name)
Al-A' ḍād (tribal name)
Al-A' riq (name of an 'Uzla)
Al-Afrāq (tribal name)
Al-Akhduidd (as a mountain name in the of Shar 'ab region)

Such plural forms indicating members of ethnic or tribal groups (or other general plurals) are also known in the Old Ethiopic (Ge 'ez) tradition. See for example the words ayhīd "Jews;" qūţār, "cities;" qūl, "fields;" etc. The presence of place names in Yemen in the al-af'il form would not contradict the fact that the form was originally used for tribal names. Tribes or groups, or a totality of people, sometimes gave their name to the area. It is evident that the ASA form is preserved in the form al-af'il. The ASA determinative suffix -n seems to have been converted into the Arabic definite article al-. In a ḥadīth passage the Prophet uses the form. According to the report, Qays b. Namašt al-Hamdānī was one of the first people to come to the Prophet in Mecca and to convert to the new faith. Accordingly, the Prophet wrote him a pact in which he stated: . . . fa- innī ista 'maluča 'alā qa'mika 'arabīhim wa- aḥnīrihim wa- mawāllihim: "I used (employed) you over your people, the Arabs, the Himyarites, and their associates." Muțahhar al-Irjānī64 cites this interesting passage as evidence of the form al-af'il.

As a result of the preceding discussion, I would like to propose that the word al-ukhdīdū is a variant of an ASA form *al-akhhdīd, which could have appeared in the ASA vowelless script as *khhd(n). It might be understood as a designation of the affiliates of a group or tribe, or as a place/region in which the members of such a tribe had settled. Among Yemenite place names is the toponym al-Akhddīd for a mountain in the Shar 'ab region. Thus such a name, although not necessarily related to the Qur'ānic word al-ukhdīd, existed. Hence, the following interpretations of the syntax of the verse and the word al-ukhdīdū are possible:

85 Al-Irjānī, Al-Mu'jam al-yamanī (alif), 269ff., understands this word, which is usually read ḥurribihi, as ‘arabīhim and argues that the Prophet meant those tribes that were characterized by a sort of Bedouin way of life and lived to the East of Hamdān, not to the West of Hamdān, i.e. Arkaḥ, Niham, Shākhir, Ḫadā'a, Yam, Khādīf, Dimān, Marhaba, ‘Udfur and Ḥijār.
86 Al-Irjānī, Al-Mu'jam al-yamanī (alif), 271ff.
87 See, e.g., C. Robin, “Al-Ukhdīdū.”
89 Ibn Manẓūr, Lisān al-'Arab, 2228

Notably, in all Qur’anic verses where a form derived from the root sh-r-h occurs, God is the subject and the word ʃərəh in the figurative sense of “heart” is the object, i.e. sharaba/yashrabu + God (Allah) + li-Islam “by/with/for Islam + šadran “heart” (Q 93:22, 6:125). In Qur’ān 16:106, wa-man shara ha bi-l-kufr šadr an, the word kufr, instead of Islam, is used to designate the disbelievers, and the proposition bi- instead of li- is used. The subject is not mentioned but is indicated by the third person; i.e. the disbelievers. In Qur’ān 94:1, a-lam nashr ah la sada rak, the verb is used in an interrogative form with an indicative connotation. In Qur’ān 20:25, ishr a la sād rī, an imperative verb is used.

In the light of the preceding etymological and lexical study of the root sh-r-h, we may conclude that its meaning is of two types: the first is related to the concept of protection, deliverance, guarding, safety, and the second to expanding, opening, dilation, displaying, exposing, widening, etc. The latter is derived from Classical Arabic, as the Arabic lexicon might have shown. The first, however, is a South Arabian/Yemenite usage, which continued to be used to modern days. We also have seen how the Arab lexicographers discern the word al-shāri f, “guardian,” by considering it as a Yemenite word, which shows that they were aware of this semantic duality of the root sh-r-h. For the Qur’ānic passages, I think that the first semantic group applies; the Qur’ān uses this root to express how God consolidates and protects faith in the bosom, i.e. in the heart, of believers and guarantees it against any superstition or deviation.

Therefore, the verse (Q 39:22) a-fa-man sharha ra Allāhu šadr ahu li-Islam fa-huwa 'alā nārin min rabbih, fa-waylun li-l-qāsiyati quilibhum min dhikr Allāhī, ul-a fāk fī da lālin mu bīn could be interpreted as “Is he whose heart God has guaranteed/fortified for Islam [by true faith], so that he follows a light from his Lord. So woe to those whose hearts have been harded against the remembrance of God. Such are in manifest error.”⁹⁴ One might read Qur’ān 6:125 in the same way: fa-man yurđī Allāhu an yahdiyu yashrabu šadr ahu li-Islām as “Whomever God desires to guide, He guarantees/fortifies his heart for Islam [by true faith].” Qur’ān 16:106 is different: man kafara bi-Allāhi min ba’di māni hī illā man ukrha wa-galbuhu muṭma’nun bi-l-īmān wa-lākin min sharha ba-l-kufri šadr an fa- ‘alayhim ghadabun min Allāhi wa-lahum ‘adhābun qātim. Here the verb sharaha is followed by bi-l-kufr. The subject of the verbal clause is not mentioned, but according to the traditional account it refers to a group of disbelievers who tried to force the believers to abandon their belief after converting to it, i.e. Islam. The object is evidently represented by the word ʃdr “heart.” I can postulate here that the word kufr is implemented in this verse in the presupposed position of imān, “faith,” in the two verses discussed above. Moreover, the pronominal suffix in ‘alayhim refers to those disbelievers who persecuted the Muslims. This lexical, morphological and syntactical analysis can lead us to the following interpretation of the verse: “As for those who disbelieved in God after he accepted faith in God (except for he who was compelled but kept his heart confident in belief), those who fortified a heart with disbelief, upon them shall be the wrath of God and for them there will be a great chastisement.”

In Qur’ān 94:1, a-lam nashra ha la sada rak, the Qur’ān has God address the Prophet Muhammad. The verse can be translated as follows: “Have we not fortified/protected/consolidated/kept safe your heart [by faith]?”⁹⁵ Qur’ān 20:25, in which Moses speaks to God saying ishr a la sād rī, can similarly be translated: “Fortify/protect/consolidate my heart [with faith].” ⁹⁶

5. shuraka’


In the exegetical tradition, e.g. Al-Qurtubi,⁹⁶ this verse was explained as a condemnation of unfair crop sharing. Al-Ṭabarī gathered most of the narratives regarding the interpretation of it.⁹⁷ Commentators usually understand the word shurakā as a plural form of sharik, “partners, associates.” In the verses where the root sh-r-k is used, the Qur’ān is usually referring to polytheism, the association of other gods with God.⁹⁷ This meaning of the word shurakā in 6:136, however, seems...
to be different. Because of this Rudi Paret describes the verse here as not fully clear.98

In some Arabic sources this verse is connected to the tribe of Khawāln in Yemen, who used to worship an idol called 'Umyānis.99 This tribe used to divide part of their cattle and crops between 'Umyānis and God. If the share they assigned for God came into that for 'Umyānis they would leave it for the latter, but if any of the share of 'Umyānis came into that which had been assigned to God, they would retain it for the idol.100 This kind of crop-sharing contract was known among the Yemenites before Islam and was allowed by Muṣāh bin Jābal, the prophet Muhammad’s governor of Yemen.101 The concept of shirk is also known in modern Yemen with a meaning of share cropping, shirk al-nisf, i.e., a share-cropping agreement stipulating that the crop is divided into equal shares between landlord and tenant (made where water is scarce).102 M. Ghul compares this verse with the Arabic sources, taking the genealogy of the tribe, into the Qura'anic vocabulary. Most of them focus on warning the Muslims against boasting about their lineages and abundance of wealth and against looking down on the poor.104 Commentators do not agree on the meaning of the word shu‘ub, which they usually try to approach on the basis of comparison with other designations of tribal categories, e.g. ghabala. Medieval Arab historians and genealogists differ over the hierarchy of tribal designations. Some say that the word shu‘ub is the plural of shu‘b (“nation”), which is the broadest category of lineage; tribes, ghaba‘il, are smaller than nations, and smaller still are ‘amā‘Ir (sing. ‘imārah), “tribal districts,” then bujtān, “tribal sub-districts,” then afkhadhī, “sub-tribes,” and finally faštā‘i, “clans.”105 Translators tend to render shu‘ub in this verse as “nations,” or “races.”

In fact the word shu‘b is used in the Qura‘n with the typical South Arabian usage, in contrast to the North Arabian term ghabala. This is the reason why the Qura‘n has differentiated between the two terms by mentioning them contiguously. In ASA, the word s‘b occurs often to denote a system of entities. I believe that it had penetrated to Central and North Arabia from the Yemenite cultural sphere to designate a certain social division. Christian Robin and Andrey Korotayev provide a good foundation for a better understanding of this.106 Korotayev summarizes the major categories under which this word is used in the ASA epigraphical sources: “s‘b from the first order which is more amorphous ethno-cultural entities lacking any political centralization if they were not identical with s‘bs of the second order. Each of such communities cohered because of

98 Paret, Der Koran: Kommentar und Konkordanz, 152ff.
99 For a rich discussion on this god and his connection to the Yemenite tribe, see I. Goldflied, “Umyānis the idol of Khawālin,” Israel Oriental Studies 3, 1973 (108–19).
100 Hawting, “Shirk and ‘idolatry’ in monotheist polemic,” 110.
102 Pimenta, Dictionary of Post-Classical Yemeni Arabic, 245.
103 M. Ghul, “Makānat naṣīf al-Yaman,” 391f. and Ghul, Early Southern Arabian Languages, 102. See also J.C. Biella, Dictionary of Old South Arabic, Sabean Dialect, Chico: Scholars Press, 1982, 526; this is a modified translation in the light of the meaning given by the Sabean Dictionary (see Beeston et. al., Sabaeic Dictionary, 134).

6. sha‘b


Different accounts of the reason for revelation of this verse are found in the exegetical literature. Most of them focus on warning the Muslims against boasting about their lineages and abundance of wealth and against looking down on the poor.104 Commentators do not agree on the meaning of the word shu‘āb, which they usually try to approach on the basis of comparison with other designations of tribal categories, e.g. ghabala. Medieval Arab historians and genealogists differ over the hierarchy of tribal designations. Some say that the word shu‘ub is the plural of shu‘b (“nation”), which is the broadest category of lineage; tribes, ghaba‘il, are smaller than nations, and smaller still are ‘amā‘Ir (sing. ‘imārah), “tribal districts,” then bujtān, “tribal sub-districts,” then afkhadhī, “sub-tribes,” and finally faštā‘i, “clans.”105 Translators tend to render shu‘ub in this verse as “nations,” or “races.”

In fact the word sha‘b is used in the Qur‘ān with the typical South Arabian usage, in contrast to the North Arabian term ghabala. This is the reason why the Qur‘ān has differentiated between the two terms by mentioning them contiguously. In ASA, the word s‘b occurs often to denote a system of entities. I believe that it had penetrated to Central and North Arabia from the Yemenite cultural sphere to designate a certain social division. Christian Robin and Andrey Korotayev provide a good foundation for a better understanding of this.106 Korotayev summarizes the major categories under which this word is used in the ASA epigraphical sources: “s‘b from the first order which is more amorphous ethno-cultural entities lacking any political centralization if they were not identical with s‘bs of the second order. Each of such communities cohered because of

104 See for example: Al-Fīrūzabīdī, Tamwīl al-miqābī min taštīf ibn ‘Abbās, 437.
105 See Ibn Manṣūr, Lisān al-‘Arab, 2270 for this and other orders suggested by Arab historians and genealogists. Danial Varisco devotes an extensive study of the tribal divisions used in the Arabic sources, taking the genealogy of the Prophet Muhammad as a case study. D.M. Varisco, “Metaphors and sacred history: The genealogy of Muhammad and the Arab ‘tribe,’ “ Anthropological Quarterly, 68, 1995, 139–56. Some Muslim sources conclude that sha‘b refers to a major Arab genealogical grouping in the distant past, such as the basic distinction between ‘Adnān, for the northern Arabs, and Qāhīn, for the southern Arabs.
its common tribal name, common tribal deity, and other common cultural features like ‘tribal’ calendar, eponym, etc. Such ethno-cultural entities occupied territories of several thousand square kilometers each.”

Thus Korotayev sees a first order s’b as an ethnic unit, a “tribe-nation.”

s’b of the second order “were considerably more politically centralized entities occupying territories of several hundred square kilometers and headed by the qayls.” Finally each s’b 2 usually included several s’b of the third, lower order occupying territories of several dozens of square kilometers. s’b of this order were quite compact autonomous territorial entities with a marked central settlement (hgr) which gave its name to a whole s’b of the third order. The latter could be designated as “local community,” but it also may be considered as a “section” of a tribe or a “sub-tribe.”

Concerning the interpretation of the word shā’īb in the verse, I would apply to it the translation of Christian Robin of the ASA term; s’b as “community,” cf. Ja 1028/7: b-s’b dh-HiDn ... hgrn w-’rbn, “avec la commune de dhu-Hamdān ... villageois et nomades.”

Hence, the translation of the verse could be modified to: “O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and a female, and made you into communities and tribes, that ye may know each other (not that ye may despise each other). Verily the most honored of you in the sight of God is (he who is) the most righteous of you. And God has full knowledge and is well acquainted with all things.”

7. maṣānī‘


From the root ʿn ‘different words are attested in the Qur’ān (e.g. 11:16). In all cases, except in the quoted passage (Qur’ān 26:129), the meaning “to produce, build, manufacture” is clearly meant. The word maṣānī‘ has been subject to different explanations by commentators and exegetes, as “cistern of waters, palaces and immortal buildings, etc.” According to al-Qurtubi (d. 671/1273), al-maṣānī‘ in the language of Yemen means “the lofty palaces.” The word in its morphological form and meaning is labeled by some Arabic sources as a Yemenite word, and in fact, it continues to be used in Yemen with the same meaning. The modern word can be traced back to ASA ʿn ‘“fortify,” ʿṣn ‘“fortify oneself,” and as a nominal form, maṣn ‘t “fortress, castle.” The word appears in the Late Sabaeic passage w-mṣn ʿṣmr w-rkb n w-rn w-m/khw n, “and the fortress of shmr, Rkbn, ṫn’, M/khw n” (Ry 507/5). Śan’a means “be strong, strengthened” etc. in Old Ethiopian. Therefore, I would strongly advocate translating the respected verse as “And do ye get for yourselves strongholds in the hope of living therein (for ever)?

8. ‘arīm


In Saba’ (Qur’ān 34) the story of the flooding disaster which destroyed the plantation of Saba’ is described. The context here is clear enough for the exegetes and lexicographers to interpret the word ‘arīm as a semantic parallel of the Arabic word sād, “dam,” and musammāh, “dam with sluices.” Other interpretations here are (1) “heavy rain;” or (2) the name of the rat or mole which, according to the legend of the break of the dam of Ma’rib well known in Arabic sources, was instrumental in weakening the dam; or (3) a specific designation of the wādī which the torrent flowed. Ghul considers the association of the word with ASA antiquity self-evident. ASA inscriptions show that it is a technical term related to irrigation in ancient Yemen, and the word in the Qur’ān should be considered an ASA loanword. The consensus among commentators that this word is affiliated with the Yemenite cultural sphere does not originate only from the subject of the Sīrāt itself, i.e. because it relates to Saba’, but also from knowledge which has been inherited and accumulated from earlier generations that the word is a typical Yemenite word. Al-Ṭabarī quotes also a poetry passage attributed to al-Ashā, fa-ṣi dhāka li-l-mi‘taswatin wa-Ma‘ribu ‘affa‘ alayhi al-‘arīm, which describes the disaster that affected the city of Ma‘rib. The word ‘arīm is used here to indicate the flood itself, not the dam. The word sayl, “flood,” in the Qur’anic verse can be treated as a nomen rectum while the following ‘arīm, ‘dam,” is a nomen regens, i.e. “the flood (caused by) of the dam,” as suggested in some English translations. Thus, I would suggest the translation for the
Islamic exegetes understood this verse as a warning to the Prophet of the betrayal of a man named Ḥāṭib b. Bala' a, who sent with a woman a letter to the people of Mecca warning them that the Prophet was planning an attack. It is apparent from the context that the word mawadda means “friendship.” This is the understanding of Abdullah Yusuf Ali:

O ye who believe! Take not my enemies and yours as friends (or protectors), offering them (your) love, even though they have rejected the Truth that has come to you, and have (on the contrary) driven out the Prophet and yourselves (from your homes), (simply) because ye believe in God your Lord! If ye have come out to strive in My Way and to seek My Good Pleasure, (take them not as friends), holding secret converse of love (and friendship) with them: for I know full well all that ye conceal and all that ye reveal. And any of you that do this has strayed from the Straight Path.

However, this word in this context and other contexts in the Qur'ān can be understood as “alliance” rather than “love” or “friendship.” In ASA inscriptions the word mwd(d(i)) occurs several times in the following scheme:

Personal name(s) ± tribal designations/names + mwd(dt) + Personal name

For example compare the Minaic dedicatory inscription M 190–M 19428 from Baraqish (ancient Yhfd):

1) . . . w-Lby’tht w-‘m’ns’ [ ‘]hl Blḥ ’hl Gb’n mwddt ‘byd’ Yḥ’ s’l ‘lhr dh-qḥd kl mbn y . . .

“Lby’tht and ‘m’ns people of Blḥ of the people of Gb’n, allies of ‘byd’ Yḥ’, dedicated to ‘lhr dh-qḥd all the construction of the tower Lb’n.”

A further example is a Sabaic inscription from the Bar’ān temple in Ma’rib (fifth to fourth centuries BC):29

1) ‘mrkb’bn’r ’s’hm 2) w’dhs’qr/mwdd/s’mh’ 3) ly/wyth’ ‘mr/hqny’ 4) l m ḥ . . .

121 See Kropp, “Äthiopische Arabesken im Koran,” 395 for full listing of the derivatives in the Qur’ān.
123 Beeston et al., Sabaic Dictionary, 47.
124 Ghul, Early Southern Arabian Languages and Classical Arabic Sources, 198ff.
125 AEL, 2329.
126 Ibid.
127 Al-Wahidi, Asbāb nuṣūl al-Qur’ān, 663ff.

above-mentioned passage as "But they were forward, so we sent on them the flood of the dam (or caused by the dam) . . ."

9. f-ṭ-ḥ

From the root fṭḥ several nominal and verbal derivatives are attested in the Qur'ān (e.g. fath: Qur'ān 4:141; 5:52; 8:19; 26:118 etc.).121 A review of the Sūras where the derivatives are used shows that the meaning “open” does not apply. Rudi Paret and Manfred Kropp both suggest interpreting certain occurrences in the light of ASA and/or the Old Ethiopic meaning of the root and its derivatives.122 In Sabaic fṭḥ means “judicial order, lawsuit, litigation.” Some Arabic works indicate that fathah has the specific meaning “to decide, to attribute, to act as a judge between litigants.” According to Ghul,123 this meaning is attested in Qur'ān 7:89, rabbana ifṭḥ bayanāna wa-bayna qawmin bī l-haqq wa-anta khayru al-fāṭihān, “Our Lord, judge between us and our people in truth, For you are the best of judges.”

Arabic lexicographers were aware of fath meaning nāṣr, “victory; giving support;” qadā, “attribute, administering justice;” ḥukm, “decision, ruling;” and other derivatives, like fāṭih, “judge.”124 Fathah bayanahum in the dialect of Himyar means, “he judged between them or the men, or the litigates” and ifṭḥ bayanānā, “judge thou between us.”125

10. mawadda

The word mawadda occurs in the Qur'ān eight times (4:73; 5:82; 29:25; 30:21; 42:23; 60:1; 7:17). I will address two verses here, beginning with Qur'ān 60:1:

yā ayyuha alladhīna āmanū lā tattakhidnī 'adwawā wah-dawwakum awliyā' a tulqīnā ilayhim bi-l-mawaddatt wa-qad kafarū bi-mā jā akum mina l-haqqīyya al-rasīla wa-iyākum an tu minū bi-Allāhī rabbikum in kuntum kharaqtum fihādan ft sabīlī wa-bītghā'a marabdā tustirīna ilayhim bi-l-mawaddatt wa-anā a lamū bi-mā akhfa'ytum wa-mā-a'lamūt wa-man yaf'alhu minkum faqad dalli sawā' a salabil.
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6 Vowel letters and ortho-epic writing in the Qur‘ān

Gerd-R. Puin

The problem

For textual research it is not wise to take the phonetic face of the Egyptian Fu‘ād Muṣḥaf as a basis, because there a meticulous system of signs has been strewn over the skeleton text proper, which, more often than not, can totally level the underlying variants of the “rasm” (i.e. the skeleton text). Viewed from the accepted Standard Text of 1924 (and later until the Saudi Muṣḥafs from Medina) the variants are mainly ascribed to a lack of precision in script or a lack of orthographical competence on the part of the scribes. Thus deviations from the orthography of Classical Arabic (CA) are usually seen to be “defective” writings, which can be “healed” by the application of a swarm of Masoretic vocalization signs. Two examples may suffice to illustrate the distance between the letters of the rasm and the word with a full vocalization and its transcription, i.e. how this skeleton script is expected to be pronounced:

(1) َِِّٓٗ in the Standard Text (ST) Sūra 33:4; 58:2 and 65:2 is to be read َِّٓ, phonetically as /l:aiː/. Although the skeleton script consists of three letters only a narrow one-to-one transliteration of the Standard Text would need three full “letters” on the line plus seven vocalization signs: َِّٓٗٓ.1

(2) َُِّٓ in the Standard Text 60:4 is to be read َُِّٓ, phonetically as /buraːː/. Its rasm consists of four letters on the line, only; however, a one-to-one transliteration would need nine additional vocalization signs, in Arabic as well as in transcription: buraːː’əl!

An explicit transliteration is used in this chapter as the equivalent of the Arabic rendering in the Standard Text; it is explained on a chart at the end of the chapter (the Transcription table). Here we mention only that the alf and the ‘ain are transcribed by letters on the line and not as apostrophes, <’> and <‘>. No digraphs (dh, sh, kh, gh) will be used. The vocalization is transcribed as <‘> for waṣfa, <’> for shadda, <‘> for Dagger alf, <‘> for madda. <‘> for hamza without kurt, <‘> for a “superfluous” letter. For the sake of an easier pronunciation the three vowels fawṣa, kawṣa and damma are transcribed on the line; the tilde on a vowel <‘> transliterates the defectively written but long vowel.

A bibliography of Qur‘ān manuscripts and printed editions is also found at the end of this article.

---

130 See ibid., and Beeston et al., Sabaic Dictionary, 55ff.
The orthography of the Standard Text is full of inconsistencies, as if they became petrified at a time when an orthographic reform had started but had not yet become effective in the whole Qur'an. Of course, Muslim scholars like Ibn 'Abd al-Dawwad al-Sijistani (d. 316/928), al-Dani (d. 444/1052), and later Ibn al-Jazari (d. 833/1429) and al-Suyuti (d. 911/1505), or even modern scholars like Al Imam, were aware of this situation, and they wrote down ectlectic observations on the Qur'anic orthography of this or that word in this or that verse. Although the intention of those old authorities might have been to limit the extent of variant writings (and readings) they were not able to realize the dynamic development of Arabic orthography as a process of accumulation and growing precision in the scriptural phenomenon as a convention of the scribes in order to make the script.

Histories - all the more so if we take the early manuscripts of the Qur'an into account, because, for lack of a critical edition of the Qur'an, we cannot rightly be sure that the Standard Text is really the shape of the text. Naturally, and in spite of its complicated structure, the text had to be represented in script on the one hand, but disambiguated on the other, if we find that the same words even appear in a different orthographic shape. If these observations take the historical aspect into account, it should be possible to discern the relative age of the orthographic solutions - at least in some cases.

The introduction of the mater lectionis makes sense only if the pronunciation of an existing alif can be made more evident as a (short) /a/ or /i/ sound. However, if an /a/ sound was involved - like in the accusative of nouns, for example - the alif could remain and need not be removed or substituted. But once the meaning of the alif had undergone that change and been narrowed down to designate a short or long /a/ sound only, it could no longer symbolize any other vowel. In that case, the insertion of a mater lectionis was necessary. We still encounter the differentiation by mater lectionis in the Standard Text, where both orthographies coexist:

1. mala'i (e.g. 2:246) and mala'ani (e.g. 23:24),
2. mala'al (e.g. 2:246) and mala'alihi (e.g. 7:103),
3. malahu (e.g. 7:60) and malahun (e.g. 23:24),
4. malahu (e.g. 10:88), with no alternative writing in the Standard Text.

Finally, and in the perception of the later exegetes, the alif became generally associated with an /a/ sound - except in the position at the outset of a word, which is still valid today. This development or reform was a gradual one: in Classical Arabic it ended up in the alif's almost complete similarity with the nature of the /aw/ and the ya' as mater lectionis, which are now common to indicate the long /a/ sound.

Even beyond the introduction of the mater lectionis in order to gain more transparency for understanding or reading, the Qur'anic orthography still retains a few features which can only be explained as the remnants of an early effort to ensure the proper recitation of the text. These variants will be called ortho-epic. Although this category concerns mainly the alif, analogous observations can be made with the /aw/ or the ya'. However, while the ortho-epic treatment of the father-alif issue will be in the foreground, the ortho-epic writing of the /aw/ or ya' is mentioned only briefly.
The orthography of the Standard Text is full of inconsistencies, as if they became petrified at a time when an orthographic reform had started but had not yet become effective in the whole Qurʾān. Of course, Muslim scholars like Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī (d. 316/928), al-Dānī (d. 444/1052), and later Ibn al-Jazari (d. 833/1429) and al-Suyūtī (d. 911/1505), or even modern scholars like Al Imam, were aware of this situation, and they wrote down eclectic observations on the Qurʾānic orthography of this or that word in this or that verse. Although the intention of those old authorities might have been to limit the extent of variant writings (and readings) they were not able to realize the dynamic development of Arabic orthography as a process of accumulation and growing precision in the scriptural rendering. Their theory about the defective writing of words was to see the phenomenon as a convention of the scribes in order to make the script “shorter” – to take away something “superfluous (زَا ʾاِذ),” to write it “defectively / حَادِث” – which tacitly implies that the piené writing according to the rules of Classical Arabic were the original “mother of the book / umm al-kitāb” (Q 13:39; 43:4) in heaven, on the “preserved tablet / lāwḥ mahfūz” (Q 85:22).

However, the orthographic variants in a corpus which has trespassed up so many pre-classical elements enable us to discover many details of their orthographic history – all the more so if we take the early manuscripts of the Qurʾān into account, because, for lack of a critical edition of the Qurʾān, we cannot rightly be sure that the Standard Text is really the “rasn ʿUthmānī,” i.e. the earliest possible shape of the text.

Therefore, the idea of this chapter is not to look back from the orthography of Classical (or modern) Arabic which has become (mostly) explicit or piené, but on the contrary to follow up the steady enrichment of the Arabic script (as encountered in the earliest manuscripts) by the invention or application of new signs and devices.

Generally and until today there has been no need for a differentiation in the rasn between the vocalizations of the alif at the outset of a word: یَ ذَنَكَ / یَ ذَنَكَ; یَ اَكْحَمَ / یَ اَكْحَمَ; یَ اَكْحَمَ / یَ اَكْحَمَ. This is the normal or evident case for those who are familiar with the vocabulary and the grammar of Arabic. Yet the Qurʾān is not an “ordinary” text! Naturally, and in spite of its complicated structure, the text had to be represented in script on the one hand, but disambiguated on the other, if the written shape was – or became in the course of time – misleading.

An important instrument for the definition of a vowel’s quality was the insertion of matres lectionis, i.e. (mainly) of the vowel letters /ay/ and /ay/, next to the alif, in order to specify the alif’s phonetic quality. Of course, their use was already common for the definition of the long vowels ʔaad / aː/ and ʔaad / aː/. But the Qurʾānic Standard Text, as well as the early manuscripts, teach us that a reform was taking place which went far beyond that, making use of the matres lectionis on a much larger scale than before. In contrast to any other kind of Arabic texts – poetry, history, geography, to name only a few – the early Qurʾānic orthography has not only been preserved in the oldest Arabic manuscripts, but even in the modern editions of the text, by reason of religious respect for the oldest testimonies of the revelation. Therefore, in addition to more or less normative treatises on how the Qurʾān was or should be written, and in addition to the reports on how the script was “read” by the early authorities, we can use the early manuscripts to help us understand the steps of a reform process which eventually led to the “Standard Text” as printed in Cairo 1924, and now also in Medina.

Methodologically, a comparison can be made between those words which are written in two or even three different ways in the same old manuscript or in the Standard Text. Mostly, the letter alif is involved which, in those cases, originally did not express a long /aː/ sound but either a glottal stop – “vocalized” by a (later) “zero-vowel” (sukun) or any short vowel – or a diphthong (if we prefer the theory that the glottal stop had widely died out in early Arabic) – or generally a short vowel. The old manuscripts show that “any short vowel” could not only be written with an alif at the outset of a word, but also in the middle, or even at the end. This older “defective” orthography has also been preserved in many words of the Standard Text, although not as frequently as in the manuscripts. However, in both kinds of text we find the orthography of these words “enriched” by an additional ُāw or ْا as matres lectionis, or we find that the same words even appear in a different orthographic shape. If these observations take the historical aspect into account, it should be possible to discern the relative age of the orthographic solutions – at least in some cases.

The introduction of the matres lectionis makes sense only if the pronunciation of an existing alif can be made more evident as a (short) /u/ or /i/ sound. However, if an /a/ sound was involved – like in the accusative of nouns, for example – the alif could remain and need not be removed or substituted. But once the meaning of the alif had undergone that change and been narrowed down to designate a short or long /aː/ sound only, it could no longer symbolize any other vowel. In that case, the insertion of a mater lectionis was necessary. We still encounter the differentiation by matres lectionis in the Standard Text, where both orthographies coexist:

(3) ِمَلَالُ / mala'lu (e.g. 7:60) and ُمَلَالُ / malalu' (e.g. 23:24),
(4) ِمَلَالِ / mala'li (e.g. 2:246) and ُمَلَالِ / malalihii (e.g. 7:103),
(5) ِمَلَالُ / mala'lu (e.g. 10:88), with no alternative writing in the Standard Text.

Finally, and in the perception of the later exegetists, the alif became generally associated with an /aː/ sound – except in the position at the outset of a word, which is still valid today. This development or reform was a gradual one: in Classical Arabic it ended up in the alif's almost complete similarity with the nature of the ُāw and the ْا as matres lectionis, which are now common to indicate the long /aː/ sound.

Even beyond the introduction of the matres lectionis in order to gain more transparency for understanding or reading, the Qurʾānic orthography still retains a few features which can only be explained as the remnants of an early effort to ensure the proper recitation of the text. These variants will be called ortho-epic. Although this category concerns mainly the alif, analogous observations can be made with the ُāw or the ْا. However, while the ortho-epic treatment of the fa’ta-alif issue will be in the foreground, the ortho-epic writing of the ُāw or ْا is mentioned only briefly.
The hā' is the fourth mater lectionis, but it is relatively rare and will be treated separately.

1 The wāw

1.1 The additional wāw at the beginning of a word

In old manuscripts, and before vocalization by red dots or other means had been invented, the only way to gain more precision for the vocalization of the first alif was by the mater lectionis. The task consisted mainly in the differentiation between homographs. Thus, we find

\[\text{in STT (Q 7:9), or}\]

The Arabic version in parenthesis is the vocalized interpretation of the rasm as found in the manuscript. The more common writing in the Standard Text as well as in the manuscripts has the mater lectionis wāw in the first syllable, numbers (6) and (7). As for (8) I have not found a manuscript version in which ʼal is written without the wāw in the first syllable, but this could be due to the fact that such a writing of the word would result in a highly ambiguous ʼal, to be read as ʼalja! (For the second mater lectionis in this word see below, 1.2.1 (31).)

Another kind of differentiation concerns the more exact definition of the verbal stem. A prominent example is

\[\text{sa_juwlīyukum, in STT 7:145 and 21:37, but also in mss. CFH. – The possible reason for the addition of the wāw is to define the causative (IV.) stem and to prevent the reading sa_jarāyukum / “I shall see you.”}\]

Bergsträsser has proposed for this and other examples that the “superfluous alif” possibly represent a long /a:/ in front of a following hamza, so that the pronunciation might have been

\[\text{sā'-urikum instead of } sā'urikum \text{ in the STT, or}\]

\[\text{lā-ʼusālibakkarnukum instead of } lā-ʼusālibakkarnukum \text{ in STT 7:124, 20:71, 26:49, or}\]

\[lā-ʼadghahānahū instead of } lā-ʼadghahānahū \text{ in STT 27:21.}\]

As we can see, the phonetic interpretation of the script in the Standard Text is a short /a:/ in the prepositions sa- or la-, and not a long one, because of its position

before the hamza, as Bergsträsser suggests. This implies that the alif originally represented the hamza, and the additional wāw in the first two examples is a mater lectionis to ensure the reading of an initial /a:/.

However, the case of his third example is quite different. Although Bergsträsser does not take the historical orthography into account (why the writing of two alif?) he is right to propose the pronunciation ʼal ʼal with a long /a:/, but for a different reason: the alif is the ortho-epigraphic plene writing of a fatha before a hamza (cf. below 3.4.3). Similar readings are proposed by Bergsträsser for ʼal ʼal (cf. below 50) and for ʼal ʼal (cf. below 3.4.3).

In another verse, however, the word ʼurikum is written less explicitly, i.e. without a mater lectionis:

\[\text{ma l juriyukum, in STT 40:29 (as well as in mss. like K).}\]

One should expect to find more examples of this kind of mater lectionis, since the text of the Standard Edition contains many verbal forms parallel to this constellation. However, to my knowledge, there is only

\[\text{la_juṣabibanahum in 7:124; 20:71 and 26:49, which have a wāw as a mater lectionis after – although this wāw is neither realized in the Standard Text nor in the few early manuscripts which I could consult (CFGHK), but – amazingly enough – is in a few recently printed Muḥāfāz, mainly in the Indian tradition, and also in a Libyan-Yemeni edition in the Qūfn ‘an Nāfī’ tradition (see below 3.4.3, in editions #1–4, 6–8; see Bibliography 4.2).}\]

A parallel example is possibly

\[\text{juwduw}'] in STT 6:34, contrary to ʼal in ms. D.}\]

In this case, the Standard Text shows the “correct” (Classical) orthography with the wāw, while it is written in manuscript D – erroneously or not? – with an alif only.

Finally, the Standard Text has

\[\text{ta}wuẕuhum (Q 19:83)\]

while ms. A and F show

\[\text{wa l}l_jointa (Q 2:150), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 3:195, 5:12), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 3:195, 5:12), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 4:119), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 4:119), sa_juṣālhirahum (Q 6:93), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 7:124, 26:49), sa_juṣālpiranah (Q 8:12), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 15:39), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 15:39, 38:82), sa_juṣālpiranah (Q 18:78), la_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 27:21), sa_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 74:17), sa_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 74:26).}\]

\[\text{Other examples without an initial mater lectionis in the Standard Text are: wa l}l_jointa (Q 2:150), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 3:195, 5:12), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 3:195, 5:12), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 4:119), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 4:119), sa_juṣālhirahum (Q 6:93), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 7:124, 26:49), sa_juṣālpiranah (Q 8:12), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 15:39), la_juṣālpiranah (Q 15:39, 38:82), sa_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 18:78), la_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 27:21), sa_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 74:17), sa_ṣuṭiṣābirahum (Q 74:26).}\]
which in turn is likely to contain the waw as a mater lectionis, so that an original ṭalūẓ̄uhum has to be assumed, although this could not be documented so far. But we may take the historical sequence from

for granted, especially if we take into account the well-documented sequence of

for the oldest concept of an alif’s value in (13b) and (14a) we may adduce a word from the scriptio inferior in the Hijāzī palimpsest DAM 601-27.1,

which has to be read definitely as ta’lmariina; see Figure 6.1, center. As the context of the passage does not allow for a different reading, i.e. an active voice ta‘lamariina in this way! However, the Standard Text has ta‘lmariina which would imply a change in the orthographical concept.

1.2 The additional wāw at the end of a word

1.2.1 Plene writing of the short vowel /u/

If the last syllable of a word ends on a short /u/, this vocalization is expressed in the Fu‘ād Muṣḥaf in two different ways. As for the writing of nouns we have:

If the accusative 1 in StT 19:28, however, shows that an original nominative *taftawu‘l would not seem to be far-fetched, especially if we look at the writing of its feminine counterpart 2 in StT 19:28; 2:282; 3:35; 3:40; 27:57).

It seems that the insertion of the waw as a mater lectionis had reached the verbal forms more completely than the nouns, because we do not find alternative writings (i.e. without the waw) in the Standard Text in these cases:
So far, the older orthography without the vowel letter wāw has been observed only in one case:

(27) مُزَوَّكِّا (ms. H), instead of مَزَوَّكِ (Q 20:18) in StT.

If we consult the old manuscripts we can find many more examples of the old orthography among nouns, as compared with the (relatively) more advanced orthography of the Standard Text:

(28) مَعَلُوکُم (ms. D) instead of مَعَلُوکُم (Q 67:30),
(29) گَازَّاُلُوکُم (ms. AC) instead of گَازَّاُلُوکُم (Q 3:130),
(30) سُرَکَّاُلُوکُم (ms. A) instead of سُرَکَّاُلُوکُم (Q 6:94).

Of course, the original script in the manuscripts (left side) does not show vocalization signs. I have equipped it here with the dagger mater lectionis, a/if, hamza and the damma in examples (27) to (30) in order to visualize the function of the a/ifs in the manuscripts.

We observe that the wāws are inserted behind the a/ifs (28, 29) because that way the a/ifs could now be interpreted as representing the long /a:/ sound. In examples (27) and (30) the wāws were placed before the final a/ifs, which in turn lost their quality as glottal stops but were retained in script, though now considered to be "superfluous (sāʿ ida)". Although this occurs in the Standard Text 17 times with two a/ifs as mater lectionis, the second wāw is absent in a few manuscripts:

(31) لِعَلُوکُم (in ms. CDF) for لِعَلُوکُم (in ms. A) in StT.

The evidence of this "defective" writing at the end of the word in the manuscripts is a strong argument against the primordial existence of a long /a:/ vowel in the second syllable: if the word's ending was in fact the vowel /a/ and not /a:/ — which I do not doubt because of the later writing with a mater lectionis wāw as في النوارة — then it must have been a short /a/, originally expressed by the a/ if only. Such a final a/ if would then have had the quality to express any short vowel, the /a/ like in ناا, the /a/ in this example or in كاا, and as an /a/ in examples like كاا or في 35، below. The a/ if at the end of a word, without a mater lectionis, will be treated later in section 3.3.


1.2.2 Plene writing of the (long?) vowel /a(:)/

In the Standard Text the masculine plural of the perfect verbs

(32) في in 2:61, 90; 3:112; (from *في plus mater lectionis?),
(33) في e.g. in 3:184; 7:116; (from *في plus mater lectionis?),
(34) في in 2:226; (from *في plus mater lectionis?)

is regularly written with a final wāw; this is found also in manuscripts C and G, and even in the Ottoman/Turkish tradition. Only the orthography of modern Arabic would regularize the "usual" ending so that the words would appear as جَئْوَا جَئْوَا and قَأْوَا, in analogy to endings like جَئْوَا. Perhaps the Standard Text

(35) كُو in 8:72, 74

was brought into harmony with the modern expectations by adding the final a/ if, because the rasm of ms. DFK has only كُو although the following word كُو shows the "normal" plural ending with an a/ if.

If we understand the wāw in the words in question as a mater lectionis, this would mean that the /a:/ ending of the plural was originally short. If, however, the plural ending was a long /a:/, one would have to regard the wāw as the "normal" plene writing of the long /a:/, the a/ if not being disambiguated by a mater lectionis. In either case — and this is important — there is no final a/ if!

This leads to the question: where does the "superfluous a/ if" at the end of the masculine plural come from? It is certainly part of the cultural tradition, because the Jews who write Arabic with their Hebrew alphabet do not observe that rule, and neither do Jews who write Yiddish observe orthographical rules valid for German. There have been theories about the meaning of the "superfluous a/ if" to help "otiose." The most plausible of these is that it served as a "marker" in script to designate the verbal plural as in جَئْوَا. However, this is a weak argument in view of the history of writing: Even if the a/ if is "otiose" in the phonetical sense it has

8 E.g. in the Qur'an edition # 18 =<Ar 16/3- Özyay 15.1> (see Bibliography 4.2) where the rasm is the same as in the Standard Text, but the concept of vocalization is different: جا, جا, جا—underneath every wāw the word "mudda" or "mudda" ("longtjen") is written.
to be explained as a fact of historical orthography. We have already seen (cf. above, no. 14) that the wāw in, e.g. ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, has been an insertion in order to clarify the quality of the alif as a /u/ vowel. In the development of the Arabic orthography it seems that as little as possible of the rasm has been excluded or was substituted by another letter. This implies, as in the case of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, that the alif in ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا was there even before the wāw was, so that the original concept of the word was in fact ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, with a short final /u/. So far, we cannot prove this orthography in the manuscripts – although we should be aware that there are “dual” forms in the Qurʾān like ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا which are possible candidates for the interpretation of plurals. But such an investigation has to take the context into account, which cannot be done here.

Another example of the use of a “superfluous” alif is the masculine plural of some nouns, like

(36) ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا

10:90 in the Standard Text, instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا in Classical Arabic.

Maybe it can be qualified to be a “wrong” analogy to the verbal plural ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, e.g. in 9:110. Thus, the orthography of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا in CA could have been the starting point for the addition of an alif in ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, in analogy to the verbal plural forms like ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, where the original concept of the word was in fact ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, with a short final /u/. In a text other than the Qurʾān, Muḥammad b. Ḥābīb’s (d. 245/860) K. al-Muḥabbār9 even verbal forms of the singular with a weak third radical are written with a wāw plus alif at the end, although Classical Arabic would only allow for a wāw, such as;

١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا

١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا

١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا

In this orthography any ending of a long /u:/ has an alif added. Although the orthographic peculiarities of the manuscripts10 used by the editor Ilse Lichtenstädter go back to the third century of the Hijra,11 the writing of any long /u:/ with a final alif seems to be a relatively late orthographical development. It is plausible that the writing of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا without an alif is an earlier phase, corresponding to the orthography of Classical Arabic.

However, it remains a matter of speculation so far whether the writing with the alif is related to orthographies like ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا or its parallel ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا etc.: If the alif was written originally in order to secure any final vowel, this would mean that the nominal plural ending was originally a short /u/, not a long one, as the orthography of Classical Arabic and of today might suggest.

1.3 Ortho-epic variants of the wāw

1.3.1 Omission of the wāw before the article al- in the Standard Text

Usually, orthography is a simplified method to represent the phonetical features of a language; in the case of Arabic the words generally keep their shape as if they would occur alone, in isolation. The proper phonetical interpretation is then an additional “art” which follows other rules. A good example for this is the Arabic article ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا, which is always written in this way, although the ortho-epic rules say that

- the lām has to be assimilated to the following “sun”-letter;
- while the alif takes the preceding vowel, this vowel becomes short if it was long before.

Thus, the correct pronunciation of Sūra 17:11 ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا would shorten the written long /u:/ (or /i:/ or /a:/) under the influence of the following article. So, there is an orthographical rule to write a long vowel, but a contradicting rule to read this vowel as a short one. However, there are a few exceptions to the orthographical rules in the Standard Text, which can only be explained by the application of the ortho-epic rule of shortening a long vowel due to the following article:

(37) Q 17:11: instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا

(38) Q 42:24: instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا in Classical Arabic.

There is even one exception in 42:34, where the “defective” version ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا occurs in a position which could not be explained by an ortho-epic argument.

(39) Q 66:4 instead of ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا in CA.

This writing of an active participle is in contrast to ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا (Q 44:15) or ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا (Q 2:249) where even a final alif is added – perhaps in analogy to the frequent plural ending of nouns as in ١َٰٓ ُنُْنُا.

1.3.2 Lengthening of a wāw

"Normally," this feature occurs in the final position of suffixes (-hu", -humu", -kumu"); this lengthening is even enforced if the following word starts with a hamza: -hu", -humu", -kumu"). Although this is expressed by a small additional wāw (or yā') in similar cases, in the modern editions of the Qurʾān this ortho-epic modification is not part of the rasm. In this respect the small wāw or yā' are
comparable to the “dagger alif.” More interesting is the occurrence of these small vowel letters within the words, which are sometimes hardly distinguished from the bigger normal letters.

(40) ٌَٰلُ ُؤُمَٰلُ داَلَٰعَيْمُٰدُ thus in StT 16 times (e.g. 34:10).

In old manuscripts the writing is usually ٌَٰلُ ُؤُمَٰلُ, which makes sense, since one could not necessarily expect, in old manuscripts, a *plene* writing of the /a/ in the first syllable. But the only two early bearers of the name “اَلُٰلُ ُؤُمَٰلُ / Du‘ād” were presumably Christians12 whose names were certainly “David!” Thus, the *alif* can be explained by indicating either a glottal stop *plus* a short vowel or a short vowel after the mute preceding letter: ٌَٰلُ ُؤُمُٰلُ or ٌَٰلُ ُؤُمُٰلُ. This is not a unique case. In a very similar configuration we find that *alif* of the Standard Text (Q 14:37) is written as َٰلُ in manuscripts D and H. It would have been natural to expect that in Arabic the name of David is written ٌَٰلُ / Da‘ūd (Da‘ūd), according to its Hebrew/Syriac origin, but this orthography would have immediately been associated with ٌَٰلُ, which is “a poor little mite” and thus not really appropriate for a revered prophet!

The next examples from the Standard Text are not related to the *alif*. They have more in common with similar problems which occur in writing two *yā’s* (cf. below 2.3.2). However, they raise the question whether the insertion of the small waw or *yā* is due only to (later) grammatical consciousness and not based on the actual pronunciation /jalu:n, jasu:/ at the time when the *rasm* was fixed.

(41) يَغَلُٰلُ َٰلُ ُؤُمَٰلُ يَغَلُٰلُ in StT, e.g. 3:78,
(42) يَغَلُٰلُ َٰلُ ُؤُمَٰلُ يَغَلُٰلُ in StT 7:20,
(43) لُ ُؤُمَٰلُ يَغَلُٰلُ in StT 17:7.

In this final case the different orthographic solutions in some recent Qurʾān editions seem worth citing.13

In Standard Text (StT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>17:7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


13 The numbers used here are abbreviations for Qurʾān editions whose full bibliography is found below in section 4.2. – StT is the Standard Text Ḥaṭṭān ‘an ʾAṣim; # 8 and # 7 are Qalīn ‘an Nāfi’ versions; # 9 and # 10 are Warsh ‘an Nāfi’ versions; # 1 is the Indian; and # 18 is the Ottoman tradition.
made identical with the first one by adding the small ya', and by that correcting an old erroneous writing, without interfering with the inherited rasm of the text. Nevertheless, it is strange that a second rasm could preserve its wrong orthography side by side with the "correct" one. Regardless, the double appearance of this hapax legomenon raises the suspicion that its real meaning has been forgotten.

If we take the writing of

\[(50) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \] in the Standard Text (Q 3:144, 21:34)

as a model for the use of the ya' as a mater lectionis, it is interesting that its rasm is not different from the other printed editions of the Qur'an which are listed in the following tables – although this is not the case if we consider manuscripts, cf. below (59). The pronunciation does not differ either between the "readings." However, we observe a concept of vocalization of the (same) rasm that differs between the Standard Text and editions # 8, 9, 13, 14 and 17 (cf. Bibliography 4.2) on the one side, with جن and the Indian and Ottoman editions represented by # 1, 2, and 19 on the other side, with جن. In the first case the ya' of the rasm is considered to be "superfluous (zâ ida)," whereas in the second the alif is marked as such by the small circle. Bergsträsser proposes that the pronunciation of جن is possibly جن ("a-fâ-in)," the stress being on the second syllable because of the following hamza. However, if the ya' is considered to be a mater lectionis for an /f/ sound before, this interpretation has certainly to be abandoned, cf. also above section 1.1 (9).

Usually small particles like 'in, 'inna, etc. are "below the radar" of concordances, to use Thomas Milo's expression. However, they are listed in Flügel's and in the Iranian Qur'an concordance edited by Rowhani (see Bibliography 4.3). The following list contains a choice of particles in the Standard Text which are now interpreted as contextually valid compositions of the interrogative particle 'a- at the outset. Their orthography is compared with their equivalents in a few recently printed editions of the Qur'an:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Text</th>
<th>Sûra: Verse</th>
<th>Modern editions, numbers according to Bibliography, 4.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[(51) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

36:19 = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

26:41 = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

No variant writing of the rasm in all editions consulted.

Only the Indian tradition (# 1, 2) is in conformity with the rasm of the Standard Text; in the other editions (# 8, 9, 13, 14, 17, 19) one "tooth" is lacking.

\[(51) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

6:19 = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

The same writing of the word occurs in 27:55, 29:29 and 41:9. No variant writing of the rasm in all editions consulted.

\[(52) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

79:10 f. = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

Although the rasm is the same in all editions consulted, # 8 (Qâlûn) and # 9 (Warsh) read it as the indicative in Q 79:11.

\[(53) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

37:35 f. = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

No variant writing of the rasm in all editions consulted.

\[(54) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

13:5 = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

The same writing of the word occurs in 17:49, 98; 23:82; 32:10; 37:16, 53. No variant writing of the rasm in all editions consulted.

\[(55) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

27:67 = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

Although the rasm is the same in all editions consulted, # 8 (Qâlûn) and # 9 (Warsh) read it as a clause of statement, not of question.

\[(56) \text{Ja}_\text{ja}_\text{jiiyn} \]

56:47 = Standard T. 1 2 8 9 13 14 17 19

14 GdQ3, 48ff.
Although the rasm is the same in all editions consulted, # 8 (Qālūn) and # 9 (Warsh) read ‘innā as a clause of statement.

Except for (51b) in all cases listed above the rasm is the same, although the pronunciation differs according to whether the text is interpreted to be interrogative or indicative. The instrument to define the rasm as a question is the insertion of the hamza. On the level of the script in the Standard Text and in most of the other editions, the hamza is added after the alif, as shown in the tables. However, in the Indian as well as in the Ottoman tradition – in the tables above marked by numbers in a circle 1, 2, 3 – the sequence is inverted: first the hamza without kursi, and then the alif, as in اَلْيَن or الْيَن or الْيَن.

However, the ya’ of گل could well be an old mater lectionis to ensure the reading گل instead of گل, especially if we take the orthographical variants in the old manuscripts into account (57, 58, 59). By a later interpretation of this orthography the ya’ tooth could be reinterpreted to be the carrier of a hamza, thereby producing an unequivocal question instead of a statement, e.g. اَلْيَن instead of simply گل. It would need some research to decide whether the context allows for an indicative reading rather than for a question, but this is outside of the scope of this chapter.

It seems, moreover, that the issue is not restricted to the Arabic language only, but that Syriac also needs consideration – which is beyond the competence of the author. Therefore, only a list is presented of the different spellings found in important old codices; their abbreviations A, B, etc., are unravelled in the Bibliography 4.1. A dash signals that the Qur’ānic passage is not part of the manuscript fragment in question.

(57) لاَ يَن la_yin in Standard Text, but different in manuscripts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>لَين</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
<td>لَيْن</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(58) وَلَا يَن wa_layin in Standard Text, but different in manuscripts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13:37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29:10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
<td>وَلَا يَن</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 The additional ya’ at the end of a word

Although the word

(60) كَنَبَّالَيْن naba’i (e.g. Q 6:67; 27:22) and كَنَبَّالَيْن naba’i (Q 6:34)

occurs in two different orthographies in the Standard Text, the “older” version is certainly the one with an alif only, the ya’ being a mater lectionis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
<td>كَنَبَّالَيْن</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next examples taken from the Standard Text are comparable only in principle because the second orthography has a suffix -hi at the end of the word:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:246</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:869</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
<td>مَالَيْن</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, in the early Qur’ānic manuscripts we find e.g.:

These examples may illuminate a few other odd writings in the Standard Text, which is in line with the previous examples from the manuscripts: find

The circle on the alif indicates that the alif has to be disregarded for pronunciation, too:

written uniformly as ya', as if of the early manuscripts. Thus, if we recognize the writing with an vowel involved was a short vowel or two short vowels expressed by an alif alone. The Arabic script would have to be interpreted as ṭ, which is 'the normal orthography in most of the early manuscripts.

Thus, if we recognize the writing with an alif to be the original letter — before the ya' was added as a mater lectionis — we come to the conclusion that the primordial vowel involved was a short vowel or two short vowels expressed by an alif alone. The Arabic script would have to be interpreted as. Only after the alif had lost its old quality and become associated with a long /a:/ was the addition of a ya' necessary. The pronunciation of the first word was certainly su'ila, whereas the other words were probably pronounced with a short /i/ as /si?al/, /di?al/, and /ji?al/.

2.3 Ortho-epic variants of the ya'

The phenomenon of ortho-epic writing is not restricted to the ya' but has its parallels in the occasional omission of a waw, as we have seen, or of an alif, too.

2.3.1. Omission of the ya' before the article al- in the Standard Text

The same observation has been made with the omission of the waw (cf. above 1.3.1). However, manuscripts have not been looked at in regard to this aspect. The opposite of the omission occurs also, but it has no bearing on the conservative rasm. It is a later amendment in order to achieve ortho-epical "correctness" against the rasm, as in (e.g. StT 2:124), or in the reading of Warsh 'an Nafi' (Q 11:46) instead of (Q 11:46) in the Standard Text 2:186. In this way grammatical correctness can also be reconstructed, as in al-Dürr's reading (Q 20:63).

2.3.2 Lengthening of a ya' before the hamza in the Standard Text

The lengthening (mad? or the doubling (tashhid) of the ya' depends on the concept of reading certain words like nabiyu'/t? or nabiya'/t?:

The Qur'an editions quoted here are the same as above (1.3.2). Parallel to and the like (cf. above 1.3.2) are those cases where an additional ya' or a hamza was added in superscript, certainly in view of the grammatical rules of Classical Arabic, but possibly not representing the actual pronunciation at the time when the rasm was fixed, e.g.:

The phenomenon of ortho-epic writing is not restricted to the ya' but has its parallels in the occasional omission of a waw, as we have seen, or of an alif, too.

2.3.3 Correcting the pronunciation of the ya'

Similar to the "correction" of the waw by a superscript alif (above 1.3.3) we encounter the same feature of vocalization with the ya':

Much has been speculated about this orthography (cf. Diem, Unters. 1:248–50). We may add that the rasm of the word would even allow for the interpretation of the ya' as the Syriac name of the Torah, and that there is an affinity between the letter ra' and a following initala vowel, as in:

Generally, the alif Maqṣūra as in kubrâ or ramâ or mawâlî is written with a small alif on top of the ya', as in:

(83) یِلِیِلُ یِلِیِلُ e.g. in StT 11:36.
However, in some transmissions (like Warsh 'an Nafi’ in North Africa) of the Qur’an every alif Maqṣūra is indicated by a special sign like the diamond in (82) or by a thick dot under the preceding letter. This implies the imālā pronunciation. /ile/ or, with the extensions by personal suffixes, /ile:ka, ile:hu, ile:hum/, etc. Again, this kind of pronunciation (/ile:hu, ile:hum/, etc.) is part of the system(s) observed in the early texts which have been vocalized by red dots.

In many old manuscripts (e.g. AGK), and in contrast to the, the prepositions / and / are written with an alif / and /- Although the reason for this variant is not clear, it seems that it has nothing to do with the relative age of the manuscripts.

2.4 ya’ instead of alif = Writing the imālā?

Normally, in early texts neither the short /a/ nor long /a:/ were part of the script. However, in some transmissions (like Warsh ‘an Nafi’) the uncertain vowel length can be expressed by the letter /ile:/ or, with the extensions by personal suffixes, /ile:ka, ile:hu, ile:hum/, etc. This implies the imālā pronunciation, /ile:/ or, with the extensions by personal suffixes, /ile:ka, ile:hu, ile:hum/, etc. is part of the system(s) observed in the early texts which have been vocalized by red dots.

In many old manuscripts (e.g. AGK), and in contrast to the, the prepositions / and / are written with an alif / and /- Although the reason for this variant is not clear, it seems that it has nothing to do with the relative age of the manuscripts.

2.4 ya’ instead of alif = Writing the imālā?

Normally, in early texts neither the short /a/ nor long /a:/ were part of the script. Consequently, in more cases than not the question remained open whether the vocalization was thought to be a fathā or a super script alif, viz. a “dagger alif.” In transcription the uncertain vowel length can be expressed by the letter <ī>, combining the short vowel <ī> with the long vowel <ī>, which is only expressed later by the dagger alif, or which became substituted by the addition of an alif which was thus integrated into the rasm.

It seems, however, that in a few cases the former ambiguous <ī> vocalization was not disambiguated by the insertion of an alif into the text, but by a ya’ instead. I propose to see this phenomenon not as a singular case for the name of Abraham, but in the context of the imālā in general, because of a few similar examples.

(84) ‘Ibrahīm (‘Ibrāhīm)

is written thus 54 times in the Standard Text, except in the second Sūra, where the name is always written without a ya’ as ‘Ibrāhīm. This latter writing would allow for a reading ‘Abrahām, being completely in line with the Hebrew or Syriac name. However, in order to ensure the uniform pronunciation of ‘Ibrahīm in this Sūra throughout, / waive / which was thus integrated into the rasm.

As for the second Sūra, ms. K writes ‘Ibrāhīm in 2:140. As for the other Sūras where the Standard Text has ‘Ibrāhīm throughout, we find in the manuscripts ‘Ibrāhīm at these places: 3:33 (ns. C), 4:125; 19:41; 19:58 (ms. A), 53:37 (ns. D), 16:42 (ms. F). Thus it can be safely said that the Standard Text has undergone at least one orthographic revision in which either the second Sūra became harmonized with ‘Ibrāhīm while all other Sūras continued to write ‘Ibrāhīm—or vice versa. Werner Diem17 proposes that ‘Ibrāhīm was used by the Arabs as a historical Aramaic writing, whereas the writing with a ya’ represents the actual pronunciation of the name by the Arabs. This idea does not contradict the following argument for an influence of the imālā on the orthography.

It is unclear when the specifically Arabic form of the name—in which the spelling of the vowel in the last syllable with a ya’—indicates a pronunciation different from the Hebrew and Aramaic—first occurs; it is doubtful that the spelling ‘Ibrāhīm is pre-Islamic,18 since it has been preserved only in early Islamic (and not pre-Islamic) inscriptions.19 Anyway, we propose to see this orthography as the representation of an extreme imālā in early Arabic pronunciation, which tended to be written with the letter ya’ rather than with an “alif” for the long /a:/ sound, which was not expressed in script in any case. This would mean that the original spelling of the name was /abrah/ /abrah/: although its pronunciation could well have been /abrah/, /abrah/:.

Probably only an imālā pronunciation of a long /a:/—which exists in the other Semitic languages—could lead to the new orthography with a ya’ in Arabic, because this letter was felt to be closer to the actual pronunciation. In a way, this alteration symbolizes the emancipation of Arabic from the scribal traditions of akin and/or superior languages, and possibly the “invention” of the Arabic alphabet as opposed to the old abjad fell into this early period. In some modern Qur’ān editions the imālā is written as a thick round dot instead of or in addition to a kasra; this cannot be reproduced by the available Arabic character sets, except for transliteration: instead of the <ī> for the normal kasra an <ī> is used here, and the “digraph” combination of the <ī> with the following ya’ is marked additionally by an arch (<īy>: ‘Ibrahīm = ‘Ibrāhīm).

As can be seen in this table, the unified writing of / ‘Ibrāhīm/ without a ya’ in the second Sūra is not observed in most of the other Qur’ān editions, which are quoted here as above in 1.3.2.

In the Standard Text there are still a few other graphic traces of the imālā writing:

(85) bi ‘layyāmi (bi ‘ layyāymi), only once in ST written as / ‘layyāmi/ (Q 14:5), while the usual orthography has / ‘layyāmi/ (Q 3:24) or / ‘layyāmi/ (Q 3:140). In the early manuscripts C and K both words are written defectively as ‘Ibrāhīm ‘Ibrāhīm, ‘Ibrāhīm ‘Ibrāhīm.

19 M.A. al-‘Ushsh, “Kitāb ‘arabiyya,” 227–346. The four inscriptions are either undated (viz. #7/597 and 85/107), or are datable to the time of the Umayyad reign of al-Walid b. ‘Abd al-Malik, #10/21 and 36/55. In all inscriptions the name is written / ‘Ibrāhīm/.

16 For the question of Qur’ānic orthography and the imālā see Bergstrasser/Pretzl in GDQ3, 37 fn. 3. A chapter on the Arabic imālā is found in M.S. Howard, A Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, Delhi: Gian Publishing House 1986, 4:738–71.
Although there is no longer any trace of it in the Standard Text, the old manuscripts have preserved almost totally the orthography of 'ayatu (sg.) or 'ayiitu (pl.) written with two yi's instead of one. We propose to interpret the conventional word Ao!l as the regular plural would then be ~I, its modern vocalization in the Standard Text being ~I.

In the early manuscripts, however, the singular ~I is - according to our sources - always written as ~I, which is possibly the clue for understanding that the first yi represents the imāla, and so we assume:


Theoretically, the reading ~I Jayyah ('iya) seems to be also possible, but in that case we would rather expect a writing with one yi only, ~I, like in the Standard Text today.

The plural in the manuscripts is generally ~I or ~I, which I should interpret, in the light of the singular, as ~I or ~I, as ~I or ~I, as ~I, ~I, 'eythi, 'eytainā, in the more conventional transcription.

(88) ~I rigeylu" (rigelun), instead of ~I in the StT (Q 72:6) occurs in manuscript D;

(89) ~I teba (tēba), instead of ~I in the StT (Q 4:3) in ms. A.

A frequent variant without parallels in the Standard Text is


Figure 6.2

Ms. H (= DAM 01-29.1), first verses of Sūra 40; 'ilēha (instead of 'ilāha) is written in the third line, it looks like the following 'ilayhi:


In a more general sense it seems worthwhile to investigate the extent of the imāla pronunciation in the different "readings," not only in the center of a word, as in the name of Abraham, but also at the end, as in the prepositions ~I or ~I or any other yi'-alif, as in the plural ~I, or any other ~I or ~I or ~I or ~I or ~I (e.g. see the riwāya of Warsh "an Nāfi").

In this case, there can be no doubt about the intention of the scribe to write the plural ~I with an imāla because the word is in the middle of the rhyme sequence al-rāshād (verse 29), al-ahsāb (verse 30), līl- 'ibād (verse 31), al-tanād (verse 32), and hād (verse 33).

Figure 6.3 Ms. H (= DAM 01-29.1), Sūra 40:31; in the second line you see the word 'ilēha, in the center, in the third line the rhyme word al-tanād, and at the end hād.
3. The alif

The basic concept of the letter alif is sometimes visible in the orthography of the Standard Text in comparison with old manuscripts, although one cannot be sure which of the two preserves the older orthography, e.g.:

\begin{align*}
\text{(92) } & \text{aybakra in StT 36:35, as opposed to li-kina in ms. D,} \\
\text{(93) } & \text{haybakra in StT 24:27, as opposed to li-katn in A and Lewis' Pal.,}^{21} \\
\text{(94) } & \text{aybakra in StT 6:42; 7:94, instead of li-yata in ms. J and Berlin 314,}^{22} \\
\text{(95) } & \text{aybakra in StT 33:5, instead of li-yata in ms. Berlin 349,}^{23} \\
\text{(96) } & \text{aybakra in StT 13:34, instead of li-yata in ms. H.}
\end{align*}

The dilemma is evident if we observe in the same manuscript H that the distribution of the alif is opposite:

\begin{align*}
\text{(97) } & \text{yawan in ms. H, instead of li-yata in StT 43:19, or} \\
\text{(98) } & \text{yawan in ms. Berlin 349, instead of li-yata in StT 33:13, or} \\
\text{(99) } & \text{yawan in ms. A instead of li-yata in StT 16:61.}
\end{align*}

A glimpse at this problem must be sufficient for now, with a more thorough investigation reserved for the future.

3.1 At the beginning

3.1.1 The preposition 'a- for questions

In the early manuscripts it was not possible to indicate a question by the preposition 'a- if the following word already had an alif at the outset. Thus, it became an exegetical choice to define a sentence as a question or not, e.g.:

\begin{align*}
\text{(100) } & \text{a'idal } ... \text{a'in'al in the Standard Text 13:5, or} \\
\text{(101) } & \text{'asalum in StT 3:20.}
\end{align*}

3.1.2 alif-wasla

As a general rule in Classical Arabic the words are written as if they were isolated. Any assimilation, lengthening or shortening which happens regularly in the spoken language is part of extra reading rules but not part of the rasim. In early manuscripts, however, we observe exceptions to this rule, especially if the alif at the outset of a word is considered to be an alif-wasla.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{bi'll_husnay} & 6:73 & 7:89 & 16:102 & 43:86 & 45:6 \hline
\text{bi'll_haqi} & 34:48 & 34:48 D = & 43:86 D = & 45:6 D = \hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Variant writing in early manuscripts}
\end{table}

24 In this regard it is worth noting that in private letters written by Yemenis it is typical to find the article 'a in the writing of the one-letter particle li- with the elision of the alif in a following definite article, as in qil'ilahi. Thus, in manuscripts (as in D, 5:96 e.g.) the writing of li- corresponds perfectly with the writing of li- plus article served as the model for the orthography of other one-letter particles.

25 Other than this case it seems that in manuscripts the feature of leaving out of the alif-wasla only occurs with qamari-letters to follow, i.e. when the lam of the article is not assimilated phonetically to the first letter of the next noun. In this respect it probably represents an early orthographic reform – perhaps a regional one only – in favor of a more phonetic writing system,24 but the idea was evidently given up again. If we look at the examples below we notice that the alif-wasla was left out mainly after the one-letter particles li-, bi- and ka-. However, of these three only the particle li- has never been in dispute. The particle bi- has survived in the Standard Text without the ensuing alif in all of the basmala\textsuperscript{25} (بسم الله) of the Qur’ān, as well as in بسم of Sūras 11:41; 27:30 and 31. On the other hand, the alif-wasla is written بسم in Sūra 56:96; 69:51 and 96:1. In the manuscripts the dropping of the alif-wasla following the particle bi- is quite common, e.g.:

21 GdQ2, fn. 1.
22 GdQ2, 33.
23 Ibid.
24 In this regard it is worth noting that in private letters written by Yemenis it is typical to find the article 'a in the writing of the one-letter particle li- with the elision of the alif in a following definite article, as in qil'ilahi. Thus, in manuscripts (as in D, 5:96 e.g.) the writing of li- corresponds perfectly with the writing of li- plus article served as the model for the orthography of other one-letter particles.
25 The bi’ of the Basmala is usually written slightly elevated over the ensuing sūra; teachers of Arabic explain this feature by saying that the higher bi’ includes the alif graphically (although left out in script) of the following word “tam l sama.” In reality the story of the elevated bi’ is much simpler and has its foundation in the writing rules observed in the pre-Kufic and Kufic scripts. Even if there were no differentiation between consonants by dialectical dots, there was still a differentiation by height between letters, which mean different phonemes. In our case the bi’ had (and has) to be written higher (i.e. different) than the following sūra, because the three elements of the sūra are either written equally low, so that it is evident that they belong together and mean one letter – or the three elements are written in a regularly descending sequence, so that it is equally evident that they constitute one letter only.
26 Originally the alif was written, but erased later.
27 Originally the alif was written, but erased later.
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3.2.2 Substitution of the alif by a ُ

When the alif had become solely associated with the /a/ sound it had to be changed into the adequate ُ; thus we find

\[(105) \quad \text{la fa 'laqadum} \quad \text{in StT 43:24, or} \quad \text{in StT 14:37.} \]

In the next case, the word 'ušrā, the same change of concept has also taken place, but it is not visible in the rasm, which remains the same. Unlike in the Standard Text, in the manuscripts the final alif marks the short vowel:

\[(106) \quad \text{a.la} \quad \text{in mss. CG, and} \quad \text{in StT 3:119.} \]

However, more evidence is needed to clear up the relation between أُلْوُلْة أُلْوُلْة and its extension أُلْوُلْة in view of the alternatives أُلْوُلْة or أُلْوُلْة mentioned by Wright/de Goeje in their grammar of Arabic.28

3.3 At the end of a word

3.3.1 Final vowels

If, in early manuscripts, an *alif* was written at the end of a word, it was usually given up in the later orthography in favor of a *ya‘* if the preceding vowel was an *alif*, e.g.:

(108) ِّ ِّ يُهْيَبَُلَ (mss. AFK) instead of ِّ ِّ in StT 18:16.

However, if the vowel before the *hamza* was a short *alif*, no difference can be observed between the old manuscripts and the Standard Text:

(109) ِّ ِّ اليَنْبَاَلَ (mss. DGK) and StT 53:36,
(110) ِّ ِّ يُطْسَحَذَلَ (mss. CEGK) and StT 4:140,
(111) ِّ ِّ يُطْسَحَذَلَ (mss. FK) and StT 12:56,
(112) ِّ ِّ يُطْسَحَذَلَ in StT 39:74,
(113) ِّ ِّ يُطْسَحَذَلَ (mss. K) and StT 9:120.

The same is true if the vowel before the final *alif* is a long *alif*, as in

(114) ِّ ِّ تَنْعَوْلَ (mss. GK) and StT 28:76, or
(115) ِّ ِّ تَنْعَوْلَ (mss. CGK) and StT 5:29.

The exception to this rule is an *alif* which could remain as part of the *rasm* because it was possible to define it as the symbol for the indefinite accusative. As an example we take

(116) ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا in the early mss. ACDFH; in the Standard Text we have either

- ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا in 2:49 or ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا in 20:22 on the one hand, or
- ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا in 13:11 on the other. Similar is

(117) ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا in ms. H, which became ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا in the Standard Text.

It is very likely that ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا is the same as the word ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا with a feminine ending, but not an altogether different word.

The substitution of an archaic *alif* by a *ya‘* (to become the bearer of a *hamza* later on) can also be observed in

(118) ِّ ِّ سَيِّرَا ms. A (Q 17:38), qualified by Jeffery/Mendelsohn as “probably by scribal error” – which it certainly is not! In the Standard Text it is interpreted as

Here, the interpretation of the *rasm* even after the *alif* had been changed into the second *ya‘* went in two different directions in the Standard Text. Since the diacritical dots upon the final ِّ *ha‘* are a later innovation both readings emanate from an identical *rasm*, visible in mss. K and D: while in one version (Q 42:48) the final ِّ *ha‘* was read at the feminine ending of ِّ *ta‘ marbūta*, in the other reading (Q 17:38) the possessive suffix of the third person singular was preferred. The situation is reflected in the readings of the word by the old authorities: in Sūra 42:48 the context does not allow the reading with a suffix, and thus no variant reading is reported. However, in 17:38 the reading ِّ *ha‘* is the one favored in the Standard Text according to Hāfiz ‘an ‘Āqīm, while ِّ *sayyi‘atan* is read by Ibn Kathīr, Nāṣī‘, Abū ‘Amr and Abū Ja‘far.30

3.3.2 Final vowel or accusative ending?

An earlier final *alif* was given up altogether in the Standard Text:

(119) مَلْوْلُوْلَ (mss. DGK) or مَلْوْلُوْلَ in StT 53:24 and
(120) لَلْوْلُوْلَ (mss. GK) or لَلْوْلُوْلَ in StT 52:24 and
(121) لَلْوْلُوْلَ in StT 56:23.

Evidently the *alif* was understood to be a scribal error when its old value of a glottal stop had ceased to be normal, and thus it could be taken out of the *rasm*. However, in the two verses 22:23 and 35:33 the primordial final *alif* was not substituted by a *hamza*, but it remained unchanged in the Standard Text:

اَلْوْلُوْلَ asūwīra min dhahabiyya wa-lu‘lu‘an

This *alif* was retained because it could be interpreted as a “tamyiz” accusative, although this interpretation hardly matches the evident statement of the sentence. Thus, some translators ignore this accusative (rightly!) such as Únål, Hilālī or Abdullah Yusuf Ali: “(The believers in paradise will be) adorned therein with armbands/bracelets of gold and pearls . . .”. In order to indicate the putative refinement of the Arabic construction other translators helped themselves by putting a comma or inserting “with” before mentioning the pearls. Thus, the translation of Sheikh says “… bracelets of gold, and pearls . . .”; Bell has “… bracelets of gold and with pearls . . .”, and Pickthall “… armlets of gold, and pearls . . .”. Of course, and in the light of the preceding remarks, the *alif* is not an

accusative, but has the function of the (later) hamza, and is to be read as lu‘lu‘in, parallel to dhahabin!

This case is not unique, as we learn from variant readings of the same rasm by different readers. While the Standard Text (Q 7:190) in the reading of Ḥafṣ has

(122) شركاء “partners”,

Nafi’, Shu‘ba and Abū Ja‘far read

شركاء “idolatry”;

and while the StT in Sūrat 8:66 has

(123) دايفاء “weakness”,

Abū Ja‘far reads

دعافاء “weak (people).”

### 3.3.3 Correcting the pronunciation of the alif

Until the present I have traced only one example of this kind of substitution as a parallel to the common phenomena mentioned above in sections 1.3.3 and 2.3.3. While the Standard Text writes

(124) يلابت in 19:19,

the riwayas of Warsh ‘an Nafi‘ as well as of al-Dūrī ‘an Abī ‘Amr do not show a different rasm, but by placing a superscript little yā’ on top of the alif they change the subject from the first person (li-‘ahaba) into the third person, reading li-yahaba.

The philological difference is small, but the theological implication seems to have induced the variant reading: instead of “He [i.e. Our spirit (Gabriel), GRP] said: ‘I am the messenger of thy Lord, that I may give thee a boy, pure.’ ” [Bell], now the meaning is theoretically correct “... (announcing) that He will give thee ...”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warsh ‘an Nafi‘, Q 19:19</th>
<th>al-Dūrī ‘an Abī ‘Amr, Q 19:18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>لا يَأْهَب</td>
<td>لا يَأْهَب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لا يَأْهَب</td>
<td>لا يَأْهَب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>الَّذِي يَأْهَب</strong></td>
<td><strong>الَّذِي يَأْهَب</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>الَّذِي يَأْهَب</strong></td>
<td><strong>الَّذِي يَأْهَب</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maghribī version, # 9 in Bibliography 4.2. Naskhī version, # 11 in Bibliography 4.2 Naskhī, # 14 in Bibliography 4.2

### 1.3.4 “Amphibious” alif

The Arabic script does not mark the end of a word by a blank space or otherwise by a word divider. Therefore a variant interpretation concerning the word borders cannot be gained from the rasm of an old manuscript but only by discovering different readings which presuppose an identical rasm. In the case of the alif the different interpretation of the word border can be observed in these examples:

(125) سيّد الله “before Allah” in StT 33:69 is also read

“as a servant of Allāh,”32 or

“the servant of Allāh.”33

(126) أَمَّاَلَ آيَةُ | “helpers of Allah” in StT 61:14 is also read

Aً مَّلَآِيَةُ | “as helpers of Allāh.”34

(127) يَمِّلَالْدُبَابَةَ | “when it withdraws” in StT 74:33 is also read

يَمِّلَالْدُبَابَةَ | “when it withdraws,”35 or

يَمِّلَالْدُبَابَةَ | “when it withdraws.”36

Although the content of the verse remains practically the same, there is an uncertainty whether the first or the fourth verbal stem is meant. This is underlined by the fact that, in the Standard Text, the following verse 74:34 is spelled differently, with two alifs following each other:

### 3.4 Ortho-epic variants of the alif

#### 3.4.1 Omission of an alif before the article al-

There are 150 occurrences of اَل in the Qur‘ān which are normally followed by the article al-. In this situation any vowel preceding the article has to be shortened in order to produce a closed syllable, together with the article to follow, as in اَلْمُعْتَطِفَ “a servant of God,” which is to be read as اَلْمُعْتَطِفَ. As there are only three verses in which the ending -hii: is written defectively, it is doubtful whether these belong to the group of ortho-epic variants (cf. above the shortening of the wāw and the yā’ in the same constellation, 1.3.1 and 2.3.1), but for the moment there is no better explanation to hand:

32 See MQQ # 7032/1.
33 See MQQ # 7032/2.
34 See MQQ # 9224.
35 See MQQ # 9640/1.
36 See MQQ # 9640/2.
Moreover, it is amazing that in all of the old manuscripts consulted the rasim of the
three words is written exactly like the Standard Text, without any plene variant.

3.4.2 Plene writing of a short /a/ fatha to ensure (a long?) vocalic rhyme

Two different cases can be observed. On the one hand a group in Sūra 33 and
where the /a/ of the accusative is written plene because the word is in a
of vocalic rhymes at the end of or within a verse:

(129 a) ٌٌٌ in Standard Text 33:10,
(129 b) ٌ in Standard Text 33:66,
(129 c) ٌ in Standard Text 33:67,
(129 d) ٌ in Standard Text 76:4,
(129 e) ٌ in Standard Text 76:15, 16.

In (129 d) and (129 e) the final alif can also be understood to be the accusative
ending of a normal triptote noun in pausal pronunciation – which would contradict
the later grammar of Classical Arabic, where broken plurals are considered to be
diptote nouns.

On the other hand, the name of the ancient tribal group of the Thamūd is
diptote according to the grammar of CA, but there can be no doubt that the name is
tripote in the Qur’ān, not different from the ancient tribal group of ‘Ad:

(130 a) ٌ in Sūra 25:38,
(130 b) ٌ in Sūra 29:38 and
(130 c) ٌ in Sūra 76:50–51,
(130 d) ٌ in Sūra 11:68.

With the small circle above the alif of ٌ, the editors of the Standard Text
indicate that this letter is “superfluous”, like the alif in ٌ.

3.4.3 Plene writing of a short /a/ before a Hamza in the Standard Text

Among the recitation rules of the Qur’ān is the lengthening of any vowel before a
glottal stop. When the idea as well as its sign “hamza” was not yet invented, the
alif alone could be used to carry out the function of the later hamza.

The most prominent group of examples for the plene writing of a short /a/
are the verses which start with “I swear... / lā 'uqsimu / la 'uqsimu / َّ...”
(Q 56:75; 69:38; 70:40; 81:15; 84:16; 90:1). Although there can be no doubt that
the formula introduces a positive oath, there has been much irritation about the
explanation of the negation lā, and even Arne Ambros in his Dictionary (p. 329)
qualifies the lā as a “particle of un(certain) function before 'uqsimu 'I swear' ”.
In my view the lā is simply the plene writing of the assertive particle lā.
One additional argument in favor of this view is the resumption of the particle lā: in some of the verses which follow after the passage of 'uqsimu

(131) 56:75, 76: َّ...، َّ...، َّ...، َّ...،
69:38, 40: َّ...، َّ...، َّ...، َّ...،
81:15, 19: َّ...، َّ...، َّ...، َّ...،
84:16, 19: َّ...، َّ...، َّ...، َّ...،
90:1, 4: َّ...، َّ...، َّ...، َّ...،

None of the manuscripts consulted shows a variant without the second alif like َّ، nor do any of the printed editions consulted (# 1–19, see Bibliography 4.2),
which are basically manuscripts.

Bergstrasser and Pretzl have already observed that there are two more examples
of this kind in the Qur’ān, viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sūra</th>
<th>Alif</th>
<th>Alif</th>
<th>Alif</th>
<th>Alif</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81:15</td>
<td>#8</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>#9</td>
<td>#10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bergstrasser and Pretzl have already observed that there are two more examples
of this kind in the Qur’ān, viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sūra: Verse</th>
<th>Hafs’ an</th>
<th>in the old</th>
<th>in the printed</th>
<th>(Arabic)</th>
<th>in the old</th>
<th>in the printed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Áqīm</td>
<td>manuscripts</td>
<td>editions #</td>
<td></td>
<td>manuscripts</td>
<td>editions #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>= CFGK</td>
<td>= 1–11, 14–19</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td>= 12, 13</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:21</td>
<td>= K</td>
<td>= 1–19</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the same place Bergstrasser quotes al-Naysābūrī that he saw, with an
additional alif:

| 2:221      | = K      | = 1–19     | ولاحم in a Damascene ms. |

\[OdhQ3, 48, n. 2.\]
However, neither the manuscripts consulted nor the printed editions confirm this, although the orthography would not be “wrong” in the light of the cases listed below.

I propose to look at the phenomenon of a *plene* writing before a following *hamaa* on a larger scale, because there are similar cases of allegedly “otiose” *alf* in early manuscripts or in actual Qur’ān editions other than the Standard Text from Cairo/Medina, apart from the lā ’uşsimu verses mentioned above.

---

### Table: Plene Writing Before a Hamza

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>ًلاَلْاَلْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
<td>ُالْأَمِينَ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the old manuscripts</td>
<td>5, 9–13, 15–19</td>
<td>5, 7–19</td>
<td>1–19</td>
<td>1–19</td>
<td>1–19</td>
<td>5, 9–13, 15–17</td>
<td>1–19</td>
<td>1–19</td>
<td>5, 9–11, 14, 18, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arabic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the printed editions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Conclusions drawn from the ortho-epic lengthening of the short *laa/

It has always been clear to the Muslim exegetes that the *laa* in these verses does not mean a negation but an affirmation of the following oath. Although they qualify the *alf*, rightly, to be “superfluous/zā ‘ida” they nevertheless retained it in script because it also evokes the prohibition “no!” In line with this association an invisible question has been imagined to introduce the verse, such as, “Would you perhaps think that I forget my promises?” which could then be answered by an emphatic “Nay! I swear...” Evidently, in order to allow for this secondary exegesis of the wording, the original orthography has not been “modernized” as have the cases of *la*/*laa*, etc. (see above). Of course, this second interpretation is not a philological one but an additional exegesis of the graphical appearance. However, the correct argument that the *alf* is superfluous in these cases is not explained by the grammarians; it is, in fact, ortho-epic or purely phonetic!

Most of the German translations follow this path (“Nein doch! Ich schwöre bei...” in Paret’s translation, which follows Bergsträsser’s 1914 *Verneinungs- und Fragelartikel*). In his English translation Bell even adheres to the negation (“I swear not by the Lord of...”) although verses 56:75–76 make it evident that an oath is intended: “So I swear by the setting of the stars. *And verily that is a great oath, if you but know*” (in the translation of al-Hilālī).

It is likely that a careful examination of the Qur’ānic text will show that there are more examples of the ortho-epic *alf* than are listed above. This different interpretation would not always produce a totally different meaning, but it could help to achieve a better understanding of the text, as in the case of Sūra 36:22:

---

38 Jeffrey/Mendelsohn write erroneously: “...لَا لَا...” is mistakenly written لَا لَا... Doubtless a scopic error. “Orthography”, 190.

39 The additional *alf* was inserted later. As the variant is not common, but rather seems to be a singular amendment, it is legitimate to speculate that the one who made this “correction” did it because he had another standard in his mind (“ortho-epical”), or because he inserted the *alf* because of a different manuscript original which he copied and believed to be more authentic.

40 *Laaw* erased later.

41 The second *alf* has been deleted; however, the space left is still visible.

42 The second *alf* has been deleted; however, the space left is still visible.

43 The second *alf* has been deleted; however, the space left is still visible.
In the traditional interpretation the comma is turned positively by formulating a rhetorical question: "And why should I not worship Him (Allāh alone) Who has created me . . . " (transl. Hilālī). In his commentary Fath al-Qadīr al-Shawkānī explains: "That means: Which obstacle from my side prevents me from worshipping the One who created me?"44

On the other hand, if we regard the comma to be the affirmative preposition la- written plene before the hamza of 22, the sentence could mean: "How then? I do worship Him Who has created me . . . " As a proof of the possibility of a different interpretation we can adduce that in the Sammarqand muṣḥaf (A) in this verse the "Y is mistakenly written ᵻ," as Jeffery comments.45 But, since Jeffery's judgments ("mistakenly," "erroneously," etc.) are not always substantiated—since the same "errors" are found in comparable manuscripts—we are entitled to rather ask ourselves whether the concept of the scribe makes sense, too, and what may have induced him to write "his" variant even if no other traditional variant of this kind is reported. In our case, i.e. by the use of 'ni instead of 's, the translation would be: "I have no choice but to worship Him Who has created me . . . " Thus, the meaning of the sentence is quite the same, although the concept is different.

However, the ortho-epic alif may open the way for an altogether new interpretation in other passages. An example of this kind is al-Kāfūrūn (109) which is usually understood in a negative way:

(1) Say: O ye that reject Faith! (2) I worship not that which ye worship. (3) Nor will ye worship that which I worship. (4) And I will not worship that which ye will have been wont to worship, (5) Nor will ye worship that which I worship. (6) To you be your Way, and to me mine.

[Trans. Yusuf Ali]

According to Islamic tradition this Sūra is one of the earliest revelations in Mecca, which would mean that the addressee ("Say [Muhammad?):") is ordered to give up any hope of gaining the unbelievers to his cause. Later on, when the new religion had been well established and had taken the offensive, the last verse would have seemed to be an appeal for co-existence, so that it was claimed to be "abrogated" by the so-called "sword verse" (Q 9:5).46 Nevertheless, the actual sitz im leben of this Sūra is explained in an anonymous semi-official Shi'ite Qurʾān commentary in this way: "This is a good example for all Muslims that under no conditions should they collude with the enemies of Islam against the basis of the religion, and if it happens that disbelievers ask them to follow such suggestions they should make them totally hopeless."47

A modern Sunni commentator in the USA claims that "This Sūrah was not revealed to preach religious tolerance as some people of today seem to think, but it was revealed in order to exonerate the Muslims from the disbelievers' religion . . . to express their total disgust and unconcern with them; to tell them that Islam and Kufr (unbelief) had nothing in common . . . Although it was initially addressed to the disbelieving Quraysh in response to their proposals of compromise, it is not confined to them only. Having made it a part of the Qurʾān, Allah gave the Muslims the eternal teaching, stating that they should exonerate themselves by word and deed from the creed of Kufr (disbelief), wherever and in whatever form it may be . . . "48

49 The meaning of kāfūr in the Qurʾān is either "infidel" or "ungrateful"—with lethal consequences for those who are accused to be "infidels."
In M.F. Malik's translation the verse reads: "Do not argue with the People of the Book except in good manner - except with those who are wicked among them - and say: 'We believe in that which is sent down to us and that which is sent down to you; our God and your God is the same one God (Allah), to him we submit as Muslims.'"

There is even a parallel expression in Sura 42:15, equating the Din of Sura 109:6 with "a màl ([religious] deeds)".

In the translation of Hilalî/Khân it reads: "... and I am commanded to do justice to you. Allâh is our Lord and your Lord. For us our deeds and for you your deeds. There is no dispute between us and you. Allâh will assemble us (all), and to Him is the final return." Similar, though less explicit verses that "our God and your God is the same one God" are 23:32, 37:4, 41:6, 43:84, 52:43 and 114:3.

However, I have to add that my argument is that of a non-Muslim orientalist; I feel no obligation to the strata of medieval exegesis which have been erected by the Qur'an the scholars have erected the unsurmountable wall of a "consensus (ijmii)" (of Muslim scholars), founded on the Prophet's saying that his community will not unite in an error. Thus, the well-established negative interpretation of Sura 109:1-5 stresses the incompatibility of the Muslims' religion with that of the People of the Book. Consequently, as the last verse (Q 109:6) sounds conciliatory it had therefore to be regarded as abrogated by the "sword verse" (Q 9:5). And again, unfortunately, both of the (conciliatory) verses 29:46 or 42:15 are considered to be abrogated by the belligerent verse 9:29.50

Fight those people of the Book (Jews and Christians) who do not believe in Allah and the Last Day, do not refrain from what has been prohibited by Allah and his Rasool and do not embrace the religion of truth (Al-Islam), until they pay Jizyah (protection tax) with their own hands and feel themselves subdued.

(trans. M.F. Malik)


4 Bibliography

4.1 Manuscripts

Early manuscripts

The capital letters A to K are abbreviations for the manuscripts which have been used in order to set up the tables in sections 2.1, 3.1.2 and 3.4.3.

A = Samarqand [Kufî style]

(I use a small photocopy of the facsimile edition made by Pissareff, but due to the many wrong emendations in it the information concerning the orthographic variants are gained only from the article of A. Jefferey and I. Mendelsohn, see Bibliography 4.3)

C = Paris, BN 328 (a) [Hijâzî style]


D = Șan'a', DAM 01-28.1 [Hijâzî style]

Black and white microfilm.

E1 = Birmingham, Mingana Collection, Cat. 2 = # 1572 [Hijâzî style]

(Since July 8, 2009 the “Virtual Manuscript Room” at the University of Birmingham has put some 70 manuscripts from the Mingana collection online, with excellent quality. This manuscript can be seen at <http://vmr.bham.ac.uk/Collections/Mingana/Arabic_Arabic_1572> (accessed February 3, 2011).

F = London, BL Or. 2165 [Hijâzî style]


G = St. Petersburg, E 20 [Hijâzî style]
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Oriental Studies, 2004. [Weak black and white “facsimile” edition together with useful CD in colour]

H = Şan’a’, DAM 01–29.1 [Hijāzī style]

Black and white microfilm.

J = Şan’a’, DAM 01–25.1 [Hijāzī style]

Black and white microfilm.

K = İstanbul, Topkapi “Muṣḥaf ‘Uthmān” [Kūfī style]


4.2 Recently printed Qur’ān editions

The numbers 1 to 19 are abbreviations for the editions used for setting up the tables in sections 1.3.2, 2.3.2, 2.4, and 3.4.3. Catalogue numbers such as <Ar+En 40– Yusuf Ali 01.1> are my own abbreviations for the edition in question.

As the Standard Text (StT = “reading” of  Hạḍā’ an ‘Āṣim) for reference and for comparison we take the official “King Fahd” or “Medina” Muṣḥaf which contains the same orthography as the “Cairo” or “Pu‘ud” Muṣḥaf. It is written in a clear Naskhī script by the calligrapher ‘Uthman Taha:

<Ar 16/2- Fahd 15.1> al-Madīna 1415/1994–5


Indian tradition

# 1 = <Ar+En 40– Yusuf Ali 01.1> Lahore 1938


# 2 = <Ar+Ge 40– Ahmadīyya 01.1> Frankfurt 2006


# 3 = <Ar+Ge 40– Denffer 01.1> München 1997


# 4 = <Ar+En 40– Sheikh 01.1> Lahore 2004


# 5 = <Ar 40– Ma’rifā 13.1> Damascus 2004


# 6 = <Ar 40– Idara 13.1> New Delhi 2004


# 7 = <Ar 2– Maghribi 11.1> Tripoli/Şan’a’ 1392/1983

Muṣḥaf sharīf bi-riwāyāt al-imām Qālūn bi-l-rasm al-‘Uthmānī. Şan’a’ (Tārābulus?): Maktabat al-Yaman al-Kubrā, 1392/1983 [The remark about the Maktabat al-Yaman al-Kubrā is misleading because the Muṣḥaf is definitely a Libyan one and was sanctioned by Colonel Mu’ammar al-Qaddhāfi].

# 8 = <Ar 2– Ma’rīfa 15.1> Damascus 1427


# 9 = <Ar 3– Maghribi 11.1> Tunis n.y. (ca 2000)

Riwāyat Warsh ‘an Nāfi’

1. “... of the year 1392 after the death of the Prophet ...” which is the Libyan dating, initiated by Colonel Mu’ammar al-Qaddhāfi, not “after the Hijrah”!
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riwa'yt Khalaf an Ḥamzah

# 17 <Ar 18- Ma’rifa 15.1> Damascus 1428/2008

Ottoman

# 18 <Ar 16/3– 15.1 Özçay 15.1> İstanbul / 1998

# 19 <Ar 16/3– Âmidî 15.2> İstanbul ‘1394/1974
(Qur’an)–Istanbul: Maṭba’at Renkler, 1394/1974 [Original calligraphy by Hāmid al-Âmidî (1891–1982 AD)].

Transcription table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>shadda</th>
<th>madda</th>
<th>any alif</th>
<th>alif-waqla</th>
<th>hamza alone</th>
<th>hamza on carrier</th>
<th>sukūn and short vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ḍ</td>
<td>ḍ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphemic</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonemic</td>
<td>xx</td>
<td>no sign</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>no sign</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traditional</td>
<td>xx</td>
<td>no sign</td>
<td>no sign</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no sign</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

x = any letter of the rasm, as well as short vowels are written on the line; all other vocalization signs are transcribed in superscript.

Writing long vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>plane</th>
<th>defectively</th>
<th>defectively and ortho-epic length</th>
<th>alif za’idā short vowels plane, i.e. graphic only; mater lectionis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ṣ</td>
<td>ṣ</td>
<td>ṣ</td>
<td>ṣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphemic</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonemic</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traditional</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gerd-R. Puin


# 10 <Ar 3- Maghribi 15.1> Cairo 1383 / 1964

# 11 <Ar 3- Ma’rifa 15.1> Damascus 1425

riwa’yt al-Bazzī / Qunbul ‘an Ibn Kathīr

# 12 <Ar 5- Alqeraat 15.1> Bonn 1429/2008

# 13 <Ar 7- Alqeraat 15.1> Bonn 1429/2008

riwa’yt al-Dārī ‘an Abī ‘Amr

# 14 <Ar 9- Ma’rifa 15.1> Damascus 1420

riwa’yt Ḥāṣf ‘an ‘Aṣīm

# 15 <Ar 16/4– Baydūn 15.1> Beirut 1977

# 16 <Ar 16/4– Muṣḥaf 15.1> Damascus 1979
### Part III

**Qur'ānic vocabulary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>/a:/ in the Standard Text: alif-madda, dagger alif, alif-waw, or alif-yæ'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class. Ar.</strong></td>
<td><strong>tanw harassed alif-madda</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td><strong>Class. Ar.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arabic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Class. Ar.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>graphemic</strong></td>
<td>َاءٰلا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>phonemic</strong></td>
<td>َاءٰلا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>traditional</strong></td>
<td>َاءٰلا</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the *imāla* is indicated by a special sign in the Arabic original, the transcription will use an <e> instead of an <a>. The graphemic version <ey> is then equivalent with the phonemic transcription <e>.
7 Hapaxes in the Qurʾān: identifying and cataloguing lone words (and loanwords)

Shawkat M. Toorawa

New readings are generated not simply by analysis, that is, by breaking down the text. Rather they result from catalysis, that is, by establishing new links and relations among the elements of the text itself and with the context in which it is read. (Daniel Madigan, 2004)

In spite of the attention devoted by classical and medieval Muslim exegetes and modern scholars to the rare, unusual, difficult, and loan (or so-called “foreign”) words in the Qurʾān, there has been very little discussion of these within the larger contexts of Sūra structure, Qurʾānic literary structure, and Qurʾānic poetics. One item in particular that has not excited any substantial interest but which can contribute in important ways to analyses of these issues is the frequency of hapax legomena in the Qurʾān. A hapax legomenon (often just hapax, pl. hapaxes, for short, literally something “said only once,” is a word or form, sometimes even a phrase or expression, that appears only once in a text, author, or corpus. Hapax legomena are, to be sure, occasionally signaled by modern scholars of the Qurʾān but such mention is usually incidental to discussions of loanwords and emendations. I am not aware, however, of any sustained discussion or analysis of hapaxes individually or as a group in classical or medieval scholarship, and only aware of two works dedicated to them in modern scholarship—a hard-to-find catalog produced by a religious scholar in Cairo in 2002, and a 2008 University of Vienna

1 I am grateful to Andrew Rippin and Walid Saleh for important references; and to Maryam Toorawa and Munther Younes for technical help with the hapax lists. I am especially grateful to Gabriel Reynolds for inviting me to present this material at Notre Dame, for subsequently soliciting this article, and for his feedback; to Hannah Hemphill for her close reading; and to Devin Stewart for his comments.

2 D.A. Madigan, “Foreword,” in QHC, xiii.

3 The use of the term originates with early Homeric scholars in Alexandria, notably Zesodotus of Ephesus (c. 325–234 BCE) and Aristarchus of Samothrace (c. 200–145 BCE) (see F. Martinazzoli, Hapax Legomenon I/2, Rome: Glasmundi, 1957). Some scholars prefer hapax eiremenon to hapax legomenon.

4 One recent study of a single hapax, if motivated by interest in exegetical silence rather than in Qurʾānic poetics, is R. Tottoli, “The Qurʾān, Qurʾānic exegesis and Muslim traditions: The case of ṣambar (Q 76:13) among Hell’s punishments,” JQS 10:1, 2006, 142–52.

5 I am extremely grateful to Walid Saleh for sending me, and thus alerting me to the existence of, ‘Āli al-Malāri, al-‘Ajīr al-wahhāda fi-l-Qurʾān al-karīm wa-stirr i’jāzihā, Cairo: Hurus li-l-Ṭibā’ a wa-l-Nashr, 2002.
Hapaxes in the Qur’an

Greenspahn’s characterization of modern Bible scholars applies to students of the Qur’an too. I myself have been guilty of this, when I referred in an article to falsaq, nafffāḥāt, waqab, ghāṣiq, ḥāṣid and ḥasad in al-Falāq (Q 113) as hapaxes.13 Falsaq, ghāṣiq, ḥāṣid and ḥasad are indeed words that occur only once in the Qur’an, but they are also words the roots (properly, the root-consonant combinations) of which are attested elsewhere in the text (namely fālāq, ghasaq and yahudūn). Nafffāḥāt and waqab, on the other hand, are unique words from unique roots. This illustrates the need not only for a list of hapax legomena in the Qur’an, but in particular a need for one based on explicit criteria.

Cataloging Qur’anic hapaxes

wa-ṣam yakun lahu kafi’an ahdad (Q 112:4)
“without a single partner, peerless”13

There are many resources available to assist in creating a catalog of Qur’anic hapaxes.14 First and foremost is the Qur’an itself, of course. It is desirable to have a list of hapaxes based on the entire Qur’anic corpus (i.e. including variant canonical readings), but since the text circulates mainly in the standard version produced in Egypt in the 1930s, based on the canonical Ḥaḍīṣ ‘an ‘Āṣim reading, that is the version on which I base the lists presented here.15

Premodern inventories

The Masoretes used a marginal notation to signal forms and constructions that did not recur in the Hebrew Bible. This notation extended to words uniquely spelled or to unique juxtapositions, even when the words do occur elsewhere in the text.16 Such a practice appears not to have existed for the Qur’an, but attempts to single out and explain rare or unusual words were quite common. Of use, therefore, are

---

Adapted from the original text to improve readability and coherence.

6 I regrettably had access too late to O. Elma,”Die Interpretationsgeschichte der koranischen Hapaxlegomena,” PhD dissertation, University of Vienna, 2008, to include its detailed findings here.
13 S.M. Toorawa, “‘The Inimitable Rose’, being Qur’anic saj’ from al-Dhūḥā to al-Nāṣ, (Q 93–114) in English rhyming prose,” JQS 8:2, 2006, 153. Translations throughout are mine.
15 According to Muḥammad Isamil ibn Ḥabīb, Mu’jam al-alfiṣr wa-l-a’lam al-Qur’aniyya, rev. ed., Cairo: Dir al-Fikr al-‘Arabi, 1418/1998, 10, there are 77,437 words in the standard edition of the Qur’an, made up of 340,740 letters and distributed over the 6,236 āyāt that make up the 114 Sūras (roughly 91 Meccan and 23 Medinan).
16 Modern scholars of the Bible have shown that the Masoretes missed up to twenty-four absolute hapaxes. This is not surprising since the Masoretes were not interested in cataloging hapaxes but rather in flagging those forms and expressions that might have confused scribes, precisely because they were rare or unusual. See Greenspahn, Hapax Lexemen, 4–6.
the works of Muslim linguists, grammarians and exegetes of the classical and medieval periods. The most important of these are the ghārib works, about the Qurʾān’s difficult words; muʿarraf works, about the Qurʾān’s “Arabized” loan and so-called “foreign” words; and mufradāt works, about the Qurʾān’s lexicon generally. Some general works, such as the comprehensive al-Itqān fī ʿulūm al-Qurʾān (“Thorough mastery in the Qurʾānic sciences”) by al-Suyūṭī (d. 911/1505), also include extended discussion of Qurʾānic vocabulary. As essential as they are for a study of the Qurʾānic lexicon, no pre-modern works, about the Qurʾān’s loan and difficult words. The most important of these are the al-ʿazf vocabulary (“so-called Quranic hapaxes”)

The most important of these are the al-ʿazf vocabulary (“so-called Quranic hapaxes”) and the Muʿjam mufradāt al-ʿazf al-Qurʾān (“Lexicon of Qurʾānic vocabulary”) of al-ʿRāghib al-ʾIṣfahānī (d. 502/1108). Al-ʿRāghib al-ʾIṣfahānī’s organizational principle is unusual. He lists words and expressions alphabetically by the first letter of the first word but subdivides the words listed for each letter of the alphabet by differentiating the vowel on the first letter in the order fatḥa (‐), dammāma (‐a‐), kasra (‐i‐). These are listed in the sequence in which they appear in the Qurʾān and are also simply defined. Thus, for the letter ʾaʾ, we have: 21 thawāb, ṭaqqufuʾuṭuʾuḥu, ṭamād, ṭaquqal, al-ṭharāʾ, ṭanīya ʿṭīḥi, ṭalāḥuʾ ʿawrāʾ, ṭāwāiyāʾ, ṭaḥāb, ṭaqtāfāʾ, ʿṭammā; ṭulāḥā, ṭubāʾ, ṭuʾ bāʾ, ṭumur, ṭubābāʾ, ṭuqfāʾ, ṭulla, ṭawwābīra, ṭiiqḏāʾ, ṭiyyābi-ka fa-ṭahhīr. Al-ʾIṣfahānī covers a great deal of Qurʾānic vocabulary, viz. some 2,800 words and expressions encompassing 1,446 ghārib (“difficult, rare, unusual”) roots, and thus inevitably discusses a large number of rare words. For instance, for the list of twenty-one ṭaʾ words above, al-ʾIṣfahānī includes three out of a total of six ṭaʾ Qurʾānic hapaxes. Al-ʾRāghib al-ʾIṣfahānī’s coverage of Qurʾānic hapaxes is not as extensive, though he does discuss a large number of hapaxes. For instance, three of the six hapaxes that begin with the root letter ṭāʾ are glossed by him, and twelve of the fifteen that begin with the root letter ṭāʾ come from the root ṭaʿāl.“

Modern inventories

Arabic works

Muḥammad Fuḍāʾ Abūl-Bāqī’s al-Muʾjam al-mufradāt li-ʿalāfāz al-Qurʾān (Concordance of Qurʾānic words”), completed in 1945, remains the standard work of reference. This is in large part because of its sensible, systematic organization: alphabetically by root, then by verb form and conjugation, then by noun, and so on, in all cases indicating number of occurrences and providing the verse and Qurʾānic reference. To take a simple example, the following are the entries listed for the root L- – B:24 ṅāʾ ʿabū, yāl ʿab, yāl ʿabū (x 2), yāl ʿaṭīna (x 5), lāʾ ṣāʾ (x 4), lāʾ ṣāʾa (x 3). This allows us to see that there are twenty words formed from the root L- – B, two of which are unique. For roots generating more words, or even when there are just two or three words, one can easily scan the entry for information about frequency and location within the Qurʾānic text. Because Abūl-Bāqī also provides the traditional attribution of Meccan or Medinan, one can also draw conclusions, however provisional, about the use of certain roots, words, forms, and so on.

In 1990 Muḥammad Ḥusayn Abūl-Fuṭūḥ published a Qāʾima maʾmūn ʾyya bi-ʿalāfāz al-Qurʾān al-karīm wa-darajat takrīrihā (“Comprehensive listing of Qurʾānic words and their frequency of repetition”), divided into two parts. The first part lists the words alphabetically and indicates their frequency of occurrence (with vowelizing and meanings provided on rare occasions). Here is a selection of ten words from the first letter Qāʾ:26 qāʾ ʿid-7, gālā-1618, gālī-1, gāmā-33, gāni-12, gānī-1‘, gāhīr-1, gāḥīr-1, qāʾil (qayyāla)-1, qāʾil (qāla)-5. Note that whereas most scholars of Qurʾānic vocabulary are interested in the roots of words — in order to organize words of the same root together, to separate homonymous roots, to determine whether there are Semitic cognates, to distinguish between triliterals and quadriliterals, and so on — Abūl-Fuṭūḥ has chosen alphabetical order. Although the frequency of words can be determined from such concordances as Abūl-Bāqī’s — which is how I myself first set about compiling the two hapax lists below — Abūl-Fuṭūḥ’s work goes some way toward making easier the task of the researcher interested in word frequency in general. In the second part of his work, Abūl-Fuṭūḥ lists words in descending order of frequency; the first eight items are:22 ḥum-3738, min-3221, allāh-2702, mā-2530, innā-1779, ʾādā-1723, fi-1692, gālā-1618. One can therefore look up a word alphabetically in the first part to determine how many times it occurs in the Qurʾān; alternatively one can look up a


26 Abūl-Fuṭūḥ, Qāʾim maʾmūn ʾyya, 91.

27 He explains his reasoning in the introduction: Abūl-Fuṭūḥ, Qāʾim maʾmūn ʾyya, x-k.

28 Abūl-Fuṭūḥ, Qāʾim maʾmūn ʾyya, 133.
particular frequency in the second part and determine what words occur that many times.

Muhammad Ismail al-Ibrāhim’s 1998 Mī'ām al-alifāz wa-l-a 'lām al-Qur'ānīyya ("Dictionary of Qur'ānic words and proper names") attempts to surpass its predecessors by providing definitions for each root, but his definitions are sometimes imprecise. For ṣalih, for example, Ibrāhim has “banana tree” but makes no reference to the acacia tree, a definition routinely supplied in exegetical works. The verses (āyās) in which the various words appear follow the definitions, but as these appear in a continuous paragraph, rather than as a list, this makes the work very user-unfriendly. There are several other problems too. 'Abī al-Bāqī lists occurrences after every lexeme, whereas Ibrāhim does so only for each root. Thus, for the root ḥ-s-b, for instance, Ibrāhim’s heading is "I-S-B (5)", whereas 'Abī al-Bāqī has "Hašāb" and "Hāšīban (4)", which helpfully isolates the word ḥašāb.22

In 2002 'Aṭīf al-Maljī published al-Alifāz al-wahīda fi al-Qur'ān al-kārim ("Single-occurring words in the Qur'ān"). This slim book is, to the best of my knowledge, the only Arabic work specifically devoted to the topic of hapaxes in the Qur'ān, but it offers no linguistic or rhetorical analysis of these. It is divided into four parts: (1) single-occurring words deriving from a triliteral root, listed by ʾāla'a; (2) single-occurring words deriving from a non-triliteral root, alphabetically; (3) single-occurring names of persons, peoples and places, alphabetically; and (4) single-occurring triliteral roots, alphabetically. The first three parts include the verses in which the hapaxes appear and brief definitions of the words. Al-Maljī’s book is a largely error-free catalog of 410 lexemes deriving from single-occurring roots, 371 from triliteral roots, 19 from quadriliteral roots, and 20 proper names. He concedes that non-hapax roots account for the majority of the Qur'ān’s words — which he reckons at 51,884, excluding most particles — but convincingly advances that 371 hapax trilateral roots out of 1,620 Qur'ānic roots (again, his reckoning), i.e. nearly a quarter, is a rhetorically significant proportion.23 Al-Maljī does not explain his criteria of inclusion, but these can be inferred. The word abārāq (ewers or goblets), for instance — in my estimation a hapax — does not appear in his catalog; al-Maljī appears to have excluded it because for him it shares roots with barq ("lightning, dazzle") and istabrāq ("silk brocade"). On occasion, the decision to exclude words "sharing" roots leads him astray: the hapaxes yaddassahu and dāsahā, for example, have both been excluded, but their roots are different, D-S-S and D-S-Y, respectively. And as we shall see below, there are good reasons for regarding proper nouns as a separate category.

Western-language words

For a long time, one of the most widely cited and most widely used sources on Qur'ānic vocabulary was Arthur Jeffery’s 1938 The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur’ān, recently reissued. Jeffery analyzes 322 loanwords, including 66 proper names, which he divides into (a) words of non-Arabic origin (e.g. namārīq) or with no attested Arabic root (e.g. jibī), (b) Semitic words, which in the Qur’ān have a different meaning (e.g. bārāka), and (c) genuine Arabic words used as calques of cognate words in other languages (e.g. niyār).24 As might be expected, his inventory includes numerous hapaxes. There has been work on loanwords since Jeffery but, as Rippin shows, the preoccupation with "foreignness" has very different motivations — I dare say agendas — and “current contributions tend to focus on individual words, providing some refinement and clarification on smaller points. For the most part, however, the enterprise remains as contentious within modern scholarship as it was for medieval Muslims.”25
In his 1966 *Le verbe dans le Coran*, Moustapha Chouémi alphabetically lists the 1,200 Qur’ānic roots that generate verbal forms. Since he indicates the frequency of occurrence, e.g. “*BTK*: fender (les oreilles d’une bête consacrée). (II., 1 ex.),” Chouémi thus effectively lists all verbal-root hapaxes. Mustansir Mir’s 1989 *Verbal Idioms of the Qur’ān,* by virtue of its focus on 420 of the Qur’ān’s roots, has a more limited purview than Chouémi. One cannot, for instance, find in it *wagab* from the Qur’ān 113, since there is no verb-related use of *W-Q-B* in the Qur’ān, but there is—from the same Sūra—an entry on *N-F-T-H* (#385), to explain the expression *al-naffāthātī f i‘t-wqad.* Both Chouémi’s and Mir’s works thus need close attention when thinking about hapaxes.

Martin Zammit’s 2002 *A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’ānic Arabic* treats 1,717 lexical items belonging to 1,504 roots, thus “ca. 40% of the postulated root-inventory of Arabic.” Zammit’s interest is “a quantitative analysis of a substantial corpus of the Arabic lexicon with a view to investigating the lexical relationship between Arabic and the major varieties of Semitic.” Though Zammit is not interested in hapaxes per se, his analysis yields pertinent data: of the 1,504 roots, 1,383 roots yield one lexeme only; for 535 of the lexical items (roughly 31.1 percent of the total corpus of 1,717 lexemes), he found no cognates in other Semitic languages. What is more, 38 percent of these 535 lexemes, that is, 201 of them, are attested only once in the Qur’ān, 142 of them in Meccan Sūras. For Zammit, this is “undoubtedly” because “a number of the lexical items not attested in other Semitic languages belonged exclusively to the various dialects of the Arabian peninsula.” Zammit does mention hapaxes as a group, noting that of the 386 lexical items which occur only once in the Qur’ān . . . 69% are found in the Meccan Sūras; but he does not explain how he arrives at the number 386. He also notes that few of these hapaxes are rare words.

There are several works in Western languages that cover the entire corpus of Qur’ānic vocabulary. Hanna A. Kassis’s 1983 *A Concordance of the Qur’ān,* intended primarily for English users, is a massive work organized much like ‘Abd al-Baqi, providing the verse reference and the Arberry translation of the verses. An unusual feature of the work is its separate treatment of “the divine name” of “Allah.” Although Kassis does not specifically point out hapaxes, this information can be gleaned by going carefully, if laboriously, through the work.

With ‘Abd al-Baqi in Arabic and Kassis in English, both reputedly and reliably in place, few scholars have produced new concordances, preferring instead to produce dictionaries. *A Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic* by Arne Ambros and Stephen Procházká appeared in 2004. This is one of the most useful works for the student of Qur’ānic vocabulary, principally because of the care with which the material has been divided: a “Lexicon of Roots,” “Proper Names,” “Pronouns and Particles,” and twelve appendices. Difficult words are identified as such and reference is often made to suggested emendations, e.g.


39 M. Chouémi, *Le verbe dans le Coran. Racines et formes,* Paris: Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1966. He lists first triliterals (subdivided into ten categories), then quadriliterals (divided into reduplicative and non-reduplicative). Of the 1,200 roots, 1,185 are trilateral and (only) 15 are quadriliteral; of the latter, 8 are reduplicative (e.g. *Z-H-Z-H*) and seven consist of discrete roots (e.g. *Q-N-T-R*). Chouémi, *Le verbe*, 6–8.


41 Mir, *Verbal Idioms,* 1, n. 1 (citing a computation attributed to Dawud al-Tauhidī).

42 H-B-A-Q would have appeared between *W-F-Y* (root #412) and *W-Q-D* (root #413) (Mir, *Verbal Idioms,* 366).

43 Mir, *Verbal Idioms,* 350.

44 Zammit, *Comparative Lexical Study,* 2. A complete lexical analysis of the Qur’ān remains a desideratum; cf. Doctor, *The Avesta,* which includes a list of hapax legomena (429–75). According to Doctor, the Avesta has a total of 12,920 unique words, of which 5,306 (nearly 40%) are hapax legomena.

45 Zammit, *Comparative Lexical Study,* 1. The Semitic languages with which he compares Arabic are Ge’ez, Epigraphic South Arabian, Syriac, Aramaic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Ugaritic, and Akkadian.

46 Ibid., 561.

47 Ibid., 576.

48 Ibid., 571.

49 Ibid., 571.

50 See also A.A. Ambros, with the collaboration of S. Procházká, *A Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic,* Wiesbaden: Reichert, 2004.

The appendices are also of considerable interest, covering such hapax-relevant matters as “Additions to the lexicon from the canonical readings,” and certain expressions, such as “dhist-phrases,” “ni’ma-clauses,” elative phrases, and adjective pairs. Ambros also includes an appendix of 320 items in an “Index of selected lexical problems.” Although he is not explicit about hapaxes, these usually can be inferred whenever Ambros cites only one Qur’anic reference (as with gaswara above).

In 2008 Elsaid Badawi and Muhammad Abdel Haleem and their team of scholars produced an Arabic–English Dictionary of Qur’anic Usage. This dictionary attempts to fill the gap of its predecessors, including John Penrice’s pioneering and still very useful 1873 Dictionary and Glossary of the Koran (revised in 2006 to include traditional verse numbering) and Ambros’s Concise Dictionary. It does so by being less telegraphic in its definitions and in the information it provides, and it is consequently bulkier. In connection with hapaxes, this work has an advantage over most other Western-language works because it indicates frequency of occurrence for every root and lexeme. Thus, for the hapax B-S-Q, for example, the entry opens as follows: “b-s-q tall, lofty, towering, to surpass. Of this root, ḥāṣāḥ occurs once in the Qur’an.” For the root B-R-H-N, its frequency is recorded as follows: “Of this root, two forms occur eight times in the Qur’an: burḥān seven times and burḥānān once.” This attention to frequency means that one can also glean from the dictionary occurrences of unique words.

The hapax lists

The definition of a hapax as a word or form which occurs only once in an author or corpus is straightforward enough, but determining precisely what constitutes a hapax in the Qur’an, as in any corpus, is a more complicated matter. This is clear from Biblical studies, where hapax lists by different compilers have been shown to differ significantly. There is virtue in creating a list of all single-occurring lexical items, i.e. every unique word, but more analytically and rhetorically meaningful as a starting place is a list of all words from single-occurring roots. Such a list still needs parameters, however. Fortunately, Qur’anic studies can benefit from the work that has been done in Biblical studies, where there have been several studies of hapaxes in the Hebrew Bible. This is helpful notably because both Arabic and Hebrew are root-based languages and therefore face many of the same issues when it comes to compiling a list of hapaxes.

In 1903, Abraham Shalom Yahuda defined a hapax legomenon as any word fulfilling any one of the following criteria:

(a) single occurrence of the root;
(b) single occurrence of the form;
(c) only two occurrences of the root in the same form with the same meaning;
(d) only two occurrences of the root in different forms but with the same meaning;
(e) frequently occurring root and form, but with a unique meaning.

Shortly thereafter, in an article for the Jewish Encyclopedia, Casanowicz distinguished between:

(a) “absolute” or “strict” hapaxes: words that are either absolutely new coinages of roots or ones that cannot be derived in their formation or in their specific meaning from other occurring stems (e.g. jibt in the Qur’an);
(b) unique forms: words that appear only once as a form but can easily be connected with other existing words (e.g. majālis in the Qur’an).

L.G. Zelson discounted (b) above in a 1924 dissertation, but added a new category, namely “words that are repeated in parallel passages, generally in identical phrases ... and words used more than once but that are limited to single passages.” In his 1978 dissertation, Harald Cohen argued that: “The key to a proper definition of the term hapax legomenon in biblical research is the identification of the ‘functional uniqueness’ of these words with the single context in which the root of each word occurs.” For Cohen, then, a hapax legomenon is
any biblical word whose root occurs in but one context.”

Greenspahn narrows the definition further, arguing that “words which occur only once and seem unrelated to otherwise attested roots” qualify as “absolute” hapax legomena.

That we should include all words from uniquely occurring roots in a list of Qur’anic hapaxes is easy to justify. In compiling the list below, I have excluded unique morphological forms from otherwise occurring roots, such as ghâṣiq (al-Falâq (113) 5), though Yehuda regarded this category as significant. And it is indeed a significant category inasmuch as the deployment of given words and forms is part of the fabric of Qur’anic narrative and a function of Qur’anic rhetoric and poetics (lumaza, for instance in Qur’an 104:1). Closely linked to uniquely occurring forms is the question of what to make of words or morphological forms (whether from a known or unknown root) occurring more than once in only one context, such as jubb, which occurs twice in Yûsuf (12) and only in Yûsuf,2 or taqyya, which occurs thrice in Maryam (19) and only in Maryam (and is used as a rhyme word too). Indeed, in the list below of what I am calling “basic hapaxes,” almost one-third are rhyme words, and of the strict hapaxes, fully one third are rhyme words. This suggests strongly that rhyme played a part in their selection and deployment (or coinage, as some would have it). One solution is to have (more) precise terminology. The term hapax dis legomenon does exist for a word occurring twice (e.g. thâqîb [Q 37:10; 86:3]), so too hapax tris legomenon for a word occurring thrice (e.g. al-mashhûn [Q 26:119; 36:41; 37:140]). Note that the latter is a candidate for what we might term a “hapax phrase” or “hapax expression,” since al-fulk appears frequently in Qur’an, but the three times mashhûn appears, it only does so in the phrase al-fulk al-mashhûn.24 Scholars also use hapax tetrakis legomenon for a word occurring four times (e.g. ‘uqîn [Q 22:55; 42:50; 51:29; 41]). For ease of reference (especially since the Greek is unwieldy), I suggest the following terminology:

Hapax

General term, describing all types below

Unique words

Any word in a non-recurring form [e.g. qilîna]

Rarity

Words recurring between two and four times (i.e. hapax dis, tris and tetrakis legomena) [e.g. thâqîb]

Isolates

Words or forms (any number) occurring in only one Sûra or stylistic cluster [e.g. taqyya]

There are still numerous considerations as we define parameters for a list of Qur’anic hapaxes. What, for example, is to be done with a word like saûlabil (al-Insân [76] 18)? If it is related to the roots S-L-S-L and/or S-L-L,25 it does not belong in a hapax list. If, on the other hand, we deem its root to be S-L-S-B,26 then it does belong there. What is more, if it is a new coinage, then maybe it is a nonce word rather than a hapax; a nonce word is one created to meet a particular, non-recurring need, usually by combining an existing word with an existing prefix or suffix.27 I believe that such words— that is, ones about which there is no scholarly consensus— should remain on a list of Qur’anic hapaxes.

Hapax lists in classical and Biblical studies typically exclude proper nouns, because, as Cohen puts it, they “are philosophically independent of their context.”28 Thus a name like “Badr” (al ’Imrân [3] 123), though it might have once meant something related to the root B-D-R, is in its Qur’anic usage philosophically independent of the root meaning. Similarly, for non-Arabic names such as Hûrût or Mûkûl the meaning in the lending language typically does not carry over into Arabic. Nevertheless, having a sub-list (or separate list) of uniquely occurring names is desirable. As Greenspahn concedes, even as he excludes them from consideration, “to ignore such words would lead to the loss of useful data . . .”29 There is the difficulty, however, of accurately identifying proper nouns when they are not marked as such. Does one count ‘arîm (Sûrat [34] 16) as a common noun meaning “darn,” or as a proper noun?30 This applies also to saûlabil mentioned above, and even to words that are not necessarily hapaxes, such as kawthar (al-Kawthar [108] 1).

Hapax root

Any non-recurring root [e.g. J-B-T]

Basic hapax

A word formed from a non-recurring root [e.g. infaṣâm], or from a root occurring in only one context

Strict hapax

A basic hapax occurring in a solitary instance and fulfilling at least one of the following conditions:

(a) No cognate in another Semitic language (including quotidian words) [e.g. fàqî ‘]

(b) From a recurring root but with a different Qur’anic meaning [e.g. hafada]

(c) Candidate for emendation (including ghost words) [e.g. al-raqqîm]
Another important consideration is whether to restrict the list to single lexemes or to include expressions. However desirable it might be to include the whole gamut of expressions available in the Qur'ān, a practical and practicable list of hapaxes will perforce have to confine itself to single lexical items as a starting place, if nothing else. There are, however, several important related issues, such as whether it is reasonable to include expressions. However desirable it might be to include the gamut of expressions available in the Qur'ān, a practical and practicable list of hapaxes will perforce have to confine itself to single lexical items as a starting point, if nothing else. There are, however, several important related issues, such as whether it is reasonable to include expressions.

With respect to items occurring in similar contexts, for the Qur'ān at least, one has to take stock of at least two types of repeats. The first are expressions that appear in parallel verses, which I exclude from the list below, as Cohen and Greenspahn would have it, but not Zelson, for whom an expression such as uswa hasana (Q 33:21; 60:4 and 60:6) is worth noting because it is deployed in parallel contexts. The second type of repeats is of words that occur more than once in a single context, such as rafath in al-Baqara (2) 187 and 197, which I have elected not to include.

In the Qur'ān many names of animals or foodstuffs or everyday items occur only once, and it is justifiable to exclude them from a list of hapaxes by virtue of the fact that they are mentioned only because of the (quotidian) context, na'laq "your [m.s.] shoes" (Tāh-Hā [20] 12), for example. One would similarly exclude al-bīghāl "donkeys" (al-Nā hil [16] 8); bā'udatun "gnat" (al-Baqara [2] 26), on the other hand, is used metaphorically, and is thus unique, not only lexically but also rhetorically, which argues for its inclusion on a list of hapaxes.

The Qur'ān also has a unique set of lexical terms, the fawwāthu al-suwar, or so-called "mysterious letters," to be found at the beginning of some Sūras. Although the meaning of these letters continues to elude scholars, the fact that they are letters (symbolic or otherwise) argues for their categorization as lexical items, and therefore argues for their inclusion in a basic hapax list.

I produce below two lists of Qur'ānic hapaxes. Table 7.1 lists basic hapaxes alphabetically by root, Table 7.2 by Sūra. In Table 7.1, column 1 lists the Qur'ān's hapax roots; bona fide homonymous roots are retained (e.g. j-l-b), although it is conceivable that research may subsequently show these to be one and the same root. Words from the same root, but in unrelated usage (e.g., al-irba, "intelligence, cunning," and ma'ārib, "purposes") are also included, but do not, evidently, classify as strict hapaxes (in column 6). For the sake of hapax inclusiveness, words such as hayta, "come hither," and lāta, "not," are listed, but no root is proposed. Column 2 lists the hapaxes in transliteration. Nouns are listed pausally, e.g. samm and zahrā, except for masculine accusatives, e.g. fulūnā. The definite article is included for words that appear that way in the text, e.g. al-samād.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'ānic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Cogn. (MZ)</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-B</td>
<td>abbaa*</td>
<td>'Abasa 80:31</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>api</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-B-L</td>
<td>abbsīl</td>
<td>Fīl 105:3</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>al-lā'ib</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R-Q</td>
<td>abārīq</td>
<td>Wāq'ī a 56:18</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>al-bārīq</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Q</td>
<td>abaq</td>
<td>Sāfi 37:140</td>
<td></td>
<td>āqīq</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-L</td>
<td>athl</td>
<td>Saba' 54:16</td>
<td></td>
<td>lāl</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-D</td>
<td>iddaa*</td>
<td>Maryam 19:89</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>lā'da</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-B</td>
<td>al-irba</td>
<td>Nūr 24:31</td>
<td></td>
<td>lārda</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Z</td>
<td>ta'uzzu-hum</td>
<td>Maryam 19:83</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>zuww</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-S</td>
<td>ussisa/assasa (2)</td>
<td>Tawb a 9:108, 109(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>āsin</td>
<td>Muhammad 47:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>lāsin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-H</td>
<td>ashir</td>
<td>Qamar 54:25, 26</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>lāšir</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-L</td>
<td>afala (2), afalat</td>
<td>An'am 6:76, 77, 78</td>
<td></td>
<td>lāfala</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-T</td>
<td>alattā-hum</td>
<td>Tūr 52:21</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>lattā</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>illa (2)</td>
<td>Tawb a 9:8, 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>līla</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-WY</td>
<td>ya'tali</td>
<td>Nūr 24:22</td>
<td></td>
<td>yā'til</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-T</td>
<td>amāta*</td>
<td>Ta-Hā 20:107</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>āma</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-M</td>
<td>ʿāmmīn</td>
<td>Mī' ida 5:2</td>
<td></td>
<td>āmmīn</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-F</td>
<td>ʿāfin*</td>
<td>Muḥammad 47:16</td>
<td></td>
<td>āfin</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-M</td>
<td>al-anām</td>
<td>Raḥmān 55:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>anām</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Y</td>
<td>ʿāniya</td>
<td>Insān 76:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>āni</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-D</td>
<td>ya ʿudu-hu</td>
<td>Baqara 2:255</td>
<td></td>
<td>ʿudh</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-M</td>
<td>al-ayāmin</td>
<td>Nūr 24:32</td>
<td></td>
<td>āyāmin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>bi'r</td>
<td>Ḥajj 22:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>bi'r</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T-R</td>
<td>al-abtar</td>
<td>Kawthār 108:3</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>abtar</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T-K</td>
<td>fa-l-yubattikāna</td>
<td>Nisrī 4:119</td>
<td></td>
<td>la-yubattikāna</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T-L</td>
<td>tabattil lāybi</td>
<td>Muzzammil 73:8</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>tabātīl</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-J-S</td>
<td>inbjasat</td>
<td>A'raf 7:160</td>
<td></td>
<td>inbjasat</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-U-H</td>
<td>yabhathu</td>
<td>Mī' ida 5:31</td>
<td></td>
<td>yabhathū</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-D-R</td>
<td>bidār</td>
<td>Nisrī 4:6</td>
<td></td>
<td>bidār</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-D-N</td>
<td>badāni-ka</td>
<td>Yūnus 10:92</td>
<td></td>
<td>badāni-ka</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-DH-R</td>
<td>lā tubadhdhir</td>
<td>Isrā' 17:26</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>tubadhdhir</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued overleaf)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qurʼanic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Cogn. (MZ)</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inna</td>
<td>17:27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l-mubaddhirin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zulkifli 43:79</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R-M</td>
<td>abramun amrâ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fa-iná muhririmân</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Z-GH</td>
<td>bâzigḥî</td>
<td>Anʼâm 6:77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bâzigḥî</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S-S</td>
<td>tabassama</td>
<td>Naml 27:19</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S-L</td>
<td>an tubsala nafruit</td>
<td>Anʼâm 6:70</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alladhîna usblû</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S-L</td>
<td>basâli-hâ</td>
<td>Baqara 2:61</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T-</td>
<td>la-yu’baﬁ’anna</td>
<td>Nisa’ 4:72</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-D</td>
<td>ba’ajda</td>
<td>Baqara 2:26</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-GH-L</td>
<td>al-bîgha</td>
<td>Naﬁl 16:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Q-</td>
<td>al-buq’a</td>
<td>Qasas 28:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Q-L</td>
<td>baqlí-hâ</td>
<td>Baqara 2:61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-L</td>
<td>ib’a-t</td>
<td>Höd 11:44</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-H-L</td>
<td>nabthâli</td>
<td>‘Al ʼImrân 3:61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Y-D</td>
<td>tabîd</td>
<td>Kahf 18:35</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Y-D</td>
<td>bayyîd</td>
<td>Sâfi 37:49</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta’</td>
<td>T’-R-B</td>
<td>ʻTariq 86:7</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T’-s</td>
<td>Muhammed 47:8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-F-TH</td>
<td>tafeha-hum</td>
<td>Haaj 22:29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Q-N</td>
<td>atkun</td>
<td>Naml 27:88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-L-L</td>
<td>talla-hu</td>
<td>Sâfi 37:103</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Y-N</td>
<td>al-tîn</td>
<td>Tî 95:1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Y-H</td>
<td>yathbîn</td>
<td>Mâʼîdâ 5:26</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tha’</td>
<td>TH-B-T</td>
<td>Tawba 9:46</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TH-B-[W/Y]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TH-J-J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TH-R-B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TH-R-Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TH-Y-B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thabbat-hum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thubbât</td>
<td>Nisa’ 4:71</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tahajji’â</td>
<td>Naba’ 78:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tahrih</td>
<td>Yûsuf 12:92</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al-Tharâ</td>
<td>Tâ-Hâ 20:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yathâibât</td>
<td>Taṣrîm 66:5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jîm</td>
<td>J-B-T</td>
<td>Nisa’ 4:51</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J-B-N</td>
<td>Sâfi 37:107</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J-B-H</td>
<td>Tawba 9:35</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J-Th-Th</td>
<td>Ibrahim 14:26</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J-Dh-W</td>
<td>Qasas 28:29</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Istaghfa</td>
<td>Nûr 24:50</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khab’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Continued overleaf**
### Table 7.1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Cogn. (MZ)</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KH-T-R</td>
<td>khattar</td>
<td>Luqmân 31:32</td>
<td>قَصَرُ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-D-D</td>
<td>khadda-ka</td>
<td>Luqmân 31:18</td>
<td>مَرْفَعٌ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-R-T-M</td>
<td>al-ukhdûd</td>
<td>Burút 85:4</td>
<td>مَعَتْرُقُ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-S-H-B</td>
<td>khusbuh</td>
<td>Qalam 68:16</td>
<td>مَعَتْرُقُ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-D-D</td>
<td>makhfûd</td>
<td>Muânifqûn 63:4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-T-F</td>
<td>takhuţu-hu</td>
<td>'Ankabût 29:48</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-L-Z</td>
<td>ikhtâ`a</td>
<td>Tâ-Hâ 20:12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-M-T</td>
<td>khamît</td>
<td>Saba` 34:16</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-N-Q</td>
<td>al-munkhâniqa</td>
<td>Mâ`ida 5:3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-Y-M</td>
<td>al-khiyâm</td>
<td>Rahmân 55:52</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dâl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Th-R</td>
<td>al-muddaththîr</td>
<td>Muddaththîr 74:1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-W</td>
<td>dâbâ-ha</td>
<td>Ñazî‘at 79:30</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R-H-M</td>
<td>darâhim</td>
<td>Yâsûf 12:20</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S-R</td>
<td>dusur</td>
<td>Qamar 54:13</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S-S</td>
<td>yadussu-hu</td>
<td>Nâlî 16:59</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S-Y</td>
<td>dassâ-hâ</td>
<td>Shams 91:10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-F-Q</td>
<td>dif'</td>
<td>Nâlî 16:5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-F-Q</td>
<td>dâfiq</td>
<td>Târiq 86:6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-L-K</td>
<td>dulûk</td>
<td>Isrâ‘ 17:78</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-M-D-M</td>
<td>damdama</td>
<td>Shams 91:14</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-M-G-H</td>
<td>yadmaghu-hu</td>
<td>Anbiyâ’ 21:18</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-N-R</td>
<td>dinûr</td>
<td>Âl ‘Imrân 3:75</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-Q</td>
<td>dihâqûa</td>
<td>Naba` 78:34</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-M</td>
<td>mudhâmâmatûn</td>
<td>Rahmân 55:64</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-Y</td>
<td>adhâ`a</td>
<td>Qamar 54:46</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hapaxes in the Qur'an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Letters</th>
<th>Hapax</th>
<th>Arabic Reference</th>
<th>Cogn. (MZ)</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-T-Q</td>
<td>ratq`a</td>
<td>Anbiyâ` 21:30</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-T-J</td>
<td>rujjat</td>
<td>Wâqî‘a 36:4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-Q</td>
<td>l-arûdhu rajjâ`a</td>
<td>Mutaaffîfîn 83:25</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-K</td>
<td>rukhâ`a</td>
<td>Sâd 38:36</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-D`</td>
<td>rid`a</td>
<td>Qasâf 28:34</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-M</td>
<td>radma`a</td>
<td>Khafh 18:95</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-S</td>
<td>marâsûs</td>
<td>Sâd 61:4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-M</td>
<td>murâgham`a</td>
<td>Nisrâ‘ 4:100</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-I-F</td>
<td>al-rîfîl</td>
<td>Hâd 11:99</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-H</td>
<td>al-mârfûd</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-D</td>
<td>râra`f</td>
<td>Rahmân 55:76</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-Z</td>
<td>raqq</td>
<td>Tûr 52:16</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-I-H</td>
<td>al-raqûm</td>
<td>Khafh 18:95</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-T</td>
<td>rawâkûd</td>
<td>Shûrûf 42:33</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-I-Z</td>
<td>rîkzà`a</td>
<td>Maryam 19:98</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-B</td>
<td>rimâhu-kum</td>
<td>Mâ`ida 5:94</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-I-S</td>
<td>rish`a</td>
<td>A‘râf 7:26</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-Y</td>
<td>rî`</td>
<td>Shû‘arâ`a 26:128</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-M-N</td>
<td>râna</td>
<td>Mutaaffîfîn 83:1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zâ`</td>
<td>al-zabûniya</td>
<td>‘Alaq 96:18</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-J</td>
<td>zujaja</td>
<td>Nûr 24:35</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-Za</td>
<td>al-zuqâja</td>
<td>Zâmî 7:15</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-W</td>
<td>zarîbîyy</td>
<td>Ghâshiyâ 88:16</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-Q</td>
<td>zarûq`a</td>
<td>Tâ-Hâ 20:102</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-Y</td>
<td>tazwârîf</td>
<td>Hâd 11:31</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-F</td>
<td>yazûfîn</td>
<td>Sûfîfî 37:94</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-L</td>
<td>al-muzzammîl</td>
<td>Muzzammîl 73:1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-M-R</td>
<td>zamhârîra`a</td>
<td>Insân 76:13</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-M-J-L</td>
<td>zanjabâlà`a</td>
<td>Insân 76:17</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-M-Z</td>
<td>zanîm</td>
<td>Qalam 68:13</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-D</td>
<td>azâhîdîn</td>
<td>Yâsûf 12:20</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-R</td>
<td>zahra</td>
<td>Tâ-Hâ 20:131</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-W-D</td>
<td>tazawwâdî fâ-inna</td>
<td>Baqara 2:197</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-T</td>
<td>zayyû-bâ`a</td>
<td>Nûr 24:35</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sîn          | sajî | Duha` 93:2 | X         |
| S-D-Y        | suda` | Qiyâma 75:36 | X         |
| S-R-D        | sard | Saba` 34:11 | X         |

(Continued overleaf)
### Table 7.1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qurʾanic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Cogn.</th>
<th>Strict</th>
<th>Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Z-W</td>
<td>'izfn</td>
<td>Ma'arjd 70:37</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عرزن</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'S-L</td>
<td>'as as</td>
<td>'As toh 81:17</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عمس</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'D-W</td>
<td>'idfn</td>
<td>Hijr 15:91</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عと思う</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-F</td>
<td>'iffn</td>
<td>Al-Imran 3:159</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عظ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-M</td>
<td>'iffn</td>
<td>Nafl 2:69</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عاط</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-N</td>
<td>'unfnn</td>
<td>Furqan 25:28</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عضان</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-P</td>
<td>'afn</td>
<td>Jalaaf 12:29</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عفان</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-Q</td>
<td>'afq</td>
<td>Baqara 2:61</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عفأ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-R</td>
<td>'afq</td>
<td>Baqara 2:69</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>ععأ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-S</td>
<td>'afln</td>
<td>An-Nasr 4:21</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عفلة</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-Š-M</td>
<td>'iffn</td>
<td>Al-Imran 3:159</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عظ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hapaxes in the Qurʾan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hapax</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'afq</td>
<td>Baqara 2:61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'afq</td>
<td>Baqara 2:69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'afq</td>
<td>An-Nasr 4:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'afq</td>
<td>Al-Imran 3:159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued overleaf)
Table 7.1

Root letters | Hapax in transliteration | Qur’anic reference | Rhyme | Hapax in Arabic | Cogn. (MZ) | Strict Hapax |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
K-T-B | kathi’aba | Muzzammiil | 73:14 | x | 
K-D-H | kāddi’un | Insīhiqāq 84:6 | 
K-D-R | inkadarat | Takwīr 81:2 | 
K-D-Y | akādā | Najm 53:34 | 
K-S-D | kasīda-hā | Tawba 9:24 | x | 
K-SH-T | kushtāt | Takwīr 81:11 | 
K-F- | kifūuw | Insān 76:2 | x | 
K-F-T | kifūtan | Mursālat 77:25 | 
K-F-R | kifūtanā | Insān 76:5 | x | 
K-L-L | kall | Tahīl 16:6 | x | 
K-N-D | kanūd | ’Adiyāt 100:6 | x | 
K-N-S | al-kuunas | Takwīr 81:16 | 
K-W-Y | tukwā | Tawba 9:35 | 

Lām

L-H-TH | yalihath aw tatrūkhu yalihath | A’rāf 7:176 | x | 
L-H-F | līḥil | Baqara 2:273 | x | 
L-H-N | liyin | Muhammad 47:30 | 
L-H-Y | liyāyī | Ta-Ha 20:94 | x | 
L-Z-B | lāzib | Sāfīt 37:11 | x | 
L-T-H | talṣāḥu | Mu’minūn 23:104 | 
L-F-Z | yalīfṣu | Qaf 50:18 | x | 
L-Q-B | al-aqlāb | Hujurat 49:11 | x | 
L-Q-H | lawāqiq | Hijr 15:22 | x | 
L-Q-M | īltāqama-hu | Sāfīt 37:42 | 
L-M-M | lamān | Fajr 89:19 | x | 
L-M-L | al-lamam | Najm 53:32 | x | 
L-H-M | al-ḥamah-hā | Shams 91:8 | 
L-N-D | fin | Sād 38:3 | 
L-W-DH | liwāfah | Nir 24:63 | x | 

Mīm

M-H-L | al-ḥišāl | Ra’d 13:13 | 
M-KH-D | al-makhāl | Maryam 19:23 | 
M-Z-N | al-muẓn | Waqî’a 56:69 | x | 
M-S-KH | masakhān-hum | Yā-Sīn 36:67 | x | 
M-S-D | masad | Masad 111:5 | 

M-S-Y | tūmsūna | Rūm 30:17 | 
M-S-H | amshāh | Islām 76:2 | x | 
M-S-Y | yatāmattā | Qiyāma 75:33 | x | 
M-T-Y | al-ma‘z | An’ām 6:143 | x | 
M-Y | al-mā‘ān | Mā’ān 107:7 | x | 
M-N | am’āl-an | Muhammadd 47:15 | x | 
M-KW | mukt‘ | Anfīl 8:35 | x | 
M-Y-R | namrū | Yūsuf 12:65 | x | 

Nūn

N-B-Z | tanībāzū | Hujurat 49:11 | x | 
N-B-T | yastarībūtu-hu | Nisā’ 4:83 | 
N-T-Q | nataqa | A’rāf 7:171 | 
N-J-D | al-najdayn | Balad 50:10 | x | 
N-H-B | nabha-hu | Abzāb 33:23 | x | 
N-KH-R | nakhra | Kawthar 108:2 | x | 
N-SH-T | wa l-nāshīṭī | Nisā’ 79:11 | x | 
N-SH- | nāṣīṭe | Nisā’ 79:2 | x | 
N-D-J | nadjiṣṭ | Nisā’ 4:56 | x | 
N-D-KH | nadījakhtān | Rahmān 55:66 | x | 
N-T- | al-naṭiṭa | Mā’ida 5:3 | x | 
N-Q- | yan’iqa | Bāqara 2:181 | x | 
N-L | na’lay-ka | Ta-Ha 20:12 | x | 
N-GH-D | yunghīdtān | Isrā’ 17:51 | x | 
N-F-TH | al-naffūtah | Falaq 113:4 | x | 
N-F-H | nafṣa | Anbiya’ 21:46 | x | 
N-F-DH | an tanfūdhū ... | Rahmān 55:33 | x | 
N-F-Y | yunfaw | Mā’ida 5:33 | x | 
N-Q- | naf ‘a | ’Adiyāt 100:4 | x | 
N-K-D | nakd‘ | A’rāf 7:58 | x | 
N-K-P | yastankif (2) | Nisā’ 4:172, 173 | x | 
N-M-R-Q | namāriq | Ghashiya 88:15 | x | 
N-M-M | namūn | Qalām 68:11 | x | 
N-H-J | minā́ | Mā’ida 5:48 | x | 
N-H- | mā́nā | Qasas 28:76 | 
N-W, | tan‘ū | Sā'ād 34:52 | x | 
N-W-SH | al-tanwūsh | Sā'ād 34:52 | x | 
N-W-S | manās | Sā'ād 38:3 | x | 
N-W-Y | al-nawā | An’ām 6:95 | x | 

Hā’

Hā’hum | Hāqqa 69:19 | x | 

(Continued overleaf)
Table 7.1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur’anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Cogn. (MZ)</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-J-D</td>
<td>tahajjad</td>
<td>Isra’ 17:79</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-J-1</td>
<td>yahji’ün</td>
<td>Dhariyyat 51:17</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-J-D</td>
<td>haddi’¼</td>
<td>Maryam 19:90</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-D-M</td>
<td>huddimat</td>
<td>Hajj 22:40</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-D-H-D</td>
<td>al-hudud</td>
<td>Naml 27:20</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-R-B</td>
<td>harabi’ã</td>
<td>Jinn 72:12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Z-L</td>
<td>al-haz</td>
<td>Tariq 86:14</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-SH-SH</td>
<td>ashushhu</td>
<td>Tâ-Hâ 20:18</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-L-`</td>
<td>halís</td>
<td>Ma’arif 70:19</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-M-D</td>
<td>hmída</td>
<td>Hajj 22:5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-M-R</td>
<td>munhamir</td>
<td>Qamar 54:11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-M-S</td>
<td>hamsa</td>
<td>Tâ-Hâ 20:10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>hayta</td>
<td>Yûsuf 12:23</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>hayhát (2)</td>
<td>Mu’mínûn 23:36</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Y-L</td>
<td>mahûtä</td>
<td>Muzzammil 73:14</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>hiyih</td>
<td>Qâri’â 101:10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proper Nouns

Abei Lahab | Masad 111:1 | ❌ |
Asar | An’âm 6:74 | ❌ |
Iram | Fajr 89:7 | ❌ |
Il-yásîn | Saffât 37:130 | ❌ |
Bâbîl | Baqara 2:102 | ❌ |
Badr | Al’-Imrân 3:23 | ❌ |
Bakka | Al’-Imrân 3:96 | ❌ |
ibnât (’Imrân) | Tâhir 66:12 | ❌ |
al-Jum’û’a | Jumû’a 62:9 | ❌ |
al-Jûdiyy | Hût 11:44 | ❌ |
Ahnad | Shaff 61:6 | ❌ |
Dhâl al-Nûn | Anbiyya 21:87 | ❌ |
Rama’dân | Baqara 2:185 | ❌ |
al-Kûm | Rûm 30:2 | ❌ |
Zayd | Adzâb 33:37 | ❌ |
tasnîm | Mutaffifin 83:27 | ❌ |
Suwa’ | Nûh 71:23 | ❌ |
[只为] Sayná’ | Mu’mínûn 23:20 | ❌ |
[只为] Simhâ | Tn 95:2 | ❌ |
al-Sâfî | Baqara 2:158 | ❌ |
’Arafât | Baqara 2:198 | ❌ |
’Uzayr | Tawbâ 9:30 | ❌ |
al-’Uzza | Najm 53:19 | ❌ |
Quraysh | Quraysh 106:1 | ❌ |
al-Lût | Najm 53:19 | ❌ |
Laylat al-Qadr (3) | Qadr 97:1, 2, 3 | ❌ |

(Continued overleaf)
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Table 7.1 Continued
Root
letters

Total

TOTAL

Hapax: in
transliteration
"Mysterious
letters"
Alif-Llim-Mim-Rli
Alif-Llim-Mim-Slid
Slid
Tli-Sin
Tli-Hli
Qlif
Klif-Hli-Yli-'AynSlid
Nun
'Ayn-Sin-Qlif
Yli-Sin
10
499

Qur'iinic
reference

Rhyme Hapax in
Arabic
J_,..J\~1_,!

Cogn.
(MZ)

yan'iqu

2:181

~-

Rama{iiin

2:185

ui..:=J

tazawwadu fa-inna 2:197
khayr a1-zlid
2:198
'Arafiit
sina

Ra'd 13:1
A'rlif7:1
Slid 38:1
Narnl27:1
Tli-Hli20:1
Qlif50:1
Maryam 19:1
Hliqqa69:1
Shurli 42:2
Yli-Sin 36:1

_;.all
~I
<..!"'

§
§
§

uJo

......
..:;

~

§

u

..:;...:.
§
5
163

~

2:255

,_,,_;y
>ljll ..»=-01.!

wi.Ay::.
:t;..

ya'udu-hu

2:255

infi~lim

2:256

yatasannah

2:259

~

,f

~ur-hunna

2:260

.)~.~

,f

i.ll....a

,f

~a1d'"

2:264

tall

2:265

tughmic;li1

2:268

ill}lif""

2:273

yatakhabbata-hu

2:275

~\.....ij\

.:Jb
\~

liW!

AI 'Imrlin (3)
J.l/

Badr

3:23

rami'"

3:41

iyJ

taddakhirilna

3:49

Root
letters

nabtahil

3:61

~

Rhyme

Hapax: in
Arabic·

Flitiha (1)
Baqara (2)
R-B-l:i

rabil;mt

2:16

~J

B-'-1)

bli'uc;la

2:26

;;,...;._,..,

B-Q-L

baqli-hli

2:61

4Ji!

Q-TH-'

qiththli'i-hli

2:61

4-l~

F-W-M

fiimi-hli

2:61

4--_,!

'-D-S

'adasi-hli

2:61

~

B-S-L

basali-hli

2:61

~

eu

F-Q-'

fiiqi'

2:69

,f

~

L.J_,_p.j:i

Qur'iinic
reference

,f

•>j,!

Table 7.2 Hapaxes in the Qur'lin, listed by Siira
Hapax in
transliteration

,f

W-SH-Y

shiya

2:71

~

[pn]

Mikal

2:98

[pn]

Biibil

2:102

JlS:!..
<..44

[pn]

Hiinit

2:102

w_,JA
w_,ju

[pn]

Miinit

2:102

[pn]

al-Safii

2:158

\i....oll

[pn]

al-Marwa

2:158

~_,_;.all

omlir

3:75

\.i.u
J.

Bakka

3:96

~

ghuzz""

3:156

f!q::t"

3:159

Nisa' (4)
Q.ub'"

4:2

ta 'u1u

4:3

bidlir

4:6

afc;lli

4:21

a1-jibt

4:51

,f

t.SY
\1;.3

,f

4_,..

,f

l_,!_,..l

,f

)>;

,f

~I

,f

W;;JI

,f

~

,f

4:71

Wl/1

,f

1a-yubatti' anna

4:72

~

adhli'i1

4:83

4:56

yastanbituna-hu

4:83

murligham""

4:100

1_,.::.1~1

,f

.!..)~

W.ly

,f

(Continued overleaf)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transcription</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-T-K</td>
<td>fa-l-yubattikanna</td>
<td>4:119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-H</td>
<td>mudhabdhabin</td>
<td>4:143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-K-F</td>
<td>yastankif (2)</td>
<td>4:172, 173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M'ida (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Y-H</td>
<td>yatthi'a</td>
<td>5:26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-H-J</td>
<td>minhay'a</td>
<td>5:53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-S-S</td>
<td>qisstit</td>
<td>5:82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-N-</td>
<td>an tubsala nasun</td>
<td>6:70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Y-R</td>
<td>hayrin</td>
<td>6:71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-F-L</td>
<td>afala (2), afalat</td>
<td>6:76, 77, 78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Z-GH</td>
<td>bazighat'</td>
<td>6:77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-W-Y</td>
<td>al-nawā</td>
<td>6:95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-N-W</td>
<td>qinwān (2)</td>
<td>6:99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Z</td>
<td>al-opta'</td>
<td>6:143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-H-M</td>
<td>shub'uma-humā</td>
<td>6:146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alif-Lam-Mim-Sâd</td>
<td></td>
<td>7:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH-H</td>
<td>madh'umā'</td>
<td>7:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Y-SH</td>
<td>rīsh'</td>
<td>7:26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-M-M</td>
<td>samum</td>
<td>7:40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-TH-TH</td>
<td>bāshīt'</td>
<td>7:54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-K-D</td>
<td>nakid'</td>
<td>7:58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-H-L</td>
<td>suhūlī-hā</td>
<td>7:74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-M-L</td>
<td>al-gummal</td>
<td>7:133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-F-D-</td>
<td>al-dafādi'</td>
<td>7:133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-R-R</td>
<td>yajurrī-hu</td>
<td>7:150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-M-T</td>
<td>tushmīt</td>
<td>7:150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-K-T</td>
<td>sakata</td>
<td>7:154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S-S</td>
<td>inbajasat</td>
<td>7:160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-T-Q</td>
<td>nataqūd</td>
<td>7:171</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-TH</td>
<td>yahlath aw</td>
<td>7:176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-T-T</td>
<td>sāmittūn</td>
<td>7:193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfāl (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-W-K</td>
<td>al-shawka</td>
<td>8:7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-F</td>
<td>zahīf'</td>
<td>8:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-W-Z</td>
<td>mutahāyyīz'</td>
<td>8:16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-K-W</td>
<td>mukā'</td>
<td>8:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-R-D</td>
<td>sharrid</td>
<td>8:57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawba (9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>illim (2)</td>
<td>9:8, 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-S-D</td>
<td>kasāda-hā</td>
<td>9:24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-F-T-N</td>
<td>mawāṭin</td>
<td>9:25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-J-S</td>
<td>najas</td>
<td>9:28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzayr</td>
<td>'Uzayr</td>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-</td>
<td>yudithi' 'una</td>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-W-Y</td>
<td>tukwā</td>
<td>9:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-R-H</td>
<td>jībāhù-hum</td>
<td>9:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-B-T-B</td>
<td>thabbaṣa-hum</td>
<td>9:46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-M-H</td>
<td>yajmaḥūn</td>
<td>9:57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-R-F</td>
<td>juruf</td>
<td>9:109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-S-S</td>
<td>usūsas/assasa (2)</td>
<td>9:108, 109 (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yūnus (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued overleaf)
Table 7.2 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z-R-Y</td>
<td>taxdarî</td>
<td>11:31</td>
<td></td>
<td>تداري</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-L-ı</td>
<td>ibla'ı</td>
<td>11:44</td>
<td></td>
<td>إبلامي</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-L-ı</td>
<td>aqlı'ı</td>
<td>11:44</td>
<td></td>
<td>اقلامي</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pt]</td>
<td>al-Fādiyy</td>
<td>11:44</td>
<td></td>
<td>الواديي</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-N-DH</td>
<td>ṣawārīd</td>
<td>11:69</td>
<td></td>
<td>حذفاء</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-W-ı</td>
<td>al-rāuw</td>
<td>11:74</td>
<td></td>
<td>الروع</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-F-D</td>
<td>al-rifūd</td>
<td>11:99</td>
<td></td>
<td>الرفيد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yūsuf (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-R-H</td>
<td>uṭrahā-hu</td>
<td>12:9</td>
<td></td>
<td>أطرفجو</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-T-ı</td>
<td>yarta'</td>
<td>12:12</td>
<td></td>
<td>يرتع</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R-H-M</td>
<td>darāhim</td>
<td>12:20</td>
<td></td>
<td>دراهيم</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-D</td>
<td>al-zāhidīn</td>
<td>12:20</td>
<td></td>
<td>الزاهادين</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-L-Q</td>
<td>ghallaqat</td>
<td>12:23</td>
<td></td>
<td>غلقت</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-R-ı</td>
<td>furū'u-hā</td>
<td>12:24</td>
<td></td>
<td>فرغها</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-GH-F</td>
<td>shaghafa-hā</td>
<td>12:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>شغفاها</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-B-Z</td>
<td>khūbzm</td>
<td>12:36</td>
<td></td>
<td>خوبز</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'J-F-ı</td>
<td>'ijāf (2)</td>
<td>12:43, 46</td>
<td></td>
<td>عجاب</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-S-H-S</td>
<td>baṣhaṣa</td>
<td>12:51</td>
<td></td>
<td>ححسوس</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Y-R</td>
<td>namīru</td>
<td>12:65</td>
<td></td>
<td>نمیر</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-W-ı</td>
<td>suwā'</td>
<td>12:72</td>
<td></td>
<td>سوغا</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-T-ı</td>
<td>taftā' ā</td>
<td>12:85</td>
<td></td>
<td>تفتا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-R-B</td>
<td>tattāfir</td>
<td>12:92</td>
<td></td>
<td>تتریب</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-N-D</td>
<td>tufannidūn</td>
<td>12:94</td>
<td></td>
<td>تفتوندن</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra'd (13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sR]</td>
<td>Alif-Lām-Mīm-Rā</td>
<td>13:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>الر</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N-W</td>
<td>šīnwañ</td>
<td>13:4</td>
<td></td>
<td>صُنْوَان وَغَرْبْ صُنْوَان</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-H-L</td>
<td>al-miḥāl</td>
<td>13:13</td>
<td></td>
<td>المحل</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-R-ı</td>
<td>jufām</td>
<td>13:17</td>
<td></td>
<td>جِفَا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrahim (14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-R-ı</td>
<td>yatajarra' u-hu</td>
<td>14:17</td>
<td></td>
<td>يجزعه</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-M-D</td>
<td>ramād</td>
<td>14:18</td>
<td></td>
<td>رماد</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-TH-TH</td>
<td>uṭūthnāta</td>
<td>14:26</td>
<td></td>
<td>اجتثت</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Q-H</td>
<td>lawāqib</td>
<td>15:22</td>
<td></td>
<td>لوقح</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-D-H</td>
<td>taftāhūna</td>
<td>15:68</td>
<td></td>
<td>تفتاحون</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-[W]</td>
<td>'īdīn</td>
<td>15:91</td>
<td></td>
<td>عضين</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabl (16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-F-ı</td>
<td>dif'</td>
<td>16:5</td>
<td></td>
<td>ديف</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-GH-L</td>
<td>al-bīghāl</td>
<td>16:8</td>
<td></td>
<td>البیغل</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S-S</td>
<td>yadvussu-hu</td>
<td>16:59</td>
<td></td>
<td>يدوسسححو</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-R-TH</td>
<td>farīth</td>
<td>16:66</td>
<td></td>
<td>فریث</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-F-D</td>
<td>bafađām</td>
<td>16:72</td>
<td></td>
<td>بافادم</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-L-L</td>
<td>kāl</td>
<td>16:76</td>
<td></td>
<td>کال</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-W-W</td>
<td>jaww</td>
<td>16:79</td>
<td></td>
<td>جواب</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N</td>
<td>za'ni-kum</td>
<td>16:80</td>
<td></td>
<td>زانیکم</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-W-F</td>
<td>aswāfī-hā</td>
<td>16:80</td>
<td></td>
<td>أسفاها</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-B-B</td>
<td>awbārī-hā</td>
<td>16:80</td>
<td></td>
<td>أوباریه</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-K-D</td>
<td>tawākāh-hā</td>
<td>16:91</td>
<td></td>
<td>تواکاهه</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-H-Z-L</td>
<td>ghazla-hā</td>
<td>16:92</td>
<td></td>
<td>غزلاه</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isra' (17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-W-S</td>
<td>jāsū</td>
<td>17:5</td>
<td></td>
<td>جاسو</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-DH-R</td>
<td>lā tubadhidhir</td>
<td>17:26</td>
<td></td>
<td>لا تبدیدر</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-W-F</td>
<td>tabdhām</td>
<td>17:26</td>
<td></td>
<td>تبدیح</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-GH-D</td>
<td>yunghīdua</td>
<td>17:51</td>
<td></td>
<td>ينفعیذه</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-N-K</td>
<td>la-āstretchūkanīma</td>
<td>17:62</td>
<td></td>
<td>لا اَتْشَرَكُ ینَیماا</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-F-R</td>
<td>mawfūrām</td>
<td>17:63</td>
<td></td>
<td>موفورا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-L-B</td>
<td>ajlib</td>
<td>17:64</td>
<td></td>
<td>اجلب</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-S-F</td>
<td>qāṣīf</td>
<td>17:69</td>
<td></td>
<td>قاصف</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-L-K</td>
<td>dulīk</td>
<td>17:79</td>
<td></td>
<td>دولک</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-J-D</td>
<td>tahajjad</td>
<td>17:79</td>
<td></td>
<td>تهجید</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-H-B-W</td>
<td>khabat</td>
<td>17:97</td>
<td></td>
<td>خبات</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahf (18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-J-W</td>
<td>fajwa</td>
<td>18:17</td>
<td></td>
<td>فجوى</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Q-Z</td>
<td>ayaqūz</td>
<td>18:18</td>
<td></td>
<td>ایاقوز</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-R-T</td>
<td>furruh</td>
<td>18:28</td>
<td></td>
<td>فرط</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-R-D-Q</td>
<td>surādigu-hā</td>
<td>18:29</td>
<td></td>
<td>سراديغه</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root letters</td>
<td>Hapax in transliteration</td>
<td>Qur'anic reference</td>
<td>Rhyme</td>
<td>Hapax in Arabic</td>
<td>Strict Hapax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Y-D</td>
<td>tabi‘d</td>
<td>18:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-L</td>
<td>maw‘illa</td>
<td>18:58</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-D-D</td>
<td>yunqa‘adda</td>
<td>18:77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Y-B</td>
<td>a‘iba-hā</td>
<td>18:79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-S-B</td>
<td>ghašba‘</td>
<td>18:79</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Q-M</td>
<td>al-raqīm</td>
<td>18:95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-D-M</td>
<td>radmi‘</td>
<td>18:95</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryam (19)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-‘L</td>
<td>isha‘a-la</td>
<td>19:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-KH-D</td>
<td>al-makhāl</td>
<td>19:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-T-M</td>
<td>baţim‘</td>
<td>19:71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-D-D</td>
<td>di‘dār‘</td>
<td>19:82</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Z-Z</td>
<td>ta‘uzzu-hum</td>
<td>19:83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-F-D</td>
<td>wa‘fīr‘</td>
<td>19:85</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘D-D</td>
<td>iddār‘</td>
<td>19:89</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-D-D</td>
<td>haddār‘</td>
<td>19:90</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-K-Z</td>
<td>rikzā‘</td>
<td>19:98</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta-Hā (20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fā]</td>
<td>Tā-Hā</td>
<td>20:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-R-Y</td>
<td>al-tharā</td>
<td>20:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-L-‘</td>
<td>ikhla‘</td>
<td>20:12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-‘L</td>
<td>na‘lay-ka</td>
<td>20:12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-SH-SH</td>
<td>ashushu</td>
<td>20:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘R-B</td>
<td>ma‘ārib</td>
<td>20:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-H-L</td>
<td>al-sābīl</td>
<td>20:39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-N-Y</td>
<td>tānīyā</td>
<td>20:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-Y</td>
<td>lihayat-t</td>
<td>20:94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-R-Q</td>
<td>zuqā‘</td>
<td>20:102</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-F-S-F</td>
<td>šafṣafā‘</td>
<td>20:106</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘M-T</td>
<td>amṭā‘</td>
<td>20:107</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-M-S</td>
<td>hamstā‘</td>
<td>20:108</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘N-T</td>
<td>‘anat</td>
<td>20:111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-N-K</td>
<td>dānk‘</td>
<td>20:124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-H-R</td>
<td>zahra</td>
<td>20:131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Hapaxes in the Qur‘ān)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur’anic reference</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Y-M</td>
<td>al-ayämî</td>
<td>24:32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-K-W</td>
<td>mishkhât</td>
<td>24:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-J-J</td>
<td>zujuja</td>
<td>24:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Y-T</td>
<td>zaytu-hâ</td>
<td>24:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH- 'N</td>
<td>mûdhi'în</td>
<td>24:49</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Y-K</td>
<td>ya='îfâ</td>
<td>24:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-W-DH</td>
<td>liwâdîh</td>
<td>24:63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-L-N</td>
<td>fulânî</td>
<td>25:28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-S-R</td>
<td>tafrîlî</td>
<td>25:33</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B-</td>
<td>ya'ba'û</td>
<td>25:77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Y-R</td>
<td>dayr</td>
<td>26:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-R-</td>
<td>shîridhîma</td>
<td>26:54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH-M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-W-D</td>
<td>al-tawd</td>
<td>26:64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-B-K</td>
<td>kubkibû</td>
<td>26:94</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Y- '</td>
<td>nr'</td>
<td>26:128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-R-H</td>
<td>frîrînî</td>
<td>26:149</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shu' arâ'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>Tā-Sîn</td>
<td>27:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S-M</td>
<td>tabassama</td>
<td>27:19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-D-H-D</td>
<td>al-budhûd</td>
<td>27:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-B-</td>
<td>al-khabî</td>
<td>27:25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F-R-[T]</td>
<td>'îfrît</td>
<td>27:39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-M-D</td>
<td>jâmîdîtán</td>
<td>27:88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Q-N</td>
<td>atqana</td>
<td>27:88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaṣâṣ (28)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-K-Z</td>
<td>wakazza-hû</td>
<td>28:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH-W-D</td>
<td>tâdhîdîni</td>
<td>28:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-DH-W</td>
<td>jadhwa</td>
<td>28:29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Q-'</td>
<td>al-buq‘â</td>
<td>28:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-S-H</td>
<td>aṣâfîq</td>
<td>28:34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-D-</td>
<td>ridî</td>
<td>28:34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-B-H</td>
<td>al-maṣbûlîn</td>
<td>28:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-W- '</td>
<td>tanû‘u</td>
<td>28:76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wayka-anna</td>
<td>wayka-anna</td>
<td>28:82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Ankabût (29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-SH- 'R</td>
<td>taqsha‘îru</td>
<td>29:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'N-K-B</td>
<td>'ankabût</td>
<td>29:41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-T-T</td>
<td>takhuṭu-hu</td>
<td>29:48</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rûm (30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>al-Rûm</td>
<td>30:2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S-Y</td>
<td>tumstûnî</td>
<td>30:17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luqâmi (31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S- 'R</td>
<td>tuṣa‘îr</td>
<td>31:18</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-D-D</td>
<td>khadda-ka</td>
<td>31:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-T-R</td>
<td>khattâr</td>
<td>31:32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sajda (32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-F-W</td>
<td>tatâjâfî</td>
<td>32:16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aṣzâb (33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-W-F</td>
<td>jawfi-hî</td>
<td>33:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>Yathrib</td>
<td>33:13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-Q</td>
<td>al-mu‘awwîqûn</td>
<td>33:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-L-Q</td>
<td>salaqâ-kum</td>
<td>33:19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-H-B</td>
<td>nabhâ-hu</td>
<td>33:23</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-T-S-Y</td>
<td>šâṣaṣ-hîm</td>
<td>33:26</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>Zayd</td>
<td>33:37</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-L-B</td>
<td>jalâbîbî-hîmna</td>
<td>33:37</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saba’ (34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-R-D</td>
<td>sard</td>
<td>34:11</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-F-N</td>
<td>jîfûn</td>
<td>34:13</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘R-M</td>
<td>al-‘arîm</td>
<td>34:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-M-T</td>
<td>khamît</td>
<td>34:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘T-TH-L</td>
<td>atîl</td>
<td>34:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-W-SH</td>
<td>al-tanîwûsh</td>
<td>34:52</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fâṭîr (35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-T-M-R</td>
<td>qâîmîr</td>
<td>35:13</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued overleaf)
Table 7.2 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[fr]</td>
<td>Yā-Sīn</td>
<td>36:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>رس</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-M-H</td>
<td>muqmahān</td>
<td>36:8</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>مفسون</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'R-J-N</td>
<td>al-'urqān</td>
<td>36:39</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>العرقات</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S-KH</td>
<td>masakhanā-hum</td>
<td>36:67</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>مستعفاه</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Z-B</td>
<td>lázib</td>
<td>37:11</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>لازب</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Q-M</td>
<td>iltaqama-hu</td>
<td>37:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-W-L</td>
<td>ghawl</td>
<td>37:47</td>
<td></td>
<td>غوال</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Y-D</td>
<td>bayd</td>
<td>37:49</td>
<td></td>
<td>بيد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-W-B</td>
<td>shawb m</td>
<td>37:67</td>
<td></td>
<td>شويب</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-F-F</td>
<td>yaziwiīn</td>
<td>37:94</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>يزيوني</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-L-L</td>
<td>talqa-hu</td>
<td>37:103</td>
<td></td>
<td>تلخا</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-B-N</td>
<td>al-jabin</td>
<td>37:107</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الجبين</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn]</td>
<td>Ḥ-yāsīn</td>
<td>37:130</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الهؤسين</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ẓ-B-Q</td>
<td>abaq</td>
<td>37:140</td>
<td></td>
<td>أباق</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-H-M</td>
<td>sahama</td>
<td>37:141</td>
<td></td>
<td>سهامة</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Q-F-N</td>
<td>yaqtīn</td>
<td>37:146</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>ياقتين</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-W-H</td>
<td>saḥati-him</td>
<td>37:177</td>
<td></td>
<td>سحتم</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śād (38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fr]</td>
<td>Śād</td>
<td>38:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>ص</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>liṭa</td>
<td>38:3</td>
<td></td>
<td>ليتا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-W-S</td>
<td>manāṣ</td>
<td>38:3</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>مناص</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-T-T</td>
<td>qaṭṭa-nā</td>
<td>38:16</td>
<td></td>
<td>قطنا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-F-N</td>
<td>al-sāfināt</td>
<td>38:31</td>
<td></td>
<td>السلفانات</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-W-D</td>
<td>al-jīyād</td>
<td>38:31</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الجياء</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-KH-W</td>
<td>rukha m</td>
<td>38:36</td>
<td></td>
<td>روكا</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zumar (39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-K-S</td>
<td>mutashākīsūn</td>
<td>39:29</td>
<td></td>
<td>متشاهكون</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-M-'Z</td>
<td>ishma'aazzat</td>
<td>39:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>إسماعاّزات</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghāfīr (40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-W-D</td>
<td>ufawwīd</td>
<td>40:44</td>
<td></td>
<td>أوغود</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ Fusilat (41) ]

| Shūrā (42) |                          |                    |       |             |             |
| B-K-D       | rawākid                | 42:2               |       |            | ✓           |

Zukhruf (43)

| B-R-M        | abramū amrān               | 43:79             | §     | أبرام أمراً | ✓           |

Dukhān (44)

| B-H-W       | rahw m                  | 44:24              |       | روح        | ✓           |

[ Jāthiya (45) ]

Aḥqāf (46) |                          |                    |       |             | ✓           |

Mūḥammad (47)

| T- 'S       | ta's m                   | 47:8               |       | تسا؟       | ✓           |

Maqāmah (48) |                          |                    |       |             | ✓           |

| T- 'S       | asān                    | 47:15              |       | أسن        | ✓           |

| 'S-L        | 'assal                  | 47:15              |       | أسال       | ✓           |

| M- 'Y       | am 'a'a-hum             | 47:15              | §     | أعمهم     | ✓           |

| 'N-F        | 'ānif m                 | 47:16              |       | عاففة     | ✓           |

| S-H-R-F     | ashūrtu-hā             | 47:18              |       | أشربها   | ✓           |

| Q-F-L       | aṣāfi-hā                | 47:24              | §     | أفساها    | ✓           |

| L-H-N       | laḥm                    | 47:30              |       | لحم       | ✓           |

| Fath (48)    |                          |                    |       |             |             |

| M- 'S       | as-sīn                  | 49:11              |       | أسس        | ✓           |

| L-Q-G       | al-aqūb                | 49:11              |       | الآقب      | ✓           |

| L-S-S       | taqassasū               | 49:12              |       | تجسوا     | ✓           |

Qāf (50)

| [fr]        | Qāf                     | 50:1               |       | ق          | ✓           |

| B-S-Q       | basiqāt                 | 50:10              |       | بسيقاط   | ✓           |

| L-F-Z       | yalaqū                  | 50:18              |       | يلاقع     | ✓           |

| H-Y-D       | tahdīd                  | 50:19              |       | تحديد     | ✓           |

| Dhāriyāt (51) |                          |                    |       |             | ✓           |

| H-B-K        | al-'uḥbuk               | 51:7               | §     | اله بك     | ✓           |

| H-L        | yahja'ūn                | 51:17              | §     | يهوجون    | ✓           |

| S-K-K        | sakkat                 | 51:29              |       | سككت     | ✓           |

(Continued overleaf)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-Q-Q</td>
<td>raqq</td>
<td>52:3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'L-T</td>
<td>almatam-hum</td>
<td>52:21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-W-B</td>
<td>qaba</td>
<td>53:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-W-S</td>
<td>qawesan</td>
<td>53:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn]</td>
<td>al-Lat</td>
<td>53:19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn]</td>
<td>al-Uzza</td>
<td>53:19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Y-Z</td>
<td>dizai</td>
<td>53:22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-M-M</td>
<td>al-lamam</td>
<td>53:32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-D-Y</td>
<td>akda</td>
<td>53:34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-N-W</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>53:48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-M-D</td>
<td>sambilun</td>
<td>53:61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-M-R</td>
<td>munhamir</td>
<td>54:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S-R</td>
<td>dusur</td>
<td>54:13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-'SH-R</td>
<td>munqa'ir</td>
<td>54:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-Y</td>
<td>adha</td>
<td>54:46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'N-M</td>
<td>al-anam</td>
<td>55:10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-N-Y</td>
<td>fain</td>
<td>55:26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-F-DH</td>
<td>tanfudhī ... fa-nfuḍhī</td>
<td>55:33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-W-Z</td>
<td>shuwak</td>
<td>55:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-N-N</td>
<td>afnūn</td>
<td>55:48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Q-T</td>
<td>al-yaqūt</td>
<td>55:58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-M</td>
<td>mudhimmatain</td>
<td>55:64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-D-KH</td>
<td>naḏdakhatān</td>
<td>55:66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-Y-M</td>
<td>al-khiyam</td>
<td>55:72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-F-R-F</td>
<td>rafrāf</td>
<td>55:76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B-Q-R</td>
<td>'abqariyy</td>
<td>55:76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-J-J</td>
<td>rujjai (la-ardu rajū)</td>
<td>56:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.2 Continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-S-S</td>
<td>bussati l-jibīlu bassīf</td>
<td>56:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-D-N</td>
<td>mawḍūna</td>
<td>56:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B-R-Q</td>
<td>abārīq</td>
<td>56:18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-D-D</td>
<td>makḥfūd</td>
<td>56:28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-L-L-H</td>
<td>ṭaḥīh</td>
<td>56:29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-K-B</td>
<td>maskūb</td>
<td>56:31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Z-N</td>
<td>al-muzn</td>
<td>56:69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-L-Q-M</td>
<td>al-ḥulqūm</td>
<td>56:83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Hādīd (57)]

Mujādila (58)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J-L-S</td>
<td>al-majālis</td>
<td>58:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-S-H</td>
<td>tasfassāhī ... fa-safāhī yafasāḥ</td>
<td>58:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Hasīr (59)]

[Mumtaḥina (60)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-S-S</td>
<td>marṣūṣ</td>
<td>61:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn]</td>
<td>Ahmād</td>
<td>61:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumu'a (62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-H-SH-B</td>
<td>khushub</td>
<td>63:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N-D</td>
<td>musannada</td>
<td>63:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-B-N</td>
<td>al-taghābūn</td>
<td>64:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Talīq (65)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-I-Y-B</td>
<td>thayyibīt</td>
<td>66:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn]</td>
<td>ibnāt ('Imrān)</td>
<td>66:12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transiliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-M-M</td>
<td>namūn</td>
<td>68:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N-M</td>
<td>zanūn</td>
<td>68:13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued overleaf)
### Table 7.2 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur’anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KH-R-T-M</td>
<td>al-khurtum</td>
<td>68:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>خروط</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-R-D</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>68:25</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>حرد</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>Nūn</td>
<td>69:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>ن</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-S-M</td>
<td>husūm*</td>
<td>69:7</td>
<td></td>
<td>حسوم</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-R-</td>
<td>šarā’</td>
<td>69:7</td>
<td></td>
<td>ضرعي</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-H-Y</td>
<td>wāhiya</td>
<td>69:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>واهية</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>hā’ umu</td>
<td>69:19</td>
<td></td>
<td>هالم</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-T-N</td>
<td>al-wafīn</td>
<td>69:46</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الرفائن</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma’arīj (70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-L-</td>
<td>hatū’an</td>
<td>70:19</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>هلوة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘-Z-W</td>
<td>‘izīn</td>
<td>70:37</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عزین</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-F-D</td>
<td>yūfīdūna</td>
<td>70:43</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>يوسفون</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nūḥ (71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn] Wadd</td>
<td></td>
<td>71:23</td>
<td></td>
<td>واد</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn] Sūwā*</td>
<td></td>
<td>71:23</td>
<td></td>
<td>سواع</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn] Yaghāth</td>
<td></td>
<td>71:23</td>
<td></td>
<td>يغث</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn] Ya’iq</td>
<td></td>
<td>71:23</td>
<td></td>
<td>يوق</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pn] Nasr</td>
<td></td>
<td>71:23</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>نسر</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinn (72)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-R-S</td>
<td>haras*</td>
<td>72:8</td>
<td></td>
<td>حرس</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-R-B</td>
<td>harabā*</td>
<td>72:12</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>هرابا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-R-Y</td>
<td>tabḥarraw</td>
<td>72:14</td>
<td></td>
<td>تحروا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-D-Q</td>
<td>ghadṣaqā*</td>
<td>72:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>غداقا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzzammil (73)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-M-L</td>
<td>al-muzzammil</td>
<td>73:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>المزَامل</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T-L</td>
<td>tabattal iḥyāh</td>
<td>73:8</td>
<td></td>
<td>تبئل إليه</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-S-S</td>
<td>ghūṣṣa</td>
<td>73:13</td>
<td></td>
<td>صعحة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-TH-B</td>
<td>kāṭha</td>
<td>73:14</td>
<td></td>
<td>كثبة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Y-L</td>
<td>mahīlā</td>
<td>73:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>مييلة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muddaththin (74)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-TH-R</td>
<td>al-muddaththin</td>
<td>74:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>المذَكّر</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-S-W-R</td>
<td>qaswara</td>
<td>74:51</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>قوسورة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiyāma (75)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-R-K</td>
<td>tuḥarrīk</td>
<td>75:16</td>
<td></td>
<td>تحرک</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-T-Y</td>
<td>yatamaṭṭā</td>
<td>75:33</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>يتمتّی</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-D-Y</td>
<td>sudā*</td>
<td>75:36</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>سدی</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insān (76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-SH-J</td>
<td>amshāj</td>
<td>76:2</td>
<td></td>
<td>مشاج</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-F-R</td>
<td>kāfūrā*</td>
<td>76:5</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>كفرآ</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-M-T-R</td>
<td>qamtaṭṭā*</td>
<td>76:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>قمترا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-M-H-R</td>
<td>zambaraṭṭā*</td>
<td>76:13</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>زمرآ</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Y</td>
<td>āniya</td>
<td>76:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>آنية</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N-J-B-L</td>
<td>zanjabilā*</td>
<td>76:17</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>زنجيل</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-L-S-B-L</td>
<td>salabīlā*</td>
<td>76:18</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>سلبیل</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mursalāt (77)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-F-T</td>
<td>kifātā*</td>
<td>77:25</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>كفتا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-M-KH</td>
<td>shāmikhāt</td>
<td>77:27</td>
<td></td>
<td>شامخات</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naba’ (78)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-H-J</td>
<td>wahhājā*</td>
<td>78:13</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>وحجا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH-J-J</td>
<td>thajjājā*</td>
<td>78:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>ثجاجا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-Q</td>
<td>diḥāqā*</td>
<td>78:34</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>دهاقا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nāzil’ at (79)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-SH-T</td>
<td>wa l-nāshīṭati</td>
<td>79:2</td>
<td></td>
<td>وَلَ الناشیِّتی</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Ḥ-R</td>
<td>al-ḥāfira</td>
<td>79:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الحافرة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N-KH-R</td>
<td>nakhira</td>
<td>79:11</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>نخرة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Ḥ-R</td>
<td>al-sāhira</td>
<td>79:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الساحرة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-M-K</td>
<td>samka-hā</td>
<td>79:28</td>
<td></td>
<td>سمكا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-T-SH</td>
<td>aḡṭash</td>
<td>79:29</td>
<td></td>
<td>أَغْتاش</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H-W</td>
<td>dhāḥ-hā</td>
<td>79:30</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>دهاحا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-M-M</td>
<td>al-ṯamāma</td>
<td>79:34</td>
<td></td>
<td>المائمة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Abasa (80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-D-B</td>
<td>qaḍabā*</td>
<td>80:28</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>قضبا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-B</td>
<td>abbā*</td>
<td>80:31</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>اِبِآ</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-KH-KH</td>
<td>al-sākhkha</td>
<td>80:33</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>السكحا</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takwir (81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-D-R</td>
<td>inkadarat</td>
<td>81:2</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>إكدارت</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-H-SH</td>
<td>al-wuḥūsh</td>
<td>81:5</td>
<td></td>
<td>الوحس</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-D</td>
<td>al-maw’ūda</td>
<td>81:8</td>
<td></td>
<td>المودعة</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-SH-T</td>
<td>kushīṭat</td>
<td>81:11</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>كشتات</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued overleaf)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-N-S</td>
<td>al-kunnas</td>
<td>81:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الكُنْنَس</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'S-'-S</td>
<td>'as as</td>
<td>81:17</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>عَسَسٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-N-N</td>
<td>danfa</td>
<td>81:24</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>طَنْفٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Infi'tar (82)]

**Mu'taffifin (83)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-Y-N</td>
<td>rana</td>
<td>83:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>رَانَة</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-F-F</td>
<td>al-mu'taffifin</td>
<td>83:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>المُتَفْفِفِينَ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-H-Q</td>
<td>ra'iq</td>
<td>83:25</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>رَيْقٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tasnîm</td>
<td>83:27</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>تَسْنِيمٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-M-Z</td>
<td>yataghâmazîn</td>
<td>83:30</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>يَتَاغِمّازِينَ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inshiqiqaq (84)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-D-H</td>
<td>kâdibûa ilâ rabbika</td>
<td>84:6</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>كَذِبُوا إِلَى رَبِّكَ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-D-D</td>
<td>al-ukhîdûd</td>
<td>85:4</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الأَخْدُودٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Târiq (86)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-F-Q</td>
<td>dasîq</td>
<td>86:6</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>دَابِقٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-R-B</td>
<td>al-tara'îb</td>
<td>86:7</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>التَّرَايْبٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Z-L</td>
<td>al-hazî</td>
<td>86:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الْحَازِ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Al'a (87)]

**Ghâshiya (88)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-M-R-Q</td>
<td>namâriq</td>
<td>88:15</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>نَمَارِقٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-R-B</td>
<td>zarâbiyy</td>
<td>88:16</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>زَرَابِيّ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-T-H</td>
<td>suţîhat</td>
<td>88:20</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>سَحِّيَتٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fajr (89)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iram</td>
<td>89:7</td>
<td></td>
<td>إِرَامٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-W-T</td>
<td>sawt</td>
<td>89:13</td>
<td></td>
<td>سُوْطٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-M-M</td>
<td>lammaâ</td>
<td>89:19</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>لَمْمَعٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-M-M</td>
<td>jammaâ</td>
<td>89:20</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>جَمْمَعٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Balad (90)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-B-D</td>
<td>kabad</td>
<td>90:4</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>كَبَادٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-F-H</td>
<td>sha'fatayn</td>
<td>90:9</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>شَفَتَائِنٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hadaxes in the Qur'ân (237)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-J-D</td>
<td>al-najdayn</td>
<td>90:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>النَجْدِيَنَ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-GH-B</td>
<td>masghaba</td>
<td>90:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>مَسْغَبَةٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shams (91)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-H-W</td>
<td>talâb-âhâ</td>
<td>91:6</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>تَلَابُّهَا</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-M</td>
<td>alhama-âhâ</td>
<td>91:8</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الْحَمَأُهَا</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S-Y</td>
<td>dâssta-âhâ</td>
<td>91:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>دَسْتَهَا</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-M-D-M</td>
<td>damdama</td>
<td>91:14</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>دَمَدَمٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Layl (92)]

**Duha (93)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-J-W</td>
<td>sajî</td>
<td>93:2</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>سَجِيٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Sharh (94)]

**Tin (95)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-Y-N</td>
<td>al-tîn</td>
<td>95:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>التَّيْنٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Bayyina (98)]

**Qadr (97)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laylat al-Qadr (3)</td>
<td>97:1, 2, 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>لَيْلَة الْقَدْرِ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Zalzala (99)]

**'Aaliy (100)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'W-D</td>
<td>al-'âdiyât</td>
<td>100:1</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>الْعَدِيَّةٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-B-H</td>
<td>dâbbâhî</td>
<td>100:2</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>دَبْبَّهُ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-D-H</td>
<td>qadbaâ</td>
<td>100:3</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>قَدْبَةٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH-W-B</td>
<td>al-mughîrât</td>
<td>100:4</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>المَغْهِرَةَ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Q-'</td>
<td>naq'aâ</td>
<td>100:6</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>نَاقْعَةٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N-D</td>
<td>kantûd</td>
<td>100:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>كَانُتُدٌ</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-S-L</td>
<td>hûssîla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur'anic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qari'a (101)</td>
<td>101:10</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Takâthur (102)]

(Continued overleaf)
When nouns have pronouns attached, this is shown (with full inflection), and the same goes for verbs and object pronouns; for clarity, these are separated by a hyphen. Column 3 lists the verse reference for each hapax. If the symbol § appears in column 4, this indicates that the hapax in question is a rhyme-word. Column 5 lists the hapaxes in (unvowed) Arabic. As with the English transliteration in column 2, pronouns are retained. An X in column 5 means that there is no cognate for the root listed in Zammit’s *A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’ānic Arabic*, and no mark means there is a cognate; a dash — means that Zammit does not list the root. A check mark ✓ in column 6 indicates a strict hapax. A strict hapax, as we saw above, is a basic hapax that fulfills at least one of the following conditions:

(a) It has no cognate in another Semitic language (according to Zammit), and it extends to include quotidian words (e.g. fāqi’).

(b) It is from a recurring root, but with a different Qur’ānic meaning (e.g. ḥofada).

(c) It is a candidate for emendation (including ghost words) (e.g. al-raq‘īm).

For lexical information about a non-Semitic word or root, I rely on Ambros’s *A Concise Dictionary of Koranic Arabic*. In Table 7.1, words in the main list that are possibly proper nouns are italicized in transliteration. Proper nouns and the *fawūth al-suwar* ("mysterious letters") are listed in two separate sub-lists in Table 7.1 but are incorporated into the larger list in Table 7.2.

In Table 7.2, root letters are listed in column 1 when applicable. The italicized [pn] and [ffs] in column 1 correspond to proper nouns and the *fawūth al-suwar* ("mysterious letters"), respectively.

### A note on emendations (and ghost words)\(^{82}\)

> "A word means what it means in its own language, not in another"
> (Robert Hoyland, 2009)

> "If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it"
> (Bert Lance, 1977)

The tables above include 452 basic hapaxes, 37 proper names and 10 *fawūth* distributed over 95 Sūras, and 259 strict hapaxes distributed over 81 Sūras. The number of hapax roots is a shade lower because of some pairs of lexemes formed

\[^{82}\] For the use of this term to describe the Hebrew Bible’s hapaxes that are the result of scribal error, see Cohen, *Biblical Hapax*, 5. See also Greenspahn, *Hapax Legomena*, viii: “In particular, we can hope to be able to assess the relative validity of two opposing attitudes discernible in modern scholarship regarding rare forms. The first treats unique forms as most likely the result of error in the course of transmission. On the other hand, the precept lectio difficilior praeferenda est assumes leveling rather than the creation of strange forms to be the direction of corruption.”

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root letters</th>
<th>Hapax in transliteration</th>
<th>Qur’ānic reference</th>
<th>Rhyme</th>
<th>Hapax in Arabic</th>
<th>Strict Hapax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-Y-L</td>
<td>al-fil</td>
<td>105:1 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B-B-L</td>
<td>abābīl</td>
<td>105:3 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quraysh</td>
<td></td>
<td>106:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH-T-W</td>
<td>al-shitā‘</td>
<td>106:2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-Y-F</td>
<td>al-ṣayīf</td>
<td>106:2 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma‘ūn</td>
<td>al-mā‘ūn</td>
<td>107:7 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawthar</td>
<td></td>
<td>108:2 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-H-R</td>
<td>anbār</td>
<td>108:3 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T-R</td>
<td>al-abbār</td>
<td>[Kāfūrūn (109)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Naṣr (110)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masad</td>
<td></td>
<td>111:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Y-D</td>
<td>jādī-hā</td>
<td>111:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S-D</td>
<td>masad</td>
<td>111:5 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikhlāṣ</td>
<td>al-ṣamad</td>
<td>112:2 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-F‘-</td>
<td>kufuww‘</td>
<td>112:4 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falaq</td>
<td>waqab</td>
<td>113:3 §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-F-TH</td>
<td>al-naffāthāt</td>
<td>113:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Nās (114)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTALS</strong></td>
<td><strong>499</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>94</strong></td>
<td><strong>499</strong></td>
<td><strong>259</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from a shared root (e.g. qinwān and aqmā). Of the Qur’ān’s 1,504 roots then, only 33 percent are basic hapax roots and 17 percent are strict hapax roots. Even if we use al-Malījī’s figures, the figure is 25 percent. Greenspahn has shown that 1,501 (289 absolute, 1,179 non-absolute, and 33 ambiguous) hapaxes out of a total Biblical vocabulary of between 5,000 and 8,000 words is a far lower proportion than in other material, where the percentage is usually upwards of 35 percent (see Figure 7.1). The figures for the Qur’ān are evidently lower.

These figures put into perspective the issues of “foreign” words and emendation, the two principal contexts in which modern Western scholars have hitherto invoked hapaxes. Emendation, in particular, has major implications for hapaxes, and vice versa. In the opening lines of the article “Textual Criticism of the Qur’ān,” James Bellamy writes:

Anyone who writes on textual criticism should begin with definitions. So let it be said from the outset that textual criticism has nothing to do with the criticism of music, art or literature. In simplest terms, textual criticism is the correction of errors.

Many of the errors Bellamy (and others) proposes to correct are hapaxes which, when “corrected,” often cease to be hapaxes. In Bellamy’s aforementioned article, he cites inter alia the following erstwhile hapaxes: ḥasāb (which he changes to the ersatz ḥṭabl), ṣabb (< ṭubb), ṣijill (< mussil, musajjil), ḥhīṭa (< ḥḥāṭa), sur-hunna (< jazzi-hinna), gaswara (< fANTIra, pronounced bantīra), jībt (< jīmna), ṣaqīm (< ṣugīd), many of which are conjectural emendations, not supported by known variants in the tradition. In other papers and articles, he has dealt with such words as ṣamad and ʿIsā. There are, to be sure, instances where hapaxes appear to betray an underlying problem. But careful attention to where hapaxes are used and how they are rhetorically deployed can potentially mitigate the urge to “correct.”

For Christoph Luxenburg, rikzā, the final word in Maryam (19) 98, is one such crux. He takes rikzā to be a mistaken transcription from Syriac, in the light of which he proposes an emendation to dhikrā. With the “original reading . . . restored,” Luxenburg proposes that the reading “Dost thou perceive of them a single one or hear of them any mention?” is superior to “Dost thou perceive of them a single one or hear of them a [single] whisper?” But given that this requires us to jettison a strict hapax,6 the question deserves special attention. It is true that dhikr would nicely echo the opening of the Sūra (dhikrā raḥmati rabbika), but there are reasons to prefer rikzā, such as the paronomasia between rikzā in the final verse and Zakariyyā in the opening verse possibly intimating a play on Zakariyyā (and later Maryam) being asked to hold their tongue,87 and the symmetry – the rhetorical symmetry, that is – of having the Sūra open with a strict hapax, Kāf-Hā'-Yā'-Ayn-Šād, and close with a strict hapax, rikzā. This example illustrates the need to pay attention to rhetorical reasons for the presence of a particular hapax.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Hapax Legomena</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occurrences (words used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plautus</td>
<td>33,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peking Chinese</td>
<td>13,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As You Like It</td>
<td>3,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A Polye&quot; (Seneca)</td>
<td>5,688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A Helvea&quot; (Seneca)</td>
<td>6,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Caesar</td>
<td>2,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain's Daughter (Pushkin)</td>
<td>28,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper</td>
<td>43,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>11,229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gospel of Mark (Greek)</td>
<td>9,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Illusion</td>
<td>16,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comique (Pierre Corneille)</td>
<td>32,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English telephone conversations</td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic French conversations</td>
<td>312,135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.1 Hapax distribution in various corpora.

86 Luxenburg, Syro-Aramaic Reading, 82.
Rhetorical considerations appear to play a part in Luxenberg's proposal regarding wa-tallahu li-l-jabin "and he had laid him down on his forehead" (al-Šaffāt [37] 103), describing Abraham's attempt to sacrifice his son.88 He proposes that jabin be emended to habbin (which effectively results in the substitution of one hapax for another). Of the new reading, Gabriel Reynolds says, "A much more satisfying phrase emerges," namely, "He tied him to the firewood."89 According to Reynolds, "the awkwardness of the [original] reading" — what I prefer to think of as the rhetorical productivity of the original — is what suggests the new reading, and it is certainly a plausible scenario. I do not, however, share Reynolds' conviction that the new reading is "intellectually compelling." I do see how it makes philological sense, but surely it contradicts the narrative's point in the Qur'anic account, namely the son's unquestioning compliance. The much more satisfying phrase how it makes philological sense, but surely it contradicts the narrative's point.

The passage reads:

Wa-awhaynā ʿilā Mūsā an ʿidrib bi-ʿašāka l-bohr faʾnafala qa fa-kāna kullu firqīn ʿa l-fawd al-ʿaẓīm

Then We inspired Moses (as follows): “Strike the sea with your rod,” and it divided, and each separate part became like the mighty peak.

In an article in which he proposes emending several words (and consequently the overall import) of al-ʿAdīyāt (100), Munther Younes writes, “Of the twelve words in the five verses under discussion, six are hapax legomena: al-ʿadīyāt, ṣablā, qadāb, al-mūghirāt, naq ʿa, and wasaʿmnā, a disproportionately high number. In at least one case, i.e. naq ʿa, a word is used with a meaning in the language not found outside of this Sūra.”93 Five (or four94) is indeed a lot of hapaxes, but, as Table 7.2 shows, not rhetorically high, especially for the beginning of a Sūra. al-Māʾ īda, for instance, has five hapaxes in its first three verses. al-Quraysh (106) has three hapaxes in the space of six words, and if we count ʿilā with its count appearances in only one context and is thus either a hapax or a rarity, then we have five hapaxes out of

difficultior would be better served if we had to change only one letter."96 Of course, if we followed that principle, then it would be even better served if we changed no letter at all; indeed, both Sidney Griffith and Devin Stewart have cogently argued that raqīm is in all likelihood correct, thus maintaining not only the lectio difficilior but also retaining a strict hapax.97 What is more, this hapax describes something wondrous: the verse in which al-raqīm appears appositely reads, am hasbīna ᦽaḥēb al-kahf wa-l-raqīm kānū min āyātīnā ʿajābā (“Do you find the Companions of the Cave and the Raqīm so wondrous, among all Our signs?”).

Indeed, I would like to suggest that one motivation for the stylistic deployment of hapaxes (and non-triliterals) is the signaling of matters inspiring wonder, awe or dread. To take another example, if we think of the mountain-like mass created by Moses when parting the Red Sea with his rod as something wondrous and terrible, then the suggestion that tawd (al-Shuʿārā’ [26] 63) be emended to ʿfir becomes unnecessary.98 That particular "mountain," because it is part of a miracle, would in every way be wondrous and dreadful — hence the deployment here of a hapax. The passage reads:

80-85.

88 Luxenberg, Syro-Aramaic Reading, 166–77.
91 Luxenberg, Syro-Aramaic Reading, 80–85.
six. And in al-Fil, four of the five rhyme words are hapaxes: "fil" and "ababil" are strict hapaxes, "tadfil" and "ma'kil" are hapax forms, and "sijfil" is a rarity and likely a loanword. Of the ten words in the Qur'an's shortest Sūra, 108, three are rhyme words and all three are hapaxes, one a basic hapax ("abtar"), one a strict hapax ("anhar") and one a rarity ("kawthar"). Indeed, as Table 7.2 above shows, strict hapaxes within Sūras have a tendency to cluster together. Frequency of hapaxes aside, it should be noted that the Sūras at issue all involve remarkable phenomena: Qur'an 100 describes flaring steeds charging, striking hooves sparking, sparks of fire, dustclouds thundering, enemy crowds thundering; Qur'an 106 describes God's remarkable protection of the Quraysh; and Qur'an 105 marvels at the war elephant, at the wondrous and dreadful celestial flock, the hellish baked rock, and the fields laid waste.

The argument that hapaxes are used with matters remarkable can be made for many hapaxes, especially when they are connected to heaven and hell and their denizens. Many scholars are eager to emend the hapax for they do not occur elsewhere in the clusters "a nakhla" in Qur'an, have ranged clusters in which 'the Qur'an produces natively, if we take into account the fact that the trees described by Stewart includes the word "nakhla" with Qur'anic water, ceaseless ... ) in denizens. Many scholars are eager to emend the hapax for they do not occur elsewhere in the "Stewart for this reference."

The foregoing pages will, I trust, have made it even more apparent that it is extremely important to have a solid understanding of how the words, expressions and locations in the Qur'an work together. Important also is the need for adumbrations about the Form II verb as a rhyme word and as quasi-quadriliteral, see S.M. Toorawa, "Referencing the Qur'an: A proposal with illustrative translations and discussion," JQS 9:1, 2007, 141. Cf. Henri Loucel, "Signification du nombre et de la fréquence des racines verbales quadri-consonantiques dans "Ana Abyd" de Layli Ba' albak," SBS 35, 1972, 121–67, in which he compares Ba' albak's quadriliterals to the Qur'an's. I am grateful to Devin Stewart for this reference.

102 Greenspahn, Hapax Legomena, 172.

to understand better how meaning inheres in the Qur’an’s lexical, linguistic, and rhetorical choices before deciding whether a particular lexical item is “foreign” or whether a particular reading, pointing, or vocalization is faulty. It is my hope that the hapax lists above will contribute to the deepening of that understanding.

8 Tripartite, but anti-Trinitarian formulas in the Qur’anic corpus, possibly pre-Qur’anic

Manfred Kropp

Introduction to method and results

Qur’an 112 (al-Ikhlaṣ) is said to be a complete Muslim confession of a strictly monotheistic faith, the very essence of the Qur’anic message on the character of God. But, astonishingly enough, for formal reasons certain voices in the Muslim tradition do not consider it to be part of the Qur’an, properly speaking. In fact, like the first Sūra (al-Fātihā; Qur’an 1), an opening prayer, and the last two Sūras (Qur’an 113 and 114), two prayers invoking shelter and protection against evil powers, it is not expressed in direct divine speech. Instead these four pieces belong to liturgy and ritual. Only an introductory formula such as qul, “say,” can turn—quite artificially—their character into direct divine speech.

There are more peculiar features in Qur’an 112. Not only are there tremendous grammatical ambiguities and difficulties with it but the tradition does not come to a clear explanation of the syntactical structure or the hapax legomenon samad, which is of unclear meaning (verse 2; tradition offers more than a dozen different meanings). Also, the attested canonical variants for this short Sūra are quite numerous and diverge considerably from the canonical text. In fact, one gets the impression here of a living oral tradition. This is in stark contrast to the character of variant readings for other parts of the Qur’anic corpus in general, which have more of the character of philological (guess)work on a highly ambiguous, undotted and unvocalized consonantal text.

Applying the method and rules of textual criticism to these variant readings as if they were variants in manuscripts yields a surprising result: a tripartite but strongly anti-Trinitarian formula. Verse 2 with the enigmatic word al-samad reveals a later gloss and explanation for the problematical term ābad (verse 1), an explanation of the type obscurum per obscurior. The thus reconstructed version is much more concise, rhetorical and well-constructed according to the rules of Arabic grammar: a nominal subject followed by two coordinated (conjunction wa-) verbal predicates, or, alternatively, a short nominal clause followed by two verbal phrases with the same subject as the nominal clause, without any coordination, but in harmony with the specific rhetoric staccato-style of such a formula. Exactly the same kind of formula with the same fāsila (Qur’anic rhyme) -ād and the crucial attribute for God (awlād) can be reconstructed in another Sūra of the


105 Since completing this article, I learned of the following online resource, which lists 395 hapaxes by root and Sūra: <www.islamnoon.com/Denasat/Mosjam/mosjam_index.htm> (accessed February 3, 2011). The list was compiled by Basim Sa’id al-Bassiim in 2001.
The Qur'anic corpus where the canonical version hides the original structure (and obfuscates the [Aramaic!] keyword had) in one long but theoretically and syntactically awkward verse.

The conclusion proposed in this chapter is that these short and highly effective polemical formulas form part of a pre-Qur'anic heritage. They are religio-political slogans – to be shouted in the streets of Mecca against religious adversaries or opponents – deriving from extra- and possibly pre-Qur'anic materials. They were received and incorporated – but not without deep changes obfuscating their original structure and meaning – in the later authoritative version of the text.

The following article does not intend to trace back the whole scientific discussion of al-Ikhliṣ, either in Western or in Muslim scholarship. For this I refer to the article of A.A. Ambros, "Die Analyse von Sure 112," which gives the essentials of scholarly work on this text accompanied by thoughtful analysis, especially on the syntax and the three (!) hapax legomena in this short text of fifteen words. Consequently I will reduce the citations, the footnotes and the oppositions- deriving from extra- and possibly pre-Qur'anic materials. They obfuscates the [Aramaic!] keyword and the syntax and the three (!) hapax legomena in this short text of fifteen words.

The text, its variants and problems

The canonical reading of the rasm and the translation of Marmaduke Pickthall are as follows:

1. Qul: huwa Liāhū aḥābd
   Say: He is Allah, the One!
2. Allāhū l-samad
   Allah, the eternally Besought of all!
3. lam yālid wa-lam yūlād
   He begetteth not nor was begotten
4. wa-lam yākun la-hū kufān aḥābd
   And there is none comparable to him.

The syntax of the English translation masks radically the complicated and tortuous structure of the Arabic original, which causes so many discussions among Muslim commentators. But, on the other hand, and as we will see, it catches instinctively the style of the religio-political and polemical formula that the text finally will reveal itself to be.

The variant readings are given in a simplified conspectus. But the most important fact about this text is that the oldest extant material testimonies are not part of the learned Muslim tradition. The mosaic inscription in the (outer) octagonal arcade of the Dome of the Rock and the legends on dinars and dirhams of the caliph 'Abd-al-Malik (starting from 77/696–7) as well as a protocol in a bilingual Arabic-Greek papyrus, dating from 88/707–8 (the caliph al-Walid is mentioned as the actual ruler) antedate for a century or so the oldest parchment fragments of Q 112 and furthermore exhibit important variants to the canonical reading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canonical text</th>
<th>Variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qul: huwa Liāhū aḥābd</td>
<td>deest⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allāhū l-samad</td>
<td>deest⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lam yālid wa-lam yūlād</td>
<td>al-wāḥid “the only one, the unique”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa-lam yākun la-hū kufān aḥābd</td>
<td>deest⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kufān; kufā(n); kafi’an; kafi’an</td>
<td>deest⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(and some more forms.)</td>
<td>ahābd “none”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“equal, sufficient?”</td>
<td>add.: la-hū “for him”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kufān “comparable”</td>
<td>kufān “comparable”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2 This translation is chosen at random; the discussion in the article will show where the problems of the texts are. M. Pickthall’s translation is traditionally the most widely accepted by Muslims of English tongue. A lot of Qur’anic text corpora, including translations in different languages and of different authors, are to be found on the internet.
The variants offer, exceptionally in the Qur'anic tradition, all of the characteristics of a vivid oral tradition: omission of words, substitution of words, change in word order (indicated in the apparatus by δεστ corresponding to a following add.), change in vocalization up to the extreme change in the consonantal rasm (variants to καψού). The main difficulties of the canonical reading lie with the three (Qur'anic) hapax legomena (ακάθιδ [v.1]; ἀσ-σαμάδ [v.2]; καψού [v.4]); the sheer number of variants to the word καψού and the number of explanations and meanings given to as-samād indicate that there is a major problem here of comprehension. To these are linked enormous syntactical difficulties and anomalies if one intends – as an orthodox reader and commentator normally does – to construct a congruent, fluent, nay elegant, text instead of being satisfied by a sequence of rather short and isolated statements, such as the English translation of v.2: “Allah, the eternally Besought of all!”

Verse 1: syntactical structure and ακάθιδ or ακάθιδ as a foreign word

The introductory qul, “say,” is simply an instrument meant to integrate this text into the direct divine message. The first problematic point is the function of the initial huwa, “he is.” If it is omitted, as is in many variants, and even one attributed to Muhammad himself,11 then the rest of the verse is a simple nominal phrase: Allāh is “one”; the second verse then becomes a postponed apposition to the subject, “Allāh, the eternally Besought by all!” or it remains an isolated exclamation. If huwa is kept, the syntactical structure changes.

The word huwa would seem to be a pronominal subject in anaphora, perhaps referring to an extra-textual situation furnished by the tradition: Muhammad is asked by Meccan unbelievers, Jews or Christians, “What is the nature of your God?” The answer comes: “He is ...” The following Allāh is in apposition, leaving ακάθιδ as the only predicate and consequently isolating verse 2. Alternatively there are two predicates (Allāh, ακάθιδ) which are not in congruence as far as determination is concerned, followed by a possible third one (verse 2). Or huwa is a kind of datir al-sha'na, a resumptive pronoun meaning “it is so then: ...” followed by the predicate ακάθιδ; then one can opt for verse 2, making it a second predicate, not in congruence with the first one, or making it a remote and postponed apposition.12

Before discussing the exceptional use of the word ακάθιδ, which makes it a semantic and functional hapax legomenon in the Qur'anic context, a third possibility should be considered. There may well be a hitherto unseen Aramaicism

10 It takes A.A. Ambros ("Analyse von Sure 112") four pages to discuss the meaning and syntactical function of ακάθιδ, but eighteen pages to do the same for al-samād.
12 As a rule as well that one has to be aware of, in light of the highly rhetorical and poetical nature of the text, license is taken for the sake of rhyme or rhythm.
 obscurum per obscurior, as the key-term samad is also a hapax legomenon, and one that puzzled the minds of medieval Muslim commentators.

When it comes to Western scholarship all available arms in comparative Semitic etymology were called upon, even comparison as far-fetched as with Ugaritic and Old-Aramaic words. Etymologies and parallels taken from Ugarit or Ancient Syria (viz. that samad is an epithet of the ancient Syrian god Hadad, "the one who hits with his mace") may be of linguistic interest but are of no help for understanding the Qur’anic text. The most common proposed explanations can be divided into two directions.

First, samad is an Arabic word with a wide range of meanings, from "compact, massive, undivided" to "lord and provider" and "eternal." For the last meaning the vague phonetic assonance to the equally unclear samad(l) may play a role. For the general meaning "compact" and its derivatives, the word would be thought of as a polemical monotheistic and anti-Trinitarian epithet of God, possibly used already in pre-Islamic times for the "High-God" of the Meccan Ka’ba. Samad as "lord and provider" is used in light of the eminent qualities of an Arab sayyid (nobleman) who is "besought of all" in all kinds of distress and difficulty. The Muslim tradition has in fact a predilection for this interpretation. If this is the meaning then I add the idea that it is the translation of the gere Adonay, "my Lord," for the kitāb, YHWH. This fits well into the proposed function of the verse as a (later) explanation or paraphrase.

The other direction derives the word in question from the Aramaic (Syriac) root ʕšMD (going ultimately back to the Semitic root, present in Arabic and other languages ʕDM), "to bind (together)," against the verdict of A. Schall, "liegen zu weit ab." C. Luxenberg proposes ʃamīdā, "bound together, united," meaning the Trinitarian God in his undivided Trinity, and refers to relevant passages in Syriac theological writings. Without going into the details, I would note that this would be a definitely pro-Trinitarian statement that would not fit with the theological messages of the verses around.

Further study and investigation must concentrate on the very nature and function of this verse. Is it a concise, but deep and sharply formulated theological "confession of faith" in a strict sense, in which one can expect precise terminology? Or is it a religio-political slogan, where polemical and immediately impressive formulations outweigh theological subtleties? In this chapter I will argue that this verse is a later addition to the "possibly pre-Qur’anic formula," which was just such a slogan.

Verse 3: absolutely no divine begetting, expressed per merismus

Verse 3 offers no lexical or syntactical difficulties; but there are some remarks — perhaps banal to a connoisseur — to be made. First, the (negative) perfect in this verse as well as in verse 4 (lam yalid, lam yilad, lam yakun) is extra-temporal and indicates absolute and ever-valid statements. Second, the construction "lam + sappocate (short imperfect)" to indicate negative past is reserved to written (Standard and Classical) Arabic in modern times, in contrast to the spoken Arabic languages which do not possess this construction. This could lead to the conclusion to see here definitely an element of elevated language in the Qur’ān which cannot have been introduced après coup in the text (in the way the hamsa was introduced), because this would have meant frequent and rather radical changes of the rasm. But there are good arguments and indications that this construction formed part of the spoken — perhaps in contrast to the poetical koiné vulgar — language in antiquity. It is to be found in the Nenara-inscription (dating from AD 325; line 4: ḥa-lam yalihīg malik mablughah, "no king reached his rank") and, more importantly for our argument, in a bilingual (Greek and Arabic written in Greek letters) fragment of Psalm 78:30, dating perhaps from the beginning of the eighth century AD, published by B. Violet (wa-lam yu’dinu shahwat-om, "before they had satisfied their desire"). This would then be a special feature, common to spoken and later Classical Arabic until at least the eighth century AD, but then lost in the spoken varieties.

25 Ambros comes near to my present estimation when he proposes to see the choice of the word samad as dictated by darīr al-shī‘īr ("poetic necessity"), in this case for a word with the ending -ad that matches the rhyme: "Es ist gewiß nicht überflüssig zu betonen, daß die Überlegung, es könne sich bei qamān um ein bloßes, formal-ästhetisch motiviertes 'Füllwört' ohne scharfe semantisch-theologische Intention handeln, nur mit großer Reserve getäuscht werden kann. Zunächst mag es ja auch zu einem Sarkasmus anmuten, wenn die Textbedeutung dieses Wortes, das über so lange Zeit den Gegenstand intensiver Bemühungen der Exegeten gebildet hat (bis zu dem Punkt, da darin eine mystische Summe der göttlichen Eigenschaften erblickt wurde) nun quasi als Scheinproblem der Koranwissenschaft abgelegt würde." A. Ambros, "Analyse von Sure 112," 243-44. A cynical historian like me may well add: this in fact is a very typical development in the history of human thinking, especially when religion and religious texts are concerned. The original intentions and meanings of a text are nearly nothing in comparison to what subsequent generations read or want to read and to interpret into it. And, as a conclusion and in humility a historian may say: what modern and positive scholarship can and will find out about the original Qur’an will have a minimal, if any, impact on contemporary Islam and Muslims, and — said in paradoxical cynicism — rightly so.

26 B. Violet, Ein zweisprachiges Psalmfragment aus Damaskus. Berichtigter Sonderabzug aus der Orientalistischen Literaturzeitung, 1901, Berlin: Peiser, 1902, col. 8 and 10. The language of the Arabic version is clearly spoken Arabic, not Classical or Qur’anic.
A third point is rather surprising and must be raised and discussed briefly. Philological and theological idiosyncrasy is found in the learned speculation and interpretation of the second statement *lam yafūd*, "He was not begotten." But the position of the two elements shows (once again in this study) the importance of rhyme to the Qur’ān, as the logical sequence would be *lam yafūd wa-lam yilad*.28 Ambros comes near to the point, when he states *lam yilad* may be a (stylistic) parallel motivated by the rhyme. But he fails to cite the relevant stylistic device, the *figura etymologica* figuring in this passage as well as in many others in the Qur’ān and generally very frequent in the Arabic language: *expressio per merismum*. With this device the two extreme parts are meant to represent the entire range of meaning in between; the interpreter should not give any special meaning or weight to the two extremities.29 Thus the appropriate translation, not trying to imitate the specific Arabic (and Semitic) style, could be: “And He has absolutely nothing to do with begetting!”

**Verse 4: the consequences of non-initial *hamza* inserted into Qur’ānic language**

The original language of the Qur’ān is characterized by the loss of *hamza* (glottal stop) in nearly every instance of the non-initial position, as clearly reflected by the complicated orthographical rules of canonical Qur’ānic Arabic and later Classical Arabic. For representing this consonant in the non-initial position,30 now, the hapax legomenon *kufu*’, in the presumed indefinite accusative *kufu’ an*, is derived, according to the canonical reading, from a verb III, a class which is not regularly acknowledged by Arabic grammarians. For the sake of brevity suffice it to say that these verbs III merge with III w or y.31 They may leave traces of their original semantic field, but as a general rule all these three classes are closely related (morphologically and semantically) and may ultimately go back to one proto-class; consequently there is one proto-root for each of the three possible roots. Semantic differences are then revealed as later secondary differentiations out of the common meaning which can be attributed to the proto-root. The great variety of the readings for the word in question bears testimony to these facts. The variants vary, even in the consonantal *rasm*, between the (Classical Arabic) roots *λKF*, *λKFW*, and *λKFY*.

At this point let us look at the syntactical structure of verse 4 proposed by the canonical reading:

| wa-lam yakun | la-hā | la-hā |
| initial verbal predicate | prepositional complement | (to the following object) |
| *kufu’ an* | aḥād(ān) | subject |
| object | (complement of the verb) |

The rather unusual sequence of the elements may well be explained by *darārat al-shi’r* (“poetic necessity”): the rhyme -ad is represented by the subject which must then be in the last position. Otherwise the word *kufu’ an* and its case (indefinite accusative) are keys to understanding the syntactical construction of this verse and thus its meaning. The verb *kāna*, “to be,” takes its predicate in the accusative (in Classical Arabic). Consequently the prepositional complement *la-hā*, “to him,” refers to the following *kufu’ an*, “equal.”

27 The current Muslim explanation is that God is without beginning from all eternity. But that is rather banal and would not require the metaphorical use of the image of begetting for his coming into existence.

28 On this cf. Ambros, “Analyse von Surah 112,” 244. “Die Frage, was kufu’ in v. 4 genau bedeuten soll, graviert deshalb so sehr, weil bei der Annahme von ‘Gefährin’ die drei Negationen in v. 3–4 exakt den drei Personen der christlichen Trinität nach islamischer Auffassung entsprechen (*lam yafūd* – ‘Vater’, *lam yilad* – ‘Sohn’, *lam yakun lahī kufu’ an aḥād – ‘Maria.’ Leider sehen wir keine Möglichkeit, durch intern-koranische oder externe (philologische oder linguistische) Beibringungen zu einer Entscheidung bezüglich kufu’ zu gelangen. Hält man daran, daß *lam yafūd* ebenso gut die Allah-Kindschaft anderer Wesen (insb. von al-Lat usw.; vgl. [Q] 53,19f.) in Abrede stellen kann (wie in der koranwissenschaftlichen Literatur wiederholt ausgeführt wurde) und daß *lam yilad* sehr wohl auch bloß parallelistisch und durch Reim motiviert sein kann (bzw. ganz allgemein die Urewigkeit Allahs emphatisieren soll), so spricht ebenso viel dafür, das der ‘negative Reflex’ der Trinität auf Konziddizienz, nicht Intention beruht.” (Ambros, “Analyse von Surah 112,” 245). His argument comes out of his very brief consideration of kufu’. His first agnostic skepticism about kufu’ will be shown to be unnecessary by the following discussion of verse 4. Moreover, his parallel between *ṣūla* (“The Female companion”) Q 6:101; 72:3 and kufu’ reveals a false reading in two Qur’ānic passages, as will be demonstrated below.

29 For another example I cite only Q 85:3: *wa-shāhīd wa-maṣhīhūd*, which means simply “by the fact of an absolute/absolutely true testimony.”
Now the verb kāna, “to be,” is frequently used with the preposition li-, “to,” with the meaning “to have”; the thing possessed is the grammatical subject of the verb; the possessor is expressed by the noun or pronoun governed by the preposition. If one cuts out the element kafū‘an, “equal,” the remaining phrase takes the simple meaning “and he has none.” But this phrase would be incomplete, so the key to the interpretation of this phrase is the function of the word kafū‘an. Admittedly one could take this word as a free adverbial complement referring to the whole phrase and not as an direct object to the verb kāna (“to be”). The phrase would then mean: “And he has none as/in quality of an equal.” The construction is, however, rather tortuous and unusual, and so a fresh interpretation of kafū‘an is called for.

Certainly, the root K.F’ has to be ruled out for Qur’ānic Arabic. Thus we must consider the merged root K.F?’-y which has – as the accepted K.F’Y in Standard Arabic – the general meaning “to be enough; to be sufficient (for a task, etc.); to suffice.” From this general meaning are derived “to protect” and “to contend with,” which comes near or equals “equal, rival,” in the canonical interpretations of Sūra 112. When the hamza in kafū‘an is eliminated and the rasūm of this word is read without the shaping Classical Arabic, the forms would be kaf(u)wa n or kaf(u)wa n (as attested in variants). These nouns then can be taken as a “vulgar” form of Classical kafū‘a. The form fu ‘l normally a concrete noun or an infinitive – has the tendency to insert a secondary vowel and to form fu ‘il. As an infinitive the form ka(f)u‘u(w) is equivalent to classical kufayya, “sufficiency; enough; on the sufficient, right level,” which appears, not by chance, among the (rasūm-changing) variants. The phrase of verse 4 could then be translated: “And He has none to (His) sufficiency / to (His) level / rank.”

The variant given in the inscription in the Dome of the Rock offers the opportunity to go even a step further in interpretation of verse 4. There in fact the final alif is lacking; the noun appears in the nominative. This can be explained away easily by a probable haplography, given that the last word starts with an alif. But a final alif must not necessarily indicate a long final vowel -a, or -an, respectively, if taken as a case-marker. As an alif al-wiqāya, it is added graphically without being pronounced to a final long vowel –a. This purely graphical usage is confined in Classical Arabic to cases in which this long vowel represents a specific grammatical category (e.g. third-person plural endings of the verb), whereas in Qur’ānic orthography it can be added to every final –a. Reading kafī (or kafū) one could assume a hybrid word triggered by Aramaic (Syriac) in the form (fā‘al as an active participle, as in fārūq) and in the meaning. For this last aspect one has to think of the normal Syriac equivalent for Arabic kafū‘a, “to suffice”: sfq. The semantic field of this verb sfq is not congruent with that of the Arabic one. It has the special meaning, derived from the general meaning “to be able to” (which is present also in Arabic), “to understand.” Without entering into further details of this and other possible Aramaic (Syriac) calques in the passage the following interpretation is possible: “And none is able to understand it (i.e. the mystery of the character of God).”

To choose between this meaning and that mentioned above (“And He has none to [His] sufficiency / to [His] level / rank.”), a further investigation into the nature and the original function of this text is necessary. For the moment the first one (“level, rank”) seems to fit the context better.

Another tripartite and anti-Trinitarian formula in the Qur’ān

Before putting together the different parts into a coherent interpretation and translation, the discovery of another tripartite but anti-trinitarian formula in the Qur’ān will be briefly presented. In the Qur’ān only, numerous parallel passages to Q 112 exhibiting the keywords walad and abad are to be found (which is not really surprising, seeing that it is somewhat the core of Qur’ānic theology). The discovered parallels in synopsis yield further synonyms or substitutes, especially for abad and kafī. Most of them lack, however, the character of a precise and pregnant slogan, except one which had to be discovered and reconstructed out of its actual canonical reading, which totally obfuscates the original wording and syntactical structure.

The word walad in the Qur’ān is mostly found in regulations about heritage, especially in Sūra 4. The expression walad Allāh, “Son of God,” is found in Q 6:101; 19:91; 37:12,36 and 43:81. Most important for our purposes is 6:101:

khāliq a-samawāt wa-l-ard! annā yaktām la-h hi waladun wa-lam yakun la-h ābī ḫabatisī wa-khalag a kullā shay’in wa-huwa bi-kullī shay’in ‘ālīn

“The Originator of the heavens and the earth! How can He have a child, when there is for Him no consort, when He created all things and is aware of all things?”

---

32 The attestations of this root in pre-Islamic poetry, often cited by the Muslim commentators, are either built in clear imitation of the Qur’ānic text or refer to different semantic field of this root, attested in other Semitic languages (e.g. Classical Ethiopic [Gk’u]): “to fall down; to be weak (bed); to fall down.”

33 Cf., e.g., Q 25:41 ha-uzzan, derived from the root ʿHZ’ where this “vulgar” form is received even in the standard reading; cf. Ambros, Concise Dictionary, 279.

34 I owe the following to long oral and written discussions with C. Luxenberg, who is about to publish a separate and detailed study on Sūra 112; For now see C. Luxenberg, “Zur Morphologie,” 80, n.1.

35 The assumption of such a linguistic calque can also to a new interpretation of Q 85:8 and the verb ngāma, “to take revenge.” The corresponding Syriac verb tba’ has among others the (general) meaning “to ask for, to demand,” which gives a new plausible interpretation to the passage; cf. M. Kropp, “Chaire européenne,” 787-88.

36 Embedded in the story of Jonah and connected with the question of the gender to which angels belong. Thus one could understand here, “sons or daughters of God.”
“Creator of heaven and earth” or “Lord of heaven and earth” is an important element which seems to be part of the Muslim answer to the Nicene Creed and is possibly represented in Q 112 by ṣamad. The word of ṣāhiba, “the (female) consort,” seems at first glance logical. However, by examining the other parallel passages we will see that this reading and interpretation is too smooth and banal and, above all, against the basic tenets of Qur’anic theology. For the other relevant passages, the word walad figures always in the verbal expression ittakhadha waladan, “He has taken for himself a child/son,” which in fact proves to be the basic and essential formula.37 Ambros38 offers a good consensus of the different constructions and meanings of this verbal phrase, from the concrete “to take s.th.” to “to make s.th. out of s.th., to turn into.” He does not look, however, for one of the most important constructions: direct accusative object and indeterminate adverbial accusative (for which he gives only ittakhadhahu huwzan, “take s.th. as a joke = to mock”39), which here would be ittakhadhahu waladan “to take someone as a child, son = to adopt!” The indeterminate accusative then is to be taken as adverbial, not as the direct object, which in most cases is not expressed in the respective Qur’anic passages. It forms one precise verb (“to adopt”) together with the rather periphrastic basic verb ittakhadha. The consequences for the theological – interpretation are obvious: this formula is polemically directed against the (Nestorian) adoptionists, while lam yalid or its similar is in direct opposition to the Chalcedonian expression: “only-begotten and first-born son of God.”

Q 25:2, al-Furqān,39 is presented here as an illustrative example which offers all the needed parallels to Q 112:

\[
\text{alladhī la-ḥū mulku l-samāwāt wa-l-arda wa-lam yattakhidhī waladan wa-lam yakun la-ḥū sharīkun fi l-mulki wa-khalaqa kullā shay‘īn fa-qaddarahu taqdirān.}
\]

“He unto Whom belongeth the Sovereignty of the heavens and the earth, He hath chosen no son nor hath He any partner in the Sovereignty. He hath created everything and hath meted out for it a measure.”

37 Ṣamadha, in its eighth stem, ittakhadha, is one of the most irregular verbs in the Qur’an (as exhibited by the variant readings), and at the same time one of the most used (and colloquial) ones; cf. K. Vollers, “Volkssprache,” 40, 90, 120 and 192. I might add here that Vollers’ “Folgerungen” (Volkssprache 175–85) is among the important and fascinating analyses of the Qur’anic language, of the ‘Arabiyya, and of their relationship to (historical) spoken Arabic. It is one of the incredible facts in the history of research and scholarship that the verdict of a single person—albeit Vollers’—caused it to be neglected and nearly forgotten for so long.

38 Other nouns attested in this function in the Qur’ān: khalīla “as a friend” (Q 4:125) – ʿilḥan “as God” (Q 26:29) – sabīlān “take one’s way” (Q 18:61) – ṣāḥidan “take as obligation or pact” (Q 19:78), etc.

39 Other nouns attested in this function in the Qur’ān: khālidān “as a friend” (Q 4:125) – ʿilḥan “as God” (Q 26:29) – sabīlān “take one’s way” (Q 18:61) – ṣāḥidan “take as obligation or pact” (Q 19:78), etc.

40 There are many other relevant passages, easily to be found by looking up the attestations of ittakhadha waladan in the concordances (MQ; MQQ or using electronic text corpora); e.g. Q 2:16; 10:68; 17:11; 18:4; 19:35; 19:88; 19:92; 21:26; 23:91; (43,16: ittakhadha banāt “adopting daughters”).

In sum, each of the three principal elements of Q 112 corresponds to a group of related terms or expressions found in parallel passages:

- Q 112:1–2: ʿaḥad, ṣamad versus: wāḥid, waḥda-hū; ghanī, qahhār, khāliq kulla shay’in, la-ḥū mulku al-samāwāt wal-ard (among others);
- Q 112:3: lam yalid wa-lam yīlād versus mā takkhadha / lam yattakhidhī waladan

Having in mind these tripartite and anti-Trinitarian formulas, well arranged according the aforementioned categories of divine epithets, clearly answering to respective assertions in the Christian (Nicene) Creed, let us read al-Jinn (72) 3:

wa-annahu taʾālā jaddu rabbinā mā ittakhadha ẓāḥibatun wa-lā waladan.

“And (we believe) that He – exalted be the glory of our Lord! – hath taken neither wife nor son!”

The case of Q 112:4 demonstrated that uncertainties of reading and interpretation can be signaled by a large number of variants. In this verse the uncertainty is clear even in the translation.41 The pious exclamation is unusual and is found in a very strange position and formulation. The verb taʾālā, “be He exalted,” normally stands alone42 and refers simply to God, not to one of his qualities. The impressive list of variants and readings, some of which change the rasm of the text,43 could indicate that there was a vivid oral tradition regarding this verse. But an analysis of the variants shows that they reflect rather the philological difficulties caused by a strange misreading of the keyword in this passage and the subsequent guesswork of interpreters who in fact had no authentic oral tradition, or, even worse, used every effort to hide the original wording of this passage.

41 Better said, the translations; by far the most extravagant in tackling this passage is Paret’s: “Unser Herr, der Inbegriff von Glück und Segen, er ist erhaben!” to which an additional commentary in the footnote is added: “Das Glück (jadd) unseres Herrn ist erhaben.”

42 Or in the expanded form subḥānahu wa-taʾālā, “be He praised and exalted.”

43 taʾālā jaddu rabbinā “be exalted the majesty/ the fortune of our Lord.”

taʾālā jaddu rabbinā, taʾālā jiddu rabbinā, (dialectal) variants of the word jadd.

taʾālā jaddan, rabbinā, “be exalted the Grandeur (in general), our Lord’s” jadd and rabbinā in apposition.

taʾālā jaddan rabbinā, “be He exalted, our Lord is magnificent.”

taʾālā jaddan rabbinā, “be He exalted, seriously (!) our Lord.”

taʾālā jiddan rabbinā, “be He exalted, verily, our Lord” (as if there were degrees to exaltation).

taʾālā jidda rabbinā, “be exalted the gift (?) of our Lord (change of rasm).

taʾālā jidadu rabbinā, “be exalted the majesty of our Lord (change of rasm).

taʾālā dhalan rabbinā, “be exalted the memory of our Lord” (substitution of a whole word).
Having in mind now the three categories of the tripartite and anti-Trinitarian formula, we recognize ittakhadha waladan as the second (placed third for the sake of the rhyme); ittakhadha såhībatan — which still has to be discussed in its precise reading — represents in fact the third (sharīk) if we take for the moment the “consort” as “partner.” Thus we have to discover the first category (tablīd, wāḥid or la-hā l-mulk or similar) in the remaining words — and we easily do this by cancelling the dot in the presumed “majesty, fortune,” fadd. Had, “the one,” is in fact the required word and concept, no matter that it is apparently in an Aramaic form.44 This leads immediately to the discovery of the tripartite structure of this passage, indicated by the — not perfect — rhyme in -ad. Thus we present the reconstructed reading and translation:

... inna-hū — ta’ālā — had! Rabbinā mà (i)ttakhad — såhaba wa-lā walad! 47

“... He — exalted be He — is One! Our Lord did not adopt — neither partners (in his sovereignty) nor a son!”

The very concrete and human idea of a consort for having a son from the very beginning seems too banal and in any case unacceptable as a theological tenet, even when willingly misunderstood by an ideological adversary. In the context of the passage with the expression ittakhadha waladan it is simply not needed, since it is adoption which is presumed, discussed and naturally rejected. This leads logically to the reading sahāba,48 “companions, company,” which is furthermore in perfect semantic parallel to sharīk, “partner,” and as has been demonstrated — to kufw / kufw, “equal, on the same level,” in Q 112:4. This “partner,” or better, “partnership,” does not refer to the Holy Spirit,49 as has been speculated,50 but to the second part of qualities and epithets referring to the “Son” in the (Nicene) creed: very God of very God, of one essence with His Father, by Whom the worlds were established and everything was created.51

Still further conclusions can be drawn on the basis of a new analysis of these passages. If it is true that kufw, sahāba, and sharīk are references to the “homounion” and its paraphrases in the Christian (Nicene) creed, then sharīk is nothing else than assuming, believing and defending this tenet; consequently the omni-present mushrikān in the Qur’ān must be Trinitarian Christians.52

Another point has to be stressed. Al-Jinn is a remarkable piece in the Qur’ān, especially from the literary point of view. The partial transfer of the religious controversy and the preaching of God’s message from the human world to that of non-human spirits (jinn) is an ingenious literary device which does not lack some humor and irony — qualities not always present with this text and its author(s). Furthermore this device needs to be analyzed under the aspects and premises of the speech-act theory. The discourse in this Sūra involves different speakers, and the identity of the narrator is unclear. This is a most complicated text, where the inspired religious medium builds up his own world, which could be quite remote from the concrete historical situation he actually lives in.53

A recycled passage in Q 72:3

The comparison between the reconstructed formula and its canonical reading demonstrates that there are misreadings (e.g. had as a foreign word designating one of the essentials of God’s nature), or better, changes which can be explained either by ignorance or by an intention to hide the original wording. Others, such as

44 One could think of a kind of haplography or other reasons for the elision of the alif of abād, but that would lead back to the discussion of this word in verse 1 of Q 112.
45 Unless we consider a dialectal form, ittakhad, for this verb which anyway is multi-faceted in the Qur’ān.
46 Here I include some linguistic features (not in accordance with Classical Arabic) and the alternative reading sohāba, “companions, partners,” instead of såhība, “consort.” These cannot be discussed in detail, which would require a separate study. Thus some short remarks must suffice. The short vowel i in rabbīnā is not a case marker, since we assume original Qur’ānic Arabic to be caseless. It is in fact an epenthetic vowel caused by the structure of the syllables as it exists in many of the modern variants of spoken Arabic (cf. J. Owens, Linguistic History, 107–08). The form of ittakhad, as already indicated, includes an initial alif, dictated by the rhythm of the sentence. The final dāl instead of dāl could well be a vulgar form of the word, or it may come from darīrat al-ahī’, “poetic necessity.”
47 The very regular and pregnant rhythmic structure is remarkable: seven syllables and three symmetrically placed accents in each verse. The structure of the formula in Q 112 is less regular, but follows at least the rule of increasing syllables (i.e. the longest one at the end), as the three phrases have a pattern of 5 — 7 — 9 syllables, with two accents in every phrase.
48 There are other morphological forms for the plural or collective of såhīb, “companion;” såhāba is chosen here for rhythmical reasons.
49 Which is, in fact, grammatically feminine in Arabic.
51 Explicitly the Qur’ān is anti-binarian (not anti-Trinitarian), since it insists on refuting the Son as begotten by God the Father, and the Son as equal in essence and as a partner in the creation of the world. Theological utterances and tenets about the Holy Spirit, which have clear echoes in the Qur’ān (e.g. Q 2:87; 2:253; 4:171, etc.), are acceptable because they enter into the normal framework and character of anthropomorphic metaphors of God’s nature.
52 It is true that the term sharīk is attested in epigraphic South Arabian inscriptions in the — very probable — sense of “paganism; polytheism.” This, in fact, does not affect the result of our analysis of what this word means in the Qur’ān. A word in context has not its etymological or historical meaning, but its specific one required by the context and meant by the authors of the text. On the contrary, the one who chooses, perhaps very consciously, this special term for designating his religious adversaries, could well have meant that Trinitarian Christians are nothing better than polytheists.
as annahu and walaadun, follow the logic of the insertion of this hitherto isolated, independent formula into a larger narrative and literary context, which probably required the deletion of the original tri-partite staccato rhythm and an adaptation to the longer verses in the rest of the Sura. These adaptations could well have been gradual and in different steps, in accordance with the history of the Qur’anic corpus, as will be shortly shown in the conclusion to this chapter. For now I would like to present some pre-Islamic parallels to the tripartite pilgrimage, which originated.

Al-Hajj (22) deals in its first part (verses 27 to 39) with the details of the pilgrimage. To introduce the atmosphere of the text I cite here Q 22:29-31 in M. Pickthall’s translation:

[29] Then let them make an end of their unkindness and pay their vows and go around the ancient House. [30] That (is the command). And whose magnificieth the sacred things of Allah, it will be well for him in the sight of his Lord. The cattle are lawful unto you save that which hath been told you. So shun the filth of idols, and shun lying speech, [31] Turning unto Allah (only), not ascribing partners unto Him; for whoso ascribeth partners unto Allah, it is a filth of idols, and shun lying speech.

Muqatil Ibn Sulaymān, in his Taṣfīr,54 still censored by Sunni orthodoxy today, explains for “lying speech” that this refers to shirk, “ascribing partners to God” – and in particular the shirk in the talbiya, “ritual invocation of God during the pilgrimage,” 55 used by several Arab tribes in Mecca, among them the Quraysh, the tribe of Muhammad. Then he gives the precise formula:

labbayka, Allāhummam, labbayk To Your service, O God, to Your service! (the specific formula – a confession of faith):


بَلْ أَنَّ اللَّهَ مَلِكُ اللّيْلِ وَالْيَوْمِ وَهُوَ الْكَرِيمُ الْعَلِيمُ

[labbayka, Allāhummam, habayyak] To Your service, O God, your service! (the specific formula – a confession of faith)


Under the influence of an article by R. Köbert56 I wanted to see here a popular – though slightly mitigated in tenor – pre-Islamic Arabic extract of the Nicene Creed, 57 with a possible reference to 1 Corinthians 15:27–28. As for the possibility of an allusion to the subtle and complicated theological statement in 1 Corinthians 15:27–28, I am much more skeptical now, seeing the rather simplifying and polemical nature of these Arabic formulas. The Muslim tradition has preserved a version of the talbiya attributed to Muhammad himself:58

lā sharika lak

inna l-hamda wa-l-nil’mata laka wa-l-mulk

lā sharika lak

Thou hast no partner

The grace and the praise

Thou hast no partner

As for the contents it is a clear and simple variant of the already known formulas in the Qur’ān. What is striking at first glance, however, is the deletion of the pregnant poetical form (changing rhythm) and the – rather awkward – simple repetition of the first line instead of a third statement as in the other versions.

56 R. Köbert “Eine von Kor 15,27ff. beeinflußte talbiya,” Biblica 35, 1954, 405–06. For the sake of illustration of how difficult it is to read and understand this text, I provide here the modern English and Arabic version of the passage:

1 Corinthians 15:27–28: “For HE has put all things in subjection under his feet. But when He says, ‘All things are put in subjection,’ it is evident that He is excepted who put all things in subjection to Him. [28] When all things are subjected to Him, then the Son Himself also will be subjected to the One who subjected all things to Him, so that God may be all in all.

27 And when all things are put in subjection under his feet, then the Son also will be subjected to Him who put all things in subjection to Him, that God may be all in all.

28 For in fact the world is not left to itself, but is subjected to God through the Son of His love.

57 This is the right place to present (in Latin transliteration) the tenets of the most common (Nestorian) form of the Nicene creed in Arabic (for further details, especially the oldest Arabic versions transmitted by Muslim scholars of the first centuries of the Hijra, see P. Maat, “Signa Arabiyya quodam li-qarān al-Imān, yatanāṣ’u-hā al-mu’allīfīn al-mūslīmīn bayn al-qarn 9 wa-13 mlīḥyāyān.” Islamochristiana, 20, 1994, 1–26); the underlined words are the key words and concepts to which the Muslim formulas directly correspond in their refutations:

Nū min bi-lhūd al-wāhid, al-‘Ab, ma‘lūk kull shay’ wa-l-wāhid, ma‘lūk kull shay’ — wa-bi-l-hūd al-wāhid, Iś‘ī‘ al-masīh, ĩbū al-lāhūd bi-khālīq kullīhū, mu‘ālīfī wā-‘ayn bi-mūslīmān; īlāh huqūq min īlāh huqūq, min jāwāhari ābi‘ī‘ ālādāh bi-yadāh ‘iqā‘āt al-mūslīm wā-kull shay’.”

To be found in different collections of the hadith; e.g. Al-Bukhārī, Sahīh, “K. al-Shahādāt,” 29 (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1420/1999), 2: 182.
To conclude this section, here is a synopsis of the religious slogans—tripartite, pro- and anti-Trinitarian—to be shouted, by men and jinn, in the streets and sanctuary of ancient Mecca:

\[\text{taḥyīt ash-shirk} \quad Q \, 112 \, (\text{reconstructed}) \quad Q \, 72:3 \, (\text{reconstructed})\]

(labbayka, allahu-humma, labbayk)

Lā shārīka laq
Huwa ʿllāh ʿāhād
Inna-ku taʿālá lā ḥad
lā illā shārīka huwa laq
lam yalīd wa-lam yūlād
rabbī-nā mā ittakhād
tamlīku-hū wa-mā malak
lam yakaṣal la-hū kufwan ʿāhād
ṣaḥābah wa-lā wa-lā

Conclusions: the three supposed historical layers in Qur’ānic texts

1. Short Arabic religious formulas and pieces, probably of anonymous origin and the property of specific religious communities. They are occasionally received in the Qur’ānic Corpus, as in Q1 (al-Fātihā), Q 72:3; and Q 112–114. They are confessions of faith and apotropaic prayers. The exceptional nature of these texts is attested by the importance of the variant readings, reflecting a vivid oral tradition, in contrast to most of the other Qur’ānic texts, where philological guesswork prevails in the variant readings.

2. Some of these formulas are used and inserted into individual compositions, as sermons, exhortations, etc. The new context and the changed function require (mostly slight) adaptations, but in general respects the original meaning and structure, still known and very similar to the intentions of the actual “user.” The modifications allowed adopt insights into the circumstances of the composition of these texts. By analysing the linguistic and literary peculiarities one sees an individual author at work. This is the case for example for Q 85:1–10 and Q 100.

3. The collection of these dispersed text materials into a new corpus had further consequences. The frequent composition of new textual unities out of hitherto separate pieces demanded a minimum of standardization (orthography, style, etc.). Above all, the collection as the fundamental text of a new and powerful religion definitely had other aims and ambitions than those of the (presumed) first missionaries preaching to Arabs in Mecca and Medina. This could have meant a re-interpretation of the texts by means of orthographical standards, vocalization, and even more radical changes and modifications in certain cases. Perhaps quite a number of ambiguous and opaque passages in the Qur’ān are so due to this final recast. It is the painstaking task of textual criticism to trace back and to detect what happened to these texts.

Introduction

In a previous publication, building on the work of Günter Lülling1 and Christoph Luxenberg,2 I proposed a reconstruction of the first five verses of Qur’ān 100 (wa-l-ʾādiyāṭ) as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Version</th>
<th>Reconstructed Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By the runners,</td>
<td>wa-l-ʾādiyāṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa-l- ʿiidiyiiti</td>
<td>wa-l-ghādiyāṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And kindling</td>
<td>fa-l-mūrīyāṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a spark,</td>
<td>fa-l-mūrīyāṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And raiding in</td>
<td>fa-l-mughārīyāṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the morning,</td>
<td>fa-ṣubḥā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And they</td>
<td>fa-ʾatharna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>started up dust</td>
<td>fa-ʾatharna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it,</td>
<td>fa-ʾatharna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And they</td>
<td>fa-wasatna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>went with it</td>
<td>fa-wasatna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>into the middle</td>
<td>fa-wasatna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of a gathering,</td>
<td>fa-wasatna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fa-wasatna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the above table, the reconstructed version appears to be a hymn about women doing good deeds, rather than a description of horses charging into battle or camels running during the pilgrimage, as the standard Muslim interpretations assert.

In this essay, I examine the introductory verses of Qur'ān 79 (wa-l-nāzī‘āt) and suggest a new interpretation using the same method as the one used in the reconstructed Qur'ān 100.

First, I present the verses according to the standard interpretation, as detailed in Tabari (d. 310/923), whose account is the earliest comprehensive and systematic tafsīr available.4

| 1 | wa-l-nāzī‘āt gharqā | al-nāzī‘at | angels, death, stars, bows, the soul | gharqā | drowning |
| 2 | wa-l-nāshištāt nashīṭa | al-nāshištāt | angels, death, stars, lassos, the oryx | nashīṭa | removing, untying quickly, moving swiftly |
| 3 | wa-l-sābiḫāt sabbā | al-sābiḫāt | death, angels, stars, ships | sabbā | swimming |
| 4 | fa-l-sābiqūtā sabqā | al-sābiqūtā | angels, death, horses, stars | sabqā | racing, overcoming in a race |
| 5 | fa-l-mudabbirīt amrā | al-mudabbirīt | angels (managing) | amrā | command, affair |

Tabari cites differences among the Qur'ān commentators in the first four verses, but not the fifth. The five verses contain two words each, an active participle and a verbal noun. The ten words are derived from seven different roots. In the first and fifth verses, the two words are derived from two different roots, but in the remaining three, the active participle and the verbal noun share the same root and basic meaning, with the active participle referring to an attribute of an actor and the verbal noun to the action itself. The disagreements among the commentators revolve around the reference of the active participles, particularly the active participle and the verbal noun share the same root but not basic meaning, with the active participle

The opening verses of Qur'ān 79

The reference to angels seems to make the most sense and is the only one with any consistency among the five verses, since none of the other possible references (i.e., death, stars, etc.) can be understood to be pulling or drowning, drowning, moving or removing swiftly, swimming, racing, and managing affairs.5 However, there is strong evidence in the Qur'ān itself for excluding even angels from being the reference of these participles, since the Qur'ān associates naming angels with unbelief: inna alladhihā lā yu mināna bi-l-akhirati le-yusammiina al-malā‘ ikata tasmiyat al-unthā (“Lo! it is those who disbelieve in the Hereafter who name the angels with the names of females” [Q 53:27]).6

General problem: the reference of the active participles

The fact that there is so much uncertainty about the reference or references of the five active participles is sufficient to raise questions about the value of the traditional interpretation. The reference to angels seems to make the most sense and is the only one with any consistency among the five verses, since none of the other possible references (i.e., death, stars, etc.) can be understood to be pulling or drowning, drowning, moving or removing swiftly, swimming, racing, and managing affairs.5 However, there is strong evidence in the Qur'ān itself for excluding even angels from being the reference of these participles, since the Qur'ān associates naming angels with unbelief: inna alladhihā lā yu mināna bi-l-akhirati le-yusammiina al-malā‘ ikata tasmiyat al-unthā (“Lo! it is those who disbelieve in the Hereafter who name the angels with the names of females” [Q 53:27]).6
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The word gharrq violates a basic morphological rule of the language. According to Ibn Manzūr, who quotes al-Azhari, it is “a noun built in place of the true verbal noun.”12 The word does not seem to have an independent existence in the language outside of this verse. In addition, an examination of the meanings of the four words listed above shows that, as in the case of nāzī `āt, a new and quite different meaning is assigned to gharrq, which is not related to drowning, the basic meaning of the root.

Leaving aside the elaborations created by the interpreters on extra-linguistic grounds (the angels pulling out the souls from the chests of the unbelievers...like the puller goes deep in [pulling] the bow),13 we simply have a combination of two words, one meaning “those that pull” and the other “drowning.” In terms of its syntactic structure, the verse consists of an active participle and a verbal noun in the accusative case. The accusative case assignment does not follow the standard rules of Arabic syntax: gharrq is not the object of a verb, the predicate of kāna and its sisters, the subject of inna and its sisters, tamyīz (accusative of specification), haš (circumstantial accusative), or mat'īl mutlaq (accusative of the absolute). Rather, the case assignment is typically explained as the result of the verbal noun gharqa being a verbal noun (maṣdar).

In explaining the case assignment, al-Najāsi writes: “The souls are pulled out, drowned, and then thrown into the fire...and the meaning is the souls are drowned so they drown [a drowning]” (tumza muṣfusum thumma tughraq thumma yulqah biḥā fi al-nār...wa-l'ma nā fa-tughraq al-mufṣal fa-tughraq gharqa).14 He cites Qur'ān 71:17 wa-Allāhu anbatakat min al-arḍ nabātan as a comparable case.

Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 577/1181) simply states that gharqa is accusative by virtue of being a verbal noun: maṣnūt ‘ala al-maṣdar.15 Al-`Ukbarī (d. 616/1219) gives a more elaborate account, but with the same conclusion. He writes: gharrqā: maṣdar ‘alā al-ma’na li-annā al-nāzī al-mughrīq fī nāz’ al-sahm aw fī jadhīd al-rūh; wa-huwa maṣdar māhdhir al-ziyāda ayyīghrāqan (gharrqā: a verbal noun on the basis of the meaning, because the puller is drowning [go deep into] the pulling of the arrow, or extracting the soul. It is a verbal noun, with the addition deleted, i.e. gharqa instead of ighrāqā).16 In the last part of his statement, ‘Ukbarī is making the claim that gharrq, a Form I verbal noun, is taking the place of ighrāq, the verbal noun of Form IV.


17 Bedawi and Abdel-Haleem, Dictionary, 415–16.

18 Ibid., 416.


20 Ibid., 286.

21 Ibn Manzūr, 1914.
It is clear that these meanings, contradictory at times, are determined by the context of the word sabhā in Qur'an 73:7 and not by its basic or general usage in the language. The confusion is further deepened by the reports that the word was also read as sabkhā. In Qur'an 79:3 sabhā is explained simply as “swimming,” with no hint at a relationship to its meaning in 73:7.

The peculiarities of fa-l-mudabbirāti amrā

Qur'an 79:5 has no grammatical problems: the active participle al-mudabbirāt acts as the verb and subject of the sentence, i.e., those who manage, and amrā is the direct object. However, in addition to the uncertainty about the reference of the active participle al-mudabbirāt, which is a problem in all five verses, there is a striking peculiarity about this particular verse.

The root d-b-r is used in the Qur'an with three basic meanings, according to the traditional interpretation: (1) back, behind, or end; (2) to manage (an affair); 3) to contemplate.22

The meaning of “to manage (an affair)” is expressed by the Form II verb dabbar, the source verb of the active participle mudabbar, and is found in the following five verses: 10:3, 31; 13:2; 32:5; and 79:5. The meaning “to contemplate” is expressed by the Form V verb tadabbar (sometimes assimilated to dabbar) and is found in the following four verses: 4:82; 23:68; 38:29; and 47:24.

The root t-m-r is common, with 248 occurrences.23 It has the following meanings: (1) to order; (2) to appoint as ruler; (3) to consult; (4) one who gives a lot of orders; (5) affair, matter; (6) strange and evil (deed).

One striking feature characterizing the occurrences of the Form II verb dabbar and the Form V verb tadabbar in the Qur'an is the exclusive association of the former with the noun amr and of the latter with something that is said or recited (Qur'an, ṣawāt, qawl).

dabbar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:3</td>
<td>Then He sat on the Throne, managing the affair(s) (yudabbiru al-amr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:31</td>
<td>And who manages the affair (yudabbiru al-amr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:2</td>
<td>He manages the affair (yudabbiru al-amr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32:5</td>
<td>He manages the affair(s) from the heaven and the earth (yudabbiru al-amr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79:5</td>
<td>And those managing affairs (fa-l-mudabbirāti amrā)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The peculiarities

Problems with the traditional understanding of the verb dabbar and its derivatives, such as the active participle mudabbar, are highlighted by an examination of its relationship to its Form V counterpart tadabbar as used in the Qur'an. In general, Form II verbs are semantically related to Form V verbs. The relationship is that of reflexivity or transitivity: Form V verbs are the reflexive or intransitive counterparts of Form II verbs. In some cases, where a verb is clearly based on a noun, no such relationship exists in spite of a shared stem, as in ṣaddaq (“to believe the truth of”) and ṣaddaq (“to give to charity”). The absence of a relationship in this case is due to the fact that ṣaddaq has its origins in the noun ṣaddaq (“charity”). The case of ṣaddaq/taṣaddaq is the exception; in other occurrences of Form II verbs and their Form V counterparts in the Qur'an, the reflexive/transitive relationship can be clearly discerned, as in baddal/tabaddal (“change/exchange”), bayan/tabyan (“to show/be shown”), and dhakkar/tadhakkar (“to remind/remember”). The case of dabbar/tadabbar seems to be unique. On the other hand, neither can be described as a denominative verb, like taṣaddaq, and, on the other hand, there are no traces of a reflexive/transitive relationship between the two verb forms: dabbar (“to manage”) and tadabbar (“to ponder”).

Alternative interpretation

The preceding discussion strongly suggests that the verses in which problems or peculiarities were shown to exist (Q 79:1, 3, 5) may have been misread or misunderstood by the early Muslim exegetes. A rereading in which these problems are avoided should be preferable to the traditional one. Such a rereading will be attempted in the following paragraphs.

wa-l-nāz'īt gharqā

As I have pointed out elsewhere,27 there was a period in which the written text of the Qur'an was represented by a consonantal skeleton where certain letters, which

22 Badawi and Abdel-Haleem, Dictionary, 297.
23 Ibid., 44.
24 Badawi and Abdel-Haleem, Dictionary, 80–81.
25 Ibid., 123–24.
26 Ibid., 329–30.
27 Younes, "Charging steeds," 373.
later came to be distinguished by dots, were written identically. It is possible that some of the words in Qur'an 79:1–5, including those in the first verse, were misunderstood and misinterpreted because they were assigned the wrong dots when dots were introduced (or reintroduced).28

There is also evidence which demonstrates that the early commentators were dealing with a written text and that errors were made in its reading.29 If we accept that Qur'an 79:1 was misread, then a number of possibilities present themselves. For nāzī 'at, possibilities include bārī 'at, bāzighāṭī, tārī 'at, nāzighāṭī, and yārī 'at; and for gharqā, possibilities include 'arqā, aṣfā, 'urfā, aṣqā, and gharfā, among others. However, there is evidence for selecting one reading in each case.

naza' and the stars

Three of the earliest commentators, namely Mujāhid (d. 104/720), Abū 'Ubaydah (d. 210/824) and Abū al-Razzāq (d. 211/827), explain the reference of nāzī 'at as the stars.30 It is difficult to imagine any of the meanings associated with the Form I verb naza', cited above, being associated with stars. What could the stars be pulling out or taking out? In addition, how would gharqā ("drowning") fit with nāzī 'at? The verb naza' simply does not work in this context no matter how hard one tries to stretch the meanings of naza' and gharqā. Changing the dotting from 29 to 29 results in the verb bazagh ("to break through, rise, shine"). This fits perfectly with the word "stars."

One piece of evidence provided by Abū 'Ubaydah supports this conclusion. He writes: "The stars 'pull,' that is, rise then set in it (al-nujum tanza' tafta' thumma taghīt fihū)."31 Abū 'Ubaydah is interpreting tanza' as tafta' ("to rise"). Tabzugh ("not tanza'")—clearly fits better with this interpretation.

The root b-z-gh occurs twice in the Qur'an (6:77–78; 14:64), with the meaning of the sun and the moon rising. Elaborating on the meaning of the verb bazagh, Ibn Manṣūr writes: bazaghat al-shams ... bada'a minhū tūlū' u aw tala'an wa sharaqaq ... ka'annanah tushaqqu bi-nūrīl al-dhulmatu shaqqan ("The sun appeared: it started to rise or it rose and shone ... derived from al-bazgh ... as if darkness was broken by its light").32

gharqā vs. 'urfā

One word that fits well semantically and syntactically with bazighāṭī, and which has the same consonantal skeleton and syllable structure as gharqā is 'urfā. It is found in the Qur'an twice,33 in one instance in the opening verse of Qur'an 77, which is structurally similar to wa-l-nāzī 'atī gharqā. Regarding the meaning of 'urf, Ibn Manṣūr writes: it is the opposite of evil (nukra), 'urf and ma 'raf mean generosity (jād).34 Hence wa-al-bāzighāṭī 'urfā would mean, "Those (f.) who rise [or shine] through generosity and good works."

wa-l-sabbāhī sabbāh

The key to a clear and consistent account of sabbāh and to understanding its meaning in both Qur'an 79:3 and 73:7 may lie in a quotation by Ibn Manṣūr attributed to Tha'līb, who states that sabbāh is not the maṣdar of the Form II verb sabbāh, but of the Form I verb sabah.35 The verbal noun of the verb sabah ("to swim") is typically sabāḥa. According to the traditional interpretation, sabbāh, in the sense of "swimming," is found only in 79:3. It is quite possible, that, as in the case of gharqā above, this meaning was introduced by the commentators on the basis of the context and a shared root, while the original meaning may have been based on the verb sabahā to "glorify."

The difficulty of reconciling the different meanings of sabbāh in Qur'an 79:3 and 73:7, as well as the contradiction involved in the different meanings assigned to sabbāh by different commentators in the latter verse, is eliminated if the word is understood to mean "glorifying." So 79:3 would mean "those [women] glorifying" and 73:7 as "there are many opportunities for you to glorify (Allah) during the day."36

fa-l-mudabbirītī amrā

It is highly unlikely that the exclusive occurrence of the Form II verb dabbhar and its derivatives with the word amr, and of the Form V verb tadabbar with

---

28 Al-Manuṣjīrī claims that the first copies of the Qur'ān had dots which were removed by the Prophet's companions after his death, and then reintroduced towards the end of the first century. Al-Salīḥ al-Dīn al-Manuṣjīrī, Dirāsāt ft tārīkh al-khat al-'Arabi mudduh bi'dī'arī ṭahā niḥayya al-ʿar al-uṣūrī, Beirut: Dār al-Kitāb al-Jādish, 1972, 127.)


33 Abū 'Ubaydah, Muḥāṣas al-Qur'ān, 2:284.

34 Ibn Manṣūr, Lisan, 275.

35 Badawī and Abdel-Haleem, Dictionary, 613.


37 For 'inda anna sabbāhā laya bi-maṣdar sabbāhā imamā huwa maṣdar sabbāha. Ibid., 1914–15.

38 A different dotting scheme would produce wa-l-muṣīdātī sayḥā. The root s-y-h is found three times in the Qur'an in the words fa-sībā, šuḥlūn, and šaḥīdāt, all of which share the meaning of "traveling freely from one place to another, devoting oneself to the worship of God, particularly through fasting." (Badawī and Abdel-Haleem, Dictionary, 470). This is also a possibility that should be considered in proposing an alternative interpretation of Qur'an 79:1–5:

a. And those (f.) who glorify Allah
b. And those (f.) who wander the earth devoting themselves to the worship of God.
something that is read or recited, is a coincidence. In my judgment, it is a strong indication that *dabbar* and its reflexive counterpart carry meanings that are different from the traditional interpretation of “manage” and “ponder.” If the meaning of *dabbar* is “manage,” why is it then associated exclusively with *amr* “affair”? Are there not other phenomena that are managed, besides “affair”? And are there not things to ponder besides the Qur’anic speech and verses? Consider, for example, the usage of another verb with the meaning of “ponder,” namely *takfa’ar,* which occurs thirteen times in the Qur’ân.39 It is used in association with “the madness of their companion” (Q 7:184), “themselves” (30:8), “Allah’s creation” (3:191), “stories” (7:176), “verses, signs” (10:24, 13:3, 16:11, 16:69, 30:21, 39:42, 45:13), remembrance (16:44), and examples (59:21).

The meanings that I would like to propose for the words *al-mudabbiratamr* derive from their old Arabic usage as well as from a comparison with their cognates in Hebrew and Aramaic, two languages which are not only closely related to Arabic, but also are known to have had a direct influence on the language of the Qur’ân.40

**dabbar**

In Hebrew the primary meaning of the Pi’el verb form (the equivalent of Arabic Form II) derived from the root *d-b-r* is “to speak.”41 There is evidence that Arabic *dabbar* was used in a sense close to that of Hebrew. Although such usage seems to have escaped the Qur’ân commentators, there are indications that it existed in the language before the advent of Islam and for some time afterwards. For example, Ibn Manzûr lists one of the meanings of the verb as “to tell, narrate.” He writes,


(And “dabbar the ḥadîth (saying) from him” [means] “he narrated it.” And “dabbaru ḥadîth” means “I narrated it from others” . . . Al-Ḥaḍîrah narrated in his own *insâd* (chain of transmission) to Sallâh b. Miskîn, “I heard Qatîdâ

In my judgment, it is a strong indication that *dabbar* and its reflexive counterpart carry meanings that are different from the traditional interpretation of “manage” and “ponder.” If the meaning of *dabbar* is “manage,” why is it then associated exclusively with *amr* “affair”? Are there not other phenomena that are managed, besides “affair”? And are there not things to ponder besides the Qur’anic speech and verses? Consider, for example, the usage of another verb with the meaning of “ponder,” namely *takfa’ar,* which occurs thirteen times in the Qur’ân.39 It is used in association with “the madness of their companion” (Q 7:184), “themselves” (30:8), “Allah’s creation” (3:191), “stories” (7:176), “verses, signs” (10:24, 13:3, 16:11, 16:69, 30:21, 39:42, 45:13), remembrance (16:44), and examples (59:21).

The meanings that I would like to propose for the words *al-mudabbiratamr* derive from their old Arabic usage as well as from a comparison with their cognates in Hebrew and Aramaic, two languages which are not only closely related to Arabic, but also are known to have had a direct influence on the language of the Qur’ân.40

**dabbar**

In Hebrew the primary meaning of the Pi’el verb form (the equivalent of Arabic Form II) derived from the root *d-b-r* is “to speak.”41 There is evidence that Arabic *dabbar* was used in a sense close to that of Hebrew. Although such usage seems to have escaped the Qur’ân commentators, there are indications that it existed in the language before the advent of Islam and for some time afterwards. For example, Ibn Manzûr lists one of the meanings of the verb as “to tell, narrate.” He writes,


(And “dabbar the ḥadîth (saying) from him” [means] “he narrated it.” And “dabbaru ḥadîth” means “I narrated it from others” . . . Al-Ḥaḍîrah narrated in his own *insâd* (chain of transmission) to Sallâh b. Miskîn, “I heard Qatîdâ

**amr**

In both Hebrew and Syriac, one of the primary meanings of the root *-m-r* is “to say.”42 In Hebrew, the primary meaning of the two nouns derived from the root *-m-r,* namely *amr* and *imra,* is “utterance, speech, word.”43 In discussing the word *amr* as used in the Qur’ân, A. Jeffery writes: “In its use in connection with the Qur’ânic doctrine of revelation, however, it would seem to represent the Aramaic memra . . . The whole conception seems to have been strongly influenced by the Christian Logos doctrine, though the word would seem to have arisen from the Targumic use of memra.”44

Finally, there is evidence that *amr* has a similar history to that of *dabbar* in Arabic. In Qatayba (d. 276/889) cites “speech, saying” (al-gawi) as one of its meanings.45 Assigning *mudabbirat* and *amr* the meanings suggested above yields the following alternative translation for Qur’ân 79:5:46 “And those (€) who speak the Word.”

**wa-l-nâshtâqâti nashîthâ; fa-l-sâbihâti sabqâ**

The proposed reinterpretation of Qur’ân 79:1, 3, and 5 establishes the theme of females doing good deeds in the same way that the reconstruction proposed for 100:1-5, referred to above, does. While there are other possible ways to retold the consonantal skeleton of vv. 2 and 4 such as *wa-l-bâsištâ basta’* for *wa-l-nâshtâqâti nashîthâ,* these two verses fit with the proposed interpretation as they are and the way their general usage in the language suggests.

42 Ibn Manzûr, *Li‘ân,* 121. Lülling argues for a meaning of the Arabic verb *dabar* as “to speak”, which, he states, “occurs very seldom in old Arabic so it therefore seems to be a loan from Hebrew” (Challenge, 499). He adds that the Form V verb *tadabar* in the Qur’ân is used in the sense of “to discuss again and again without aim and success” (Ibid., 502).
45 Jeffery, *Foreign Vocabulary,* 69.
47 As I have pointed out elsewhere (Younes, “Charging steeds,” 379), it is quite possible that forms like *dabbar* and *amr,* in the sense of “to speak” and “word” or “utterance,” respectively, are not foreign borrowings but old Arabic usages that have died out. In this case Hebrew usage helps identify the old Arabic usage. I will comment further on *dabbar* below.
48 A case could be made for replacing *wa-l-nâshtâqâti nashîthâ* by *wa-l-bâsištâ basta’,* since the only occurrences of the root *n-s-f* in the Qur’ân are in this verse, while the root *b-s-t,* with the meaning of “giving,” “giving plentifully,” “spreading,” occurs 25 times (Badawi and Abdel-Haleem, *Dictionary,* 91). A reading with “giving” would work well with the previous verse, in which the word *’urf* involves generosity and giving.
The verb *nashīt*, its active participle *nāshīt*, and verbal noun *nashī* have the general meaning of “activity” as opposed to “laziness.”49 Another meaning reported for the root *n-sh-t* by Ibn Manẓūr is related to “pleasant” as opposed to “unpleasant” or “hateful.” He writes: *wa-fī ḥadīth ‘Ubāda bāyātu rasīl allāh ‘alā al-manshat wa-l-makrah* (“The *ḥadīth* of ‘Ubāda has: ‘I pledged allegiance to the Prophet for pleasant and unpleasant situations.’”)50

The verb *sabq* means “to go past, go before,”51 “to surpass in generosity,”52 Ibn Manẓūr cites the *ḥadīth*: “I (the Prophet) am first (sābīg) among the Arabs (i.e. to become Muslim), ṣuḥāyba is the first among the Byzantines (*Rūm*), Bilāl is the first among the Ethiopians, and Salmān is the first among the Persians.” If considered with the basic meaning of the verb *sabq*, Qur’ān 79:4 can be understood as: “Those who are first, surpass others (particularly in doing good).

On the basis of the above discussion, the following table shows the reinterpretation of 79:1–5 proposed here, side-by-side with the traditional interpretation, as presented in Ţabarī:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional interpretation</th>
<th><em>Reconstructed version</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By the angels (death, stars, bows, or the soul) drowning</td>
<td><em>wa-l- nāshītī gharqā</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By the angels (death, stars, lassos, or the oryx) moving fast</td>
<td><em>wa-l- nāshītī nashī</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By death (angels, stars, or ships) swimming</td>
<td><em>wa-l- sābībātī sabḥā</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By the angels (death, horses, or ships) racing</td>
<td><em>fa-l-sābihātī sabqā</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By the angels managing the affair</td>
<td><em>fa-l- mudābirātī amrā</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And those who rise/shine through good works
And those who are lively/spirited
And those who glorify (God)
And those who surpass others (in doing good)
And those speaking the Word (of God)

---

51 Badawi and Abdel-Haleem, *Dictionary*, 418.

**Conclusion**

Qur’ān 79:1–5, along with the opening verses of Qur’ān 37, 51, 77 and 100, are often viewed as particularly difficult to understand because they were meant to be deliberately vague. R. Bell describes them as “suggestive of the utterances of soothsayers”, which the Prophet’s listeners did not attach a definite meaning to.53 A. Neuwirth describes them as particularly enigmatic.54

A logical conclusion that follows from such a view is that there is no point in attempting to understand these verses fully. I would like to suggest that this view is in direct conflict with the Qur’ān’s emphasis on its comprehensibility by Muhammad’s Arabic-speaking audience. It is a clear Arabic Qur’ān (Q 12:2; 20:13; 39:28; 41:3; 42:7; 43:3) revealed in a clear Arabic tongue (16:103; 26:195). Qur’ān 14:4 declares: *wa-mā arsalnā min rūsīlīn illā bi-lisānī qawmmītī li-yухyūna lahuṣn (“And we never sent a messenger save with the language of his folk, that he might make [the message] clear for them”).* Muhammad’s many enemies in Mecca would undoubtedly have ridiculed him if he recited verses that his followers could not understand.

A more likely scenario is that the people who heard him understood what he said, but later generations, working with a defective script, did not successfully reconstruct what he said.

I understand that the type of reconstruction undertaken here may seem speculative and that alternative reconstructions are possible. I also understand that the exact character of the verses that I am trying to reconstruct may never be known in its original form. However, the present attempt is no more speculative than the traditional interpretation. Considering the level of uncertainty about the reference of the active participles in Qur’ān 79:1–5, the number of linguistic problems in these verses, and our knowledge of other misreadings of the Qur’ān’s defective script, the idea of rereading this Sūra based on the available linguistic material is hardly inappropriate. There is no reason to exclude the proposal that these verses refer to women, while at the same time contemplating the traditional proposals that they refer to angels, death, stars, bows, the soul, lassos, the oryx, ships or horses.

The strongest argument in support of my reconstruction is that, as they stand now, the verses of Qur’ān 79:1–5 are highly problematic, and all the interpretations and commentaries that have been proposed have failed to address their problems. In the absence of an account that addresses these problems in a convincing manner, I believe that my proposed reconstruction brings us closer to an understanding of the original structure, meaning and character of these verses.

---

The real question is not the legitimacy of such reconstructions, but an assessment of the reconstructed version in terms of logic, coherence and meaning, an assessment that also takes into consideration the circumstances in which the Qur'anic text emerged. It is clear that the traditional commentators failed to provide a satisfactory interpretation of the verses discussed here. This failure is a strong argument in favor of a new way of thinking.

10 Al-Najm (Q 53), Chapter of the Star

A new Syro-Aramaic reading of Verses 1 to 18

Christoph Luxenberg

Introduction

Philological analysis has shown that the three terms that form the framework of the sacred scripture of Islam have a Syriac etymology, namely: 1. Qur'an (a modified reading of qeryan = lectionary); 2. Siira (from Syriac šìra k̲āb̲î; lit.: text of the book = holy scripture); 3. āya (a false reading of Syriac āhā = sign [among other meanings]: a. a heavenly sign = miracle; b. each sign that makes up the scripture, i.e. each letter of the alphabet). Thus it appears increasingly clear that the text of the Qur'an, the first foundational book in the literary language of Arabic, cannot be understood in its historical context except when the dominant literary language of the period and milieu in which the Qur'an emerged is also taken into consideration. In his work The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur'an (1938), a work that represents the synthesis of earlier Western Qur'an research, Arthur Jeffery describes (pp. 19–23) the central place of Syriac in the foreign vocabulary of the Qur'an in the following terms:

Syriac – This is undoubtedly the most copious source of Qur'anic borrowings. Syriac, which still survives to-day as a liturgical language and as the dialect of a few communities of Oriental Christians in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Persia, was at that time the spoken language of those Christian communities best known to the Arabs. [n. 1]

n. 1: For the purposes of this essay, Syriac = Christian Aramaic, and thus includes the Christian-Palestinian dialect and the Aramaic dialect of the Christian population of N. Syria as well as the Classical Syriac dialect of


3 Jeffery, PV.
Edessa, which is the one best known to us from the literature and commonly usurps to itself the title of Syriac.

How widely Syriac was spoken at the time of Muhammad in the area now known as Syria is difficult to determine, but it seems fairly certain that, while Greek was the dominant literary language in the region at that period, the common people of native origin generally spoke Syriac.4

In this light the controversies stirred by the present author’s work, The Syro-Aramaic Reading of the Qur’an, in certain scholarly circles are surprising. They could be explained by the fact that many Arabists do not know Aramaic. Putting their faith in post-Qur’anic, so-called Classical, Arabic, they are not capable of making an objective assessment of such a historical-philological work. Yet the language of the Qur’an is not identical with some fictional Old Arabic, neither with the language of so-called pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, nor with so-called Classical Arabic, which is based on the post-Qur’anic grammar created by the Persian Sibawayh (d. c. 180/796). Those scholars who maintain that the Syro-Aramaic hermeneutical approach to the language of the Qur’an is nothing but a contestable thesis apparently have difficulty separating themselves from what might be properly called a linguistic ideology.

The proposed historical critical method is designed to be above all empirical, since it is founded on concrete cases in given Qur’anic contexts. At the same time it is directed at the restitution of the Qur’anic text on the basis of verifiable linguistic references. This philological restitution of the Qur’anic text will involve as an indirect consequence a reconsideration of traditional Qur’anic exegesis, which will appear erroneous on both linguistic and historical grounds.

In order to offer a new proof of these matters we will attempt in what follows to give a plausible response to the questions raised by certain contributors to the acts of the first conference at the University of Notre Dame in 2005. To this end we will offer a new Syro-Aramaic reading of the Sūra 53 (al-Najm; “The Star”), verses 1 to 18, which form a coherent unit. Through a philological analysis of these verses we hope to demonstrate to what extent: 1. the passage in fact contains Syro-Aramaic expressions or words; and 2. whether, consequently, and seen from the angle of traditional – or so-called Classical – Arabic, one might justifiably describe the language of the Qur’an as a “Misчисprache” (“mixed language”), if not a diglossic language.

**Traditional reading of al-Najm (Q 53) 1–18**

By way of introduction to this Sūra we will provide the translation of Richard Bell, which encapsulates the basic understanding of the traditional Arab commentators to whom Tābarī refers.6

---

4 Ibid., 19.
5 QHC.
Philological analysis of each verse

1. wa-l-najm idhâ hawâ

The Qur’ân uses the oath quite often as a means of persuasion. One might think that with “By the star when it falls” (as this first verse has been heretofore understood) the Qur’ân is only making use of a simple rhetorical device. It is true that Q 56:7–7 emphasizes the importance of this oath (“by the position of the stars”), but here the Arab commentators, and the Western translations, incorrectly believed that al-najm (“the star”) is the subject of the verb hawâ (“to fall”). Elsewhere Tabârî reports two contradictory opinions attributed to Mujâhid: 1. by “this star” the Pleiades is intended, and by “fall” their disappearance at dawn; 2. that the expression means “the Qur’ân, when it descends (from the sky).” Tabârî expresses his preference for the first opinion, according to which this phrase relates to the Pleiades, ignoring, however, the meaning of the verb “to fall,” which here is central for the understanding of that which follows. Consequently, Blâchârê, Bell, and Pârêt (the last of these interprets this phrase as a reference to a shooting star) translate:

Blâchârê: Par l’étoile quand elle s’abîme!
Bell: By the star when it falls
Pârêt: Beim Stern, wenn er (als Sternschnuppe vom Himmel?) fällt! [n. 1]
Oder: Beim Gestirn (der Plejaden) (an-najm) wenn es untergeht (? hawâ !)

It is appropriate, especially for the sake of Arabists, to mention here a note of Nöldeke in his Syriac grammar regarding word order in Syriac:

Die Stellung der Haupttheile des Satzes zu einander ist sehr frei. Das Subj(eckt) steht im Verbal- wie im Nominalsatz bald vor, bald nach, bald
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werden seine Theile gar durch Theile des Präd(ikats) gesprengt oder umgekehrt. [n. 1]

n.1: Wie frei die Wortstellung des Syr(ers) ist, zeigt sich besonders, wenn man syrische Stücke mit daraus gemachten arabischen Übersetzungen vergleicht. Der Araber muss da unaufhörlich die Wortstellung ändern, während der Syrer fast überall auch die für den Araber nothwendige Wortstellung hätte wählen können.

A Qur’ânic example, where the subject of a verbal phrase is not indicated before the second complementary phrase, will illustrate Nöldeke’s description. In Q 54:14–15 it is said regarding an unbeliever on the day of judgment:

14 innahu zanna an lan yahûr(a)
15 bal inna rabba hâna bihi baštîrâ

Our translators pick up the arbitrary interpretation of Tabârî, who explains the verb yahûr(a) in the sense of “return” (to God on the Day of Judgment):

Blâchârê:
14 il aura pensé qu’il ne reviendrait pas.
15 Mais son Seigneur était clairvoyant à son sujet.

Bell:
14 And [he] thought that he would not be set back [n. 2: I.e. that his prosperity would continue [the phrase is usually interpreted to mean “would not be brought back to Allah”].]
15 Yea, but his Lord was of him observant.

It is surprising that our eminent translators did not note that the Syriac verb in v. 14, “yahûr(a),” is a synonym of Arabic baštîrâ in Verse 15. They would have certainly recognized thereby that the subject of the Syriac word is not the unbeliever, but his Lord who observes him (while he is in this world). These two verses are therefore to be understood:

1 “The respective word order of the principal parts of the sentence is characterized by a great margin of liberty. In a verbal or a nominal sentence the subject may be placed either at the beginning or the end. Alternatively the unity of the word order could be interrupted by elements of the predicate, or the other way around. [n. 1]: The degree to which Syriac syntax is free is perhaps best illustrated by comparing Syriac pieces with the Arabic translations thereof. The Arabic translator is compelled repeatedly to change the word order, the Syriac author would have the possibility to choose in almost every case the order of the words that corresponds to Arabic syntax.” T. Nöldeke, Kurzgefasste syrische Grammatik, 2nd edition, Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1898 (reprint: Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 1977), p. 248.
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14 He had believed that (God) did not observe him;  
15 But his Lord saw him (well indeed)

That which Nöldeke described regarding syntax in Syriac, which is frequently puzzling to Arabists, is equally evident in the phrase that introduces the Sūra that concerns us here. The unity of the phrase, which has been broken by the false insertion of a verse division (after ḥawā́), was not recognized by the commentators and translators. In fact, the opening two verses comprise one phrase composed of a protasis (Verse 1) and an apodosis (Verse 2). Thus the syntax of the phrase is as follows:

a The first word (wa-l-najm) is not the subject of Verse 1 but an oath phrase, that has no role other than to introduce the following phrase. Thus it should be translated, “By the start!” and not “By the star when it falls!”

b The temporal phrase that follows (iṣdāḥ ḥawā́; “when it falls”) is a protasis, the subject of which is named in the apodosis of Verse 2: sāḥibukum; “your companion”. One should understand then: “When he (= your companion) falls.”

c The apodosis follows logically in Verse 2:

2. mā dālā sāḥibukum wa-mā ghawā́

In translating this verse as “Your comrade has not gone astray, nor has he erred” Bell does not see clearly enough the reference this verse makes to demonic possession, in which the possessed is thought to go astray, and become delirious. For this reason the Qur’ān affirms: “Your companion has not gone astray, nor has he become delirious.”

3. wa-mā yanṭuqī ʾan al-ḥawā́

Bell does not appreciate the nuance of this phrase in interpreting, “Nor does he speak of (his own) inclinaion.” since the Qur’ān adds in line with the above, “It is not under the effect of the fall [considered as a sign of possession] that he speaks.” The term ḥawā́ does not mean here “inclination.” It must be seen in parallel to the verb “to fall” of the first verse, of which it is the nominal form. Ḥawā́ is thus to be taken as a synonym of waqţ = ʾaṣrá (= “a fall” or “an attack”). As concerns the preposition ‘an in the sense of “under the effect of” we find a parallel to it in Q 56:19, where it is said regarding the wine of paradise that the blessed will not suffer under its effect (ʾanḥā́), neither from headaches nor from languor (lā nassadda ʾīmá ʾanḥā́ wa-lā yataraṭawn).”

4. In ḥawā́ iḥtā wahy(un) yāḥā

To the contrary of what might appear to onlookers as a fall caused by demonic possession, the Qur’ān replies, “It is rather a revelation given to him (at this moment)” Bell does not appreciate that revelation is at stake in translating, “It is nothing but a suggestion suggested.”

5. ʾallamahu shadd al-qawā́l

As the Arabic verb ṣawāḥ (v. 4) is a metathesis of Syriac ḥawwā́ and seeing that this latter term can mean not only “to reveal” but also “to teach,” the Qur’ān

10 The traditional reading yunṭīfūn is false. The proposed emendation finds its justification in the Syriac verb ʾstrapor (to relax, to become soft, to become languid”), the Qur’ān’s form of which is simply a transliteration. See R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, vol. 1, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1879; vol. 2, 1901, 2:355ff., for example, under ra’fād and m-ra’fād (1963): lazisla, lazisla, dīzazisla, and in Arabic according to Bar ‘Air et Bar Bahlūl: rākhāwā, irrākhīhā, ʾirrākhīhā (“laxity, slackness, lassitude”). That the Syriac root rāfā is itself a secondary form of ṣawāḥ, through the elision of the final b, is demonstrated by the semantics of this word which Manna (750b) renders in Arabic with ṣawāḥ (metathesis of ṣawāḥa, the Arabic kh being a secondary Arabic phoneme for h, something attested in numerous Aramaic-Babylonian dialects, including the Neo-Aramaic dialects, known as Assyrian, in Mesopotamia) and ʾīṣārakhā (to become soft?) in the physical sense (for example regarding dough that is no longer consistent). This latter citation shows us that the Arabic root ṣawāḥ (“to relax”) is for its part a secondary evolution through elision of the final f of ṣawāḥa (e.g. in the contemporary dialect of Aleppo, whereby b-a-ʾref (“I know”) is pronounced: b-aʾr). This latter term for its part is a secondary pronunciation of the Syro-Aramaic root ṣawāḥ, which for its part produced, through the attenuation of medial h, the secondary Arabic verb raʾfāraʾaʾa ʾifā (“to have pity, to be kind.”), whence the Syriac rāʾfā > Arabic raʾlf (“merciful, kind, gracious”). This can be compared with the root rāfā > Arabic rāhīm “to love tenderly”). We note finally that Liddīs al-ʿarāb (Beirut: Dār Šāhir, 1955, 2:451a) cites under the root r-f-h a saying of ῦmār who, on the occasion of his marriage to Umm Kultūm, the daughter of All, is to have said rafīḥān, by which he meant, “Tell me that which is to be said to the newlywed,” i.e. (according to the practice still current in our day in advance of or at the occasion of a marriage), “say ṣawāḥ (“may you be happy!”) (thus the appellation farah for the wedding ceremony in Egypt, for example). This explains for us the secondary form of the Arabic verb faraḥ (“to rejoice, to be merry”), which is a metathesis of the Syro-Aramaic root r-f-h (n.b. The Arabic variant r-q-h cited in the same sense by the Liddīs is manifestly the result of a false pointing which produced q instead of f). We would draw attention also to a final secondary Arabic variant of this same root, due to the attenuation of the final h to k, which produces: ṣawāḥarafaḥa, taw-rafaḥa (“to relax, to live in comfort, to be pleasant”) and derived nouns such as ṣawāḥa and ṣawāḥiya (“relaxation, ease, comfortable life)” etc.

9 From Syriac ḥawā́ (“to be, to exist”), aḥwā́ (“to create, to invent”), from which comes the Arabic noun ḥawā́ (that which one invents: "fantasy, "imagination"); see J.E. Manna, Vocabulaires Chaldéen-Arabe, Mossoul: n.p., 1900; reprinted with a new appendix by R.J. Bidaawid, Beirut: n.p., 1975, 171a.

11 A point already recognized by Brockelmann, Lexion syriacum, Halis Saxonum: Max Niemeyer, 1928, 220a.

12 See Manna, 223b, under ṣawāḥ (v): ‘allama.
connects this verse to it by adding, as a synonym, the verb ‘allama:’ “It is the strongly Powerful [i.e. the Almighty] who has taught him.”

This latter expression has been the object of controversy among both Arab and Western commentators, who have not realized that we are dealing here with a Syriac calque, one of innumerable examples thereof in the Qur’ān. For šaddāl al-guwwa (in the singular, and not al-guwa, in the plural, as the Cairo version has it), the Qur’ān is translating literally the Syriac expression taqif ‘usnā, which means literally (someone) “strong in force.” With the Syriac expression

13 ‘Allama for its part is derived from Syro-Aramaic lem ‘lam, allam, meaning literally “to reinforce, to strengthen” and metaphorically, “to render (intellectually) strong” = “to teach,” in the same way that the Syriac synonym taqeff (“to reinforce, to strengthen”) produced the Arabic ṣawq, ṣawq (“to form, to instruct; whence in modern Arabic: waṣīl at-ta ʿllam fī-l-ṣawq, “Minister of Instruction and Culture”). Otherwise the Arabic ‘allāma (in the metaphorical sense, “an intellectual,” faithfully renders the morphology of a Syriac nomen agentis (agent noun), which means literally “strong (intellectually).” Likewise it is through the etymology of the Syriac word ‘aymā (‘child’ — in the state of growth, or gaining strength) that one can elucidate the primary meaning of the derived secondary Arabic term ghulām (boy), along with other derived terms. The Syriac verbal root ‘lam being itself a secondary variant of the root blām (through the sonorization of ḍ to ṣān, blām meaning originally “to be strong” and by extension “to be in good health, to be sound” (either in body or mind), “to heal.” Hence we can elucidate the etymology of the Qur’ānic term blām in Q 2:45-58, 59, adequately rendered as “age of puberty,” nothing other than the logical completion of the age of “gaining strength” = “growth” (Syriac ‘aymā > Arabic ghulām), to be compared with Q 12:22; 28:14; 46:15, where balāgha ashuddāth (Bell: “he reached his full strength”) is the Arabic synonym.

The Syro-Aramaic root blām (“to be strong, sound”) thus enables us to explore the semantic field of a number of variants, such as the Syriac metathesis labāmā, which is “meat” in Arabic, but for which the Qur’ān has preserved for us the primordial Arabic meaning of “food” in the following four passages: Q 16:14; 35:12; 52:22; 56:21. In the context of these passages the word labām means “food” and not “meat,” as according to the current Arabic understanding. Even in Q 56:21 the word does not imply “cheer d’oiseaux,” “birds’ flesh,” “Fleisch von Geflügel,” as translated by Blachère, Bell and Paret, but rather “food instead. From labām(ī) āyā (in) should read (with metathesis) labām(īn) ārāf(īn).” This reading is doubly attested, by Q 16:14 and 35:12, which speaks of “fresh food” and not “fresh meat.” As regards Q 56:21, it is rather difficult to imagine that there is “roast bird” in paradise. A consequential analysis of the etymology of a number of other Aramaic and Arabic words would lead us to identify the historical connection and the semantic ramifications of this, as for example the Syro-Aramaic root labām (“to be strong, sound”), which becomes by metathesis labām (“to adhere, to be coherent”), hence the Arabic labāma (“to weld, to heal”), and by the alteration of the s to hama (a), la’ama / la’ama (with the same meaning = “to agree with, be appropriate, be convenient”). Other current Arabic words such as malīf / milīf / milīf (“convenient, good, well”) and even milīf (“salt”), which meant originally “good taste,” turn out to be derived from Aramaic. By examining this more closely, we note occasionally the consonantal mutation b > v > m with also b > v > f, for example: Syro-Aramaic labām > Arabic halīf (“milk” — as a food; through the sonorization of b as ’āyn and the spirantization of Aramaic b (v > f) results in the secondary Arabic verb halīf (“coagulate,” “pasteurize”) and its derivatives. “Food” being synonymous with “force,” the Aramaic root halb (“to milk”) — in order to nourish becomes through the vocalization of b > lab (“to defeat”), from which we derive the Arabic verb ghulāba (with the same meaning). These few examples should suffice to demonstrate the work necessary for the development of an etymological dictionary of the Arabic language, which we still lack.

14 This expression (taqif ‘usnā) is well known in the Syriac liturgy. We find it in the Gloria (teshabhūght) hymn which precedes the reading of the Gospel on the vespers of Christmas and Easter. Cf. Breviarium Justinum Ritual Ecclesiae Antiochenae Syrorum. Paris, 1877. Volumes secondum. Maujil: Typis Fratrum Praedicatorum, 1886, 470a, II—11 (Christmas vespers): teshabuhti w-teshra w-nimra m-waššašmān 1-gagyōd w-gongōrā w-taqif ‘usnā ai zahār d-ammeš İšrālā (“Glory, honor, and praise we offer to the Glorious, the Powerful and [the one who is] strong in force, for the victory of your people Israel.”)

6. ḏāh mirra(tin) fa-sītā

Bell translates ḏāh mirra(tin) as “forceful;” Blachère: “doué de sagacité;” Paret: “dém Festigkeit eigen ist.” The differences among Western translators augment those cited by Tabārī, who offers the following interpretations (all attributed to Gabriel):

a. “of beautiful stature”
b. “of a beautiful appearance”
c. “of a large and beautiful stature”
d. “endowed with force”
e. “of the force of Gabriel”
f. (again) “endowed with force”

Tabārī’s interpretation, however, is: “a healthy body, exempt from sicknesses and infirmities.” In these conditions, he explains, the body of a man can be considered “strong.” He cites as proof for this a saying of the Prophet, but which has no relation to this verse. In fact ḏāh has here the function of a relative pronoun that introduces a relative phrase, an insight that can only be perceived by analyzing its origin.

The Aramaic Origin of “ḏāh

Arabic grammar lists five nouns that are exceptions to the classical rule of declination, namely: ab(un) (“father”), akh(un) (“brother”), ham(un) (“father-in-law”), fi (“mouth”), and ḏāh (possessive pronoun: “possessor of” “endowed with”). All of these nouns, in fact, have an Aramaic origin. While the first three are still found in modern Arabic dialects, the latter two are only found in the literary language.

As concerns fi, it is most likely an apocope of Babylonian Aramaic from the Syro-Aramaic word pūnnā/pūmā (“mouth”), of which we find a number of
variants in modern Arabic dialects (fumm, fim, fomm, thsmm, tsmm),\(^{18}\) which demonstrate that the vocalization of literary Arabic \(\textit{fam}\) does not correspond to linguistic reality.

But unlike \(\textit{fi}\), the origin of which is an Aramaic noun, \(\textit{dhii}\) is a particle made up of two Syro-Aramaic elements: a. the demonstrative \(\text{ds}\) and b. the enclitic form of the personal pronoun of the third person masculine singular (acting as a copula) \((h)u\), which gives the composite form: \(\text{ds-(h)u = dhii}\).\(^{19}\) As the Syro-Aramaic demonstrative \(\text{ds- (d, d)\ }\)also has a relative function, \(\textit{dhii}\) (<\text{ds-hu}\)), in this context has the meaning of: “that which is,” “who is.”

This use of \(\textit{dhii}\) as a relative pronoun, much to the surprise of Arabists, is confirmed by \(\textit{Lisân al-’arab}\), which cites al-Farrâ’i (who refers to Shammar) as follows: \(\text{bi-l-fâdî dhii fâdâlakum allâhu bi-ki (“by the favor which [dhû ] God has lavished upon you.”)}\). The \(\textit{Lisân}\) explains:

In doing this, they place \(\textit{dhii}\) instead of \(\textit{alladhi}.\) There are others who say, \(\textit{hâdîh dhii ya’rif (“This is the one [dhû] who knows.”)}\). Al-Farrâ’i relates: \(\text{wa-imma al-mâ’a mû’u abî wa-faddi wa-bi’rî dhî hâfartu wa-dhû hâfuna (“this water-point (is) that of my father and my grandfather, and my well which [dhû] I dug, and which [dhû] I filled in.”)}\). As for the line of the poet, “As for those of the house [= family] of Tamûm, \(\textit{of whom (dhû) I have heard,}\) here \(\textit{dhû}\) has the meaning of \(\textit{alladhi (“which.”)}\). This particle does not have nominative, accusative, or genitive; rather it remains phonetically invariable because it does not act as an adjective that can be declined, as [for example] when you say, “I met a man [lit.: I have passed by a man – which requires the genitive, \(\textit{dhû}\) who (was) rich,” and “this is a man [nominative: \(\textit{dhû}\) who (was) rich,” and “I saw a man [accusative: \(\textit{dhû}\) who (was) rich.” Thus he said. And you say [ = further example], “I saw the one who [\(\textit{dhû}\) came to you;” or in one of the sayings of the Arabs, “That which \(\textit{dhû}\) came to others [lit.: to people] has come to him,” in other words [in current Arabic]: \(\textit{alladhi = dhû} \textit{atâ: that which came.}\) Regarding this Abû Mansûr has explained, “this [is used] in the dialect of (bani) Tayy.”\(^{20}\)

As regards \(\textit{dhû mira}\) the latter word is a false reading. The Arab philologists took the final \(h\) of this Aramaic word, which alternates with the final \(\text{alf}\) and marks the masculine \(\textit{status emphaticus,}\) as the Arabic feminine ending. For this reason they added two diacritical points in order to produce a \(\text{tâ’ marbûta,}\) although even thereby they were still not able to give a precise meaning to this enigmatic word. But according to Aramaic orthography, this word can be read: \(\text{mârâ,}\) which means,” the Lord,” and appears to be an emphatic identification of the one who is \(\textit{shâdîd al-quwwa (v. 5).}\) Preceded by the relative particle \(\textit{dhû (<d-hu)},\) which includes the copula \(\text{(hu = is),}\) a relative phrase with the meaning “who is the Lord” is produced.

As regards \(\textit{fa-stawâ},\) this reflexive Arabic verb renders the Syriac \(\textit{eshtiw},\) the root of which is \(\textit{shîwå,}\) Arabic \(\textit{sawîy},\) the primary meaning of which, according to Manna, is “to be on a level,” or “to level, to smooth, to simplify.” It also has the figurative meaning “to humble oneself, to deign.”\(^{21}\) It is this latter meaning that appears to have the closest correspondence to the verse at hand. Without taking into consideration the Qur’ânic context the translators simply follow Tabarî in translating “he stood straight” (Bell), and [this angel] “se tint en majesté” (Blaicère), “Er stand aufrecht da” (Paret). Paret, however, intimates his uncertainty of this translation by adding \(\textit{fa-stawâ} in\) parentheses. In fact the Arabic verb \(\textit{stawâ}\) can be interpreted in two ways: a. to put oneself on a vertical level — that is “to stand up straight,” or b. on a horizontal level.

Tabarî (putting his trust in earlier traditions) thought of the first, thereby also leading our translators into error. It is rather in the second way that this verb should be taken – but figuratively: so put oneself on a horizontal level, to simplify oneself, that is “to humble oneself,” and all the more so since, in our context, it is the Lord in person who humbled himself to come down to his Messenger. Hence \(\textit{fa-stawâ}\) means here: “he humbled himself.”

7. \(\text{wa-huwa ft al-nufi(al-a’lâ}\)

This verse does not present any particular problem. However, the translators do not appreciate the semantic nuance here when they translate this phrase as a simple declaration: “Upon the high horizon” (Bell), “alors qu’il était à l’horizon supérieur” (Blaicère), “(in der Ferne) ganz oben am Horizont” (Paret). In fact this is a concessive proposition that is meant to emphasize the contrast with the idea expressed in the main clause. Indeed, it is not a minor matter that the Lord – He who lives in the highest heaven – humbles Himself to descend upon his Messenger. This is what is meant by the expression \(\textit{ft al-nufi(al-a’lâ – in the highest horizon} – that is the heaven in contrast to the earth, but in particular in regard to the lowering of the Lord to the level of his servant! Thus we propose the following interpretation of this verse:

“He who resides [lit. who is] at the highest horizon [i.e. in the highest heaven]!”

8. \(\text{thumma danâ fa-tadâllâ}\)

The traditional Qur’ânic reading \(\textit{thumma} of the Syro-Aramaic (Syriac) \(\textit{tîb > (Mandaean) tîm (“again,” “new”),}\) from which is derived the so-called classical Arabic form, does not correspond with the Qur’ânic orthography \(\textit{tm},\) which suggests rather a pronunciation identical to dialectal Arabic \(\textit{tamm \text{thsmm} (“double lip” = mouth),}\) which reveals the origin of the Aramaic adverb \(\textit{tîb,}\) derived from

---

\(^{18}\) See also Theodor Nöldeke, \textit{Neue Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft} (NSStS), Strassburg: Trübner, 1910, 175 ff.

\(^{19}\) This enclitic form of \(\text{d-(h)u}\) is current in Judeo-Aramaic; see for example M. Sokoloff, \textit{A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic}, Ramat-Gan: Bar Ilan University Press, 2002, 156b, 3; \textit{hôn dû dras}, which Sokoloff translates: wherever he treads (= reads?), but which in fact means: \textit{if he reads}.

\(^{20}\) \textit{Lisân al-’arab}, 15:466 a/b.

\(^{21}\) Manna, 772a.
the verb *twab* > *tāb* (“to return,” and figuratively, “to repent,” whence the Arabic *tāb*). Yet as *tamm* / *thomm* does not occur as an adverb in contemporary Arabic dialects, the defective Qur’anic orthography, even while it privileges this pronunciation, could also correspond to a vocalization identical to the Mandaean (Babylonian) *tim*, from which it is most likely derived. The pronunciation *thum(m)* with the doubling of the *m* and a final *a* is improbable, as the Qur’an regularly marks *anna*, for example, or *lammā* with a final *alif*. The verb *danā* has the same meaning in Arabic and Syro-Aramaic (*dnā*), namely “to approach,” and in Arabic, furthermore “to come down, descend.” The reflexive *tadallā* (Syro-Aramaic *etdalli*) likewise has a shared etymology, but in this context it has the Arabic meaning of “to hang = to persist, to remain in suspense,” which the Syriac verb does not share.

The Qur’anic editor, who seems indeed to have been familiar with the Old and New Testament, makes here a clear reference to Isaiah 11:2 and 42:1, as well as to Matthew 3:16 and John 1:32–33. These Biblical passages help provide an elucidation of this succinct Qur’anic text that alludes to the Spirit of God “to approach in this way, him.”

As regards the verb *kāna* (“he was”), Tabari believes that the implied subject is (the angel) Gabriel; the other, with reference to Ibn ‘Abbās and Anas Ibn Mālik, is that the reference is to the Lord in person.

9. fa-kāna *qāba* qawsayn aw adnā

As regards the verb *kāna* (“he was”), Tabari believes that the implied subject is (the angel) Gabriel. As for the location *qāba* qawsayn, he explains: “Gabriel was at the distance of two arcs (*alā qadri qawsayn*), or less, that is to say, closer to him.”

In order to explain this location, which he understands as an adverb of place, he lists the following variants and synonyms: “One says, ‘He is in respect to him: *qāba* qawsayn and *qīda* qawsayn and *qūda* qawsayn.” All of these have the meaning of “at a distance of two arcs.”

Others interpret fa-kāna *qāba* qawsayn with the meaning of “He was the same distance from him as the cord is from the arc.” Tabari presents five chains of transmission, some of which understand this locution similarly. Others understand *qāba* qawsayn with the meaning of “by one or two cubits,” and still others that *qāb* means a measure, according to one opinion half of a finger’s length.

The location *qāba* qawsayn, evidently taken as ancient, or so-called Classical Arabic, is recorded in Arabic dictionaries according to this imagined meaning. The phrase is supposed to mean “a short distance” and *αλα qābī qawsayn* is taken as a location meaning “extremely close,” “at the distance of two finger lengths.” Still all of these attempts at interpretation, each less probable than the last, clearly demonstrate that Tabari and the cited commentators, convinced that they were working with clear Arabic, never suspected that the location is Syro-Aramaic, as we will here explain.

The location fa- *mā* aw *ilha* is not an Arabic word, and it is neither an adverb of place nor of measure, but rather a false reading of a Syro-Aramaic active participle. Instead of *qāb*, *qāth* should be read, which is a Syro-Aramaic verb meaning “to freeze, to remain immobile.” However, the Qur’anic grapheme *qāt* corresponds with the Syriac present participle, and thus one should read *qāzēth* (cf. *qātim* = Arabic *qāyimtā* *im*), which means “immobilized, immobile, still.”

The traditional reading *qawsayn* is erroneous and has nothing to do with one or two “arcs.” This word not being Arabic, one of the two diacritical points of the *q* should be removed to form a Syriac *f* (or *p*) and three diacritical points should be added to the *sin* to form a *shin*, which leads to the Syriac reading, with a dual Arabic suffix, *pawshayn fawshayn*, which means, according to Manna under *pawshā*, “a stop, pause, interruption.”

The word therefore means “two pauses = two instants.” Thus instead of the traditional Arabic reading, fa-kāna *qāba* qawsayn aw adnā, “he was two arcs or less,” we should read fa-kāna *qāt* fawshayn aw adnā, which means “He [i.e. the servant] remained there upon dumb-founded for two instants, or even less.”

23 Tabari is followed by Bell and Paret, who translate: “Then he drew near and left himself down.”
24 Tabari, 27:54.
25 Ibid.
28 Manna, 581a.
11. *mā kadha ba al-fu ‘ādu mā ra ‘ā*

Blachère and Bell understand this verse according to the interpretation of Tabari:

Blachère: Son imagination n’a pas abusé sa vue.
Bell: The heart did not falsify what it saw.

However, and according to the explanation of this phrase below, the verb *kadhaba* (“to lie”) should be read *kadhdhaba* (“to refute”). As for the traditional reading of *afu ‘ādu*, the hamza inserted by the later Arab readers suggests the meaning “heart” according to the Arabic meaning of the term, but this reading is false. Without the hamza, the Qur’ānic grapheme is to be read *fawād*. Manna gives the Arabic meaning of the Syriac verbal root *pad/lad* as follows: *zāgha, dāla* (“to deviate, to err, to rave”); *sahā, dhāhalā* (“to be distracted, absent-minded”). It is this latter meaning that should be retained for the Qur’ānic nominal form *fawād*, of which Manna gives the following equivalents in Syriac: *pawdā, pyāldā, pyāldithā*, which should be rendered by “absence.” This term thus logically corresponds with the Syriac synonym *qāt* (“to be inert, immobile”) of Verse 9, along with the two preceding synonymous verbs in Verse 2, *mā dalla ṣāḥib ukāma wa-mā ghawā* (“gone astray,” “become delirious”). Thus, instead of the traditional reading, *mā kadha ba al-fu ‘ādu mā ra ‘ā* (“The heart did not falsify what it saw”), we should read *mā kadhdhaba al-fawad(t) mā ra ‘ā*, which corresponds to “The absence does not refute in any way what he saw” (i.e.: The absence does not mean that what he saw was false).

12. *a-fa tumārinahu ‘alā mā yarā*

The traditional reading *a-fa* presumes an interrogative Arabic particle *‘a* followed by the Arabic conjunction *fa*. Instead we have here the Syro-Aramaic particle *āplāf*, which expresses the logical conclusion to a question (which here does not need an interrogative particle).

The verb *mārā* is a borrowing from the Syriac *marrī*, which means in Arabic, according to Manna, *khaṣama* (“to dispute, to contest”). Unlike Blachère, who renders it approximately with *chicaner* (“to quibble”), Tabari explains it correctly as *jahada* and *jādalā* (“to deny, to contest”). This verse is thus to be read *af tumārinahu ‘alā mā yarā*, “Do you then contest what he sees [as vision]?”

13. *wa-laqqad ra‘(ā)hu nazla(tan) ‘ukhrā*

The only term to elucidate in this verse is the word *nazla*, which Tabari explains in the sense of *marras* (“one time”), followed by Blachère, while Bell sees here a “second descent” (of God and His Spirit): “He saw him, too, at a second descent.” Paret sees the same: “Er hat ihn ja auch ein anderes Mal herabkommen sehen.” Yet this term should not be understood here according to the ordinary sense of “descent,” attributed to God or His Spirit, but rather to the fit which comes “down” upon the Messenger. Unlike Blachère and Bell, who render Verse 13 with “Certes, il l’a vu une autre fois,” and “He saw him, too, at a second descent,” this brief philological analysis leads us to the following understanding: “He saw him [too], when he had another fit [or another vision].”

Tabari, for whom the term *nazla* does not pose any problem, is interested for his part in that which the Messenger could have seen in a second vision. For the majority of commentators (13 chains of transmission) it is (the angel) Gabriel whom saw the messenger. One central witness is attributed to Aisha, who is said to have reported to this effect that following the declaration of the Messenger, “I only saw Gabriel according to his true appearance these two times, when he descended from heaven. His great size obscured the space between heaven and earth.” Only Ibn ‘Abbās, to whom are attributed two chains of transmission, believes that the Messenger of God saw his Lord in his heart.

We could understand that the commentators here could only posture conjectures regarding the one whom the Messenger had seen, as they themselves were not witnesses. Yet one would expect that they would know a bit more regarding that which follows.

14. *inda sidrat(i) al-muntahā*

However, the commentators cited by Tabari are no less perplexed regarding the meaning of the two terms *sidra* and *muntahā*. As for *sidra*, all agree with Ibn ‘Abbās, who sees in this a jujube tree. As for its description as *sidrat al-muntahā*, Tabari provides three opinions:

a. According to certain qualified commentators (including Ka’b al-Abbār), this epithet (*al-muntahā* = “the end”) means that this jujube constitutes the end, the limit, of the knowledge of Gabriel, who in his great size obscured the space between heaven and earth.

b. Others report that it is the “end” for those who descend from above, or ascend from below, by the order of God.

c. Still others report that it is the end, the goal, of all who follow the law of the Messenger of God and his path.

Tabari justifies these three opinions, and reports thereafter the descriptions of the tree passed down by the Messenger of God to the people of knowledge

29 Blachère notes in this regard (560, n.11): “le foie (= le cœur) n’a pas abusé ce qu’il (= Mahomet) a vu… On sait que chez les Sémites le cœur est souvent considéré comme le siège de la pensée.”

30 Manna, 578a.

31 Ibid., 415b.

32 Tabari, 27: 49ff.

33 Ibid., 27:50.

34 We find an adequate Arabic explanation of this meaning with Manna (p. 59) under the Syriac noun *għarātā*, which he explains as *nazla taqīb al-a’yun* (“a descent” = “an attack that touches the eyes”). But since the Qur’ān employs *nazīl* in the sense of “revelation,” *nazla ukhra* can also mean “another revelation.”

35 Tabari, 27:50ff.
(ahl al-`ilm). Anas b. Mālik cites the Messengers as follows: “Upon arriving at the sidra, [I saw] here that its fruits were each the size of a jar and its leaves like the ears of elephants. Touched by the command of God, its fruit and its leaves are transformed into hyacinths, emeralds and other (precious stones).” To this Tabarī adds other legends according to which this fantastic sidra is clothed in an indescribable appearance.26

Hardly persuaded by the legendary comments of Tabarī, our translators attempt to find a solution according to their understanding, and translate:

Blachère: près du jujubier d’al-Mountahī.
Bell: By the sidra-tree at the boundary.

In fact sidra is neither a jujube nor any kind of magic tree. This Syriac word means quite simply, according to Manna, under sedrā: sitr, ḥijābi (“curtain, veil”).27 The precise curtain or veil is specified by the following word. Al-muntahā is neither the end where all knowledge finds its limit, as Tabarī believes, nor a certain place, near Mecca, as Blachère believed (following Caetani).28 By boundary Bell approaches the closest to the exact meaning. Al-muntahā is in fact an exact synonym here of al-ākhira (“the next world”).29 It is Ephrem the Syrian, in his description of paradise, who indicates the true meaning of the Qur’ānic term sidra, from which the phonetic Syriac variant setrā or settārā (“curtain, veil”), which separates the world here below from the other world, that is, paradise. Thus Nicolas Séd comments:


Unlike Blachère (près du jujubier d’al-Mountahī) and Bell (by the sidra-tree at the boundary), this study leads us to understand Verse 14 as: “near the veil of the other world.”

15. indahā jannat al-ma’wā

Although Tabarī explains the term ma’wā rather correctly with the meaning of the domain of the martyrs,31 that is the heavenly dwelling, Blachère, Bell, and Patte all have difficulty in recognizing this quite evident meaning. Blachère makes a place name of it and translates: “près duquel est le jardin d’al-Ma’wā.” He adds the following note:

Le jardin d’al-Ma’wā. Ce dernier terme signifie: la retraite. Selon les commt., suivis encore ici par presque tous les traducteurs, il s’agirait d’un jardin du Paradis. Toutefois Sprenger pense avec beaucoup de raison qu’il s’agit simplement d’une villa entourée d’un jardin, dans la banlieue de la Mekke.32

For once our translators exceed the imagination of the Arab commentators. Bell translates, at first, quite correctly – “Near which is the garden of the abode” – but in the following note his explanation is in line with that of Blachère: “This must refer to some dwelling near Mecca, unless the verse is a later insertion, and refers to heavenly places. The whole vision is often so taken, but this robs it of force.”33

However, the Thesaurus gives, under awwānā (“habitation, residence”), the Arab equivalent ma’wā, and explains its meaning as a celestial habitation in the following locutions: awwānā ṣibaṭānā: “mansiones benedictae” (“residences of the blessed”), awwānā d-lā ‘ābrīn: “mansiones permanentes” (“eternal residences”), awwānā da-l-e: i.e. “caeli” (“celestial residences”).34 This meaning emerges clearly from the Qur’ānic context. Verse 15 is thus to be understood as: “near which [is] the garden of the [heavenly] domain.”

16. idh yaghishā al-sidra(ta) mā yaghishā

This poorly understood verse suffers from an erroneous reading which our translators render as follows:

Blachère: quand couvrait le jujubier ce qui [le] couvrait
Bell: When the sidra-tree was strangely enveloped

The Qur’ānic particle idh often represents the Syriac particle kadh. Accordingly it may contain certain semantic nuances that are not found in the typical Arabic

36 Ibid., 27:52ff.
37 Manna, 479b.
39 Thus the Thesaurus Syriacus (1:129), under ḫarād, which also offers the Arabic synonyms: ḫāira, munthā, and thereafter: finis, de tempore; b-ḵharad d-jawmānā: in fine dierum, i.e. tempus futura; b-ḵharad d-zanā: ultimo tempore; b-ḵharad d-sawrā: postero tempore; b-ḵharad d-sabā: in fine temporal; ‘al ḵharād: de fine mundi.
Christoph Luxenberg

296 Manna lists under kad the following concessive Arabic nuances: wa-in, wa-law ("although"). Having demonstrated that sidra means neither "jujube" nor "sidra-tree", it goes without saying that this verse is not referring to fruits that cover this imaginary tree, but rather "the veil" which covers what it covers, namely the (direct) vision into the other world, the celestial domain. This brief philological analysis is sufficient to correct the reading of this verse to: 17 taghsha al-sidra(tu) rna taghsha. This leads logically to the understanding of the verse as a sort of protasis - "Although the veil covered what it covered" - which is followed by the apodosis of Verse 17.

17. mā zāgha al-bāṣar(u) wa mā tağhā

It should be noted here that taghā should be read here according to the Syriac veenī f’ā from which it is derived, fa ’ā. It does not mean "pass its limits" (Bell); rather, it is a synonym of its Arabic equivalent dālla ("to go astray") in Verse 2, to which it is in any case parallel. Read with this small correction as mā zāgha al-bāṣar(u) wa-mā ta’ā, this verse is to be understood as an apodosis as follows: "the (eye) sight had neither illusion nor error [as to the vision]."

18. la-qad ra’ā min ḍiyāt(i) rabbih(i) al-kubrā

"He truly saw great signs of his Lord!"

The Syro-Aramaic reading of Qur’ān 53:1–18

1 By the star!
2 When he falls, your companion has not gone astray, nor has he become delirious.
3 And it is not under the effect of the fall [regarded as a sign of possession] that he speaks.
4 It is rather a revelation given to him [at this moment]!
5 It is the strongly Powerful [i.e. the Almighty] who has taught him,
6 That is the Lord;

7 He who resides at the highest horizon, [6b.] humbled himself,
8 He then approached [or: came down] and remained hovering [upon His servant],
9 He [i.e. the servant] remained thereupon dumbfounded for two instants, or even less.
10 He then revealed to His servant what He revealed.
11 The absence does not refute in any way what he saw.
12 Do you therefore contest what he sees [as vision]?
13 He saw him [too], when he had another fit [or another vision],
14 near the veil of the other world,
15 near to which [is] the garden of the [heavenly] domain.
16 Although the veil covered what it covered,
17 the sight had neither illusion nor error [as to the vision].
18 He truly saw great signs of his Lord!

---

45 Manna, 326b.
46 By "Syro-Aramaic," the Syro-Aramaic elements of the "Arabic" language of the Qur’ān is intended. The philological analysis of the Qur’ān’s language has thus far led us to the following conclusion: the language of the Qur’ān is composed, apart from Arabic, in part of Aramaic elements of different eras, some of which stem from ancient Aramaic (Altaramäisch), imperial Aramaic (Reichsaramäisch) – like Biblical Aramaic (Biblisch-Arämäisch) – and others (the great majority) from the Aramaic of the Christian era, above all Syriac, but also Judeo-Aramaic and late Babylonian Aramaic dialects such as Mandæan and other Neo-Aramaic dialects (including vernacular Eastern Syriac). Consequently we designate those linguistic elements of the Qur’ān that have references in Syriac literature "Syro-Arabic," and those elements that we find among other Aramaic speakers or literatures "Arabo-Aramaic." Hence the term, the "Syro-Aramaic" Reading of the Qur’ān.
Part IV

The Qurʾān and its religious context
11. *Al-Nasārā in the Qur’ān*

A hermeneutical reflection

*Sidney Griffith*

The appellation “Christians” (*al-masḥūṣiyūn*), used to designate the followers of Jesus the Messiah (*Christos*), never appears in the Arabic Qur’ān. But Christians are clearly referred to in the text of the Islamic scripture under a number of other names and titles. Some fifty-four times the Qur’ān speaks of “Scripture People” (*ahl al-kitāb*), and in many instances the Christians are obviously included among them. Once in the Qur’ān Christians are called “Gospel People” (*ahl al-ʾinjīl*). Fourteen times the Qur’ān uses the term *al-nasārā* (once in the sing., *al-nāṣrān*), the most community-specific of the names and titles it employs to refer to the historical followers of ‘Isa, the Messiah, Mary’s son, as the Qur’ān regularly speaks of Jesus of Nazareth, who, in the Islamic view, was the last Messenger God sent to the “Scripture People” prior to the mission of Muhammad, “the seal of the prophets” (*al-Aḥāb* [33] 40). The immediate suggestion of this difference in nomenclature is that the reader should not too hastily assume that the Christians included among the “Scripture People,” or those designated as “Gospel People,” or those called *al-nasārā* in the Qur’ān, are in fact the same communities of people, a point to which we shall return in due course.

In non-Arabic interpretations of the Qur’ān, the name *al-nasārā* is almost always translated “Christians,” albeit that the translation is not exact and, as we shall see, it may even camouflage what the Arabic scripture actually means to say in the passages in which the term is used. So the purpose of the present essay is to explore the sense of the term *al-nasārā* in the Qur’ān from a number of perspectives, paying close attention to the frames of reference and the interpretive presumptions that determine the point of view in each instance. These include philological and lexical considerations, a study of the historical and cultural circumstances of the texts and the contexts in which the term is used in Qur’ānic passages, and an inquiry into the likely historical identity of the “Christians” to

---

1. In the New Testament, the term “Christian” appears only three times, ostensibly as an appellation used by outsiders to designate the followers of Jesus Christ: Acts 11:26 *Christianos*; 26:28 *Christianos*; 1 Peter 4:16 *Christianos*.
whose beliefs and practices the Qur'ān alludes in the passages in which the Christians concerned are called al-naṣārā.

The philology and lexicography of the name al-Naṣārā

In early Islamic tradition there is already considerable discussion of the basic meaning, the etymology and the grammatical typology of the term al-naṣārā, the most commonly attested, plural form of the word, and its singular an-naṣār. Earlier commentators, such as Abū Ja‘far al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923), were inclined to consider it to be a geographical term referring to the village of Nāṣira, where, they said Jesus, son of Mary, and his mother had lived.4 However, as time went on, it became more common in the Islamic commentary tradition to derive the term from the Arabic root n-s-r, in the form of the participle nāṣir in the sense of “helper/s” or “supporter/s,” and to assign a scriptural meaning to the term by referring to the passage in the Qur’ān that speaks of Jesus’s disciples (al-ḥawārīyyīn) declaring themselves to be “God’s helpers” (ānṣār Allāh). “Jesus said, ‘Who will be my helpers (ānṣārī) toward God?’ The disciples said, ‘We are God’s helpers.’” (Āl Ḣumrān [3] 32). So one might on this basis assume that the Naṣārā of the Qur’ān are thought to be the spiritual descendants of Jesus’s first disciples. This interpretation is widespread in the Islamic community, with some commentators saying that it excludes those who both yesterday and today call themselves al-Maṣḥīyyīn.

Muslim commentators have all approached the term naṣrānī/aṣhārār with the assumption that it functions as an Arabic word, and that its grammatical and lexical states are to be, and can be adequately explained in reference to the principles of classical Arabic grammar and lexicography. Contrariwise, non-Muslim, mostly Western scholars have considered the term to be part of the “foreign vocabulary of the Qur’ān,” to borrow a phrase from Arthur Jeffery. Specifically, the common, scholarly opinion is that the Arabic term is a reprise of the Greek name, Ναζαρηνός, perhaps by way of the Syriac equivalent Nāṣrānē/Nāṣrāyē, and that in the Qur’ān and elsewhere its literal meaning is “Nazarēnē/s.” This adjective is used in the singular in the New Testament to describe Jesus as the man from Nazareth (Mt. 2:23; John 19:19). In the Acts of the Apostles, Tertullus, the attorney for the Jewish accusers of Paul before the Roman governor, Felix, describes Paul as “the ringleader of the sect of the Nazoreans” (Acts 24:5), presumably meaning the followers of the man from Nazareth. In this sense, the non-Muslim scholars of the Qur’ān and the early Muslim commentators, albeit from different perspectives, are agreed that the literal meaning of the term naṣrānī/aṣhārār is Nazarene/s and that it refers to the followers of Jesus, the Messiah. The later Islamic scriptural exegesis that connects naṣārār with the phrase ānṣār Allāh on the basis of consonantal harmony, as explained above, does not negate the term’s basic geographical meaning. In the early Islamic period, Arabic-speaking Christians and Muslims alike regularly used the Qur’ān’s term naṣārār as the functional equivalent of the same “Christians” (Χριστιανοί, maṣḥīyyīn) for the several ecclesial communities of the followers of Jesus of Nazareth (Acts 11:26), who lived in the world of Islam.5

While the common name “Christian” quickly prevailed in general parlance in the Greek, Syriac, Coptic and Latin-speaking milieu of Late Antiquity and early Islam, as the general designation for the several communities of the followers of Jesus of Nazareth, the term “Nazarene/s” “Nazorean/s” nevertheless also persisted both in Christian and Jewish usage.6 In his Onomasticon, the church historian, Eusebius of Caesarea (d. c. 340) remarked in connection with his entry on the name of the village of Nazareth that “From it, Christ was called a ‘Nazorean’, and we too early on [were called] ‘Nazarenes’, who are now Christians.”7 In his Latin translation of this passage, St Jerome (c.342–420) added the note that “we were called Nazarenes quasi pro obprobrío,8 signifying the contemptuous sense the term ‘Nazarene’ was understood to have by his time.

Among the Christians, it seems that it was in the Syriac-speaking communities that, along with the much more popular terms maṣḥīyyīn and the transliterated Greek term kresthŏndē, one could also find the term nāṣrāyē/she applied generally to followers of Jesus of Nazareth, especially in texts written by Christians, but reporting the usage of non-Christians, and particularly that of Persian authorities, well into the fifth century.9 But, as François de Blois has pointed out, “It is not


7 See, e.g., the entry under Naẓārān in Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature, London: Luzac, 1903, 3:889–90.

8 The passage is cited here from its quotation in de Blois, “Naẓārān (Naẓārān),” 2, n. 6.


11 See, e.g., the entry under Naẓārān in Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature, London: Luzac, 1903, 3:889–90.


only Persian pagans whom the Syriac authors depict as calling the Christians "Nazoreans", but also the pagans of Syria.” And what is more, de Blois goes on to say, “I would suggest that when Syriac authors depict their non-Christian opponents as calling the Christians ‘Nazoreans’, they are in fact using a literary topos, that is to say consciously alluding to Acts 24:5... They [i.e. the non-Christian opponents] are depicted as aping the words of Paul’s persecutors.”

So, according to the logic of de Blois’ suggestion, Syriac-speaking Christians did not in fact normally refer to themselves as “Nazoreans” because, for him, perhaps inspired by St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically. St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically. St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically. St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically.

In this connection, as de Blois also goes on to point out, the terms “Nazoreans”/”Naṣārā” were used in the works of the Christian heresiographers of the fourth century to designate an older Jewish Christian group that they regarded as heretical. Epiphanius of Salamis (d. c. 403) gives the fullest account of their usages and teachings in his Panarion, a work that had as its purpose to offer refutations of all the heresies that had afflicted the church from its origins." François de Blois, like some earlier commentators, finds in what Epiphanius says about the “Nazoreans” an account that in his view matches fairly exactly the Christology of the Qur’ān, composed some two hundred and more years later. What is more, de Blois goes on to posit a debt on the part of the works such as the Diatessaron, several apocryphal scriptures and the "Nazoreans" to the logic of de Blois’ suggestion, Syriac-speaking Christians did not in fact normally refer to themselves as “Nazoreans” because, for him, perhaps inspired by St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically. St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically. St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically. St Jerome, the term carried a negative connotation for the Syriac writers, suitable to express an adversary’s demeaning attitude to Christians, as was the cognate Hebrew term ḥābōq, which is used to refer to non-Christians specifically.

I suggest, in short, that one should seriously consider the possibility that the naṣārā of the Qur’ān were indeed Nazoreans and that it is consequently likely that there was a community of Nazorean Christians in central Arabia, in the seventh century, unnoticed by the outside world. But this is a suggestion which would require reopening and re-evaluating the question of specifically “Jewish Christian” influences on the original formulation of Islam.

Similarly, and as if taking his cue from de Blois’ last point, Joachim Gnillca, in his well-researched study of parallel doctrines, scriptural motifs, legendary lore and even verbal expression between the Qur’ān and Christian texts, with reference to works such as the Diatessaron, several apocryphal scriptures and the Pseudo-Clementine Epistles, comes to the precise conclusion that the Qur’ān is indeed indebted in its origins to Jewish Christianity. He says that such texts as the ones just mentioned readily circulated among Jewish Christians and that many of them found their origins in that milieu. Gnillca does not propose that the Qur’ān, or Muḥammad, had direct contact with these texts. Rather, he proposes that in the Arabic milieu the language and lore of the texts circulated orally and that Arabic-speaking Christians and others would have encountered them in Jewish Christian liturgical celebrations. As for the Qur’ān itself, Gnillca avers that while “der primäre Wurzelboden des Koran ist das Judentum,” it is not the product of a reformed or Christianized Judaism. Rather, he concludes: “So ist der im Koran sich dokumentierende Islam weder ein Reformjudentum noch ein Reformchristentum, sondern etwas Neues, geprägt auf dem Boden Arabiens durch einen kraftvollen Propheten.”

Nevertheless, for Gnillca, hermeneutically speaking, as for de Blois, the Qur’ān’s practice of naming the Christians al-naṣārā and the tenor of its Christology is to be explained not by any inherent, religious logic or rhetorical intent on the Qur’ān’s own part, but rather in reference to earlier Jewish Christian or “Nazorean,” texts, the idiom and contents of which are postulated by them to have circulated orally in the Arabic-speaking milieu by the time of the rise of Islam. For Gnillca and de Blois, then, the evidence for postulating the oral presence of the Jewish Christian or “Nazorean” language and lore in the environs from which the Qur’ān emerged does not consist of any external historical evidence of the presence of such groups and their texts in the Arabic-speaking milieu beyond that of the appearance of comparable ideas and linguistic expressions in the Arabic Qur’ān itself. In other words, hermeneutically speaking, Gnillca and de Blois presume, on the basis of comparability and parallelism, that the Qur’ān got what it says about Christians and their doctrines from pre-existing sources, not from the logic of its own religious and rhetorical purposes, based on its own awareness of the doctrines and practices of the Christian communities actually known from other sources to be contemporary with it.
It is precisely this matter of the hermeneutical presuppositions assumed in the process of looking for earlier Jewish, Jewish Christian or Christian influences on the formulation of Islam and on the language and vocabulary of the Qur'an that is the concern of the present chapter, particularly in connection with the use of the term al-naṣārā ṭa generally to designate Christians. But there is one more piece of lexical information to consider before we get to the heart of the matter; and this time it comes from an Arabic text, composed well after the rise of Islam. In his work on the History of the Councils, the Coptic writer, Sāwīrus ibn al-Muqaffā', who flourished in Egypt in the second half of the tenth century, wrote of the traditional reports available to him of the conversion of the emperor Constantine I (d.337) to Christianity. Sāwīrus reports of Constantine:

One night as he was standing by, he saw a cross in the heavens, and angels were hovering about it. He became wary and alarmed. His attendants and companions asked him about the vision. They told him, "These are the marvels of the cross, according to the history and present state of the people of Syria who are called naṣārā ṭa."

In this remarkable passage, Sāwīrus quotes his sources to the effect that before his conversion, Emperor Constantine I was informed that there were people in Syria who were called "Nazoreans," at least some of whom were presumably Syriac-speakers. Sāwīrus then explains that naṣārā ṭiya is actually another name for Christianity. One may take it that in this Christian Arabic text Sāwīrus is reporting an instance of the usage in pre-Islamic Syria, according to which non-Christians are reported by Christians to have habitually called "Christians" "Nazoreans." One may speculate that he intended herewith also to explain how it came about that the Qur'an and the Muslims call the Christians "Nazoreans." It had already been the practice in the Syriac-speaking milieu for non-Christians to call Christians by this name. It would also already have been obvious to Sāwīrus's readers that Christians living in the world of Islam had themselves by this time adopted this Qur'ānic term in their own Arabic discourse in the Islamic milieu, especially in contexts in which Christians and Muslims were addressing one another, or were addressing mutual challenges.

The occurrences of the name al-Naṣārā ṭa in the Qur'ān

It is striking that in every verse in the Arabic Qur'ān, in which the term naṣārā ṭa appears, other faith communities are also named. In every instance except one, mention is also made of Jews; and even in the case of the exceptional verse (al-Mā'īda [5] 14), it is in narrative continuity with a previous verse (v.12) that speaks of the "Children of Israel." In a number of verses, in addition to "the believers" (al-mu'mīnūn), i.e. the Muslims, the Jews and the naṣārā ṭa are mentioned together with members of other religious communities: hanīfī, muslim, mushrikin (Al-'Imrān [3] 67); the Sabians (al-Baqara [2] 62); hanīfī and mushrikin (al-Baqara [2] 135); the Sabians (al-Mā'īda [5] 69); the Sabians, the Muḥā fís, and the mushrikin (al-Ḥajj [22] 17). In each of these verses, the Qur'ān's manifest purpose is to make the necessary distinctions by name between the several communities in its audience, most comprehensively in al-Ḥajj (22) 17: "Those who believe, those who practice Judaism, the Sabians, al-naṣārā ṭa, the Muḥā fís, and the mushrikin, God will decide between them on the day of the resurrection." In two of these verses, the Qur'ān makes the point that Abraham was neither a Jew, nor a naṣārā ṭa, but a hanīfī, a Muslim (Al-'Imrān [3] 67), nor was he one of the mushrikin (Al-'Imrān [3] 67 & al-Baqara [2] 135). Two other verses speak of the good fortune of several of the communities: "The believers, the Jews, al-naṣārā ṭa and the Sabians - whoever believes in God and the Last Day and does what is good, shall receive their reward from their Lord. They shall have nothing to fear and they shall not grieve" (al-Baqara [2] 62; cf. Q 5.69).

In most of the passages in the Qur'ān in which al-naṣārā ṭa are mentioned by name, predominantly in the Medinan Sūras 2 (al-Baqara) and 5 (al-Mā' ī da), it is a question of the Qur'ān's critique of the behavior of the Jews and al-naṣārā ṭa. The Qur'ān says of the "Scripture People", "They say, 'None will enter the Garden save those who practice Judaism or are naṣārā ṭa'" (al-Baqara [2] 111). A little further on the Qur'ān says, "The Jews say, 'al-naṣārā ṭa are not onto anything' and al-naṣārā ṭa say, 'The Jews are not onto anything', while both recite the scripture" (al-Baqara [2] 113). Further, "Neither the Jews nor al-naṣārā ṭa will be pleased with you until you follow their mīllah." (al-Baqara [2] 120) And finally in this Sūra, there is the question, "Do you say Abraham, Ismā'īl, Isaac, Jacob and the tribes were Jews or naṣārā ṭa? Do you know best or does God?" (al-Baqara [2] 140).

In at least one passage, the Qur'ān seems clearly to refer to the church-dividing, doctrinal controversies that roiled the Christian communities in its time: "With those who say, 'We are naṣārā ṭa, We made a covenant. But they forgot some of what had been mentioned to them. So We brought about enmity and hatred among them to the day of the resurrection. God will put them on notice about what they have been doing!'" (al-Mā'īda [5] 14). Just a few verses further along, the text says, "The Jews and al-naṣārā ṭa say, 'We are God's children and His beloved'. Say: 'Why then does He punish you for your sins?"' (al-Mā'īda [5] 18) And then further on the Qur'ān offers this advice, "You who believe, do not take the Jews..."22

---


and al-naṣārā as allies;\textsuperscript{23} they are allies of one another. Whoever of you allie
himself with them, becomes one of them” (al-Mā‘īda [5] 51). It is also in this Sūra
that we find the following, much commented verses:

You will surely find that the most hostile of men to the believers are the Jews
and those who ascribe partners to God. And you will surely find that the
nearest in amity towards the believers are those who say: “We are naṣārā”
and that is because among them are priests and monks, and they do not grow
proud. (83) When they listen to what has been revealed to the Messenger, you
will see their eyes overflowing with tears from the truth they recognize. They
say: “Our Lord, we believe, so enscribe us among those who witness. (84)
Why should we not believe in God and what has come down to us of the
truth? We yearn for our Lord to lead us in amity among the righteous
community. (85) God shall reward them for their speech — gardens beneath which
rivers flow, abiding there forever. This is the reward of the righteous. (86) But those
who blaspheme and cry lies to Our revelations — those are the denizens of hell
(al-Mā‘īda [5] 82–86).\textsuperscript{24}

Finally, there is the statement about the most significant wrong belief and
an indictment of the wrong behavior of those explicitly called al-naṣārā. The
Qur’ān says:

The Jews say, “Ezra is the son of God,” while al-naṣārā say, “The Messiah
is the son of God.” This is what they say, from their very mouths, thereby
imitating the parlance of those who disbelieved of yore; may God fight them,
how deceived they are. (31) They take their rabbis and monks as lords besides
God, as well as the Messiah, son of Mary, although they are commanded to
worship none but one God. There is no God but He; exalted He is above

It remains to say a word about the Qur’ānic scenarios in which most of
the instances of the name al-naṣārā we have mentioned occur. Of the fourteen times
it appears, seven of them occur in al-Baqara (2), in a scenario that offers a
glimpse into the early Islamic community’s process of assuming its distinctive
cultural and religious identity. Religiously speaking, attaining that identity
involved dealing especially with the Jews and Christians, whose scriptural heritage
the Muslims shared and with whom at the time of the Sūra’s revelation they were
living in the same space, presumably in Yathrib/Medina. In this milieu, the text
suggests that a lively exchange took place between the members of the three

communities, to judge by the timely prophetic interventions in their communal
interactions that comprise most of the first 157 verses of the Sūra. It is clear that
it was a question of defining Islamic identity vis-à-vis that of the Jews and the
Christians. The heart of the matter is expressed in a remarkable sequence of verses
extending from 124 to 141 that address a singularly important theme in the definition
of Islamic religious identity. Edmund Beck long ago put it this way: “Das
Thema der ganzen Versgruppe kann man mit dem programmatischen Ausdruck
angeben: millatu Ibrāhīma. Dieses Thema wird durchgeführte 1) positive histor­
isch in Vers 118 (124) – 128 (134) und 2) polemisch gegen Juden und Christen in
Vers 129 (135) – 135 (141).\textsuperscript{25}

With respect to the two parts of this distinctive “Versgruppe,” one might also
call attention to the fact that the last verse of each part (i.e. vv. 134–41) is identical,
offering the following divine assurance to the Muslims: “That community has
passed away; to it belongs what it has acquired and to you belongs what you have
acquired. You will not be asked about what they were doing” (al-Baqara [2] 134
& 141). In the context, it is clear that the phrase “that community” (tilka ummatum)
of non-Muslims includes both Jews and Christians, both of whom according to the
Qur’ān want to claim “Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob and the tribes” as their own
(v. 140) and they argue about God with the “believers” (v. 139), who are instructed
how to reply to those who say, “‘Become Jews or naṣārā; you will be rightly
guided.’ Say, ‘Rather, the ‘religion (milla) of Abraham’, a ḥanīf, not one of the
mashrikin’” (v. 135; cf. also Al 'Imrān [3] 67). In his study of this group of verses,
Beck masterfully shows how they express the culmination of the development of
the distinctively Islamic concept of the millatu Ibrāhīma as a religious identity
marker against the specific challenges of the Jews and the Christians.

While seven of the occurrences of the name naṣārā thus appear in al-Baqara
(2), as we have just seen, five others that we have mentioned occur in al-Mā‘īda
(3), once again reflecting a surrounding, Medinan context of religious critique of
the beliefs and practices of the Jews and Christians. Here too we find two of the
most pointed of the Qur’ān’s critiques of Christian faith: “They have disbelieved
who say that God is the Messiah, the son of Mary” (al-Mā‘īda [5] 72) and “They
have disbelieved who say that God is thālithu thalāthatin” (al-Mā‘īda [5] 73); two
passages that will be discussed below.

Clearly, the Qur’ānic scenarios in which the preponderant number of times (12)
the name al-naṣārā appears bespeak the sort of apologetic and polemical campaign
characteristic of interreligious controversy and they feature the distinctive idiom
of religious self-definition over against the challenges of others, specifically Jews
and Christians. The question now arises, after listing all the places in the Qur’ān
where it occurs, why does the Islamic scripture use the relatively rare name
al-naṣārā to designate Christians, and what does it mean to imply? Which
Christians was it meant to indicate?

\textsuperscript{23} Traditionally, the Arabic term awliyyā‘ has been translated “friends.” Here, and in vs. 59, the
connotations of the English term “ally” seem more apt. This suggestion comes from T. Khalidi,

\textsuperscript{24} The translation is from Khalidi, The Qur‘ān, 93–94. For a review of selected Muslim commentaries
on these verses, see McAuliffe, Qur‘ānic Christians, 204–39.

\textsuperscript{25} E. Beck, “Die Gestalt des Abraham am Wendepunkt der Entwicklung Muhammeds: Analyse von
Interreligious controversy in the Qur’an: hermeneutical assumptions

While in instances of interreligious controversy the name al-naṣārā is used fourteen times in the Qur’an as a community designation, like the name Jews, which it always occurs, or the name Sabians, or the Majūs, it is not the only designation for Christians in such controversial contexts in the Islamic scripture. Perhaps even more frequently the Qur’an criticizes Christian doctrine or practice by addressing them as “Scripture People” (ahl al-kitāb), a phrase that appears fifty-nine times all told, or some more general phrase, such as, “They have disbelieved who say...” (e.g., al-Mā’ida [5] 72, 73), and one then identifies the disbelievers or the intended particular, errant “Scripture People” by what the Qur’an criticizes about them. In the Qur’an, al-naṣārā is simply the general common name for those in other contemporary texts in other languages, like Syriac or Greek, are normally called “Christians.” So one wonders, why this choice of names on the Qur’an’s part? And to propose an answer to the question one must first engage in some reflection on one’s hermeneutical assumptions.

From the hermeneutical perspective, there are, broadly speaking, two trajectories along which interpreters customarily approach the Qur’an. They are not mutually exclusive. One approach, most common in Western, non-Muslim scholarship, might be described as operating according to a diachronic, historical-critical method. It typically looks for origins, sources and influences; it asks questions like, from where did the Qur’an get this term, this usage, this narrative, this expression? Can one isolate portions of the text and discern a pre-Islamic milieu in which it may have functioned before it was taken up into the Qur’an? Another approach, most common among Muslim commentators over the centuries, but not absent from Western, non-Muslim scholarship, takes the Arabic scripture as an integral, canonical composition and searches for its meanings in the text as we have it taken integrally, but not without reference to circum-ambient, historical factors. Traditionally, Muslim scholars have searched for the so-called asbāb al-naṣrā, i.e., the occasions in the life of Muhammad on which a given passage was revealed. Alternatively, a scholar might look for the circumstances attendant upon particular passages of the canonical Qur’an in its own most likely cultural milieu, looking for the socio-historical background against which its usages and literary strategies find their immediate pertinence. The latter is the approach adopted in the present inquiry; one might call it a synchronic, contextual method of Qur’an interpretation that nevertheless does not eschew what can be learned from historical criticism.

This contextual method is not without its presuppositions. In the present instance, in regard to the Qur’an’s reaction to the Christians in its milieu, the presumption is that the Islamic scripture’s posture is one of apologetic and polemical critique of the doctrines and practices of Christians who are actually in its purview and that it features literal and discursive strategies suitable to its controversy with them. On this view, the Qur’an, whatever its origins, including the possibility that in its integral form it may well be rightly seen to include earlier, even Christian compositions, is actually criticizing both the behavior and the beliefs of the Christians and other “People of the Book” within its immediate ken who take issue with its teachings. The evidence for this assumption is, first of all, the manifest sense of the pertinent passages, beginning with those in which the term al-naṣārā appears, which we have already reviewed. Secondly, in other passages that obviously reprove Christian beliefs or practice, e.g. al-Nisā’ (4) 171 and al-Mā’ida (5) 77, one finds obvious polemical admonitions: “O Scripture People, do not exceed the bounds in your religion, nor say about God what the truth!” (al-Nisā’ [4] 171); or: “Say, O Scripture People, do not exceed the bounds in your religion untruthfully, and do not follow the fancies of a people who went astray in the past and led others astray and strayed from the even path” (al-Mā’ida [5] 77). Even more obviously polemical are the passages that declare “They have disbelieved who say God is the Messiah, son of Mary,” (al-Mā’ida [5] 72), and “They have disbelieved who say God is ḥālīthu ṭhālīṭhātin.” (al-Mā’ida [5] 73). Hermeneutically speaking, an important corollary of the recognition of the Qur’an’s intention polemically to criticize Christian belief and practice is the further recognition that in the service of this purpose the Qur’an rhetorically does not simply report or repeat what Christians say; it reproves what they say, corrects it, or caricatures it. For example, Christians in the Qur’an’s time did not normally say that “God is the Messiah, son of Mary” (al-Mā’ida [5] 72). They did affirm that the Messiah, son of Mary, is the son of God and God in person. The Qur’an’s seeming misstatement, rhetorically speaking, should therefore not be thought to be a mistake, but rather a polemically inspired caricature, the purpose of which is to highlight in Islamic terms the absurdity, and therefore the wrongness, of the Christian belief, from an Islamic perspective.

A further presumption of the contextual method of interpreting the Qur’an’s critique of Christians and Christianity is that the Qur’an actually knows how the presumably mostly Arabic-speaking (and Syriac-speaking) Christians in its milieu phrased the confessional formulae with which the Qur’an disagrees. What is more, the Islamic scripture actually provides its own evidence of its familiarity not only with the scriptural narratives of the Scripture People, i.e. Jews and Christians in particular, a familiarity often documented by scholars, but also of much of their non-scriptural religious lore. Here the Qur’an typically does not simply repeat these narratives; it comments on them, alludes to them, adds different readings and interpretations, and even corrects them from its own point of view. In

26 See the very interesting collection of essays on this theme in D. Hartwig et al. (eds), “Im vollen Licht der Geschichte”: Die Wissenschaft des Judentums und die Anfänge der kritischen Koranforschung. Ex Oriente Lux 8; Würzburg: Ergon, 2008.

this manner the Qur’an appropriates and re-contextualizes earlier narratives. Many studies have highlighted this phenomenon, as they have examined how the Qur’an has appropriated earlier Jewish or Christian narratives. But, ignoring the Qur’an’s own polemically-inspired, commentarial, critical and corrective posture toward the narratives it appropriates, many of the scholars who have produced these studies, themselves usually following only the historical-critical method, have concluded that the Qur’an had misunderstood, misconstrued or otherwise mistaken Jewish and Christian narratives. They have often missed the Qur’an’s judgmental posture and have then looked for earlier “sources” for the language they actually find in the Qur’an, a process which sometimes then leads to the postulation of the presence in the Qur’an’s milieu of some otherwise historically untested text or community known to feature the belief, turn of phrase or practice in question.

Finally, given the Qur’an’s critical posture towards Jews, Christians and other, its polemical strategies, and the presumption of its more or less accurate knowledge of the beliefs, the creedal formulae, and even the ecclesiastical lore it criticizes or rhetorically caricatures, the contextual method employed here assumes the presence of contemporary, even Arabic-speaking communities of “Scripture People” in its milieu and even in its audience and that these presumably Arabic-speaking Jews and Christians are therefore within the active purview of the Qur’an. The further implications of this assumption are developed as this chapter proceeds, addressing the questions: who were the Christians whom the historical record attests to have actually been in the Arabic-speaking world, and why did the Qur’an choose to call them “Nazareans”?

Who are the Qur’an’s Nazareans?

Heretofore researchers have identified a number of different Christian communities as the likely Christians whose views they have found reflected in the Qur’an. For the most part, their methodology has been first to articulate what they take to be the Qur’an’s own Christology, and consequent theology, and then to match it with the creedal formulae and reports of the beliefs of some historically attested earlier Christian community, usually much earlier than the seventh century and usually not otherwise known to have been in the Arabic-speaking milieu of the Qur’an’s own day. The problem for these scholars has then been to advance a rationale for how the chosen community could have been present to the nascent Islamic community, whose scripture then, on the usual hypothesis, adopted the chosen Christian community’s Christological and theological position. Currently, the two most frequently proposed groups are the Jewish-Christians, represented by the Nazarenes described in Epiphanius of Salamis’s Panarion, and a more recently postulated group of Arabized, Syriac-speaking upholders of a supposed, pre-Nicene, Syrian theology.

From the historical point of view, a significant problem for the suggestion that the Qur’an’s Christology derives from a group of Jewish Christians, and specifically the Nazarenes in its milieu is, as Rémi Brague has pointed out most succinctly, “Nous n’avons pas de traces d’un lien direct entre le groupe judéo-chrétien expulsé de Jérusalem vers 66 et les événements situés six siècles plus tard.” It is a problem that caused François de Blois to be somewhat circumspect in his conclusion that “There was a community of Nazorean Christians a central Arabia, in the seventh century, unnoticed by the outside world.” As for Joachim Gnilka’s hypothesis that Jewish Christianity more broadly speaking was the point of contact between Christianity and the Qur’an, the well-marshaled evidence he puts forward to support the hypothesis consists mainly of the “interesting parallels between the Koran and Jewish Christianity,” which parallels he finds in texts, many of which, he says, “are of Jewish Christian origin.” But the problem here is that many if not most of these texts, and especially the Diatessaron, along with motifs otherwise found in apocryphal Gospels, had a long life in the Syrian literature of the decidedly non-Jewish Christian churches, mostly “Jacobite” and “Nestorian,” actually known to have been actively present in the Arabic-speaking milieu in the seventh century. There is a similar problem with Karl-Heinz Ohlig’s suggestion that there was some sort of pre-Nicene, Syrian theology current among some Arabized, Syriac-speaking communities in the Qur’an’s immediate milieu. As we shall see, all the actual traces of Syriac-speaking Christianity among the Arabic-speaking peoples reflect language and lore otherwise found only in texts by resolutely Nicene Syrian writers, such as Ephraem the Syrian or Jacob of Sarug.

In addition to their inability to find immediate historical evidence for stipulating the presence of Jewish Christians, Nazarenes or pre-Nicene, Syriac-speaking Christians, be it in Arabia or elsewhere in the seventh or eighth centuries, a further problem with these hypotheses, articulated solely on the basis of the historical-critical method’s search for sources, is that their proponents ignore the contextual method’s complementary attention to the canonical Qur’an’s own rhetorical strategy to engage in a polemical characterization of the positions of its religious adversaries. It is the burden of the present undertaking to argue that taking the controversial intent and the polemical cast of the Qur’an’s language into account supports the hypothesis that the Christians and their doctrines that are in the Islamic scripture’s purview, and which the Qur’an criticizes, are none other

28 See the studies cited in nn. 7, 15 & 16 above, particularly and most seriously, the studies by François de Blois and Joachim Gnilka.  
31 See de Blois’ conclusion cited in full at n. 17 above.  
32 Gnilka, Die Nazarener und der Koran, 110.  
33 Ibid., 97.
than those of the mainline “Melkites,” “Jacobites” and “Nestorians” of the seventh and eighth centuries, whose presence and whose language and lore can actually be shown to have been present both in Arabia and in the greater Syro-Palestinian-Mesopotamian milieu from at least the sixth century onward, well into early Islamic times.

The Nazoreans

According to the Qur’an, al-na$ārā say, “The Messiah is the son of God,” a statement, the text goes on to say, in which “they emulate the language of the unbelievers of yore” (al-Tawba [9] 30). This Qur’anic critique is at variance with what is reported of either the Panarion’s Nazarenes or most other Jewish Christian groups,34 none of whom explicitly confess that the Messiah is the Son of God.35 Contrariwise, that Jesus, the Messiah, is the Son of God, and therefore God in person, is a basic creedal affirmation of each of the mainline, Nicene Christian communities actually contemporary with the Qur’an, albeit that their differing Christologies prevented their ecclesial communion with one another. The Qur’an not only does not affirm what these Qur’ānic al-na$ārā affirm; it explicitly rejects their common creed and engages in polemical attacks against it!

So why would the Qur’an call the mostly “Jacobite” and “Nestorian,” Syriac and Arabic-speaking Christians in its environs al-na$ārā? Perhaps because, as the Qur’an itself says, the Christians say, “We are na$ārā” (al-Mā‘īda [5] 14 & 82). But given the whiff of ancient heresy attached to the name, and its limited usage in Christian parlance, why would the Christians in the Qur’an’s milieu have called themselves by this name? Perhaps they did so just because the Muslims of Yathrib/Medina called them na$ārā, the name for Christians that their own texts reported as being not infrequently applied to them by other non-Christians, most notably, in Syriac texts, by Persian officials.

As we have seen above, the Arabic name na$ārā, as we have it in the Qur’an, is etymologically in all probability a calque on the Syriac name na$sāryē, which in Syriac texts, as in Greek in Acts 24:5 and elsewhere, occurs mainly as a name used for Christians by non-Christian adversaries. And as Jerome said, the others called Christians “Nazoreans” “quasi pro obprobrio.”36 In other words, the name has an anti-Christian ring to it. So why would Arabic-speaking Christians have said, “We are na$ārā,” as the Qur’an reports? Or did they? One can only speculate in reply. Whereas in general the Qur’an displays a high quotient of awareness of contemporary Christian language and lore, and a considerable amount of biblical savvy that allows it to comment on, critique and amplify earlier scriptural narratives, the composer of the Qur’an was probably also well aware of the connotations of the name al-na$ārā among Christians and for this very reason uses the name in its text, even putting it into the mouths of the Christian interlocutors themselves, rhetorically precisely because of its potential for suggesting disapproval. The use of the name immediately sets the non-Christian Muslims, who speak of al-na$ārā “quasi pro obprobrio,” over against the Christians, with whom they are in inter-religious controversy in Yathrib/Medina.

Alternatively, and even more speculatively, should one credit the Qur’an’s report as it stands and conclude that Christians in its milieu were in fact wont to say, “We are na$ārā,” perhaps, for their part in the local inter-religious controversy, apologetically? Perhaps from the beginning there were those Arabic-speaking Christians of Yathrib/Medina who, like many later Muslim commentators, associated the name na$ārā with the root consonants n-š-r and immediately thought of that place in the Islamic revelation, then circulating orally, where Jesus’s disciples are reported to have declared themselves to be “God’s helpers (anstār Allāh)” (Āl ‘Imrān [3] 52), and so, in their own way, they too would be “Muslims,” as the verse goes on to say. On this scenario, being considered the descendants of God’s helpers would rhetorically put the Christians in the environs of Yathrib/Medina on a somewhat higher plane than the other anṣār in the community, who welcomed and offered their assistance to the muhājirūn from Mecca.

Whatever plausible reason one finds for the Qur’an’s use of the name al-na$ārā for the Christians, or for the Arabic-speaking Christians to use it for themselves, it seems historically highly unlikely that the usage was due to the presence in Arabia in the seventh century of a long-forgotten group of Nazorean Jewish Christians. The only evidence so far adduced for their presence there is based on an interpretation of certain Qur’ānic passages, for which the interpreters were looking for sources. However, rhetorically speaking, and taking the Qur’an on its own terms, these same passages, which after all reject the claims of al-na$ārā, can just as well be understood as rejecting the teachings and critiquing the behavior of the “Melkite,” “Jacobite” and “Nestorian” Christians, whose presence in Arabia in the requisite timeframe is amply documented.

Against the verisimilitude of this conclusion, François de Blois has cited the passage from the Qur’an that says, “The food of the Scripture people is lawful to you, and your food is lawful to them” (al-Mā‘īda [5] 5). He argues, “It na$ārā means ‘catholic Christians,’ then it is very difficult to see how their food should be permitted to you,” seeing that the catholic canon contains statements to the effect that Jesus ‘declared all food clean’ (Mark 7:19) and that catholic Christians are notorious for their porcophagy.”37 This would certainly be a weighty objection if the text specified al-na$ārā instead of “Scripture People.” With this phrase the Qur’an clearly speaks only of the Jews here and not of the Christians. In other

34 R. Pritz actually argued, on the basis of passages quoted from the works of Jerome and Augustine, that while Epiphanius neglected to mention it in the Panarion, the Nazarenes were in point of fact willing to confess that Jesus, the Messiah, is the Son of God. See Fritz, Nazarene Jewish Christology, 27 & n.8, 54-55, 78, 90.

35 One notices the ingenious but tortuous line of reasoning de Blois employs to show that the Judeo-Christian groups might actually have espoused the Qur’an’s Christology. See de Blois, “Na$sārā and Hanīf,” esp. 14-15. So, according to him, the Christology of the Qur’an is supposed to be congruent with that of al-na$ārā!

36 De Blois, “Na$sārā and Hanīf,” 16.
Nazorean doctrines in the Qur'an

Christology is without a doubt at the heart of the Qur'an's doctrinal objection to Christianity; it is the Christians' affirmation that Jesus, the Messiah, Mary's son, is the Son of God that elicited the Qur'an's stark imperative, "Believe in God and His messengers and do not say, 'three'. Stop it; it is better for you. God is but a single God. Glory be to Him, that He should have as a son anything in the earth" (al-Nisa' [4] 171). This passage, in fact, is the only one in the Qur'an that seems directly and explicitly to refer to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, unless, following the suggestions of some commentators, one would think that the affirmation, "He did not beget and is not begotten, and none is His equal" (al-Ikhlas [112] 3–4) is to be so interpreted. As for the enigmatic phrase in the Qur'an's dictum, "They have disbelieved who say, 'God is thalithu thalathatin'" (al-Ma'idah [5] 73), in its context it is most reasonably understood as primarily an epithet of Jesus, the Messiah, as we explain below, which evokes a scriptural typology that in turn refers to the doctrine of the Trinity.

The phrase, "They have disbelieved who say that God is . . ." — used three times in the same Sūra (al-Ma'idah [5] 17, 72, 73), and twice directly reproving those who say, "God is the Messiah," (vv. 17, 72) — obviously intends rhetorically, and polemically, to emphasize the incompatibility of the Christian belief that Jesus is the Son of God with the main premise of Qur'ānic monotheism. In the first instance, the text says, "They have disbelieved who say, 'God is the Messiah, son of Mary.' Say, 'Who could prevent God, if He wished, from destroying the Messiah, son of Mary, and his mother too, together with all those on the face of the earth?' " (v. 17). In the second instance, the Qur'an says, "They have disbelieved who say, 'God is the Messiah, son of Mary.' The Messiah said, 'O Children of Israel worship God, my Lord and your Lord. Surely, he who associates other gods with God, God forbids him access to the Garden and his dwelling is the fire. Evildoers have no supporters!' " (v. 72). The polemical intent here is obvious. The conundrum is in the third instance of the formula: "They have disbelieved who say, 'God is thalithu thalathatin.' For there is no god except one God; if they do not stop saying what they say, those who have disbelieved will be severely punished!" (v. 73).

In another place, the present writer has argued at some length that the Arabic phrase, thalithu thalathatin in al-Ma'idah (5) 73 can most reasonably be construed as an Arabic rendering of the Syriac epithet for Christ, thlithāḥāthin,40 thereby positing a symmetry in the opening phrases of verses 72 and 73. In texts written by the definitely Nicene, Syriac writers, Ephraem the Syrian (c. 306–373) and Jacob of Sarug (c. 451–521), this adjectival, in the sense of "trine," "treble" or "threefold," describes Jesus the Messiah as "the threefold one" in reference to a series of moments in the biblical narratives that speak of "three days;" Christian interpreters read them typologically to refer to Jesus's three days in the tomb, and also, of course, if somewhat obliquely, in reference to Jesus as one of the three persons of the three-personed, trune God. In connection with the present discussion of the Qur'an's polemics against the doctrines of those it calls Nazoreans, the recognition of this sense of the enigmatic phrase, thalithu thalāḥāthin, removes the reason many commentators, ancient and modern, Muslim and non-Muslim, have used in reference to another passage in the same Sūra, al-Ma'idah (5) 116, to claim that the Qur'an's conception of the Christian Trinity is that it consists of three persons: God, Mary, and Jesus. This misconception then sent those researchers exclusively following the historical-critical method off on a search for early Christian groups that espoused such a trinity; François de Blois, for example, very ingeniously found them among the same Judeo-Christians, Mandaeans and others, whom he had associated with the current Nazarenes.

For their part classical Muslim commentators reached something of a consensus that the Arabic phrase thalithu thalāḥāthin in al-Ma'idah (5) 73, understood as "third of three," actually means "one of three" and that it is Jesus the Messiah who is so described. While some of them then took the Qur'ānic verse to be a rejection of what they perceived to be Christian tritheism, others rejected this idea as inaccurate, rightly pointing out that the Christians did not in fact profess a belief in three gods. Rather, these latter commentators offered two alternate explanations. Some said that the phrase refers to one of the three agântim (i.e. hypostases) that the Christians perceive in the one God. Others proposed that, as applied to Christ, the epithet named him the third member of the Trinity: God, Mary and Christ. They cited as confirmation the verse referred to above: "When God said, 'O Jesus, son of Mary, did you say to the people: 'Take me and my mother as two gods, apart from God?'" (al-Ma'idah [5] 116). Referring to this verse, they proposed that it suggests that the epithet "third of three" in verse 73 means that Jesus was the third in the Christians' Trinitarian triad.41 Subsequently, many

38 Interestingly, Arabic-speaking Christian apologists in Islamic times, beginning with the earliest of their texts, regularly cited the Qur'an's verse al-Nisā' (4) 171 in their defenses of the reasonableness of the doctrine of the Trinity, arguing that in fact in this verse the Qur'an itself posits the three divine persons: God, His Word and His Spirit.

39 Regarding the Qur'an's position on the Trinity in this Sūra and elsewhere see the contribution of Manfred Kropp to the present volume.

40 See Griffith, "Syriacisms in the 'Arabic Qur'an.'" In this article, the author failed to call attention to the phrase thānīyā tāhāyān in al-Tawba (9) 40, which is grammatically parallel to thalithu thalāḥāthin in al-Ma'idah (5) 116, "one of two" / "one of three." He is grateful to Prof. Manfred Kropp and to Joseph Witztum for bringing it to his attention. But this parallel sense of the phrase thālithu thālāḥāthin to mean "one of three" does not, in his opinion, preclude its selection to reflect the Syriac epithet for Jesus, thlīḥāḥāth, for in both Syriac and Arabic the ordinal number evokes a triad, and the Syriac epithet does describe Jesus as one of the three "persons"/"hypostases" (gnōmē in Syriac, aqānīn in Arabic).

Muslim and non-Muslim scholars, including François de Blois, have argued that in the Qurʾān’s view the Christian Trinity is God, as Father; Mary, as Spirit and Mother; and Jesus, Mary’s son, as their Son, and so the “third of three.”

With the recognition that the phrase thālithu thalāthatin is best explained as an Arabic rendition of a Syriac epithet for Jesus, the mystery of its meaning is resolved. The Qurʾān is reflecting a genuine usage of Christians in its audience in its polemic against their belief that Jesus, the Messiah, the son of Mary, and “the third of three,” is the Son of God. Similarly, the Qurʾān’s polemical rhetoric is also evident in its suggestion in al-Māʾīda (5) 116 that in its view the absurd logic of the Christians should lead to the manifestly unacceptable conclusion that if Jesus is the Son of God and God, so too should his mother Mary be God – two Gods, apart from God.

The Christian doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation that the Qurʾān polemically rejects are most reasonably seen as the doctrines of the mainline Christian communities known to be in its milieu; there is no need to postulate the presence of other communities, for which there is no historical evidence at all of their presence, save in what the present writer takes to be a scholarly misreading of the Qurʾān itself. The misreading consists in the failure to recognize that in the pertinent passages, the Qurʾān is not reporting the views of those it calls Nazoreans; it is knowledgeably and rhetorically suggesting their absurdity from its own point of view and polemically rejecting them as wrong. The fact that the Qurʾān’s Christology is then a theological match for the earlier Jewish Christian Christology in its substance is not a convincing argument for the Qurʾān’s polemics against their belief that Jesus, the Messiah, the son of Mary, and. . . .

The polemics can be found alluded to in a very general way even in Syriac texts that address the historical circumstances of Christians in Arabia in the century before the time of Muhammad, e.g. in Jacob of Sarug’s so-called “Letter to the Himyarites,” and in Simeon of Beth Arsham’s (d. before 548) “Letter on the Himyarite Martyrs.” There are even reports of “Julianists” in Najrān, with whose Christians, according to the traditions, Muhammad himself is alleged to have had relations.

The Arabic Qurʾān in its inter-communal environment

The discussion of the sense of the term al-naṣārā in the Qurʾān and of the identity of the Christians it designates has sought to discern its intended meaning within the context of the Islamic scripture’s own horizons, both in reference to the text’s historical purposes and within the context of its communal frames of reference. The discernment of the Qurʾān’s intention to offer a critique of Christian belief and practice is grounded in a reading of the canonical text in the form in which we presently have it, without prejudice to any effort to discover earlier stages in the evolution of the text. The recognition of the polemical element in the Qurʾān’s rhetorical style suggests that Arabic-speaking Christians were in all likelihood in its audience, and certainly within its purview. The determination of the probable identity of these Christians is based on the historical evidence for actual Christian presence in the Qurʾān’s milieu.

The Qurʾān itself, with its obvious debt to the canonical and apocryphal scriptures of the Jews and Christians, along with its reflection of much Jewish and Christian lore, provides most of the evidence for its origins in an environment that prompted some scholars to posit the presence of an ancient, Gnostic and docetic Christian community in the Qurʾān’s milieu. In this instance too, there is no need to go beyond the contemporary “Melkites,” “Jacobites” and “Nestorians” to account for the Qurʾān’s awareness of this line of thinking. The so-called “Julianists,” the followers of Julian of Halicarnassus (d. after 518), were a constant target for the theologians of the “Jacobite” community, who called them “Aphthartodocists” and “Phantasiasts,” accusing them of detracting from the concrete reality of Jesus’s death on the cross because of their teachings about the incorruptibility of Christ’s body. These polemics can be found alluded to in a very general way even in Syriac texts that address the historical circumstances of Christians in Arabia in the century before the time of Muhammad, e.g. in Jacob of Sarug’s so-called “Letter to the Himyarites,” and in Simeon of Beth Arsham’s (d. before 548) “Letter on the Himyarite Martyrs.” There are even reports of “Julianists” in Najrān, with whose Christians, according to the traditions, Muhammad himself is alleged to have had relations.

45 See e.g., Klang, Der Islam, 598.
49 See Hainthaler, Christliche Araber, 133–34.
learned from non-Qur'anic and non-Islamic sources about the presence of Christianity in Arabia in the seventh century. Hermeneutical considerations come into play in the course of determining what construction to put upon the evidence provided. It is the contention of this chapter that the historical record amply demonstrates that mainline Christian communities had been pressing into Arabia from all sides from at least the beginnings of the sixth century and even earlier. Furthermore, as has been said repeatedly, there is scarcely any evidence of the actual presence in Arabia of other Christian groups in any significant way, such as Judeo-Christians or other groups such as Elkasaites or Mandaeans. The Arabic-speaking peoples of central Arabia were highly mobile, and while documentary evidence of the substantial presence of Christianity among them is, by the nature of the case, not abundant, it is also not totally unavailable; their very mobility would inevitably have brought them into contact with most of the religious communities of their world.

From the hermeneutical point of view, the biggest problem in discerning the identity of the Christianity reflected in the Qur'ān has been the construction scholars have put upon those passages that either give a name to the Christians, i.e. calling them al-naṣārā, or reflect their beliefs and practices. For the most part these passages, even when they report the Qur'ān's own Christology, have been interpreted as reflecting or reporting the actual idioms of local Christians and even their creedal formulae, as if the Qur'ān were incapable of composing its own views of Christian doctrine. On that assumption, the hunt was then on to discover somewhere in Christian sources some report of a Christian community that had voiced such convictions as those found in the Qur'ān. When it was found, as in the instance of the Nazarenes of Epiphanius' Panarion, scholars scrambled to hypothesize a way to postulate their presence in the Qur'ān's milieu in spite of the fact that on the one hand there is otherwise scant or no evidence to support the hypothesis and on the other hand there is ample evidence for the actual presence of other Christian groups.

The underlying problem here, in my view, is to have mistaken the Qur'ān's religious critique of Christian beliefs and practices, and the polemical rhetoric in which it is expressed, for historical reports or accounts of these same beliefs and practices. In some instances it seems that a wrong construction has been put upon the language of the Qur'ān, due to a previous assumption that it does not really know much about Jews or Christians or their scriptures and that what it does know is wrong or incomplete. The recognition that the Qur'ān normally only alludes to, comments on, approves of or disapproves of this or that Jewish or Christian narrative, belief or practice seems often not to have entered the interpreter's mind. It is almost a presumption that the Qur'ān does not know what it is talking about. In short, no due attention is paid to the Qur'ān's own apologetic or polemical rhetoric as it establishes its place among the religious communities in its world.

In the present chapter, the focus has been on the textus receptus of the Qur'ān as we actually have it, bracketing for the sake of the inquiry the questions of where the text came into the form in which we presently have it, whether it be in the first third of the seventh century in the Hijāz, or in the first third of the eighth century in Syria and Mesopotamia. On either scenario, it has been the burden of this study to substantiate credibly the hypothesis that the mainline, Syriac-speaking Christian communities of Syria/Palestine and Mesopotamia, i.e. the so-called "Melkites," "Jacobites" and "Nestorians", as the later Muslims regularly called them, were in fact the principal communities from whom the Arabic-speaking Christians in the Qur'ān's milieu learned their faith and with whom they were in continuous communication from the mid to the late sixth century onward. The hypothesis further proposes that the Qur'ān's critique of the beliefs and practices of the Arabic-speaking Christians in its audience is best and most coherently understood as a critique polemically devised to highlight, from the point of view of the Qur'ān's own principles, the falsity and inadequacy of the customary creedal formulae and religious practices of the Arabic-speaking Christians among the "Scripture People" in its audience, whose patristic and liturgical heritage was for the most part in continuous colloquy with the Syriac-speaking, "mainline" communities, whose presence in the Arabic-speaking domain is demonstrable from the sixth century onward.

The crucial hermeneutic stance adopted in this inquiry involves the assumption of the literary, or scriptural, integrity of the Qur'ān, however it came about. It further assumes that the Qur'ān, in accordance with a number of its own asseverations, conceives itself to be a scripture in dialogue with preceding scriptures and traditions, and the lore of mainly Jewish and Christian communities in its midst, to which it alludes and on which it offers an often exegetical commentary. The Qur'ān presumes that its audience is aware of the narratives of the earlier prophetic figures and other aspects of the religious lore of Jews and Christians to which and to whom it often alludes by name. The Qur'ān then often criticizes the beliefs and practices of the communities whose creedal formulae it evokes, often with a seemingly ironic or even a satirically polemical intent, conveyed in the very wording of its allusions and echoes, which might be slightly askew when compared with the actual diction of the community whose formulae the text is critiquing. The Qur'ān offers a corrective here and there, or, by the very cast of the language it uses to recall them, it rhetorically suggests the absurdity of certain beliefs and practices espoused by the communities it accuses of going to excess in their religion.

This hermeneutical stance will go a long way toward removing the textual basis for the postulation of the Qur'ān's presumed indebtedness to the teachings and practices of particular Christian or Judeo-Christian groups otherwise historically
unknown or untraceable to the milieu of the Arabic Qur’ān. In the process, it also opens the way for an appreciation of the Qur’ān’s integrity as an inter-textual scripture, responding to, critiquing and reprising the scriptural tradition which it claims to present in its final form as willed by the one God.

Since the Qur’ān insists that it is an Arabic Qur’ān, addressing the prophetic messages of the past anew, in good, clear Arabic to a new, Arabic-speaking community, one would expect to find in it allusions to previous scriptures and even echoes of the liturgies in which the previous scriptures had come to Arabic-speaking Jews, Christians and others, prior to the rise of Islam. The Qur’ān would be presumed to have addressed the new community in an idiom in which they were already accustomed to hear the message, albeit from the Qur’ān’s point of view in a distorted or skewed way, in need of correction.

The hermeneutic reflections regarding the use of name al-nāṣārā in the Qur’ān as they are explored in this chapter, along with the several hypotheses it suggests for studying the Christians in the Qur’ān, will hopefully help us to keep our often unexpressed and unreflected historical-critical assumptions about origins, meanings and redactions to the forefront of our thinking in our study of the Qur’ān.

12. The mysterious letters and other formal features of the Qur’ān in light of Greek and Babylonian oracular texts

Devin J. Stewart

While Western scholarship on the Qur’ān has focused considerable attention on the Jewish and Christian background of the text, the influence of pre-Islamic Arabian religious traditions has received relatively little attention, despite the many signs of their importance. Traces of such influence include the accounts of the prophets Hūd, Shāliḥ, and Shu’ayb; the place of the Ka‘ba and the adoption of the pre-Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca; the prevalence of saj, the standard medium of the pre-Islamic soothsayers (kūhān), in many individual Sūras; and the many passages reminiscent of the genres the kūhān are known to have performed. Some neglect resulted from deep-seated prejudices in Islamic literature towards the pagan religious culture of the Jāhiliyya. Western scholars’ expertise in Biblical studies, the field out of which Islamic studies developed, also made them disposed to stress Jewish and Christian material. Furthermore, the lack of the pagan equivalent of the Bible, a sacred text that would serve as an extant record of the religion or mythology of the pre-Islamic Arabs, made it much more difficult to learn about the pagan tradition. Pre-Islamic Arabia had produced no Iliad or Odyssey, nor even the equivalent of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Extant Islamic sources provide some relevant information in focused studies such as al-Kalbī’s (d. 204/819) Book of Idols and Ḥamdānī’s (d. 334/945) Book of the Crown, and scattered in other works such as Tabarī’s (d. 310/923) Tārīkh al-rusul wa-l-mulūk and Mas’ūdī’s (d. 356/945) Muḥājīf al-dhahab. Drawing on such texts, Julius Wellhausen published in 1897 Reste arabischen Heidentums, a seminal investigation of the religion of the pre-Islamic Arabs, yet few scholars followed his lead. To date, perhaps the most important work on this facet of the cultural background that preceded the Prophet Muhammad’s mission is Toufic Fābd’s 1966 study of Arab divination, which includes a number of forays into explaining aspects of the Qur’ānic text.

---

More recently, Jaroslav Stetkevych has written a work that looks at the mystery of Sāliḥ and Thamūd as it can be partially reconstituted from Islamic sources. Perhaps less successful, but nonetheless suggestive, are broad comparative studies of Islamic and earlier Semitic material that claim a more or less direct connection between Islamic and primordial Semitic forms, particularly David Heinrich Müller’s study of strophic poetry, which in his view is a prophetic form that connects the Qur’ān, the Hebrew Bible, cuneiform literature, and even the choruses of Greek tragedy.¹

Such studies are counter-balanced by the recent work of Hawting, who argues that the “pagan” material in the Qur’ān is not actually pagan. He points out, correctly, that monotheists often call each other pagan when arguing amongst themselves, as an insult or in order to score points in debate, without reference to actual pagans. It is thus unlikely, in his view, that the Qur’ān reflects pagan religious texts or cultural practices that were common in Arabia, usually held to be the original setting of the Qur’ān’s revelation. He does this in part to support Wansbrough’s thesis that the Qur’ān was produced outside the Arabian Peninsula, mainly on the grounds that it shows too deep an awareness of Jewish and Christian traditions and is engaged in complex debates over polemical issues with representatives of these traditions.² In my view, both Hawting and Wansbrough are wrong in this instance. Significant evidence shows that the pre-Islamic Arabs were thoroughly familiar with Judaism and Christianity, which had each established a strong presence in Arabia and neighboring regions long before the advent of Islam. The Qur’ānic material that appears to derive from pre-Islamic pagan religious tradition in Arabia is probably just that, and is too extensive, too detailed, and too inscrutable to be written off as the product of polemical barbs hurled by monotheists at their fellows.

Form criticism may prove to be a fruitful approach to the material in the Qur’ān that is related to pre-Islamic, pagan religious traditions.³ Knowledge of the conventions of pre-Islamic religious genres of religious speech may help to explain many passages in the Qur’ān, including some that are on the face of it quite puzzling, and also help to define the relationship of the Qur’ān and Islam to pre-Islamic religious traditions. In this case, however, form criticism is a difficult undertaking.


Like Hermann Gunkel in his analysis of the Psalms, the aspiring form critic of the Qur’ān risks making circular arguments.⁶ In the absence of a large corpus of texts for comparison, the equivalent of, say, the Iliad for pre-Islamic Arabia, the investigator must examine texts in the Qur’ān in order to figure out the conventions of pre-Islamic genres of religious utterance. Then he or she may use this derived understanding of the relevant formal conventions to explain those same Qur’ānic texts. This is in fact what Gunkel did with the psalms, for he did not have an independent corpus of ancient Hebrew poetry. What allows the investigator some hope of success notwithstanding this difficulty is that the corpus includes several texts—sometimes many—that fit into the various forms or genres under examination. The number of examples makes it more likely that the regularities discovered are not idiosyncratic flukes but instead regular literary conventions. The possibility still remains that these are conventions characteristic of the Qur’ān and not, in fact, characteristic of an underlying pre-Islamic genre. An element of probability is thus involved in judging which elements can be identified with an earlier genre and which are modifications that have been introduced into the Qur’ānic adaptation of that genre.

Limited form-critical attention has been focused on the Qur’ān, including a few studies that draw on religious traditions other than Judaism and Christianity. Anton Baumstark wrote about forms of prayer in the Qur’ān as they relate to Jewish and Christian models.⁷ Angelika Neuwirth has published several important studies that apply form-critical methods, in particular to the series of oaths that introduce a number of Sūras.⁸ Alford Welch has discussed many formal features of the Qur’ān.⁹ In addition, medieval Muslim authors themselves often engaged in what was essentially form criticism. A fitting example is Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya’s (d. 751/1350) work al-Tībānī fī āqāmāt al-Qur‘ān, which treats the oaths in the Qur’ān as a formal category connected with a well-known speech genre, and he interprets them in light of the conventions that can be deduced from the corpus as a whole.¹⁰ Even the traditional method of tafsīr al-Qur‘ān bi-l-Qur‘ān “exegesis of the Qur’ān by the Qur’ān” may involve form-critical insights rather than engaging simply in the examination of multiple appearances of the same exact vocabulary items. In addition, the genre of asbab al-ma‘ṣūl (“the occasions of revelation”), exemplified most notably by the work of Allahād
al-Wāḥīdī al-Nisāḥūrī (d. 468/1076), often engages in form criticism and may be more useful to modern scholars in that mode than it is in historical criticism. While modern scholars often place little confidence in the veracity of the historical incident to which a particular passage is attached in such works, the analysis there often correctly identifies the form or genre to which the passage belongs and uses some of the relevant conventions of the genre in question in an attempt to interpret its meaning.

Examination of other oracular traditions may provide some help in identifying and understanding the features and functions of these generic conventions, but one will in any case depend heavily on the form-critical considerations help decide the issue: in the pre-Islamic soothsaying tradition. It is common for these oaths to invoke not only the Sun, moon, stars, and planets, but also night and day, as well as particular times of day. The planets and stars so invoked may originally have represented deities. The Sun had been worshipped by members of the Quraysh tribe in the not-too-distant past before the Prophet, because one of his ancestors was named 'Abd Shams (a brother of Hāshim, after whom the Prophet’s clan was named, and supposedly the great-great-grandfather of ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān, son-in-law of the Prophet and the third Caliph after his death). As portrayed in the Qur’an, the people of Sheba worshipped the Sun during the time of Solomon (Q 27:24). The moon and the morning star—Venus—had probably been worshipped as well in the recent past. However, the Qur’an emphasizes the regular, predictable movements of the planets. They will always be there (until the end of the world, that is) and will always behave according to a regular pattern; this is one of the signs of God’s unified control over the universe. Similarly, the invocation of day, night, and specific times of day serves to emphasize the theme of regularity. These times of day appear because they can be trusted to appear indefatigably, in their regular order. The following passage swears by night and day: wa-l-layli idhā yaghiba * wa-l-nahāri idhā tajallā * “By the night when it covers, and the day when it is clear” (Q 92:1–2). Specific times of day occur in the following oaths: kalāt wa-l-qamar * wa-l-layli idhā abdar * wa-l-suhibi idhā asfar, “Nay! By the moon, and the night when it withdraws, and the morning when it shines forth” (Q 74:32–34); wa-s-suhibi idhā tanafass, “By the morning when it breathes” (Q 81:18); fa-lā uṣūmu bi-l-ḥaṣaqq, “Nay! I swear by the twilight” (Q 84:15); wa-l-fajr, “by the dawn” (Q 89:1); and wa-l-duhā “by the mid-morning” (Q 93:1). These examples suggest that oaths by specific hours or times of day were already a regular feature of oracular texts in pre-Islamic soothsaying and that this particular formal convention was followed in oracular passages of the Qur’an. The word ‘asr here evidently refers to a specific time of day, and not to an “age” or to “time” in general, as would not be in keeping with the formal conventions of the genre.

Another formal convention of oracular texts that has been misinterpreted in studies on the Qur’an is the wa-mā adhrāka—to literally, “And what made you know...?”—construction. Richard Bell has claimed that the phrase wa-mā adhrāka is often used to introduce a later interpolation into the text of the Qur’an, glossing a puzzling term. Thus, for example, he argues that in the passage at the end of al-Qāri’a, fa-ummhu hāwiyyah * wa-mā adhrāka mā-hiyyah * nārun ħāmiyyah


al-fil * mā l-fil * wa-māadrāka mā l-fil * lahu mishfarun tawīl * wa-dhanabun athīl * wa-mā dhāka min khalqi rabbīna bi-qalīl

The elephant. * What is the elephant? * And how do you know what the elephant is? * It has a long trunk, * And a noble tail, * And that is not a trivial example of our Lord’s creation. 16

This text is intended to ridicule Musaylimah and provide evidence for rejection of his prophetic status, so it cannot be accepted as authentic. However, the form of the piece probably represents legitimate awareness of the literary conventions of such oracular statements. Generally, in order for parody to be successful, it must conform closely in formal terms to the target genre but be distorted in some way. This oracle is distorted by rendering the enigmatic event that seems odd in comparison with the texts of the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament is the frequent use of the introductory gil, the singular imperative “say,” an intrusive sign that the text has been related to the Prophet by a third party. The speech is neither the direct address of a divine source, nor an unmediated narrative told by the Prophet himself.20 This literary feature of the Qur’an is likely connected with the pre-Islamic convention, among both poets and soothsayers, of relaying texts and literary inspirations supposedly received from genies or familiar spirits, which would then have been presented in this manner. These imperatives addressed to the Prophet are among many features of the Qur’an that convey a claim to mantic authority, for they suggest that the text of the revelations is not the Prophet’s own speech. In the standard interpretation, the inspiration of the Prophet occurs through the angel Gabriel and not through a jinn or daemon, but the formal feature may be seen as the remaining vestige of a pagan mode of transmission for extraordinary messages.21

God’s “Beauteous Names” (al-asmā‘ al-husnā) also reveal a connection with pre-Islamic religious tradition. These names are understood by many to be unique to Islam. They appear on decorative posters and plaques, and they have even been incorporated into popular devotional music, but they derive most notably from tag-phrases at the ends of many verses of the Qur’an. A broader perspective reveals that al-asmā‘ al-husnā are divine epithets similar to those found in many other religious traditions, including the mythology of the Greeks, ancient Near Eastern religions, Hinduism, and others – Athena the Victorious, Apollo the Destroyer, and so on. The phrase al-asmā‘ al-husnā is a technical term already in for “disaster” in Arabic. However, there are many others, such as hāmma “that which befalls, disaster,” which occurs in a protective charm attributed to the Prophet: u’idhuhu min al-hāmma wa-l-sāmma, wa-kulli ayin lāmma, “I ask protection for him from the disaster, from that which poisons, and from every calamitous eye.”18 These adjectival terms are meant to be ambiguous – that is already a convention of the genre. The māadrāka structure that follows them is conventional as well; it is in all likelihood original to the text and was not added at a later date. The whole structure functions to present something mysterious and then explain what it is after a delay, often with some ambiguity or mystery remaining. The much-discussed form hāviya (Q 101:9), which is intentionally ambiguous, may be understood as a cognate substitution for the form harwūh or mahwūh, meaning “an abyss” in general and referring here to Hell. The word’s form is determined by the rhyme-context in which it occurs, and it may be compared with other ambiguous Qur’ānic terms for Hell such as saqar, laẓār, and al-huṣama.19

One aspect of the Qur’ānic text that seems odd in comparison with the texts of the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament is the frequent use of the introductory gil, the singular imperative “say,” an intrusive sign that the text has been related to the Prophet by a third party. The speech is neither the direct address of a divine source, nor an unmediated narrative told by the Prophet himself.20 This literary feature of the Qur’ān is likely connected with the pre-Islamic convention, among both poets and soothsayers, of relaying texts and literary inspirations supposedly received from genies or familiar spirits, which would then have been presented in this manner. These imperatives addressed to the Prophet are among many features of the Qur’ān that convey a claim to mantic authority, for they suggest that the text of the revelations is not the Prophet’s own speech. In the standard interpretation, the inspiration of the Prophet occurs through the angel Gabriel and not through a jinn or daemon, but the formal feature may be seen as the remaining vestige of a pagan mode of transmission for extraordinary messages.21

God’s “Beauteous Names” (al-asmā‘ al-husnā) also reveal a connection with pre-Islamic religious tradition. These names are understood by many to be unique to Islam. They appear on decorative posters and plaques, and they have even been incorporated into popular devotional music, but they derive most notably from tag-phrases at the ends of many verses of the Qur’an. A broader perspective reveals that al-asmā‘ al-husnā are divine epithets similar to those found in many other religious traditions, including the mythology of the Greeks, ancient Near Eastern religions, Hinduism, and others – Athena the Victorious, Apollo the Destroyer, and so on. The phrase al-asmā‘ al-husnā is a technical term already in

15 See Welch, “al-Kaz‘ān,” 5:422.
17 Pickthall’s rendition, “The Reality,” seems obviously wrong, as it does not denote an event that is going to occur or a disaster that is going to strike.
the Qur’an, and refers in all likelihood to a pre-Islamic concept that applied to other gods as well as Allāh (Q 7:180; 17:110; 20:8; 59:24). This is suggested especially by the verse wa-li-llāhi l-asmā’u l-ḥusnā fa-d’āhu bihā wa-dhari lladhīnā yuḥdi’dina bi-asmā’ihi sa-yużawama mā kānū ya’malīn, “God has the most beautiful names. So pray to Him by them, and shun those who desecrate His names. They will be required for what they have done” (Q 7:180). The Beautous Names, it is evident here, were already used in the context of prayer in particular.

The term that Pickthall and others translate as “desecrate” here, yuḥdi’dina, means literally “to miss the mark” and only later comes to mean “to be atheist, godless.” The verse suggests that the Prophet’s pagan contemporaries commit blasphemy by applying God’s epithets to the wrong targets—that is, to other gods of the pre-Islamic pantheon rather than to the Biblical God exclusively. The use of the epithets in the Qur’an shows that they play an especially important role in prayer, as do divine epithets in other religious traditions. They often occur in pairs at the end of supplications or implied prayers, in verse-final position. In addition, they are often cognate echoes of the main verb or term that occurs in the supplication itself, as in: fa-hab lāna min ladunka rahmatan innaka l-waḥdāh, “So grant to us mercy from that which is with You, for You are the Granter” (Q 3:8). This type of construction occurs frequently in the Qur’an, and also in later Islamic prayers, such as, allāhumma shfihi innaka l-shaṭīf wa-l-mi’ıt wa-l-qādiru al-lā kulli shay “O God! Cure him, for You are the Curer and the One Who Gives health, and the One who is Capable of everything.”

Not only the divine epithets but also the conventions of their use in prayer, including cognate paronomasia, may be traceable to the conventions of pre-Islamic pagan prayers.

The use of the term rabb “lord, master” in the Qur’an may recall vestiges of pagan, polytheistic usage. It stands to reason that the pre-Islamic pantheon of Arabia included many deities that were “lords” over particular domains, as is the case in other traditions. Just as Neptune is lord of the Sea, so were particular pre-Islamic gods and goddesses lords of the various planets, seas, mountains, districts, temples, shrines, and so on. While references to God’s lordship over a particular, restricted domain may be justified within a Biblical, monotheistic framework by arguing that God is in fact lord of everything in the universe, it is said in some cases seems odd or unnecessary to mention a restricted domain, thereby giving the impression that God is somehow arbitrarily limited. These oddities may be explained as hold-overs from an earlier usage, in which the restricted domain was understood to be actually restricted, and the deities multiple. Some instances of rabb “lord” in the Qur’an may be viewed as universal:

rabb al-‘ālimīn “Lord of the generations” (1:2; 2:131; 5:28; etc.)
rabb kulli shay “Lord of everything” (6:164)

pagans assign to the control of a plethora of lesser lords. They are mistaken—the lords of Sirius, the moon, the sun, the sea, the mountains, and so on, are in fact one and the same deity.

The term rabb, arbāb is parallel in a sense to the term ba‘al, ba‘alim used in the Hebrew Bible and ancient Ugaritic and Canaanite religion, for ba‘al, like rabb, originally meant “lord,” “possessor,” “owner,” or “master.” It apparently referred not only to the most popular god of the Canaanite pantheon, storm god and son or grandson of El, the high god, but also to a multitude of disparate, local or specialized deities, often using the term in construct, as occurs with Arabic rabb; the ba‘al of Tyre, the ba‘al of Harran, the ba‘al of dance, the ba‘al of heaven, and so on. Traces of this polytheistic usage appear in a number of Biblical passages, which mention that the Israelites forsook Yahweh to worship “the ba‘als and ashtarates” (Judges 2:13), for example.

The term rabb occurs prominently in the mu‘awidhatān “the two protective incantations,” al-Falaq and al-Nās (Q 113, 114). The formal similarities between these two Sūras suggests not only that they are closely related but also that they derive from a common pre-Islamic Arabic speech genre. Such protective charms have the following formal elements, including the statements: 1) “I seek protection/take refuge”; (2) “in the lord of X” — a reference to the deity whose help is sought, emphasizing his or her power over the specific domain X; “from the evil of Y” — referring to the specific type or types of danger to be warded off. In these cases, the lords invoked are rabb al-falaq “Lord of the Dawn” (Q 113:1) and rabb al-nās “Lord of people” (Q 114:1). One imagines, though, that in pre-Islamic pagan usage, the lords invoked would be gods or goddesses whose powers were closely associated with the specific domains and dangers named in the incantations.

The Qur‘ān and the conventions of Greek oracles and Babylonian omens

The features discussed above suggest possible traces of pre-Islamic Arabian religious traditions in the text of the Qur‘ān. Examination of other oracular traditions including those of the Greeks and Babylonians, provide a number of further comparative insights. This is particularly useful since the body of oracles that have been preserved from pre-Islamic tradition is quite small in comparison. Some of the same difficulties occur in the study of Greek oracles, however, such as the existence of forged and parodic examples. Nevertheless, Greek oracles have been more assiduously collected and studied, so that a list of the types of questions posed in quasi-historical oracles has been compiled:

1. Shall I do X?
2. How shall I do X?
3. How may I become a parent?
4. What shall I do?
5. What can I do or say to please the gods?
6. Who or what caused X?
7. Who were the parents?
8. Whom or what shall we choose?
9. Where shall I go or find or settle?
10. Shall I succeed?
11. What is the truth about X?
12. Is it better to do X?
13. To whom shall I sacrifice?

These may not correspond exactly to the types of questions put to kāhīns in pre-Islamic Arabia, but such a list may provide a guideline for future investigation. Babylonian omen texts have also been preserved in large numbers, so that a large corpus exists for comparison.

There are a number of striking formal differences between the Greek oracles and the oracular texts of the Qur‘ān. Oracles in both contexts have a conventional, characteristic prosodic form. The Greek oracles are couched in quantitative hexameter verse, which is quite different from saj, usually termed “rhymed prose” but essentially a type of accent poetry, in which Qur‘ānic and pre-Islamic oracular statements are couched. The Greek oracles often use acrostics, which do not appear either in the pre-Islamic oracular tradition or in the Qur‘ān. Such acrostics may have served to enable the rearrangement of individual verses that had been intentionally shuffled or scattered by the officiating seer, adding to the mystery of the oracular consultation.

Despite such differences, comparative examination of the structure of Greek oracles is useful for the interpretation of Qur‘ānic texts. Given that the functions the Greek seers and the pre-Islamic kāhīns performed were quite similar, their statements share certain formal features, and the determination of shared, overlapping features, as well as notable discrepancies between the two corpora, provides insights into oracular texts in the Qur‘ān. Greek oracles comprised six principal parts, usually in the following order, though not every oracle contained all six:

Structure of Greek Oracles

A. Salutation to questioner.
B. Restatement of question.

Close examination of the oracular texts in the Qur'an in light of this formal structure provides definite comparative conclusions. The first two sections, salutation of the questioner (A) and restatement of the question (B), are for the most part missing in the Qur'an. A similar sort of question occurs in al-Naba', which begins: 'amma yatasa' al'in * an il-naba 'i l-'azim, “About what are they wondering? * About the awful tidings ...” (Q 78:1-2). However, this is exceptional.

A close formal parallel can be seen in the condition precedent (D), which immediately precedes the message proper (E), the two forming together a conditional sentence. Such conditions precedent have been pointed out as a characteristic feature of Qur'anic style; Bell and Watt, and also Welch, term them "when passages," while Neuwirth terms them "clusters of idhā- phrases."

Perhaps a better term would be "series of conditions precedent." They generally take the form idhā ... yawma 'idhin “when ... then ...” or "when ... on that day ...", although yawma ... "on the day when ..." also occurs. They often occur in a series, where multiple protases beginning with idhā lead up to one apodosis that states a message or reports a future event. The opening of al-Takwir (Q 81:1-14) is the Qur'an's most striking instance of this structure:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{idhā l-shamsu kawwirat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-nijumum 'nkadarat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-jībāru suyyirat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l- 'ishāru 'uttilat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-wāhthūshu bushirat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-bīhāru sujjirat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-nufūsu suwwijat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-maw 'udatu su 'ilat} & \\
\text{bl-ayyi dhanbin qujilat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-ṣukufu mishirat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-samā'u kushijat} & \\
\text{wa-idhā l-ja'ījum su 'irat} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

wa-idhā l-jannatu uzlifat
'almata nafsun mā aḥdarat (81:1-14)

When the sun is overthrown,
And when the stars fall,
And when the hills are moved,
And when the camels big with young are abandoned
And when the wild beasts are herded together,
And when the seas rise,
And when souls are reunited,
And when the girl-child that was buried alive is asked,
For what sin she was slain,
And when the pages are laid open,
And when the sky is torn away,
And when Hell is ignited,
And when the Garden is brought nigh.

Then every soul will know what it has made ready.

In Greek oracles, similar passages regularly begin the protases with the phrases all’ hopotan or all’ hotan, meaning “but when ...,” which present the condition precedent. The message proper begins with the phrase kai tote, tote de, or kai tote de “and then,” “and at that time.” Examples include the following:

But when (All’ hopotan) the Cynic of many names leaps into a great flame, stirred in spirit by the Erinys of glory, then (de tote) all the dog-foxes who follow him should imitate the fate of the departed wolf. 28

But when (All’ hotan) a mule becomes king of the Medes, then (kai tote) flee to the Hermes; don’t stay and don’t be ashamed to be a coward. 29

But when (All’ hopotan) Proteus, best of all Cynics, having kindled a fire in Zeus’s temenos, leaps into the flame and goes to high Olympus, then (de tote) do I command all men alike who eat earth’s fruit to honor the greatest hero, night-roamer, enthroned beside Hephaisostos and Lord Herakles. 30

The striking parallels between these phrases in the Greek oracular texts and the Qur'anic phrases suggest that the Qur'anic phrases might draw on the formal conventions of an earlier oracular tradition. Of course, the condition precedent is found in other traditions too, showing up, for instance, in the famous condition-precedent of Shakespeare's Macbeth, Birnam Wood's reaching high Dunsinane Hill.

27 Bell and W.M. Watt, Introduction to the Qur'an, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1971. 79-80; Welch, "al-Kur'ān," 5:42; A. Neuwirth, “Form and structure in the Qur’an,” EQ, 2:257-58. Neuwirth notes the probably intimate connection of these eschatological passages with pre-Islamic sa'j pronouncements. I am not sure why Neuwirth uses the term “clusters” in her English writings of this and related topics rather than “series,” which is a more accurate description of the Qur’anic text in question and would be the obvious translation of the term she herself uses in her writings in German. Series. Perhaps the word cluster was chosen because of the ambiguity of the word “series” in English, which does not distinguish between the singular and the plural, as opposed to Series and Serien in German. In any case, “series” is preferable to “cluster” because sequence is an important consideration in these texts.

28 Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, 168.
29 Ibid., 185, 302.
30 Ibid., 167-68.
Omen texts were a highly developed genre in the Ancient Near East, one of the most prevalent and important. The Babylonians and their successors devoted a great deal of energy and ingenuity to the science of omens, astrological and otherwise. They compiled large catalogues or collections of omens, such as the widely-used series of astrological omens Enuma Anu Enlil, which was discovered in the library of the neo-Assyrian king Assurbanipal (c. 685-627 BCE) on 56 clay tablets but dates back to the first Babylonian dynasty (c. 1800-1500 BCE), and they were copied and transmitted for many centuries, and even millennia. Another famous collection which was transmitted for centuries and exists in scores of fragmentary copies is devoted to terrestrial omens: Summa Alu ina Mele Şakin “If a City is Set on a Height,” which contains at least 1,600 omens. Other specialized collections were devoted to omens taken from entrails, particularly livers, but also lungs and other organs. Others had to do with births of anomalous creatures, both human and animal. In general, these omens all took the form of conditional sentences, similar to the Greek and Qur’anic omens discussed above: If X happens/is observed, Y will happen. The same structure is found in legal texts such as Hammurabi’s code, where many individual laws begin Summa awilium... “If a nobleman...,” and the omens have been observed to use legal language.

These great catalogues of omens are often organized systematically by the subject of the protasis: in the astrological works, the omens have to do with the Moon, the Sun, Venus, and so on appear in separate sections. If a City is Set on a Height, all the omens involving snakes appear in one section, those having to do with lizards in another section, those having to do with ants in another section, and so on. The following lunar omen is included in the Enuma Anu Enlil: “If the moon makes an eclipse in Month VII on the twenty-first day and sets eclipsed – they will take the crowned prince from his palace in fetters.” Examples from the collection entitled “If a City is Set on a Height” include the following:

- If a snake dies in front of a man, he will see the downfall of his adversary.
- If a snake flops around in front of a man, he will kill his adversary.
- If a snake stands erect in front of a man – victory and booty.
- If a snake goes about in front of a man, he will rain floods on the land.
- If a snake runs in front of a man – attaining of a wish.
- If a snake stands in front of a man – booty for the king.
- If a snake wriggles in front of a man – confusion.
- If snakes cross over in front of a man, strife will persistently follow him.
- If snakes entwine in front of a man, he will have trouble.

The Babylonian omens generally mark the protasis with “if” (simma) but do not mark the apodosis with a specific particle. This is a distinction between them and both the Greek and the Qur’anic omens, which mark the apodosis with particles. Long lists of omens in the Babylonian collections are reminiscent of Qur’anic usage to some degree, where many conditions precedent occur in series. Most Babylonian omens, however, consist of one protasis and one apodosis, in contrast to several protases leading up to one apodosis, as in the opening of al-Takwir (Q 81:1-14) cited above. Some Babylonian omens have combined protases, introducing a single apodosis with several conditions precedent, as in the following liver omen: “If there is a Weapon in the Honour of the left side of the Lungs and it points upwards, the Lungs are low and split on the left, the base of the Well-being forms a Weapon and it points downwards: For going on a campaign and seizing a city it is favourable/the patient will die.” In such examples, however, the initial particle simma is not repeated, in contrast to the repetition of idhā in the Qur’anic texts.

The frequent references to celestial bodies and to animals in Babylonian omens brings up an important point. The oaths to the sun, moon, and stars which appear so frequently in the oaths of pre-Islamic and Qur’anic oracles, as well as the oaths to animals in pre-Islamic oracles, may have developed out of the signs used for divination. For example, the Yemeni soothsayer Saţḥ (Rabi’ b. Rabi‘ a b. Mas‘ūd) supposedly made the following prediction explaining a dream of the Yemeni king Rabi‘ a b. Naṣr:

ahlifu bi-mā bayna l-harraytayn min ḥanash la-taḥbibatna arḍakum ul-ḥabash fa-l-yaalmikunna mā bayna Abyana lā tā Jūrash

I swear by the snakes in between the two lava fields, that the Ethiopians will descend on your land, and conquer all the territory between Abyan and Jurash."


One might understand that the oath in this and other cases developed out of a tradition of augury or omen-taking, rather than simply being an asseveration made to establish the sincerity of the speaker or the veracity of the message. In this case, observing snakes on part of the coastal plain may have been a sign to the sooth­sayer, by a logic of analogy, that the land would be overrun by an invading Ethi­opian force. Similarly, oaths swearing by a wolf or a crow may have originally referred to the animal or bird sighted by the oracle and taken as the basis for the prediction. The oaths that characterize the speech of soothsayers and that begin many oracular texts in the Qur'ān may have evolved out of ritualized references to the signs observed by kāhin diviners taking omens from natural phenomena.

Greek and Qur'ānic oracles are similar in their gnomic aspect; they use similar strategies to create ambiguity or mystery. Chief among these are the use of obscure words or words with unclear referents. In the Greek oracles, these are often animals representing certain human actors whose identities are not revealed directly: "But when the Cynic of many names leaps into a great flame, stirred by the Spirit of glory, then all the dog-foxes who follow him should imitate the fate of the departed wolf." Pre-Islamic oracles frequently swore by or referred to animals, as Saṭīḥ's oracle for Rabī'a b. Nāṣr mentioned above refers to snakes. Similarly, the pronouncements attributed to Musaylimah refer to the wolf, frog, and elephant. This feature of pre-Islamic oracles that resembles Greek usage may have evolved out of ritualized oaths swearing by a wolf or a crow, which may have originated with the Sibyl or evolved out of ritualized oaths. The pronouncements attributed to Musaylimah refer to the wolf, 41 a clear apocalyptic shift has been observed in the Qur'ān. The opening oaths in al-Adyāt (Q100) appear to be an exception, referring most likely to horses. The opening oath passages in several Sūras which each feature a series of feminine plural participles (Q37:1–8; 51:1–4; 77:1–5; 79:1–5; 100:1–5) lead one to think that this was a conventional type of oath in pre-Islamic oracular pronouncements. This particular convention remains poorly understood, but such oaths may have originally referred to animals or spirits.

As with Biblical narratives in the Qur'ān, pre-Islamic material, including the oracles, has gone through an ideological filter, and it is worth considering what may have been changed. The relative absence of animals in comparison with the purported pre-Islamic oaths is striking. Moreover, looking at the Greek oracles and also at other pre-Islamic ones, one notices that a clear apocalyptic shift has occurred. Almost all the oracular texts in the Qur'ān have to do with predicting and describing the cataclysmic end of the world, the Day of Resurrection and the Day of Judgment. Al-Rūm (Q30) is one of the few exceptions, in that it predicts a future Byzantine victory, "within a few years." As is the case with the Biblical narratives that occur in the Qur'ān, in the oracular texts, proper nouns, references to specific places and people, as well as specific dates or periods are usually omitted. Both Greek and pre-Islamic oracles such as those of Šiēq and Saṭīḥ include proper nouns, specific numbers of years, and similar details that are lacking in Qur'ānic oracles.

The assertion of mantic authority, C, the third of Fontenrose's six principal elements of the Greek oracles, is also important in Qur'ānic oracular passages. While the general function is similar to those of the Greek oracles, the specific conventions attendant thereto are less so. The conventional Greek assertions of mantic authority are references to the god who is speaking, his temple, or other items associated with the temple or the seer. An example is the following, in which the god Apollo, the adyton or space in the temple reserved for the oracle, and the tripod involved in the oracular ritual are invoked: "Observe, Athenian, the path of oracles which Apollo has proclaimed from the adyton through his esteemed tripod..." Sibylline oracles sometimes give the seer's name and patronym as a claim to authority; they generally suggest that the Sibyl was born in a primordial era and is extremely long-lived. Several distinct conventional features of oracular texts that function to assert mantic authority may be identified in the Qur'ān. The oaths that occur at the beginnings of such passages are perhaps the most obvious category. Others include the mā adrāka construction mentioned above, the mysterious letters, and references to the scripture that is presented as the source of the messages. It is worth noting that all of these occur at the openings of oracular texts, most often at the beginnings of Sūras. Notable exceptions are Qur'ān 69:38–39; 81:15–18; 84:16–18; and 86:11–12, where series of oaths occur in the middle of Sūras, and Al-Qārī'a (101), where the mā adrāka construction occurs a second time towards the end of the passage, but these are relatively infrequent. The placement of these features is also related to the fact that neither a salutation nor an initial question appears—the assertion of mantic authority usually appears first.

In addition, these four types of assertion of mantic authority appear in combination. It has been observed that the mysterious letters are often followed by references to the scripture. Mysterious letters and references to scripture are sometimes combined with an oath, as in Qāf * wa-l-Qur'ānī l-majīd *, "Q. By the Glorious Qur'ān" (Q50:1); Nūn wa-l-qalami wa-mā yaṣūrūn, “N. By the pen and what they record" (Q68:1); Ḥā mīm wa-l-kītābī l-mubīn, “Ḥ. M. By the clear Book" (43:1–2; 44:1–2). Such combinations suggest that the functions of these formal features are related and overlap.

The mysterious letters

While the oaths clearly belong to the tradition of pre-Islamic soothsaying, the mysterious letters apparently do not, and it is possible that they originated with the Qur'ān itself and the Prophet Muḥammad's mission. Perhaps the best critical summary of research on this topic to date is that of Welch in the article on
Mysterious letters and other features of the Qur’ān

Qur’ān in the second edition of the *Encyclopedia of Islam*. He concludes that the mysterious letters are part of the original text, that they in some fashion represent the Arabic alphabet rather than provide initials or abbreviations of other names or words, that they are associated with the Book or Scripture, which is in most cases mentioned in the text immediately following them, and that they are intended to rhyme or provide sonance with the following verses.\(^{45}\)

One may corroborate and flesh out Welch’s view, emphasizing that the letters are assertions of mantic authority. The mysterious letters are meant to be enigmatic. They establish mantic authority in the text by representing writing or an alphabet rather than specific words, and thus refer to a sacred text from which the revelations are drawn that exists on another plane. While Welch emphasizes rhyme in his discussion of the mysterious letters, I would add to this considerations of rhythm as well.\(^{46}\) In most cases, the mysterious letters not only rhyme with the verses following them but also establish a rhythm that will be maintained or modified gradually thereafter. This connection with rhyme and rhythm is also seen in one of the reported watchwords or battle cries of the Muslims that Alan Jones has discussed in connection with the mysterious letters: *ḥā-mīm lā yunṣarīn*, “H. M. They will not be made victorious!”\(^{47}\) Something that Jones does not emphasize is that the phrase *ḥā-mīm* rhymes with *lā yunṣarīn*, and that the two phrases are rhythmically parallel according to the accent-based meter of *ṣaj*, each colon containing two beats provided by the word accents.\(^{48}\)

In a 1996 article Kevin Massey has shown that the order in which the letters appear within the combinations is not random. There appears to be an overall order of the letters from which particular combinations are chosen; each letter precedes certain letters but not others, and vice versa. However, I believe that Massey has interpreted the consequences of this insightful observation incorrectly. He entertains the possibility that the letters represent words or inscriptions, that they are associated with the Book or Scripture, which is in most cases mentioned in the text immediately following them, and that they are intended to rhyme or provide sonance with the following verses. \(^{49}\) Similarly, *hā* stands for the six extra letters that appear at the end of the Arabic alphabet (the *rawāṣid*). It is also possible that the letters are meant to represent the Hebrew or Aramaic alphabet, which follow the *ḥājād* order but do not contain the six *rawāṣid*, rather than the Arabic alphabet per se.\(^{50}\) The use of other languages occurs frequently in the assertion of mantic or magical authority in other texts and traditions, as is the case with the Greek verses of the Sibylline books of the Romans, the Chaldean oracles of later times, the Aramaic phrases in Islamic magical texts, or the Latin spells of witches and wizards in medieval Europe. The magical phrase *Abracadabra*, for example, is held to derive from the Aramaic *ʿavra ke davra* “there has come to pass what was spoken.” Similarly, *hocus pocus* most likely is a parody of the Roman Catholic liturgy of the eucharist, which contains the phrase *hoc est corpus* “this is the body” or *hoc est enim corpus meum*, “this is my very body,” which occurs at the exact point of transubstantiation. In any case, the mysterious letters are evidently intended to represent a distinctive or archaic alphabet associated with a scripture that is closely tied to the Biblical tradition, exists on a supernatural plane, and serves as the ultimate source for the revelations of the Qur’ān.

Out of 44 letters added to one letter or more (that is, omitting the single letters *n*, *s*, and *g*, and only considering those letters added after the first letter has been

---


48 See D.J. Stewart, “*Ṣaj*” in the Qur’ān: Prosody and Structure.”


50 Welch, “*al-Kur’ān*,” 5:414.

51 Otto Loth suggested a connection between the mysterious letters and Jewish models already in 1881, but he seems to have had in mind the mystical and numerological uses of the letters in Jewish Kabbalism and not, as suggested here, that the alphabet was itself meant to represent Hebrew letters. O. Loth, “Tabari’s Koran Commentary,” *ZDMG* 35, 1888, (388–393). The other main difference between the Hebrew alphabet and the Arabic *ḥājād* alphabet has to do with the placement of *sin* (*s*). It occurs in the Arabic *ḥājād* sequence in the place corresponding in the Hebrew sequence to that of *samekh*, a Hebrew letter that has no immediate Arabic counterpart; and the place of Arabic *shin* is occupied in the Hebrew sequence by one sign that represents both *sin* and *shin*. 

---
Mysterious letters and other features of the Qur'an

In order to form a sequence of two or more letters, only five are misplaced according to the *abjad* order of the alphabet, or 11.4 percent of the cases. One might design a different arrangement of the letters in order to produce fewer exceptions—by placing *k* and *t* earlier in the alphabet, for example. However, *s* would remain a problem, as *s* occurs before *m* in *fsm* and after *m* in *lms* 'sq. As Massey suggests, one might get out of this predicament by treating *lms* 'sq as two separate sequences. There is some reason to suggest this, as they are written in the Qur'an as two separate "words," in contrast to *khy*, which is written as one. If one separates the sequences, then an order can be devised that gets rid of all exceptions, such as the following:

\[
abjd \ tk \ hwz \ hy \ 'sq \ lmn \ fs \ rshl
\]

It is also worth looking at the letters that occur as mysterious letters in relation to the *abjad* sequence.

**Letters of Abjad that occur as mysterious letters (in bold)**

\[
a \ b \ j \ d \ h \ w \ z \ t \ k \ \ y \ y \ h \ k \ l \ m \ n \ s \ f \ z \ q \ r \ s \ t \ [\text{th} \ kh \ dh] \ [d z gh]
\]

This distribution suggests that the choice of letters for use as the mysterious letters is not random and that it may have something to do with the *abjad* alphabet. The omission of the last six letters, the fact that all the letters in *th*, and *kh* appear, while only the initial letters of *abjd* and *hwz* appear, seems too orderly to be a coincidence and suggests that the placement of the letters in this alphabet has something to do with their being chosen. Even though the overall sequence of letters that the various combinations of mysterious letters determine does not match the *abjad* order exactly, it suggests that these letters are meant to represent the alphabet, just as *abjad* does in Arabic or Hebrew, and just as *ABC* does in English, but in a more complex and, yes, mysterious fashion.

The repeated occurrence of the mysterious letters in conjunction with references to the scripture corroborates and adds to the idea that they represent the alphabet: they also represent sacred writing in general and therefore symbolize Scripture. While many investigators have observed that the mysterious letters are followed immediately by references to the scripture, only a few have argued that the letters represent the alphabet per se and so symbolize sacred writing. If their insights are valid, one may thus see in the Qur'an a transition from oral, oracular forms to the written form of a sacred book. Whereas the oaths do not in general imply a connection with a sacred text, the mysterious letters do.

---

53 See e.g. Bell and Watt, *Introduction*, 64–65; Welch, "al-Kur'an," 5:412–14. In a later work, Nöldeke departed from his early view that they were initials of scribes of the texts used to produce an edition of the Qur'an, and expressed the view maintained here, that they were mystical symbols that alluded to writing of the heavenly book. Nöldeke, *Orientalische Skizzen*, Berlin: Verlag von Gebriider Paetel, 1892, 50–51.
This idea may throw light on another puzzling feature of the Qur'anic text. It is well known that the Qur'anic text is revealed in short sections, not set in writing immediately, and not fixed in a written corpus until after the Prophet's death. The term "the Book" and "the Qur'anic text" cannot refer to a physical, tangible codex, but rather to a text that is not tangible or immediately accessible and exists on another plane. The revelations related to the Prophet are quotations or messages from this inaccessible book, while the whole remains out of the reach of the audience and even the Prophet himself. This supposition is corroborated by references in the Qur'anic text that is not tangible or immediately accessible and exists on another plane.

The Qur'anic revelations are quotations or messages from this text that are not accessible. The Qur'anic text is accessible only through revelation. The mysterious letters are signs that represent sacred writing and therefore symbolize the Qur'anic text. Nevertheless, the particular understanding of the Qur'anic text is much more complex and not univalent. Pedersen had made the comparison between the Qur'anic text and the Babylonian Tablets of Destiny, and Widengren developed the idea that the Qur'anic text was a heavenly book further in the 1950s. The Qur'anic text mentions "that Book" or refers to "those verses/signs" precisely because it refers to the supernatural text that exists on another plane and not to a physical codex that is within reach of the audience. The Qur'anic text exists on an alternative or supernatural plane which is only accessible through revelation, and the mysterious letters are signs that represent sacred writing and therefore symbolize the Qur'anic text.

The Qur'anic text refers to the supernatural text that exists on another plane and not to a physical codex that is within reach of the audience. The Qur'anic text is accessed only through revelation. The mysterious letters are signs that represent sacred writing and therefore symbolize the Qur'anic text. Nevertheless, the particular understanding of the Qur'anic text is much more complex and not univalent. Pedersen had made the comparison between the Qur'anic text and the Babylonian Tablets of Destiny, and Widengren developed the idea that the Qur'anic text was a heavenly book further in the 1950s. The Qur'anic text mentions "that Book" or refers to "those verses/signs" precisely because it refers to the supernatural text that exists on another plane and not to a physical codex that is within reach of the audience. The Qur'anic text exists on an alternative or supernatural plane which is only accessible through revelation, and the mysterious letters are signs that represent sacred writing and therefore symbolize the Qur'anic text.

Parallels may be found in many oracular traditions for the intangible or inaccessible sacred book; they, like the Qur'anic text, seem to embody a transition from an oral tradition to a written scripture. The Sibylline books of Rome, by legend, were three volumes that the King Tarquinius Superbus had purchased from the Sibyl of Cumae. She had first offered nine volumes for an exorbitant price, and burned three when he refused, offering the remaining six for the same price. When he refused once again, she burned three more volumes and offered the remaining three, still for the original price. Superbus finally gave in and purchased the remaining three volumes. They were written in Greek and not Latin verse, only

57 Ibid., 40–43.
consulted in cases of pressing need, and kept in the Temple of Jupiter on the
Capitoline Hill under the control of a committee of two and later ten and then
fifteen men — the only ones allowed to see them. Legend had it that one of
the early overseers committed the error of copying parts of the books, and was therefore subject to the ultimate punishment, being sown into a leather sack and thrown into the sea.\textsuperscript{58} In Sibylline and other Greek oracular traditions, individual poetic announcements were scratched verse by verse on oak, palm, or other leaves. Legends report that wind scattered the leaves so that the petitioners would then be at loss as to the correct order of the verses and consequently the content of the message.\textsuperscript{59} Later, individual oracles were gathered into collections from which oracles were meted out by traveling chresmologists or oracle-mongers, often known as Bakis if male and Sibyl if female — originally the given names of specific ancient seers that later came to serve as generic labels. Many Greek city-states, including Athens and Sparta, came to keep books of oracles in their archives, and the Spartan kings also kept a collection of Delphic oracles.\textsuperscript{60} In all cases, the difficult access to these oracular texts served to enhance their authority.

Perhaps most suggestive as a case for comparison with the Qur’\’an as an intangible scripture accessed through oracular revelation is provided by the Ibaô divination system of the Yoruba people of Nigeria. In this complex system of divination under the auspices of Ibaô, the god of wisdom, an Ibaô priest manipulates 16 palm nuts, or casts a divination chain with four half-nuts of the opele tree attached to each side, in order to indicate one of 256 possible numerical combinations ($16 \times 16$). The combination arrived at indicates to the priest which of 256 books, termed Oduô, including 16 principal Oduô and 240 secondary Oduô, to consult. The priests do not have copies of any of these Oduô, but know them by memory, and there is in fact strong resistance to writing them down at all. The Oduô are divided into chapters or poetic segments termed Eseô, which range from four to 600 lines in length. The number of Eseô in each Oduô is not fixed and depends on the knowledge and experience of the individual priest. The priest recites to the petitioner the Eseô he sees as most appropriate from the Oduô indicated as the basis of his divination.\textsuperscript{61} These “books” are in a sense parallel to the Qur’\’an before it was collected between two covers and the Qur’\’an is recited as a prophet to whom the angel Gabriel relays divine revelations.

The idea of a sacred text that is inaccessible as a publicly circulated codex continued to be upheld in various genres of Islamic literature long after the mission of the Prophet Muhammad. In the Shi’ite tradition a number of sacred texts held to be in the possession of the Imams supposedly contain esoteric, oracular knowledge that cannot be revealed, or is only rarely revealed, to ordinary believers. Imam Shi’ite sources refer to as many as seven books revealed by God to one of the Imams, or to the Prophet’s daughter Fāṭima, and preserved by successive Imams as part of their inheritance. It is not clear how many distinct books are envisaged in the tradition, as the titles are confused and several may refer to one and the same work. Perhaps the best known of these is the Jafôr of ‘Ali, which supposedly had two volumes, one white and one red, and, like the other similar books, is held to have contained divine wisdom, including knowledge of past prophets, religious law, and future trials and events.\textsuperscript{62}

\section*{Conclusion}

This investigation calls attention to a number of the textual features of the Qur’\’an, some noted in literature to date and others not, that potentially resemble the conventions of literary forms belonging to pre-Islamic pagan Arabian religious tradition. Identifying these forms and explaining their conventions may help provide a more profound understanding of many Qur’\’anic passages that are puzzling when approached from the point of view of Jewish and Christian tradition. Form-critical methods are particularly useful for addressing this material, since it is in many cases precisely these texts’ formal conventions that seem at the outset so odd, unfamiliar, and resistant to interpretation. While some scholars investigating this material have claimed to find in the Ur-poetry of the Semites the common source from which many disparate traditions arose,\textsuperscript{63} the point here is not that there was a genetic link between pre-Islamic and earlier forms, whether Greek or ancient Near Eastern, although many common features of texts may indeed have been assimilated from other sources through cultural borrowing.\textsuperscript{64} Rather, examining parallel oracular traditions may throw light on conventional aspects of oracular passages in the Qur’\’an and explain features of the text that have puzzled scholars to date. Just as the pre-Islamic pilgrimage and the myths that in the pagan tradition would have referred to trade, travel, warfare, alliances, alliances,

\begin{itemize}
\item[	extsuperscript{58}] Parkes, Sibyls and Sibylline Prophecy, 76–78, 190–215.
\item[	extsuperscript{59}] Ibid., 82–83.
\item[	extsuperscript{60}] Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, 158–65.
\item[	extsuperscript{63}] D. H. Müller, Die Propheten in ihrer ursprünglichen Form.
\item[	extsuperscript{64}] Parkes makes the following comment regarding the possibility of connecting Sibylline oracles with the Ancient Near East: “The conclusion to be drawn is that though ecstatic prophecy in the Near East exhibits some interesting features which can be compared with the Sibylline oracles, there is no overall likeness at any period or place which would inspire a belief in the Sibyl’s derivation from the Orient.” Parkes, Sibyls, 219–20. One might make a similar statement regarding the Qur’ânic material’s relationship to both Greek and Ancient Near Eastern material.
\end{itemize}
and so on, are replaced with predictions of the Day of Resurrection and the Day of Judgment. While the soothsayer’s pronouncements derived from the Unseen directly by inspiration, or through the mediation of a familiar spirit, the Prophet’s revelations derived from a celestial book, a scripture that was intangible and existed on a higher plane. A broad, comparative perspective suggests that the Qur’an, and the Prophet Muhammad’s mission itself, may be profitably viewed as representing a particular stage in religious development, that of transition between an oracular and a prophetic moment.

13 Does the Qur’an deny or assert Jesus’s crucifixion and death?1

Suleiman A. Mourad

The issue of Jesus’s crucifixion and death in the Qur’an has been extensively examined in modern scholarship, primarily by scholars concerned with religious dialogue or polemics.2 One reason for this interest is the perception that the Qur’an refutes the crucifixion and death of Jesus; this perception, which is often tied to a pair of verses (Q 4:157–58), places Islam’s scripture in direct opposition to the foundational doctrine of the Christian faith. Yet although Muslim scholars have overwhelmingly rejected the crucifixion of Jesus, they are divided regarding the reality of his death. The possibility that Jesus actually died and was resurrected from death was argued by a number of leading early Muslim exegetes, and became an essential view within the tradition.3 This shows that, on the one hand, the way the Qur’an addresses the crucifixion/death narrative allows for conflicting interpretations, and, on the other hand, that what is perceived as the standard position in Islam is favored in some modern Muslim and non-Muslim circles because it is rooted in Christian–Muslim polemics; this position is often used in an attempt to legitimize one’s own religion or prove the other religion wrong.4 In this chapter, I offer some reflections on the

1 This paper was presented at The Qur’an in Its Historical Context conference, held at the University of Notre Dame (April 19–21, 2009). I want to thank my friend Gabriel S. Reynolds for his generous invitation for me to take part in this conference. An earlier draft was presented at a symposium held at Middlebury College (January 17–19, 2008), entitled Engaging Passions: The Death of Jesus and Its Legacies; I want to thank my former colleague and friend Oliver Larry Yarbrough for his generous invitation for me to take part in the symposium.


4 I am not arguing here that the Qur’an is not a polemical text.
crucifixion/death narrative in an attempt to show that the denial in the Qurʾān is not directed to its reality, but rather to its theological implications. My investigation focuses principally on Qurʾānic textual evidence, with the conviction that the study and understanding of the Qurʾān must assume the unity of the text.\footnote{See W. Saleh, "The etymological fallacy and Quranic Studies: Muhammad, paradise, and Late Antiquity," in A. Neuwirth et al. (eds), The Qurʾān in Context: Historical and Literary Investigations into the Qurʾānic Milieu, Leiden: Brill, 2009, 649-98.}

It is well known that the Qurʾān is a very complicated text in terms of its language, a fact attested by the degree of disagreement among exegetes as to the proper interpretation of most of its verses. At times the ambiguity of the language has left the exegete utterly helpless, as when the notorious Egyptian Islamic fundamentalist Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966) addresses the death and resurrection of Jesus:

As for how his death occurred and how he was raised to Paradise, these are incomprehensible issues; they pertain to the category of the ambiguous Qurʾānic verses whose proper meaning is known only to God. There is no benefit from pursuing them, be it for dogmatic or legal purposes. Those who pursue them and turn them into a controversy end up in hypocrisy, confusion and complication, without ever getting to the absolute truth or satisfaction about something that should after all be deferred to God's knowledge.\footnote{Sayyid Qutb, Fī zihlī al-qurʾān, Cairo: Dār al-Shūrūq, 1992, 1:403.}

Qutb adds in another instance that “the Qurʾān does not offer details regarding the raising up” of Jesus, “whether it occurred in body and soul while still alive, or only in soul after his death.”\footnote{Qutb, Fī zihlī al-qurʾān, 2:802.} He also comments that “God brought upon Jesus' death, and then lifted him up to Himself; some say that he is alive with God, like the martyrs who die on earth but are alive with God. As for their way of life with Him, we have no knowledge about it, and likewise the way of life of Jesus.”\footnote{Ibid., 2:1001.}

It is clear that the complexity of the Qurʾānic language and syntax, as well as the theological implications of taking sides in this debate, given the diversity of Muslim opinions on the issue, convinced Qutb to caution the Muslims against making any speculations about the details of Jesus's death. He makes these comments in connection with verses 3:55, 4:157-58, and 5:117:

Remember when God said: “O Jesus, I shall cause you to die (mutawaffika) and make you ascend to Me. I shall purify you from those who blasphemed…” (Q 3:55).

[And their saying: “It is we who killed the Christ Jesus son of Mary, the messenger of God” – they killed him not, nor did they crucify him, but so it was made to appear to them (shubbihā la-hum). Those who disputed concerning him (fīhi) are in doubt over the matter; they have no knowledge thereof but only follow conjecture. Assuredly (yaqīnān) they killed him not, but God raised him up to Him; and God is Almighty, All-Wise (Q 4:157-58).

I was a witness to them while I lived among them. But when You caused me to die (tawaffaytānt), it was You Who kept watch over them. You are a witness over all things (Q 5:117).\footnote{Translation of the Qurʾān is based on T. Khalidi, The Qurʾān, New York: Penguin Group, 2008. I have inserted the Arabic text in order to point to problematic language or important issues. See the survey of Muslim exegetical sources in B.T. Lawton, "The crucifixion of Jesus in the Qurʾān and Quranic commentary: A historical survey," Bulletin of Henry Martyn Institute of Islamic Studies 10, 1991, 2, 34-62, and 10, 1991, 3, 6-40; and idem, The Crucifixion and the Qurʾān: A Study in the History of Muslim Thought, Oxford: Oneworld, 2009.}

In verse 3:55, the difficulty is the combination of the phrases “mutawaffika” and “make you ascend to Me,” as witnessed by the debate in Islamic scholarship regarding their meaning.\footnote{For these views and their promoters, see, for example: Tabarî (d. 310/922), Jāmiʿ al-bayān fī taʿlīl al-Qurʾān, ed. Muhammad Bayān, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-İlimiyā, 1992, 3:288-90; Jihāmî (d. 494/1101), al-Tadhhib fī taṣīr al-Qurʾān (Ms. Ambrosiana Library/Nîlavi, F164), f. 40a; and al-Bāṣíf (d. 606/1210), al-Taqwīm fī al-šarīʿ, ed. Ibrahim Shams al-Dīn and Aḥmad Shams al-Dīn, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-İlimiyā, 1992, 8:59-63.} The exegetes offer various explanations for them; according to some, the Qurʾān means that God caused sleep to overcome Jesus and then raised him up to Himself – hence mutawaffika means “overcome by sleep.” Others argue that both phrases refer to removing Jesus from this world to the next world without death. According to a third view, mutawaffika implies the future death of Jesus, and the words in verse 3:55 and their implications should not be understood to follow a proper chronological sequence; hence, God will first raise Jesus up to Paradise, and then He will bring him down to earth in the future, when he will die. According to a fourth view, however, the expressions refer to the physical death of Jesus and his subsequent resurrection from death by God, both events having occurred in the past.\footnote{It is possible, of course, that this could be a simple rhetorical statement, and that no group at the time of Muhammad actually made such a claim. It could also be the case, however, that the Qurʾān is engaging claims such as the one found in the Talmud (Sanhedrin 43a). See G. Basetti-Sani, The Koran in the Light of Christ: A Christian Interpretation of the Sacred Book of Islam, Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1977, 171; and G.S. Reynolds, "The Muslim Jesus," 257.}

The promoters of the first three positions articulated them in light of their belief that God would not or could not have let Jesus be killed by his enemies; the context of verses 4:157-58 indicates that the claim to have crucified and killed Jesus was made by a Jewish group (although it is not certain whether this refers to the time of Jesus or to a Jewish group making those claims at the time of Muḥammad).\footnote{11 For these views and their promoters, see, for example: Tabarî (d. 310/922), Jāmiʿ al-bayān fī taʿlīl al-Qurʾān, ed. Muhammad Bayān, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-İlimiyā, 1992, 3:288-90; Jihāmî (d. 494/1101), al-Tadhhib fī taṣīr al-Qurʾān (Ms. Ambrosiana Library/Nîlavi, F164), f. 40a; and al-Bāṣíf (d. 606/1210), al-Taqwīm fī al-šarīʿ, ed. Ibrahim Shams al-Dīn and Aḥmad Shams al-Dīn, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-İlimiyā, 1992, 8:59-63.}

Therefore, in their efforts to explain away any possibility that God...
did not come to the rescue of Jesus, some Muslim exegetes maintained that God indeed prevented Jesus’s death by interfering and lifting him up to Paradise. Moreover, the view that Jesus was removed from this world without physical death was justified on the basis of a prophetic hadith that speaks of the return of Jesus at the End of Days to kill the Antichrist, after which he will die and be buried by the Muslims.13 Thus, there could not have been a past death, for no human can die twice (since God creates humans, causes them to die, then resurrects them; see Q 19:33). Jesus can die once, and his death is in the future.

But the hadith in question belongs to anti-Christian polemical literature; it was supposedly uttered by Muḥammad when a Christian delegation from Najrān had an argument with him over the crucifixion of Jesus.14 The Prophet refuted them by pointing to the future return of Jesus. But clearly the alleged circumstances of this hadith do not match the language of verses 4:157–58, the only place in the Qurʾān where the issue of Jesus’s crucifixion is raised. Again, it is evident in these verses, as well as in the preceding ones, that the group which boasts about the rescue of Jesus, some Muslim exegetes maintained that God only rescued Jesus from crucifixion. Jesus died, but he did not die on the cross. Their interpretation is based on the common meaning of the expression “mutawaffika” (cause to die) and they hold that Jesus could only have ascended to heaven if he had first died and been resurrected. Yet they disagreed as to the nature of that resurrection: whether only in soul or both in soul and body.

There is, however, complete agreement in the denial of the crucifixion as occurring to Jesus, although Muslim exegetes have offered differing explanations of what actually happened. The most popular view is that God made someone else look like Jesus and was crucified, for it is impossible, therefore, to connect verses 4:157–58 with a reference to Jesus. This expression means that something was made to appear to them that is not necessarily mean that someone was made to look like someone else, as it is commonly understood. The Qurʾān uses derivatives of the same root, sh-b-h, to indicate confusion and ambiguity, as in verse 3:7:

It is He Who sent down the Book upon you. In it are verses precise in meaning: these are the very heart of the Book. Others are ambiguous (mutashābiḥāt). Those in whose heart is waywardness pursue what is ambiguous therein (ma' tashābaha minhu), seeking discord and seeking to unravel its interpretation. But none knows its interpretation save God.

It is obvious from Qurʾān usage that the meaning of “shubbiha la-hum” is not restricted to visual confusion. It can also be applied to something that, if accepted in its literal aspect as true or correct, leads one into confusion and error. My view, then, is that shubbiha la-hum in verse 4:157 makes sense only if it refers either to the act (killing/crucifying) or to Jesus. It is absurd to assume that the expression indicates someone else who was made to look like Jesus and was crucified, for it clearly refers to someone or something that has already been mentioned in the verse, and here only the act (killing/crucifying) and Jesus are mentioned. And it is equally absurd to argue that Jesus was made to look like someone else. So we are left with two possible interpretations of shubbiha la-hum in this verse: the expression either denies the actuality of the act or denies that Jesus died as a consequence of his crucifixion.

Verse 4:157 continues: “Those who disputed concerning him (fīhī) are in doubt over the matter; they have no knowledge thereof but only follow conjecture.” Here too “fīhī” cannot be a reference to a person who was crucified in lieu of Jesus, for that actually makes the Qurʾān deny that someone else was crucified in place of Jesus. The philosopher al-Rāzī (d. 606/1210), for example, in his exegesis of the Qurʾān rejects the possibility that God could have made someone else look like Jesus, for that would inevitably lead to doubting the certainty of everything, including faith, for how can we be certain of anything if its reality can be different from its apparent manifestation?17

Returning to verses 4:157–58, it is notable that the emphasis throughout is on denying the claim that Jesus was killed, which is restated at the outset: “and their saying: ‘It is we who killed the Christ Jesus son of Mary, the messenger of God.’” This is followed by the denial of both the killing and the crucifying of Jesus: “they killed him not, nor did they crucify him.” The pair “kill/crucify” (qatl/salb) occurs twice together in the Qurʾān: the first instance is here in verse 4:157; the second in verse 5:33, where it describes the fate of those who fight the Prophet Muhammad, which include being killed or crucified. Clearly, then, Qurʾānic crucifixion (salb) means “death by crucifixion.”

Following the denial that Jesus was killed comes the explanation “shubbiha la-hum.” This expression means that something was made to appear to them that essentially was not true. It does not necessarily mean that someone was made to look like someone else, as it is commonly understood. The Qurʾān uses derivatives of the same root, sh-b-h, to indicate confusion and ambiguity, as in verse 3:7:

When a Christian delegation from Najrān arrived in Medina after the death of Muḥammad, the believers asked how they knew that the delegation was correct and authentic. The Prophet answered, “By the Book which is preserved, 15 which in the context of the verses could only mean the families/laws.

13 Examples of this eschatological hadith as well as other narratives, attributed to the Prophet Muhammad and his companions, about Jesus’s career at the End of Days are listed by Ibn ‘Asākir in his biography of Jesus. See S.A. Mourad, Sirat al-sāyid al-masīḥ li-Īḥn ‘Asākir, Amman: Dār al-Shurṭā, 1996, 230–84 (nos. 282–364).
15 The Qurʾānic term used is qāl al-šādī (People of the Book), which in the context of the verses could only mean the families/laws.
16 For a range of these views, see Tābarī, Jāmī’ al-bayān, 4:351–55; and Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 11:79–81.
Jesus. The only way that the rest of this part of verse 4:157 can be understood is as an added emphasis, namely that what appeared to them (those who claimed to have killed/crucified Jesus or those who believe that Jesus was killed/crucified) is a matter of false perception. This is all the more clear given what comes next: “Assuredly (yaqīnna) they killed him not, but God raised him up to Him; and God is Almighty, All-Wise.” The Qur’ān is questioning the certainty (yaqīn) of Jesus’s death; there is no denial of the act of crucifixion here. This certainty is argued for on the basis of Jesus’s resurrection: “God raised him up to Him.” In other words, the import is that one might think Jesus was killed, but he was not, because he was resurrected from death, and he is alive with God. That is, for someone to be considered killed he must remain dead! Thus those who asserted that Jesus was killed by crucifixion, on the basis of what they saw, are indeed mistaken.

So I suggest the following translation for verses 4:157–58:

“For their saying: “It is we who killed the Messiah Jesus son of Mary, the messenger of God.” Nay, they did not kill him by crucifying him. They thought they did, and those who affirm that are uncertain; they have no knowledge about it except by speculation. In certainty they did not kill him because God raised him from death up to Him.”

Further supporting this interpretation is the fact that the contrast of perception and certainty regarding someone being dead or alive is a theme that is raised several times in the Qur’ān. In addition to verses 4:157–58, it can be found in verse 3:169:

Do not imagine those killed in the path of God to be dead. Rather, they are alive with their Lord, enjoying his bounty.

It cannot be argued that the Qur’ān is saying that those who were killed fighting in the path of God did not die; the same case is also raised in verse 2:154. They did indeed die. But once they have been resurrected, it is no longer proper to refer to them as dead. Clearly the Qur’ān is cautioning against judging on the basis of apparent perceptions, which can be completely misleading: the misleading perception in this case is that someone is dead when he or she is alive in Paradise. It is evident, therefore, that verses 4:157–58 refute issues of apparent perception that are in reality false: those who think Jesus was killed by crucifixion are wrong, because he is alive in Paradise.

It is worth noting that the Qur’ānic expression shubbihā la-hum in relation to the crucifixion of Jesus cannot be a reference to the Docetic theology, as has been argued by some scholars.18 Docetism holds that Jesus was made to appear in a human form but in reality was an illusion; the Qur’ānic Jesus is human in every form, however. References in Qur’ānic exegesis to explanations identifying the person who was crucified in place of Jesus are nothing more than attempts by Muslim scholars to explain verse 4:157 by drawing on Christian sources that were known to them. They do not reflect the Qur’ān’s adoption of Docetic or Gnostic theology regarding the nature of Jesus.

The issue of Jesus’s death is raised in two other verses in the Qur’ān. Besides verse 5:117, quoted earlier, it is referred to in verse 19:33, which reads,

Peace be upon me the day I was born, the day I die (amūtū), and the day I am resurrected, alive!

Unlike the earlier verses, 19:33 does not draw the attention of Muslim exegetes, even though it raises the issue of Jesus’s death; most do not make the connection between the expression “the day I die” and the future coming of Jesus, although they tend to discuss the latter issue at length in connection with verse 3:55.19 But according to the early Muslim authority on monotheistic traditions Wahb b. Munabbih (d. ca. 110/728), here the Qur’ān is quoting Jesus informing his disciples that he is about to die and be resurrected.20 Moreover, if one were to accept that the reference to Jesus’s death is intended as a reference to its future occurrence, then this should similarly apply to the case of John the Baptist, about whom the Qur’ān similarly says in verse 19:15,

Peace be upon him the day he was born, the day he dies (yamūtū), and the day he is resurrected, alive!

Both verses use the imperfect tense with respect to the issue of death (amūtū/ yamūtū), the first person singular in the verse referring to Jesus, and the third person singular in the verse referring to John. If the Qur’ān means that Jesus did not yet die, then John too did not die and is likewise waiting to die sometime in the future. But this is absurd. If John died in the past, then the imperfect tense does not refer to a future death; this is one of the many distinctive characteristics of Qur’ānic parlance.

One final point to add here is that verses 4:157–58 must be understood in their own context. After all, one of the principal issues raised in the preceding verses, which are the direct context for the two verses in question, is the Qur’ānic accusation in verse 4:155 against the Israelites/Jews for “renouncing their covenant,” and “killing prophets unjustly.” If Jesus did not die on the cross, then this accusation, which is presented as one of several transgressions against God actually committed by the Israelites/Jews, is oddly placed, especially given that the example of Jesus’s death is the only death of a prophet discussed following the

---

18 See, for example, Michaud, Jésus selon le Coran, 68–71; Rizzardi, Il problema della cristologia coranica, 143; and C. Schedl, Muhammad und Jesus: die christologisch relevanten Texte des Korans, Vienna: Herder, 1978, 433–36. See also the discussion in Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur’ān, 118–19; and Reynolds, “The Muslim Jesus,” 252–53.

19 See, for example, Tabārī, Jāmī’ al-bayān, 8:340.

20 Al-Tabārī, Jāmī’ al-bayān, 8:340.
accusation. The context of verses 4:157–58 therefore shows that the Qur’ān is not denying the actuality of the crucifixion and death of Jesus, but rather engaging their implications.

Conclusion

Reading verses 4:157–58 in light of their immediate context as well as verses 3:55, 5:117 and 19:33 leads us to the conclusion that the Qur’ān affirms Jesus’s death on the cross, followed by his resurrection. Indeed, stories about and references to Jesus’s physical death as an event that occurred in the past are found throughout Islamic scholarship, even in works by authors who affirmed otherwise. For instance, the chronicler and exegete Ṭabarī (d. 310/922) relates in his History that a group of people from Medina say that Jesus’s grave is located on top of al-Jammāt mountain, south of Medina; strangely, this story dates Jesus’s time on earth to the period when the Persians ruled western Arabia (fourth century BCE) since, as the story indicates, Jesus’s tomb inscriptions were in old Persian. But irrespective of its apparent anachronicity, it is clear that 1) Ṭabarī obviously believed that Jesus did not die, as is attested in his exegesis of the Qur’ān, and 2) the report is not related on the authority of Christians or converts from Christianity, or for that matter the authority of Jews, but rather on the authority of a Muslim—a certain Ibn Sulaym al-Anṣārī al-Zuraqī—who must have lived in Medina shortly after the time of Muḥammad. In another instance, the Syrian mystic al-Nāḥulusī (d. 1143/1731), contrasting al-mawt al-ikhtiyārī (facing death willingly) and al-mawt al-iqlīmārī (being taken by death), uses the example of Jesus as someone who readily gave himself to death.

I am not, however, arguing that most Muslims, especially exegetes, were incompetent, and that they could not determine the meaning of verses 4:157–58. I am not suggesting either that the text is simple. In my view, the reason this text has been misconstrued, despite the best efforts of scholars, is that the set of assumptions that were brought to bear on such issues in the Qur’ān made it inevitable that the meaning would be missed. The Qur’ān reflects the insistence of the early Muḥammad movement that the crucifixion of Jesus does not represent a defeat of God. In other words, this movement could not accept, as a matter of basic belief, that Jesus’s career ended on the cross, with God unable to intervene. For what would that mean about God’s commitment to protecting them? Thus they argue that God was the ultimate victor because He could do something those who crucified Jesus could not: He could annul Jesus’s death by resurrecting him.

But the issue was so complicated that it was left at that level without further speculation or explanation. It was later Muslim exegetes who developed the theology of God’s obligation to protect his prophets to the extent that there was no room in it for the acceptance of Jesus’s dying on the cross. Hence God must have intervened to rescue him prior to that. The stories that describe God’s intervention in the plot of the Israelites to kill Jesus, and describe who was made to be crucified in Jesus’s place, merely reflect efforts on the part of these exegetes to come up with acceptable responses to a challenging issue. The stories that later exegetes and traditionalists report are theological speculations that make use of a large variety of known and conflicting narratives within the Christian tradition that deny the crucifixion of Jesus. After all, the Muslims were not the first, or the only, group to be puzzled by the theological implications of Jesus’s crucifixion and death. That several early Christian groups (e.g. Gnostics) could not tolerate the reality of Jesus’s crucifixion is a case in point: their belief could not stand if his crucifixion were not absolutely rejected. Indeed, one cannot emphasize enough that Christianity ultimately emerged out of the attempts to make sense of the crucifixion and death of Jesus.

Finally it is important to note that the use of verses 4:157–58 in anti-Christian polemics constrained the way Muslim scholars could interpret them. Once these verses were situated in polemic, their function became essentially to point to the error of Christian belief regarding the crucifixion of Jesus, and thus Muslim exegetes, operating within the parameters of the polemical contextualization of these verses, were simply unable to come to a different reading.

21 The tomb inscriptions read: “This is the grave of Jesus son of Mary, the messenger of God to the people of this land.” See Ṭabarī, Taʾrīkh al-rasūl wa-t-mulūk, ed. M.J. De Goeje et al., Leiden: Brill, 1879–1901, 1:738–39; trans.: The History of al-Ṭabarī, vol. 4, trans. M. Perlmann, Albany: SUNY Press, 1987, 4:120–24. There is no doubt that, given what we know, this story is to be treated as a complete myth, with no historical basis whatsoever.

22 Al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 3:289.

14 Early Christian Arabic texts

Evidence for non-‘Uthmanic Qur’ān codices, or early approaches to the Qur’ān?¹

Clare Wilde

According to normative Islamic tradition, even though God’s speech – God’s word – is not constrained to the mushaf (the ink and paper of the individual Qur’ān codices), or even to the discrete revelations to Muhammad, the text of the Arabic Qur’ān – as opposed to earlier scriptures – is understood to preserve an uncorrupted form of revelation. This claim, however, has a number of nuances: it is not the vocalized (i.e. the consonantal Arabic containing the distinguishing “a,” “1” or “u” vowel markers), nor even the fully elaborated consonantal script (in which, for example, “b”, “d”, “th”, “n” and “y” are distinguished by the placement and number of dots above or below the basic letter form), but the base form of the Arabic script (rasm), with an accepted variety of reading traditions (qirā’āt), as collected, codified and distributed by the third caliph, ‘Uthmān, that preserves the message revealed to Muhammad through the agency of the angel Gabriel. While the orthography of, and discrepancies in, early Qur’ān manuscripts have been the subject of scholarly examination,² Alan Jones (among others) has argued convincingly³ that the earliest written forms of the Qur’ān served as an aide memoire for reciters of an already-memorized text; it was only when non-Arabic speakers came under Arab rule, and began to adopt Islam, that the highly elaborated form of the text (with all vowels and consonants clearly delineated) became necessary.

Although the so-called “‘Uthmanic codex” is now understood to preserve the inimitable Word of God as revealed to the Prophet Muhammad, should contemporary approaches to the Qur’ān be taken as representative of those of the early Muslim community? As, for much of the first five centuries after the death of the Prophet, Christians were a significant demographic in much of the Arabic-speaking, Muslim-ruled world, and as Christian Arabic texts would not have been subject to the dictates of “normative” Islam, what might the various “approaches” to the Qur’ān found in Christian Arabic texts tell us of the variety and nature of such trends within contemporaneous Muslim communities?⁴

The Christian Arabic texts under examination here

Two Christian Arabic texts from the early Abbasid period are the focus of the current examination: a unique manuscript (Sinai Ar. 434) from the second/eighth to fourth/tenth centuries, attributed to an anonymous monk in Jerusalem,⁵ and Ignace Dick’s edition of Theodore Abū Qurra’s debate with Muslim notables in the majlis of al-Ma’mūn (r. 198/813–218/833).⁶ Despite the discrepancy in their tones and their estimations of “Islam,” they each have as a premise communication between Christians and Muslims, and they each demonstrate an intimate knowledge of, and interest in, Christianity and Islam, on the part of the interlocutors, both Christian and Muslim.

Approaching the Qur’ān⁷

As with many pre-modern cultures, priority was given in Islamic tradition to memorization and recitation, rather than the “reading” of a written text – a trend that continues today, in “Qur’ān recitation contests” from the Arab heartlands of Islamic civilization to Southeast Asia. The Qur’ānic allusions to dhikr may reflect awareness of this emphasis on recitation and recollection of sacred texts in

¹ For example of the early interaction between Christian and Muslim theologians, see M. Cook, “The origins of kalām,” BSDAS 43, 1980, 32–43, in whose opening sentence he asserts that it is “no secret” that “the dialectical technique of Muslim kalām is a borrowing from Christian theology.” Cook purports to bring to “the notice of Islamicists a Syriac theological text which provides a sustained and close parallel to the dialectical style” of an anti-Qadarite tract ascribed to al-Hasan b. Mūhammad al-Halawīya.

² For example, G. Puin’s work on the Qur’ān manuscript cache uncovered in Ṣan‘a’, and D. Power’s discussion of the term “kalāla” in Q 4:12, 176. See the EQ article of F. Déroche, “Manuscripts of the Qur’ān,” 3:254–75, and D. Power’s “Inheritance,” 2:518–26, for an introductory overview of these themes.

³ See his EQ article “Orality and writing in Arabia,” 3:587–93.


⁷ My thanks to Gabriel Said Reynolds and the participants at the 2009 Notre Dame Qur’ān conference for their helpful comments on my paper. They are not, however, responsible for any mistakes contained herein.
Judeo-Christian communities, as does the following quotation from the anonymous monk of Sinai Ar. 434: "whoever does not read the revealed books of God will put forth out of ignorance what he does not know; but, for the intelligent, reasonable, cultured hāfiz, he will understand because I did not bring anything from my own intellect ('aql), but rather from the books of God (labbūb allāh), my lord." Here, "hāfiz" indicates one who not only reads, but who has memorized—"preserved" —the sacred texts. While sources describe how, in the early Islamic period, both 'Ali and Mu'a'wiyah ordered troops to go into battle with Qur'an ins on their spears to avert defeat (akin to Christian fighting under the sign of the cross since at least the time of Constantine), eventually the doctrines of the Qur'an's inimitability and its "uncreated" nature would be elaborated, and upheld — even by caliphal edict. And, much like classical Christian Christian surrounding the consecrated host, the Eucharist, the Qur'an 'uncreated' — as the Word of God — would come to be handled with deep respect (for example, the Qur'an should always be placed above, not below, other texts, and should be handled only by those in a state of ritual purity).

While the normative Islamic understandings of the inimitability of the Arabic Qur'an, and the "uncreatedness" of the Word of God, would generally accord a degree of respect both to the Qur'an and to those who handled it (reading, memorizing, reciting, transcribing, interpreting, etc.), Islamic tradition would also permit flexibility in interpretive categories. The Qur'an alludes to "clear" and "ambiguous" verses (e.g. Q 3:7), and "abrogated," "forgotten" or "substituted" verses (e.g. Q 2:106; 16:101), but it is up to the Qur'anic reader to identify them.

The Qur'an also affirms that God's eternal word is not to be understood as limited to the Arabic revelation to the prophet Muhammad. Rather, this Qur'an — the Arabic "recitation" or "reading" (a literal translation of "qur'ān") — confirms (and corrects) that which had come before, handed down by various communities (in the Qur'an itself, particularly mentioned in this context are the Jews and the Christians of the Children of Israel). And, while the Arabic Qur'an came to be deemed inimitable (i'jāz), uncreated (qadim) and free from corruption (tabrīf, tabdīl, taghayyūr), Islamic tradition would preserve accounts of the historical context of the revelation of this Arabic "recitation" (in the "occasions of revelation" asbāb al-nuzūl), as well as its later preservation by the early community, particularly in the accounts of the collection and codification of the mus'haf in the 'Uthmānic rasm. And, even with the eventual diffusion of the 'Uthmānic rasm, a variety of accepted reading variants (qirā'āt) thereof circulated.

**"Codices" of the Qur'an**

With the widespread printing of the Cairo Edition of 1924 (based on a single reading tradition), it is fairly easy today to find a "standard" Arabic Qur'an in any part of the world. But in what form was this text preserved in the early Islamic centuries, particularly before the solidification of the doctrines of its inimitability and uncreatedness, and by those familiar with Arabic? What were the understandings of the text that would be recited and venerated — and interpreted? The "purity" of the preservation of the record of the revelation in the 'Uthmānic rasm has not been uncontested, even in Islamic tradition (accusations of omissions from, but not additions to, the original revelation received by Muhammad) include the account of a domesticated animal eating the preserved text of the "stoning verse" in 'A'isha's house. Christian texts from the Islamic world, as well as early Islamic historical narratives, have retained alternative accounts to that which became the normative Islamic tradition of the revelation (e.g. the Christian

---

8 My thanks to S. Griffith for this distinction between later, Islamic usages of "dhūbūt" as "remembrance" of the names of God, for example, and the possible Qur'anic use of the term as that which God sends down to Muhammad (Q 15:6, 9) — but also Q 16:43 and 21:7 as referencing Christians and Jews who were charged with "preserving" their sacred texts; for a recent discussion of this concept, see K. Mohammed, "The identity of the Qur'an's ahl al-dhūbūt," in A. Rippin and Kh. Mohammed (eds.), Coming to Terms with the Qur'an, Islamic Publications International, 2008, 39–54.

9 Sinai Ar. 434, ff. 174v–175v.

10 'Ali at the Battle of the Camel; Mu'a'wiyah at Siffin; see M. Dakeke, "Siffin," EQ, 5:1–2.

11 As with the caliph al-Qādir bil-lihī's edict, proclaimed by his son, the caliph al-Qā'im bi-Amr Allāh in 430/1039. See Ibn al-Jawzī, al-Muntazam fi ta'āth al-mulk wa-l-umam, English translation in N. Calder, J. Meijideh and A. Rippin (eds. and trans.), Classical Islam: A Sourcebook of religious literature, London: Routledge, 2003, 159–62. "Know that the word of God is not created. He has spoken and revealed it to His messenger through the voice of Gabriel after Gabriel had heard it from Him and then repeated it to Muhammad. Muhammad then repeated it to his companions and his companions repeated it to the community. The repetition of the word of God by created beings does not make it created because that speech is in its essence still the speech of God and it is uncreated. So, in every situation, repeated or memorized or written or heard, it remains that way. Anyone who says it is created in any way is an unbeliever whose blood may be shed after he has been called on to repent [and refused]." Ibid., 160–61.


13 On these themes, see Nasr Ḥāmid Abū Zayd's article in this collection.


17 Cf. e.g. H. Modarresi, Early debates on the integrity of the Qur'an, SJ 77, 1993, 5–39.

Balṭrē accounts), as well as the collection and codification of the 'Uthmanic codex. And although there are, to date, no confirmed extant copies of non-'Uthmanic codices, the memory of 'Uthman's suppression of alternative codices is preserved in the historical record, perhaps as a precaution against the dangers of the "absolute" truth claims already inherent in monotheistic systems. Much like the details of many Christian heresies known to us only from the listings of heresiers (such as the Panarion of Epiphanius, c. 310–403 CE), the contents of the non-'Uthmanic codices are known through reports of later Islamic literature. As they would not have been subject to the dictates of normative Islam, might Christian Arabic texts provide a heretofore under-explored source of information about approaches to the Qurʾān, possibly including the continued circulation of non-'Uthmanic codices (or alternative "readings" of the 'Uthmanic rasm), well into the Abbasid period?

Early Christian Arabic texts and the Qurʾān

Christian Arabic texts that trace their provenance to al-Maʾmūn’s reign (such as those of ʿAbd al-Maṣḥīl al-Kindī and Theodore Abū Qurra) are striking for the seemingly casual manner in which they deal with the Qurʾān. Al-Maʾmūn’s reign is notable both for inter-confessional communications, including the translation of Greek (and other) works into Arabic, as well as the institution of the miḥna, in which he required all public officials to profess the doctrine of the createdness of the Qurʾān. Ultimately ʿAlī b. Ḥānbal’s position against the createdness of the Qurʾān would prevail in "normative" Islamic thought, as would the idea that the Qurʾān and the prophetic sunna (rather than human logic alone) should suffice as guidance for the lives of later generations of Muslims. Still the position of the Muʿtaṣīlīs, on the "createdness" of the Qurʾān, as well as the use of human logic in discerning God’s will, would continue to inform later generations of Muslim scholars – as evidenced by caliphal edicts outlawing these very positions. Similarly, laws would emerge banning Christians from "teaching the Qurʾān to their children" (although the exact time of the establishment of these laws is unclear). Might early Christian Arabic texts shed light on the reasons behind either or both of these prohibitions?

In particular, might Christian Arab debate literature from al-Maʾmūn’s reign provide evidence that the Muʿtaṣīlīt-inspired discussions "encouraged" by the miḥna influenced the interpretation of (and approaches to) the Qurʾān, not only on the question of its createdness, but also on the question of its transmission? ʿAbd al-Maṣḥīl al-Kindī, for example, provides a detailed and highly critical account of the formation of the 'Uthmanic mufsaf, concluding: "You have read the Qurʾān and know how the material has been put together and the text corrupted, a sure sign that many hands had been busy on it, and that it has suffered additions and losses." To what extent might other Christian Arab texts provide evidence to support such claims? For, alongside phrases that do match the codex known to us, and in addition to explicit polemics, appear paraphrasing of, or even misquotations from, the "Uthmanic codex" known today. What might we deduce/infer from these seemingly casual (or erroneous?) Christian Arabic dealings of the Qurʾān? Are they indicative of either textual or reading variations on the 'Uthmanic codex itself, or evidence for the persistent circulation of non-'Uthmanic codices? Or, as is argued here, does the primary significance of these seeming variant textual attestations lie in what they might tell us of the attitude towards the Qurʾān (in the 'Uthmanic rasm, or other codices) in the milieu in which Christians came to express themselves in Arabic? In particular, as evidenced by Christian Arabic discussions of the "books" of God, and their inclusion in this category of the Qurʾān itself, might the very concept of "scripture" in early Arabophones Islamic society have been more flexible than in later Christian or Muslim circles? Rather than assuming that Christians selectively read the sacred text of Islam to satisfy their own polemics, might Muslims themselves have been understanding the Qurʾān in a fashion more akin to traditional Christian approaches to the Bible (i.e. acknowledging the human element in the preservation of the Word of God) that lent itself to a charitable Christian approach to the text – even deeming it, albeit in a "corrupted" form, "of God"? But, before delving into Christian Arabic handling of the sacred text of Islam, some discussion of their uses of, and approaches to, their own scripture (the Bible) is in order.

Biblical variants?

One oft-repeated contrast between Christianity and Islam is the fixed – Arabic – "canon" of the Qurʾānic revelation, as compared to the widespread acceptance not only of numerous translations of the Bible, but the multiple forms in which the

27 See n. 11 above.
29 Newman (ed.), The Apology of al-Kindī, 458; see 455–60 for al-Kindī’s discussion of the various versions of the Qurʾān.
Bible was recognized to have circulated. For Christian sects have not agreed as to the contents of their sacred text and have accepted multiple translations of the Bible into the languages of every nation as equally sacred representations of the Word of God. As noted above, the normative Islamic understanding of the Qur’an is that one codex (the ‘Uthmānic’) preserves the revelation to Muḥammad—and, while translations are permissible for accessing the meaning of the text, devotional recitation should only be done in Arabic, the language of the revelation.

But, despite this traditional contrast of Christian and Muslim approaches to scripture, the seeming conflation of biblical passages with no clear attribution in our two Christian Arabic texts is still surprising.

For example, Abū Qurra relates that Christ had no need to pray because “the Prophet says that ‘all the angels and the kings of the earth and its governors will bow down to him, and obey him, for he rules over all and his rule will neither end nor will it pass away.’” This resonates with Isaiah 9:6–7, Daniel 7:13–14, 1 Peter 3:21–22, and Psalm 72:10–11, but it is not an exact Biblical quotation. Similarly, Abū Qurra’s discussion of the hardships of life under Islam appears to be a conflation of Hebrews 12:6 and Proverbs 3:11–12: “We, the people of the religion of Christianity, He put the lash of punishment upon us. That is a benefit for us, according to the reckoning of Solomon b. David: ‘Whom the Lord loves, He gives lashes to test; He disciplines the men with whom He is well pleased.’”

Similarly, Abū Qurra’s discussion of hardship under Islam appears to be a conflation of Hebrews 12:6 and Proverbs 3:11–12: “We, the people of the religion of Christianity, He put the lash of punishment upon us. That is a benefit for us, according to the reckoning of Solomon b. David: ‘Whom the Lord loves, He gives lashes to test; He disciplines the men with whom He is well pleased.’”

Similarly, Abū Qurra’s discussion of the hardships of life under Islam appears to be a conflation of Hebrews 12:6 and Proverbs 3:11–12: “We, the people of the religion of Christianity, He put the lash of punishment upon us. That is a benefit for us, according to the reckoning of Solomon b. David: ‘Whom the Lord loves, He gives lashes to test; He disciplines the men with whom He is well pleased.’”

These few passages are put forth merely as a caution that an inability precisely to locate a passage identified as Qur’ānic by Christian Arab authors should not be taken as certain proof of (a) a careless quotation (intentional or otherwise) of the ‘Uthmānic rasm, or (b) the existence of alternative readings not preserved in the normative Islamic tradition, or even (c) a non-‘Uthmānic codex (if the testimony, for example, of Theodore’s near contemporary, ‘Abd al-Masīh al-Kindī, is an accurate indication of the continued circulation of non-‘Uthmānic codices). Thus, when there are significant difficulties in precisely locating Biblical and Qur’ānic passages (especially those whose supposed provenance is clearly indicated) found in Christian Arabic texts, might not we do well to focus on the seeming attitude, or approach, to “scripture” (“Word” and/or “book[s]” of God) on the part of Christians (and Muslims) as they came to write in Arabic, rather than, or in addition to, the possible form(s) in which the Qur’ān (or Bible) may have been circulating?

31 Abū Qurra, 121.
32 Ibid., 123.
33 Sinai Ar. 434, f. 175r.

For, had these Christian authors been fastidious in their citation of the Bible, their seemingly “loose” handling of the Qur’ān would likely indicate (a) disrespect for the Islamic text or (b) citation from an alternative version to the one transmitted to us today. As, however, the Christian authors (and/or their scribes) are seemingly as lax in their citations of the Bible as in their citations of the Qur’ān, speculations as to the form in which the sacred texts (Bible or Qur’ān) were known to our authors seem unlikely to yield certain results; these early Christian Arabic texts may, however, shed light on the approaches to “scripture.”

In other words, if early Arabophone Christians handled the Qur’ān with the same freedom with which they handled the Bible, might their writings suggest that the approach to scripture among both Christians and Muslims at the time was more flexible than is commonly understood?

Qur’ānic variants?

While many of the scriptural references in these works are easily located, a few examples will give a sense of the types of “discrepancies” from the received ‘Uthmānic rasm that can be found in Christian Arabic usage of the Qur’ān.

a. Sinai Ar. 434, f. 177r, ll. 3–5 cites the Qur’ānic report of the announcement to Zechariah of the glad tidings of a son with a conflated citation of Q 3:39 and 19:7, 13: wa-qala l-Qurʾān ya Zakariyyā inna Allāha mubashirruka bi-nabi­yyin muṣaddaḍūn bi-kalimati ilāhī wa-huwa bīsīn ummihī taqṣīyin wa-mina l-sāliḥīn. “And the Qur’ān says: ‘O Zechariah, God is giving you the good news of a prophet [who will] confirm the Word of God while in his mother’s womb, pious, and among the righteous;’” Q 3:39 has instead “God gives you good news [with a verb, not an active participle], of John, confirming a word from [min] God, noble, pure, a prophet, from among the righteous”; Q 19:7 has: “O Zechariah, Verily We give you good news of a youth whose name will be John.…” The description above of John as “pious” is connected to Q 19:13.

b. Sinai Ar. 434, f. 176v, ll. 3–7 references the Qur’ānic allusions (Q 51:24; 15:51; 11:69–83) to Abraham’s guests as proof of the Triune nature of God — changing the twofold Qur’ānic salām to salām salām salām thus using the Qur’ān to elaborate upon Christian usage of Genesis 18:2 as proof from the Torah of the Triune nature of God.

c. Theodore and the anonymous monk include Qur’ānic attestations to Jesus’s miracles, but paraphrase the Qur’ānic wording: “and in the Qur’ān is [mention of] reviving the dead, exorcising demons, curing the sick with a decisive command, without question. … flight from a bird by blowing on it by power of

34 See the discussion of the variant Islamic readings of these verses in R. Paret, Der Koran: Kommentar und Konkordanz, Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1993, 66–67.
his divinity.”35 Abū Qurra: “Were he a man, one of Adam’s sons, he would not have worked the signs and wonders that he worked, enlivening the dead and other such things that it would take too long to put forth, with no helper nor assistant. Rather, it was by way of an effective command and a resolute statement. But he came to us as perfect man and perfect God”; cf. Q 5:110; 3:49).36 Rather than contesting the details of the miracles ascribed to Jesus by the Qur’ān (e.g. the enlivening of a clay bird, which is not found in the – canonical – Christian accounts of Christ’s miracles), both Theodore and the anonymous monk, evoking the Qur’ānic description of God’s creation of Jesus (God need only say “‘alam” – be – and things “become”; cf. e.g. Q 3:47), insist that it was not by the permission of God (cf. Q 5:110) that Jesus performed his miracles, but because he was the incarnation of the divine, creative word (especially cited in support of this claim is Q 4:171), that Christ was able to perform his miracles.

d. Theodore cites Q 108 and 111 almost as if they had been read together: “If you knew the certain truth, you would know that your scripture is the one that is corrupted. . . . Tell me, O Muslim, whether you speak a lie against your Lord in that He says, ‘We have given you abundance [1], so pray to your Lord and slaughter [a sacrifice] [2]. The one who hates you is the one without offspring. [3]’ (Q 108:1–3) Tell me, O Muslim, who is this enemy, the one without offspring (al-abtar)? Also, where it says, ‘Perish the hands of Abū Lahab, and may he perish too. [1] May neither what he has nor what he has acquired enrich him. [2] . . . [3] His wife will be a carrier of firewood. [4] A rope of palm fiber will be upon her foot (rijil, instead of the Qur’ānic “neck,” jād). [5]’ (Q 111:1–5, with a variation in verse-5, and verse 3 omitted). This is something bearing no resemblance to inspiration and revelation. It is not true that your Muslim says any of this. Rather, he said, ‘I was sent the Qur’ān confirming what came in the Gospel and the Torah.’ (cf. Q 3:3) And he also spoke of Muslim men and women, and of men and women believers (cf. Q 33:35). So tell me, O Muslim, who are the Muslims and who are the believers?”37

e. Throughout the account of the majlis session, Theodore uses Q 4:171’s designation of Jesus as a “word” and “spirit” from God to gloss Qur’ānic discussions of God’s creative “word” as “word and spirit.” E.g., seemingly referencing Q 10:82 and 8:7, Theodore states “Your own scripture says, ‘God verifies the truth with His Word and His Spirit.’”38 Is this an attempt to garner Qur’ānic testimony in support of Trinitarian theology, in response to Q 4:171’s exhortation to the “People of the Book” not to say “Three,” nor to “exceed the limits” in their religion?

f. Abū Qurra relates, “He was before all creation. Creatures will perish; He will not perish” (cf. Q 55:26–27; 28:88).39 Again, the sense parallels Qur’ānic sentiment, but the wording does not (Theodore’s text uses tabīd/ yabīd – rather than the ‘Uthmānic fānin of Q 55:26 or hālik of Q 28:88 – for “perish”).

None of these citations matches any of the recorded variants to the ‘Uthmānic codex. Are they mis-wordings, conflations or paraphrases of passages known from the ‘Uthmānic codex or quotations of an alternative Qur’ānic codex known to our Christian authors? If the former, is the mis-wording (or re-wording, as verse-conflation or paraphrasing) intentional or unintentional? In some cases (as posited in ‘e’ above) the author means to make a “Qur’ānic” argument for the veracity of Christianity (a tactic seen later in the letter of Paul of Antioch).40 But could these citations reflect only the works of individuals well-versed in both Bible and Qur’ān, living in a time and place in which Qur’ānic diction, phraseology and theology permeated and shaped the larger environment?

For one who has not committed the text to memory (i.e. is not a “hāfiz /a’), such “mis-wordings” – seeming conflations of verses, or word substitutions – are not surprising, especially when one is paraphrasing from memory – and/or attempting to convey the gist of a text, rather than to focus on the exact letters and wording of a given passage – particularly if Arabic is not the native language. Such a “loose” handling of the Arabic Qur’ān would be of particular interest in the light of the eventual Islamic insistence on precise Qur’ānic citations – out of respect for the eternal and inimitable Word of God.

Now we might imagine that the temptation to “correct” the Qur’ān to accord with Christian theological understandings often proved too strong to resist and accordingly mistrust Christian readings of Qur’ānic passages dealing with Trinitarian or Incarnational themes. This concern, however, would not apply to Christian citations of Qur’ānic verses (e.g. Q 108 and 111, above, and the “mysterious letters,” below) that do not touch on Christian themes; such citations may provide hints on the nature or contents of the Qur’ān known to early Arabophone Christians. Yet any comprehensive evaluation of such “discrepancies” would necessitate thorough perusal of all available manuscripts with this matter in mind, a task yet to be achieved.

35 Sinai Ar. 434, f. 177v, II 6–9.
36 Abū Qurra, 82–83.
38 Abū Qurra, 85. cf. Sinai Ar. 434, f. 179r, II 4–6: wa-qāla anna Allāha yuhaaqiqu bi-kalimat il-haq ay af’il al-masīh kalimat Allāh hāya haqqun muḥtaqun fa-là yukadamhībāna bi-hā wa-fī l-Qur’ān min ḥādāth kathīr mā bi-hā ḥa_fa ilayhi ild anta a’arrifhu – “and God verifies with the word of the truth – that is, the deeds of the Messiah, the Word of God. If [the Word] is the verifying truth, and he does not line with it, and in the Qur’ān are many such proofs if you only knew.”
39 Abū Qurra, 102.
Recitation or codex – Qur’ān or Kitāb?

It should be noted that these scriptural allusions are found in texts whose Christian authors seem willing to term the Qur’ān as “word/speech of God” (kalimat Allāh) or among the books of God (kutub Allāh), or even “heavenly books” (al-kutub al-samawīyya) – as in Theodore’s phrase, “the Torah, Injīl and other heavenly books.” What is to be understood by this designation is difficult, however, to make precise: the anonymous monk of Sinai Ar. 434 appears willing to include the Qur’ān among the books of God. But, while he speaks of the Injīl (or the Messiah’s book), Tawrāt (or Torah), Zābūr (or Psalms), or even the Anbiyāʾ (“Prophets”) without any further qualification, he also terms the Qur’ān “your book” or “your Qur’ān.” For his part Theodore does not speak of the Qur’ān among the “books of God;” rather, he vigorously defends the Christian Bible against charges of corruption (tabālī or tahfrīf) by accusing the Muslim community of falsely attributing to Muḥammad, even in the revelation, deeds and words that were not his. When Theodore does not speak of simply “the Qur’ān,” he refers to it as “your book,” “your Qur’ān,” or “your saying,” and Muhammad as “your messenger/prophet” – and, once, “the messenger.” (He also speaks of “your religion.”) Additionally, he explains that Muhammad, not God, wrote or proclaimed the Qur’ān. But Theodore attributes to God Qur’ānic phrases which he argues have a Christian meaning.

The mysterious letters

Certain discussions of the Islamic understanding of the Qur’ān’s revelation (in Islamic and more recent western scholarship) center on the so-called “mysterious” letters.

41 Sinai Ar. 434, ff. 171r; 181v; 174r: kutub Allāh ta’lā; 175r: kutub Allāh al-munazzala, kutub Allāh rabbi. Theodore’s only reference to “books of God” (Abū Qurra, 98) seems to include only the Gospels.
42 Abū Qurra (ed. Dick), Discussion, 102.
43 e.g. ibid., 177r, 178v, 181r.
44 e.g. ibid., 178v.
45 e.g. ibid., 172v, 173r, 173v.
46 Sinai Ar. 434, ff. 173r.
47 ibid., 173r, 176v, 181r.
48 ibid., 174v, 178v: “your Qur’ān”; 177r, 177v, 181r.
49 ibid., 91, 109.
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And the book of the Injīl mentions some of his miracles (āyāt) out of very many. And the Qur’ān testifies to that, when it says, Al-mīm. That book in which there is no doubt, a guide to the pious. And the name [of Jesus, the Messiah] is the verifying truth, so do not deny [the Word].

In the received Qur’ānic codex, the three Arabic letters, alif, lām, mīm are written separately. Muslim reciters generally pronounce the names (not the sounds) of the letters. The monk, however, connects the letters alif and lām to the mīm, and writes out the name of this last letter. He reads the alif–lām combination as the definite article, al. Thus, in the reading of the monk, alif, lām, mīm is rendered al-mīm’ (the mīm). Does this indicate that he knew of a recitation (tradition?) in which the so-called “disconnected” letters were pronounced as a word of sorts? Does it indicate knowledge of a scribal tradition, in which the “mysterious” beginning letters were written in a connected fashion (but, presumably, recited as separate entities)? Or is he simply relating (and emphasizing) a Christian interpretive tradition: that these three letters are merely an abbreviation for the Qur’ānic (and Christian) title of Jesus, “al-Masīḥ” (the Messiah)?

Concluding remarks

Although Muslim approaches to the Qur’ān are often considered more analogous to Christian approaches to the Eucharist than to the Bible, has this always been the case? In scholarly or apologetic or polemical works, how would the Bible or Qur’ān have been used? Would an author (or the scribe) of a given text consistently have taken the time to copy the sacred text verbatim, or would he have been content to rely on his memory – or would he have presumed sufficient familiarity with the text or its message on the part of his audience (as well as a certain level
of comfort with scriptural shorthand), that paraphrase or allusion would suffice? Christian Arabic uses of the Qur'ān may be seen not merely as Christian re-readings or testimonies to alternative Qur'ānic codices, but rather as indicative of the pluralistic milieu in which the doctrine of the Qur'ān as inimitable and qadām was coming to be articulated. The accusations of alteration, and the familiarity - and comfort - with which Christians handle both the Bible and the Qur'ān indicate an environment in which the Qur'ān as the inimitable and uncreated Word of God - as preserved in the 'Uthmānic rasm known to us - may not have been the only accepted understanding.

An argument may very well be made that Christians would have handled Islamic texts as Christian texts, so the loose handling of Bible and Qur'ān by Arabophone Christians would be irrelevant for Muslim approaches to scripture. But, today, many non-Muslim scholars of the Qur'ān, aware of the widespread acceptance of the inimitability (and uncreatedness) of the Arabic Qur'ān, only venture to discuss the sacred text of Islam in public if they have a solid grasp of the Arabic text, fully vocalized - and, oftentimes, memorized. Rather than anachronistically reading back in time the details of the attitudes of today, might we safely assume that, just as today's non-Muslim scholarship often reflects contemporary Muslim sensibilities, so, too, would early Arabophone Christian authors have been aware of - and reflected - their Muslim contemporaries' approaches to the Qur'ān?

The Qur'ān, according to the traditional understanding, alludes to its inimitable style (famously cited is Q 17:88; cf. also Q 2:23; 10:37–38; 11:13; 12:111; 52:33–34) and Muslims and non-Muslims have debated these claims at length. And it would only be when the doctrine of Qur'ānic inimitability was fully voiced that attention would need to be devoted to the text qua text. At that point, discrepancies in codices (and readings) would merit close attention: without a single, uniform text on hand, how could an argument for its inimitable style be maintained? As, within Muslim circles, given the state monopoly on the scribal profession, uniformity of officially produced and commissioned written texts would likely have been fairly easy to assure, might Christian texts, even those not dedicated to the preservation of the text of the Qur'ān, contain hints of a more flexible scribal approach to the Qur'ān than that which a doctrine of its inimitability would come to necessitate?

The (accepted) variant readings have been considered evidence for ancient, local traditions of Qur'ān transmission (oral traditions likely proving more difficult to outlaw, suppress or purge than written ones) — traditions that, with the increased modern reliance on the printing press, and the widespread diffusion of the Cairo edition of 1924, are slowly fading from memory. Might Christian Arabic

texts shed light not only on scribal traditions (including the circulation of codices other than the 'Uthmānic), but also, perhaps, no-longer-extant “readings” of the 'Uthmānic codex?

In conclusion, therefore, when considering these possibilities it is important to remember that Christian Arabic texts were written by professing Christians conscious of the Arabic-speaking, Muslim-ruled world around them. They wrote in a historical context where the majlis, or dīwān, brought different believers together. Accordingly Christian Arab texts may tell us much of the approaches to Christian and Islamic scripture in that context.

Introduction

In several passages the Qur'ān tells us that God's messengers or apostles (rasūl Allāh) were frequently rejected on the grounds that they were merely men or human beings (occasionally rīfāl but more commonly bashar). Many of those Qur'ānic passages refer to messengers sent by God to earlier communities, but they clearly relate to the predicament of the messenger of the Qur'ān himself. Since some passages indicate that he was faced with the same argument, God's messengers are presented as disavowing any claim to a superhuman status, sometimes expressed as a denial that they were angels (malak, pl. malā'ika).

In accordance with the idea behind the conference “The Qur'ān in Its Historical Context,” this chapter attempts to relate this Qur'ānic material to ideas and speculations among monotheists before the rise of Islam about the relationship between messengers of God, angels, and other spiritual entities. My argument is that this Qur'ānic material is better understood in the context of those ideas and speculations than if it is read in the light of traditional Muslim commentaries.

According to traditional commentaries, the arguments of the Qur'ānic messenger were directed against idolaters and polytheists of a rather crude kind. The Qur'ān itself often refers to those people as mushrikūn, and traditional Muslim literature (ṣīra, tafsīr and other genres) presents them as the Arabs of Mecca and the surrounding regions, who worshipped numerous deities (including sometimes Allāh) in the form of statues, trees, stones and other objects, at a variety of places and sanctuaries (including the Ka'ba at Mecca).

I have argued elsewhere that what the Qur'ān actually says about the mushrikūn can only with difficulty be reconciled with the image of them presented in Muslim tradition, and I suggested that their religion should be regarded as a form of monotheism that is criticized in the Qur'ān as indeed no better than idolatry, but should not be understood as idolatry in a literal sense. Rather, to the extent that terms associated with idolatry are used to attack their religion, the accusation should be understood as a polemical ploy, as it often has been in the history of monotheism. To understand the Qur'ānic material in the milieu from which it originated it seems more profitable to relate it to the evidence we have for forms of the monotheistic tradition in the period of Late Antiquity preceding the rise of Islam.

This raises the question of where we should be focusing our attention. The Muslim traditional literature directs our gaze to the Hijājz, while our evidence for monotheism largely pertains to regions outside the Hijājz, and what we have that does appear to concern the Hijājz is difficult to verify or interpret. I shall not be concerned with that issue here, paying attention only to the question of the possible religious and intellectual background for what the Qur'ān presents as a dispute about whether a messenger must be an angel.

As will become evident, although it is not my intention directly to link the Qur'ānic material with any one particular sect, the evidence leads us in the direction of Gnostic-influenced Jewish-Christian groups. The expression Jewish Christianity (or Judaeo-Christianity) has been understood in various ways and applied to a number of different groups with variant ideas and practices. Here it is used loosely to refer to those combining some sort of acceptance of Jesus with adherence to some of the precepts of the Jewish law, or customs, like circumcision, considered by others to be Jewish. Gnostic is also a term used here in a rather general way. The aspects of Gnostic thought focused on here are ideas about representations of, or substitutes for, the supreme God as the active force in the creation of the material world and its functioning, and about prophets as embodiments of one of those representations or substitutes (not as human beings prophetically inspired merely from time to time). The route to salvation lies in the absolute acceptance of the truth of the prophet whose knowledge is unattainable by human effort. In the groups we shall refer to, those representations or substitutes are envisaged as spiritual entities of various sorts and often as angels.

The idea that Muhammad, Islam and the Qur'ān may have been “influenced by” or “borrowed” ideas and material from such groups is, of course, not new. Following Wellhausen’s discussion of reports that the earliest Muslims were called “Baptists” (gābiʿūn) by their enemies, Adolf von Harnack, Adolf Schlatter and Hans-Joachim Schoeps are probably the best known among those who have pointed out similarities between Jewish-Christian and Qur'ānic ideas relating to such things as Christology and prophetology. Arent Wensinck, although not referring specifically to Jewish Christianity, discussed several relevant concepts and the Jewish and Christian texts relating to them, while Martiniano P. Roncaglia prepared an article on the same theme as mine.

Notes

1 I am grateful to Patricia Crone for the opportunity to discuss with her the text of her article, “The Religion of the Qur'ānic Pagans: God and the Lesser Deities.” Arebica 57, 2010, 151–200, which treats in detail the background to the religion of the mushrikūn in various types of paganism and monotheism in Late Antiquity, and includes a substantial discussion of the background to their imputed veneration of angels. While writing the article submitted here, I learned that she has also prepared an article on the same theme as mine (“Angels versus Humans as Messengers of God: the view of the Qur'ānic Pagans, in P. Townsend and M. Vidas (eds), Revelation, Literature and Community in Late Antiquity. Tübingen: Mohr and Siebeck, forthcoming 2011.


3 I use “Jewish-Christian” in preference to “Judaeo-Christian” since the latter expression often refers to ideas, beliefs, institutions, etc. that are common to Jews and Christians.
has discussed a number of elements in the Qurʾān that possibly reflect a Jewish-Christian background.4

There are also two scholars who have referred in some detail to some of the material to be touched on in this chapter. In his Mohammed, sein Leben und sein Glaube, Tor Andrä discusses “Mohammed’s doctrine of revelation,” specifically the idea that the various scriptures are essentially the same although delivered in different forms to various peoples by the prophets sent to them. He argues that it owed much to Jewish-Christian ideas about prophets and Christ. In the relevant part of his book, Andrä adduces Ebion, Elxai, Mani and their ideas as the background from which Muhammad developed his own about revelation and scripture. Andrä is concerned with tracing the origins and development of Muhammad’s ideas, and he does not refer specifically to the Qurʾānic verses that this chapter tries to explain.5 Furthermore, in this chapter I prefer a more uncommitted position regarding the identity of the Qurʾānic messenger and a view of the origins of the Qurʾān that is less dependent upon traditional ideas.

Günter Lüling, another scholar whose ideas closely relate to those of this paper, has considered some of the Qurʾānic material to be discussed here and has sought to relate it to Jewish-Christian ideas about Christ, prophets, messengers and angels as part of a much wider theory about the origins of Islam. With regard specifically to his treatment of the idea of messengers of God and angels in the Qurʾān, there is one important point of disagreement between Lüling’s understanding and that proposed here, but in many other ways his suggestions seem to me productive and valuable.6

The Qurʾānic material pertaining to angels and messengers

It is immediately notable that the relevant Qurʾānic passages consistently refer to messengers of God (rasūl Allāh) and not to prophets (anbīyāʾ, nabīyyīn). Although Muslim traditional and modern academic scholarship have frequently been concerned to suggest fine distinctions between the two concepts, messenger and prophet, it is clear that in Islamic discourse and in the Qurʾān there is a considerable area of overlap between them. Often the two terms are understood as virtual synonyms, and many prophets, including Muhammad himself, are now called rasīl Allāh, now nabi. In the debate with which we are concerned, however, in the Qurʾān at least the issue is whether a messenger/apostle (of God) must be an angel, not whether a prophet must be one. We will return to this point.

Most passages that report the rejection of a messenger on the grounds that he was merely a human being refer to earlier generations to whom God had sent one: to the people of Noah, to those of Ād and Thamūd, to “the people of the thicket” (ṣuḥrāb al-qayy), and to those of the unnamed settlement (gūrāy) to whom God sent two messengers and then strengthened them with a third. Frequently we are told that those peoples rejected the messengers sent to them, saying, “You are only a human (bashar) like us.” It seems obvious that those passages must reflect the situation of the Qurʾānic messenger himself.7

As for passages which make direct reference to him, the most notable is Qurʾān 17:90–95. This alludes to the demand, made by those to whom he had been sent, for a series of miraculous signs as proof of his claims to be God’s messenger, and says that the only thing that prevented the people from believing when the guidance was sent to them was that they said, “Has God sent a human being as a messenger (basharan rasīlān)?” The passage implies that they expected a messenger to be an angel since the messenger of the Qurʾān is instructed to reply to them with God’s words, “If there were angels walking peacefully on earth, We would indeed have sent down to them from heaven an angel as a messenger (malakān rasīlān).”

Sometimes the human nature of the messengers is graphically, and apparently distastefully, indicated by reference to their bodily needs: “What is it with this messenger who eats food and walks in the markets!” his opponents say of the Qurʾānic messenger (Q 25:7). The people to whom God sent a messenger following His destruction of Noah’s generation rejected him because “He eats what you eat and drinks what you drink” (Q 23:33–34).

The mortality of the messenger is also an issue. At Qurʾān 21:8 God asserts the human nature of those He has sent as messengers by stressing that He has made them in a body that needed food and that they were not eternal (mā kānū khālidīn). In another passage of the same Sūra (Q 21:34–5) He seems again concerned to refute the expectation that His messengers are immortal. He tells the Qurʾānic messenger that He had not granted any previous human being (bashar) immortality (al-khuld): “Should you die and they live for ever (fa-hum al-khālidīn)? Every soul shall taste death (kullu nafsīn dhā ’iqatu l-mawt).”8


5 T. Andrä, Mohammed, sein Leben und sein Glauben, Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1932; cited here from the English translation of T. Menzel: Mohammed, the Man and his Faith, London: Allen & Unwin, 1936, 94–113. Andrä’s comparison of Jewish-Christian and Qurʾānic ideas about the essential similarity of the message of the various prophets and the presence in all of the prophets of the same prophetic spirit has been stressed also by G. Lüling (see the following note) and more recently by F. de Blois, “Elchāsi – Manes – Muḥammad,” Der Islam 81, 2004, 31–48.

6 G. Lüling, Die Wiederentdeckung des Propheten Muḥammad. Ein Kritik am christlichen Abendland, Erlangen: Lüling, 1981, esp. 23–89. I question, however, Lüling’s acceptance of Mecca as the site of a significant Jewish-Christian community.


8 This last phrase also occurs at Q 3:185, following a verse in which God reassures His messenger that, like him, previous messengers had been rejected.
It was indicated above that the opponents’ contemptuous reference in Q 17:94 to the fact that the messenger was merely a human being elicited a response that implied that they expected a messenger to be an angel. There are several other passages where the same contrast is set up. At Q 6:50, following a verse that assures him that “those who deny Our signs” will be punished, the messenger of the Qur’an is commanded to say, “I do not tell you that I have the treasures of God with me, that I know the unknown, or that I am an angel. I merely follow what has been revealed to me (yūḥā  illum).” The implication is that his opponents have rejected him because, as a mere human, he is unable to meet their demands for miraculous signs to support his claims to be a messenger of God, and that they expected God’s messengers to be angels. Elsewhere, Noah responds to the objection made by the council (al-mala‘) of the unbelievers among his people that “we do not consider you anything but a human like us” (Q 11:27) with exactly the same formula: “I do not tell you that I have the treasures of God with me, that I know the unknown, or that I am an angel.” (Q 11:31)

It is notable that the phrase, “I do not tell you that I am an angel,” never seems to be a direct response to an explicit statement, “You are not an angel.” That latter phrase is never attributed to the opponents, but that they do in fact think God’s messengers must be angels is implied in three verses that use related but slightly variant formulations. At Q 11:12, they are reported as saying, “If only a treasure had been sent down upon him or an angel had come with him (ja ‘a ma‘ahu malak).” Again at Q 25:7, following their assertion of the Qur’anic messenger’s merely human status (“he eats food and walks in the markets”), the opponents say, “If only an angel had been sent down to him (unzila ‘alayhi malak) and he (the self-proclaimed Qur’anic messenger) would be a warner with him (the angel).” At Q 6:8 we are told that they said, “If only an angel had been sent down upon him (unzila ‘alayhi malak).”

Sometimes God or His messenger responds by explaining why an angel has not been sent. In response to the just cited words of the opponents at Q 6:8 God says, “If We had sent down an angel, the matter would be decided and then no delay would wait.”

It is worth pointing out that the Qur’anic messenger does not respond by saying that an angel had indeed come down to him. In view of the common understanding that Q 2:97 identifies Gabriel as the one who brought the revelation, and of the prominence in Muslim tradition of the idea of Gabriel as the intermediary who brought the Qur’an to Muhammad, it is remarkable that he does not do so.

9 The verse continues with the phrase, “You are only a warner (nadhfr).” This is generally understood as God addressing the Prophet rather than as a continuation of the words of the opponents. The change of person in the pronoun might support that understanding, but comparison with Q 25:7 would support the view that it is a continuation of the words of the opponents, perhaps suggesting that they would be prepared to accept a human as a warner but not as a messenger.

10 It is worth pointing out that the Qur’anic messenger does not respond by saying that an angel had indeed come down to him. In view of the common understanding that Q 2:97 identifies Gabriel as the one who brought the revelation, and of the prominence in Muslim tradition of the idea of Gabriel as the intermediary who brought the Qur’an to Muhammad, it is remarkable that he does not do so.

11 Cf. also Q 25:22–25: “The day when they see the angels . . . the day when the heavens shall be torn asunder and the angels shall be sent down.”

12 E.g., Qur’an 15:14–15: “Even if We were to open for them a gate of the heavens and they would not cease to go up through it, they would say, ‘Our eyes have been intoxicated — indeed we are a people bewitched.’ ”

13 The explanations given of why God had not sent an angel as His messenger (e.g. that the coming down of angels portends the end of the world) suggest that the Qur’anic argument is that a messenger must be a human.
Angels act as messengers of God, they support the divine throne and praise God without cease, they protect nations and individuals, they guard hell, call the soul from the body when the time arrives, they record God's decrees, etc. Other ideas relating to them, however, appear less usual.

As well as expecting messengers of God to be angels, the Qur'an tells us that those opponents whom it consistently calls mushrikûn thought that angels could intercede for them with God, that they regarded angels as God's offspring, and in effect that they worshipped angels as gods. The Qur'an tells us in some passages that the opponents regarded the angels as daughters of God and gave them female names. The Qur'anic messenger's accusation that the opponents were no better than idolaters is based at least in part on the idea that their veneration of angels was incompatible with pure monotheism (ikhlâs), even if Qur'anic cosmology also grants a prominent place and extensive sphere of activity to angels.

Furthermore, any discussion of angels in the Qur'an needs to take into account also other spiritual entities, prominent among them the spirit (ru'în) and the holy spirit (ru'în al-qudus). These are mentioned in the Qur'an in ways that suggest a connection with angels, a connection that is evident too in some Jewish and Christian texts from before Islam. As O'Shaughnessy has pointed out, these passages tend to work through themes that are traditionally connected with angels, such as the idea of a holy spirit.

In the Qur'anic view, therefore, other spiritual entities are associated with angels, and sometimes referred to in ways that suggest they were envisaged as a sort of superior angel. As O'Shaughnessy has suggested in his investigation of the concept of spirit in the Qur'an, while one cannot usually show a direct contact or influence, it is nevertheless possible to point to a number of pre-Islamic Jewish and Christian texts and ideas that provide similarities and parallels.

Furthermore, any discussion of angels in the Qur'an needs to take into account also other spiritual entities, prominent among them the spirit (ru'în) and the holy spirit (ru'în al-qudus). These are mentioned in the Qur'an in ways that suggest a connection with angels, a connection that is evident too in some Jewish and Christian texts from before Islam. As O'Shaughnessy has pointed out, these passages tend to work through themes that are traditionally connected with angels, such as the idea of a holy spirit.

The context of the Qur'anic argument: angels as God's substitutes and hypostases

In the Qur'anic view, therefore, other spiritual entities are associated with angels, and sometimes referred to in ways that suggest they were envisaged as a sort of superior angel. As O'Shaughnessy has suggested in his investigation of the concept of spirit in the Qur'an, while one cannot usually show a direct contact or influence, it is nevertheless possible to point to a number of pre-Islamic Jewish and Christian texts and ideas that provide similarities and parallels.

We are faced here with notions that were developed significantly among Jews and Christians in the late pre-Christian and early Christian periods as a partial answer to the problem of how God operates in the world. These notions have been referred to as divine agency speculation, and they have been investigated especially with regard to how Christians came to venerate Jesus as divine. God was often understood to have worked through non-physical entities envisaged as subordinate to Him but at the same time regarded as representations of, or substitutes for, God. They were called by a variety of designations (word, wisdom, spirit, power, etc.), envisaged as spiritual or non-material entities, and frequently talked of in terms appropriate to angels. Some scholars have adopted the term "angelomorphic" as a way of talking of this phenomenon.

16 The idea of "those drawn close" (to the throne or presence of God or a secular ruler) occurs in a number of Qur'anic passages, the majority of which do not relate to the angels. For a discussion of them, and of the link made by some of the Muslim commentators between the muqarrabûn and the Biblical cherubim, see J. Wansbrough, "Qur'anic Studies", London: Oxford University Press, 1977, 30-31.

17 O'Shaughnessy, Spirit in the Koran, 33-42.


19 The term (théologie angleomorphique) appears to have been first used by J. Danililou, Théologie du Judaïsme-Christianté, Tournai: Desclée, 1958, e.g. 179, and is now common currency in scholarly writing on Christology. B.B. Bucur uses the expression angelomorphic pneumatology in a number of articles and in the title of his Angelomorphic Pneumatology: Clement of Alexandria and Other Early Christian Witnesses, Leiden: Brill, 2009.
third person (the Holy Spirit) were often talked of using the language appropriate to angels, and in some Jewish groups a particular, named angel (Metatron, Yahweh, etc.) came to be understood as God's equivalent or doppelganger. Among Jewish and Christian groups often described as Gnostic, the creation of the world is sometimes ascribed to one or more of these angels and thus God was removed from the creation of matter, which they regarded as evil.

It is in the context of these types of ideas, then, that Qur'anic material pertaining to angels should be placed. Specifically here, when the opponents of the messenger reject him because he is merely a human being, and bemoan the fact that an angel has not come with, to, or upon him, we should be aware not only of the extended concept of an angel but also of the application of the idea of angel to other spiritual entities such as the spirit and holy spirit, traditionally understood to be the entity that inspires the Prophet.20

It is in the surviving evidence for Jewish Christianity that we find the strongest linking of the ideas of prophet, spirit and angel. That evidence naturally presents considerable problems of evaluation and interpretation. A large part of our information derives from heresiographers and historians of the Church who reflect "orthodox" viewpoints, the best known probably being the Ecclesiastical History (Panarion, "medicine chest"), or Adversus Haereses of Epiphanius (d. 403). Such sources sometimes supply quotations from texts attributed to the sect or sects under discussion, for example the so-called Gospel of the Ebionites. Anyone familiar with Islamic heresiography will be aware of the problems posed by such sources: not merely the hostile viewpoint, but also the copying of information from one author to another, the difficulty of ascertaining the sources of some crucial details, and the tendency among writers to reconcile, by various stratagems, inconsistent information from the texts available to them and sometimes from personal knowledge.21

There are, however, a few surviving texts that appear to reflect, in places at least, ideas accepted as those of Jewish-Christian circles. The most substantial are the so-called Pseudo-Clementine Literature (the Homilies and Recognitions attributed to Peter's successor as bishop of Rome), although the dating and composition history of such works, and the relationship between them, present further difficulties. Both the Homilies and the Recognitions are probably fourth-century elaborations of a third-century core text (often called the

---

20 In the work generally known as the Ascension of Isaiah, probably compiled in the form in which we know it in the second century and including material of both Jewish and Christian origin, the holy spirit is assimilated to Gabriel and referred to as the angel of the holy spirit (SUNTIlou, Thologie, 177–80). At one point (9:32) the text speaks of "the angel of the holy spirit who speaks in you (i.e. in Isaiah) and the other righteous men." Another second-century text, the Christian Shepherd of Hermas, refers—apparently uniquely in early Christian texts—to "the angel of the spirit of prophecy" (mandate 11, verse 9).

21 For an analysis of the evidence about Jewish Christianity to be found in Patristic writings, and a presentation of the relevant passages in their original languages and in English translation, see A.F.J. Klijn and G.J. Reinink, Patristic Evidence for Jewish Christian Sects, Leiden: Brill 1973.

---


23 Cf. Q 3:59, which explicitly compares Jesus and Adam but refers to the creation of the latter from dust and the utterance of the divine fiat. Q 15:29 and 38:72, however, do allude to the creation of Adam when God breathed His spirit into him, while 21:91 and 66:12 talk of the conception of Jesus when God breathed His spirit into Mary, and 4:171 refers to Jesus as a spirit from God.

24 See the excerpt from the Panarion at Klijn and Reinink, Patristic Evidence, 176–79.

25 Klijn and Reinink, Patristic Evidence, 30–33.
than they. He rules over the angels and the beings created by God... This relates to a slightly earlier passage where it is reported that the Ebionites denied that Christ was a man on the basis of the passage in Mark’s gospel where Jesus refuses to respond to the pleas of his mother and brothers that he should come out to them: “Who are my mother and my brothers? Anyone who does the will of God, that person is my brother and sister and mother.” The view of Christ as an archangel may also be documented in the Recognitions.26

This likening of Christ to an angel, as already noted, was not confined to Jewish-Christian groups. Philo had developed the idea of the Logos as a sort of archangel, and we have already referred to the angelomorphic Christology of early Christians. One of the most striking expressions of the idea occurs in the anti-Gnostic apocryphal Epistle of the Apostles, which talks of Christ descending through the heavens in the form of an angel (in order to avoid recognition). In the Epistle, Christ himself takes the form of the angel Gabriel in the scene of the Annunciation to Mary and enters her womb: “I, the Word, went into her and became flesh.” The Qur’anic references to God sending His spirit to Mary in the form of a man and breathing His spirit into her to cause her to conceive (Q 19:16–33, 21:91 and 66:12) may have some relationship to this idea.27

In the fourteenth chapter of his anti-Gnostic De Carne Christi, Tertullian (d. c. 220) refers to the Septuagint translation of Isaiah 9:5, “the angel of great counsel”, and applies it, as is common in Christian exegesis, to Jesus.28 Tertullian, however, is opposed to the teaching of anonymous opponents who apparently used that translation to support their view that Christ had put on the nature of an angel (angelum gestavit Christus),29 and he insists that “angel” in the Greek version of Isaiah refers not to an angelic being but simply has its basic meaning (common to Greek angelos and Hebrew mal’akh) of messenger. Jesus, argues Tertullian, could be called an angel in the sense that he was the messenger of God’s salvation to mankind, but not an angel in form like Gabriel or Michael. He then comments, “This view of the matter could have suited Ebin (poterit haec opinio Hebionii convenire),”30 who determines that Jesus is a bare man

31 Zechariah 1:9, 14 (Tertullian and the Vulgate). The Hebrew wa-yo’mer elay ha-mal’akh ha-dober b’Ir is generally translated “the angel who talked with me said to me,” but the Septuagint has eipen pros me ho aggelos ha latôn en emoi. Cf. the expression quoted from the Ascension of Isaiah in note 28 above.

32 Tertullian, De Carne, 49–53. Cf. the excerpt in Klijn and Reinink, Patristic Evidence, 108–09. Klijn and Reinink dispute that this passage means that Tertullian thought that Ebin considered Jesus to be an angel and think it merely indicates that, according to him, Ebin wanted to prove that Jesus was a prophet. The text is admittedly rather convoluted, but it seems to me that the understanding of Klijn and Reinink does not do justice to the full context. For us, though, the important point is not to decide exactly what Tertullian knew about the Ebionites but that he thought that some groups at least had the idea of Jesus as an ordinary man whose nature became changed when he was vested by an angel.

33 See, e.g., Matthew 3:16.

34 Irenaeus, Contra omnes haereses libri quinque, text and translation in Klijn and Reinink, Patristic Evidence, 102–05. The attribution of Irenaeus to Cerinthus is repeated by Hippolytus and Epiphanius, who in several places attributes the same idea to the Ebionites.

35 Elliott, Apocryphal New Testament, 15, citing Epiphanius, Panarion, 30.13. (See also Klijn and Reinink, Patristic Evidence, 181.)
Inherent in all of the beliefs alluded to by Epiphanius is the idea, already mentioned, of a single spirit, Christ, that appeared in both Adam and Jesus and did not die. Hippolytus of Rome (d. c. 236) ascribes that understanding of Christ to a certain Alcibiades who had appeared in Rome, coming from Apamaea in Syria with a book revealed by an angel of gigantic proportions.36 That angel, according to Hippolytus, Alcibiades identified as the son of God who was accompanied by a female of similar dimensions whom he called the holy spirit. The book had been transmitted to Alcibiades from Elysi, the eponym of the Elkesaites, and the teaching of Alcibiades (presumably following the ideas of the book) was that “[Christ] was not at this time born for the first time of a virgin, but . . . having been previously born and being re-born, he thus appeared and exists, undergoing alterations of birth and moving from body to body.” Unsurprisingly, Hippolytus labels the doctrine Pythagorean.37

The idea is also attested in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies: “He (the man fashioned by the hands of God) alone has it (i.e. the holy spirit of Christ), who changed his forms and his names from the beginning of the world, and so reappeared again and again in the world, until coming upon his own times, and being anointed with mercy for the works of God, he shall enjoy rest for ever.”38

To sum up, the evidence adduced here shows that ideas linking Jesus, prophecy, the spirit and angels were attributed to groups associated with Gnostic and Jewish-Christian views by the heresiographers and other “orthodox” writers. Those ideas are attested too in the pseudo-Clementine literature. Our argument is that the Qur’ānic evidence that its messenger was rejected because he was merely a human being, and that his opponents expected him either to be, or to be associated with, an angel, suggests that similar ideas about prophets, angels and spirits existed in the group or groups from which the relevant Qur’ānic passages come. Specifically, it suggests that the opponents of the Qur’ānic messenger held the idea that a messenger of God could not be a mere human being but must have been created or possessed by a spirit of prophecy, envisaged like an angel, that had appeared in previous messengers. Against them, the Qur’ānic messenger asserts that not only he but those previous messengers also were merely human, even though the revelation had been brought by the spirit or angel named in Q 2:97 as Gabriel.

36 Cf. the details about the huge size of Gabriel in the accounts of Muhammad’s first revelation (e.g., Ibn Ishaq, Sira Rastīl Allāh, Cairo: Muṣṭafā al-Bāḥir al-Ḥalabī, 1955, 1:237).
37 Hippolytus, Refutatio IX, 14.1 (= Klijn and Reinink, Patristic Evidence, 116–17). Cf. the Muslim tradition according to which Muhammad was already created while Adam was still within the spirit and body (cited by Wensinck, “Muhammad und die Propheten,” 185, from Ibn Sa’d, Tabaqāt, Leiden: Brill: 1904–40, 1:95–96; English translation in U. Rubin (ed.), Life of Muhammad, 332; and by T. Andreae, Die Person Mohammeds in Lehre und Glauben seiner Gemeinde, 313 ff.

**Messenger/apostle and prophet**

We have noted that the Qurʾān always uses the word “messenger” or “apostle” (rasūl), and never “prophet” (nabī) in those passages that contrast bashir with malak. How far is that significant? Wensinck discussed the possible distinctions between the concept of messenger/apostle and that of prophet in the Qurʾān and Muslim tradition, and he traced the idea of the superioriity of the apostle to the prophet (while maintaining a certain degree of content common to the two notions) to some early Christian literature. He noted the occurrence of the expression Messenger of God (shīlāh d-ālāhā) in Syriae and the application of the word apostolos to (for Christians) major prophets like Isaiah, Jeremiah and John the Baptist, by Christian writers such as Origen and John Chrysostom. Furthermore, in the context of another discussion, Wensinck noted the conceptual overlap between both the Greek and Hebrew words for “angel” (aggelos, malʾāk), which have the more fundamental sense of messenger (the angel is a messenger of God), and the idea of the prophet as God’s messenger (rasūl, shīlāh, etc.).39

How far this last point is relevant to the unwillingness of the Qurʾānic opponents to accept a mere human as a messenger is not clear. There are a few instances in the Qurʾān of words connected with the root r-s-l being used to refer to angels,40 but the word malak always seems to indicate an angel (and never simply a human messenger).41 Apart from the expectation of the mushrikīn that a messenger of God must be an angel (malak), one does not get much sense of a confusion of the words for angel and messenger/apostle in the Qurʾān or in Arabic generally.

In the passages we are concerned with, therefore, messengers or apostles seem to be more prominent than prophets, and it may be significant that this was also a characteristic of Mani’s ideas. Apparently echoing the elevation of the messenger/apostle above the prophet found in some early Christian texts,42 it seems that Mani did not refer to himself as a prophet but as a messenger/apostle. In Manichaeanism the word prophet is usually applied to the elect of the community, the electi, rather than to Mani himself. That is part of Stroumsa’s argument that the widely accepted

40 Q 15:57; 51:31: Abraham’s “guests”, traditionally viewed as angels, are addressed as ayyuhā l-mursalāna. At Q 11:69 God refers to them as rasūlun, and again at 11:77. At Q 15:61 the same mursalin who visited Abraham go to the people of Lot.
41 Cf. the ambiguity, e.g., of the citation in Matthew 11:10 of Malachi 3:1. In the gospel passage Jesus first refers to John the Baptist as a prophet and much more than a prophet, and then applies to him the passage from Malachi where God announces that He will send his messenger (malʾāk) to clear the way before Him. In the gospel passage malʾāk is rendered by aggelos, but translations vary between words indicating “angel” and those indicating “messenger”.
42 The best known is probably 1 Corinthians 12:28 (“first apostles, secondly prophets”). D. Aune, Prophecy in Early Christianity, Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1983, 202, notes that “in many respects the NT apostle was the functional equivalent of the OT prophet.” For a discussion that includes both texts where there is considerable overlap between the notions of apostolos and prophētēs, and those that place the former higher in the hierarchy, see G. Stroumsa, “Seal of the prophets,” JSAT 7, 1986, (61–74) 72–73.
idea that Mani referred to himself as the “seal of the prophets” is likely to be relatively late and influenced by Islam rather than reflecting a title really used by Mani. Mani grew up in a Jewish-Christian community and his ideas must to a large extent have been influenced by, positively or negatively, that community. We might envisage a similar formation for the Qur’anic messenger.

Did the Qur’anic messenger regard himself as an angel?

Lüling argued that Muhammad lived in a Jewish-Christian community in Mecca and that his ideas about prophets and prophecy reflected those of his community. Lüling stressed, for example, what he understood as the occurrence of the concept of Jesus as an angel in certain Qur’anic passages (sometimes amending the text or interpreting it in a way necessary to find that concept), and he linked the idea of a prophetic spirit locating itself in a succession of individual prophets in different generations with the tanāsūkh belief of some of the ghulāt movements of early Islam. I shall not discuss here his readiness to locate this Jewish-Christian community in Mecca or his broader thesis that the understanding of Jesus within this community reflected the historical self-understanding of Jesus himself. One detail of Lüling’s argument that does directly pertain to the Qur’anic material discussed in this chapter, however, is his view that Muhammad shared the ideas of his opponents and saw himself as an angel.

Expressions of the form “I do not tell you that I am an angel,” according to Lüling, should be understood in a way opposite to their apparent sense, as in fact a statement of a claim to an angelic status. Lüling considers the words comparable with those of Jesus before the High Priest in Matthew 26:63 when asked, “Are you the Christ, the Son of God?” In some translations the answer Jesus gives is rendered, “It is as you say,” whereas others interpret the Greek (understood to be reflecting an originally Aramaic formula) to mean, “It is you who say it (not I).” Lüling wishes to understand the Qur’anic messenger’s “I do not tell you that I am an angel” in the same vein: I do not tell you that I am an angel, but it is the case. In spite of my apparent humanity, I am a messenger of a special essence, an angel-like being who journeys through the spheres of heaven. I concede that I cannot prove that, since angels do not wander around on earth on a daily basis unambiguously recognizable as angels.

Lüling’s understanding of the formula does not seem persuasive to me, and it is out of keeping with other material which, as has been shown, does not merely stress the humanity of the Qur’anic messenger but appears to insist that a messenger of God must be a human being since angels, for one reason or another, are not ordinarily sent by God as messengers (in the sense that rāsīl Allāh has in the Qur’an) to mankind. Rather, the Qur’an displays a messenger who in this, as in many other things, is opposed to the views and practices of the people he is concerned to win over. Again, it may be possible to envisage him, like Mani, dissatisfied with the religion of the community to which he belongs while at the same time accepting and sharing some of its ideas and beliefs.

Did Gnostic Jewish Christianity survive?

As stated at the beginning, it has not been my intention to relate the dispute alluded to in the Qur’an about whether God’s messengers must be angels or men to any one particular sect or group. I have had the more limited aim of arguing that the Qur’anic material can be better understood if it is situated in the context of the sort of speculations and ideas referred to above. Nevertheless, the predominance of Gnostic-type ideas and of Jewish-Christian groups in the comparative material that has been adduced naturally raises the question of whether such groups continued to exist around the time when Islam began to emerge.

The survival of Jewish Christianity into Islamic times was the focus of a well-known, intense and at times polemical argument between Samuel Stern and Shlomo Pines in connection with the interpretation of material presented as a refutation of orthodox Christian beliefs in the Tāhḥīṭ da‘ā‘ī’i al-nubuwwa of Qāḍī ‘Abd al-Jabbar (d. 415/1025). Pines argued that ‘Abd al-Jabbar used material derived from Jewish Christian sources and that a group or groups of them survived into Islamic times. Stern vehemently denied that and argued that ‘Abd al-Jabbar’s material against orthodox Christianity could mostly be accounted for as derived from Muslim sources with perhaps some influence from Jewish ones.

In subsequent scholarship the issue of ‘Abd al-Jabbar’s sources has continued to be discussed in connection with the question of the survival of Jewish Christianity into Islamic times or, to put the latter proposition somewhat differently, of how far Islam itself can be analyzed as a development that took place in a Jewish-Christian context. As Reynolds (who is critical of the views of Pines) has pointed out, even if some of ‘Abd al-Jabbar’s “Jewish-Christian” critique of Christianity echoes the Qur’an and the works of other Muslim scholars, that merely raises the question of how the ideas involved came into the Qur’an and Muslim tradition in the first place. Another point at issue is whether we should envisage a survival of one or more of the pre-Islamic Jewish-Christian groups or rather the revival of Jewish-Christian ideas from time to time in different places. The development of forms of

---

44 Mani’s revelatory experience was associated with the appearance of his heavenly twin or syzygos, understood, according to the De Fide attributed to the friend and companion of Augustine, Bishop Evodius, as the Holy Spirit. Quispel has argued that this syzygos is a development of the angel of the holy spirit/spirit of prophecy that was referred to above. See G. Stroumsa, Barbarian Philosophy. The Religious Revolution of Early Christianity, Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999, 290 with references. For a comparative discussion of Manichaeanism and Islam, see de Blois, “Elchasis – Manes – Muḥammad.”
45 Lüling, Wiederkreisdeutung, 82–83.
46 On this debate see the discussion in Gabriel Said Reynolds, A Muslim Theologian in the Sectarian Milieu: ‘Abd al-Jabbar and the Critique of Christian Origins, Leiden: Brill, 2004, 1–17, where references are provided to the relevant literature.
47 Reynolds, Muslim Theologian, 15.
Christianity that emphasize such things as the importance of Jerusalem, the Sabbath (whether Saturday or Sunday) and the shunning of icons can be spontaneous, as Patricia Crone has pointed out in connection with her suggestion that iconoclastic impulses could have been mediated between Islam and Byzantium by a Jewish-Christian group.48

Pines argued that there is indeed evidence for the existence of Jewish-Christian groups in the Arab-Islamic world of the seventh and eighth centuries.49 That type of evidence is, however, not overwhelming, and any argument that early Islam was influenced by such groups, or emerged in a setting where Jewish Christianity was important, must depend equally on an analysis of ideas and practices. The argument about whether messengers of God must be angels or men adds to the material that suggests a connection between a Gnostic-inspired Jewish Christianity and some of the Qur'anic material, albeit that in this case the "Jewish-Christian" arguments are refuted by the Qur'anic messenger.

There is at least one other text that suggests that such arguments were still topical among Jews in the ninth century CE. Sa'adya Gaon (d. 331/942), in his Kitāb al-Āmanat wa-1-i 'tiqadat, also argues strongly that prophets must be human beings and that for God to send an angel would not be effective. Angels can perform all sorts of wonders and their miracles would not, therefore, be a sign of the authenticity of their claims. It is only when a miracle is performed by someone known to be human that it can help to persuade those to whom the prophet has been sent.50

Although Sa'adya's arguments have some points in common with those of the Qur'anic messenger, it does not seem to me that they derive from the Qur'an. His language is different even though, like the Qur'an, he refers to the bodily needs and weaknesses of the prophets sent by God. His explanation of why God does not send angels but rather ordinary men — because otherwise the prophet's miracles would be meaningless — is also rather different from the Qur'anic stress on angels as signs of the end and the fact that angels do not normally inhabit the earth. But against whom were Sa'adya's arguments directed? Might they point to the existence of a Gnostic type sect of the sorts we have referred to here among the Jews of his time?

Several scholars, seeking the target of his polemic, have sought to relate it to a rather obscure and mysterious Jewish sect called the Maghāriyya, often understood to have originated before Christianity and, according to Wolfson, at one stage to have adopted Christianity. Reports about this sect in medieval Arabic sources refer to a belief in an angel responsible for the creation and operation of the world. According to Shahrastānī (d. 548/1153) the Maghāriyya (he has them as al-Maqīrība) held that it is normally possible that "[God] sends a single angel from all of the elite ones (al-khuwāṣi, i.e. the archangels?), assigns his name to him (yulūf 'alayhi ismahu), and proclaims: 'This is My messenger (rasūl). His place among you is My place, his words and commands among you are My words and commands, and his appearance (zuhūr) among you is My appearance.' This was the state of that angel."52

I am inclined to share Wasserstrom's doubts about using the text of Shahrastānī as a straightforward source of historical facts about the sects that he treated, and to heed his warnings about the chronological information given for the Maghāriyya. Furthermore, there is no real evidence that Sa'adya was indeed directing his argument against that sect in particular. That the Gaon felt called upon to reject the idea that prophets were in fact angels, however, suggests that Gnostic type ideas persisted in early Islamic times among groups associated with Judaism as well as among the ghulūṭ sects more associated with Islam.

51 The translation provided by Wasserstrom (see following note), based on the edition of Shahrastānī by Badrin (3 vols, Cairo 1968), differs here.
The Qur'an and Biblical literature

Part V
16 Is there a notion of “divine election” in the Qur’ān?

Reuven Firestone

The Hebrew Bible articulates a notion of unique and inimitable relationship between God and the Children of Israel though the institution of covenant, a formal contractual bond. A similar notion is found in the New Testament, which expands the pool of the elect beyond the Israelites but restricts it to those belonging to the new dispensation it brings. The Qur’ān takes up the issue as well, and like the previous scriptures, appears to do so in a polemical manner. However, the Qur’ānic expression differs from previous scriptures in important ways. This chapter explores the meaning of divine election in the Qur’ān and in relation to previous scriptures, and considers to whom that notion applies.

The problematic of divine election in prior scripture

The Hebrew Bible contains dozens of texts that establish a notion of a unique, inimitable and eternal relationship between the People of Israel (benē yisrā’ēl) and God. This relationship is often described as “divine election,” and Israel as having been “chosen” by God. “For you are a people consecrated to the Lord your God; of all the peoples of the earth the Lord your God chose you (bekā bāḥar – רְצִּי) to be His treasured people” (Deuteronomy 7:6; 14:2). “Happy is the nation whose God is the Lord, the people He has chosen to be His own (ḥā’am bāḥar lenahalāh lō – ṣים לַגּוֹיָּה גְּזָרִים)” (Psalms 33:12). The operative Hebrew term here is “to choose,” also in an adjectival form bāḥir (ברוך, דוד), though other terms such as “consecrated (or sacred/holy) people” am qādāš (שמע חנוך) or “treasured people” am segullāh (שמע חנוך) are not uncommon. “But you, Israel, My servant, Jacob, whom I have chosen, seed of Abraham My friend—You whom I drew from the ends of the earth and called from its far corners, to whom I said, “You are My servant; I chose you (beḥartīq – שָנַה), I have not rejected you” (Isaiah 41:8–9).

The term “Israel” here, in the Hebrew Bible in general and in post-Biblical Jewish tradition, refers to the “Children of Israel,” defined as the descendents of the patriarch Jacob whose name was changed by God to Israel (Genesis 32:29; 35:10). This is not merely a kinship designation, however, since individuals and

1 The term “Israel” refers to a people rather than a land. In Biblical and post-Biblical Jewish discourse, the full peoplehood is either yisrā’ēl or am yisrā’ēl – the “people of Israel.” The land promised by
even peoples who did not trace their kinship from the tribes of Jacob/Israel were included within the full populace or nation called “Israel” (Exodus 12:38; Deuteronomy 23:8–9). Despite its origin as a label of kinship, the term became the standard way in Jewish traditional discourse to refer to a religious community made up of people from a variety of genealogical or religious histories.

Divine election and covenant

While divine election is articulated through the use of technical vocabulary of “chosenness” or “sanctity,” the Hebrew Bible also expresses the notion through the use of metaphors and symbolic institutions. Perhaps the most ubiquitous and important is “covenant” (berit), which although found in relation to a variety of mundane relationships in the Bible, became a symbolic institution defining the unique relationship between God and Israel. It is based on Israel’s trust in God and obedience to God’s word and law (Exodus 19:4–6; 20:1–23, 24:7; Deuteronomy 5:23; 28:1–69). In its sacred manifestation in late Biblical and post-Biblical Judaism, it represents a formal, contractual bond between God and Israel that is everlasting and indissoluble. That is, according to the Bible and to the later Rabbinic tradition of the Talmud and Midrash, even when Israel sins or does not live up to God’s demands, the covenantal relationship is eternal and without end. Individuals or even the community as a whole may be punished, but the covenant marking the special relationship between God and Israel endures.

A sign of the unique covenantal relationship between God and Israel is often given through blood, the blood of circumcision, for example (Genesis 17), and the blood of sacrifice at the foot of Mount Sinai when the entire community of Israel agreed publicly to accept the Torah of commandments required of Israel (Exodus 24). In the latter case, as Moses renews the covenant at Sinai he declares, “This is the blood of the covenant which the Lord now makes with you concerning all these commands” (Exodus 24:8). In the Sinaic rendering of covenant relationship, a book appears in association with covenant (the “Book of the Covenant” sīfer or sīfer ha-berit in Exodus 24:7), as well as commandments (miṣvoṭ) (Exodus 24:4).

Another symbolic metaphor is that of light, through which Isaiah refers to Israel as unique among the nations and a light of hope in a dark world. “I the Lord, in My grace, have summoned you, and I have grasped you by the hand. I created you, and appointed you a covenant people, a light of nations—opening eyes deprived of light, rescuing prisoners from confinement, from the dungeon those who sit in darkness” (Isaiah 42:6–7). Israel is not only chosen by God, but is understood by Rabbinic tradition also to have deliberately “chosen God” by their willingness to observe the divine commandments.

In all Hebrew Bible references, God’s chosen are restricted to Israel. Non-Israelites cannot be a part of this covenant unless they assimilate into the community and lose their independent ethno-religious identity. In the Hebrew Bible, the advantage to belonging to Israel seems to have been limited to being an elite member of a people protected by the one great God of the universe. No Biblical references suggest that belonging to Israel resulted in an eternal reward, since the Hebrew Bible has virtually nothing to say about reward or punishment in an afterlife. Judgment occurs in this life only, and there is no divine pronouncement determining an individual’s fate after death. The notion of a heaven and hell as places of reward and punishment in the next world seems to have entered the worldview of Jews only during the late Second Temple Period when the books that would be known as the Hebrew Bible had become virtually fixed.


6 See also the emigmatic reference of Exodus 4:24–26.

7 Mehilita bablydd, parshah A (on Exodus 19:2); Babylonian Talmud Hagigah 3a-b; 'Àvddiḏh Ṭer OVERRIDE 2b. See also, E. Urbach, The Sages, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987, 327–34.

The New Testament, on the other hand, emerged into history at a time when reward and punishment in an afterlife had become well known and popular in the Eastern Mediterranean region, and it is infused with the notion. It also contains a notion of covenant with many parallels to that of the Hebrew Bible, and it utilizes some of the same metaphors to demonstrate the authenticity of its own articulation. When Jesus eats his last meal with the disciples and discusses the symbolism of bread and wine, he instructs them, “Take this and eat; this is my body. Then he took a cup and, having offered thanks to God he gave it to them with the words: Drink from it, all of you. For this is my blood, the blood of the covenant, shed for many for the forgiveness of sins” (Matthew 26:26–28). And in Acts 13:47, Paul and Barnabas declare, “For so the Lord has commanded us, saying, ‘I have set you to be a light for the Gentiles, so that you may bring salvation to the ends of the earth.’”

The New Testament parallels with the Hebrew Bible are many, but its notion of covenant is fundamentally different, and different in a variety of ways. For example, it is defined in terms of faith rather than law, and centers more on belief than on behavior. Those included in the covenant as articulated in the New Testament benefit from forgiveness of sin, which then results in the reward of salvation. In fact, the very name for Christian scripture is the New Testament, a criterion for defining membership in this new covenant is faith rather than kinship, which God has called may receive the promise of the eternal inheritance . . .” (Hebrews 9:15). Jesus is the guarantee of a better covenant (Heb. 7:22). “By speaking of a new covenant, he has pronounced the first one old; and anything that is growing old and aging will shortly disappear” (Hebrews 8:13).

The new covenant applies to a new chosen people, those who have chosen Christ, who are redeemed by their acceptance of Jesus as savior. The classic criterion for defining membership in this new covenant is faith rather than kinship, and it would appear to open up the membership because all who have faith in Christ may be counted within it. According to this position, what Israel believed to be an eternal covenant, therefore, has in fact expired — according to standard readings of the New Testament. Those who have rejected Christ have been rejected from God’s grace. The old Israel has been replaced by the “true Israel,” for “not all Israelites truly belong to Israel, and not all of Abraham’s children are his true descendants” (Romans 9:6–7). “For a person is not a Jew who is one outwardly, nor is true circumcision something external and physical. Rather, a person is a Jew who is one inwardly, and real circumcision is a matter of the heart — it is spiritual and not literal” (Romans 2:28–29).

This articulation is highly polemical. In fact, however, it only represents a somewhat more strident articulation of a common trend found in the New Testament. The new dispensation represented by Jesus as Christ replaces the old dispensation of the Hebrew Bible. A new “chosen” replaces the old. Divine election has passed from the Jews to a “new” or, more accurately, “true” Israel, and the “true Israel” is those who have faith in the saving power of Christ. These are the new “chosen,” and although a minority position requires good works along with faith (e.g. James 2:18–24), the major thrust of the New Testament is that faith in Christ is the bottomline criterion for belonging to the new covenant with God.

The New Testament representation seems to be far more inclusive than the Hebrew Bible by expanding the pool of the elected beyond Israel. All nations may be a part of this new “chosen” (Matthew 28:18–20; Acts 10:34–36, 44–47). This extended the pool of the chosen considerably. However, membership in the new elect community was restricted only to those who believed in the new dispensation that it brings. No longer restricted to a community defined through kinship (though other boundaries such as circumcision and dietary restrictions were much more preventive of non-Israelites joining the community than kinship), the faith requirement articulated in the New Testament limited the divinely elected to those who could believe in an acceptable Christology.

The New Testament clearly responds to and extends many of the paradigms known from the Hebrew Bible. The attempt of some early leaders of the Church to remove the “Old Testament” from the canon of Christian scripture met with failure because of its foundational role for the theology of fulfillment in the New Testament. In fact, the Christian theologian Marcion (d. c. 160) was excommunicated in part for this heretical position. The New Testament seems to assume, as does the Hebrew Bible, that God can only be in a covenantal relationship with one religious community. The articulation of that view in the Hebrew Bible reflects a world in which only one religious community had come to the conclusion that a single God is the creator of the world and the only force that powers the universe. Because in the context of the Hebrew Bible only one community realized the notion of monotheism, it conveys the position that only one community could

10 See, for example, Romans 4:1–5, 13–22; 2 Thessalonians 2:13–14; 2 Timothy 2:8–9; Titus 1:1–4, Hebrews 9:1–22. A counter position also expects works to be necessary (James 2:18–24), but represents the exception that proves the rule.
12 The Greek term here (diatheke) can mean both covenant and will or testament, and the continuation of the passage develops this extended meaning. In a personal examination of a dozen English translations of this verse, both translations were common. Note again the importance of blood in this covenant reference. See also 1 Corinthians 11:25; Romans 3:21–25.
15 This argument identifies Jewish identity as purely a matter of kinship. We noted above how Israelite identity was articulated in terms of kinship as was the norm of the ancient Near East, but that it defined an increasingly religious character. As is well known, many Gentiles assimilated into the community of Israel and thus became part of the “chosen people” as well (see, e.g., Gager, Origins of Anti-Semitism, esp. 39–88; J. Lieu, J. North and T. Rajak (eds), The Jews Among Pagans and Christians, London: Routledge, 1992; S. Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewishness, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999).
exist in a special relationship with the one great God. The New Testament seems to represent the first moment in history when two communities, mutually identified as separate and discrete, argued significantly conflicting visions of monotheism (or messianism, revelation, incarnation, etc.).

While the Hebrew Bible posits that God can be in a covenantal relationship with only one religious community, the New Testament posits that God can be in a covenantal relationship with only one community at a time. First it was with the Jews. Later it was with Christians. This represents a “zero-sum” equation, reflecting what seems to have been a view common to both Christians and Jews: only one religious community could be covenanted with God at one time.

Divine election in the Qur'an

The Qur'an takes up the issue of divine election as well. In fact, it is doubtful whether it could have avoided it, given the importance of the notion in prior scripture, the negative response of Jewish and Christian religious leaders to the threat of the new movement and its scripture, and the prior history of polemics between Jews and Christians revolving around covenant and divine election. And indeed, the Qur'anic references to covenant are often polemical and demonstrate both direct and indirect parallels with the Hebrew Bible and New Testament. But the literary and theological relationship between the Qur'an and prior scriptures differs significantly from that between the New Testament and Hebrew Bible, as we shall observe in relation to the topic at hand. The overall Qur'anic expression of divine election seems to diverge rather significantly from both prior articulations. This will be examined below, but we must first explore the lexical and metaphorical range of divine election found in the Qur'an.

Lexical range of “choseness”

Seven Arabic roots may be found in the Qur'an that have been rendered in English (and other) translations to convey a sense of preferring, choosing or singling out. They overlap in meaning, and it would be an error to assume absolute precision or terms narrowly or precisely. Their English translations vary significantly, and I make no attempt here to restrict any specific English term to any specific Arabic term, since the range of meaning varies not only between the synonymic choices in both languages, but also in relation to the specific Qur'anic contexts. The seven roots are kh.y.r. (خَارِجَةٌ), b.y. (بَيْخَرَةً), y.f.y. (يُفْيَدَةً), r.d.y. (رَدَيْدَةً), k.m.l. (كَمِّلًا), k.h.l.f. (خَلِفًا), and k.h.l.s. (خَلَصَ). The limitations for this essay preclude an in-depth linguistic and lexical analysis of these roots. I therefore outline the sense of each and provide their immediate context in the following paragraphs, as space permits.18

17 That is, this represents a different quality of competition than, say, between Sadducees and Pharisees.
18 In the following I mark these roots and their translations in bold font.

I. kh.y.r.

خَايْرٌ

The root meaning is to be good or do good. The root occurs in the eighth form in the sense of choosing, selecting or preferring. The noun constructed from this root is that which is good, useful or desired, such as prosperity or well-being. It is also commonly used in a comparative sense, as “better than” (خَيْرًا مِنْ),19 or superlative sense, as in “the best of schemers” (أَكْبَرُ السَّيِّدَاءِ).20

One of the best-known verses in the Qur'an treating something akin to divine election is Qur'an 3:110: “You are the best community that has been brought forth for humanity, commanding the reputable and forbidding the disreputable, and believing in God. If the People of the Book had believed it would have been better for them. Some of them are believers, but most are iniquitous.” This verse is particularly interesting because it is placed in comparative relationship with the People of the Book (أَكْبَرُ السَّيِّدَاءِ), who represent religious communities that had received divine revelation prior to the revelation of the Qur'an.

Those whom the Qur'an “prefers” or refers to as “best” can be entire monotheist communities, such as the followers of Muhammad,20 who are better than the People of the Book (Q 3:110), or, in another context, Israel, whom God chose knowingly above all others (Q 4:30–32). They can also be singled out as named individuals; in all the latter references the individuals are known prophets such as Moses, Abraham etc. Moses can also single out certain members of his own community for a special role (Q 7:155), even if they are unable to take it on, and God can choose whomsoever he wishes (Q 28:68).

The term is found in the comparative or superlative form also in parallel with another term used to convey preference in the Qur'an. “And remember Our servants Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, endowed with ability and vision. We purified them with a pure quality, remembrance of the Abode.21 They were to Us among the elect, the best community and the best protector (or patron – وَلَعَلَّهُمَّ نَارًا عَلَى الْأَلْبَاتِ). And remember Ishmael and Elisha (Al-Yasa’) “and Dhul-Kifl, all among the best” (وَلَعَلَّهُمْ نَارًا عَلَى الْأَلْبَاتِ). Here, as in a number of other references that will be examined below, Biblical prophets, or at least prophets who are referenced in a way that assumes they were known figures among the cultures out of which the Qur'an emerged, are singled out as special or unique.

In Qur'an 7:155, Moses singles out seventy men of his community to meet with God after the incident with the calf: (وَالْمُؤَمِّنُ وَالْمُؤَمِّنِ هُماَّ سَمِيَّةَ رَحْمَةً) But when they are overcome with fear, he refers to God as their protector (or patron – وَلَعَلَّهُمْ نَارًا عَلَى الْأَلْبَاتِ) and the “most forgiving” (خَيْرُ الْخَبَرِينِ), through the same form of the word discussed in the previous paragraph. In one of a number of renderings of Moses experiencing God

19 Qur'an 2:221, 263.
20 That is, those who are addressed here positively by the Qur'an.
21 "Paradise" or "heaven" seems to be the intent here.
through a fire or flame in the holy wādi tuwa (الوادي الطورى)، Moses is informed that God singled him out to go to Pharaoh on behalf of his people (Q 20:9-13). In Qur'an 44:30-32 in reference to God delivering the Children of Israel from Pharaoh's punishment, God chose them "knowingly above all peoples" (العلم، والأنبياء، والعبدان، والنجوان) but they invalidate themselves through their lack of faith in God. Lastly with regard to this root, and in the context of the day of resurrection in which is found a discussion about those who worshipped idols and led others astray or were led astray themselves, the term looks as if it is found in parallel with "wish" in order to contrast the power of God over the weakness of humanity and is usually translated this way: "Your Lord creates what He wishes and chooses (ابتُلِينَنَ، وَخَيَّرَنَّهُمْ) they [i.e. humans] have no choice but He does it. Praised is God the Most High over what they associate [with Him]" (Q 28:68). It is possible, however, that the verse should be read in such a way that the two verbs are not in parallel: "Your Lord creates what He wishes, and chooses what is best for them."

2. j.b.y.

The root meaning is to collect or gather tribute. It can also mean to appropriate something to oneself or take something in preference, and it is from this meaning that the term conveys the sense of choosing, selecting or preferring in the eighth form, إبتُلِينَنَ and ِخَيَّرَنَّهُمْ. In Qur'an 22:77-78, believers (الذين أذنوا) or submitters (التسامعون) are told to engage in certain ritual and ethical acts and are informed that God chose them (خَيَّرَنَّهُمْ) and did not make their responsibilities a hardship for them. It means the religion of their ancestor, Abraham, Abraham (الله لا إله إلا هو) is humble or obedient (عَمَّن يُجَابَ) a non-idolatrous hanīf (حنيف) (لا إله إلا الله محمد رسول الله), and grateful for God's bounties (من الأسد). God chose him and guided him (الذين آتىهم). In Qur'an 20:115-23, after Adam's disobedience in the Garden through the temptation of Satan, God chose him and relented towards him (خَيَّرَنَّهُمْ). Qur'an 19:58 refers to Biblical prophets descending from Adam, Abraham and Israel, and the family of Noah. God "favored" all of these (الذين أذنوا) including those whom God guided and chose (خَيَّرَنَّهُمْ). Qur'an 6:98 is part of a larger section in which many prophets are mentioned by name. God favored (فضل الله) Ishmael, Elisha (اليسا), Jonah and Lot, and their ancestors, descendants and brethren, and chose and guided them (خَيَّرَنَّهُمْ).

The same word occurs in the imperfect form (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ) also closely associated with earlier prophets. In a reference to skeptics or non-believers, Qur'an 3:179 may be rendered, "God does not abandon the believers to your state, but will differentiate the bad from the good. And God does not bring out for you the unseen. Rather, God chooses (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ) whom He wishes from His messengers, so believe in God and His messengers. If you believe and are pious, there is for you a great reward." In Qur'an 42:13, after associating the divine injunctions of the Qur'an with what God had previously enjoined upon Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus, "God chooses for Himself (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ) whom He wishes and guides to Himself whomever turns." And in Qur'an 12:4-6, after Joseph informs his father Jacob of the dream in which the heavenly bodies prostrate themselves to him, Jacob answers, "This is how your Lord chooses you (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ) and teaches you the interpretation of events/stories, fulfills His favor on you and on the family of Jacob, just as He fulfilled it on your ancestors before, Abraham and Isaac."

The use of this term is always associated with the special status of God's earlier messengers and prophets. They were favored, selected above their fellows, and guided. This appears to reflect the basic meaning of the root. God sifted out and preferred the best individuals among earlier peoples. So, too, will those new followers of the message of the Qur'an be sifted out from the non-believers and favored, chosen and guided.

3. ُخَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ

The basic meaning of this root is to become clear or pure, as in pure water. The eighth form can mean to choose, select or prefer, ُخَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ and occurs in the Qur'an in the sense of choosing a select few among the people (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ)), or choosing in preference to (or over and above) other people (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ). As with the previous root (j.b.y.), this term is closely associated with prior prophets: Abraham (Q 2:130), Adam and Noah (Q 3:33), Maryam (Q 3:42), Saul (Q 2:247), Moses (Q 7:144), Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (Q 38:45-47). The word is used in general terms in Q 35:32-33 to refer to those whom God chose to bequeath the book (الكتاب) (خَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ). These include a variety of types, including those deserving of entering the Garden and

22 See also Qur'an 28:29ff (in which wādi tuwa is not mentioned), 79:15ff (in which the fire or flame is not mentioned).

23 The section continues by suggesting that the ungrateful Children of Israel are like ancient peoples whom God destroyed for their sins.


25 AEL, 378b.


27 The term seems to be in parallel with ُخَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ but not with ُخَيَّرَنَّاهُمْ, which is included to retain the rhyme.
those who presumably are not deserving of such an end. While not absolutely specific, these verses likely refer to the Israelites or all prior receivers of earlier scripture. In Qur'an 27:59, the Prophet is instructed to say, “Praise be to God, and peace on His servants whom He has chosen” (اللهم اهدوا الذين امنتقن، إني لا أبديهم ومستثنية من) ( Witnesses of the verses likely refer to the Israelites or all prior receivers of earlier individuals or communities presumed to have once had a son: 37:153, the rhetorical question is asked, “Does [God] prefer girls over boys?” (أصحاب الذين لا يبديهم ومستثنية من). In some cases, however, the word is used in contexts outside any reference to earlier individuals or communities presumed to have once been divinely elected. The following occurs within a polemic against the Christian notion of God having sent a son: “If God had wished to take a son, He could have chosen whatever he wanted among what He created” (Q 39:4). And in Qur'an 37:153, the rhetorical question is asked, “Does [God] prefer girls over boys?” (أصحاب الذين لا يبديهم ومستثنية من). The root meaning is to be pleased or satisfied with, to approve, to regard good favor. A common Qur'anic idiom is to be pleased or satisfied with, to approve, to regard. 4. r.d.v. رضى رضى
The root meaning is to be pleased or satisfied with, to approve, to regard with good favor. A common Qur'anic idiom is “God is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him” (اللهم اهدوا الذين امنتقن).

4. r.d.v. رضى رضى
The root meaning is to be pleased or satisfied with, to approve, to regard with good favor. A common Qur'anic idiom is “God is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him” (اللهم اهدوا الذين امنتقن). In only two cases can the term be associated with something approaching divine election. We observe a frightening discussion in Qur'an 20:109 about the future day in which people will be assembled for divine judgment: “On that day, no intercession will avail, except those whom the Merciful has permitted and whose word He has been pleased with and those who are among the elect, the best” (اللهم اهدوا الذين امنتقن). The reward for their pure sincerity toward God is the eternal gardens (or Gardens of Eden) and instead of their doors are open to them. Elsewhere, those who are pure servants of God (عباد اللهم امنتقن) will receive the well-known reward of fruits in gardens of delight (Q 37:40-42). As may be readily observed from the range of lexical options and the varied contexts, the sense of chosenness in the Qur'an seems to have a broader meaning than in either the Hebrew Bible or New Testament. Many of the terms are associated with prophets of old who are named specifically (kh.v.r. خير, j.b.v. جي, s.f.y. صفي, kh.l.f. خلف). Singling out ancient prophets is a recurring theme in the Qur'an in general, and they are distinguished through the use of these terms in the verses cited above. Abraham especially, but also other prophets, are endowed with special ability and vision (Q 2:247, 38:45), purified by God (Q 38:46), divinely guided (Q 6:86, 16:121, 19:58), and will be among those in the hereafter (Q 2:130, 16:122, 38:49-50).
Most of the terms also refer to entire peoples or religious communities singled out by God and living in God's favor. These include the audience of believers sometimes addressed by the Qur'an (Q 2:77, 3:110, 5:3), the Children of Israel over all others (Q 44:32), and the family of Abraham and 'Imran over all others (Q 3:33). In the case of the root خلف, which is used to denote replacing one dominant people with another, a variety of communities are distinguished. In some cases it is only the religion of the ancients that is singled out (Q 2:132; 5:3; 24:55).

Overall, the Qur'an articulates a less exclusive view of divine election than previous scriptures. It allows the possibility of more than one community to be in a special relationship with God simultaneously and there seems to be no obvious intent to decommission the chosen status of prior communities by virtue of a new Qur'anic dispensation. The underlying message in most references is that those of old, they will be rewarded in this world and in the hereafter. The comparison between the Qur'anic revelations and the Biblical notion of covenant carries both a mundane and a sacred sense.

Divine election and covenant in the Qur'an

As in the Hebrew Bible, the Qur'anic notion of covenant carries both a mundane and a sacred sense. The two most common terms that convey the meaning of agreement, contract or covenant are ميثاق and اهد. A third term, ىر, is used once in thematic parallel with ميثاق (Q 3:81), and ىبت, the common word for rope (cf. Q 111:5), is found in one verse in which the meaning may be one of covenant, though it is by no means certain. The roots for the two common terms are used verbally as well as in their noun forms, but space does not permit a full lexical analysis in this chapter. We must be content here to consider the possible Qur'anic parallels with the institution of covenant conveyed in the Hebrew Bible through the noun, ىربل (which has no verbal form in the Hebrew Bible), and which finds a semantic parallel in the New Testament through the Greek, διαθήκα.

The parallel terms ميثاق and اهد are found in the same sentence on three occasions and may be synonymous in these syntactic parallels. Two of the three occur in doublet sentences (Q 2:27 and 13:25): “Those who break the covenant (ارد) of God after covenan ting it (mithâqhi) and see what God has commanded through it to sow dissension on the earth.” The third is in Qur'an 13:19: “those who fulfill the اهد of God and do not violate the ميثاق.”

More often, however, they are used in different contextual settings. ميثاق nearly always occurs in reference to ancient days and represents a covenant with ancient prophets (Q 3:81; 33:7) or the بارئ ىرlâ'il or, later, contemporary Jews who are conflated for didactic or polemical reasons with their ancient forbears (Q 2:83-84, 93; 3:187; 5:12, 13-17, 70; 7:169). Only one verse refers explicitly to a ميثاق with contemporaries of Muhammad. اهد, on the other hand, may occasionally refer to the بارئ ىرlâ'il (Q 2:40; 20:86, 2:80) or prophets of old (Q 2:124), but is found nearly always in relation to the Qur'anic audience (Q 2:80, 100; 3:76-77; 6:152; 7:102; 9:111; 16:90, 95; 17:34; 19:77, 87). God “takes” or “enjoins” a ميثاق (ارذ آل ميثيق) but never an اهد. Other idioms are associated only with اهد and never with ميثاق, such as “fulfilling an اهد” (ىرله ولد ىر) (Q 3:40; 7:61; 9:111; 16:90, 17:34) or “bartering the اهد of God for a petty price” (ىرله يغنه وجه له لقاء) (Q 3:76; 16:95). However, people can “break” either an اهد or ميثاق (Q 2:27-28; 9:155-156; 5:13; 13:19, 25; 16:91 [here with ىمân in parallel with اهد]).

Despite these distinctions, which may reflect differences in idiomatic or dialectic usage, these two most common terms for covenant convey virtually the same meaning of agreement, pact or promise. And both are symbols around which allegorical legends or references are made that draw the attention of the audience to their own relationship to the demands made on them through the Qur'anic revelations. As with the Biblical notion of بارئ, the Qur'anic notion defines the relationship identified with covenant as one of obligation, and like the Hebrew Bible, the references may occur independently of terms for chosenness or election.

With ميثاق, the covenant is most clearly associated with legends of ancient peoples and prophets. It is a concrete symbol of relationship requiring certain ethical behaviors, community obligations, etc. God always initiates this covenant. In some references to God establishing a ميثاق with the Israelites, no response is recorded from the second party (Q 2:83; 3:187; 5:12, 70). In others,
Israel accepts (Q 2:84; 3:81; 5:7), while in one reference Israel refuses outright (Q 2:93).\(^{39}\) In virtually all cases, Israel breaks the covenant or in some way invalidates its part of the commitment.\(^{41}\) The covenant itself is not invalidated, however. Those who break the covenant may be punished, though it is not always clear whether the threat of punishment is directed against the ancient people who are described as having broken the covenant in the allegorical context or the Qur'ānic audience who are listening to the discourse (Q 2:85–86; 3:188; 5:13). At least in some cases God is clement toward the ancient Israelite protagonists despite their unacceptable behaviors (Q 5:71), and the fact of the existence of Jews among the Qur'ānic audience testifies that despite the repeated troph of their having failed to live up to the divine covenant in a variety of ways, they are not all destroyed by God as were the vanished communities of 'Ād and Thāmūd. Note that these extinct communities are associated with prophets but not with covenants. Unlike the New Testament, the Qur'ān does not consider prior covenants to have been annulled or abrogated (but, as will be elucidated below, individuals cannot benefit from membership in a covenanted community if they do not live up to their covenantal responsibilities).

As noted above, the Qur'ānic audience is more directly addressed in the verses among which covenant is expressed through the word 'ahd, though the context may yet be one that references covenants of old. References to 'ahd tend to be less specific and even more abstract. “Isn’t it always so that whenever they covenant a covenant,\(^{42}\) a group of them rejects it? Actually, most of them do not believe” (Q 2:100). “Whoever keeps his covenant and is conscientious, surely God loves the conscientious” (Q 3:76). “And We did not find most of them in a covenant. Indeed, We found most of them deviants” (Q 7:102). With both terms, the Qur'ānic audience is to draw the lesson from the allegorical references that it too is being offered a divine covenant through the Qur'ān. An opportunity is made available to the listeners, but they must draw the necessary lesson from the sins and misbehaviors of the ancients who failed to keep the covenant and were thus punished.

In the traditional Jewish literature called Midrash,\(^{43}\) a distinction is made between the mashāl (Arabic linguistic equivalent: mathal) and the nimshāl. The mashāl frames the lesson within a narrative or within a reference to a known narrative. The nimshāl then spells out the application of what the story has taught for the present context. When this category is applied to our case, the lessons to be derived from stories depicting the failures of ancient peoples is to be applied to the context of the emergence of the Qur'ān and the demands that it makes on its audience. While the nimshāl in Midrash sometimes does this clearly and distinctly, in other cases the audience must draw the conclusion without an obvious explanation. This is the method of the Qur'ān in its references to the covenants of ancient peoples. Those who failed to live up to the divine demands symbolized by the covenant were punished. Some communities that failed to respond to the divine imperative were destroyed outright. The listeners to the message of the Qur'ān must therefore draw the lesson to obey the teachings of God’s revelation as articulated by the latest and the last prophet, Muḥammad.

The data derived from the Qur'ānic use of mithāq and 'ahd to characterize a relationship between God and community conforms to the results of our examination of the words used in the Qur'ān for divine choosing. Covenant and election are not exclusive. God can be in relationship with a number of different peoples and communities. God can also replace one people, who are in special relationship, with another. Having been chosen or having been a party to a covenant with God does not automatically grant the community privileges without the community itself (or individuals with it) demonstrating that it is loyal to God’s demands. Belonging to a community with a history of chosenness or covenant is not enough to enjoy the rewards of a chosen or covenantated relationship with God. Listeners to the Qur'ānic message are themselves individually responsible for their own fate.\(^{44}\)

### Divine election in polemic

Although inclusion in special relationship with God is broadened in the Qur'ān beyond most articulations in the Hebrew Bible and New Testament, its inclusiveness is more theoretical than practical. That is, despite occasional inclusive references, and some extremely so, such as Qur'ān 2:62,\(^{45}\) the Qur'ān expresses unambiguous hostility toward monotheists who believe in God and the last day but do not accept its revelation as authentic. This sentiment reflects a problem that is common to all new religious movements.

Newly emerging religions always represent a threat to the religious establishment because they are an alternative to the status quo. New religions therefore inevitably find themselves in conflict with establishment religions.\(^{46}\) Like the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament, the Qur'ān is the earliest source for information about the genesis

---

39 Qur'ān 2:83 and 2:84 appear to be a case where two separate traditions are joined together consecutively.

40 On the contextual and bilingual meaning of the idiom, “We hear and disobey” (شَنَّا إِلَى الرَّحْمَةِ), see R. Firestone, “The failure of a Jewish program of public satire in the squares of Medina,” Judaism Fall 1997, 438–52.


42 This is different from God establishing a covenant, in which case the Qur'ān uses the word akhḍah.


44 A *locus classicus* for this is Qur'ān 2:124: “And remember when his Lord tested Abraham with a sign of his might. He said: I have made you a leader of humankind. [Abraham] said: And of my offspring? He answered, "My covenant does not include wrongdoers" (مَذْيَكَ لَا يُفْرَكُوْنَ, لَوْ كَانُواِ)."

45 “Those who believe, and who are Jews, and Christians and Sabaeans – whoever believes in God and the Last Day and who works righteousness: they have their reward with their Lord, they shall not fear nor should they grieve.” (Cf. Q 5:69; 22:17.)

of the religious community that it represents. All three scriptures contain material that reflects that inevitable conflict. And like the other scriptures, the Qur’an contains a significant amount of polemic directed against other religions and oppositional communities (religious, social and political) that existed at the time of its emergence.

By the assumed period of the emergence of the Qur’an in the seventh century, the notion of divine election had become institutionalized in monotheism. Divine election was a rhetorical weapon in the Hebrew Bible, a means of defending Israel amidst the multiple challenges that established religions and competing cultures represented to it. The New Testament accepted the notion of divine election a priori, but applied it to the new community of Christians by claiming that Israel had lost that status to them.

Because of the importance of divine election in prior scripture, the history of interreligious polemic between Jews and Christians, and the natural polemical relationship between newly emerging and establishment religions, it should be no surprise that the notion of chosenness arose in the argument between early Muslims and those Jews and Christians who believed that they belonged to religious communities in exclusive relationship with God. The Qur’an notes the classic argument between Jews and Christians and reduces it to triviality: “The Jews say: ‘The Christians have no ground to stand on,’ and the Christians say: ‘The Jews have no ground to stand on,’ though they both recite the Book….”

Elsewhere, it notes how both Jews and Christians argued against the new revelation, each by referring to Abraham as its own monotheist progenitor (Q 2:135, 3:65-67). While the Qur’an often claims that the religion it brings is better than that practiced by Jews and Christians (not to mention idolaters), its general thrust is to refrain from arguing that it is better than the actual revealed religion of Judaism (and perhaps less so of Christianity). The problem with prior religion, rather, is that it is not practiced properly by those who claim to be following it. Many examples can be found to support this. Jews and Christians, for example, worship various entities they call the son of God, but they are deceived by falsehood because they were commanded to worship only God (Q 9:30-31). Some verses seem to present a counter-position of superiority of Islam over all religion, as we have observed from 3:110; but these appear to be uncommon and it is unlikely that they represent a position of superiority articulated through an exclusive notion of divine election.

49 Deuteronomy 7:6-9; 10:14-22; Isaiah 41:8-10; 49:6-8; Psalms 33:12, etc.
50 Qur’an 2:113. See also 3:18: “The Jews and the Christians say, ‘We are sons of God and His favorites.’ Say, ‘Then why does he punish you for your sins?”’
51 See also Qur’an 2:140.
52 See also Qur’an 9:33, 58:22.
53 For example, Qur’an 9:33 is a continuation of the argument presented in Qur’an 9:30-32 as a counter to the theological/ritual errors of competing monotheists (not their original monotheism). The “party of God” in Qur’an 58:22 is compared with opponents who are the “party of Satan” in previous verses as a rhetorical device, suggesting a comparative rather than superlative relationship.

As noted above, however, the Qur’an repeats the view that once-dominant communities may be replaced through God’s will with others who are better practitioners of religion. The reward seems to relate to physical or political power over enemies and oppression. For example, when the Israelites are oppressed by the chiefs of Pharaoh’s people, Moses tells them that if they are adequately pious and seek help in God, they may become successors on earth and their enemies may be destroyed by God (Q 7:127). And in a general reference the Qur’an relates, “God has promised those of you who believe and do good works that He will make them heirs/successors on earth, just as He made those before them to be heirs/successors, and He will surely establish for them their religion that He has preferred/chosen for them, exchanging security for them in place of fear” (Q 24:55). The exchange can also be negative, as God warns genies and humans that he can remove them and replace them with whomever he wishes (Q 6:130-33). Hud warns his own people that they can easily be replaced (Q 11:57).

This sense is different from the eternal covenantal relationship articulated in the Hebrew Bible. While it is true that the Hebrew Bible warns that Israel will be oppressed and brutally punished through natural means or even military conquest for not living up to the terms of the covenant, they will never lose their prime status with God and remain forever covenant with him (Deuteronomy 7:9; Psalms 105:8-10 [repeated in 1 Chronicles 16:14-18], etc.). Conversely, the notion conveyed by the Qur’an is that no special relationship with God is by definition eternal. Perhaps the covenant will remain eternal, but those who do not live up to it will not be a part of it. Covenant is thus separated from kinship. This is consistent with the general move to transcend the powerful force of kinship relations in the Qur’an (cf. Q 33:5), and it opens up the possibility for a covenantal relationship with God among Arabs and all other peoples who are loyal to God. When Abraham asks whether his descendants will retain his special status with God, he is answered, “My covenant does not include wrong-doers” (Q 2:284).

One errant community can easily be replaced by God with another.

There is some tension between the community nature of these references and verses elsewhere that stress how every individual will be judged according to one’s own merit. “Whatever misfortune befalls you is for what your own hands have earned, and for many He grants forgiveness.” One notable and repeated Qur’anic phrase is that God will forgive whomever he wills and punish whomever he wills (الله يغفر لمن يشاء ويعذب من يشاء). Belonging, even to the “right” community (as in loyal followers of the Prophet), is not enough to merit divine rewards in this world or the hereafter. On the contrary, the Qur’an stresses...
17 Lot’s daughters in the Qur’ân

An investigation through the lens of intertextuality

Waleed Ahmed

Although, on the whole, the Qur’ân’s story of the destruction of Sodom has the same skeleton as its Biblical antecedent, it is nonetheless a different story; for one thing, in the Qur’ân Lot is considered a messenger of God (rasûl). In this study, however, we are concerned with examining a shared narrative element between the two stories, namely the episode in which Lot offers his daughters to the Sodomites in order to persuade them not to sexually abuse his male guests. The Qur’ân recounts this episode in only three verses: Qur’ân 15:71 and Qur’ân 11:78–79. In the next few pages, I intend to apply intertextual analysis to these verses. The principal purpose is to explore the discourse between the Qur’ân and its cultural milieu in a way that best describes the successive emergence of these verses in the text as well as their significance. Near the end of the chapter, I will

1 I am thankful to Dr Laliv Cleman, who read earlier versions of this article and provided helpful comments. I would like also to thank Professor Amira Mittermair for having read the first abstract of this project and provided helpful guidance. The conference on the Qur’ân in its Historical Context was an enriching experience. I am grateful to Professor Gabriel S. Reynolds for having made my participation in this conference possible and for the valuable corrections and suggestions he offered on the manuscript of this chapter. Also thanks are due to Ms Hannah Hemphill for her valuable efforts in proofreading the manuscript. Professor Shawkat M. Toorawa has drawn my attention to the importance of discussing my topic from the perspective of speech act theory and for that I am thankful. Finally, I would like to acknowledge the constant support and mentoring I continue to receive from Professor Sebastian Gituther.

2 Unlike the Biblical story, where Lot’s daughters take part in events subsequent to the destruction of Sodom, their mention in the Qur’ân is limited to the incident mentioned above.


4 The idea for this study was inspired in part by Angelika Neuwirth’s call for “a systematic literary investigation of the microstructure of the Qur’ân.” See A. Neuwirth, “Referentiality and textuality in al-’Ubayd: some observations on the Qur’ân’s ‘canonical process’ and the emergence of a community” in J. Boullata (ed.), Literary Structures of Religious Meaning in the Qur’ân, Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 2000, (143–172) 145.
assess the early Muslim exegetical material pertaining to these verses and compare it to the intertextual readings I presented.

Framework

Despite the considerable attention that Qur'anic narratives have received in modern scholarship, until recently many scholars mainly focused on the similarities and/or the differences between these narratives and their Jewish and Christian antecedents. A popular approach has been to isolate the various story elements pertaining to a given figure in the Qur'ān and merge them into a synthesis, which was then compared with that figure's story in Jewish and Christian sources. In forming such syntheses, little or no regard has been paid to the successive and gradual emergence of these story elements within the Qur'ān. In addition, once these story elements were extracted from their original textual units, they, at least partially, acquired new significance that was influenced by their new *Sitz im Leben* in the synthesis. Therefore, in effect such studies have largely detached the analysis of Qur'ānic narratives from the textual history of the Qur'ān and, moreover, have, in essence, decontextualized the story elements of these narratives.5

We will be examining the Qur'ānic representation of the episode of Lot's daughters within the framework of the traditional Islamic account concerning the textual history of the Qur'ān.6 Within this framework we are mainly concerned with the chronological order of the two Qur'ānic narrative units in which the three verses relevant to the episode of Lot's daughters appear: namely, *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 and *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83. In view of the absence of reliable historical evidence thereof, I shall argue the chronological order of these two narrative units on a textual basis.

Both *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 and *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83 recount the story of the angels' visit to Abraham and Lot. Moreover, each of these two narrative units is a cohesive text by itself. Given these features, it is possible to think of the sequence of these two narrative units in the Qur'ānic revelations with respect to each other.

Overall, *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 can be considered a concise summary of the parallel Biblical story in Genesis 18:1–19:29.7 Yet this narrative unit, even while it maintains the skeleton of its Biblical antecedent, ignores several elements from it. For example, it does not recount that Abraham had prepared a meal for God's messengers, i.e. the angels, or that he pleaded with God on behalf of the Sodomites. There are also a few differences between *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 and Genesis 18:1–19:29.

For instance, *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 asserts that Abraham initially feared God's messengers (Q 15:52); it also states that he was informed in advance about the fate of Lot's wife (Q 15:60). Compared to *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 the narrative in *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83 is a fairly comprehensive version. Not only does it supplement its counterpart in *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 with more details that have parallels in the Biblical story but it also introduces new story elements that do not exist in *al-Ḥijr* or in the Jewish versions of the story. Let me point to some examples.

While in *al-Ḥijr* (15) 51–77 there is no mention of Abraham preparing a banquet for God's messengers, in *Ḥādīth* (11) 69 Abraham is said to have prepared a meal for them, specifically a roasted calf. Also, while *al-Ḥijr* (15) 52 mentions briefly Abraham's initial suspicion towards those messengers, *Ḥādīth* (11) 70 justifies this by asserting that Abraham grew suspicious of his guests when he saw that they did not extend their hands to eat from the roasted calf he had prepared for them, a detail which is absent from the Jewish sources. Moreover, while verse 53 of *al-Ḥijr* mentions the good tidings of a newborn son to Abraham without naming him, verse 71 of *Ḥādīth* names this son, another detail not found in the Jewish versions of the story. Another addition to the narrative communicated in *al-Ḥijr* is the mention of Abraham's intercession in favor of the Sodomites in *Ḥādīth* (11) 74–76. Lastly, verse 79 of *Ḥādīth* recounts the response of the Sodomites to Lot when he offered them his daughters — also an elaboration over the representation of the episode of Lot's daughters in verse 71 of *al-Ḥijr*.

If we then take into consideration the literary context in which *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83 appears, namely in a cohesive and polemical chapter (Sūra) which argues that Muḥammad is not fabricating revelations, the elaborations in the story of the angels' visit to Abraham and Lot in *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83 could amply be

---

5 See, for example the synthesis of Lot's story in F. Leenhusis, "Lūt und his people in the Koran and its early commentary," in E. Noort and E. Tichelaar (eds), *Sodom's Sin: Genesis 18–19 and its Interpretations*, Leiden: Brill, 2004, 97–113. See also H. Speyer, *Die Bibliischen Erzählungen Im Koran*, Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1961, 151–58. Although Speyer adopted Theodor Nöldeke's chronology as a framework of inquiry, he only considered the broad periods of Nöldeke's classification; within each historical evidence such as the inscriptions from the Dome of the Rock will not extend their hands to eat from the roasted calf he had prepared for them, a detail which is absent from the Jewish sources. Moreover, while verse 53 of *al-Ḥijr* mentions the good tidings of a newborn son to Abraham without naming him, verse 71 of *Ḥādīth* names this son, another detail not found in the Jewish versions of the story. Another addition to the narrative communicated in *al-Ḥijr* is the mention of Abraham's intercession in favor of the Sodomites in *Ḥādīth* (11) 74–76. Lastly, verse 79 of *Ḥādīth* recounts the response of the Sodomites to Lot when he offered them his daughters — also an elaboration over the representation of the episode of Lot's daughters in verse 71 of *al-Ḥijr*.

If we then take into consideration the literary context in which *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83 appears, namely in a cohesive and polemical chapter (Sūra) which argues that Muḥammad is not fabricating revelations, the elaborations in the story of the angels' visit to Abraham and Lot in *Ḥādīth* (11) 69–83 could amply be
characterized as later amendments to the version communicated earlier in al-Hijr (15) 51–77.

As for the sources (pre-texts) against which the Qur’anic representation of the incident of Lot’s daughters took shape, we have two cases to consider in our analysis. In the first case study, we will presume that the Qur’anic representation of the incident took shape against a cultural context (predominantly oral) that agreed with the representation of the incident in the Jewish and Christian sources. In the second case study, we will consider the case whether an oral narrative that differed from these sources, particularly with regard to the nature of Lot’s offer to the Sodomites, was the backdrop of the Qur’anic representation of the incident.

A thorough review of the Jewish and Christian sources dating prior to the eighth century reveals that the Christian sources seem to have had no interest in (re) narrating the episode. On the other hand, all the Jewish sources reviewed agree, and

8 Besides al-Hijr (15) 51–77 and Hādī (11) 69–83, the angels’ visit to Abraham and Lot is recounted in the Qur’an in al-Dhāriyyūt (51) 24–37 and very concisely in al-‘Ankabūt (29) 28–35. Both the accounts in al-Dhāriyyūt and al-‘Ankabūt are also significantly less comprehensive compared to their counterpart in Hādī (11) 69–83. For example, al-Dhāriyyūt (51) 24–37 and al-‘Ankabūt (29) 28–35 do not mention Abraham’s intercession in favor of the Sodomites. They also do not mention the incident of Lot’s daughters. Moreover, in the instances where al-Dhāriyyūt and al-‘Ankabūt relate the same story elements as Hādī they are fairly concise; the delivery of the good tidings of a newborn to Abraham and the reaction of his wife Sarah is a good example (see al-Dhāriyyūt [51] 28–30 and al-‘Ankabūt [29] 31 in comparison to Hādī [11] 71–73). Neurwirth has already proven the tripartite structure-scheme of the middle and Meccan Sūrās, to which Hādī belongs. See A. Neurwirth, Studien zur Kulturgeschichte der jüdischen Säkularliteratur in der Zeit der Araberheraldik (Frankfurt a.M.: H. W. Hoffmann, 1962), 37–38. Neurwirth’s research demonstrates that it is not only one of the main illustrative examples in a paper I am currently writing with the tentative title ‘Coherence and Intertextuality in the Qur’an’. A close intertextual reading of this Sūra demonstrates that it is not only a cohesive text in terms of its formal characteristics, e.g. its structural markers and transition devices. It also exhibits topical unity that unifies its three structural units. I will point here to some observations from the paper mentioned above which should serve the purpose of establishing the chronology of al-Hijr (15) 51–77 and Hādī (11) 69–83 with respect to each other. The three passages which make up the composition of Hādī are as follows: vv. 1–24 (the introductory part of the Sūra), vv. 25–104 (narratives from salvation history pertaining to Noah, Hādī, Salīh, Abraham, Lot, Shu‘ayb, and Moses), and vv. 105–123 (the concluding part of the Sūra). The refinement of the accretions of fabricating the revelations levelled against Muhammad is undoubtedly the idea which gives Hādī its topical unity. This idea is affirmed directly and indirectly in the three sections of the Sūra: namely in Hādī (11) 12–14, 17–18, 28, 35, 49, 63, 88, 110, and 120. Among the tools the Sūra employs in order to refute the accusations against Muhammad are the narratives from salvation history in its middle section. The Sūra presents most of the prophets in these narratives, to use Michael Zawell’s expression, as ‘typological prefiguration[s]’ of Muhammad’s prophetic mission. See M. Zawell, ‘A Mantic Manifesto: the Sūra of ‘The Poets’ and the Qur’anic foundations of predictive authority,’ in J.L. Kugel (ed.), Poetry and Prophecy: the Beginnings of a Literary Tradition, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990, 75–119.


in fact the Biblical narrative directly suggests, that Lot, through his offer, exposed his daughters to the sexual desires of the Sodomites in order to protect his male guests from sexual abuse.10 In view of this unified interpretation of the incident in Jewish traditions, it is not necessary to consider all the Jewish sources reviewed as pre-texts in our analysis. Intertextuality here, and in fact generally, is to be differentiated from source-influence criticism. Our concern is not to speculate on the source the Qur’an is most closely related to. We are primarily interested in meaning. Therefore I will use Genesis 18:1–19:29, the narrative upon which all other Jewish traditions concerning the episode were supposedly developed, as the pre-text.

The first case study

Verse 71 of al-Hijr reads: “He said: Here are my daughters, if ye must be doing (so)” (Qāla hā’ula’i banātī in kāntum fa’ūlim). Even through a cursory reading, it is quite clear that this verse, on its own, does not convey definite meaning. It does not explain what Lot meant when he offered his daughters to the Sodomites, i.e. the nature of his offer. On the textual level, the narrative before and after this verse does not either.

Although Arab grammarians insisted that the first segment of the verse, i.e. the phrase hā’ula’i banātī (“here are my daughters”), is grammatically a complete sentence composed of a subject and a predicate, they also acknowledged that it does not communicate specific meaning on its own. For example, in his book al-Durr al-mاشîn fi ‘ilām al-kitāb al-maknîn, Al-Samīn al-Halabî (d. 596/1199–1200) insisted that it is imperative to supplement the verse with an additional element in order for it to convey definite meaning (lā-bu’dīn min shay ‘in ma’dhīf tattimmit bihi al-fā’īd).13 Arab grammarians suggested that this element, although


absent (mahdhl, literally omitted or left out), is implied. They presented two suggestions to solve this issue. In one solution, the meaning of the mahdhl element was speculated to be fa-tazawwühunna or, equally, fa-inkahihunna (i.e. marry them). Hence the first segment of verse 71 would mean “here are my daughters, marry them.” In the second solution, the mahdhl was considered to be an imperative verb, tazawwuj (i.e. marry), at the beginning of the verse, where hā’ūlā’i was considered the direct object of this verb and baniit a substitute noun for hā’ūlā’i (i.e. baniit). So, in this case, the first segment of verse 71 would mean “Marry! Here are my daughters.”

The verse’s second segment, i.e. in kuntum fa’iliin (“if ye must be doing”), is also problematic. It is a conditional sentence that lacks its apodosis (jawab al-shart). Arab grammarians again solved this problem by compensating for the missing apodosis with an implied sentence element, the very element which they proposed earlier to solve the problem in the verse’s first segment (fa-inkahihunna (“marry them”) or inkahih (“marry”)). Now, what are we to make of this syntactical analysis of verse 71?

Undoubtedly, the verse must refer to some external element(s) in order to convey definite meaning to its audience. Indeed, it demands an intertextual reading. Bear in mind that except for verse 71 of al-Hijr and Hid (11) 78–79 there are no other references to Lot’s daughters in the Qur’an and that, according to the chronological order we have adopted, Hid (11) 78–79 was revealed after verse 71 of al-Hijr. If verse 71 of al-Hijr was to be understood when it was communicated, it had to be comprehended intertextually with reference to a pre-text external to the Qur’an.

Genesis 19:8 reads: “Look, I have two daughters who have not known a man; let me bring them out to you, and do to them as you please; only do nothing to these men for they have come under the shelter of my roof.” Comparing verse 71 of al-Hijr to Genesis 19:8, one notices the following. In the former, the phrase “here are my daughters,” although it does not specify the number of Lot’s daughters or point to their virginity, clearly alludes to the segment, “Look, I have two daughters that have not known a man; let me bring them out to you” in the latter. Also, the segment of Genesis 19:8 in which Lot says “do to them” has permuted to “if ye must be doing” in verse 71. Lastly, the segment of Genesis 19:8 in which Lot specifies the terms of his offer, i.e. “as you please” (literally, as is good in your eyes [ka-táb bá-e-nékem]), is not echoed in verse 71 of al-Hijr, at least not explicitly. The rest of Genesis 19:8 is echoed in al-Hijr in verse 68 before verse 71. On the whole, then, verse 71 references Lot’s offer in Genesis 19:8 and an action that is attributed to the Sodomites. In particular, the verse should be recognized as an allusion to Genesis 19:8. There is an unmistakable allusion-marker in verse 71: the explicit reference to Lot’s offer, i.e. “here are my daughters.”

However, in order to make full sense of this allusion, it is not sufficient to correctly identify the referent of its markers, for this segment does not specify the nature of Lot’s offer (relating only, “let me bring them out to you”). The meaning of the allusion is not its referent, but rather it is the attributes and the connotations attached to this referent in the pre-text.

Before we proceed with resolving this, let me first point to the impact of the narrative before the allusion-marker on the episode’s meaning. Verse 67 of al-Hijr reads: “And the people of the city [i.e. Sodom] came, rejoicing at the news (of new arrivals) [i.e. God’s messengers].” Certainly, this verse does not by itself state why the Sodomites rejoiced at the news of the arrival of Lot’s male guests. Nonetheless, Genesis 19:5 (“and they called to Lot, ‘Where are the men who came to you tonight? Bring them out to us, that we may know them [i.e. sexually]’”) ensures that the audiences have understood that the reason of the Sodomites’ excitement was because they anticipated abusing Lot’s male guests sexually. Verse 68 of al-Hijr confirms this. It relates that Lot begged the Sodomites not to disgrace him in the person of his guests (“He said: Lot are they my guests. Affront me not!”).

So, not only the “insufficiency of sense” in the allusion-marker, and its “particular formulation” impel the audience to recall the connotations attached to Lot’s offer in the Biblical story, but also “the meaning of the alluding text previous to the marker’s occurrence, suggest the property(ies) of the source text’s intention necessary to complete the sense of the allusion-marker.” Lot’s offer in verse 71 of al-Hijr is hence presented as a solution which Lot devised in order to avoid the sexual abuse of his guests. By merely recalling what follows in Genesis 19:8, i.e. “do to them as you please,” the audience realizes that Lot’s offer to the

19 Ibid., 291–92.
20 See for instance Josephus’ interpretation of the Sodomites’ intentions toward Lot’s male guests in Josephus, The New Complete Works, 64–65. The expression “know (someone)” is used several times in Genesis in this sense. See, e.g., Genesis 4:1, 17, 25; 24:16 and 38:26. Genesis 19:8 refers to Lot’s daughters’ virginity by indicating that they have not “known” man.
21 Also, there is no ambiguity regarding the Sodomites’ sin in the Qur’an. The Qur’an states clearly that the Sodomites practiced homosexual sex. See for example Qur’an 34:37, 26:165, 27:55, 29:29 and 7:81. Qur’an 34:37 (“They even asked of him his guests for an ill purpose. Then We blinded their eyes (and said): Taste now My punishment after My warnings!”) seems to have been communicated prior to al-Hijr. See Nöldeke’s chronology in Robinson, 69–78; Neuworth, “Referentiality and textuality,” 158. Qur’an 54:37 clearly alludes to Genesis 19:5 (mentioned above) and 19:11 (“And they struck with blindness the men [i.e. the Sodomites] who were at the door of the house, both small and great, so that they weared themselves groping for the door”). Therefore, the “ill purpose” mentioned in Qur’an 54:37 denotes the Sodomites’ intention of abusing Lot’s guests sexually.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
Sodomites was open-ended. If initially the Sodomites’ intention was to abuse Lot’s guests sexually, and Lot had offered them his daughters as a substitute, with no restrictions whatsoever, Lot, through such an offer, has undoubtedly exposed his daughters to the sexual desires of the Sodomites.

This understanding is emphasized by the segment “if ye must be doing,” immediately following the allusion-marker in verse 71. This segment echoes the phrase “do to them” in Genesis 19:8 and would, in light of Genesis 19:1–29, mean: if you insist on your intention to abuse my guests sexually.

Certainly, understanding the incident in the fashion described in this case study does not coincide with the Islamic moral code. The Qur’ān had early on asserted that Lot is a messenger of God. Furthermore, it is also possible that some of the verses prohibiting fornication were communicated around the same time of al-Hijr. 25 There may have been an oral narrative which complemented the Qur’ānic representation of the incident and which resolved this apparent contradiction; we will discuss this possibility later on. For now, let us turn our attention to the representation of the episode of Lot’s daughters in Hūd.

**Verses 78 and 79 of Hūd**

Verse 78 reads, “And his people came unto him, running towards him— and before then they used to commit abominations— He said: O my people! Here are my daughters! They are purer for you. Beware of Allah, and degrade me not in (the person of) my guests. Is there not among you any upright man?” The verse unambiguously alludes to the incident of Lot’s daughters, in Genesis 19 and/or in al-Hijr (the Biblical connotations of the incident have already been shown to be present in the latter). The segment “Here are my daughters” is again an unmistakable allusion-marker.

Syntactically, the phrase “they are purer [athar] for you” in verse 78 qualifies the allusion-marker as its predicate. This phrase, however, could function in one of two ways. If the word athar is understood in an immaterial sense, e.g. purity of the heart from sin, then the phrase “they are purer for you” would seem not to align with the Biblical connotations of Lot’s offer. 26 We will consider this possibility shortly in the second case study. The second possibility is that to the Qur’ān’s early audience the word athar in this verse meant “cleaner” in a material sense (as in physical cleanliness). 27 In this case, the phrase “they are purer for you” does not contradict the Biblical connotations of Lot’s offer. Lot would simply be telling the Sodomites that having sexual intercourse with his daughters is “cleaner” than having sexual intercourse with his male guests. 28

Verse 79 in Hūd continues the narration. The verse reads: “They [i.e. the Sodomites] said: Well thou knowest that we have no right [haqq] to thy daughters, and well thou knowest what we want.” 29 The question here is: if Lot were offering the Sodomites his daughters under no restrictions, as in the Biblical story, why would they answer in this fashion? The Qur’ānic texts are silent with regard to this question. But in light of the Jewish traditions, this response would indicate that Lot’s offer was not in accordance with the Sodomites’ customary law. In their customary law, the Sodomites established their right to abuse strangers and Lot, as a sojourner in Sodom, was not in a position to change this rule by offering them his daughters. 30 The Sodomites’ response to Lot hence would mean: you know we have no right to your daughters because, as per our customary law, we have rights only to your guests.

**The second case study**

Given the composition of verse 71 of al-Hijr and verses 78 to 79 of Hūd, it seems plausible to suppose that an external oral narrative which complements the representation of the episode in these verses and differs from the Biblical connotations of Lot’s offer should assign a specific nature to this offer. This oral narrative has to present Lot’s offer as an alternative to the Sodomites’ intended sexual abuse of Lot’s guests, but it also has to make this offer bounded by terms set by Lot himself, not dependent on the Sodomites’ desires, or else its interpretation would eventually coincide with its Biblical connotations. We can only resort here to Muslim exegetical literature for it is the only source that offers us a hypothesis as to the nature of Lot’s offer in this case scenario.

Many Muslim exegetes suggest that Lot offered the Sodomites his daughters in marriage. This seems to fit the criterion mentioned above. Furthermore, it is consistent with the meaning of the word athar in verse 78 of Hūd in its immaterial sense. Had this been the interpretation ascribed to Lot’s offer in the oral narrative against which the Qur’ānic episode of Lot’s daughters took shape, the allusion-marker “here are my daughters” in verse 71 of al-Hijr and verse 78 of Hūd would be referring to Lot asking the Sodomites to marry his daughters (i.e. “here are my daughters, marry them”). 31

---

25 Qur’ān 17:32; 25:68 and 24:2 are some of the verses where the prohibition of fornication is mentioned in the Qur’ān.

26 The derivatives of the root l.h.r. in some sense are used in the Qur’ān to point to purity of the heart, purity related to sacredness etc. See Qur’ān 80:14; 98:2; 3:55; 33:53; 58:12; 22:26; 3:6; and 5:41. According to Vöödeke, only Qur’ān 80:14 was revealed before Hūd. See Robinson, 77–78. For a comprehensive concordance of the root’s occurrence in the Qur’ān, consult Ma‘āim al-tanzil al-taftir wa-al-tawfiq, Cairo: Dīr al-Ḥadith, 1996, 527.

27 As in the use of the derivative of the root h.r. in Qur’ān 2:222 (“They question thee [O Muhammad] concerning menstruation. Say: It is an illness, so let women alone at such times and go not in unto them till they are cleansed [yathurna]. And when they have purified themselves [qatharna], then go in unto them . . . ”).

28 The rest of verse 78, i.e. “Beware of Allah, and degrade me not in (the person of) my guests. Is there not among you any upright man?” could support either reading of the word athar.

29 Given the usage of the derivatives from the root l.h.r. in the Qur’ān and the syntax of verse 78 of Hūd, the word haqq could be understood to mean “right” or “fair claim”. See Al-Ma‘ām al-mufahras, 255–60.


31 The majority of Muslim exegetes interpret the segment “if ye must be doing [in kun tum fi‘llin] in verse 71 of al-Hijr to mean: if you must be doing what I asked of you, i.e. to marry my daughters. See for example, Husayn b. Mas‘ūd al-Fārānī al-Baghwī, Ma‘āim al-tanzil fi al-tâfīr wa-l-tawīl,
The main problem with the marriage hypothesis, however, is that it is not congruent with the Sodomites' response to Lot's offer in verse 79 of Hûd. Muslim exegetes present several interpretations of this verse. The first is that the meaning of the Sodomites' response is: you know well that we have no right to your daughters because they are not wives to us. But this is illogical if Lot were indeed offering the Sodomites his daughters in marriage. In Al-Râzî's (d. 606/1209) al-Tafsîr al-kabîr we are told that a second possible explanation is that the Sodomites' response resulted from Lot's insistence that they become believers, i.e. follow his message, before they could marry his daughters. And since, hypothetically, Lot knew that they would not, their response was worded in this fashion: we have no right to your daughters because we will not be believers (and you already know that). Al-Qurtubî (d. 671/1272) transmits a third interpretation, on the authority of an anonymous source, according to which Lot's people had asked to marry his daughters earlier and Lot had declined their request. Al-Qurtubî relates that in the Sodomites' customary law, of which Lot was aware, if someone were to ask to marry a woman and were turned down, he would have no right to marry her afterward; hence the phrase "you know we have no right to your daughters." 34

Muslim exegetes suggest yet another explanation of the Sodomites' response. Muqatîl b. Sulaymân (d. 150/767) suggests that the phrase "we have no right [haqq] to thy daughters" actually means we have no "need for" or "desire for" your daughters. Some later exegetes provide justification for this view. Râzî states that when one needs something it is as if he has a right to it. In Râzî's view, denying the right is an indirect expression, metonymy (baqq), for denying the need (al-taqdîr man ihbâjâ lâ shay' fa-ka-ammahâ hasala lahi fihî naw' min-al-haqq, fa li-hâdhâ al-sabab jû 'ila na'fî l-haqq kinâya 'an na'fî al-hâja). However, this is a significant deviation which does not seem warranted by the text. The word haqq in the Qur'ân is virtually always used to mean "just", "fair claim" or "truth." Razi acknowledges this when he says that this interpretation is not the apparent or literal (al-zâhir) meaning, but is derived from the meaning one should identify from the verse (ma'âmil al-ma'ânî). But this is a circular argument, for once the theological justification of the verse is devised, the text is explicated so that it fits the justification.

All the Muslim exegetical interpretations of the Sodomites' response to Lot's offer do not seem plausible. They are all derived from the theological justification of Lot's offer, i.e. the marriage offer, and hence they either contrive more story elements to explain this response or they deviate significantly from its apparent meaning. Ultimately, these interpretations contribute to disproving the marriage explanation of Lot's offer.

A detailed discussion of the exegetical material related to the episode is now necessary in order to assess the intertextual readings I have presented in this chapter in light of the available historical evidence.

Lot's daughters in Qur'ân commentaries

There are significant differences among the Muslim exegetes who endorse the marriage interpretation of Lot's offer. One group of exegetes assert that Lot offered the Sodomites his own daughters in marriage. Fakhîr al-Dîn al-Râzî and Al-Tabrisî (d. 565/1169-70) relate that Qatîda b. Dî'ama al-Sadîsî (d. 1187/376) an exegete of the Prophet (known in Muslim sources as al-tâbi'în) embraced this view. Muqatîl b. Sulaymân also articulates this opinion. 39 There are other exegetes, however, who doubted the sensibility of this rendering of the marriage hypothesis. They argued that, considering the substantial number of Sodomites compared to the limited number of Lot's daughters, the offer is simply unrealistic. Verse 36 of al-Ahzâb (Q 33) played an important role in this argument. The verse reads, "The prophet is closer to the believers than their selves, and his wives are (as) their mothers . . . " (Q 33:6) By relying on an unofficial reading of this verse, attributed to 'Abd Allâh b. Mas'îd (d. 32/652-53), which adds the phrase "and he [i.e. the prophet] is a father to them" after the phrase "and his wives are (as) their mothers," these exegetes became convinced that "my daughters" in verse 71 of al-Hijr and in verse 78 of Hûd should not be understood in a literal sense. Being the prophet of his people, Lot is also the father of all the women of his nation. Thus, Lot was offering the Sodomites all the women of his nation in marriage, not only his own daughters. This view seems also to have originated with some

36 See Râzî, 18:34. See also al-Tabrisî, 12:197.
According to this view, Lot presented his offer as a way of shaming the Sodomites before themselves and expressing his disgust at their behavior. 44 We find another who relates that 'Ikrima (d. 105/723) transmits, on the authority of Ibn 'Abbâs, that the chiefs of the Sodomites (ru'asâ 'uhum) had asked Lot repeatedly to give them his daughters in marriage, but Lot had not given them an answer, or he had always refused (fa-lam yujibhum). 42 According to this view, when the Sodomites attacked Lot's house he offered their chiefs his daughters in marriage, hoping that this act would diffuse the confrontation and save his guests. 43

Although the marriage hypothesis is, by far, the most popular interpretation of Lot's offer among Muslim exegetes, there have been other interpretations of this offer which are also attributed to exegetes from the tâbi'iân generation. Ibn Abî Najîh (d. 131/748–9) – a student of Mu'âdhîn – is recorded in Tabârî's commentary to have asserted that the Qur'ân did not state whether Lot offered the Sodomites fornication or marriage. 44 We find another example in the commentary of Qurtubi, who relates that 'Ikrima (d. 105/723–4), the client of Ibn 'Abbâs, asserted that Lot did not truly offer the Sodomites his own daughters nor the women of his nation, but simply put forth this offer hoping that the Sodomites would leave (lam ya'râd 'alayhim banâtihi wa-lam banâti ummatihî, wa-innâm âqila lahum hâdhâ li-yangarfihi'). Qurtubi transmits also that 'Abû 'Ubayda (presumably Abû 'Ubayda Ma'mar b. al-Muthannâ al-Taymi, who died between 207/822 and 213/828) expressed a considerably similar view to that of 'Ikrima. According to Qurtubi, this view was endorsed by a group (jâ 'ifa) of the early exegetes. Abû 'Ubayda asserts that Lot's offer was a means of "defense" and he did not intend to follow through on it (in nâmâ kâna al-kalâm mu'dafâ 'a wa-lam yurid imdâ 'hu). 46

According to this view, Lot presented his offer as a way of shaming the Sodomites before themselves and expressing his disgust at their behavior. 47 In al-Qurtubi's words, "this is as when one who cheats other people of their money is told: eating swine is more lawful to you than doing this" (kama yuqâddî li-man yunhâ 'an akî mäli al-ghayr: al-khanzîr ahalî laka min hâdhâ). 48

It is noteworthy that none of the exegetes who discussed the interpretation of Lot's offer cited the Prophet or one of his companions in order to authenticate his point of view, except for the tradition attributed to Ibn 'Abbâs, who was himself a companion of the Prophet. In addition, the considerable differences exhibited in the several versions of the marriage hypothesis seem to be attributed solely to the efforts of the Muslim exegetes to develop an interpretation of the Lot's daughters episode in the Qur'ân.

Thus it seems that the marriage hypothesis is not relevant to the understanding of the incident within the context of the emergence of the Qur'ân – a contention which is corroborated by the intertextual analysis I presented in both case studies of this study. These significant differences also suggest that there was a conscious attempt on the part of the majority of Muslim exegetes to shift the interpretation of the incident away from its Biblical connotations. The unpopularity of opinions such as those attributed to Ibn Abî Najîh and 'Ikrima in the exegetical literature supports this contention. 49

If one reads the representation of the episode of Lot's daughters in the Qur'ân in isolation from the pre-text(s), then Ibn Abî Najîh is correct: the Qur'ân does not state whether Lot offered the Sodomites fornication or marriage. The views attributed to 'Ikrima and Abû 'Ubayda, however, are interesting. They reflect a keen knowledge of both the Biblical (and/or apocryphal) traditions and the Qur'ânic representation of the episode. Whether these views are authentically attributed to these figures is not the question here. If these attributions are authentic, one could, at best, date these views to the early years of the second half of the first Islamic century, more than forty years after the Prophet's death. What is surprising is that these views do not contradict the contention that early Muslims comprehended the episode of Lot's daughters in al-Hijr and Hud against the backdrop of its Jewish antecedents. In fact, the views attributed to 'Ikrima and Abû 'Ubayda and al-Qurtubi's justification of these views provide an insight into oral information that may have been concomitant to the Qur'ânic representation of the incident in the context of the emergence of the Qur'ân. We might bear in mind that the Islamic dogma concerning the prophets' infallibility ('ismal al-anbiya) is a development subsequent to the emergence of the Qur'ân. Thus for early Muslims it would be reasonable to conclude that Lot was being intentionally misleading. He was not serious when he offered his daughters to the Sodomites in the manner demonstrated in the first case study.


42 See Qurtubi, 9:76.
43 Ibid.
44 See Tabârî, 12:48.
45 See Mu'âammad b. Ahmad al-Ansârî al-Qurtubi, 76.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
Conclusion

The analysis I have presented in this study calls for a rigorous examination of the Qur'anic narratives through the lens of Intertextuality and within the formative cultural milieu of the Qur'ān. It suggests that an emphasis on discourse and meaning as opposed to source-influence criticism could be exceptionally informative, particularly if the gradual emergence of the corpus of Qur'ānic texts is taken into account. A comparison between the analysis I have presented and the representation of the Qur'ānic account and His People in the Koran and its Early Commentaries shows that Leemhuis's method did not enable him to discover the intertextual meaning embedded in verse 71 of al-Ḥijr and verses 78–79 of Ḥud. In fact, the synthesis of Lot's story in Leemhuis's article disregards verse 71 of al-Ḥijr, which suggests that Leemhuis thought that verse 78 of Ḥud encapsulates its meaning.50 As I have demonstrated in the first case study, the significance of the Lot's daughters episode is equally shared between verse 71 of al-Ḥijr and verses 78 and 79 of Ḥud. It is not only imparted by these verses but is also produced as a result of the audiences' "interaction" with the parallel Biblical story earlier Qur'ānic texts, and, possibly, a concomitant oral discourse.

Thus far, the focus in modern scholarship has mainly been on delineating the development of narrative-text exegesis in Muslim exegetical literature or on identifying later additions to the Qur'ānic narratives in this literature. This work is certainly worth pursuing. However, as this study demonstrates, Muslim exegetical literature, even if it is largely posterior to the emergence of the Qur'ān, is important in assessing the significance of the Qur'ānic narratives within the context of the Qur'ān's initial cultural milieu, perhaps as important as the Biblical and apocryphal sources which influenced this context. Recourse to material from Qur'ānic exegesis should, however, be explicit and should not take precedence over the contextual analysis of the Qur'ānic texts themselves. Bearing this in mind, an appreciation of Muslim exegetical literature can contribute positively to an intertextual analysis of the stories of the prophets in the Qur'ān.

1 This chapter is a slightly enhanced version of an oral presentation. A fuller study will be set out in a chapter of my dissertation and published elsewhere. I thank my advisor Michael Cook, Patricia Crone, Judith Loebenstein-Witzum, Manolis Papoutsakis and Gabriel Reynolds for their comments on earlier drafts. I am also grateful to Kristian Heal for generously sharing his work before publication.


3 See N.A. Stillman, "The story of Cain and Abel in the Qur'ān and the Muslim commentators: Some observations," JJS 19, 1974, (231–39) 231–32. Even scholars who argue for a strong Christian impact on the Qur'ān are often content with a general observation that Christians too transmitted narratives from the Hebrew Bible. Textual parallels from Christian sources are usually not pursued. One attempt to balance scholarship on this point will be found in my dissertation, the title of which is The Syriac Milieu of the Qur'an: The Recasting of Biblical Narratives. It includes a survey of the studies which did take into account oriental Christian literature. See for now, S. Lee, Controversial Tracts on Christianity and Mohammedanism, Cambridge: Smith, 1824, 124–38 (I am indebted to Krisztina Szilagyi for this reference); T. Andrae, Les origines de l'islam et le christianisme, Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1955, 201–2; and the occasional comments in H. Spieker, Die bibliischen Erzählungen im Koran, Hildesheim: Olms. A more recent example is G.S. Reynolds, "Redeeming the Adam of the Qur'ān," in D. Kreikenbom et al. (eds), Arabische Christen – Christen in Arabien, Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2007, 71–83.

50 See Leemhuis, "Lūt and His People," 101–2.
In several instances, however, the Qur‘ān shows a strong affinity to Syriac poems which expand on Biblical themes. These poems range from formal dialogues in alternating stanzas to dramatized narratives which include dialogue and homiletic material. They were used in liturgy, had a wide audience and therefore could easily have served as a channel of transmission for Biblical traditions. Indeed the Qur‘ānic retellings and the Syriac poems display similarities with regard to elements of the plot, literary form, lexical use, and typological function.

Here I will examine the Joseph story and argue that the Qur‘ānic version is closely related to the Syriac tradition. By contrast, previous scholarship has tended to emphasize the rabbinc background, generally ignoring the Syriac sources.

Two aspects of the Joseph story render it particularly suited for a study of this kind. One is its sheer length: this is the longest narrative in the Qur‘ān; the other is the existence of several Syriac works devoted to Joseph, which furnish us with enough material to work with.

The main Syriac works devoted to Joseph date from the fourth and fifth centuries and consist of one narrative in prose, The Syriac History of Joseph, falsely attributed to Basil of Caesarea (hereafter PsB), and three works of metrical homilies. These include a cycle of twelve homilies attributed to Ephrem (d. 373) or Balai (fl. early fifth century) (hereafter Balai), four homilies falsely attributed to Narsai (d. 503) or Jacob of Serugh (d. 521) (hereafter PsN), and one authentic


11 The edition used here is that of Bedjan, Hymnologiae Mor-Narsaeis in Joseph, in P. Bedjan, Liber Superiorum, Paris: Harrassowitz, 1901, 521–629. For other editions, see Heil, Tradition, 58–60. These homilies survive in twelve manuscripts, not all of which include all four homilies; see A.S. Rodrigues Pereira, “Two Syriac homilies on Joseph,” Jaarbericht En Oriëntale Lx 31, 1989–90, (95–120) 96–97, and a fuller and more detailed list in Heil, Tradition, 42–58. Homilies 1 and 2 form the original work and have been dated approximately to the fifth century. The other two are later additions, homily 3 consisting of excerpts from the tenth homily of Balai; Rodrigues Pereira, “Two,” 99–105; Brock, “Danah,” 222; and Heil, Tradition, 63–67. Brock rejects the attribution to Narsai on the basis of differences in style and usage. Likewise, the existence of a genuine collection of homilies on Joseph by Jacob of Serugh as well as an authentic homily by Narsai on Joseph make both attributions unlikely; Heil, Tradition, 62–63. Heil (ibid., 33 note 1), supports a fifth-century date since the homilies are preserved in both West and East Syriac manuscripts. A shorter recension of the first three homilies is preserved in a West Syriac manuscript, Berlin 166, the beginning of which was edited by M. Engel, Die Geschichte Josephs nach einer syrischen Handschrift der königl. Bibliothek in Berlin I, Berlin: Itzkowski, 1895.


homily by Narsai. The ten unpublished homilies by Jacob of Serugh were not incorporated into this study. Other works worthy of mention are Ephrem’s commentary on Genesis and the sermon on Joseph, which belongs to the corpus of Greek texts attributed to Ephrem (hereafter Ephraem Graecus). Preserved in a single manuscript, dated to 523, the commentary is usually accepted as a genuine work of Ephrem. It retells the Biblical story in its own words and contains quite a few narrative expansions. Itself in Greek, the sermon is closely related to the Syriac homilies and seems to stem from the same world. Also relevant are the two kontakia on Joseph by Romanos the Melodist (fl. sixth century), especially the first one. The precise relationship between all these sources is yet to be determined conclusively. But, as will be seen, the Qur’an seems closest to the first two homilies of PsN which in turn likely used PsB.

Links in the plot

We may now turn to the similarities between the Syriac and Qur’anic accounts. Starting with the plot, we find that they frequently depart from the Biblical text in similar ways. Heinrich Nāf’s dissertation from 1923, devoted to Joseph in the Syriac tradition, briefly noted some of these instances, but his work was largely overlooked by subsequent scholars of the Qur’an. Moreover, Nāf was convinced that Muhammad received all his Biblical knowledge from oral instruction by Jews. The departures from the Biblical account include omissions, expansions, and other transformations. For my argument the most relevant instances are those not shared by Jewish sources, either at all or at least not in the same exact form. As for omissions, an interesting example concerns the very beginning of the story. Whereas the Biblical narrative opens by mentioning Joseph’s bad report about his brothers, Jacob’s preference for him, and his brothers’ subsequent hatred towards him (Genesis 37:2–4), PsN and the Qur’an both omit these embarrassing elements which portray Joseph and Jacob in a negative manner. They start the actual story with Joseph’s dream(s), which come only later in the Bible (Genesis 37:5). But the attempt to defend the character of Jacob and Joseph does not stop here. The Biblical Joseph, in what might seem to be arrogance, recounts his dreams first to his brothers and only then relates the second dream to his father. Jacob then rebukes him for it, acting in what might be construed as ignorance (Genesis 37:5–10). In PsN and the Qur’an, however, Joseph first seeks the meaning of the dream(s) from his father.

result of his grief), 20 (Potiphar doubting his wife’s story), 22 (Joseph’s remaining in prison longer as punishment for his request that the cup-bearer help him), 23 (Joseph’s statement that he will be as, or in fact is, Benjamin’s brother), 83 (the brothers insulting Benjamin and his family after the cup is found). In some of these examples Nāf notes parallel scenes, but even where none are to be found he assumes that the Qur’an must reflect a lost Jewish tradition. See also ibid., 85. 19 Ibid., 87. Interestingly, a century earlier, Samuel Lee commented on the “manifest similarity of style and sentiment” between Ephraem Graecus and Q 12. After noting that in both texts Jacob is suspicious of the brothers and Potiphar’s wife confesses her crime, Lee concludes: “These coincidences are, I think, sufficient to show that the one must have been the genuine offspring of the other; and that Syria was the soil from which the Pseudo-Prophet must have obtained his;” Lee, Controversial Tracts, 127–28. Like other early scholars Lee considered the Greek corpus attributed to Ephrem to be authentic, even though this is most often not the case.


21 The Qur’an omits Joseph’s first dream. A similar phenomenon is found later in the Stāra when Pharaoh’s two dreams (Genesis 41:1–7) are conflated (Q 12:4); see S. Goldman, “EQ, 3:(55–57) 56, and A. Afsar, “Plot motifs in Joseph’s story: A comparative study of Biblical and Qur’anic narrative,” Islamic Studies 45, 2006, (167–90) 171. In later works Joseph’s first dream resurfaces in a somewhat garbled form; see, e.g., Fakhir al-Din al-Rāzi, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, Cairo: al-Maqāṭa` al-Bahāyiyah al-Mīriyyah, 1938, 18:87 (citing Wahh). Cf. ʿAbd Allāh al-ʿAlamī, Mu`lam tafsīr Sā巍 Yūsuf, Damascus: Ma’tshī al-Fir`ah, 1961, 1:197–98. PsN, 522–23; Q 12:4–6. In Q 12:8 mention is made of Jacob’s preference for Joseph and Benjamin, but this is presented as an accusation made by the brothers, not as fact. Moreover, this accusation comes only after Jacob’s reaction to the dream and could be understood as its result.

23 Possibly related as well is the reading of the Septuagint. As opposed to the text of the Masora which has Joseph relate his second dream twice, once to his brothers (v. 9) and a second time to his father and brothers (v. 10), the Septuagint mentions in v. 9 that Joseph related the dream to his
Joseph then warns Joseph not to relate his dreams to his brothers and proceeds to interpret their true meaning, thus indicating his belief in them. Thus neither is Joseph arrogant nor Jacob ignorant. Although their specific solution is unique, PsN and the Qur'an develop tendencies found in other post-Biblical treatments of the Joseph story which tried to read away embarrassing features of the narrative.

Naf had already noticed the similarity between PsN and the Qur'an on this point. Interestingly, assuming that Muhammad could only have received the Joseph story from Jews, Naf inferred that a parallel tradition must have existed in Jewish circles, even though this is unattested.

A striking instance of a shared expansion concerns Potiphar's wife. In the Bible she appears last in Genesis 39:17–19, where she accuses Joseph and thus brings about his imprisonment. Nothing more is said of her. By contrast, in the Qur'an she resurfaces later in the story, confesses her evil-doing and exonerates Joseph. After Joseph solves the king's dream (while still in prison), the latter sends for him:

(50) The king said: "Bring him to me!" but when the messenger came to him, he [=Joseph] said: "Return to your lord and ask him: 'What of the women who cut their hands?' Surely my Lord has knowledge of their guile." (51)

father and brothers and omits any such mention in v. 10. Thus, according to the Septuagint, one could possibly understand that Joseph related his second dream first to his father and only then to his brothers. Interestingly, PsB seems to be following the Septuagint when it has Joseph relate the second dream to his brothers only when they are at their father's side; Weinberg, Geschichte, 17. It is possible that PsN was influenced by PsB on this point against the Peshitta tradition.

24 That Jacob believed in the dream (and even said so to Joseph's brothers) is found also in Balai, 14–16. According to PsB, Jacob rebukes Joseph in front of his brothers, warning him not to repeat the dreams, but in truth he believes them to be true; Weinberg, Geschichte, 18. See also Schapiro, Die haggadischen Elemente, 20, and Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen, 194, where Jacob's belief in the dreams in Balai and PsN is noted.

25 The following references are not exhaustive by any means. Their purpose is merely to illustrate the sensibilities that guided PsN and consequently the Qur'an. For attempts to defuse the embarrassment caused by Joseph's bad report, see J.W. Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis, Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993, 613, and H.W. Hollander, "The portrayal of Joseph in Hellenistic Jewish and early Christian literature," in M.E. Stone and T.A. Bergen (eds), Biblical Figures outside the Bible, Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1998, (237–60) 257. Philo, Josephus and Jubilees simply omit the bad report (Jubilees, in fact, leaves out the gift of the coat and the dreams as well). Jacob's apparent favoritism is justified by Balai and Narsai, whereas Ephrem in his commentary glosses over Jacob's preference for Joseph and the gift of the coat; Heal, Tradition, 111–22. Joseph's choice to relate his dreams to his brothers is defended by Philo (On Joseph 6) and Josephus (Judean Antiquities 2.1.1). The notion that Jacob believed in his son's dreams could find support in the Biblical text itself, where in the course of rebuking Joseph Jacob interprets the dream (Genesis 37:10). Moreover, the jealous reaction of the brothers in the following verse as well as the note that Jacob "keeps the matter in mind" both seem to indicate that Jacob did not consider the dream quite so ludicrous after all; see Philo, On Joseph 8–9, and Genesis Rabba 84.12. Josephus (Judean Antiquities 2.15–17) presents Jacob as rejoicing in his son's dream and interpreting it without rebuke.

26 Naf, Josef, 57–58. See also Stern, "Muhammad and Joseph," 194. Stern adduces Jacob's reaction to the dreams as an example for the Qur'anic version bearing "the clear markings of the rabbinic tradition."

The extent of Potiphar's wife's change of heart depends on whether vv. 52–53 belong to her speech. If so, she repented fully and believed in God, but even if not, as several exegetes suggest, v. 51 includes an admission of guilt on her part.

Potiphar's wife appears again in many of the Syriac sources as well. Ephrem, PsB, PsN, Balai, and Ephraem Graecus all include a scene in which she confesses, though they differ in details. According to PsN, for example, Potiphar hears the messengers announcing in the streets that Joseph has risen to power. When he learns that this is the very same Joseph whom he had imprisoned, he rushes to meet him, bows down before him fearing for his life, and pleads that his folly be forgotten. Joseph calms him, telling him that he is not to blame. Potiphar then returns home, informs his wife of Joseph's new status, and expresses his fear, apparently not pacified by Joseph's words. His wife assures him that Joseph is just and will not harass him. She confesses that it was she who assaulted Joseph. Later she herself grows fearful and has a scribe write a petition to Joseph begging his mercy. Finally she comes before Joseph, who reads her petition and dismisses her in peace, setting her mind at rest.

Several factors might have brought about this narrative expansion: simple curiosity as to what happened to Potiphar and his wife, the fact that other characters

27 This last phrase could also be rendered: "that I betrayed him not in [his] absence."


29 According to Ephrem, Potiphar is present when Pharaoh's dreams are interpreted. When he realizes Joseph's new status, he rushes home to consult his wife, who calms him and confesses her sin, stressing that if Joseph is to punish anyone it is her. She adds, however, that he would not since his imprisonment led ultimately to his new high status. Potiphar then joins the crowds following Joseph's chariot through the streets, and Joseph does him no harm, knowing that it was all part of God's plan; Mathews and Amar, Ephrem, 187–88. Similar is Ephraem Graecus; see Lash, "Sermon," 29–30. In Balai's version Potiphar's wife observes Joseph in his greatness and imagines what she would say were he to bring up her false accusation, without actually speaking to him; Balai, 133–38. Only in PsN does the woman confess both to her husband and to Joseph; see Weinberg, Geschichte, 34 (there is a lacuna there which is filled in Heal, Tradition, 26–32), and PsN, 550–55.

29 Ibid.
in the story keep on reappearing, and perhaps the desire to create a neat chaotic pattern of events. A reading of the Joseph narrative in light of a parallel scene in Esther 6:7–13 most likely contributed to this expansion as well.

Be that as it may, the Qur'ān is akin to the Syriac sources in this scene, but with two main differences. In the Qur'ān the confession occurs not after Joseph's public elevation to office, but rather right before he leaves prison to assume power. Moreover, whereas the Syriac sources use this scene to establish Joseph's


If Joseph is to marry the daughter of the man who unjustly threw him in prison, one might expect first a reconciliation scene. It is not, however, clear whether this occurred in the Syriac tradition as well. PsB refers to Joseph's wife as the daughter of Potiphar the priest, but this does not necessarily indicate that he meant to merge the two figures; Weinberg, Geschichte, 34.

32 Similarities between the Joseph story and that of Esther have been noted by ancient readers and modern scholars alike; see Esther Rabbah 7:7, and S.B. Berg, The Book of Esther: Motifs, Themes and Structure, Missoula: Scholars Press, 1979, 121–22. At least two, perhaps three, cross references appear in PsB (12:17–23) and Mordecai (6:7–11). In both texts the hero is robbed in special garb, rides a royal horse/carriage, and his special status is proclaimed. Indeed in Genesis Joseph is also given Pharaoh's signet ring, but Mordecai too will receive the king's ring later on in Esther 8:2. As a result of these similarities the two texts were conflated in various ways. Under the influence of Genesis, in Judean Antiquities 11.224, Haman suggests that a gold chain (not mentioned in Esther) be placed around Mordecai's neck, while the Septuagint for Esther 6:8 reads "a robe made of linen" instead of "a royal garment"; see C.A. Moore, The Anchor Bible: Esther, Garden City: Doubleday, 1971, 65 (but cf. H. Kahana, Esther: Juxtaposition of the Septuagint Translation with the Hebrew Text, Leuven: Peeters, 2005, 254–55). In PsN, on the other hand, the conflation goes in the other direction. There the fine linen garments of Genesis 41:42 are described as "garments of kings, fine linens and silks," possibly a reflection of "royal garments worn by the king" mentioned in Esther 6:8. Likewise, PsB mentions "royal garments"; Weinberg, Geschichte, 34. Seeing that the two texts were conflated, it would be quite natural for some readers to import the scene which follows this semi-coronation in Esther to the Joseph story. In Esther the public coronation causes Mordecai's arch-enemy Haman to worry about his own future and consult with his wife. This is the same motif which appears in Syriac versions of the Joseph story. However, the outcome of this consultation is quite different. While Haman and his wife realize that they are lost, Potiphar and his wife repent and are forgiven by Joseph, forgiveness being a major theme of the Joseph narrative.

33 Surprisingly, the Qur'ān is not mentioned in the discussion of this motif in Nāf, Josef, 73–75. Cf. Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen, 210–11, where the parallels in Ephrem and Ephremus Gracae lead Speyer to consider Christian informants as the source of this tradition. See also Brock, "Joseph and Potiphar's wife," 57.

34 Although the Qur'ān mentions Joseph's ascension to power (Q 12:54–56), it does so in general terms and does not refer at all to the semi-coronation with all its pomp. Q 12:57, which downplays the importance of reward in this world ("indeed the reward of the world to come is better for those who believe and are God-fearing"), suggests that this is an intentional omission.

35 The identification of the animal as a wolf (as opposed to a larger, more menacing animal) is possibly related to Joseph's young age in the Qur'ān. Whereas Genesis 37:2 states that Joseph was 17 years old, Q 12 seems to assume that he was much younger. This explains why he is to "enjoy himself and play" (v. 12), why Jacob fears for him and thinks he needs to be watched over (vv. 11–13), his description as a ghulām (v. 19), a term often used in the Qur'ān to denote young children, his manner of accepting it (v. 21), compare Q 28:9 regarding Moses the infant, and the reference later on to his reaching maturity (v. 22). As Patricia Crone pointed out to me, the notion that Joseph was a mere child at the time of his sale was not unique to the Qur'ān; see the ivory carvings from the so-called Chair of Maximianus (made in Antioch or Alexandria in the first half of the sixth century). Figures of these carvings and further references are found in P. Crone, " Barefoot and naked": What did the Bedouin of the Arab conquests look like?"" Muqarnas 25, 2008, (1–10) 2–3. In the Islamic ethico-religious tradition both approaches are found: Joseph is either a small boy or a seventeen-year-old; see, e.g., 'Abd al-Haq b. Ghalib. b. 'Affiya, al-Muhabbar al-waqtis, ed. 'Abd al-Sallām 'Abd al-Shāfi‘ī al-Muḥāsabāt, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 2001, 3:228. The latter opinion (attributed in other sources to al-Hasan al-Basrī) reflects knowledge of the Biblical account. It might have been adopted in order to make sense of the reference in v. 15 to Joseph receiving revelation (wa-awwiyāna 'ilayhī), seeming unfitting for a young child.

36 See, e.g., Genesis Rabba 95.2 (this section is a later addition from the Tanhumu). For parallels in other rabbinic sources, see M.M. Kashar, Torah Sheliema, 6:7, New York: American Biblical Encyclopedia Society, 1948, 1434.

37 See Genesis Rabba 84:7, 19; 87:3–4. An interesting explanation for the source of this image is found in Bernstein, Stories of Joseph, 244. This image is found also in Balai, 88–89; 111–12. I hope to return to this elsewhere.

38 Bernstein, Stories of Joseph, 245, suggests that "Perhaps it was the similarity of the Hebrew word for 'bear', dov, unknown in Middle Eastern clinics, with the Arabic for 'wolf', dhī' b [ . . . ] that gave rise to the Muslim tradition . . . ." Wolves do occur (describing the Egyptians) in Enoch's second dream in 1 Enoch, though this is most probably irrelevant for the Qur'ān. In 1 Enoch Joseph's sale is summarized thus: "When those twelve sheep had grown up, they handed over one of themselves to the wild asses, and those wild asses, in turn, handed that sheep over to the wolves, and that sheep grew up in the midst of the wolves." (1 Enoch 89:13); G.W.E. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1: A Commentary on the Book of 1 Enoch, Chapters 1–36: 81–108, Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2001, 365. Interestingly, the Qumran Aramaic fragments of this work seem to read יֵצָר which could be interpreted as bears rather than wolves; ibid., 378.
expected, seeing that the one brother who would not harm Joseph, his beloved Benjamin, is likened to a wolf in Genesis 49:27.39

We do, however, find wolves in Christian retellings of the Joseph story. As part of the Joseph–Jesus typology, Joseph is referred to as the lamb. Hence his brothers are wolves.40 Thus we read in PsN, for example: “The wolves (dēbē), rose, grabbed the lamb, and dragged him, / saying to him: ‘relate to us the dreams you saw,”41 and later “The wolves grabbed the rational lamb and behold they threw him down.”42 The use of close cognates is noteworthy: compare Arabic dhi ‘b (sg.) and Syriac dēbē (pl.).

It is worthy of mention that whereas PsN called the brothers “wolves,” in the Qur’ān wolves are mentioned without an explicit link with the brothers.43 Interestingly, this link is made in the Islamic exegetical tradition. The exegetes wonder why, of all possible dangers, was Jacob specifically afraid of wolves? Several answers are given, one being that by the “wolves” Jacob was actually alluding to the brothers themselves.44

In my second example, the Syriac sources and the Qur’ān both tighten the chiastic structure of the Biblical narrative by assigning garments a role in announcing the good news to Jacob. In Genesis, after Joseph reveals himself to his brothers he gives them garments and then sends them with various gifts to fetch his father. Initially Jacob does not believe that Joseph is alive, but after hearing Joseph’s words and seeing the wagons, he does. Thus we read in Genesis 45:

(26) And they told him: “Joseph is still alive! He is even ruler over all the land of Egypt.” He was stunned; he could not believe them. (27) But when they told him all the words of Joseph that he had said to them, and when he saw the wagons that Joseph had sent to carry him, the spirit of their father Jacob revived. (28) Israel said: “Enough! My son Joseph is still alive. I must go and see him before I die.”

The garments play no part in announcing the news to Jacob. This is reserved for the wagons.

In the Qur’ān, there is no mention of wagons, and a garment has acquired an important, perhaps miraculous role. Here Joseph orders his brothers:

(93) “Go with this shirt of mine and cast it on my father’s face, and he shall recover his sight; then bring me your family all together.” (94) So, when the caravan set forth, their father said: “Surely I would say that I perceive Joseph’s scent,”45 were it not that you might consider me senile.” (95) They said: “By God, you are certainly in your ancient error.” (96) But when the bearer of good tidings came to him, and laid it on his face, forthwith he saw once again. He said: “Did I not tell you I know from God what you know not?”46

Three departures from the Biblical account are of interest here: Joseph sends a garment to his father, it plays a part in delivering the good news to Jacob, and it causes him to regain his eyesight.47 Again Syriac sources seem to supply the background to these events.

Regarding the loss and regaining of eyesight, Geiger comments that “[Muḥammad] was perhaps thinking of Jacob’s loss of sight later on,”48 or possibly the idea is based on some legend unknown to me.49 In fact it seems to stem from a figure of speech found in the Bible in other contexts and used repeatedly in several Syriac sources to emphasize Jacob’s grief.50 Thus according to PsB, for

39 Cf. Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen, 196, where the Qur’ānic wolf is said to be the result of confusion with Genesis 49:27.


41 PsB, 534.

42 Ibid., 527. See also Lash, “Sermon,” 11 (“As he approached / they saw him / and like wild beasts / wanted to destroy / Joseph; while he / like an innocent lamb / went to fall / into the hands of the most ferocious wolves”), 14 ("and see they have become like most savage wolves") and 26. Similarly, in Romanos’ kontakion, Jacob addresses his son as “my lamb” and tells him to go and search for his sheep before the wolves devour him; Grasdidier de Matons, Romanos, 1:208 (but see 210 where the brothers are more ferocious than lions). Balai alternates between different images: Joseph as a “lamb among murderers” (21); the merchants state that he has not saved Joseph from his brothers they would have torn him to pieces like wolves (48); Joseph describes his brothers as lions and as wolves (79: “Mercy stood round me / when the lions surrounded me / From the mouth of ten wolves / his compassion snatched me and I was saved”); the brothers as lions and Potiphar’s wife as a bear (110-12). In PsB the sons of the handmaids attack Joseph like wild beasts; Weinberg, Geschichte, 20.

43 The reference to actual wolves in a de-allegorized fashion is reminiscent of the sleepers’ dog among the Ishmaelites.

44 See, for example, al-Qurṭubi, al-Jāmi’, 11:275. A similar solution cited by al-Qurṭubi is that Jacob had dreamed of ten wolves surrounding Joseph wishing to devour him. One of the wolves, however, protects Joseph. Then the earth is split open and Joseph hides in it for three days. See also Ibn ‘Abī ‘Iyya, al-Muḥarrar al-vağīf, 3:224–25. An elaborate argument in favor of Simeon as the intended wolf is found in al-‘Alami, Mu’tamar, 1:398–409. In this twentieth-century text Biblical verses are adduced to establish that wolves might be a metaphor for evil men.

45 Compare Brock, Soghyatha, 16.

46 The identity of Jacob’s interlocutors in vv. 94–96 is unclear. The natural candidates would be the brothers (compare vv. 85–96), but they were sent to Egypt in v. 87 and seem to return only in v. 96 or v. 97. See discussion in al-Qurṭubi, al-Jāmi’, 11:447 and 450.

47 See Q 12:84, where after being informed that Benjamin had been imprisoned for stealing, it is said that Jacob “turned away from them and said: ‘Ah, woe is me for Joseph!’ And his eyes turned white because of the sorrow (wa-bayyada‘ ‘aynahu mina l-huwa‘) . . . ”

48 In Genesis 48:10, just before Jacob blesses Ephraim and Manasseh towards the end of his life, it is said that his eyes “were dim with age.”

49 Geiger, Judaism and Islam, 117. The closest parallel in rabbinic sources is the tradition according to which the revival of Jacob’s spirit in Genesis 45:27 alludes to the divine spirit returning to him and his regaining prophetic power; see the sources listed in Schapiro, Die hebraischen Elemente, 72–74 (especially Genesis Rabba 91.6). See also Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen, 219–20, where an interesting parallel in Tobit 11:7–15 is noted. In J. Walker, Bible Characters in the Koran, Paisley: Gardner, 1931, 74–75, it is suggested that the blindness is the result of “some confusion” between Jacob and his father Isaac.

50 See especially Psalms 13:4; 19:9; 38:11; Proverbs 15:30. See also Tobit 10:5; 11:14.
example, when Jacob sees Joseph’s bloodstained garment it is said that “the light of his eyes dimmed (ḵēṣek nīḥrā d-‘aynaw).” Both Joseph and Benjamin are described as the light of their father’s eyes, and when Jacob is reunited with Joseph he says: “my eyes were enlightened by seeing you (nḥar ‘aynay ba-haẓádid).” Similar phrases are found in PsN, Balai, the dialogue poem between Joseph and Benjamin, Ephraem Graecus, and Romans.

As for Joseph sending a garment to his father, this may reflect the Syriac tradition which follows the reading of the Peshitta to Genesis 45:23. In contrast to the Masora, where Joseph only sends his father donkeys loaded with food and other good things, in the Peshitta he also sends him garments and silver. Unsurprisingly, this is picked up in later Syriac sources.


52 Weinberg, Geschichte, 24; Link, Geschichte, 20.

53 Link, Geschichte, 26.

54 PsN, 573 (“On account of mourning for Joseph my eyesight has diminished / and for Simeon too I mourn with my own sorrow”); Balai, 285 (where Jacob says to Benjamin: “Come in peace, light of my eyes, / for seeing you has strengthened your father”); Brock, Soghyatha, 15–16 (“light of my eyes, Joseph”); Lash, “Sermon,” 13 (“May Jacob’s eyes / not be darkened again / as he waits to see / my return to him”) and 23 (“I shall die, Joseph, / my light and my support”); Grosdidier de Matons, Romansa, 228 (Joseph and Benjamin as Jacob’s two eyes), and 240 (the night of discouragement is driven away from Jacob’s eyes; the light of his children is like the twelve hours of daylight).

In PsB Joseph is described also as “the staff of his father’s old age” (Weinberg, Geschichte, 23 and 25). Compare Tobit 5:18, where Tobias’s mother calls him “the staff of our hands.” The similarity is even more pronounced in the Vulgate version of Tobit 5:18 (“the staff of our old age”) and 10:5 (“the light of our eyes, the staff of our old age”). Since the Book of Tobit draws on the Joseph narrative extensively (see the studies cited in J.A. Fitzmyer, Tobit, Berlin: de Gruyter, 2003, 35), it is possible that it later influenced retellings of the Joseph story. Interestingly, Jerome claims to have based his translation of Tobit on an Aramaic source; ibid., 19–21. For a history of the phrase “a staff of old age” (though not including PsB), see D.A. Bertrand, “Un bâton de vieillesse,” à propos de Tobit 5,23 et 10,4 (“Vulgate”), Revue d’histoire et de philosophie religieuses 71, 1991, 33–37.

55 A similar reading is found in the Septuagint, Vulgate, and Jubilees 43:22 (“and he also sent to his father clothing and money and ten asses which carrying wheat. And he sent them off”). The two readings differ in one letter (ω), which affects the relationship between Genesis 45:22 and 23 as well as the meaning of Hebrew ke-zdr. The text of the Masora is translated in the NRSV thus: “(22) To each one of them he gave a set of garments; but to Benjamin he gave three hundred pieces of silver and five sets of garments. (23) To his father he sent the following (ke-zdr): ten donkeys (‘asarā hamarīm) loaded with the good things of Egypt, and ten female donkeys loaded with grain, bread, and for his father on the journey.” The Peshitta, on the other hand, might be enhanced symmetry in the Syriac texts and the Qur’ānic version, but have not been aware that in this the Qur’ān develops a trend found in the Syriac tradition.

56 In PsB (Link, Geschichte, 24) Joseph sends his father ten suits of clothing. Later Benjamin dresses Jacob in these clothes. In Brock, Soghyatha, 16, Joseph tells Benjamin to bring his clothes to Jacob and inform him that he is alive (compare Balai, 274). In Balai, 278, Joseph sends his father three hundred pieces of silver.

57 Link, Geschichte, 24.

58 Following Bejdī’s text. In a note he considers an emendation which would result in: “that his brother [=Joseph] gave Benjamin.” The Peshitta’s reading of Genesis 45:23, however, makes such an emendation unnecessary.

59 Balai, 287–91. The second hononym of PsN ends abruptly before we are told what exactly convinced Jacob.

60 Both Genesis and the Syriac texts use different words in the two instances. The word qamr, which occurs only in Q 12, is used also for Joseph’s garment which is torn by his master’s wife from behind and eventually proves his innocence (Q 12:25–28). In this way the Qur’ān leads its audience to compare the roles that garments play in the story. A discussion of the clothing motif in Q 12 is found in Afsar, “Plot motifs,” 179–85.

Literary form

Taken together, two features of Q 12 suggest an affinity with the Syriac poems: the presentation of the Biblical material in a continuous narrative and the repeated retelling of the story (the former in verse, the latter in rhymed prose). This comparison can only be taken so far and moreover it touches upon questions of genre that lie beyond the scope of the present study. I will therefore limit my observations here to the second feature, the use of dialogue.

Dialogue is an important stylistic feature of the Qur'an. Pre-Islamic poetry, on the other hand, makes little use of this literary device.62 In this the Qur'an is akin not only to the Bible, as Mustansir Mir points out,63 but perhaps more so to later religious poetry and homiletic literature which employ dialogue quite often.64 Although the use of dialogue as a literary device is, of course, not limited to the Qur'an, Mir, A. Cameron, and their sources, in light of the early Byzantine period,65 it is found shall become my slave, but the rest of you shall go free."

Thus the steward speaks twice, the brothers only once. In Q 12:70–75, on the other hand, the dialogue is broken down so that each side speaks three times:

(7) They said to him: “Why does my lord speak such words as these? Far be it from your servants that they should do such a thing! (8) Look, the money that we found at the top of our sacks, we brought back to you from the land of Canaan; why then would we steal silver or gold from your lord’s house? (9) Should it be found with any one of your servants, let him die; moreover, the rest of us will become your lord’s slaves.”

(10) He said: “Even so; in accordance with your words, let it be: he with whom it is found shall become my slave, but the rest of you shall go free.”

A comparison of these verses to their Biblical counterparts has led one scholar to comment on the eloquence of the Qur'an: all lines depend heavily on the previous ones and bring the action forward . . .


65 Mir, “Dialogues,” 532. See also Hameen-Anttila, “‘We will tell you the best of stories,’” 19–21.

66 For the translation “beast” rather than “camel,” see discussion below regarding the word ba’r.

67 Though the language is somewhat vague, it seems that the exegetes are correct in understanding the brothers’ answer as referring to slavery. Joseph and the Egyptians do not reject the proposed punishment and Benjamin is indeed detained by Joseph, presumably as a slave (Q 12:76–79).
And again they said to him: "What shall happen to you if you do not find [it]?" / [He replied:] "... and as for me stone me and I shall die here. Come let you and I observe and see the truth." 69

Not only do PsN and the Qur'an add more stages to the dialogue, 70 they also include a question to the brothers regarding the suitable punishment for the thief. Interestingly, the brothers' reply in both texts contradicts the Bible; whereas in Genesis the brothers suggest death for the thief and slavery for the rest, in PsN and the Qur'an it is slavery (for all, or only for the thief, respectively). 71

What follows is an example of a dialogue not found in the Bible. In Genesis, after Jacob is convinced that Joseph is alive he sets out to Egypt. The brothers do not confess their evil deeds, nor do they beg his forgiveness. In Q 12, on the other hand, one reads:

(97) They said: "Our father, ask forgiveness of our crimes for us; for certainly we have been sinful." (98) He said: "Assuredly I will ask my Lord to forgive you; He is the All-forgiving, the All-compassionate."

A similar scene is found in Ephrem's commentary on Genesis, 72 but an even closer exchange is reported by Balai. The brothers report that Joseph has forgiven them and ask that his father follow his example. Jacob agrees and adds:

PsN, 589–90. I have translated only enough of each response to demonstrate that the simple Biblical dialogue has been elaborated into a multi-stage one.

70 The same is true to a lesser degree of Balai, 216–19, where the steward and Judah (representing the brothers) both speak twice.

71 See also Balai, 219 ("We shall place the loads before you / and you will examine them equally. If your cup is with us / we shall be slaves on its account"). The omission of the death penalty from the brothers' response is perhaps an attempt to alleviate the tension between the brothers' statement in v. 9 and the steward's reaction in v. 10 of the Biblical account. The steward begins by seemingly accepting the brothers' judgment, only then to contradict himself by stating that the guilty party will be made a slave and the rest will be set free. Ancient and modern readers alike have been troubled by this; one approach is to understand the verse as follows: "He replied: "Even though what you propose is just, only he who is found to have it shall become my slave, and the rest of you will be exonerated;" " E.A. Speiser, Genesis, Garden City, NJ: Doubleday, 1964, 331. For a collection of Jewish responses to this problem, see Kashef, Torah Shelemah, 6:7, 1621–22. Whereas Balai and PsN omit mention of death but preserve the idea that all the brothers be slaves, the Qur'an brings the brothers' suggestion even closer to the steward's conclusion. Thus the Qur'an offers a more extreme version of the solution found in the Syriac sources. A partial parallel is found in J. Yahalom, Liturgical Poems of Sim'on Bar Megas: Critical Edition with Commentary and Introduction, Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1984, 142 (text) and 42 (discussion) (Hebrew). In this sixth/seventh-century poem from Byzantine Palestine Joseph accuses the brothers of stealing the silver cup and they respond by saying that whoever stole it will become a slave.

72 Toneveau, Epiphanius, 108–09. Here Jacob asks the brothers how Joseph ended up in Egypt. Judah responds by admitting their sin while adding mitigating explanations and begging forgiveness which Jacob then grants.

73 Balai, 295–96. This is the approach of several rabbinic sources as well as medieval Jewish exegetes; see N. Leibowitz, Studies in Bereishit (Genesis), Jerusalem: World Zionist Organization, Department for Torah Education and Culture, 1976, 563–66.

74 Cf. Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen, 220; H. Busse, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity: Theological and Historical Affiliations, Princeton: Markus Wiener Publishers, 1998, 90. Note that in the Bible the brothers refer to the instruction taking place before Jacob's death, whereas the scenes in Balai and the Qur'an take place immediately after Jacob receives the news that Joseph is alive. See also Balai, 325–26 and 333–34.

75 Compare, for example, Joseph's account of his dream in the Qur'an and PsN. In Q 12:4 Joseph reports that he saw "abada 'ashara kawkaban wa-l-shamsa wa-l-qamarra ra' aytulhum li sidfinna." In PsN, 522 (which is no more than a paraphrase of the Peshitta to Genesis 37:9) he sees "d-emdd daw sahrd w-Álashd balu 'sar sidfin qlidmay" (qlidmay replaces the lit of the Peshitta for the sake of meter). The Qur'an and PsN present virtually two versions of the same sentence. But the same is true of the Hebrew of Genesis 37:9. The only word which might suggest a specifically Syriac or Aramais
The root from Aramaic or Syriac. Generally, words of Aramaic/Syriac origin form the largest group of loanwords in the Qur'an and Q 12 is no exception. Many of these words occur, however, frequently in the Qur'an and are probably pre-Islamic borrowings. Here I would like to focus on three words in Q 12 which may suggest background is s̱alān/salān replacing the Hebrew māhtā'ānām (Targum Onkelos also uses s̱alān here). The form of the word is also of interest since grammar would require s̱alān to describe several irrationals or inanimate objects (see Muhammad b. Jarir al-Tabarî, Jāmî‘ al-bayān ‘an ta‘wil āy al-Qur‘ān, ed. Ahmad Sa‘îd ‘All, Muṣṭafâ al-Saqqâ et al., Cairo: Muṣṭafâ al-Bûbî al-Islaîî, 1954–68, 12:151). Obviously motivated by the rhyne, this might also reflect the Syriac or Aramaic form. 77

Whereas Biblical Hebrew has no cognate for al-sayyārā, various dialects of Aramaic do; see references in E.M. Cook, A Glossary of a Targum Onkelos: According to Alexander Sperber’s Edition, Leiden: Brill, 2008, 282. Genesis 37:25 uses another noun here, but Targum Onkelos, the Peshitta, PaB (Weinberg, Geschichten, 21) and Balai, 98, all have sāyārān (“caravan”). The word sayyārā occurs once more in Q 5:96, where the meaning seems to be “travelers” generally with no connotation of a group.

The root ‘ayr does not denote “pressing” in Hebrew, but does in various dialects of Aramaic (Cook, Glossary, 216) as well as Classical Ethiopic (W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge‘ez [Classical Ethiopic], Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1987, 75). Genesis 40:11 employs a different verb here, but the Jewish Targums, the Samaritan Targum, Peshitta and later Syriac works (PaB [Weinberg, Geschichten, 31]; PaN, 545; Balai, 108) all have ’ayrāt. The verb appears only once more in Q 12:49 (ma‘yīrinū), though there are several indications that this refers not to pressing fruit and extracting liquids, but rather to deliverance or rain; see al-Tabarî, Jāmî‘, 12:232–34; al-Râfi‘, 18:151; E.W. Lane, An Arabic–English Lexicon, Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 1984, 1:2061.

Although the root š-m-n exists in Hebrew and Jewish (Palestinian and Babylonian) Aramaic, the Masora and the Targums employ other words to describe the first group of cows in Pharaoh’s dream. The Qur’anic simūn is reminiscent of simmân/simmânād found in the Peshitta (Genesis 41:2, 4, 18, 20) and later Syriac works (PaB [Weinberg, Geschichten, 32–33]; PaN, 546–49; Balai, 120, 126–27; Mingana, Narsai, 2:288–81), but also in some manuscripts of the Samaritan Targum (see A. Tal, The Samaritan Targum of the Pentateuch: A Critical Edition, Tel-Aviv: Tel-Aviv University, 1980, 166–71). The only other Qur’anic occurrence of this adjective, samīn, in Q 5:26 also seems to reflect a Syriac background; compare Genesis 18:7 where the Hebrew and most Targums refer to a tender and good calf, whereas the Peshitta has a fat and good calf. The late Pseudo-Jonathan Targum has a tender and fat calf, so the argument is not conclusive.

Variant readings of this verb are tamūrā in the second person and namūrū in the fourth form; ‘Abd al-Lāfīf al-Kharīfī, Mu‘jam al-qirā‘āt, Damascus: Dir Sa‘îd al-Dīn, 2002, 4:300–01.

The root m-w-r denotes the supplying of food and provisions in Syriac and Samaritan Aramaic (A. Tal, A Dictionary of Samaritan Aramaic, Leiden: Brill, 2000, 2:457), but not in Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic. Words from this root render the derivatives of Hebrew š-b-r throughout Genesis 41–44 in the Peshitta (and the Samaritan Targum) as well as in Balai, 215.

See FV throughout. For a statistical breakdown of the loanwords documented in FV, see M.R. Zamir, A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’anic Arabic, Leiden: Brill, 2002, 57–60. It should be noted that Q 12 includes also a few Ethiopic loanwords and as a result Carter assumes that the Qur’anic Joseph story is probably derived from an Ethiopian source; M. Carter, “Foreign vocabulary,” in A. Rippin (ed.), The Blackwell Companion to the Qur’ān, Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2006, (120–39) 131 and 135. Pre-Islamic Ethiopic traditions concerning Joseph, insofar as they exist, have, as far as I know, yet to be studied in this context.

an Aramaic/Syriac literary background. They have been noted in the literature as loanwords, but it has not been pointed out that they occur in the Syriac texts on Joseph as well. They include the word for pit, jubb, the word for the animals which the brothers rode, ba‘ir, and the word for measure, kayl.

Jubb occurs only twice in the Qur’ān and only in the Joseph story (Q 12:10, 15). It does not have a plausible Arabic etymology and is most likely a loan from Aramaic/Syriac gūbbā‘, used in the Jewish Targums, Samaritan Targum, and Peshitta to Genesis 37 and throughout the Syriac texts on Joseph. 84

Ba‘ir occurs only twice in the Qur’ān and only in the Joseph story (Q 12:65, 72). The use of Hebrew and Aramaic/Syriac words from the same root, both meaning beasts of burden, in the Joseph story, might suggest that the Qur’ānic word is a loanword, the meaning of which is perhaps not limited to camels as it usually is in Arabic. 85 Although Hebrew be‘ir appears in the Biblical text (and in the Targums) it does so only once (Genesis 45:17). All seven other references to the brothers’ riding animals are to donkeys. In the Syriac works, however, donkeys are not mentioned at all and only the word b‘ir (and b‘ir[nd) is used. 86 This makes the connection with the Syriac sources more probable.

Another possible loanword is kayl, “measure,” from Syriac kaylā‘, 87 found in Balai. 88 It occurs ten times in the Qur’ān, six of which are in Q 12. 89 Interestingly, the other Qur’ānic occurrences of this word concern the commandment to weigh and measure fairly and may also be related to the Syriac (or Aramaic) renditions of Biblical verses. 90

My argument, however, is not dependent upon these words being indeed directly loaned from Syriac. They could have originated from another Aramaic
dialect and might have been transmitted via an intermediate language. It is more important to recognize that the Syriac sources and the Qur'an relate the Joseph story using similar vocabulary. This in itself is not conclusive, but could support other stronger evidence such as the motifs discussed above.

Also worthy of mention are two Arabic phrases which might reflect phrases used in the Syriac sources. In the Qur'an the brothers refer to themselves twice as a 'uṣba, i.e. a band or group of men (Q 12:8, 14). There is no such description in the Biblical text; neither have I found an exact equivalent in rabbinic sources. In the Syriac tradition, on the other hand, it is quite common for texts to refer to the brothers as a gūddā, that is, a band, company, or troop. Interestingly, one of the Arabic words used by the tenth-century lexicographer Bar Bahillum to gloss Syriac gūddā is 'uṣba. Likewise, in the Qur'an and PsN, Joseph is thrown to the bottom of the pit, ghayābat al-juven in Arabic (Q 12:15) and ēštēh d-gūbbā in Syriac. In the Bible only the pit is mentioned.

These last examples might seem trivial, but I believe that it can be shown in both cases that the Syriac usage reflects an interpretive conflation of the Joseph story with other Biblical texts (Genesis 49:23 in the case of gūddā,97 and Daniel mind verses where the root h-r-f seems to denote military divisions. For Proverbs 30:27, see D.W. Thomas, "Notes on some passages in the book of Proverbs," Vetus Testamentum 15, 1965, 271–79) 276–77. More debated is Judges 5:11; see C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges with Introduction and Notes, London: Rivingtons, 1918, 126, and M.L. Chaney, "HDL-II and the Song of Deborah: Textual, Philological, and Sociological Studies in Judges 5, with Special Reference to the Verbal Occurrences of HDL in Biblical Hebrew," Cambridge: Harvard University (unpublished dissertation), 1976, 169–73. It is also possible that the Pesitta was aware of a Targum tradition similar to that of Onqelos (ba 'alit palgziteḥ) or the Samaritan (ma' nyz glimpse) and that it understood palgdipilg as a faction or division of men. In any case, it appears likely that this occurrence of gūddā in the Q in a verse which describes Joseph's enemies, traditionally understood as his brothers, caused later Syriac authors to refer to them as a gūddā. It is noteworthy that this is the only occurrence of gūddā in the Pesitta on Genesis.

98 Note that the text where ēštēh d-gūbbā occurs (PsN, 526–27) also shares with Daniel 6 the theme of a heavenly visitation in the pit. That Daniel may have influenced the retelling of the Joseph story is likely when one considers the many parallels between Joseph and Daniel; both are taken captive, become courtiers of foreign kings, interpret dreams, and rise to prominence. The two narratives share many phrases and expressions as well: J.J. Collins, Daniel: A Commentary on the Book of Daniel, Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993, 39–40; see also Schapiro, Die haggadischen Elemente, 82. That PsN, 527, had Lamentations 3:57 in mind is suggested by their sharing God's message: "Do not fear." Interestingly, Lamentations Rabba identifies the speaker in Lamentations 3:53, 55 as Joseph, Jeremiah, or Daniel (all known to have been thrown into a pit). I will examine these sources as the background for Q 12:15 elsewhere.

99 See Tottoli, Biblical Prophets, 3–16.

100 Q 12:109–11. That these verses refer specifically to the Joseph story is suggested both by their occurrence immediately after it and by the preceding v. 111 shares with vv. 3 and 7 which introduce the Joseph narrative; see A. Nouwirth, "Zur Struktur der Yāsuf-Sure," in W. Diem and S. Wild (eds), Studien aus Arabistik und Semitistik, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1980, (123–52) 139. According to a non-canonical variant of v. 7 which reads "lesion" ("ibra) instead of "signa" (būṭah), the wording is even closer to that of v. 111; see al-Kahtāb, Mu'jam al-qirā'āt, 4:183.

101 Q 12:37–40. Unparalleled in Genesis, not relevant to the prisoners' question (see al-Tabari, Jāmi', 12:217–18; al-Rāzī, al-Tafṣīr, 18:136), and odd coming from Joseph ("I have forsaken the creed of a people who believe not in God . . ."); see ibid., 18:137), who never adhered to another religion, these words seem very fitting for Muhammad; see Stern, "Muhammad and Joseph,"
which, according to some scholars, is the thematic and structural central point of the Sira.\textsuperscript{102}

Classical exegetes and Western scholars have noted the parallels between the Prophet's tribulations and those of Joseph. They understood Joseph as an intended role model for Muhammad and have attempted to flesh out the comparisons in more detail.\textsuperscript{103} What is less often noted is that this kind of use of the story is well known from the Christian typological reading, where Joseph stands for Christ while the brothers stand for the Jews. This was a common theme among Christian authors,\textsuperscript{104} including PsN, Balai and Narsai, where one finds explicit remarks on the typological character of the story\textsuperscript{105} as well as a list of comparisons between Joseph and Jesus.\textsuperscript{106} More importantly one can see, as Kristian Heal notes, how this typology affected the reshaping of the Joseph story.\textsuperscript{107}

Thus it seems likely that in applying the Joseph story to Muhammad and his enemies, the Qur'an was following in the path of the Christian tradition which read it as prefiguring Jesus and the Jews.\textsuperscript{108} To be sure, typological readings of the Hebrew Bible were not limited to the Syriac tradition or – for that matter – to enemies, the Qur'\textsuperscript{in}.\textsuperscript{109}

Nonetheless, in light of the other links examined in this chapter, I suggest that the typological reading of the Joseph story is yet another instance in which the Qur'an follows the Syriac tradition.\textsuperscript{110}

Conclusion

I have argued that a combined examination of motifs, literary form, lexical issues, and typological function suggests that the Qur'\textsuperscript{in}ic Joseph story is closely related to the Syriac tradition. Taken alone, some of the parallels may not be fully compelling, but in conjunction they lend each other the power of persuasion.\textsuperscript{111} In this my approach is analogous to that employed by Syriacists in the tracing of other (Greek) offshoots from the Syriac literary tradition.\textsuperscript{112}

Although this chapter has only dealt with a few examples, some tentative conclusions are in order. First, the evidence suggests that the Qur'an was aware of Christian Syriac traditions concerning Joseph. This seems a simpler explanation for the extent of the parallels than to assume, as Naf\textsuperscript{d} did, that the Qur'an reflects lost Jewish sources which included similar material. There are of course elements in Q 12 which are not found in the Syriac sources.\textsuperscript{113} My argument, therefore, is


An important study of typology in the Qur’an is found in M. Zwettler, “A maniac manifesto: The Sira of ‘The Poets’ and the Qur’anic foundations of prophetic authority,” in J.L. Kugel (ed.), Poetry and Prophecy: The Beginnings of a Literary Tradition, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990, 75-119. Zwettler emphasizes that the Qur’\textsuperscript{in}ic typology should not be construed simplicistically as Christian, Jewish, or Gnostic influence, but rather as a reflection of a shared mode of discourse among the monotheistic milieu of the sixth- and seventh-century Near East; ibid., 102. Moreover, he notes that it “is not so much like that of the New Testament and early Christian Church … rather, much more like the sort of “apocalyptic exegesis” that was carried on among the Essenes of the Qumr\textsuperscript{in}n community …”; ibid.,102. At least as far as Q 12 is concerned, I am not sure that this second point is true.

Cf. F. Leemhuis, “A Koin\textae;ic contest poem in Sir\textae;at as-Sif\textae;iṭ” in G.J. Reinink and H.L.J. Vanstiphout (eds), Dispute Poems and Dialogues in the Ancient and Medieval Near East, Leuven: Peeters, 1991, 165–77. Leemhuis identifies a fragment of debate literature in Q 37 and suggests that this reflects familiarity with Syriac Christianity. His argument is based on form alone.

See, e.g., Brock, “From Ephrem to Romans,” 139–51, where Brock attempts to establish Romans’ dependence on Syriac sources based not only on similarities in metrical and literary form, but also in literary motifs.

Noteworthy elements known from rabbinic literature but not found in the Syriac sources include Joseph’s initial desire for his master’s wife and his change of heart following his Lord’s intervention (Q 12:24), the assembly of ladies struck by Joseph’s beauty (Q 12:30–34), and Jacob warning his children not to enter the town by one gate (Q 12:67–68). The first two motifs have been dealt with extensively in J.L. Kugel, In Potiphar’s House: The Interpretive Life of Biblical Texts, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994, 28–65 (the assembly of ladies) and 94–124 (Joseph’s change of heart). For the third motif, see Geiger, Judaism and Islam, 115.
not that the Syriac tradition provides the entire background for the Qur'anic Joseph story, only that it played a major role in its formation. In light of this it would seem worthwhile to examine the retellings of other Hebrew Bible narratives in the Qur'ān.  

Second, the tendency of earlier scholarship to envision the Qur'anic retellings as mainly derivative has recently been challenged. Now the literate qualities of these retellings, the ways in which they appropriated earlier material, and their meaning for the Prophet and his followers are often stressed, and rightly so. Yet the excessive suspicion towards the tracing of sources and origins which often accompanies studies of this sort seems unjustified. A recent comment of Sarah Stroumsa regarding Maimonides is fitting here: “The identification of influences is critical in our attempt to gauge the depth of a thinker’s attachment to his milieu. It enables us to transform this milieu from a scenic background into the pulsating world in which the thinker lived.” Moreover, we cannot truly appreciate what is new and unique in the Qur'anic retellings before we have a clear idea of the traditions current at the time. This study suggests that existing scholarship with its focus on Jewish sources does not provide this background adequately.

Once the Qur’ān’s sources are better understood, the study of the mechanisms of appropriation may be advanced. Here I have touched only briefly on the ways in which the Qur’ān adapted and reshaped its materials. Many factors influenced this process, but this requires a larger study which will examine Q 12 in its entirety in light of the Syriac and Jewish sources. The omission of Christological materials, the use of formulaic language, the impact of inner-Qur'ānic parallels, and the tendency to further develop post-Biblical exegetical readings — to name but a few factors — all deserve a separate treatment elsewhere.

114 My dissertation explores the Syriac background of other such retellings. In a study of the Cain and Abel story in the Qur’ān, for example, similar arguments lead to much the same conclusions.


116 For a critique of this trend, see Reynolds, “Redeeming,” 80–81.


118 I hope to supply this elsewhere.

19 Condemnation in the Qur'ān and the Syriac Gospel of Matthew

Emran El-Badawi

Introduction

One could say that a comparative approach towards the Qur'ānic text and earlier scriptures and sacred traditions first emerges within the Qur'ān itself. In addition, the scarcity of documentary evidence, and the problematic nature of the traditional Islamic literary sources, which render complicated the study of the Qur'ān, makes a comparative approach a scholarly obligation. The Biblical, Midrashic and Apocryphal background of the Qur'ān has been a matter of critical scholarly examination for the better part of two centuries. However, to my knowledge no direct comparative examination between the Qur'ān and Syriac Gospels has been undertaken. This absence is peculiar given that the late antique Arabian milieu in which the Qur'ān was revealed served as a point of contact between Arabian communities and the sacred literature and theological expression of Syriac Christian speaking groups. The lives of Arabic speaking Christians were diglossic, as they used Arabic for common everyday matters and Syriac for liturgical, religious purposes.
To appreciate the need for a study on the Qurʾān and the Syriac Gospels, it is first necessary to outline briefly the place of Syriac in earlier Qurʾānic Studies.

With his 1833 landmark work, Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen?, Abraham Geiger drew attention to the large role that Hebrew Scripture and rabbinical sources played in shaping the Qurʾān’s religious worldview. The important role that language played in Qurʾānic revelation obtained greater value with Theodor Nöldeke and Karl Vollaers. Following the traditional theory, Nöldeke argued that classical Arabic or ǧīshā existed as a spoken language among Arab tribes even prior to the rise of Islam. Vollaers refuted this claim by arguing that, before the rise of Islam, Arab tribes spoke various dialects of Arabic koine and that ǧīshā developed with later Islamic civilization. Broader comparative studies with Judaism and Christianity gave rise to Wilhelm Rudolph’s Die Abhängigkeit des Qorans von Judentum und Christentum, published in 1922, and the investigative approach to extracting the sources of the Qurʾān were fully under way by 1926 when Joseph Horovitz wrote his Koranische Untersuchungen. In that same year Richard Bell’s The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment was published. In it Bell describes the general influence of the Syrian, Mesopotamian and especially Abyssinian church on Late Antique Arabia, emphasizing in particular the remnants of such influences found in the Qurʾān. Bell also acknowledged that some Qurʾānic terms “indicate penetration of Aramaic culture into Arabia.” The linguistic inquiry into Qurʾānic origins eventually expanded into a discourse that integrated a diversity of Late Antique languages. Arthur Jeffery’s The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qurʾān underscores the vital theological and literary function of Qurʾānic terms originating from other languages such as Aramaic (especially Syriac), Hebrew, Ethiopic, Greek, and Persian. Jeffery followed this book with other works on the Qurʾān such as The Qurʾān as Scripture, which situates the Qurʾān within the diverse genre of scripture in the continuously intermingling religious context of the ancient (before c. 300 CE) and Late Antique (c. 300–700 CE) Near East (Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, Egypt, and Arabia).

The study of the Qurʾān in relation to Syriac came into being, albeit under the radar, in 1926 with Tor Andrae’s Der Ursprung der Islams und das Christentum. After portraying an image of Late Antique Arabia similar to that of Bell’s, in which the Persian Nestorian and Abyssinian Monophysite churches exercised much influence along Arabian trade routes, Andrae’s insightful analysis compares verses of the Qurʾān with various Syriac works, most notably the hymns of Ephrem (d. 373). However, it was the following year that Alphonse Mingana set the foundation for research on the Qurʾān within the context of Syriac in an article entitled “Syria Influence on the Style of the Kurʾān,” in which he provides a brief typology and some examples of Syriac words used in the Qurʾān, while asserting that 70 percent of the Qurʾān’s foreign vocabulary was Syriac in origin. Still, Mingana’s article did not have a profound impact on Qurʾānic Studies – and with the exception of Andrae and Mingana’s works, which still do not address the Syriac Gospels directly but rather Syriac literature generally, the study of the Qurʾān within the context of Syriac was relatively uncommon.

Subsequent studies on the Qurʾān include Karl Ahrens’ “Christliches im Qoran,” Heinrich Speyer’s Die biblischen Erzählungen im Qoran, which frequently cites Syriac sources, and on occasion the Syriac Gospels, Denise Masson’s Le Coran et la révélation juocho-chrétienne, Johann-Dietrich Thyen’s Bibel und Koran, Ugo Bonnate’s Bibbia e Corano, and similar works. During this time, scholars of Qurʾānic Studies continued to overlook the impact of the Syriac context, even if they focused with renewed attention on Christian influences. Günter Lüling’s Über den Ur-Qurʾān, published in 1971, perceived the Qurʾān as part of a strictly pre-Islamic Arabian Christian discourse. Lüling argues that the Qurʾān was originally composed of ancient Christian strophic hymns that went through progressive stages of Islamization by the exegetes. He does not discuss the role of Syriac language or literature.

---

14 Andrae’s work was originally published in a little-known journal in Uppsala, Sweden called Kyrkhistorisk årsbrev between the years 1923 and 1925; furthermore, the book’s title made no direct claim to be a comparative work of Qurʾān and Syriac literature. See T. Andrae, Der Ursprung der Islams und das Christentum, Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1926; Fr. trans. Les origines de l’islam et le christianisme, Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1955.
Other scholars re-situated the Qur’ān amidst Jewish literary influences. John Wansbrough investigated the Qur'ān in the context of earlier topos and through the lens of the rabbinical principles of exegesis. The attention of Qur’ānic Studies experts was finally reawakened to the importance of Syriac in 2000 with the publication of Christoph Luxenberg’s Die syro-aramäische Lesart des Koran. Seeing the Qur’ān as an originally Syriac Christian lectionary (Syriac geryānā; Arabic qurʾān) that was misinterpreted by classical Muslim exegetes, Luxenberg emends the meaning and orthography of dozens of Qur’ānic verses to fit what he deems to be a suitable Syro-Aramaic reading. Oddly enough, Luxenberg does not identify any specific genre or corpus of Syriac literature with little regard for the Qur’ān but a direct comparative study between the Syriac text of the Gospels remains much needed. The Qur’ān replicates the striking language and imagery exclusive to Matthew’s Gospel, as will become evident throughout our examination. At other times the Qurʾān echoes passages common to all four canonical Gospels, but it is in harmony with the theological understanding and religious phrasing present in the Syriac Gospel of Matthew, as will become evident throughout our examination. At other times the Qurʾān replicates the striking language and imagery exclusive to Matthew’s Gospel. This chapter will argue that integral passages and scenes of condemnation present in the Qurʾān were informed, likely via the oral tradition of the Syriac Gospels, which we contextualize next.


Sources

The earliest extant canonical Gospels are not in Syriac, but rather in Greek. How the Gospels were translated into Syriac is a matter about which Syriacists and Biblical scholars are yet to reach a consensus. Scholars do, nonetheless, agree on one key point. It is generally accepted that the earliest official Syriac Gospel, used for liturgy and worship by the early Syriac church, was the Diatesseron of Tatian (d. 185). The existence of a Syriac Gospel text earlier than this is a matter of debate, which principally revolves around the issue of whether the Syriac Gospels in general reflect a Palestinian Aramaic substratum or not.

Most scholars agree that the Old Syriac Gospels, the subsequent official Gospel texts of the Syriac church, were heavily influenced by the Diatesseron. The two extant Old Syriac Gospel manuscripts, Sinaiticus and Curetonius, are translations of the Greek, albeit highly Syriac in style. In due course, this text was supplanted in the fifth century by the Peshitta (Syriac piṣṭāṭ, “simple, vulgar”), which is an edited and revised version of the Old Syriac Gospels that mimicks the Greek style and syntax more closely. Furthermore, the Peshitta is comprised of the entire Biblical canon of both Old and New Testament books. It was the basis of Syriac religious life and remains to this day the standard Syriac Bible text. In 616, a final revision of the Syriac Bible called the Harklean version was commissioned under the auspices of Thomas of Harkel (d. 627), which endeavored to follow the Greek text still more closely.


29 Despite the assertions of some Greek church fathers such as Hegesippus (d. 215), Irenaeus (d. 202), Origen (d. 254), Eusebius of Caesarea (d. 399), Epiphanius of Salarnus (d. 403), and Jerome (d. 420) regarding the alleged existence of the Hebrew or Aramaic Gospel of Matthew (see W. Schoenmaker, “The Gospel according to the Hebrews,” The Biblical World 20:3, 1992, 196–203), no extant original Palestinian Aramaic Gospel text exists that emerged from the milieu of Jesus. On this see R. Murray, Symbols of Church and Kingdom: A Study in Early Syriac Tradition, London: Cambridge University Press, 1975, esp. 193–94; S. Brock, The Bible in the Syriac Tradition, 34, 108.


Irrespective of the scholarly debates over the origins of the Syriac Gospels and over the existence, or non-existence, of philological evidence for a Palestinian Aramaic substratum underlying the Syriac Gospels, Syriacists can recognize various linguistic features, phonological word plays, or rhyme schemes in the Syriac Gospels which suggest some level of integrity and antiquity and not mere translation. These features are altogether absent in the corresponding Greek verses. It is also taken for granted that the Late Antique Christian discourse of the Near East and the contact of the Arabian peoples with Christianity, principally involved the Syriac traditions — not Greek.34

Of all the Gospels Matthew's is unique, because as Bart Ehrman notes, "Matthew used [his] sources to create a distinctive portrayal of Jesus as a new Moses who provides the authoritative interpretation of the Jewish Law."35 The author's Mosaic, Jewish-Christian worldview is discernible in various parts of his Gospel. This includes the opening of his account with an Old Testament-like genealogy of Jesus, his restraint from stating "God" and substituting it with "Lord," placing Jesus's sermon on a "mount" analogous to that of Moses, his insistence that Jesus came to fulfill the Law, and his emphasis on divine judgment (Matthew 1: 5–7; 10–12).36 Matthew's Gospel was also likely the most widely read Gospel in the Late Antique Near East. So widespread was the Syriac Gospel of Matthew (hereafter called "Matthew") that much of its Mosaic, Jewish-Christian expression was echoed later on in the Arabic idiom of the next major scripture — the Qur'an.

The origins of the Qur'an, and its relationship to Islam and classical Arabic, are not entirely clear either. While there are early non-Muslim sources from nearby lands that mention Islam in some respect,37 the earliest known documentary evidence of the Qur'an dates to c. 72/692.38 The earliest extant classical Muslim literary source on Mu'addam's life (d. 10/632) and the revelation of the Qur'an is Ibn Ishaq's (d. ca. 151/768) Sīra, as preserved by Ibn Hishām (d. 218/833). Furthermore, the manner and extent to which the Qur'an is Ibn Hishām's (d. ca. 151/768) Sīra, as preserved by Ibn Hishām (d. 218/833). Furthermore, the manner and extent to which the Qur'an was part of a diverse religious discourse, involving kuffār, kūna'a, Jews, Christians, Sabaeans, and other groups, is a matter of ongoing research and continual discovery. The sheer dearth of factual knowledge on the Qur'an's origins and the multiplicity of its contexts is a problem scholars will likely continue to grapple with for some time.

However, that the textual history of Muslim scripture is problematic is common to the phenomenon of scripture and revelation rather than an aberration.39 Likewise, that scriptures of the ancient and Late Antique Near East (including the Hebrew Bible and New Testament) should allude to, reference, quote or in some way incorporate the sacred language and religious expression of earlier confessional traditions or civilizations is also common to the phenomenon of scripture. Furthermore, the complexity of studying Qur'anic origins has at times been compounded as a result of reductionist tendencies in studying the Qur'an.40 The Qur'an is part of several contexts and is not reducible to any one of them.41 Yet, some scholars have searched for an ancient Qur'anic ur-text, i.e. preceding the first/seventh-century milieu of Muhammad; while others argue for a later context. The resulting controversies and "chaos"42 cannot sufficiently serve as a foundation for our inquiry. Instead, concerning ourselves with the Arabic text of the Qur'an as it has come to us, separating it from later traditional Islamic literature, and respecting the Qur'an's integrity as a unique scripture in the diverse context of Late Antique Near Eastern revelation generally and seventh-century Arabia specifically, will prove a more fruitful foundation with which to begin our investigation. The premise of this chapter follows that of Griffith as he states,

The Qur'an [is] a scripture in its own right, in dialogue with previous scriptures through the oral reports of them that circulated among the Arabic-speaking Jews and Christians in the Qur'an's own milieu.43

Keeping Griffith's words in mind, along with a basic understanding that the religious, cultural, and linguistic landscape of seventh-century Arabia was for centuries inextricably tied to communities in greater Syria, Mesopotamia, Abyssinia, and other locales not only compels one to avoid simplistic, reductionist theories of direct or linear "influences" but reveals the reality of complex, diffuse, diverse, and organic free-flowing ideas present in the Qur'an's "thematic context."44

34 The Qur'an's milieu was connected to the Syriac Christian sphere of influence which was diffuse and popular among Arabs. The Greek sphere of influence in the Near East and Arabia was limited to select classes of urban centers like Antioch, Jerusalem, and coastal cities of Palestine. For more see D. Cook, "The beginnings of Islam in Syria during the Umayyad Period," PhD dissertation, University of Chicago, 2002; W. Bauer, Orthodoxy and Heresy, Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971.
36 Except for specific instances where I have translated Syriac Biblical words or phrases into English, general English Bible quotations are from the NSRV.
39 Jeffery, The Qur'an as Scripture, 89.
40 One may explain the periodical re-emergence of reductionist Qur'anic studies in modern times as the continued legacy of Geiger's scientific and reductionist methodology. See V. Robbins and G. Newby, "A prolegomenon to the relation of the Qur'an and the Bible," in idem (ed.), Bible and Qur'an: Essays in Scriptural Inter textuality, 24–25. Though empowered with an encyclopedic knowledge of Hebrew Scripture and Jewish commentary, Geiger's study does not take into account the complexity of interaction between Jewish and Arabic elements but is concerned rather with "tracing origins," and infers a direct Jewish influence upon the Qur'an. Jeffery notes this problem in Western scholarship. Jeffery, The Qur'an as Scripture, 69.
42 Reynolds, "Qur'anic studies and its controversies," in QHC, 18, quotes Neuwirth.
43 Griffith, "Syriacisms in the Arabic Qur'an," 89.
Centuries of Aramaean–Arabian intermingling\(^{45}\) evolved into the intimate relationship between Syriac-speaking Christian groups and the urban and nomadic spheres of Arabia, like the Hijaz. This interaction allowed early on for the adoption of pagan Arab cults by Syro-Aramaens,\(^{46}\) the introduction of Judaism into Arabia,\(^{47}\) and later the adoption of Christianity by some Arabs.\(^{48}\) Educated in the liturgical and confessional Syriac literature of their churches, early Arab Christians would have integrated such wisdom as that of the Syriac Gospels into the long-standing Arabian custom of oral tradition. The Qur‘ān, functioning as the scriptural and cultural repository of the Arabs, was the next step in development beyond oral tradition. Nonetheless, the Qur‘ān’s own user-image makes explicit the claim that it is the first Arabic book. While seeing itself as the scriptural continuation of Hebrew and Christian Scripture,\(^{49}\) it implies that it is a unique, linguistic, Arabic novelty (Q 16:103; 42:7).\(^{50}\) Mingana notes, therefore, that “the author” of the first Arabic book did not risk coining new terminology:

The best policy was to use for [its] new idea of Islam the words which were understood by his hearers and found in a language akin to his that had become an ecclesiastical and religious language centuries before his birth and the adherents of which were surrounding him in all directions in highly organized communities, bishoprics, and monasteries.\(^{51}\)

The language to which Mingana is referring, of course, is Syriac. It is not beyond our expectation, therefore, that the Qur‘ān should reflect various thematic and linguistic features from the Syriac Gospels. One such feature is the language of condemnation, which we turn to next.

**The context of condemnation**

The shared self-image of the Qur‘ān and Matthew as champion of the spirit of the Jewish law and critic of Jewish authority, which is perceived as knowing only the letter of the law and its abuse of authority, is the context in which their common language of condemnation is manifested. This language can take a direct form, as in curses, warnings of impending doom, or an indirect form, as in hostile, critical, or unflattering portrayals of certain persons or groups. By reproaching Jewish groups, the Qur‘ān merely participated in the larger sectarian polemical discourse of its day. Such is evident in Syriac homiletic works like Aphrahat’s (d. c. 345) *Demonstration against the Sabbath* and various homilies against the Jews by Isaac of Antioch (d. c. 460) and Jacob of Sarug (d. 521).\(^{52}\)

The Qur‘ān accuses the Jews and especially figures of Jewish authority of various offenses. This may also be the result of the tendentious relationship that developed between Muhammad and the Jewish groups during his lifetime. Thus, where some passages acknowledge the legacy of the Israelites (banū isrā ’īl) or Jews (al-ladhīnā huḍūl) for being God’s chosen nation or being blessed with scripture (Q 2:47, 62),\(^{53}\) others exhibit expressions of condemnation directed towards them, sometimes along with Christians (al-musīrīn) (Q 2:120; 5:18, 31, 64, 82, etc).

The Qur‘ān frequently illustrates the insubordination and rebelliousness of the Israelites in association with the prophet Moses (Q 2:54, 61, 71, 92; 5:20; etc). However, verse 1 in al-Ma‘īda exhibits an intriguing, uncharacteristic break from this pattern: “Cursed (hu ṯāna) were those who rebelled (kafārū) from banū isrā ’īl on the tongue of David and Jesus the son of Mary, because they disobeyed and continued to cause offense” (Q 5:78).\(^{54}\) Aside from oblique parallels with Psalm 10:3, 7, this verse is very much in the spirit of the Gospels, where Jesus is identified so closely with David and provides scathing invectives against the Jewish authorities—namely the Pharisees and Sadducees.\(^{55}\) Jesus the Messiah is descended of David (Luke 1; John 7:41; etc); he is born in the village of David (Luke 2); he is called “son of David;”\(^{56}\) and he refers to parables citing the authority of David (Matthew 9:27; Mark 2:25; Luke 6:3). Matthew finds the relationship between Jesus and David so significant that he opens with “an account of the genealogy of Jesus the Messiah, the son of David the son of Abraham” (Matthew 1:1).

The place of David is magnified by Syriac Christians of Late Antiquity. The role of David as a symbol of great prophecy and humble repentance in the Syriac-speaking

---


50 Furthermore, Q 42:12 states, “and before it [i.e. the Qur‘ān] was the book of Moses as a guide and mercy, however this is a book confirming [it] in an Arabic language, to warn those oppressive ones and to give good tidings to the doers of good.” See also Thyen, *Bibiel und Koran*, 221; C. Gilliot and P. Larcher, *EQ*, “Language and style of the Qur‘ān,” 3:109.

51 Mingana, “Syriac influence on the style of the Kur‘ān,” 78


53 It is worthy of mention that al-yahid in the Qur‘ān is never used in a positive light. See Q 2:211, 120, 5:18, 51, 64, 82, 9:30.


55 We even find elsewhere in the Qur‘ān a clear perception of Jewish sectarianism in Jesus’s day: “When Jesus came with the proofs, he said, ‘I have come with wisdom and to clarify some of that which you are disputing over. So fear God and obey me.’ ” (Q 42:62)
churches probably had an active role in keeping his symbolic potency alive in the Qur’anic milieu. Not only do Syriac lectionaries begin with a reading from the Psalms (i.e. David’s book), but some Syriac authors like Jacob of Sarug held David in exceptionally high regard.\(^5\) It is likely that the mention of Jesus’s Davidic lineage, which is frequently found in the Gospels, was kept alive among Syriac-speaking Christian communities, reached Arabia, and was in turn afforded a terse literary reference in al-Mā‘ī i‘da in connection with condemning banī isrā‘īl.

Against hypocrisy

Hypocrisy is the salient crime of the Pharisees in the Gospels. In the Gospel of Matthew, their hypocrisy is manifested most sharply in the public performance of charitable acts. The Syriac text of Matthew states about the Pharisees, wa kālīḥān 'abdāyīn 'abdīn ḏānēthāzīn labnay anāṣā, “and all of their deeds do so that they might be seen by people” (Matthew 23:5).\(^6\) As a result Jesus warns his followers, ḥārīt dām yēḏqātān dāl tē bādānē gōm bnyay anāṣā ak ḏānēthāzīn ihūn, “therefore, be wary concerning your acts of piety, that you do not perform them before people in order that you be seen by them” (Matthew 6:1). The Syriac word 'abdāyīn from the first quotation is from ‘bādē meaning “deeds.”\(^5\) It is a cognate with the Arabic ‘ibādāt, which is the normative word for “religious deeds” or “acts of worship” in the Qur’an and subsequent Islamic tradition (Q 7:206; 10:29; etc). One such deed is mentioned in the second quotation, zēḏqātūn, which is from zēḏqātāt, “righteous acts;” and like the Qur’ānic phrase ʾadāqa or ṣādāqa (Q 2:263, 276, etc.) it can mean “alms.”\(^5\) In Matthew, religious deeds, acts of piety, and charitable works like giving alms or even prayer should be done sincerely, i.e. in private.\(^6\) Could the Qur’ānic reference that the doctors of law and monks “do not spend in the way of God” (Q 9:31, 34) reflect the knowledge that the Pharisees gave alms publicly, not in the way of God, but out of pretentiousness and hypocrisy? This prospect is made more likely given the Qur’ānic verse concerning the Jews, wāy yaktubtin hadha wa yiiqinūn hādhā min ‘inda illāh li-yaṣṭaḥarī bihi thamanan gāltan, fa wayl lahum min mā katabat ayīthim, wa wayl lahum min mā yaksibtin! (Q 2:79).

Thus, woe unto those who write the scripture with their hands and then say, “This is from God,” in order to earn by it a meager gain. Thus, woe unto them for what their hands have written, and woe unto them for what they earn!

The Qur’ānic disapproval of those who “write the scripture with their hands” not only reflects the awareness of emendation, translation, redaction, and editing of earlier Hebrew and Christian Scripture, but is more directly a condemnation of Jesus’s opening words in Q 10:7:4-7:

Condemnation in the Qur’ān and the Syriac Gospel of Matthew

dnēthāzīn. Furthermore, Rudolph rightly sees an echo of Matthew 6’s opening words in Q 107:4-7:

Have you seen the one who denies judgment (al-dīn)? For he is the one who forsakes the orphan, and does not encourage the feeding of the poor. So, woe unto the worshipper (al-muṣallīn); those who are mindless (ṣāhīn) of their prayers. Those who show off (yurā ‘ān), and withhold kindness.\(^6\)

Despite the difference in sentence structure and vocabulary, these Qur’ānic verses reflect a keen awareness of Jesus’s advice in Matthew.

Against scribes

In the Gospels, hypocrisy also unites Pharisees and scribes, who are a pair worthy of repeated condemnation. Jesus curses them, wāy ilān sāfrē waprpīṣē nāshay bapē, “woe unto you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!” (see Matthew 23; Luke 6:11).\(^6\) Although the Syriac word sāfrē, “scribes,” does not occur in the Qur’ān, the Jews are mentioned therein and likened to “a donkey carrying books (asfār) (Q 62:5).” Two matters are of concern here. One is that this appears to be a polemic against Jewish scribes, as they are the ones who would be carrying books. The second concern is that, although Jeffrey does not mention it, the two words sāfrē and asfār are of Syriac origin; the latter was Arabized early on, since by the time it appears in the Qur’ān it occurs in the Arabic broken plural form. Thus, Matthew’s condemnation of scribes (sāfrē), who were ostensively of Jewish Pharisaic background, and the Qur’ān’s association of books (asfār) with polemicizing the Jewish scriptures, are part of a single discourse of condemnation.

What supports this claim further is the Qur’ān’s derisive attitude towards scribes. It states concerning the Jews,

fa wayl li-lladhīn yakṣubūn alktāb bi-ayīthim thumma yaqīlīn hādhā min ‘inda illāh li-yāṣṭaḥārī bihi thamanan gāltan, fa wayl lahum min mā katabat ayīthim, wa wayl lahum min mā yaksibtin! (Q 2:79).

Thus, woe unto those who write the scripture with their hands and then say, “This is from God,” in order to earn by it a meager gain. Thus, woe unto them for what their hands have written, and woe unto them for what they earn!

The Qur’ān’s disapproval of those who “write the scripture with their hands” not only reflects the awareness of emendation, translation, redaction, and editing of earlier Hebrew and Christian Scripture, but is more directly a condemnation of

56 See the meaning and context of epithets like dawīd gāḥyād, “David the chosen one,” in Jacob of Sarug, “Homélies contre les Juifs,” 136-81. Such a usage probably stemmed from the Syriac Gospels, as in Matthew 24:22, 24, 31; Mark 13:20, 27. This also parallels the Arabic usage of words derived from the root ḫa in Q 3:179; 6:87; 68:50; etc.
57 All Syriac translations are my own.
59 Ibid., 110.
61 Rudolph, Die Abhängigkeit des Qorans, 13. See also Ahrens, “Christliches im Qoran,” 162; Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen im Qoran, 450-51, 458; Thyen, Bibel und Koran, 193.
Jewish scribes. In addition, the Qur’anic condemnation formula, wayl li + pronoun, “woe unto,” reflects the Syriac of Matthew, wādī li + pronoun, “woe unto.”

Another relationship can be drawn between the distinctive, intentional, repetitive use of this condemnation formula. Jesus’s curse against the Pharisees, wādī lā tin sāfrē wāpātē nāshay bāpe is repeated seven times almost consecutively in Matthew 23 alone (see earlier). Similarly, the Qur’ān repeats the following curse ten times in al-Mursalat alone, wayl yawma ‘idh li-l-mukadhdhibin, “woe unto the rejectors on that day” (Q 7:77)!

Irrespective of this verse’s interpretation or who al-mukadhdhibin were, such a cursing formula was probably well understood in the Qur’ān’s sectarian milieu. Based on content, i.e. condemning scribes of a Pharisaic rabbinical or even masoretic background, on style, i.e. the identical usage of wayl li and its almost rhythmic repetition, the common language of condemnation between both texts is again demonstrated.

Against killing the prophets

Jesus’s outburst against the Pharisees in Matthew 23 brings about another reason why they are condemned. It states,

Thus you testify against yourselves that you are descendants of those who murdered the prophets (msahdīn antūn ‘al nafṣikīn dābna yāt antūn dāqīlān lanbīyī) . . . How can you escape being sentenced to hell (Matthew 23:31)?

The Sinaiticus manuscript has mawdīn antūn ‘al nafṣikīn, “you confess against yourselves.” Moreover, Matthew 23:34–37 is a passage unique to Matthew’s Gospel, with only oblique references in Mark and Luke. The killing of prophets

| 63 Other verses show that the Qur’ān’s distrust for scribes and Jewish men of letters is a clear motif. Qur’ān 4:46 explains, “of those who professed Judaism (al-ladhihān hādītī) are those who change words from their places, and say, ‘we heard and disobeyed,’ and ‘hearing that which is not heard,’ and “look after us (rā’īna)’ as a twist of their tongues and a slander to religion.” For more on the use of rā’īna see Jeffery, FY, 136.
| 64 Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary, 107. Arabic possesses way as a rarer alternative to wayl. While suspecting a possible origin from Syriac-Aramaic, Zammit proposes that this form is an abbreviation. M. Zammit, A Comparative Lexical Study of Qur’ānic Arabic, Leiden: Brill, 2002, 443, 616. The Matthew–Qur’ānic context of the phrase’s usage suggests that the Syriac phrase wādī li over an extended period of oral transmission merged into the Arabic wayl, leaving traces of the original Syriac wādī in wayl.
| 65 See in relation the reference in Luke 11:47–48, which does not match the Qur’ānic text as closely.
| 67 See also Mark 12:1–5, and especially Luke 11:49, which states, “Therefore also the Wisdom of God said, I will send them prophets and apostles, some of whom they will kill and persecute”; and 13:34, which states, “Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to it! How often have I desired to gather your children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you were not willing!” See also Theyen, Bibel und Koran, 123.
| 68 The condemnation in Q 4:155 is multi-faceted and ultimately goes back to Leviticus 26:41. Concerning this, see Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen 186. See also Q 2:28; 3:184; 36:18; etc.
| 70 See also Q 3:18; 4:155.
| 71 Deuteronomy 31:19; Nehemiah 9:26; Amos 2:12; 7:12–16; Jeremiah 2:26–35, however, provides the full context and narrative of condemning those who killed the prophets. See also the discussion in Jeffery, The Qur’an as Scripture, 26.
This verse is ultimately a quotation from Isaiah, which would leave the possibility open that the Qur’anic verse could reflect the Syriac language of Matthew or the Hebrew of Isaiah. However, the similarity in vocabulary and syntax is much stronger between the Syriac and Arabic text, making a Hebrew antecedent unlikely. The Qur’anic phrase fi ḏāhānītiḥ waqra, “there is deafness in their ears” is a calque of Syriac bidnayhān yaqfrayt sam ’a, lit. “their ears hear heavily.” The word waqra, “heaviness,” is an Arabic noun that reflects the Syriac adverb yaqfrayt, “heavily.” Similarly, the Arabic noun ’amā, “blindness,” approximates the verbal use of Syriac mas, “to shut the eyes.”

Both Matthew and the Qur’an also inherit from Hebrew Scripture the frequently occurring motif of hardened hearts, which is originally an attribute of the stubborn Pharaoh who will not let Moses’ people go. Jesus attacks the Pharisees with this occurring motif of hardened hearts, which is originally an attribute of the stubborn Pharaoh who will not let Moses’ people go. Jesus attacks the Pharisees with this motif as well: “it was because of the hardness of your hearts (qaṣyūṭ labbān)” that Moses allowed you to divorce your wives . . .” (Matthew 19:8). Similarly, after recounting an old episode in which the Israelites were rebellious, in al-baqara the Qur’an narrates, “then your hearts were hardened (qaṣar/qasāʾ ḡulubṭum) after that; so it is as stone or even harder . . .” Despite the sheer frequency of this motif in the Hebrew Bible, once again it is the Syriac language of Matthew that is reflected in the Qur’an, and not the Hebrew. Thus, notwithstanding the Syriac nominal qaṣyūṭ, “hardness,” and the Arabic verbal qaṣar, “hardened,” the virtually identical phrasing once again demonstrates the shared language of condemnation between both Matthew and the Qur’an.

Condemnation in the final judgment

The final arena in which the language of condemnation is manifested in both scriptures is the final judgment. Much like other religious motifs, that of final judgment is inherited from Hebrew scripture (Psalms 81:4-5; Isaiah 66:15-17; Malachi 4:1-2). The place of the Son of Man, a reference to Jesus as judge, is filled in the Qur’an by God himself. Thus, it states, “The angels will be at the ends [of the heavens], and on that day eight [angels] will bear above them the throne of your Lord” (Q 69:17). Matthew adds, “All the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats” (Matthew 25:32). Similarly the Qur’an states, “and on the day when We shall demolish the mountains and you shall see the earth open, and We would have gathered them and not forgotten anyone of them . . .” (Q 18:47).

Elsewhere the Qur’an adds, “God will judge between you on the Day of Judgment concerning that which you disputed” (Q 22:69). Matthew continues, “and he will put the sheep at his right hand and the goats at the left” (Matthew 25:33). In al-wāqi‘a the Qur’an has God group people into camps of good (ašḥāb al-yamīn) and evil (ašḥāb al-shīmāl), analogous to Matthew’s sheep and goats respectively. Qur’an specialists generally associate this verse along with the Qur’an’s mention in al-Balad90:18 of ašḥāb al-maymana and ašḥāb al-mash ‘ama to Matthew 2539 where it explains, “Then the king (Syr. malkā) will say to those at his right hand (Syr. ymnāḥ), ‘Come, you that are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom (Syr. malkūtā) prepared for you from the foundation of the world (‘alūdā’ (Syr. Matthew 25:34). In the Qur’an, God too is called the king (al-malik) (Q 20:114; 23:116), and He similarly invites the righteous to “enter paradise” (Q 43:70).

Matthew’s Gospel goes on to enumerate the good actions for which the righteous are rewarded, namely for giving the poor to eat and drink, welcoming the}

78 Andrée, Les origines de l’islam et le christianisme, 103–6.
80 Thyen, Bibel und Koran, 197, thinks this verse influenced Q 3:55: “Behold! God said: ‘O Jesus! I will take thee and raise thee to Myself and clear thee (of the falsehoods) of those who blaspheme; I will make those who follow thee superior to those who reject faith, to the Day of Resurrection: Then shall ye all return unto me, and I will judge between you of the matters wherein ye dispute’” (translated by Yusuf Ali).
81 See also Q 17:71: “On the day when we summon every people with their imām . . .”
82 This scene is not to be confused with references to the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of the Lord in Mark 12:36, Luke 22:69, which depicts Jesus’ divine authority, rather than the separation of people on the Day of Judgment.
84 Furthermore, this scene from Matthew should not be confused with the general imagery and narrative of that of Mark 10:37–40; 12:36; 14:62; 16:19; Luke 20:42; or 22:69, which is quite different.
embraced, clothing the naked, taking care of the sick, and visiting those in prison (Matthew 25:35–39). To Jesus, these actions embody true sacrifice, as the physical recipient of such charitable acts is human, but the true recipient is God (Matthew 25:40).

This is not so for evildoers. Matthew states, “Then he will say to those at his left hand (Syr. sēmālēh), ‘You that are cursed, depart from me into the eternal fire (Syr. nūhrā d’ālma) that is prepared (Syr. āyī damfīḥā) for the devil and his angels’ “ (Matthew 25:41). The different elements of this verse, namely the “left hand,” “eternal fire,” and the fact that it is “prepared” are expressed in different passages of the Qur’ān. In al-wāqī‘a, the companions of the left hand (āshāb al-shimāl) are condemned to a scorching doom (Q 56:42). Elsewhere in the Qur’ān we read about the evildoer, “. . . verily he will have in the fire (nār) of jahannam to dwell in for eternity (khālīdan fihī). . . .” (Q 4:14; 9:63). Additionally, in al-Baqara, the fire (nār) is “prepared for the rejecters” (u ‘iddat li-l-kāfirīn) (Q 2:24). In addition to the parallels in content, sēmālēh and ashāb al-shimāl, nūhrā d’ālma and nār . . . khālīdan fihī, and āyī damfīḥā and u ‘iddat li . . . are calques, which further establishes the connection between the Syriac of Matthew and the Arabic of the Qur’ān.

Matthew then enumerates the crimes of the evildoers in the same way as the good actions of the righteous:

“I was hungry and you gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger and you did not welcome me, I was naked and you did not give me clothing, I was sick and in prison and you did not visit me.” (Matthew 25:42–43)85

Similarly, in the Qur’ān those condemned to hell enumerate their misdeeds to the righteous: “We were not from those who prayed; nor did we feed the needy; and the true recipient is God (Q 56:42). Elsewhere in the Qur’ān we read about the evildoer, ‘We were not from those who prayed; nor did we feed the needy; and the true recipient is God (Q 56:42). Elsewhere in the Qur’ān we read about the evildoer, ‘. . . verily he will have in the fire (nār) of jahannam to dwell in for eternity (khālīdan fihī). . . .’ (Q 4:14; 9:63). Additionally, in al-Baqara, the fire (nār) is ‘prepared for the rejecters’ (u ‘iddat li-l-kāfirīn) (Q 2:24). In addition to the parallels in content, sēmālēh and ashāb al-shimāl, nūhrā d’ālma and nār . . . khālīdan fihī, and āyī damfīḥā and u ‘iddat li . . . are calques, which further establishes the connection between the Syriac of Matthew and the Arabic of the Qur’ān.

Matthew 25:46 concludes, “They will enter into eternal punishment (tašnīqā dal’ālma) and the righteous into eternal life.” In a similar fashion, the Qur’ān states, “He who set up another god besides Allah, cast him into the severe punishment (al-’adhāb al-shādīd)” (Q 50:26). Their torment is elsewhere described, “They will dwell in it for eternity (khālīdan fihā); their punishment will not be lessened; nor will they rest” (Q 2:162). Again in this passage we notice calques of Syriac terms: ‘adhāb for tašnīqā, and khālīdan fihā for dal’ālma.

85 This passage resurfaces within later Islamic tradition in the form of a ḥadīth qudsī in Muslim 32:6232.

86 For more on this see I. Hasson, EJQ, “Last Judgment,” 3, 136.
87 Khouri, “Selected ethical themes,” 13–43.

Conclusion

The rejection of Jesus’s renewed interpretation of the law by Pharisees, Sadducees, and the scribal class was recorded in Matthew’s Gospel in a distinct language of condemnation, modeled after the Hebrew Bible. As a consequence of similar experiences, like Muhammad’s rejection by the Jews of Medina, Khaybar, other Hijazi locales, and even by the Qurayshis of Mecca, this language manifested itself also in the Qur’ān. Sharing the Gospels’ image of Jesus as the son of David, preserver and reviser of Mosaic law, the Qur’ān’s condemnation of rabbinical and ecclesiastical authority for various abuses often replicates the caustic language of Jesus against the religious authorities of his day. Aside from several thematic parallels which likely come from Syriac Matthew and which ultimately evoke the spirit of Hebrew Scripture, like the loosening of dietary laws, and the emphasis of internal sacrifice, close linguistic relationships exist as well. These include: general Arabic calques for the Syriac text – ‘ir’ā ‘al-nās for dhēthāzin labnay anāṣ, nominal ‘amā for verbal ‘mas, ashāb al-yamīn for ymnēḥ, ashāb al-shimāl for sēmālēh, nār khālīdan fihī for nūhrā dāl’ālma, u ‘iddat li-l-kāfirīn for āyī damfīḥā, ‘adhāb for tašnīqā; general cognates like ‘ibādāt for ‘ḥādāt, zāqātā for ‘ṣadaqāt, cognate phrases like wāy li for wāy li, shahīdāl ‘alā anfisihim; third person plural for msaḥātīn antūn ‘al nafṣikhīn (second person plural), yaqtulūn al-nabīyīn (present tense) for daqqālīn lānhāyi (perfect tense), fi ādānīhim waqr for bidnayhīn yaqrīlayt sham ‘t, verbal qasat qulbikhum for nominal qasīyīt lāhkīn, and the use of etymologically related words in an identical context of condemnation like asfār and zāfēr (against scribes).

The disjointed presentation of occasionally unconnected Qur’ānic verses has been less than ideal. But this too is telling. The distribution of Syriac Matthean phrases throughout the different Sūras of the Qur’ān proves that such material was diffuse in the Arabian oral tradition of the Qur’ān’s milieu and not acquired via a single piece of text. This is because Syriac wisdom was disseminated into the
pre-Islamic Arabian milieu of the Qurʾān by Syriac-speaking Christian groups like Christian Arabs, perhaps even jāhili poets such as ‘Adī b. Zayd (sixth to seventh century), al-ʿAṣṣā (d. c. 625), and others. However, what course did the actual imagery and words of Matthew’s Gospel in Syriac take in order to get there? One should generally note, as Mingana and Griffith have, that the majority of Syriac scripture, lore, or “Syriacisms” (or collectively “Syriac wisdom”) that became replicated in the Qurʾān are not verbatim, but rather an elaboration, response to, or paraphrasing of the original text. This has been evident throughout our present investigation. A word or phrase is scarcely reproduced in the Qurʾān precisely as it is in Syriac Matthew, but has rather gone through a process of morphological change which suggests a long period of transmission and linguistic development.

Furthermore, the staunch monotheistic and iconoclastic language of the Qurʾān and its vivid imagery does not allow for Jesus to play the role of savior and divine character as one nowadays might say that “the White House” has issued a statement when referring to the US president. The fact that this quirky usage of the term “Pharaoh” recurs in the Qurʾān suggests that the Qurʾānic Pharaoh is to be interpreted with reference to an originally Biblical context rather than an ancient Egyptian one. (I leave the question as to the relationship between the Bible’s Pharaoh and ancient Egypt to the Egyptologists). And yet, it would be misguided to assume that the Qurʾānic Pharaoh is no more than an Arabic version of his Biblical namesake. In fact, we shall see that there are significant differences between the two Pharaohs.

For the sake of convenience, I will refer to the Biblical and post-Biblical character as “Pharaoh”, and to the Qurʾānic Pharaoh as “Firʾ awn”. There are two important ways in which Pharaoh and Firʾ awn differ. One difference is that there are many Pharaohs in the Pentateuch but only one Firʾ awn in the Qurʾān. The Pharaoh with whom Moses deals is not the same Pharaoh with whom Joseph deals. In fact, the Bible states explicitly that there were at least two Pharaohs who reigned during Joseph’s career. In the Qurʾān Firʾ awn is a single ruler, who deals with Moses and Aaron. The Joseph story, to be sure, is recounted in detail in Yūsuf but not once in that context is the ruler of Egypt called “Firʾ awn”; instead he is known simply as al-malik, “the king.” Similarly, Pharaoh is sometimes referred to as “the king” (ha-melek) in the Bible, just as he is on occasion called misrayim or ardahin.

Pharaoh is one of the few characters who figures equally prominently in both the Qurʾān and the Bible; and it is reasonable—and in my view correct—to assume that there is a close relationship between the Biblical and Qurʾānic Pharaohs. After all, the term “Pharaoh,” or parʾa, means “Great Palace” in ancient Egyptian. It is an idiosyncratic Biblical usage to refer to the ruler of Egypt by this term—just as one nowadays might say that “the White House” has issued a statement when referring to the US president. The fact that this quirky usage of the term “Pharaoh” recurs in the Qurʾān suggests that the Qurʾānic Pharaoh is to be interpreted with reference to an originally Biblical context rather than an ancient Egyptian one. (I leave the question as to the relationship between the Bible’s Pharaoh and ancient Egypt to the Egyptologists). And yet, it would be misguided to assume that the Qurʾānic Pharaoh is no more than an Arabic version of his Biblical namesake. In fact, we shall see that there are significant differences between the two Pharaohs.

For the sake of convenience, I will refer to the Biblical and post-Biblical character as “Pharaoh”, and to the Qurʾānic Pharaoh as “Firʾ awn”. There are two important ways in which Pharaoh and Firʾ awn differ. One difference is that there are many Pharaohs in the Pentateuch but only one Firʾ awn in the Qurʾān. The Pharaoh with whom Moses deals is not the same Pharaoh with whom Joseph deals. In fact, the Bible states explicitly that there were at least two Pharaohs who reigned during Joseph’s career. In the Qurʾān Firʾ awn is a single ruler, who deals with Moses and Aaron. The Joseph story, to be sure, is recounted in detail in Yūsuf but not once in that context is the ruler of Egypt called “Firʾ awn”; instead he is known simply as al-malik, “the king.” Similarly, Pharaoh is sometimes referred to as “the king” (ha-melek) in the Bible, just as he is on occasion called misrayim or ardahin.

1 This article is a sort of appendix to my previous article on “Hūmān’s transition from the Jihāliyya to Islam” JSDL 34, 2008, 285–308. In that article I discussed the identity of Firʾ awn’s sarḥ in passing; here that issue is the main topic of discussion. I would like to thank John Baines for his comments on an early draft of this chapter.


3 Exodus 1:8.
“Egypt.” But in the Qur’ân there is a definite distinction between the Egyptian ruler in the time of Joseph and that in the time of Moses and it is only the latter who is called “Fir’awn.” Thus, the Bible understands “Pharaoh” to be a regnal title while the Qur’ân takes Fir’awn to be a more sharply defined historical character.

A second difference between Pharaoh and Fir’awn is that Pharaoh basically acts alone whereas Fir’awn has “helpers,” both named and anonymous. This difference may be explained away easily: already in Late Antique monothestic circles Pharaoh was widely believed to have had henchmen. James Kugel provides sources from Syria, Palestine, and Egypt that describe Pharaoh’s helpers, and the Babylonian Talmud also refers to these helpers, who are identified as Balaam, Job, and Jethro.6 The substitution of Balaam, Job, and Jethro with helpers in the Qur’ân has received scholarly attention.6

In exploring Fir’awn’s unique identity and biographical details, I would like to focus on a single case study, namely the sârîh that Fir’awn ordered Hâmân to build. The nature and purpose of this sârîh have confounded scholars for centuries. The episode is described in two verses as follows:

1 Qur’ân 28:38: ‘Fir’awn said: ‘O Haman! Light me a (kiln to bake bricks) out of clay, and build me a lofty sârîh, that I may ascend to the god of Moses: though I think (Moses) is a liar!’

2 Qur’ân 40:36-7: ‘Fir’awn said: ‘O Haman! Build me a lofty sârîh, that I may reach the asbâb – the asbâb of the heavens, so that I may ascend to the god of Moses: though I think (Moses) is a liar!’

There is nothing quite like this episode in the Bible’s account of the Pharaohs. We are told that Pharaoh built storage cities called Pithom and Ramses (Exodus 1:11), but lofty buildings that reach the heavens are not associated with any of the Bible’s Pharaohs. However, a possible Biblical parallel occurs in Genesis 11:1–9, where the Tower of Babel is described. The relevant passage is as follows (with my emphasis):

Everyone on earth had the same language and the same words. And as they migrated from the east, they came upon a valley in the land of Shinar [= Iraq] and settled there. They said to one another, “Come let us make bricks and burn them hard” – Brick served them as stone and bitumen served them as mortar. – And they said, “Come let us build us a city and a tower with its top in the sky, to make a name for ourselves: else we shall be scattered all over the world.” The Lord came down to look at the city and tower that man had built, and the Lord said, “If, as one people with one language for all, this is how they have begun to act, then nothing that they may propose to do will be out of their reach. Let us, then, go down and confound their speech there, so that they shall not understand one another’s speech.” Thus the Lord scattered them from there over the face of the whole earth: and they stopped building the city. That is why it was called Babel, because there the Lord confounded the speech of the whole earth; and from there the Lord scattered them over the face of the whole earth.

The link between Fir’awn’s sârîh and the Tower of Babel has been highlighted by anti-Islamic polemics for centuries. The first scholar to draw attention to the issue was Father Marraccio, confessor to Pope Innocent XI, who published his annotated translation of the Qur’ân (into Latin) in the late seventeenth century. In commenting on the sârîh, Marraccio states:

Mahumet has mixed up Sacred Stories. He took Haman as an adviser of Pharaoh whereas in reality he was adviser of Ahasuerus, King of Persia. He also thought that the Pharaoh ordered construction for him of a lofty tower from the top of which he could see the God of Moses which if true would be inferior to him. There is no doubt that he borrowed the story of this tower from the story of the Tower of Babel. It is certain that in the Sacred Scriptures there is no such story of the Pharaoh. Be that as it may, [Mahumet] has related a most incredible story.7

The identification of the sârîh with the Tower of Babel has – with a few exceptions – been generally accepted by modern Western scholars, and is taken for granted in the EF, the EQ, and in recent works by Wheeler, Rubin, and others. The implication that the Qur’ân (or “Mahumet”) has “mixed up Sacred Stories” has understandably vexed modern Muslims and the internet is buzzing with websites where it is argued against the identification of the sârîh with the Tower of Babel.12

7 Alcorani textus universus ex correcrioribus Arabum exemplaribus summa fide, atque pulcherrimis characteribus descriptus ... eademque fide ... ex Arabico idiomate in Latinum translatus; appositis unicaque capit notis atque reformationis: his omnibus praemissus est Prodromus ... autore Ludovico Marraccio, Padua: 1698, 526 n. 1. The English translation is taken from S.M. Syed, “Historicity of Haman as mentioned in the Quran”, Islamic Quarterly 24, 1980, (48–59) 51, where similar remarks by other Western scholars are quoted in full.


11 U. Rubin, His–Qur’ân, Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 2005, 316 (note at 28:38).

What, then, is the answer? And what might it tell us about Fir’ awn’s šarḥ? Let us examine the evidence. In favour of the identification of the šarḥ with the Tower of Babel three points can be made. The first concerns the reference to baked bricks in both contexts. Baked bricks are as typical of Mesopotamia as they are atypical of Egypt and the use of the root l.b.n. in both the Biblical Hebrew and the Qur’anic Arabic hints at a connection between the two buildings. The second point is the form and significance of the buildings in both contexts: the šarḥ, like the Tower of Babel, was an edifice stretching between the earth and the heavens, whose declared intention was to challenge God or Allāh. In the Bible, God had promised the post-diluvian peoples that he would scatter them across the face of the earth (Genesis 11:7–9); hence, the attempt to unite “else we be scattered all over the world” is a clear rejection of God’s will. In the Qur’ān, Fir’ awn openly doubts the existence of Moses’ God and wants to reach Him to prove that Moses is lying about Him.

The third point in support of the comparison is the fact that Muslim commentators frequently seem to imply that Fir’ awn’s šarḥ was — or was related to — the Tower of Babel. The evidence for this is scattered widely throughout the sources, but the two main points that emerge from the early historians and exegetes are as follows:

1. The Tower of Babel was built by Nimrod. This is in conformity with Jewish and Christian interpretations of the episode, where Nimrod’s name — which is derived from the Semitic root meaning “to rebel” — is adduced as proof that he was the ruler at the time of this rebellion against God.

2. Nimrod and Pharaoh were routinely compared and even interchangeable in Islamic sources. According to Ibn Hawqal, “Babel was the city of the Nimrods and the Fir’ awns”14; Ḥimyarī states that “[Nimrod] built the šarḥ after the confusion of tongues. It is this building that was called the mijdal (Tower) . . . They said: when he conceived the idea to raise the šarḥ up to heaven and climbed on top of it to watch, as he claimed, the God of Ibrāhīm, God brought his building off its foundations . . . (Q 16:26–27)”15. According to Yāqūt, Nimrod was “the Fir’ awn of Ibrāhīm’s day” and built the šarḥ16 — a statement that also appears in Bakedr and other sources.17 These authors refer to the mijdal18 in sūra 16, in which Nimrod is not mentioned explicitly, and seem to be aware of the intertextual relationship between Nimrod’s mijdal and Fir’ awn’s šarḥ to such an extent that some authors place them together in Babel,19 or explain that Nimrod was “a Fir’ awn.” In fact, in numerous sources Nimrod’s biography is filled with details from Pharaoh’s and Fir’ awn’s lives, and vice versa.20 In other words, both Nimrod and Fir’ awn built a tower by which to reach Allāh; their intentions in doing so were rebellious and Allāh foiled them accordingly; both were tyrannical rulers who claimed to be gods; Nimrod is thus sometimes described as being a “Fir’ awn” and his mijdal is sometimes called a šarḥ.21 These writers may also have been aware of the baked-brick motif in both stories but I have found no evidence for this in the sources. The point is that the early Muslim exegetical tradition was often on the verge of stating outright that Fir’ awn’s šarḥ was the Tower of Babel (or was comparable to it), but on every occasion stopped short of making such a statement.

The question as to the identity of the Tower of Babel’s builders also occupied the rabbis on the eve of Islam. It should be remembered that the Bible only states: “They said to one another ‘Come let us make bricks and burn them hard’”. Who said this to whom? In answering this question, a fifth-century Jewish source hints at Pharaoh’s and Nimrod’s cooperation in this regard. The midrash Genesis Rabbah (38) explains that “They said to one another” means that “Misrāyīm” said to “Kūsh”. As mentioned above, “misrāyīm” is one of the synonyms for Pharaoh in the Bible, though it usually means “Egypt.” Similarly, while “Kūsh” ordinarily denotes a geographical location in Africa, it is also the name given in the Bible for Nimrod’s father. Thus, “Misrāyīm said to Kūsh” could have been interpreted by Muslim exegetes as being a reference to Pharaoh speaking to Nimrod or his father. Whatever the case may be, it would seem that Muslim scholars were not alone in conflating Nimrod’s and Fir’ awn’s šarḥ-building activities and on the basis of the foregoing arguments the case could be made that Fir’ awn’s šarḥ refers to — or at the very least evokes — the Tower of Babel.

Since there is no reason to dissociate Fir’ awn’s šarḥ from the Tower of Babel except in response to accusations that they were to be equated, the evidence against associating the two buildings is by nature reactionary: accordingly, the counter-argument has mostly taken the form of refutations of the arguments for equating the two buildings. Because the most commonly repeated argument in favour of the comparison is the fact that Fir’ awn’s šarḥ involved baked bricks (which are associated with Mesopotamia but not ancient Egypt), modern Muslim writers have expended an enormous amount of effort in attempting to prove that baked bricks were used in ancient Egypt too. The lengths to which they go in arguing this point and the urgency of their tone are truly remarkable. Their efforts,

18 Note that although mijdal is directly borrowed from the Hebrew migdal, which is the term used for the ‘tower [of Babel]’, the connotations of the root j.d.l. are different in Hebrew and Arabic: migdal obviously refers to the large size of the tower (cf. Heb. gadol, large), but it surely implied rebellion in Arabic, where the same root refers to “being contentious.”
19 According to Ma‘ṣūdi, five kings of Babylon were also rulers of Egypt (Mu‘ajj 2:95).
21 In conformity with the theme of “šarḥ-building tyrants,” Yāqūt relates an account according to which Nebuchadnezzar also built a šarḥ (Mi‘jam al-baladān, 3:380).
however, are largely unnecessary since the Bible itself refers to baked bricks with reference to Pharaoh's Egypt on more than one occasion. If, as we assume, Fir'awn is not entirely independent of Pharaoh, then the reference to baked bricks in the context of Fir'awn's sarb may easily be attributed to Pharaoh's Egypt rather than to the Tower of Babel, without needing to rewrite the history of ancient Egypt. Thus, the language of Fir'awn's sarb cannot be taken as proof that the Qur'ān had the Tower of Babel in mind.

In a similar vein, the same writers have turned to ancient Egyptian history, arguing that Fir'awn's sarb was simply a pyramid. Pyramids, they argue, were a means of communication between this world and the heavenly afterlife for a recently deceased Egyptian ruler. Importantly, pyramids are associated with Egypt rather than Mesopotamia. In addition to the usual internet forums where recently deceased Egyptian ruler. Importantly, pyramids are associated with Fir'awn is not attempting to create a building through which he will reach the heavens in the afterlife; rather he endeavours to reach the God of Moses in the present, while he is still alive.

Second, it is surely significant that although the great pyramids of Giza were there for pre-modern Muslim scholars to see, not a single classical exegete felt that Fir'awn's sarb was worth comparing to the pyramids. This is an argument from silence but the silence is deafening. Third, although they are ascendable nowadays, pyramids at the time were not "stepped" in the way that Babylonian ziggurats are; they were smooth and could not be climbed. In fact, Babylonian ziggurats are a much more likely candidate for being the inspiration behind both the Tower of Babel and — indirectly — the sarb. The ancient Babylonians called their temples "bītu tenem samē u ersetīm", a translation of the Sumerian etemennaki, which itself means "the foundation platform of heaven and earth"; as such, the ziggurat was the link between the heavens and the earth. The association of Fir'awn's sarb with a Mesopotamian ziggurat is, of course, difficult to reconcile with the fact that Fir'awn was supposedly an Egyptian. It is thus worth pointing out that classical Qur'ānic exegetes did not necessarily identify him as having been an Egyptian. In fact, a surprising number of Late Antique Jews and early Muslims held that Pharaoh/Fir'awn hailed from Iran. Obviously, this may have become known to early Muslims, who constructed a suitably Iranian biography for him.

For all the sense that it makes, I do not think that the sarb was a ziggurat; nor do I accept that it was a pyramid. This would appear to leave only the Tower of Babel, but — for reasons that will now be discussed — I do not think that it was that either. What was it, then? To answer this question we must return to the verses in which Fir'awn's sarb appears. In both verses, Fir'awn commissions Ḥāmān to build the sarb; and in one of the two verses, it is commissioned in order to allow Fir'awn to reach the asbāb. Two questions emerge from this: the first question is, why mention Ḥāmān at all? Surely Fir'awn in the Qur'ān and Pharaoh in the Bible did not physically undertake every action that is credited to them. When Pharaoh expelled the Israelites from Egypt he did not personally poke each one in the ribs with his staff; his unnamed servants and soldiers did this for him. With specific reference to building projects, we are told that Pharaoh built the storage cities of Pithom and Ramses, but we can be certain that unnamed labourers actually did the work. Why then does it not just say that Fir'awn built a sarb? The second question is: what are the asbāb?

I will turn to the second question first as it has recently been answered convincingly. Amongst other things, it has been shown that reaching the asbāb was a special privilege that was afforded only to those chosen by God to do so. The stress is on the fact that God himself controlled access to the asbāb and, thus, to heaven; God in the Qur'ān repeatedly challenges those not chosen to reach the heavens by means of the asbāb, with the knowledge that they will fail to do so. Dūḥ al-Qarnayn was allowed by God to travel by means of the asbāb; Fir'awn was not. The important point of all this for our purposes is that in the Qur'ān reaching the asbāb is presented as a challenge. This leads us to the question of Ḥāmān's appearance in the verses.

It may be deemed overly pilpulistic to pursue the issue of Ḥāmān's role in the building of Fir'awn's sarb. In my view, however, the repeated references to

22 Exodus 5:6, 7, 8, 14, 16. It is also in Exodus 5 that Pharaoh denies the existence of the God of Moses, when he says "Who is the Lord that I should heed Him and let Israel go? I do not know the Lord, nor will I let Israel go" (verse 2).
23 K. van Bladel, "Heavenly cords, and prophetic authority in the Qur'ān and its Late Antique context", RSOAS 70, 2007, 223-46 at 228 n. 30.
25 For a more detailed treatment of Fir'awn's (and Ḥāmān's) connections with "the East," see my "Ḥāmān's transition from the Jāhiliyya to Islam," on which the following section is based.
Hāmnān in this context, coupled with the idea that reaching the asbāb was a type of challenge, hold the crucial clues to the identity of Fir’awn’s sarḥ. In brief, the idea that Pharaoh asked Hāmnān to build a tower that would reach the heavens was widely known from a pre-Islamic Near Eastern story. The story is that of Hāmnān from Christian and Muslim scriptures and cultures along the way. The episode of this challenge, hold the crucial clues to the identity of Fir’awn’s nephew. As even the Assyrian ruler believed Hāmnān could not find a suitable person to undertake the challenge. Eventually, it emerged that Hāmnān actually was alive and well; he was sent to Egypt, where he successfully passed the Pharaoh’s tests, and his villainous nephew was rebuked.

The story of Hāmnān is alluded to in the Book of Tobit (second century BCE), where Tobit tells his son: “Remember my son how [H]aman treated Achiacharūs who exalted him – how out of light he brought him into darkness, and how he rewarded him again; yet Achiacharūs was saved but the other had his reward, for he went down into darkness” (Tobit 14:10). That Aḥāqar “exalted” his nephew recalls the language of the Book of Esther, where Aḥasūerus “exalted” Hāmnān (Esther 3:1), and the fact that a few verses later Aḥasūerus himself is mentioned (Tobit 14:15) suggests that Tobit’s author has Esther’s Hāmnān in mind. The problem is that in most versions of the Ahīqar story, his nephew is called “Nādān,” not “Hāmnān.” This “mistake” on the part of Tobit’s author is an understandable one; the C1āC2āC3 pattern of “Nādān” easily lends itself to a corruption in the form of “Hāmnān” and the other similarities between Aḥīqar’s nephew and Aḥasūerus’s vizier, as discussed above, explain the confusion.

Thus, in the pre-Islamic Near East, certain versions of the Aḥīqar story substituted Hāmnān for Nādān. As Aḥīqar’s nephew is the one who was initially summoned by Pharaoh to build a tower between the heavens and the earth, we can begin to understand why in the Qur’ān Hāmnān is ordered to build Pharaoh’s sarḥ. Moreover, the method by which Aḥīqar managed to build the tower is a compelling detail for our purposes: Aḥīqar commissioned rope-weavers to produce two ropes of cotton, each two thousand cubits long, that would lift boys borne by eagles high into the air, from where the summit of the tower could be built. The role played in the Aḥīqar story by these overlong ropes strikingly presages that which is played in Fir’awn’s sarḥ by the asbāb. Presumably, the version of the Aḥīqar story that was familiar in seventh-century Arabia is the version known to Tobit’s author. That Aḥīqar was known in Muḥammad’s Arabia is indicated by the parallels between some of his maxims and those that are attributed to Luqāmān in the Qur’ān. What Aḥīqar and Luqāmān have in common, of course, is that they are both paradigmatic “sages” in the Near East, the adjective ḥakīm being applied to both of them.

Aḥīqar was fabled for his wisdom in Late Antique monothetic circles more than any other person – with one possible exception: Solomon. Interestingly, Solomon (or Sulaymān) is the only other person in the Qur’ān to build a sarḥ, and he does so in a context that closely parallels the Aḥīqar and Fir’awn episodes. In the Qur’ānic description of their meeting (Q 27:23–44), Sulaymān hosts the Queen of Sheba and invites her to embrace Allāh’s religion. They challenge each other with various tests, and when she arrives at his court, he tricks her into lifting her dress by building a sarḥ that creates the illusion that she was about to step on water. Upon realising that Solomon outsmarted her, she immediately submits to Allāh, the sarḥ playing a direct and pivotal role in her decision to convert.

This Qur’ānic episode loudly echoes both the Biblical account of Solomon’s meeting with the Queen of Sheba, as well as midrashic elaborations on the story related in the Targum Sheni to the Book of Esther. What concerns us here, however, is the relationship between the Qur’ānic version of this story and Fir’awn’s sarḥ. Even a superficial comparison between the two episodes reveals that they are inverted parallels of each other: Both Fir’awn and Sulaymān attempt

34 Other common names of the same “Nādān” and “Nādāb.” The Aramaic text from Elephantine, the English translations of which render the name “Nadin,” actually spells this name n.d.n. The vocalization appears random and, crucially for our purposes, the Syriac and Arabic versions have “Nādān” (with “Nathan” in Armenian, and “Anadan” in Slavonic).
35 The following paragraph is based on my “Hāmnān’s transition from the Jihālīyya to Islam,” 301–03.
36 “Achiacharūs” is the Greek version of Aḥīqar.
37 The Oxford Annotated Apocrypha, ed. B.M. Metzger, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965, 75, note *f* (on Tobit 14:10); and J.R. Kohlenberger III (ed.), The Parallel Apocrypha: Greek Text, King James Version, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, 72, where the King James version has “Aman.” Compare also Tobit 1:21ff., where Aḥīqar’s status at the court is described in terms reminiscent of Hāmnān/Mordecai’s status vis-à-vis Aḥasūerus.
38 Admittedly, in the Ahīqar version of the story, it is not Nādān but Aḥīqar who eventually builds the tower. It should be remembered, however, that the Qur’ān does not mention whether or not Hāmnān actually did build the sarḥ; as with Nādān, we only know that he was requested by Pharaoh to do so.
39 Some of Aḥīqar’s sayings have been identified as those of Luqāmān in Islamic tradition (on Aḥīqar in Islam see: F.C. Conybeare, J.R. Harris and A. Smith Lewis, The Story of Aḥīqar: From the Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, Armenian, Ethiopic, Old Turkish, Greek and Slavonic Versions, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1913, lxxiv–lxxxi).
40 1 Kings 10:1–13 and 2 Chronicles 9:1–12.
to build a *sarḥ*; Sulaymān succeeds whereas Firʿawn fails; Solomon’s *sarḥ* is the means by which the Queen of Sheba embraces Allāh; Firʿawn’s *sarḥ* is the means by which Pharaoh expresses his rejection of Allāh.\(^{42}\)

Thus, Sulaymān and Aḥīqar successfully complete challenges that involve building an edifice that reaches the heavens, whereas Firʿawn fails to meet God’s challenge to reach the *asbāb* by building a *sarḥ*. Unexpectedly, in a Mesopotamian context these successes and failures may be explained in terms of the three characters’ respective levels of intelligence. Sulaymān and Aḥīqar are synonymous with Wisdom; Firʿawn is not. In fact, in questioning the existence of the God of Moses (and in thinking that he himself is divine) Firʿawn displays what in Islamic terms may be deemed to be obtuse stupidity. The relationship between Wisdom and building towers – or craftsmanship more generally – is a feature of ancient Near Eastern culture. The Akkadian term *ummanu* refers equally to a master-craftsman and to a Sage.\(^{43}\) The term entered the lexicon of monotheists through the Hebrew Bible where in Proverbs 8:22 “Mother Wisdom” is referred to as a master craftsman, using the cognate term *oman*, and in the Book of Esther 2:7 where the term *omen* is applied to the wise Mordecai beneath whose character lurks the Babylonian Marduk, creator of the world.\(^{44}\)

The story of Aḥīqar, of course, emanates from and is set in the ancient Near East, which would explain why Pharaoh’s intellectual challenge to Hāmān entails building a tower between the heavens and the earth in both the story of Aḥīqar and in the Qurʾān. This ancient Near Eastern idea passed through various stages of development before reaching the Qurʾān. In fact, Jesus – who is distinctly referred to as “wise” in both Romans 16:27 and in Josephus’ *Antiquities of the Jews*\(^{45}\) – is also described in Late Antique Syriac sources as *ardēkhā*46 “the architect.” Similarly, in Manichaean Psalms from this period the equivalent term *Bān rabbā* (meaning “great builder”) is used for God.\(^{47}\) We should not be surprised, then, that in Ephrem the Syrian’s hymn *De Nativitate*, we find that Jesus is expected to descend to earth and erect a tower reaching up into heaven.\(^{48}\)

Having explored the *sarḥ* in some detail, we may return to the question posed at the beginning of this chapter and ask: what does this case study teach us about the relationship between the Qurʾān’s Firʿawn and the Bible’s Pharaoh? Aside from the obvious fact that Firʿawn’s *sarḥ* and association with Hāmān have no equivalent in Pharaoh’s biblical career, the most interesting answer in my view comes from the exegetical materials that support both the Bible and the Qurʾān. It is striking that the classical Qurʾānic exegetes, in describing Firʿawn and Nimrod in similar terms and in conflating their respective *sarḥs*, followed the pre-Islamic commentaries on the Bible more closely than they followed the evidence of the Qurʾān itself. Had they stuck to the Qurʾān, they would surely have revealed layers of intertextuality that connect Firʿawn’s *sarḥ* with that of Sulaymān rather than the old midrashic connection between Pharaoh and Nimrod. On this basis, I would even suggest that Firʿawn, or “the Qurʾānic Pharaoh,” may be distinguished from “the Muslim Pharaoh.” What they have in common, though, is that both Firʿawn and the Muslim Pharaoh owe their existence to Mesopotamia: the latter is the product of cross-pollination and scholarly interaction between Muslims and other monotheists in late antiquity and early Islamic Iraq; the former is the product of an earlier Mesopotamian tradition in which wisdom and tower-building were intertwined with divine favour, ever since the days of ziggurats and Aḥīqar the sage. Thus, what unites the Qurʾānic and Muslim pharaohs, and what distinguishes both characters from the Biblical Pharaoh, is that they are less “Egyptian” than we might have thought.

\(^{42}\) Cf. *EQ* III: 487, s.v. “myths and legends” (A. Neuwirth).

\(^{43}\) Thus, in the *Epic of Atraštās*, Mami, the creator of mankind, is repeatedly referred to as “wise” (e.g. 1: 250 in W.G. Lambert and A.R. Millard, *Atraštās*, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969, 61), likening “wisdom” with the act of creation.


\(^{46}\) The term, which occurs even in Modern Hebrew as *adriḥāl* (“architect”), is itself a vestige of the ancient Near East: it derives from the Akkadian *ārād ekallī* meaning “servant of the palace” and by the New Babylonian period it specifically referred to a builder (cf. *CAD*, A2:210–11).
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</table>

**Yāsūf (12)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>437–38</td>
<td>385 (n. 40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442, 444</td>
<td>220, 224, 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>444 (n. 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>444 (n. 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>370, 445 (n. 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>442 (n. 76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Ra’d (13)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>220, 224, 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>213, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>161, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>216, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>209, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>405, 409 (n. 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>73, 148, 150 (n. 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ibrāhīm (14)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>59, 277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>375 (n. 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>209, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>211, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>208, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–36</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>158, 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Hijr (15)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>360 (n. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>360 (n. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>377 (n. 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>377 (n. 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>216, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>381 (n. 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>151 (n. 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–77</td>
<td>413–17, 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>385 (n. 40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Lārā’ (17)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>209, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>157, 258 (n. 40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>207, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>208, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>418 (n. 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Index of Qur'anic citations and references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>Index of Qur'anic citations and references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>Index of Qur'anic citations and references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>443 (n. 90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>174-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>217, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>216, 209, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>218, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>209, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>215, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>463 (n. 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>210, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>218, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>xviii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>(90-95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>377, 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>209, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Kohf (18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>258 (n. 40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>163, 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>214, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>219, 225, 434 (n. 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>159, 214, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>212, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>208, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>218, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>218, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>172, 215, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>151 (n. 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>214, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>211, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryam (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>220, 226, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>212, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-33</td>
<td>378, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Anbiya‘ (21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>215, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>210, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>211, 214, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>160, 163, 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>216, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>217, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-75</td>
<td>415 (n. 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>215, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>142 (n. 110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>219, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>378, 381 (n. 23), 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>209, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Hajj (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>210, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>218, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>214, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>219, 227, 307, 407 (n. 45), 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>215, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>213-14, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(27-39)</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>208, 227, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>262, 400 (n. 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>218, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>213, 218, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>207, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>212, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>210, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>400, 404 (n. 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Mu'minun (23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>16, 219, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>149, 152, 375 (n. 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Nahr (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>76, 418 (n. 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>207, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>178, 207, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>207, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>211-12, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>210, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>209, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>403-4, 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>286 (n. 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>216, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Furqan (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>375-76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-25</td>
<td>377 (n. 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>215, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>214, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>256 (n. 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63-67</td>
<td>51 (n. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>418 (n. 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>153, 213, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Shu'ara' (26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>172, 258 (n. 39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>150-51, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>213, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>212, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>213, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>215, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Qur'anic citations and references

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>211, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>214, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(160–175)</td>
<td>415 (n. 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>417 (n. 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>443 (n. 90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Naml (27)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>220, 228, 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>208, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>218, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>150, 151 (n. 5), 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>209, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23–44)</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>214, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54–58</td>
<td>415 (n. 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>161, 417 (n. 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>402, 446 (101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>208–9, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Qasas (28)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>433 (n. 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>286 (n. 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>218, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>210, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>399–400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>208, 228, 400 (n. 22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>164, 208, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>211, 214, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>181, 468, 469 (n. 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>215, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>400 (n. 24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71–72</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>174, 217, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>218, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-'Ankabūt (29)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>409 (n. 57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>163, 215, 229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Rūm (30)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>219, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>217, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>144, 274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Luqmān (31)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>51 (n. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>51 (n. 8), 210, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>51 (n. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>210, 229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**al-Sajda (32)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>209, 229</td>
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